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An interfacial mass transfer system was studied consisting of an oil layer of 
nitrobenzene containing iodine and potassium iodide, imposed between two aqueous phases, 
one of which contained the surfactant hexadecyl-trimethylammonium bromide. Intermittent 
and piecewise constant domains of variations of electric potential have been observed.

A dyadic model capable of explaining multi-scale transfer phenomena through 
hierarchically structured interfaces is proposed. Actual interpretations of dyadic time and of 
dyadic derivative are given. The recorded intermittent signal is expressed in terms of 
orthogonal W alsh-Hadamard functions.

Since the studied system shows similar output potential patterns to the observed 
biological patterns, potential applications for adaptive sensors and technologies are 
emphasized.

Introduction

Various chemical and biochemical systems exhibit electrical oscillations, 
intermittent bursting or beating domains of behaviour. These phenomena have 
received much attention as dissipative effects observed in far-from equilibrium 
physical systems as well as in the study of biological neural circuits.

It is remarkable that a similar behaviour can been observed both in natural and 
in artificial membrane systems (see [1], [2],[3]). For instance, relaxation type quasi
periodicity has been found in the interfacial electric potential of oil/water system in 
the presence of surfactants. Porous membranes doped with sorbitan monooleate 
exhibit self-excitation phenomena.

The development of artificial membranes is necessary in order to mimic the 
mechanism of excitability in natural biosystems. If the reproducibility of the 
intermittencies or oscillations in artificial membranes were good, the effects of
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various chemical species on these oscillations could be quantitatively studied. The 
first step is the search for a system exhibiting bursting and intermittencies similar to 
those recorded as electrophysiological signals. It is expected that some liquid -  liquid 
interfaces regarded as very simple models of bio-membranes will have the same basic 
properties. Next, it is expected that the effect of added chemicals on the natural and 
artificial membranes is similar allowing chemical pattern recognition.

An interfacial transfer system was studied here consisting of an oil layer of 
nitrobenzene containing iodine and potassium iodide, imposed between two aqueous 
phases, one of which contained the surfactant hexadecyl-trimethylammonium 
bromide. Their properties suggest to use this liquid-liquid system as pattern 
generators in a neural-like sensor for the detection of complex properties.

One of the difficulties in building neural-like systems is to uncover the 
organizing principles and the corresponding mathematical models that govern these 
systems [4].

The mathematical model of intermittent interfacial transfer developed here 
starts from the idea that the intermittent type of transfer results of the superposition 
of the displacements of particles in a medium structured by a hierarchy of cells. This 
implies the existence of a hierarchy of time-scales, a well-known feature of far-from 
equilibrium systems.

To take into account this hierarchical organization of interfacial transfer, it is 
considered that the time has the topology of dyadic ring (see [5], [6], for different 
approaches to dyadic time). A physically motivated dyadic derivative results. This 
dyadic model is compared with experiments in terms of Walsh -  Fourier analysis ([7],
[8]). The dyadic structure of Walsh-Hadamard functions suggests that performing 
signal analysis with such orthogonal functions would be very promising.

The argument of the new frame is based on the occurence of a hierarchy of 
time scales in non-linear systems and on the natural observation that expressions able 
to describe pulse-like and intermittent phenomena do not seem to be exponential or 
sinusoidal ones but, among others, piecewise constant Walsh -  Hadamard orthogonal 
functions ([7], [5]).

Preliminary comparisons between theory and experiments are performed using 
W alsh-Hadamard power spectrum. Finally, potential applications for adaptive 
sensors are discussed.
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Experimental

An interesting intermittent system was discovered by Dupeyrat and Nakache [1] and then studied 
by many other authors. Different other intermittent interfacial transfer systems have been studied also in 
chemical engineering and in physical literature [9], [10].

The intermittent or oscillating system described here consisted of an aqueous solution of 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, 5 x 10 4 M (phase 1), an aqueous solution of KCl, 3M (phase Г) 
and an organic solution of iodine (1.5 x lO "4 M saturated with potassium iodide) dissolved in 
nitrobenzene (phase 2). The organic phase is introduced into an U-shaped apparatus made of glass 
tubing, then the aqueous phases 1 and Г are introduced separately in each branch of the U-tube so that 
one cell is occupied by the KC1 solution and the by the other surfactant solution (Fig.l).

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up

Experiments were performed at different ambient temperatures. Two reference Ag/AgCl 
electrodes connected to a millivoltmeter were used to measure the potential differences between the 
aqueous phases. The electrodes were placed about 10 mm from the interface. Typical records are shown 
in Tables I and II. The domains in which the system displays bursts of spikes separated by quiet spells 
were specifically studied regarding to their evident similarity with electrophysiological signals [4].

Table I

Recorded intermittent signals, case 1

Time (min) 0 1.8 3.3 3.5 4.6 9.6 13.7 14.8 15.4 47.2
Potential (mV) 128 104 104 88 80 72 72 80 64 4.56
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Table II

Recorded intermittent signals, case 2

Time (min) 0 1.5 2 2.4 3 3.3 4.2 18 24 38
Potential (mV) 160 96 120 96 120 120 88 88.8 112 56

The starting domain of our potential recordings usually contains chaotic fluctuations. Then 
oscillations arise but they are not really periodic. Their amplitude decreases until the interfacial potential 
fluctuates around a mean excited state before returning to near rest. Finally the system presents the 
desired bursts of spikes which are separated by quiet spells. All these types of fluctuations were observed 
but the experiments have not succeeded in obtaining reproducibility. Indeed, typically very complex 
(chaotic) systems occur in which insignificant changes of experimental conditions are enough to yield 
different results for various experiments.

Sufficient information about the interfacial transport must be obtained only if the entire statistics 
of the experiment is accounted for. Such a statistics could be used to determine confidence intervals for 
intermittent patterns and these in turn used to estimate the effect of different chemical species on the 
excitable artificial-membrane or interface.

Physical models

Different mechanisms have been proposed in literature in order to explain the 
recorded intermittent potential variations. Dupeyrat and Nakache [1] proposed a 
mechanism involving ion-pair complexes between surfactant cation and picrate anion 
to explain the interfacial movements they observed. Yoshikawa et al. [2] proposed 
another mechanism based on the following two steps:

-  the surfactant moves towards the interface and is accumulated there; 
simultaneously, the iodine moves towards the interface and dissolves in the aqueous 
phase;

-  when the concentration of the surfactant reaches a critical value, it is 
suddenly transferred into the organic phase; if the concentration of the surfactant 
decreases to a lower critical value, the system returns to the previous step.

In fact, several mechanisms suppose that the intermittent transfer through the 
interface is governed by a process of the type "yes" or "no" characteristic for far-from 
equilibrium systems. Simulations performed with such models reproduce qualitatively 
the experimental trend after extensive parameter estimations.

More physical and more detailed models, including the additional mechanism 
of phase transitions, are accompanied by a dramatic increase in the number of 
adjustable parameters. Thus, to describe a square-wave oscillation of electric 
potential in a similar model membrane, twenty numerically estimated parameters
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have been used. In fact the total physico-chemical description is not known for even 
simple intermittent or oscillatory chemical systems.

Note that our present interest is not to establish a detailed model of such 
processes as interfacial turbulence but rather to reveal the possibilities of modelling 
other, even more complex processes.

The absence of intermittent regimes when the experimental set-up was 
continuously stirred suggests that the oscillation is strictly associated with the 
interface structure between organic and aqueous phases. Moreover, the intermittent 
regime is observed near to the active -  passive transition of the interface. The system 
swings between an active state (high electric current) and a passive state when the 
current is close to zero. Consequently, due to the extremely non-linear interactions at 
the liquid-liquid interface, a hierarchy of cells was considered a basic ingredient of 
the mechanism of interfacial transfer.

The trajectory of the transferred particle follows one or another cell. Note that 
the existence of the cell structure is well-established in most turbulent systems [9].

A dyadic model

A simple model governing the mass transport through an interface is

u’ (0 = - k u  (t) , (1)

where u(t) is the concentration, к is the rate of the process and t is the time. The 
solution of model (1) with initial condition и(0) = 1 is

»(f) = exp(-kf). (2)

Note that such a purely exponential function cannot explain the intermittent 
behaviour observed in interfacial turbulence either in natural or in artificial 
membranes.

A different approach will be followed in order to describe several types of 
observed intermittent relaxations. Recall that the initial attempt is to match the 
results of the mathematical model with the typical intermittent structures found in 
interfacial transfer. A staircase or a pulse-like signal could better be represented with 
a reduced number of square wave or piecewise constant functions.

Suppose that due to extremely nonlinear interactions characterizing the trans- 
interfacial transport, a self-organization of movements, that is, a hierarchy of cells 
appears (Fig. 2).

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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m = 2

m = 1

m = 0

Fig. 2. Hierarchy of cells

Let us assume for simplicity that a cell contains two smaller cells, each of them 
containing again two cells and so on .

Different levels in the hierarchy of cells are indexed by m =0,1, 2,... . Making a 
choice of the unit element, we considered that the transport time of a particle is 2m 
for a cell of type m. We could consider also negative values for m resulting in 
fractional subunitary transport times. This physical model, in which a time step is 2m, 
suggests to replace the usual real time t by the dyadic expansion:

where tj are the digits "0" or "1". This expansion can be also denoted by T= (tj) or 
7=(f0 f1 f2 ...). The time T  will be considered an element of a dyadic ring, E  (see 
Appendix A), essentialy since this "ad-hoc" time allows a very simple description of 
the studied phenomena.

Note that the expansion (1) gives detailed descriptions of the time of transport 
based exclusively on cellular motions.

The addition of two times T = (tj) and S =(sj) is defined in E  by:

T  © S  = T . J  ( t j  + S j  ) m o d 2  2 J  ■ (4)

There are reasons to think that this addition rule corresponds better than the 
usual real time addition, to the transport process through frustrated disordered 
systems (as shown in Fig. 2).

(3)
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First examine the problem of recording times for intermittent spikes. In order 
to describe the state of the transported particles, it is necessary to define real 
functions that depend on dyadic time T. Denote such a real valued function, u\ E->R, 
by u(T). If it is possible or interesting to record only "accepted" and "non-accepted" 
interfacially transported particles, the studied function should be limited to a two
valued one. Thus u(T) is constructed so that u(T)= + 1 (corresponding to "yes") or 
u(T)= - 1  (corresponding to "no"). Hence u(T) is defined on { -1 , 1}. Obviously the 
two values could also be denoted by as "Г and "0". According to the above described 
picture of the interfacial transfer it is necessary for instance that

u((100) © (100)) = и(000) ,

that is, the two identical steps ("forward" and "backward" along the same cell) should 
have no effect on the observed process. After a "yes" or "no" response, the system 
starts again.

To explain the contradictory measure of time, one should refer to a real time 
of the transfer process and to a dyadic time of the particular type of transport 
recording. In the above example, a transport of a particle by a cell from the bulk to 
the observation point during (100) is inevitably followed by a transport from the 
observation point to the bulk during (100). Concerning the dyadic time, no change of 
the particle happens and the particle can be characterized identically with the dyadic 
time (000) or with the time (100)0(100). In fact, the dyadic addition rule implies that 
two steps of exactly the same time have only contrary and globally annihilating 
effects.

Dyadic addition appears rather as a comparison of the two added times. If at 
some level in the expansion the digits are identical the resulting effect is null while if 
the digits are different the resulting effect is accounted for. No distinction between 
past and future is necessary (see also [5]).

Despite this, the detailed process of back and forth transport must be 
accounted for real time. The real time always increases, as the particle transport is 
from observation point to the bulk or from bulk to the observation point. It is 
typically measured by a one-scale time sensor.

From the external (dyadic) point of view no process takes place in the quiet 
interval between two records but the real time continues. Recording what happens in 
the interval between two signals allows the detailed prediction concerning the 
probability of a new recorded signal.
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To conclude, whereas the time based on real-number topology is generally 
useful to describe systems where all events are immediately recorded, the dyadic 
times seem to be adequate only to describe hierarchised systems with threshold and 
unobserved changes giving an apparently discontinuous behaviour. Such behaviours 
caracterize all highly non-linear systems. The study of such systems could be confined 
to time intervals when outputs may happen.

Observe also that a parallelepiped as shown in Fig. 3 could be associated in a 
one-to-one correspondence to the displacements in the hierarchy of cells. This 
parallelepiped serves here only as another illustration of the evolution in dyadic time.

The vertices of this parallelepiped represent the possible times of the transport 
process (000, 100, 010 and so on). For instance 7’=110 signifies in our notations 
1.2° + 1.21 + 0.22.

000 _____________ 010

Fig. 3. Dyadic evolution
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The displacements of the transferred particles following one or another of the 
three types of cells shown in Fig. 2 correspond in Fig. 3 to the displacements 
following one or another of the three axial directions.

On account of the proposed mechanism of transfer the real time t was replaced 
by the dyadic time T  and the function giving the recorded signal u(f) by the two
valued function u(T). The dyadic counterpart of the Unear model (1) is written as:

d u ( T ) /d T =  -ku(T ).  (5)

To solve this, the dyadic derivative should be used in (5). A dyadic derivative 
related to that introduced by Gibbs (see for instance [11]) is presented in 
Appendix B.

Using this dyadic derivative, Eq. (5) must be replaced by:

£,■ 21-2 [u{T) _ u{r  0  €j)] = f (6)

where:

e0 = (0000...); ^  = (1000...); e2=(0100...) ; etc. (7)

is the basis for dyadic expansions. The obtained solution is a fundamental one and 
will be considered as a basis for any other solution of the dyadic model represented 
by the equation (5).

The dyadic derivative (6) is in fact a special case of the classical derivative. It 
has certain specific features, since the dyadic derivative takes into account the 
existence of more scales of the transport process as well as the fact that during some 
time periods no transfer takes place. This characterizes our object, the intermittent 
transfer process. Dyadic derivative appears as a global, multi-scale property since 
differences in sum (6) depend upon points such as T®ej at a time interval e} from T.

The power spectrum for Walsh -  Hadamard functions is defined by analogy 
with the Fourier power spectrum. In such spectra, "sequency" (that is, half the 
number of zero-crossings in the periodicity interval) is used instead of frequency. The 
transform, or sequency domain contains no less information about the recorded 
signal than the original domain. This feature makes the discrete W alsh-Hadamard 
transform useful. But the coefficients qk contain the information in a descriptive way. 
For example, the first coefficient gives the mean value of the signal, the second 
coefficient gives its degree of antisymmetry about the center and so on.

We can prove, for instance by direct verification that, for any integer k, the 
equation (6) has the Walsh -  Hadamard functions W ^k , T) as solutions, that is:

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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u(T) = WM (k,T), (8)

where:

M=2m, к = Xj kj 2Í, T  = Xj tj 2i , (9)

with 0 < j < m - \  0 < k ,T < M -l .  Fig. 4 contains the resulting Walsh-Hadamard 
functions in the particular case of three scales of time, M= 8 being also the rows of 
the W alsh-Hadamard matrix W.

'1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 -

1 1 - - 1 1 - -

1 - - 1 1 - - 1
1 1 1 1 - - - -

1 - 1 - - 1 - 1
1 1 - - - - 1 1
1 — — 1 — 1 1 —

For T  = (000) Eq. (5) becomes

1/2(и(000)-и(100)).2Р + (u(000)-u(010)).2i +
+ (и(000) -и ( 001)).22 = кы(000) • (10)

Note that since T= (000), then m = T®em is (100), (010) and (001) for m = \  2 
or 3. Obviously the solution of the differential model is valid for any other T, as well.

The W alsh-Hadamard functions are the eigenvalues of the dyadic derivative 
operator.

If the rate of transfer к is not an integer, then the only solutions of (6) are null. 
In this case, no transfer takes place. This signifies that the transport process in 
hierarchically structured media implies rigorously established conditions on the 
interface. The cell structure acts as a delay line such that only those pulses fed back 
with the proper time delay will be added and transmitted. Particles of the wrong time 
delay will tend to interfere with each other and finally will fail to accumulate near the 
interface or to be transferred.

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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Walsh-Fourier analysis. Numerical procedures

Informations concerning the intermittent process are obtained taking into 
account not only the time intervals between intermittencies but also, for imposed 
number of scales, the variety of amplitudes in the experimentally recorded 
fluctuations. In this case, based on solutions as (7), the expansion in series of 
Walsh -Hadam ard functions is to be used:

uc(T) = Zk qk WM (k,T), (11)

whereM=2m, 0 < k ,T < M -l .
The Walsh coefficient qk depends on the contribution of the rate of transfer k. 

Intuitively this means that there exist several rates of transfer through the interface 
since there are several types of cells. The coefficients qk could be obtained from (11) 
as usual in W alsh-Fourier analysis:

qk S r  №  (*>T)} = z r  {U{T) WM (k,T)}, (12)

where u(T) with 0 < k ,T < M - l  denotes the experimentally recorded values of 
intermittent potential. Observe that:

XT W ( K 1 ) }  = M .

Power spectrum for Walsh-type functions are defined by analogy with the 
Fourier power spectrum [12]. In such spectra, the sequency к is used instead of 
frequency.

The transform contains the same information as the recorded signal but their 
distribution is different. While each data value may contain a standard number of bits 
of information, the same will not be true of the coefficients.

Observe that the solution (8) of (6) has the form shown in Figs 4, 5.

Comparison with experiments. Perspectives

Tables I and II contain typical recorded signals. We observed that different 
experiments performed at practically the same concentration of chemicals yielded 
different results. W alsh-Fourier power spectrum for different sequencies, 
corresponding to both sets of recorded signals are seen in Tables III and IV. Recall 
that the W alsh-Hadamard functions have been used in Eq. (10) (see [12] for the 
code). The computer output is based on 128 samples corresponding to 64. min of

Acfa Chimie a Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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recording (hence к varies between 0 and 127). It turns out that the first few 
coefficients are to be considered the most important for recognition purposes. 
Tables III and IV contain only the coefficients corresponding to sequencies between 
0 and 24.

К 
0

1

2

3

4

5

6 

7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 T
Fig. 4. Walsh-type functions (discrete form)

Such a spectrogram can be used either in the analysis of interfacial turbulence 
or as the basis for a recognition process.

Table III

Walsh-Hadamard power spectrum, case 1

Sequency 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Coefficient 38.7 2.7 2.6 5.3 18.1 0.4 1.4 0.4 5.1 3.7 11.3 4 30

One observes that the reproducibility should be considered in this case only in 
a statistical sense. In other words, a statistics of the relative contributions in the 
spectrum is necessary.

Acta Chimice Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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Table IV

Walsh-Hadamard power spectrum, case 2

Sequency 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Coefficient 68.2 32.9 12.7 6.3 36.6 7.5 3.9 3.4 42.4 11.4 11.0 0.64 19

K
0

1

2

3

4

5

6 

7

0 1  2 3 4 5 6 7  T
Fig. 5. Walsh-type functions (continuous form)

With the advent of artificial intelligence science, new concepts as "intelligent" 
chemical technologies and sensors called also "adaptive" or "biosensors" appear in 
developments in automatic control procedures. Presently, there are some promising 
ideas but few reported experiments. Notice that silicon, rather than liquid-liquid 
systems has proven to be a robust medium in which to model biological neural 
systems [4].

It is known that the effect of chemical species on the biomembrane is encoded 
into successive electric pulses drawn by the nerve axons. This may be expected to 
become a model of a new type of sensor using the intermittent turbulence system in a 
way similar to the mechanism in biosystems. The intermittent system could be the

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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pattern generator. This pattern is modified during the recognition process. The 
sensor will differ essentially from chemical ones being sensitive rather to a process or 
an action, (e.g., to the pharmacological activity of a drug) than to a particular 
chemical species [13].

Dyadic spectral analysis as presented here offers a label of the functioning of 
intermittent system in the presence and in the absence of some complex chemical 
mixtures subjected to the analysis. The coefficients of the W alsh-Fourier transform 
or the Walsh -  Hadamard power spectrum of an interfacial transport experiment 
contain the information in a descriptive way. For example, as previously mentioned, 
the first coefficient gives the mean value of the signal, the second coefficient gives its 
degree of antisymmetry about the centre, and so on. Such effects should be exploited 
in pattern recognition. For recognition purposes, it is desirable to establish a master 
pattern produced by one or more experiments and a possible means of producing it is 
to divide the spectrograms into areas containing equal numbers of points and take 
the average power level within each area.

Another general approach in pattern recognition is to carry out a discrete 
W alsh-Fourier transform of the obtained pattern and of its pattern model and to 
cross-correlate the two transformed sets of values to determine the degree of 
recognition rather than to attempt cross-correlation of the original signal. 
Advantages of the procedure are due to the quick computability and simple 
implementation of Walsh -  Fourier transforms.

Conclusions

To describe extremely non-linear phenomena of transfer in hierarchically 
structured media, it is more convenient to use mathematical frames other than real 
valued time and space.

The starting point of this paper is the assumption that the instants of time, Г, 
are elements of a dyadic ring E. Consequently, the dyadic equation (5) results and 
the problem is converted to that of Eq. (10). Observe that the method starts from 
very simple models but associates an enriched structure to the time, parameters and 
performed operations. Some conventional methods based on the usual concept of 
real time f, start from non-linear kinetic equations which are too difficult to handle 
analytically or by computer simulations, except for systems with a small number of 
components.

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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The method uses a priori information concerning the mathematical model in 
real time topology, as Eq. (1), and concerning the processes involved, as the well- 
known hierarchical cell structure near the interface. Because of the admitted 
complexity of the interfacial turbulence, we consider that a necessary step in 
understanding the phenomena might be the characterization of their generic 
properties (such as those shown by the new frame of T) which are not too sensitive to 
the details of modelling.

The coefficients qk obtained here by a dyadic or Walsh-Fourier analysis could 
be interpreted in the form of a spectrum giving a measure of the contribution of 
different scales or of different transfer rates respectively, involved in the process. 
Moreover the hard implementation of pattern generators as proposed here, 
exploiting the physical properties of the interfacial transfer, could allow to do 
operations in real time complex recognition that would require hours to simulate on 
a digital computer.
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Appendix A. The dyadic ring E

Some properties of the dyadic ring E  containing elements as those given by 
Eq. (1) will be presented now. Let E  denote the set of infinite sequences:

A  = \ a n 2". (A.l)

where an are digits, that is, an = 0 or 1. Denote alsov4 = (ű„) от A  = (... a_1a0a1a2 ...). 
The null element is О = (000... ). We have A=B  if an = bn for any n. The sum is 
defined as above.

The addition of two elements A  = (an) and В = (bn) is defined by:

A ® B  = Xn (an + bn)mod22*. (A.2)

The product in E  is defined as: A  ■ В = 0*nanbn)mod2 • (A.3)

Such a product rule allows to keep the boolean or "logical" character of the 
performed operations. A non-Archimedean norm on E could be defined taking:

I И 1 1 = 2~m , (A.3)

where m is an integer such that am = 1 but an = 0 for n < m : Observe that:

I \A © 5 |  I < max (I \A\ \, \ \ B \ | ) ,  (A.4)

for all A, В in E.
Equation (A.4) is the so-called strong triangle inequality. Its form causes important 
deviations from the real frame [14], [15].

Recall that the axiom of Archimedean states that for any two positive numbers 
A  and B, A  smaller than B, the continued addition of A  to itself ultimately yields a 
number which is greater than B. One can see that this is not verified for numbers as 
A  = (100) and В = (010) if the addition is defined by (A2). Hence the studied ring is 
non-Archimedean.

Appendix B. The dyadic derivative on E

We will use the analogue of the classical derivative:

du (T )/d T = ] im T_ Tm {u(T)-u(Tm) / ( T -T m)} = С. (B.l)

The limit T-^Tm means that | \T -T m \ |->-0. The equivalent in the non- 
Archimedean norm is presented here: | \ T - T m \ |-*0 if m~* oo, with m index of the
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non-null element of the basis vector em. Clearly, to obtain the derivative C, it is 
necessary to start from the definition of the product of dyadic numbers.

Denote T -  Tm =Bm. Observe that Bm is in E  and that Вг =b(), B2=b0 + b1.2 and
so on.

Let A m=u(T) -u (T m) and let us obtain Bm and C as elements of the dyadic 
ring E  that is Bm = Xy by 2 i  and C = Xy Cj 2Â A m is either 0 or 2 since by definition 
u(T)= +1 or -1 . Consequently Eq. (B.l) should be replaced by A m/2=(Bm C) and 
this allows to obtain the derivative C in E.

It results from В x in succession:

(b0co)mod2 -  A l / 2 (B.2)

for a single scale,

(b0 C0 + bx cx)mod2 -  A 2/ 2 (B.3)

for two scales,

(b0 c0 + b1c1 + b2 c2)mod2 -  A 3/ 2 (B.4)

for three scales,

(%n bn cn)mod2 -  A n +1 /  2 (B.5)

for n + 1 scales and so on.
In the hierarchy of equations (B.2-B.5) as many equations as the number of 

scales of time (levels) implied by the transport phenomena will be used. Let us 
consider T= (000... ) i.e., tj = 0 for all j. Then we have : Tm = T®em, where the basic 
steps are: e0=(000... ), e\ = (1000... ), e2 = (0100... ) and so on. Different values of Bm 
and of A m result in different steps. If B x = (T -T ® e x) we observe that b0 = l, bj = 0, 
b2 = 0,... Then from equation (B.2) on account of the fact that the only possible values 
for u{T) are +1 or -1 , it results that c0=A1/2  = (u(T)-u(T(Be1))/2). If 
В2 = (Т - (Т ф е 2)), we have b0 = 0, b\ ~ ^  b2 = 0. Then from equations (B.2-B.3), it 
results that c0=A1/2  (arbitrary), c1=A2/2  i.e., c1 = (u (7 )-u (7 ’®e2))/2. If 
b2 = ( T -T ® e 3) we haveh0 = Q> b1=0,b2 = % b3 = 0,... Then from equations (B.2-B.4), 
it results c0=Ax/2  (arbitrary), cx=A2/2  (arbitrary), c2=A2/2. Hence 
с2 = ( ч ( Т ) - и ( т е 3))/2.

In general, for Bj = T -  {TQej), one obtains

Cj-i = (u(T)-u(T®e}) ) /2 ,  j  =  1, 2, . . . ,  j  .
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Consequently, the resulting derivative given by C is:

du /  d r  = X,- 21-2 (u(T )-u (T  © ej) ) . (B.6)

This derivative is of the same type as that obtained by Gibbs and Millard [11]. 
In fact we could obtain a variety of derivatives according to the physically justified 
choice of the particular basis ej and of the operations in dyadic rings as E.

Symbols

e) basis vector
E dyadic ring
к sequency, rate of transfer

kJ digits

Як Walsh -  Fourier coefficients
m index for scales
M number of recorded values
t time

lj digits
T dyadic time
M(0 transported property
u{T) transported property as dyadic function
а д  T) W alsh-Hadamard functions

Subscripts

c stands for calculated
mod2 modulo 2
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The factorial design is used to study interferences of [K+] and pH during ammonium 
determination by NH4-ISE. It is concluded that as result of a negative p H -[K +] interactive 
interference the positive interference of [K+] may be diminished. The optimal pH for NH4+ 
determination is 7.4. A complete procedure is presented to diminish the interferences of [K+] 
and pH. Parallelly an indirect method is used for the determination of total ammonium in 
urine.

Methods for measuring ammonia can be divided in two major classes: two- 
stage procedures and one-stage (direct) procedures. The Conway technique is a two- 
stage procedure [3]. One-stage methods do not separate NH4+ before the analytic 
step [2, 3, 4]. Some classical one-stage methods are still used for the measurement of 
ammonium. As mentioned in [4], the direct method using ammonia-selective 
electrodes is in principle promising but it is not possible to judge it relative to other 
methods.

Ammonium ion-selective electrode is now regarded as one of the most 
practical sensors for the determination of ammonium ions in different media due to 
its high selectivity.

A very interesting sample for NH4+ determination is the urine. In patients with 
chronic renal insufficiency, the kidneys are unable to generate sufficient NH3 to 
buffer nonvolatile acids produced, and the defect contributes significantly to the 
acidosis in such patients [3]. The direct determination of NH4+ (a one-stage 
procedure) is very important in these cases.

Interferences of K+ and pH are considerable during the determination of 
NH4+ in urine with an ammonium ion-selective electrode. Examination of these 
interferences using factorial design, may help to avoid such interferences. To 
compare the results, indirect measurements are carried out, parallelly.

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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Experimental

Apparatus

A Radelkis Precision Digital pH Meter model O P-208/1 is used. A Radelkis model 
O P -N H 4-0711 PS ammonium ion-selective electrode combined with a Radelkis model O P-0821 P, 
double junction, silver/silver chloride reference electrode are used as in [1].

Reagents and solutions

All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade and distilled water was used throughout.
A stock standard ammonium-ion solution (1 M) was prepared by using solid ammonium chloride 

(Peking’s reagent). A stock standard potassium-ion solution (2 M) was prepared by using solid potassium 
chloride (Merck). Two citrate buffer solutions were prepared: one of pH = 4.4 (55.9 ml citric acid, 
C6HgOTH20 , 0.1 M, 21.008 g/1 and 44.1 ml Na2H P04 0.2 M, 35.628 g/l) and one of pH = 7.4 (9.2 ml citric 
acid and 90.8 ml Na2H P 04 of the same solutions).

A standard solution of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide was prepared by dissolving sodium hydroxide 
(Merck). Its titre is determined by titration with HNO3 fixánál (Merck) 0.1 N.

The experimental examination o f the interferences o f pH  and [K+] on NHr ISE, by using the factorial design

For this examination the following empirical model approximating the relation between the 
apparent concentration of NH4+ (C, calculated by NH4-IS E  potential) and concentrations of 
ammonium [NH4 + ], potassium [K+] and pH have been formulated:

C = a0 + a! pH + a2 [K+] + a12 pH [K+] + a3 [NH4+] +
+ a13 pH [NH4+] + 323 [K+] [NH4+] + a123 pH [K>] [NH4 + ] (1)

The estimation of coefficients "a" in model (1) is carried out by using standard solutions, the 
composition of which are based on factorial design [6].

In Table I the composition of each solution (23 experiments, because there are three factors with 
two levels) and the measured potentials are presented.

Table I

The results o f the measurements in real variables

No. pH [K +),(M ) 1NH4 + ](M ) E  (mV) C* (mM)

l 4.4 0.02 0.01 3.5 16.7
2 7.4 0.02 0.01 - 0.6 1.44
3 4.4 0.1 0.01 20.4 3.08
4 7.4 0.1 0.01 16.6 2.68
5 4.4 0.02 0.1 55.7 11.11
6 7.4 0.02 0.1 50.2 9.10
7 4.4 0.1 0.1 60.4 13.19
8 7.4 0.1 0.1 53.3 10.18

* C is the apparent concentration that indicate [NH4 + ] calculated by 
calibration graph (Fig. 1) (constructed by solutions containing only 
NH4C1 in distilled water)
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-log(N H 4 +  )

Fig. 1. Calibration graph for NH4 -  ISE

The potassium and ammonium ion concentrations, presented in Table I, are realised by using 
potassium and ammonium ion stock solutions. The buffer solutions are added to make up to 10 ml in a 
graduated flask. The above levels are chosen according to their natural values in urine [5].

The estimation of the effect of each factor was carried out by using data of Table II.

Table II

The results o f the measurements in coded variables

No. pH [K+ l, (M) [NH4 +] (M) E  (mV) C (mM)

l - - _ 3.5 16.7
2 + - - - 0 . 6 1.44
3 - + - 20.4 3.08
4 + + - 16.6 2.68
5 - - + 55.7 1 1 . 1 1

6 + - + 50.2 9.10
7 - + + 60.4 13.19
8 + + + 53.3 10.18
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In order to estimate the experimented error we made three replicates in point 7. The error was 
a  = 0.0017 M.

Performing the calculation according to [6] the following function was found:

C = -5.8x10-3 + 0.00124 pH + 0.325 [K+] -  0.0242 pH [K+] +
+ 1.448 [NH4+] -  0.01815 pH [NH4+] . (2)

It can be observed that all chosen factors as well as the pH [K+] and pH [NH4+] interaction 
terms contribute significantly to the apparent concentration.

The [NH4+] factor increases the apparent concentration, C, while [H+] decreases it. The 
influence of [H+] to the apparent concentration, C, of NH4+ may be related to two factors: the first, by 
shifting equilibria

NH4+ + H20  ^  NH3 + H30+  , (3)

to the left and the second, by a direct interference of H + at NH4-ISE. A simple calculation of each 
species in (3) (NH4+ is a weak acid with a dissociation constant Ka = 5.6x 10-10) shows that pH doesn’t 
influence significantly the ratio NH4+/NH3. Thus, the influence of [H+ ] is caused mainly by a direct 
interference of H + at NH4-ISE.

The [K+] factor is a significant one due to the similarity of K+ and NH4+ ions.
Let us see now the possibility of avoiding of [K+] interference using the results of the factorial 

design. The apparent ammonium concentration, C, by the function (2) and the respective errors are 
presented in Table III.

Table III

The calculated C values and their errors

pH [NH4 + ] 
(M)

(K + ] 
(M)

1 levels 
(M)

Calculated C 
(M) (M) %

Error*
%

4.4 0.0100 0.02 0.10 0.0149 0.0324 49 222
4.4 0.1000 0.02 0.10 0.1129 0.1299 13 30
7.4 0.0100 0.02 0.10 0.0147 0.0264 47 164
7.4 0.1000 0.02 0.10 0.0909 0.1025 10 1

* The error in % is calculated as {(C - [NH4+])/[NH4+]}100

From Table III it may be seen that by buffering standards and samples we can diminish the 
negative interference of pH to C. According to the function found by us it may be seen that the pH [K+] 
factor influence negatively. It is by this interaction that the [K+] interference can be diminished. pH = 7.4 
seems to have advantages over pH = 4.4. Some more calculations for pH values higher than 7.4, didn’t 
lead to better results. On the other hand, at pH higher than 7.4 there is an increasing possibility of 
precipitation to be formed.

Ammonium ion determination in a urine sample

Standard solutions of NH4+ are prepared by adding 5 ml from each of the standards solutions 
(10-2 -  1 M NH4 + ), 2 ml KC1 solution 2M, 2 ml citrate buffer pH = 4.4 and distilled water in a 10 ml
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flask. 1, 3, and 5 ml urine are treated in the same manner. Parallelly with the direct measurement by 
NH4 -  ISE standard addition technique is used (by adding 0.5 and 1 ml NH4 + of 1 M solution). Table IV 
presents the mmol of NH4+ found in each volume analysed and the recovers Rj and R2 for each addition 
of NH4+.

Table IV

NH4 + determination in pH=4.4

Urine volume 
(ml)

n h 4 +
(mmol)

R 1
(%)

r 2
(%)

5 0.2390 56.5 57.7
3 0.141 52.2 62.1
1 0.073 48.2 57.5

Another urine sample was analysed as before but in this case a buffer pH = 7.4 and 0.2 ml KC1 
2 M were used. The results are presented in Table V.

Table V

NH4+ determination in pH= 7.4

Urine volume 
(ml)

n h 4 +
(mmol)

Ri
(%)

r 2
(%)

5 0 .368 9 5 .2 110
3 0 .2 2 2 90 .8 8 7 .4
1 0 .0 7 6 90 .6 90 .4

Table V shows that the recovers for samples treated in pH = 7.4 are better than those of Table IV 
for pH = 4.4. These results support the conclusions drawn from the factorial design.

Determination o f ammonium in urine samples by the indirect method and NH4 -ISE

A known volume of urine sample (5 ml) is boiled with a known excess of standard sodium 
hydroxide solution 0.1 M (20 ml). The boiling is continued until no more ammonia escapes with the 
steam. (Until a piece of paper moistened with mercury(I) nitrate solution and held in the escaping steam 
is no longer turned black). After cooling, the sample was titrated with standard 0.1 M H N 03 (using 
phenolphtaleine indicator).

Ammonium ion is determined in the same samples by using NH4 -  ISE. The results are presented 
in Fig. 2.

Conclusions

By using factorial design, it is concluded that as a result of pH -  [K] interaction 
the positive interference of [K+] may be diminished. The optimal pH for NH4 +
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determination is 7.4. At this value, all the factors contribute in such a way that the 
error in NH4+ ion determination is minimum. The results obtained by the indirect 
methods are about 4 times higher in agreement with the ratio of free NH4+ ion to 
the total ammonia content determined by the indirect method [5].

Fig. 2. The ammonium concentrations given by two methods.
X the values obtained by indirect method; □  the values obtained by NH4-ISE
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The thermodynamic parameters (EG, AH and AS) for the formation of 1:1 and 1:2 
complexes between lanthanide cations and 2-HPHMN, 2-HPHECA and 2-HPHEAA were 
determined by potentiometric titrations in 75% (v/v) methanol-water solutions of 
0.10 M KN03 ionic strength. It elucidated that the stepwise Gibbs energies of formation of 
metal complexes varied in the sequence, AG1<AG2 and the stepwise enthalpies, AHl >AH2, 
and thus, the stepwise entropies markedly decrease in the order, AS{ >AS2- Both of the 
enthalpy and entropy of all complex systems are negative. The non-linear variation of the 
thermodynamic parameters as a function of ionic potential of lanthanide elements was 
discussed.

Introduction

In a previous paper [1] we reported formation constants or Gibbs energies, 
enthalpies and entropies of formation of 2-hydroxyphenylhydrazoacetylacetone 
(2-HPHAA) complexes of different transition and lanthanide ions in 75% (v/v) 
dioxane- water solvent. The variation of the thermodynamic parameters as a 
function of lanthanide ionic radius showed a general pattern of an early minimum 
and mid-series maximum (an "S-Shape" or gadolinium break) proceeding from La to 
Lu.

The problem of gadolinium break and other apparent anomalies may rather be 
a problem of the structure of water than an exact coordination tendency of the 
lanthanides [2]. The results [1] have been explained in terms of the change in the 
hydrogen bond structure of water in the bulk solvent by the addition of dioxane.
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It has been indicated [3] that dioxane molecules progressively breakdown the 
hydrogen bonded structure of water, whereas, methanol can form hydrogen bonded 
association with water. For this reason and the dielectric constant of the medium, this 
study is extended to include other chelating agents (2-HPHMN, 2-HPHECA and 
2-HPHEAA) and mixed organic solvent-water mixture.

2-HPHMN: A = -  CN; В = -  CN
2-HPHECA: A = -  CN; В = -  COOC2H5
2-HPHEAA: A = -  CH3; В = -  COOC2H5

Experimental

2-CPHMN, 2-CPHECA and 2-CPHEAA were prepared by coupling the diazonium salt of 
* 2-aminophenol with malononitrile, ethylcyanoacetate and ethylacetoacetate, respectively, in sodium 

acetate medium. The purity of the ligands was checked by elemental analysis and infrared spectra.
2-CPHMN: This was obtained as yellowish crystals. IR (KBr) v (cm-1): 3380-3240 (OH phenolic 

and NH) strong (s) broad (b); 2220 (C ■= N) strong(s); 1590 (C = N) medium (m). Anal, calculated for 
G jH ^ O ; C 58.07, H 3.23, N 30.11; found: C 58.00, H 3.09, N 29.75.

2-CPHECA: This compound was obtained as reddish brown crystals. IR (KBr) v (cm-1): 
3400 -  3040 (OH phenolic and NH)sb; 2230 (C = N)s; 1680 (C = 0)s; 1600 (C = N)s. Anal, calculated for 
Cn Hu N303; 56,65, H 4.72, N 18.03 found: C 56.60, H 4.60, N 17.92.

2-CPHEAA: This compound was obtained as reddish brown crystals. IR (KBr) v: 3400 -  3200 
(OH phenolic and NH)sb; 1640(C = O)s; 1590(C = N)m. Anal, calculated for C12H14N40 4: C 57.60, 
H 5.60, N 11.20; found: C 58.30, H 5.30, N 11.52.

Reagents, materials and procedures

Metal nitrates, purification of solvent and working procedures were essentially the same as 
described previously [4, 5]. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer (4000 -  300 cm-1) Spectrometer 
using potassium bromide discs.

В

Preparation o f the solid ligands

Results and discussion

The potentiometric titration curves of 2-CPHMN, 2-CPHECA and 
2-CPHEAA and metal-ligand systems were explained by considering the diprotic 
nature (H2L) of the ligands and the formation of two mono-nuclear complexes 
ML+n~2 and ML2+n_4. Some representative titration curves are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Potentiometrie titration curves of 2-HPHECA and 2-HPHEAA in absence and presence of some
metal ions

Values of protonation constants KjH (phenolic proton), K2H (hydrazo proton), 
stability constants and thermodynamic parameters were calculated (Figs 2 and 3) as 
described previously [5, 6].

The correlation between AGj values for Nd(III), Sm(III), Eu(III), Ho(III) and 
Lu(III) complexes and the sum of the acid constants ^(pK^ 1 + pK2H) appears to be 
linear (Fig. 4). The correlation reflects the ionic nature of metal-ligand interaction. 
From Fig. 4, we believe that both phenolic and hydrazo groups are coordinated since 
E(pKjH + pK2H) provides the correlation. The difference in dentate character 
between 2-HPHMN (bidentate ON donor) and 2-HPHECA or 2-HPHEAA 
(tridentate ONO donor) suggest the non-linear variation of S(pKjH + pK2H) versus 
AGj shown in Fig. 4. This apparently contradicting behaviour is ascribed to the 
failure of the measured pKjH values to account for the intrinsic basicity (SpKjH) of 
the ligand molecule experienced by the metal ion. The basicity of other active 
coordination centers (i.e., C = 0  group) are not included in the pKjH term.
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zJ / r

z2/r
Fig. 2. Stability constants of Ln(III)-2-HPHEAA. ц. = 0.10; 75% (v/v) methanol-water, 

log K ^ : 9.65 (10 °C), 9.31 (20 °C), 8.96 (30 °C); log K2H: 11.31 (10 °C), 10.84 (20 °C), 10.37 (30 °C)
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Fig. 3. Stability constants of Ln(III)-2-HPHMN complexes, p = 0.10; 75% (v/v) methanol -  water, 
log К;«: 6.27 (10 °C), 6.08 (20 °C), 5.90 (30 °C); log К2н; Ц.ОО (10 °C), 10.51 (20 °C), 10.17 (30 °C)

Fig. 4. Relationship between the values of -  ДС] and X pKtH

The variation of ДGn, ДHn and ASn (n = l-2 )  for different ligands across the 
lanthanide series is shown in Figs 5, 6 and 7. The regularity in the free energy values 
is in harmony of the correlation of AGj for different complexes of Ln(III) ions with
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total ligand basicity noted in Fig. 4. However, the analogous sequence in AHn and 
ASn do not show the same pattern, which could be related to hydration effects 
reflected in AH  and ДS but not in AG (Eqs (1) and (2)):

ДHx = AH 1 (g) -  AH(hyd) (L “ ) -  AH(hyd) (Ln3+) + AH(hyd) (LnL+) ,  (1)

AS1 = AS^ (g) -  A S (hyd) (L ~ ) -  AS (hyd) (Ln3+)+ AS (hyd) (LnL+) .  (2)

В

8.4 8.8 9.2 9.6 10 10.4 10.8

z’ /r
Fig. 5. Variation of the thermodynamic parameters for 2-HPHMN chelates. 

-A G,: 8.20 kcal/mole, -  Д 7.06 kcal/mole, 3.8 cal/mole К 
~AG2- 14.11 kcal/mole, -Д Я 2: 16.29 kcal/mole, ДS2: -7.2 cal/mole К

As seen in Figs 5, 6 and 7, all of these ligands have discontinuities (sharp decreases 
or increases) in AGn, AHn and ASn plots near the middle of the lanthanide series. 
This behaviour is consistent with the model considering different hydration numbers 
of the lighter (La-N d) and heavier (Tb-Lu) lanthanides [7-9]. In this model, La3+ 
to Nd3+ were assigned to isostructural series and Tb3+ to Lu3+ to another. The 
hydrated ions in the middle of the series (Sm3+ -T b 3+) were assumed either to have 
structures representing some transition between those of the two major groups or to 
exist in an equilibrium between the other two structures. The difference in the 
hydration number between light (La-N d) and heavy (Tb-Lu) lanthanide ions did
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Fig. 6. Variation of the thermodynamic parameters for 2-HPHECA chelates. 
|jl = 0.10; 75% (v/v) methanol-water.

-A G,: 10.60 kcal/mole, -A //,: 10.04 kcal/mole, AS',: 1.9 cal/mole К 
-A G 2: 15.07 kcal/mole, -A # 2: 21.28 kcal/mole, AS2: -20.5 cal/mole К
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Fig. 7. Variation of the thermodynamic parameters for 2-HPHEAA chelates. 
(i = 0.10; 75% (v/v) methanol-water.

- AGji 12.41 kcal/mole, - ДЯ,: 13.51 kcal/mole, M t: -3.7 cal/mole К 
-A G 2: 14.39 kcal/mole, - Д # 2: 18.41 kcal/mole, Д52: -13.3 cal/mole К
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not exceed unity [10, 11] and suggested that Ln(H20 ) 93+ is the probable species for 
the light cations and Ln(H20 ) 83+ for the heavy ones. The structural change of 
hydration sphere of the metal ions near the middle of the lanthanide series will 
create a compensating effect, due to structural change in hydration sphere of 1:1 
ligand complexes and structural change in hydration species of metal ions. If 
A#(hyd)(Ln3 + ) and A//(hyd)(LnL+) have discontinuities of different magnitude 
(Eq. (1)) near the middle of lanthanide series, then the net effect of 
A#(hyd)(Ln3+) + A/7(hyd)(LnL+) is not linear and show an S-Shape proceeding 
from La through Lu (Figs 5, 6 and 7). Similar reasoning would apply to the entropies 
(Eq. (2)).

The model of the change in the structure of hydration sphere of the metal ions 
near the middle of the lanthanide series was supported by different other properties 
beside the thermodynamic ones. These include: molal volumes [10, 12], relative 
viscosities [13, 14], apparent molal heat capacities [15], heat of dilution [16], electrical 
conductance [11], the transition temperature [17] and frequency of Raman stretching 
band for Ln3+-OH2 in glassy solution [18,19]. Plots of these properties as a function 
of the lanthanide ionic radius showed a general pattern of an early minimum and a 
mid-series maximum (an "S"-shaped) proceeding from La to Lu.

From the above and the thermodynamic data given in the present and the 
previous [1] studies, it could be concluded that the behaviour of the complex 
formation in mixed organic solvent-water and aqueous media are completely 
different. Both the enthalpies and entropies of all complex systems studied here in 
75% (v/v) methanol-water and 75% (v/v) dioxane -  water given previously [1] are 
negative. The behaviour in mixed solvent can be discussed in terms in which one 
solvent acts as a better donor than the other. The relatively higher negative enthalpy 
values obtained for all complex systems indicate the enhancement in complexing 
ability of ligand anions in 75% (v/v) methanol-water media as compared to that in 
water solvent. This could be rationalized to the difference in strength of Ln-OH2 and 
Ln-solvent bond as well as the difference in the dielectric constants of water and 
methanol -  water solvents.

The order obtained in the thermodynamic parameters is as follows: Д < AG2, 
A # j >A/ / 2 and ДЛ'[>Д52. From the values of free energies of all complex systems, it 
may be accepted that all the ligands under investigation contain atoms (N and O) 
with stronger donor property than water. The metal -  water bonds within aquametal 
ion weaken when a part of water molecules with the aquametal ion are replaced by 
ligand molecules [20]. Thus, we can expect that M-OH2 bonds within the mono
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complex is weaker than those of aquametal ion. Consequently, the stepwise enthalpy 
of the formation of bis-complex becomes more negative than that of the mono 
complex. This explaination is best supported by the order obtained in the entropy 
(i.e., M j>  AS2 and both are negative).

The negative values of entropies indicate that the complex formation is 
accompanied by a loss of entropy due to the combination of the ligand molecules 
with the metal ion. Also, if we accept that methanol can form hydrogen bonded 
association with water [3], then the dehydrating water molecules from the aquametal 
ion will combine with those in the bulk solvent molecules by the formation of 
hydrogen bonds leading to the decrease in the entropy.
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Recently, we reported a new synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines starting from 
azomethines, and proposed a mechanism for the overall reaction. In the present work this 
mechanism is supported by kinetic analysis with the aid of the HPLC method.

Introduction

In a previous communication [1] we reported a new synthesis of 1,4-dihydro
pyridines starting from azomethines. The proposed mechanism of the overall 
reaction is shown in Scheme 1.

Route I
Hantzsch-type

2 MeCOCHjCOjMe4 *

2

Route II 
Knoevenagel

MeC=CHCO,MeI
n h2

R v n  p
C C
Il IIc c

M e '' ^M e

H
NIFEDIPINE 

R ■ - C 0 2Me

3
Scheme 1

In order to prove the details of the above mechanism it was necessary to 
perform a reaction in which out of the two Routes (I and II) solely Route I
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(Hantzsch-type) can take place. This half-conversion of our synthesis can be achieved 
in a very simple manner by excluding the presence of methyl 3-aminocrotonate, the 
reaction partner for Route II, in the synthesis (Scheme 2).

I

Scheme 2

Evidently, in this case Nifedipine can only be formed via Route I. On the other 
hand, identification of the ylidene (3) along with Nifedipine makes obvious the 
Knoevenagel route of the synthesis (Route II), where compound (3) plays the part of 
the intermediate.

Experimental

Kinetic studies

In the kinetic analysis the course of the overall and the half-conversion reactions (Scheme 1 
and 2) was followed by HPLC, using detection.

For the measurements the reactions were carried out as follows.
The overall reaction was effected according to the description given in our previous 

communication [1], under the title "Nifedipine from (la)" in the experimental part.
The half-conversion was realised without using methyl 3-aminocrotonate in the overall reaction; 

thus the reaction mixture consisted of (la) (9.45 g, 0.03 mol) methyl acetoacetate (10.45 g, 0.09 mol) and 
methanol (30 ml). This mixture was refluxed for 36 hours.

The synthesis of Nifedipine by the authentic Hantzsch reaction was reproduced by the method of 
Bossert and Vater [2], likewise the authentic Knoevenagel according to the Teller-W em er synthesis [3].

The overall reaction starting from (lb) was effected according to our previous communication [1] 
under the title "Nifedipine from (lb)".

lb
Scheme 3
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Since during the reaction the solution became inhomogenous due to the gradually increasing 
formation of insoluble Nifedipine, a special sampling technique had to be used, as described below. 
Samples were taken at 5 hour intervals during the reaction (36 hours). Diagrams obtained are shown in 
Figs 1 -5 .

Fig. 1. Diagram of the overall reaction. Starting concentration of (la) = 1 mol/1639 ml

Kinetic measurements

The conversion data were obtained by HPLC analysis of the reaction mixtures; the kinetic 
calculations were made using these data.
HPLC method 
Chromatographic conditions:

Mobile phase: Britton -  Robinson buffer of pH 2.3, methanol acetonitrile (50:25:25, v/v); flow- 
rate: 0.80 ml/min; column: stainless steel, Macherey-Nagel, prepacked column (125 mm X4.0 mm I. D.) 
with Nucleosil (5 p,m) filling material.

Volume injected: 100 ц1; detection: UV, at 280 nm; temperature: 23 °C, isocratic.

Chemicals and reagents

All solvents used were HPLC grade; chemicals were of reagent grade. Methanol (LiChrosolv, 
6007, Merck); acetonitrile (Carlo Erba, cod. 412411), Britton -  Robinson buffer solution at pH 2.3, made 
with bidistilled water.

Standard solution: 0.05 g of ylidene and 0.05 g of nifedipine dissolved in 100 ml of acetonitrile. 
Instrumentation:

Pump: Beckman; detector: UV 308 typ. Labor MIM (Budapest); integrator: Hewlett Packard 
3390 A; injector: Rheodyne 7125 (Loop: 100 ml).
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Measuring of the acidity of the reaction mixture:
Instrument: Precision pH-Meter E 510 (Metrohm).

Determination of the components in the reaction mixtures:
In the reaction mixture one to the above mentioned technical problems, we used a special 

technique for the determination of the components. We started seven separate reactions simultaneously 
under identical conditions and then, in every 5 hours, one of the mixtures was prepared for sampling as 
follows. In each case the whole mixture was cooled down to 23 °C, and filtered. Both the solid and the 
filtrate were used for the analytical determination. The filtrate was diluted with the eluent for HPLC 
analysis. A stock solution was prepared from the solid with acetonitrile, and this solution was diluted 
further with the eluent for HPLC analysis. The nifedipine and ylidene contents were calculated from the 
HPLC integral data, correlated with the theoretical amount obtainable from the standard mixture, 
adding up the amounts contained in the solid and filtrate. Other components were identified by means of 
the Rf values and their amounts were calculated from the relative ratios of the peak areas.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the half-conversion. Starting concentration of (la) = 1 mol/1635 ml

Results

The diagram of the overall reaction (Fig. 1) shows the total-conversion of (la) 
to Nifedipine. The Nifedipine curve on the diagram is the resultant of two curves 
corresponding to Route I and II.
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The curve corresponding to Route I is obtained by half-conversion (Fig. 2.). 
The Hantzsch type character of this process was proved by comparison with the 
authentic Hantzsch reaction applied to Nifedipine (Fig. 3). During the first 15 hours 
these two curves were identical with each other. However, in the authentic Hantzsch 
reaction, after the maximum (15 hours, 73%) a strong decrease of the concentration 
of Nifedipine was observed, clearly showing the negative influence of free ammonia 
used in this synthesis. In contrast, according to Route I (Fig. 2) -  in the absence of 
free ammonia -  the concentration of Nifedipine remained unchanged after the 
maximum (15 hours, 75%) till the end of the reaction.

Fig. 3. Diagram of the "authentic" Hantzsch synthesis as reproduced from literature [2], applied to 
nifedipine. Starting concentration of the 2-nitrobenzaldehyde = 1 mol/1500 ml

After identification of Route I as a Hantzsch-type reaction, the missing curve 
of Route II could be obtained by subtracting the curve of Route I (Fig. 2) from that 
of Route I + II (Fig. 1), as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the complete overall reaction. Starting concentration of (la ) = 1 mol/1639 ml

The calculated curve of Route II was found identical with that of the 
Knoevenagel reaction applied to Nifedipine. This clearly proves the first order 
character of the two reactions.*

For both reactions (Route II, and Knoevenagel):

t = (1/ к )  ln [(l/( l-x )]; к = 0.0643; l(9o%) = 36 hours;
i(50%) = (l/к )  In 2 = 10.83 hours .

Thus with the identification of Route II as a Knoevenagel reaction, the 
complete mechanism of the overall reaction has been clarified as already shown in 
Scheme 1 and Fig. 4.

The congruence of the three curves strongly supports the validity of the given 
mechanism.

* In the Knoevenagel reaction the kinetically second order first step (mechanism by Marsi and 
Torre [4]) is a fast reaction (reaction time 10 hours; in this period the methyl 3-aminocrotonate tends to 
decrease to minimum) (Fig. 4). It is then followed by a long lasting sequence of first order intramolecular 
transformations till the end of the reaction (36 hours). As known from kinetics, in such cases the total 
reaction has first order character
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Figure 5 shows the overall reaction starting from (lb). The resulting kinetic 
curve is equivalent to the sum of the Hantzsch (Route I taken twice) and the 
Knoevenagel reactions (Route II).

Fig. 5. Diagram of the overall reaction from (lb). Starting concentration of (lb) = 1 mol/2456 ml

As regards the half-conversion (Fig. 2), it is necessary to give an explanation of 
the characteristic course of the curve of ylidene (3). After the maximum of 95% 
(1.5 hours), ylidene concentration decreases to 67% during 15 hours and then 
remains constant till the end of the reaction (36 hours). The explanation of this 
decrease, as we have proved, is that methanol causes the decomposition of ylidene to 
its components.

When ylidene was refluxed in methanol, the dimethylacetal of 
2-nitrobenzaldehyde was detected and identified in the solution by HPLC. Bases 
catalyze this reaction. The rate of this decomposition is the same as shown in Fig. 2 
(half-conversion). These results indicate a retro-aldol equilibrium mechanism. In the 
presence of methyl 3-aminocrotonate, i.e., under the conditions of the overall
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reaction, this decomposition cannot take place. In this case the ylidene (3) will 
promptly react with the methyl 3-aminocrotonate a soon as it is formed.
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A model valid for hydroxo and anionic mechanisms of the anodic dissolution of indium 
has been worked out. The results obtained by computer simulations are in agreement with the 
experimental observations. (The shape of polarization curves, the effect of the acidity of the 
solution, the concentration of active anions and the frequency of rotation of the electrode on 
the kinetics of indium dissolution).

Introduction

The anodic dissolution of indium has been studied by several authors in the last 
decades [1-9].

It has been reported that the dissolution of indium takes place in three 
consecutive single-electron steps in acidic perchlorate electrolytes [2, 3].

Further experimental facts, confirmed by several authors are as follows:
1. With increasing concentration of acid in the electrolyte, the concentration of 

indium ions of single positive charge, cln+ 0, grows on the electrode surface [2, 4, 5] 
(if there are only inactive anions, e.g., C104_ in the solution).

2. There are sections of various slope on the polarization curves determined by 
the anodic dissolution of indium [2-4].

3. When active anions (e.g. CL , Br~) are added to the electrolyte, the rate of 
formation of indium ions of two positive charge increases considerably [4, 6, 7].

4. When small amount of active ions are added to the electrolyte the value of 
cln+ 0, decreases [4, 8]. However, when the concentration of active ions is high, cln+ 0 
grows (and "free" water concentration decreases) [9].

5. The reaction order with respect to active anions for the anodic dissolution of 
indium is between 1 and 3 [4].
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Nevertheless, there has been no report on modelling and simulating of the 
kinetics of the dissolution process of indium by both hidroxo and anionic 
mechanisms. The aim of the present work was to discuss the possible reaction 
pathways of the anodic dissolution of the metal presented in our earlier paper [1] and 
to show the agreement between the conclusions deduced from the model and from 
experimental observations.

Results and discussion

We have suggested that the sequence of reactions describing the dissolution 
process of indium by hydroxo and anionic mechanisms, is the following [1]:

ka
In + H20  - 1 (InH20 )ads+ + e 1

4

(InH20 ) ads+ -  (InOH)ads + H H

a 3
(InOH)ads -  (InOH)ads+ + e

(InH20 ) ads+ + ( n - l ) H 20  ^  [In(H2O)/I+]0
К

[In(H2O )„ 4 0 Í  [in(H2o)„+] 

ka 6
In + A “ ^  (InA)ads + e

4

( In A )ads + A _  ( In A 2)ads + e

(InA)ads + ( p *  ~  !)A ^  [InAm(m !) ]0
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[InAm( ^ - l ) -]0 Í  [1пАт ("«-1)-] 9

Subscript "ads” refers to the species adsorbed on the metal surface and subscript "0" 
denotes the nonadsorbed species at the electrode surface. Anion A - , which 
participates in the anodic dissolution of indium, according to Eqs 6 -9 , will be called 
active anion further on.

We assume that the two products originating from steps 3 and 7 and containing 
indium ions of two positive charges are oxidized further in both cases rapidly. Thus 
the reactions after the 3rd and 7th steps do not influence the kinetics of anodic 
oxidation.

In addition, we assume that (InH20 )ads+ covers only a very small part of the 
electrode surface, however, the area covered by (InOH)ads and (InA)ads can be 
significant and Langmuir conditions are valid for the adsorption. We assume that the 
adsorption of other participating species is negligible.

The rate constants for the reactions described by Eqs 1 -9  are also indicated in 
the equations. As known [1, 2], the rate constants for the electrochemical steps 1, 3, 6 
and 7 change exponentially with the electrode potential e:

=  k ’a , e x p C a ,  Fe/RT)

/ckj = k’k. exp[-(l-ct;) Fz / RT\,

where k’a and k \  are the corresponding rate constants at e = 0 (i.e., at the potential 
of the reference electrode), cq is the transfer coefficient of the i - th  anodic step. F is 
the Faraday constant, R  is the gas constant and T  is the thermodynamic temperature.

However, the rate constants for chemical steps 2, 4, 8 and diffusion steps 5, 9 
do not change with the electrode potential. It should be noted that reaction scheme 
1 -9  cannot be considered as a detailed mechanism of the active anodic dissolution of 
indium. Only reaction steps are shown which, in our opinion influence the kinetics of 
the process and the kinetic parameters. Any reaction step shown in the reaction 
sequence can take place in several steps in reality. This, however, is irrelevant in this 
respect.

Taking into consideration the above conditions given by reactions 1 -9 , the 
equation of the polarization curve corresponding to the process (the correlation 
between current density j  and other parameters influencing the latter) can be 
calculated as discussed in our previous paper [1], i.e.:
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Where

+

+

Further notations are as follows:

^ 2  =  ^a2 / ^ k 2> ^ 4  = ^a4 / ^ k 4> ^ 8  =  ^ag/ ^ k 8>

ka and kk (i = 1...8) are the respective rate constants in reaction series 1-9, X  
is the rate constant for the diffusion of species containing In+ ions (in the case of 
rotating disc electrode X  = X ’f l f i ,  where /  is the frequency of rotation of the 
electrode,-ST is a proportionality factor). When describing Eq. (1) it is assumed that 
the diffusion coefficients of the species containing In+ ions are identical. cHj0, cH+ 
and cA - denote the concentration of water, hydrogen ion and active anion, 
respectively.

By using rotating ring-disc electrode, In+ ions originating from the anodic 
dissolution of the In disc electrode can be oxidized to In3+ on the ring electrode. The 
limiting current (/r) of the subsequent oxidation is proportional to cln+ 0 [2]. Based 
on the above given conditions and reactions 1-9 , the following equation can be 
written:

: I r^ n N X  -
k, c” 0C'Kd +k, cm.DK,6 A"

L  c D  + C'B
a6 A (5)

rl is the radius of the disc electrode, N  is the transfer coefficient characterizing the 
geometry of the electrode, other notations are identical with those used above.

The relationship between current density j  (or, rather, its logarithm) and 
electrode potential e, as well as / R (or lg / R) as a function of e can be calculated with
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the help of Eqs (1) and (5). We used parameter values shown in Table I. In our 
calculations XcB is the numerical value of total concentration of dissolved 
electrolytes. We considered XcB to be 3 in the case of cH+ or cA - < 3.0 mol/dm3, that 
means constant ionic strength. (The cited literature data are results of measurements 
performed under the same conditions.)

The values of cH+ and cA- used for calculations are shown in the figure 
captions, n is considered to be 2 because it is the minimal value according to the 
scheme described. Selection of m=3  is supported, beyond the above reasoning, by 
the fact that In+ binds three Cl- ions in its coordination sphere according to 
literature data [10].

Table I

Parameter values

T  = 298.15 К 0t; = 0.5
X  = 2.0 A dm mol-1 min1/* к’г6 = 106 A dm m o l '1
f  = 900 min-1 ifc’k6 =10= a  d m '2
N  = 0.4 K2 = 10 mol d m '3
/•] = 0.025 dm KA = 10 (mol dm -3) -1
k \  1 = 0.02 A dm mol-1 Kg = 0.01 (mol dm -3) -2
Á’kl = 107 A dm - 2 /1 = 2
k \ J = 10 A dm -2 m = 3
k \ i  = 102 A dm m o l '1 ch2o = (55-82cB) mol d m '3*

* In some cases 8ZcB > 55 is given. In this case сНгС) = 0 mol dm 3 has 
been used for calculations

Figure 1 shows polarization curves lgy vs. e calculated on the basis of Eq. (1) 
for different acid concentrations, when active A~ ions are not present. In the shape 
of the curves one can notice changes in slopes ("breaks") which are characteristic of 
stepwise metal dissolution and which have been observed experimentally [2, 4]. The 
simulated curve is consistent with the experimental fact that a decrease in acidity, in a 
given potential range, increases the rate of anodic dissolution.

Figure 2 shows the effect of the frequency of rotation of the rotating disc 
electrode on the shape of the polarization curve. Polarization curves determined by 
two different r.p.m. values have been given in [3]. Similarity of the calculated and 
experimental curves is noteworthy.
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e(V)

Fig. 1. Calculated polarization curves for electrolytes of different acidity, not containing active anions. 
cH+/mol dm*3; 1: 0.1, 2: 0.5, 3:1.0,4: 3.0. Here and further on (j) = j  /  A  dm -2

e(V)

Fig. 2. The effect of the r.p.m. values of the electrode on the calculated polarization curve. 
cH+ =0.1 mol/dm3,//m in _1; 1: 100, 2: 900, 3: 9000
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Figure 3 shows lg / R vs. e curves computed with the help of Eq. (5), for 
different acid concentrations of the electrolyte, in the case of cA-=0. The curves in 
Fig. 3 are in agreement with the previously cited experimental results [5], namely, 
that at the dissolving indium surface the In+ concentration increases if the acidity of 
the solution grows.

The effect of active anions, A - , on the shape of the polarization curves are 
shown in Fig. 4. The data are computed on the basis of Eq. (1). As shown in the 
figure, the rate of anodic dissolution increases at a given electrode potential. From 
the data of Fig. 4 lg; -  lg cA- relation corresponding to different electrode potentials 
can be obtained. It is shown in Fig. 5. The slope of the lines gives the reaction order 
with respect to anion A - for the anodic dissolution of indium. The reaction order 
calculated from the sections that can be regarded as straight lines are shown in Fig. 5. 
The reaction order varies between 1 and 3 depending on the electrode potential and 
the concentration of anion A - , namely, it corresponds to the value published in the 
literature for the reaction order with respect to halogenide ions for the investigated 
reaction [4].

log (lR)

Fig. 3. Simulated lg(/R) - e  curves for different acid concentrations. cH + /mol dm -3; 1: 0.1, 2: 0.5, 
3: 10, 4: 3.0. Here and further on (/R) = / R/ A
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e(V)

Fig. 4. The calculated polarization curves in the case of cH+ = 0.1 mol/dm3, for different active anion 
concentrations. cA-/m ol dm •; 1: 0, 2: 0.01, 3: 0.1, 4: 1.0,5: 2.9, 6: 6.0, 7: 10.0

Figure 6 shows the logarithm of / R. calculated from the data of Table I on the 
basis of Eq. (5), as a function of the disc potential, with different concentrations, cA ~. 
One can see from the curves that by adding a very small amount of anions, the value 
of / R decreases to a large extent at a given electrode potential and then it increases 
again with growing concentration of A - . If the active anion concentration is high 
enough / R can be as high as, or even higher than that calculated for cA =0.

Consequently, the results calculated on the basis of the reaction series 
proposed agree with the experimental results discussed in point 4, which says that the 
presence of active anions strongly decreases the c[n+ 0 value. When cA- is high cIn+ 0 
can increase a lot. It is also supported by the plot of lg /R vs. lgcA~, at different 
potentials (Fig. 7).
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log Ű)

^  “  - 1 u  V 'fC '

Fig. 5. The calculated Ig(/)_ lg(cA-)  correlations for various electrode potentials. 
e/V; 1: -0.4, 2: -0.2, 3: 0,4: +0.2. For the sections considered to be straight the reaction 

order with respect to anion A - is shown. (cA-)  stands for the numerical value of A - concentration

Fig. 6. The simulated lg(/R) -  e  curves in the case of cH+ = 0.1 mol/dm3, by changing cA-. 
cA-/m ol dm -3; 0: 0.0,1: 0.001, 2: 0.01, 3: 0.1,4: 1.0,5: 3.0, 6: 4.0, 7: 7.0,8: 10.0
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0 

-1 

-2 

-3 

-4 

-5 

-6 

-7

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 log (cA-)

Fig. 7. The calculated lg(/R)-lg (cA-)  curves for various electrode potentials. 
e/F; 1: 0.15, 2: 0.45. The lg(/R) value corresponding to cA- = 0 mol/dm3 is also marked on the ordinate.

The other marks on the curves correspond to the concentrations given in the caption of Fig. 6

Conclusions

log ( |r)

m

The results discussed here confirm, that the new model is good for studying the 
kinetics of anodic indium dissolution.

In addition, it can be established that the above presented reaction series are a 
good example for an uniform treatment of the dissolution of metals taking place by 
both hydroxo and anionic mechanisms.

*

This work was supported by the National Scientific Research Fund (OTKA) 
under Grant No. 2113.
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Diiron(II)-(III) complexes [Fe2L(B)2](X)2 were prepared, where HL represents 2,6-bis 
[bis(2-pyridylmethyl)aminomethyl]-4-methylphenol, HB is valeric acid (vaa), caproic acid 
(coa), enanthic acid (ena), caprylic acid (caa), pelargonic acid (pea), maleic acid (maa) or 
isobutyric acid (iba), and X=C104~ or BF4_. The valence states of the irons of the complexes 
[FejLCvaa),] (BF4)2, [Fe2L(coa)2] (BF4)2, [Fe2L(ena)2] (BF4)2, [Fe2L(caa)2] (BF4)2, and 
[Fe2L(pea)2] (C104)2 were delocalized in the Mössbauer time scale (1 x 10-7 s) at 296 К and 
localized at 78 K. That of [Fe2L(maa)2] (C104)2 was localized at low temperature, and 
delocalized above 296 К in the increasing step, and the thermal hysteresis effect in the 
transition rate was observed. On the other hand, the valence states of irons of 
[Fe2L(iba)2](C104)2 were localized at the temperature range of 80 -  300 K.

Introduction

Mixed-valence iron complexes have been intensively studied in recent years 
since it is known that binuclear iron clusters in the active sites of metalloprotein play 
important role in biological systems [1]; methane monooxygenase [2], ribonucleotide 
reductase [3], purple acid phosphatase [4] and haemerythrin [5]. Model compounds 
containing such sites have been prepared and characterized by Mössbauer 
spectroscopy, IR and NMR [6]. Specific attention has been attracted to mixed- 
valence state in the solid state, especially detrapped valence state in order to clarify 
the mechanism of the intramolecular electron transfer between the metal atoms 
through the bridged ligands.

Detrapped valence states of iron compounds in the solid state have been 
observed in the system of ferrocene derivatives [7], [Fe30 (0 2CCH3)6]S (S is a 
solvent molecule) [8], Fe30 4 [9] and deerite [10] using Mössbauer spectroscopy. In 
these complexes detrapped valence state is observed at high temperature except for
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some ferrocene derivatives which complexes show detrapped valence state even at 
4.2 К [11]. Transition from trapped- to detrapped-valence state is often associated 
with a phase transition in the solid state [12].

In the present study we wish to report characterization of valence detrapped 
binuclear Fe(II, III) complexes of septadentate polypyridine ligand. Some Fe(II, III) 
complexes of such ligand have been reported as p-phenoxo-p-carboxylato complexes 
by Suzuki et al. [13a,b]. The following complexes bridged with carboxylic acids of 
long chain were prepared: [Fe2L(vaa)2](BF4)2 1, [Fe2L(coa)2](BF4)2 2,
[Fe2L(ena)2](BF4)2 3, [Fe2L(caa)2](BF4)2 4, [Fe2L(pea)2](C104)2 5,
[Fe2L(maa)2](C104)2 6 and [Fe2L(iba)2](C104)2 7.

Crystal structures of [Fe2L (02CC2H5)2](BPh4)2 • CH3COCH3 [14], and 
analogous [Fe2L’(0 2CCH3)2](C104)2-2H20  [15] with 2-methylimidazolyl instead of 
pyridine ligand arm have been communicated. The structure of [Fe2L(ena)2](BF4)2 is 
of similar one as shown in Fig. 1. Two carboxylic acids and a phenoxide ion are 
bridged between two iron atoms in a molecule. Each iron ion in a octahedral 
coordination sphere is coordinated by three nitrogen atoms and three oxygen atoms.

Experimental

HL was synthesized by the condensation of 2,6-bis(cloromethyl)-4-methylphenol with 
bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine according to the literature [14]. The iron complexes were prepared in a 
manner similar to that reported. The crystals of the complexes were recrystallized from acetonitrile. 
Elemental analysis for the complexes prepared here is listed in Table I.

Table I

Analytical data for the iron complexes

Complex
c

Found(%) 
H N Fe C

Calculated(%) 
H N Fe

l 49.94 4.95 8.49 10.29 50.77 5.05 8.26 10.98
2 51.14 5.15 8.14 10.33 51.70 5.30 8.04 10.69
3 52.51 5.32 7.83 10.27 52.59 5.54 7.83 10.41
4 52.89 5.74 7.68 10.68 53.43 5.77 7.63 10.14
5 52.14 5.73 7.46 9.70 53.04 5.85 7.28 9.67
6 45.15 3.68 7.65 10.13 45.22 4.32 7.72 10.44
7 46.17 4.71 8.01 10.80 46.87 4.89 8.00 11.02
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Fig. 7*. Structure of the complex cation in 3

Physical measurement

The Mössbauer apparatus was a constant-acceleration spectrometer (Austin Science Associates). 
Data were stored in a 1024-channel pulse-height analyzer, type 5200 (Ortec). The temperature was 
monitored with a calibrated copper-constantan thermocouple within a variable temperature cryostat,

•The analysis of the crystal structure for 3 is processing now. The final data will be published in a 
separate paper. From preliminary analysis of X-ray data F e -F e  distance is 3.368(7) Â, and average 
F e -O  values of 2.006(20) Â for Fel and 2.071(19) Â for Fe2, and average F e -N  values of 2.291(19) Л 
for Fel and 2.168(19) Â for Fe2 are obtained. These values support that two iron atoms are in average 
valence state and equivalent to each other.
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type ASAD -4V  (ASA). A 10 mCi 57Co (Rh) source was used throughout. The data were fitted to 
Lorentzian line shapes using a least-squares method at the Computer Center of Kyushu University. 
Isomer shift 6 quoted is relative to the centroid of the spectrum of iron foil enriched with ^Fe at 296 K.

The magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out by the Faraday method using a type 
2002 electrobalance (Cahn Instrument) with an electromagnet (8000 G, 0.8 T). The temperature was 
controlled over the temperature range 78 -  300 К by using a digital temperature controller, model 3700 
(Scientific Instruments). The compound HgCo(NCS)4 was used as a calibration standard. Effective 
magnetic moments were calculated by use of the formula p.e([=2.83(xM7)1/2, where Хм 's the molar 
susceptibilities after applying a diamagnetic correction. The data were fitted by the equation derived 
from the general isotropic exchange Hamiltonian in a binuclear system, H=-2/5]-52 for = 2 and
S2 = 5/2,

Xa = ( N fä 2/4kT )  • (лг24 + 10x21 + 35x16 + 84x« + 165)/
/(IX2» + 2x21 + 3x1« + 4x9 + 5) + N a  (

where x= exp(-J /kT ), the symbols have usual meaning, and temperature independent paramagnetisms 
(No.) were assumed to be zero.

A cyclic voltammogram of the complexes in acetonitrile was measured using a Yanaco AC DC 
Cyclic Polarograph P-900  and was conducted at room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere. 
Standard three-electrode system was used for cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments comprising a glassy 
carbon working electrode, a saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a counter electrode of platinum.

Electrolytic conductivities were measured using a DKK Corporation AOL-IO. Electronic spectra 
were recorded with a Shimazu MPS-5000 spectrometer at room temperature.

Results and discussion

Electrolytic conductivities and cyclic voltammogram

Electrolytic conductivities at room temperature (25 °C) in cca 10 ~3 M 
acetonitrile were 300 (xS/cm mole for 1, 265 for 2, 282 for 3, 303 for 4, 286 for 5, 276 
for 6, and 294 p.S/cm mole for 7. Such data confirm that the complexes are 1:2 
electrolytes [16], supporting the above binuclear formula.

A representative cyclic voltammogram is shown in Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammetry 
of 1 in acetonitrile shows two reversible waves at 0.31 and 1.05 mV vs. Ag/AgCl 
which correspond to the Fe(III)Fe(II)/Fe(II)Fe(II) and Fe(III)Fe(III)/Fe(III)Fe(II) 
couples, respectively, and the data for other complexes are collected in Table II. 
These values are similar to those reported by Suzuki et al. for [Fe2L(0 2CCR)2]2+ 
i.e., 0.03 and 0.68 mV vs. SCE [13b], and those for [Fe2L (02CC2H5)2]X2 [14]. 
Furthermore, the values of 0.435 and 1.01 mV for [Fe2L’(0 2CCH3)2]+ have been 
reported [15]. These data show that these binuclear iron complexes are very stable in 
Fe(II) -  Fe(III) mixed valence state.
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-0 .5  0 0.5 1.0

E/V vs. SCE

Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 in acetonitrile (0.1M (Bu4N)C104 as supporting electrolyte). Potential 
values are quoted vs aqueous Ag/AgCl ((E(Fc/Fc+) = 0.75 V); 150 mV/s scan speed

Magnetic susceptibilities

Magnetic susceptibilities of the samples were measured over the temperature 
range from 78 to 300 К and the results are summarized in Table II. The magnetic 
moments of the complexes are consistent with an isotropic magnetic exchange 
interaction between high-spin Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions. The values of J suggest that the 
antiferromagnetic interaction between the iron atoms is week except for 1 which 
shows very week ferromagnetic interaction and is not markedly dependent on the 
species of carboxylic acid.

Table II

Magnetic data and cyclic voltammetric data for the complexes

Complex J
(cm - 1 )

8 £1 £2
(V) vs. Ag/AgCl

l 2.7 2.1 0.31 1.05
2 -0.8 2.0 0.32 1.05
3 0.9 2.1 0.33 1.07
4 -2.2 2.1 0.31 1.05
S -1.0 2.0 0.35 1.08
6 -5.8 2.1 0.47 1.11
7 -4.8 2.0 0.33 1.06
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Electronic spectra

Electronic spectrum was measured for 3 in acetonitrile. The spectrum consists 
of a broad band centered at 374 nm. A similar spectrum has been reported for 
[Ее2Ц 0 2ССНз)2]2+ [13b]. The absorption at 374 nm is due to the phenolate-to- 
Fe3+ charge-transfer -transition. A intervalence transition band was observed in the 
near-IR region at 1520 nm.

Mössbauer spectra

Mössbauer spectra for the complexes were measured at various temperatures 
and the spectra are shown in Figs 3 -6 . Mössbauer data obtained from least squares 
fits of the experimental data to Lorentzian line shapes are summarized in Table III.

Table III

Mössbauer parameters o f the iron complexes

Complex Temp.
(K)

I.S.
(mm/s)

Q S.
(mm/s)

■l1
(mm/s)

rh2
(mm/s)

R3

l 296 0.68 1.00 0.31 0.71
2 296 0.70 0.99 0.25 0.39
3 296 0.70 0.99 0.28 0.35

78 0.48 0.50 0.30 0.30
1.12 2.88 0.36 0.39 0.97

4 296 0.68 1.01 0.35 0.63
S 296 0.67 0.97 0.31 0.55
6 296 0.47 0.45 0.30 0.51

0.88 1.28 0.30 0.54 1.10
78 0.47 0.49 0.37 0.26

1.10 1.76 0.37 0.53 1.00
74 300 0.40 0.51 0.35 0.35

0.93 1.55 0.22 0.22 2.48
310 0.40 0.51 0.33 0.33

0.97 1.57 0.21 0.21 2.11
296 0.41 0.52 0.33 0.33

0.98 1.7 0.24 0.24 1.57
78 0.46 0.50 0.28 0.28

1.13 2.76 0.28 0.28 1.34

T ull width at half maximum of a low energy line 
2Full width at half maximum of a high energy line 
3Absorption area ratio of Fe(III)/Fe(II)
“•Spectra for this complex were analyzed under some constraint
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The temperature dependence of the spectra for 7 is shown in Fig. 3. The spectra are 
composed of a doublet of high-spin iron(II) and that of high-spin iron(III) over the 
temperature range measured. The absorption area ratio (iron(III)/iron(II)) of 1.34 
at 78 К is temperature dependent and the result may show the difference of recoilless 
fractions between iron(II) and iron(III) atoms. The spectra support a fact that iron 
atoms of the complex are in the trapped valence state. Similar spectra have been 
observed for [Fe2L (02CCH3)2](BF4)2 [13b],

J------ 1------L
- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2  3 4

Velocity (mm/s)

Fig. 3. Mössbauer spectra for 7 at various temperatures

The spectra for 3 comprise two quadrupole doublets at 78 К as shown in Fig. 4; 
iron(II) of isomer shift of 1.12 mm/s with quadrupole splitting of 2.88 m m /s and 
iron(III) of isomer shift of 0.48 mm/s with that of 0.50 mm/s, are consistent with a 
high-spin Fe(II)-Fe(III) formulation. However, the spectrum collapses into a doublet 
at 296 K. Only one average quadrupole split doublet with Q.S.=0.99 mm/s, which is 
resulted in detrapped valence states. Isomer shift value, 0.70 mm/s is in average one 
of about 0.4-0.5 mm/s for high-spin iron(III) and about 0.9-1.0 mm/s for high-spin 
iron(II). The similar Mössbauer spectra were observed for 1, 2, 4 and 5, as are shown 
in Fig. 5, in which the Mössbauer spectra at 296 К are collected. The temperature
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dependence of the Mössbauer spectrum for 6 is shown in Fig. 6. Relaxation spectra 
are observed above 296 K, suggesting that the rate of the electron transfer between 
Fe2+ and Fe3+ is as rapid as 106-107 s“ 1. Temperature hysteresis effect in the 
transition rate is observed, suggesting that the transition of the trapped to detrapped 
valence state is accompanied with phase transition.

Velocity (mm/s)

Fig. 4. Mössbauer spectra for 3 at 296 and 78 K

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2  3 4
Velocity (mm/s)

Fig. S. Mössbauer spectra for 1 (a), 2 (b), 4 (c) and 5 (d) at 296 K
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Velocity (mm/s)

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of Mössbauer spectra for 6. The measurement was carried out from the
bottom spectrum to the upper
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Although detailed crystallographic analysis is currently in process, F e -F e  
separation of 3 is 3.368(7) Â in accordance with bond length reported for 
[Fe2L (0 2CC2H5)2](BPh4)2 CH3C0CH3 [14].

Conclusions

It has been communicated that the onset of motion of a ligand or solvent 
molecule affects the rate of electron transfer in the case of trinuclear mixed valence 
iron acetate complexes and that electron delocalization for biferrocenium triiodide 
accompanies motion of counter ions [12]. Sano et al., have reported very recently that 
analogous trinuclear iron complex of carboxylic acid with long chain shows 
delocalized valence state and non-linearity of ln(A(T)/A(78)), (A is Mössbauer 
absorption area) [17].

[Fe2L (0 2CCR)2](BF4)2 with carboxylic acid of short chain shows no 
temperature dependence of the valence state of iron atoms. Softness of lattice 
(rotation and displacement of methylene chain) brought by the steric flexibility of the 
ligand may play important role for electron delocalization. It is presumed that the 
atoms of the tail part of enanthic acid have large temperature factor from the 
structure estimated for the cation of 3 and that there is large space between two 
enanthic acids (Fig. 1). The tail part (nonbonding side) of carboxylic acid constitutes 
a layer which may be soft lattice.

We are currently investigating the properties of the Fe(II) -  Fe(III) complexes 
and crystal structure to understand the effect of ligand environment on the rate of 
electron transfer.
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Catacondensed all-benzenoids and all-coronoids with unbranched backbones are 
considered. Their Kekulé structure counts are treated in terms of matrix methods.

Introduction

The definition of the class of all-benzenoid [1] (or fully benzenoid [2,3]) 
hydrocarbons is based on the concept of aromatic sextets [2-4] with long traditions 
in organic chemistry. In an all-benzenoid it is possible to assign uniquely a 
constellation of aromatic sextets in 2f Kekulé structures so that the remaining e 
hexagons do not possess additional double bonds. The sextets determine the so- 
called full hexagons (F), while the others are referred to as empty (E). Here /  and e 
denote the numbers of full and empty hexagons, respectively.

Many all-benzenoid hydrocarbons have been synthesized [2,5] and are found to 
be especially stable chemically. But also the corresponding benzenoid systems (all- 
benzenoid systems or simply all-benzenoids) have been studied with great interest in 
mathematical chemistry. Several reports on the topological properties of all- 
benzenoids are available [6-10]. The numbers of Kekulé structures (or Kekulé 
structure counts) have been studied in particular [7,8,10,11].

Among the coronoid systems [12] an all-coronoid [13] is defined in an 
analogous way to the all-benzenoids [14]. The existence of all-coronoids was probably 
pointed out for the first time by Polansky and Rouvray [15], and the smallest such 
system was identified (ten years later) by Bergan et al. [16]. Nothing has been 
published before on the Kekulé structure counts (K) of all-coronoids apart from the 
numerical results for a few individual systems [14,16]. No combinatorial К  formula 
for any class of all-coronoids has been reported.

In the present work we give a complete solution for the К  numbers of a certain 
class of all-coronoids. As a preparation, a certain class of all-benzenoids is studied,
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and also in this case a complete solution for the К  numbers is reported. Recently 
developed methods invoking matrix notation are employed. They have been applied 
previously to unbranched catacondensed benzenoids [17,18] and primitive 
(unbranched catacondensed) coronoids [17,19,20].

Class of all-benzenoid systems

Basic definitions and topological properties

Let AB be a catacondensed all-benzenoid whose backbone is an unbranched 
catacondensed chain. We recall that the backbone is obtained by stripping AB for all 
its terminal hexagons, i.e., those who have five free edges each. In other words, the 
terminal hexagons are annelated to the backbone, each sharing exactly one edge with 
it. All the terminal hexagons are full.

The backbone has alternating empty and full hexagons as EFEF....E, where it 
should be noticed that the end hexagons are empty. All the empty hexagons are 
branching hexagons, while the full hexagons of the backbone may be linearly or 
angularly annelated. The backbone has segments which only can hold two or three 
hexagons each; they are referred to as 2-segments and 3-segments, respectively. In 
the all-benzenoid of Fig. 1, for instance, the backbone has the segments 3-2-2-3-3-3- 
2-2. A 3-segment has always the constellation EFE (never FEF).

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130,1993
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Every empty hexagon is surrounded by three full hexagons in a triphenylene 
structure. In Fig. 1 the empty hexagons are marked with black circles. Instead, the 
larger circles traditionally inscribed into the full hexagons are omitted.

The backbone, when stripped for the terminal hexagons, is characterized up to 
isoarithmicity by the L/l-sequence [8,14,21]. In other words, the Kekulé structure 
count (K) of the backbone is determined by its L/l-sequence. However, this LA- 
sequence determines also the К  number of the whole AB. In the example of Fig. 1 it 
is LLAAALALALAAL  = L 2A 3LALALA2L. Here we can suppress every second 
letter including the first and last, namely those which correspond to the empty 
hexagons. All of them are A  except the first and last L ’s. We shall refer to the rest as 
the LA-sequence (with letters in bold); in our example (Fig. 1): LALLLA = LAL3A 
or in the reverse order AL3AL. This compact notation is very useful and characterizes 
the AB up to isoarithmicity.

It is also useful to interpret AB as a set of compressed triphenylenes, either in 
a linear or angular fashion. We say that two benzenoids are compressed when they 
share exactly one hexagon. In Fig. 1 each black circle indicates the centre of a 
triphenylene unit. The symbols L and A show whether the two triphenylenes sharing 
the respective hexagon are compressed linearly or angularly, respectively, to the 
preceding unit. Starting from top-left (Fig. 1), we have that the second triphenylene is 
linearly compressed with the first, the third is angularly compressed with the second, 
and so on.

Invariants

In AB the numbers of full (f) and empty (e) hexagons are connected by the 
relation

f  = 2e + 1 . (1)

It follows for the total number of hexagons:

h = e + f  = 3 e + 1 . (2)

Let the chemical formula for a hydrocarbon corresponding to AB be C„H5. It 
is found:

n = 12e + 6, s = 6 e + 6 , (3)

where e = 0,1,2,3,4, ...., and e = 0 corresponds to the trivial case of benzene. The 
chemical formulas, viz. C6H6, C18H12, C^Hjg, C42H24, C ^H ^ , ...., form a subset of
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the chemical formulas for all catacondensed benzenoids (С4л+2Н2л+4). But, for a 
given e>0, the AB systems do not cover all C12e+6H6e+6 isomers. One would have to 
consider all catacondensed all-benzenoids, which include systems with a branched 
backbone.

Fragments o f AB

The two (empty) end hexagons of the backbone of AB are each joined with two 
terminal hexagons, which are both full. Select one (arbitrary) of these hexagons at 
each end, and identify the edges opposite to the ones which are common with the 
backbone. Two such edges are marked by arrows in Fig. 1. Assign to the edges under 
consideration: single/single, single/double, double/single and double/double bonds, 
successively. The procedure is analogous to the fragmentation defined for 
unbranched catacondensed benzenoids [17]. Let the Kekulé structure counts for the 
emerging fragments of AB be denoted by U0, i/j, U2 and t/3, respectively. By virtue 
of isoarithmicity it is immaterial which full hexagons at the end of the backbone were 
chosen. Now the total К  number for AB, say U=/f{AB}, is clearly

U = U0 + Ux + U2 + Щ . (4)

Matrix notation

Define the matrix

U = (5)

Then

(6)

where
0 1 (7)

Now we have the following relation in terms of the trace of a matrix.

£/ = Tr(U) + T r ( jU ) . ( 8 )
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The matrix notation is very useful when the whole AB system is considered as 
two (or more) compressed units, each of the units being an AB. The units may be 
compressed angularly or linearly. Figure 2 shows an example of each case. Let u and 
V be the matrices defined by the fragments of the two AB units. It was found (i) for 
angular compression:

and (ii) for linear compression:

U = uv

U = u j V .

(9)

( 10)

Fig. 2. The AB system of Fig. 1 is obtained by an angular compression of the two AB’s in the top row, or 
by a linear compression of the two AB’s in the bottom row. The common hexagons after compression

are shaded

A numerical illustration seems here to be warranted. With the examples of Fig. 2 one 
obtains

'12 10' "1112 872'

i ° 8 _ 908 712
(11)
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and
'56 44' '0 Г "250 196'
46 36 1 0 204 160

( 1 2 )

according to Eqs (9) and (10), respectively. Both matrix multiplications of (9) and 
(10) yield

'22424 17584' 
18384 14416

(13)

and the net result

U = 72808. (14)

General formulation

Any AB may be broken down to e triphenylene units according to the principles 
outlined above. For triphenylene itself we define the matrix

2

2
(15)

In addition, let

ß = ja
'2 2

3 2
(16)

Now the U matrix for an arbitrary AB is obtained by the matrix products of e 
matrices being either a or ß according to the following rules.
(i) Start with a.
(ii) Multiply successively from left to right by a  for every A and ß for every L in the 
LA-sequence (see above).
In the example of Fig. 1:

U = a ß a  ß3 a (17)

The Kekulé structure count of AB is, in accord with Eqs (8) and (16), the sum 
of (a) the trace of U and (b) the trace of a similar matrix obtained by the above rules, 
but starting with ß in (i). In our example (Fig. 1):

U = Tr(a ß a  ß3 a) + Tr( ß2 a ß3 a) (18)
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Two special cases

Cyvin and Gutman [8] considered the subclasses of AB: (a) catacondensed all- 
benzenoids with 2-segments only, viz. 4(n), and (b) catacondensed all-benzenoids 
with 3-segments only, viz. Ю(п). In both cases n refers to the number of empty 
hexagons (n=e). In our terminology we would characterize these classes as (a) n 
angularly compressed triphenylenes, viz. An_1, and (b) n linearly compressed 
triphenylenes, viz. L” -1.

According to the above theory we obtain

ЩЧ(л)} = Tr(a") + Tr(ßct"-l) (19)

and

tf{IO(/i)} = Tr(aß«-l) + Tr(ß«) 

The results may be rendered into the more explicit forms:

*{4(«)} = [11] 

ад)(я)} = [п]

'3 2'
2 2_ 1

'2 2 ' n T

3 2 1

(20)

(21)

(22)

Purely mathematical identities are obtained when the results (21) and (22) are 
equated to the previous results [8]. These results were derived by an entirely different 
approach, via recurrence relations and solving the pertinent difference equations. 
These results read [8]:

K{4(n)} = 17-V2 [(171/2 + 4) (5 + 17l/2)/i +
+ (17V2 -  4) (5 - 17V2)«] (23)

АГ{Ю(/г)} = (1/4) 6-1/2 [(2+ 6V2)«+ 2 -  (2—61/2)«+ 2]. (24)

In particular, the results from (21) and (22) coincide with those of (23) and (24) also 
for the degenerate case of n=0, for which 4(0) = Ю(0) = 2.
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Class of all-coronoid systems

Basic definitions and topological properties

Let AC be a catacondensed all-coronoid whose backbone is a primitive 
coronoid. Here the backbone is defined in the same way as previously (see above).

Many of the topological properties of AC are similar (or equal) to those of AB. 
The backbone has alternating empty and full hexagons, but now in a circular 
arrangement. The backbone can only have 2-segments and 3-segments, where the 3- 
segments have the constellation EFE.

An AC system is characterized by an LA-sequence up to its number of normal 
Kekulé structures, a concept to be defined in a subsequent paragraph. There is a 
greater ambiguity for the LA-sequence here than in the case of AB. Now the symbols 
cannot only be written in the reverse order, but any cyclic permutation of them will 
work. For the system in Fig. 3, for instance, one has LAL3A2, AL3A2L ,..., A2L3AL,....

Fig. 3. A  catacondensed all-coronoid (AC) with a primitive coronoid as the backbone

Now we shall define an AB associated with a given AC. It is obtained by 
splitting up the AC (as the opposite process to compression) at an A or an L 
hexagon. In this connection we do not distinguish between isoarithmic variants. The 
AB system of Fig. 1 is in fact associated with the AC of Fig. 3. In order to make this 
point clearer an other isoarithmic variant is drawn in Fig. 4 (top part). The coronoid 
is split at an A hexagon. Then the associated AB is determined from the LA-sequence 
of AC by deleting the appropriate A; in our case LAL3A (or its reverse). The 
situation is analogous by splitting at an L hexagon, as is illustrated by the bottom 
drawing of Fig. 4. From LAL3A2 as one of the versions of the LA-sequence for AC 
we get the associated AB as given by AL3A2.
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Fig. 4. Two AB systems associated with the AC of Fig. 3: splitting at an A hexagon (top) and an 
L hexagon (bottom). The split hexagons are shaded

Invariants

In AC the numbers of full and empty hexagons are connected by

f = 2 e .  (25)

Therefore:

h -  3e . (26)

Notice that an AB associated with AC has one hexagon more, as is consistent with
the above definitions.

IfC„H, is the chemical formula for a hydrocarbon corresponding to AC, then

n = 12e , s = 6e , (27)
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where e = 4,5,6,7......  In other words, the possible formulas are С48Н24, C ^H jq,
C72H36, СМН42, ..... For example, there are four C^H-^ isomers; see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The four AC systems corresponding to С д Н ^ isomers: L6, L4A2, LA2LA2 and A6 

Normal Kekulé structures

The present distinction between normal and anomalous Kekulé structures of 
AC is compatible with the corresponding distinction for all-benzenoids in the work of 
Polansky and Gutman [7]. They referred to the three edges of an empty hexagon 
which are not shared by full hexagons as e-bonds. The normal Kekulé structures in 
their terminology are those where every empty hexagon has either all e-bonds double 
or all e-bonds single. The definition is immediately transferable to the AC-systems.

The normal and anomalous Kekulé structures are automatically sorted out by 
means of a fragmentation in analogy with the algorithm of Bergan et al. [22] for 
primitive coronoids. Below we summarize the adaptation to an AC.

(i) Select an (arbitrary) A hexagon (if it exists).
(ii) Produce a fragment by deleting the selected A hexagon.
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(iii) Produce another fragment by deleting the selected A hexagon together 
with its two neighbouring hexagons.

Consider the AB systems associated with AC by splitting at the selected A 
hexagon in (i), and let UA be the matrix pertaining to AB according to the definitions 
above (in connection with Fig. 1). Then the number of normal Kekulé structures for 
AC, say Knorm{AC} Cnorm  *s

Cnorm = Tr (UA) = ЩA + ЩA . (28)

With regard to the example of Fig. 4 (left drawing) we have already computed the UA 
matrix, which is given by Eq. (12). In consequence, the number of normal Kekulé 
structúres for the AC of Fig. 3 is

Cnorm = 22424 + 14416 = 36840 . (29)

It may happen that an AC has no A hexagons; cf. Fig. 5 for an example. 
Therefore we need a modification of the above procedure. It runs as follows.
(i) Select an (arbitrary) L hexagon (if it exists).
(ii) Produce a fragment by deleting the selected L hexagon together with its right- 

hand neighbouring hexagon.
(iii) Produce another fragment by deleting the selected L hexagon together with its 

left-hand neighbouring hexagon.
Consider now the AB system associated with AC by splitting at the selected L 

hexagon in (i), and let UL be the corresponding matrix. Then

C„orm = T r ( j U L )  = t /1L + t ;2L.  (30)

For the AB of the right-hand part of Fig. 4 we find

U L
'23536 18384' 

18456 14416
(31)

Therefore, according to Eq. (30),

Cnorm = 18384 + 18456 = 36840, (32)

i.e., the same result as in (29).

Anomalous Kekulé structures

The anomalous Kekulé structures of an AC are analogous with the proper 
annulenoid Kekulé structures [20] of a primitive coronoid. They are obtained by a 
fragmentation producing two fragments with the characteristics:
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(i) Select an A hexagon and assign double bonds at the free edge and the edge 
opposite to it. That determines the bond character for all A and L hexagons.

(ii) Select the same A hexagon as in (i) and assign single bonds at the free edge 
and the edge opposite to it. Again the bond character for all A and L hexagons 
are thereby determined.

Figure 6 exemplifies this algorithm.

Fig. 6. Fragmentation for the anomalous Kekulé structures of the AC in Fig. 3

These fragmentation schemes fix all bonds in the backbone and (occasionally) 
the bonds in some of the terminal (full) hexagons. The rest of the terminal hexagons 
are left (occasionally) with undetermined nature of the bonds. Let the number of 
left-over terminal hexagons in the fragments according to (i) be t . The two schemes 
(i) and (ii) are complementary in the sense that the number of left-over hexagons 
according to (ii) then is е -т . Therefore it is not necessary to inspect more than one 
of the schemes (i) or (ii). In conclusion, the number of anomalous Kekulé structures 
of AC becomes

Canom = 2T + 2e_T • (33)
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General formulation

By means of the general formulation for the AB systems (see above), 
combined with Eq. (28) or (30), we arrive at a simple general rule for the number of 
normal Kekulé structures (Cnorm) of AC:
(i) Set up an (arbitrary) LA-sequence for the AC.
(ii) Form the matrix product by substituting every A by a  and every L by ß.
(in) Take the trace of the resulting matrix.

Here a  and ß are the matrices defined in (15) and (16), respectively. For the 
AC system in Fig. 3 we have, for example,

Cnorm = Tr(aßaß3tt) = Tr(ßctß3a2) . (34)

The total number of Kekulé structures for AC, say K{AC} = C, is

C  =  ^norm + ^anom ( ^ )

or

C = Tr(UA) + 27 + 2e~T = Tr( j  UL ) + 2T + 2e-T . (36)

The net result for the AC system of Fig. 3 is:

C = 36840 + 25 + 22 = 36876. (37)

It is emphasized that an LA-sequence for AC, although it determines Cnorm, does not 
always determine the number т and consequently does not determine Canom.

Two special cases

Consider the following subclasses of AC: (a) catacondensed all-coronoids with 
2-segments only, viz. A" = 4°(/i) and (b) catacondensed all-coronoids with 3-segments 
only, viz. LP = 4°(/i). In both cases n refers to the number of empty hexagons (n=e). 

According to the above theory we obtain

K{4°(n)} = Trio”) + 27 + 2 "-t (38)

and

K{K)°(n)} = Tr(ß») + V  + 2” - т . (39)

Let us treat the two cases separately.
(a) 2-segments only: For the number of normal Kekulé structures we have
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^ п о п п { Ч ° ( » ) }  =  Тг
'3 2Т  
2 2

(40)

The eigenvalues of the a  matrix are the solutions of the quadratic equation

X2 -  5X + 2 = 0 . (41)

They are:

Xj = 1/2(5  + 171/2) , X2 = 1/2 (5 - 171/ 2) . (42)

Hence

^norniW")} = V  + 4  = 2-*[(5 + 171/2)» + (5-171/2)«]. (43)

This explicit formula for the number of normal Kekulé structures was also derived in 
an entirely different way [23].

A detailed inspection of the anomalous Kekulé structures revealed that т in 
Eq. (38) is equal to the number of terminal (full) hexagons which point into the 
corona hole, say i. This number is not only a function of n.

Members of the considered class can be constructed for n = 6,8,9,10,..... The
unique system 4°(6) is depicted in Fig. 5 (bottom-right). Its numerical value [23] of 
Knorm is found in Table I together with the values for n = 8, 9 and 10. Together with 
^anom{4°(6)} = 1 + 64 = 65 one obtains K{ 40(6)} = 9074.

Table I

Numbers o f normal Kekulé structures for 
catacondensed all-coronoids with 2-segments only

n

О=rO

6 9009
8 187457
9 855095

10 3900561

(b) 3-segments only: The number of normal Kekulé structures is given by

^пот {Ю °(«)}=Тг
'2  21” 
3 2

(44)
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The eigenvalues of the ß matrix are found by solving

p.2 -  4p. -  2 = 0 . (45)

The solutions are:

Consequently

щ  = 2 + 61/ 2 , p-2 = 2 — 61/2 . (46)

*погт{Ю(п)} = И ” + МП = (2 + 6V2 Г  + (2-61/2)« (47)

again a result which also has been found by an entirely different approach [23].
In this case the number of terminal hexagons pointing into the corona hole is 

simply

/ = 1 /2 (1 1 -6 ) , (48)

i.e., only a function of n. However, the т value is not always equal to i [23].
Members of the considered class can be constructed only for even n values and

specifically for n = 6,12,14,16,.....The system Ю°(6) is depicted as the first drawing
in Fig. 5. The numerical К  values for n=6 and « = 12 are: /СПОПП{Ю°(6)} = 7760, 
^апот{Ю°(6)} = 16, Кпогт{Ю°(12)} =60217472 and Kanom {Ю°(12)} = 520.

Conclusion

In the present paper the catacondensed all-benzenoids and all-coronoids with 
unbranched backbones are considered. A complete solution is presented for their 
Kekulé structure counts (K). The work was prompted, firstly, by our studies of these 
systems in the framework of continuous enumerations and classifications of 
polyhexes [24]. Secondly, the work is in a sense a generalization of similar studies for 
unbranched catacondensed benzenoids and primitive coronoids. The latter studies 
have led to interesting classes of polynomials for К  numbers of primitive coronoids 
with repeated units [17,19,25 -  28].
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A fiber-optic chemiluminescence (CL) biosensor based on peroxidase immobilized on 
different membranes was developed for H20 2. Optimal conditions of the immobilization and 
the analytical procedure including effect of pH, buffer, cell design and membrane mounting 
were thoroughly investigated. Using glutaraldehyde as a cross-linking agent for immobilization 
of peroxidase on Immunodyne membrane, a linear calibration curve was obtained in the range 
of 0.3 p.M-100 pM with a detection limit of 0.05 pM H20 2. Activity of enzyme membranes 
has not decreased, with appropriate storage, sensitivity of sensors proved to be the same up to 
20 days (Immobilon) and 30 days (Immunodyne). The feasibility of biosensors developed was 
demonstrated by measuring the amount of H20 2 in rainwater samples.

Introduction

Determination of hydrogen peroxide is of importance in many areas, i.e., in 
industrial production and environmental protection. However, the main interest of a 
hydrogen peroxide sensor should be focused on the assay of hydrogen peroxide 
generated by many highly selective oxidases. By measuring the amount of hydrogen 
peroxide produced in a certain reaction, either the determination of an enzyme 
substrate or of the activity of an enzyme can be carried out. Another important field 
is the study of the role of photochemical reactions. Hydrogen peroxide can be found 
in precipitation, fogwater and snow. Sources of aqueous phase H20 2 (aq) are 
scavenging of gaseous H20 2 (g) and 0 2H (g). The primary trace gases, NO and S 0 2, 
also play an important role in the occurance of atmospheric H20 2 [1].

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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Several methods can be used for quantitative determination of H20 2. Recently, 
Posch et al. [1] summarized the electrochemical and optical methods. Optical 
techniques include absorption, fluorescence and chemiluminescence (CL) 
measurements. Bader et al. [3] developed a photometric method for determination of 
H20 2 in distilled, potable, rain- and surface water by the peroxidase-catalysed 
oxidation of N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine measured at 551 nm.

In the fluorimetric techniques a non-fluorescent substance is oxidized to give a 
fluorescent dye, the catalysts are peroxidase [4, 5] or metal salts [6]. Posh et al. [2] 
developed an optical sensor for H20 2 using tris(2,2-dipyridyl)-ruthenium(II) 
dichloride as the oxygen-sensitive indicator and enzyme catalyse or silver powder as 
the catalysts. The sensor continuously measures the concentration of H20 2 between 
0.1 and 10 mM. In the chemiluminescence methods the determination of H20 2 is 
mostly based on the oxidation and decomposition of luminol [7-15], lucigenin [14] or 
peroxioxalates [15, 16]. Freeman et al. [7] constructed a chemiluminescence fiber
optic sensor for H20 2 based on the luminol reaction. Peroxidase was used as a 
catalyst immobilized in a polyacrylamide gel and a detection limit of 10_ 6 M H20 2 
was obtained. Blum et al. [12] reported that, in presence of 10-4 M luminol, H20 2 
was detected between 10“8 M and 10“4 M using peroxidase immobilized on new 
polyamide membranes. Concerning the stability of polyamide-bound peroxidase, 
after 8 days, 65% of the initial activity remained and after 20 days, activity of 
peroxidase was still 50% of its initial value.

In this work a systematic and fundamental investigation of the effect of 
different membranes and immobilization techniques on the performance of enzyme 
membranes are presented. Preactivated and polycarbonate membranes were tested. 
Results concerning the determination of H20 2 in rainwater are reported.

The chemiluminescence fiber-optic sensor is based on the luminol-H20 2 
reaction catalysed by immobilized peroxidase (POD):

2H20 2 + luminol + OH ~
peroxidase

3-aminophtalate + N2 + 3H20  + hv
( \ m = 430 nm)

Reagents

Experimental

Horseradish peroxidase (POD) E. C. 1.11.1.7 type I 102 U/mg bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 
luminol (5-amino-2,3-dihydro-l,l phthalazinedione) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. and used 
as received. All other chemicals were purchased from known suppliers in the highest obtainable grades
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and used without further purification. All solutions were prepared with doubly distilled, degassed 
deionized water. Hydrogen peroxide solution (30%) was standardized by permanganate titration. The 
working H20 2 solutions were prepared freshly every day. An 0.01 M luminol stock solution was made by 
dissolving 0.177 g of luminol in 0.025 M Na2C 0 3 buffer (pH 10.2). The pH of the final solution was 
adjusted as required. Enzyme was dissolved in phosphate buffer at pH 7.8. The phosphate buffers were 
prepared using KH2P 0 4 and an appropriate volume of 0.1 M KOH and adjusted to proper pH.

Apparatus

A Radiometer pHM 84 Research pH meter (Copenhagen) was used for all pH measurements. 
Chemiluminescence measurements were carried out by a Lumac Biocounter Model 2010, which was 
modified to accommodate the fiber optic arrangement. Two cell configurations were applied throughout 
the experiments. The cell compartment was constructed in such a way that ambient light does not 
interfere. A hole, exactly fits the cell, (disposable glass vials 15x45 mm, Kimble, Illinois) was drilled 
through a PVC cylinder. In one case the end of the fiber optic bundle (Orient, Model 77533) was 
embedded and fixed in a removable cover made of the same material. On the other hand, the end of one 
of the two arms of the bifurcated cable was fixed into the cell cover while the other one was mounted to 
the side of the cell 1.5 cm above the bottom of the vials (Fig. 1). With this configuration a better traverse 
of light generated during the CL reaction was expected. Traces of signal were recorded on a Cole-Parmer 
recorder (Cole-Parmer Instrument Company).

a
b

d
c

e

f

9

a

b

d

c

Fig. 1. The cell configuration; a) the end of the fiber optic bundle; b) the cell cover; c) the enzymatic 
membrane on the teflon tip; d) О-ring; e) reaction vial (5 ml); f) the cell body; g) magnetic stirring bar; 

h) the end of the other arm of the fiber-optic bundle

Membranes

Peroxidase was immobilized on different non-treated and preactivated membranes. Ultrabind 
US-450 (UB), pore size 0.45 ц т , unsupported membrane (Gelman-Sciences, Inc.) is a preactivated one
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while Nucleopore polycarbonate (NP) membrane (pore size 0.03 p.m) is not chemically treated. 
Immobilon™ AV Affinity membrane (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA) (MI) is a chemically 
activated hydrophilic microporous membrane. The base membrane material of MI is a non-interactive 
polymer (Hydrophilic polyvinilidene difluoride) that has low level of non-specific protein adsorption 
(<1 (xg/cm2). The entire external and internal surface of MI is chemically derivatized to allow for 
covalent protein immobilization. The surface area is 155 cm2/cm2 and immobilization of enzymes can be 
carried out between pH 4 and pH 10 [17]. Immunodyne™ (Pall Bio Support, New York) (PI) is optically 
pure white nylon 66 microporous membrane. PI features a chemically preactivated surface offering a high 
density of covalent binding sites that permanently immobilize proteins on contact without loss of 
biological activity. Biodyne™, the Pall Transfer Biodyne Membrane (Pall Bio Support, New York) 
(PTB) is an ultra high purity nylon 66 membrane which offers improved nucleic acid retention and 
superior handling characteristics over traditional nitrocellulose.

Enzyme immobilization

All experiments were performed at room temperature. Various amounts of POD were diluted by 
0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.8. Usually 1.5 x 1.5 cm or 1.5x2 cm pieces were cut from the 
preactivated membranes. Different methods were applied for enzyme immobilization. In Method 1, 
20-50 p.1 of the peroxidase solution was placed on one or both sides of the membrane by micropipette. 
The reaction was completed in 10 minutes and then the membranes were immersed in a solution of 
0.1 M KC1 for 20 min and stored either in 0.1 M KH2P 0 4 (pH 7.8) or in 0.2 M acetate buffer, 0.2 M KC1 
(pH 5.5) or in 0.1 M KC1 (pH 7.2) at 4 °C. In Method 2, the enzyme immobilization was performed by 
immersion of the preactivated piece in 2 ml of a slowly stirred POD solution for 1 hour. In Method 3, 
peroxidase was placed on one side of the preactivated membrane and, after the enzyme solution 
spreaded on the surface, 5 -2 0  p.1 2.5 m/v% glutaraldehyde was applied. When the enzyme was coupled 
(10 min) the membranes were washed and stored as it was described earlier.

In case of Nucleopore polycarbonate membranes, various amounts of POD, 2.5 m/v% BSA and 
finally, 2.5 m/v% glutaraldehyde were placed on a 1 cm2 diameter disk and the mixture was gently stirred 
for 30 seconds. A total of 80 p.1 fluid on the membrane was never exceeded. Optimal amount of BSA and 
glutaraldehyde was investigated. The membranes were allowed to dry at room temperature for 4 hours 
and washed first with distilled water, then with 0.1 M glycine-phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.8) and at 
last, with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.8). The membranes were mounted either on the top of a teflon 
tip (fits on the end of fiber bundle) or around the teflon tip by 0 ring and secured with parafilm. When 
not in use, the enzyme membranes mounted on the tips were submerged in phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) 
storage solution and stored at 4 °C.

Analytical procedure

All measurements were carried out at room temperature by immersing the enzyme membranes in 
the solution of analyte, buffers and luminol at the desired pH with constant stirring. The stirring rate was 
kept constant during the experiments. Total volume of solutions was 4.5 ml. The light intensity increased 
with reaction time and the maximum intensity was measured and recorded. The maximum intensity was 
reached in 30 sec. Before each measurements the background light intensity was checked by immersing 
the enzyme membrane in a solution of analyte, at least three measurements were performed and the 
mean value was calculated.
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Preparation o f the rainwater sample

Rainwater was collected in a volume-calibrated baker. The clean sampling device was exposed to 
precipitation generally for 1 hour. After sampling the rainwater was immediately analysed for H20 2 in 
0.1 M phosphate buffer containing 0.5 g/1 EDTA to complex any trace metals.

Results and discussion

For comparison of the performance of different enzyme membranes and 
experimental conditions, calibration curves (log analyte concentration versus log 
signal intensity) were prepared. Slope, intercept and regression coefficient were 
calculated by linear regression computation. Results are summarized in Table I.

For immobilization of POD on NP (Nucleopore polycarbonate) membranes 
3 pi of 2.5 m/v% BSA was used along with 5 pi 2.5 m/v% glutaraldehyde (GA). On 
Probe NP3, 72 U peroxidase and 0.83 U xanthine oxidase were coimmobilized by 
means of 10 p.1 GA and the enzyme membrane was assayed for H20 2.

Table I

Analytical characteristics o f fiber optic sensor based on NP, UB and PTB membranes

Probe
(No)

POD
(U/cm^)

d
(d)

a b r Cone, range 
(m-M)

Det. limit
(pM)

Remark

NP1 72 8 1.57 1.32 0.994 1-560 1 5 p.1 GA
NP2 72 4 1.79 1.17 0.995 1-316 1 5 p.1 GA

10 1.86 0.97 0.995 1-316 1
NP3* 72 5 1.75 0.07 0.996 5-316 5 lOpl GA
UB1 58 1 1.60 2.01 0.994 1-200 0.2

7 1.75 0.50 0.994 3.1-1000 3

UB2 76 2 1.53 1.51 0.998 1-100 1
7 1.48 1.25 0.995 1-1000 1

PTB1 73 1 1.26 2.47 0.991 0.3-316 0.2
PTB2 136 1 1.93 1.45 0.999 1-100 1

7 1.65 1.45 0.992 1-316 1

Шау of the measurement following immobilization, a = slope, b = intercept, r = regression coefficient, 
GA = glutaraldehyde
* Peroxidase and xanthine oxidase are coimmobilized

Using the NP1 and NP2 membranes linear calibration curves were obtained in 
the range of 1 pM -  560 pM and 1 pM -  316 pM H20 2, respectively, with a 
detection limit of 1 pM. Above 316 pM or 560 pM the calibration curve leveled off,
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the light intensity was no more proportional to the log analyte concentration. 5 |xl 
GA proved an appropriate amount for the immobilization of POD; it is well known 
that excess of glutaraldehyde can deactivate the enzyme. The operational and storage 
stability of polycarbonate-bound peroxidase was satisfactory, the sensor could be 
used reliably up to 10 days with almost the same sensitivity of its initial value. 
Analytical performance of coimmobilized enzyme membrane, however, has not been 
found as good as the single-enzyme immobilized one; a detection limit of 5 jxM H20 2 
and the linear range of 5-316 p,M were obtained by Probe NP 3. The reason of this 
fact can be that part of the membrane surface area available for immobilization is 
covered by the other enzyme but peroxidase. Assays were carried out at particular 
pH which was favorable for the reaction of luminol.

Using Ultrabind membranes (UB) sensitive sensor can be constructed in the 
linear range of 1 p.M -  200 p,M H20 2 with a detection limit of 0.2 |xM. But after 
7 days the activity of enzyme membranes decreased, a detection limit of 3 |xM H20 2 
and a linear range of 3.1-1000 |xM H20 2 were observed.

The linear range of a sensor comprising freshly immobilized enzyme 
membranes depends primarily on the detection capability of photomultiplier 
detector. The detection limit of the procedure is determined by the background light 
level. Detection limit was calculated by a signal/noise ratio of 2.5, and it was affected 
by the construction of the cell and the connection of fiber optic bundle. In case of a 
very sensitive enzyme membrane linear calibration curves ranging more than three 
magnitudes could not be obtained using Lumac Model 2010 Biocounter. The 
photomultiplier tube was not able to detect the initial very high light intensity 
generated by the reaction of luminol and H20 2. With less active enzyme membranes, 
for example, after 7 days of operation and storage, linear calibration curves of 
1 jxM -1000 |xM H20 2 was achieved with, of course, reduced sensitivity.

A similar detection limit (0.2 jxM H20 2) but even more sensitive probe was 
developed using PTB (Pall Transfer Biodyne) membranes (Table I). A linear 
calibration curve was obtained between 0.3 p.M and 316 |xM H20 2. In case of PTB 2, 
peroxidase was immobilized on both sides of the membrane. As a result, more stable 
sensor was attained; sensitivity of the sensor decreased only slightly after a week and 
a linear range of 1 -  316 |xM H20 2 (r = 0.992) was achieved.

Sensors based on the peroxidase immobilization on Immobilon (MI) 
membranes (Method 1) showed better stability up to 20 days (Table II). Although 
the linear concentration range and the detection limit of probes are not as great as 
that of the UB or the PTB sensors, however, linear concentration range of
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1 pM -1000 pM, 3 pM -  500 цМ, and 3 |xM -1000 pM, respectively, were obtained 
by three probes. With immobilization of enzyme on both sides of MI membranes an 
improved stability was observed; the sensitivity of Probe MI 2 declined only slightly 
after 3 weeks (at t = 2 d, a = 1.75; t=20 d, a=1.60). On the other hand immobilization 
of POD performed by immersion of the membrane in the peroxidase solution 
(Method 2) has not been successful concerning neither the sensitivity nor the stability 
of the sensor.

Using Immunodyne (PI) preactivated membrane and 5 pi of 2.5 m/v% 
glutaraldehyde for immobilization of POD, biosensors with low detection limits 
(0.05 pM and 0.3 pM) and linear ranges of 0.3 pM -  50 pM and 0.3 pM -100 p.M 
H20 2, respectively, can be constructed. Considering the performance of PI 1, PI 4 
and PI 5 probes, the optimal volume of 2.5 m/v% GA was found to be 5 pi, larger 
amount (10 jxl or 20 p.1) did not improve the sensitivity. Excess of cross-linking agent 
can deactivate the immobilized enzyme, therefore, 5 pi is recommended. Stability of 
the enzyme membrane was superior over the other ones: up to 30 days almost 
identical calibration curve was obtained. On probe PI 3, 151 U peroxidase was 
immobilized on both sides of the membrane and the stability of the sensor 
considerably increased.

Table II

Analytical characteristics o f fiber optic sensors based on MI and PI membranes

Probe POD a b r Cone, range Det. limit Remark
(No) (U/cm^) (d) ((tM) (|iM)

M il 26 l 1.60 0.98 0.997 3.1-1000 2.9
8 1.44 0.78 0.997 3.1-1000 3

MI2 133 2 1.75 0.55 0.999 3.1-500 3 both sides
20 1.60 0.59 0.998 3.1-500 3 treated

MI3 115 2 1.47 1.47 0.991 3.1-1000 1
6 1.64 0.75 0.996 3.1-1000 3

PI1 67 1 1.56 2.74 0.996 0.3-50 0.05 5 pi GA
PI2 75 1 1.83 1.79 0.995 0.3-100 0.3 5 pi GA
PI3 151 2 1.61 0.89 0.995 3.1-1000 3

30 1.55 1.05 0.995 3.1-1000 2.5
PI4 148 1 1.81 0.73 0.994 3.1-316 3 10 pi GA
PI5 60 2 1.82 1.27 0.994 3.1-100 3 20 pi GA

Ф ау of the measurement following immobilization, a = slope, b = intercept, r=regression coefficient, 
GA = glutaraldehyde
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Reproducibility of the measurements is another important factor on the 
performance of the fiber-optic sensors developed. Assaying 100 p,M H20 2 the 
relative standard deviation of the mean values were found to be as follows: 
NP: ±2.3% (n=5), UB: ±2.9% (n=5), PTB: ±3.5% (n=23), MI: ±5.8% (n=7) and 
PI: ±5.0% (n = 5).

As a conclusion, concerning the linear concentration range and the detection 
limit of enzyme membranes it has been found that the quality of sensors depends 
mainly on the characteristics of the particular membranes. The chemically 
preactivated surface of Immunodyne (PI) membrane offers a permanent bonding of 
proteins without loss of biological activity and immobilization of enzymes by 
crosslinking agent results in a sensitive and long-term stable enzyme membrane. 
Sensors using PI membranes showed the linear concentration range of 0.3 jxM- 
50 |xM with a detection limit of 0.05 p.M H20 2. Other biosensors proved to be less 
sensitive, a linear concentration of 1 p.M -  316 pM and detection limit of 0.2 pM 
h 2o 2 was obtained by UB ad MI membranes. The Immunodyne™ preactivated 
membrane is recommended for immobilization of POD enzyme.

Effect o f pH

Sensitivity of a fiber-optic chemiluminescence (CL) sensor depends also on the 
pH of the reaction of luminol and POD. The effect of pH on the CL intensity was 
investigated using 10~3 M luminol [7] and 0.1 M phosphate buffer in the range of pH 
8-11. Results are shown in Fig. 2.

The optimal pH range was obtained between pH 9.2 and 9.9. Freeman et al. [7] 
suggested a 10 _3 M luminol solution at pH 9 applying polyacrylamide gel for 
immobilization. Blum et al. [12] reported an optimum pH value of 10 assaying 
10"4 M H20 2 with 10 ~3 M luminol.

It was observed that at lower pH the CL intensity reaches maximum value 
within a few seconds while at higher pH it takes a couple of minutes to attain the 
steady state. Therefore, as a compromise, measurements were taken in the range of 
pH 9.2-9.5.

One of the main interest in a hydrogen peroxide sensor is the determination of 
H20 2 generated by a number of highly selective oxidases. However, for some of the 
oxidases the pH of the maximum CL intensity might not been matched, a lower pH 
would be desirable. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (СТАВ) has been used to 
overcome the pH mismatch [9]. In this work, 1.6x 10-2 M СТАВ was added to the
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solution of 0.1 M KH2P 0 4 and 10-3 M luminol. It was observed that the CL intensity 
of 100 (j.M H20 2 was 13.3% at pH 7.3 and 21.5% at pH 7.8 compared to that at pH 
9.3. Furthermore, it took about 8 min to reach steady state and, after the maximum 
value, 5 min to attain the background due to the adsorption of surfactant onto the 
immobilized enzyme. Therefore, the СТАВ has not been found to be appropriate to 
suppress the pH mismatch.

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on the relative CL intensity; 100 ц.М H20 2 and 1 mM luminol was reacted.
All values are normalized relative to the intensity at pH 9.85

Effect o f buffer and storage

For immobilization of enzymes and assaying H20 2, phosphate buffers were 
mainly used in the concentration range of 0.01-0.1 M KH2P 0 4. In some experi
ments, however, 0.6 mM TEA (triethanol amine • HC1) and 10 mM TRIS 
(2-amino-2-(hydroxy-methyl)-l,3-propandiol) were also applied. No significant 
decrease on CL intensity was found with any of these buffers, they could be used in 
connection with the luminol CL reaction.

When not in use, the enzyme membranes were stored mounted on a teflon tip 
and submerged in different solutions at 4 °C. Storing in acetate buffer -  KC1 solution 
(pH 5.5) or in 0.1 M KC1 (pH 7.2) no considerable changes of the enzyme membrane 
characteristics were observed compared to that in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.8). 
Therefore, 0.1 M KH2P 0 4 was used to store the enzyme membranes.
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Effect o f membrane position and cell configuration

Enzyme membranes were mounted either on the top of a teflon tip or around 
the teflon tip by О rings. In both cases great care was taken that the whole amount of 
the immobilized enzyme could catalyse the reaction of the analyte. Using peroxidase 
catalyst in solution, the transparency of the untreated membranes was tested and it 
was found that all membranes transmitted the light without loss of the intensity. So, 
for the sake of simplicity, membranes mounted on the top of the tip have been used 
in the tests.

In an another design, a bifurcated fiber optic cable was used in such a way that 
one end was fixed to the side of a plastic cell 1.5 cm above the bottom of the vials 
(Fig. 1). Light generated during the CL reaction was guided to the detector by both 
cables. This configuration did not improve the sensitivity of the method and was thus 
abandoned.

Determination o f H20 2 in rainwater

Biosensor based upon Immunodyne (PI) membrane was used for 
determination of H20 2 in atmospheric precipitated samples.

Concentration of H20 2 in rainwater was 16.8 ±0.8 jxM (0.56 ± 0.026 ppm) and 
13.1 ±0.6 |aM (0.44 ±0.022 ppm) for samples collected at the same location but on 
two different days. These results are in the range of 0.3-56 pM H20 2 obtained at 
different circumstances [18].
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Conclusion

There is an increasing demand for the development of a sensitive and reliable 
sensor for quantification of hydrogen peroxide. Blum et al. [12] described a method 
for assaying enzyme-generated H20 2 over four decades in the range of 0.01 -100 jj.M 
using immobilized peroxidase on polyamide membranes. Although biosensors 
developed here do not attain this extreme sensitivity, however, the stability of 
enzymes immobilized on different membranes and the precision of the fiber optic 
method have been improved. With Immunodyne (PI) membranes a linear 
concentration range of 0.3 p.M-100 p.M (detection limit at S/N=2.5 is 0.05 |xM 
H20 2) was obtained. Activity of the immobilized enzymes stored at 4 °C has not 
decreased, applying Immobilon (MI) and Immunodyne (PI) membranes, sensors can
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be used up to 20 and 30 days, respectively, with almost identical sensitivity. The 
higher stability can be attributed to the use of glutaraldehyde for immobilization of 
peroxidase on both sides of the preactivated membranes. The relative standard 
deviation of measurements ranged between ±2.3-5% .
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From the conductivity measurements on some reactive procion dyes in solutions 
containing different mole fractions of ethanol, pyridine or dioxane-water mixtures at 25 °C, 
equivalent conductance, Л, degree of dissociation, a, dissociation constant, KD, and the triple 
ion formation constant, K3 were calculated. In non-aqueous medium, Л diminishes with 
increasing dye concentration.

The free energy for the dissociation process was also evaluated. Detailed explanation 
was offered on the light of various factors affecting the conductance of solvated dye species by 
estimating the solvation radii, partial molar volume, and van der Waals volume as a function 
of the polarity of the medium.

Introduction

The influence of the solvent on the molecular interactions in solution have 
been observed by several authors [1-4]. Some of the solvent effects have been 
explained on the basis of electrostatic solvation of solutes, internal cohesions of the 
solvents, protic or dipolar aprotic nature of solvents, viscosity and other properties of 
solvents and solutes.

In the present work, the influence of some protic and aprotic solvents on both 
solvation properties and molecular interactions of some reactive procion dyes is 
studied by measuring their densities and their equivalent conductances in different 
solvent-mixtures.

Experimental

Materials

Two reactive procion dyes a and b from ICI (Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited Dyestuffs 
Division, Manchester, England) were recrystallized from 50% (v/v) ethanol-w ater mixture.
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a -  Procion Red M X -5B  C. I. Reactive Red 2 (RR2)

Scheme 1
b -  Procion Red H E -3 G  C. I. Reactive Red 9 (RR9)

NH

Cl
N ^ N

The water employed had been distilled twice and had a specific conductance ranging from 1 to 
3 x l0 " 6 o h m 1 cm*1 at 25 °C. All solvents used are either BDH or Merck grades. The solvents were 
further purified by adapting the standard procedures [5].

Various reactive dye anions of appropriate concentrations were mixed with the required amount 
of solvent corresponding to each mole fraction, X. All solutions were thermostated at 25 ±0.5 °C.

Methods

Conductance measurements were made with a conductivity-meter type 4010, Jenway, U. K, The 
cell constant (0.97 cm-1) was checked before and after each set of measurements. The ionic conductance 
of sodium ion, Na+, in different solvent mixtures given either from Refs [6, 7] or by interpolation to the 
desired mole fraction.

Densities of the solvated dye molecules were measured at 25 ± 0.5 °C by using a pycnometer.

Results and discussion

The conductivity of RR2 and RR9 were measured for concentrations ranging 
from 4.9 X10~5 to 5 .5x10”4 g equiv. I” 1 in a series of different mole fractions of 
ethanol, pyridine and 1,4 dioxane-water mixtures. The results correspond to the 
hydrolyzed products of the dyes studied. Plots of their equivalent conductances (A) 
vs. square root of dye concentration, C1/2, were analogous to those measured in 
aqueous solutions [8].

Figure 1 represents the conductivity measurements in very dilute dye solutions 
where the validity of Onsager’s limiting law can be assumed. From these conductance 
values, limiting equivalent conductance, A0, and degree of dissociation, a, for each
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dye in the different mixed solvent system were estimated as discussed previously [8]. 
The dependence of the limiting equivalent conductance of the anionic dye molecule, 
Л0, for RR2 and RR9 in aqueous solutions by addition of ethanol, dioxane or 
pyridine are given in Fig. 2. A consistent decrease in Л0 with increasing mole fraction 
of organic solvent would be due to a continual replacement of water in the primary 
solvation shell of the anionic dye molecule by organic solvent molecules, thus 
increasing the effective size of the solvated dye anions [9]. The extent of the decrease 
in Л0 clearly depends on the nature of the solvent, polarity, size, geometry and other 
properties of the substituting groups. Thus the drop of A0 when the protic ethanol is 
added to aqueous dye solution was relatively higher than in case of aprotic dioxane 
and pyridine.

According to the simple law of mass action applied to the monomer ^  dimer 
equilibrium, the dimeric dissociation constant, KD, for each set of values of the dye 
concentrations at different mole fraction of solvents was derived from the 
conductivity measurements in very dilute solutions according to Onsager’s equation 
[7]. The mean values of KD of RR2 and RR9 and the corresponding free energy of 
dissociation, ДGD°, are collected in Tables I and II. The differences in the values of 
AGd° in water and in aqueous organic solvent for RR2 and RR9 indicate that the 
deaggregation of dye molecules is favoured in non aqueous medium.

Table I

Conductivity and solvated species parameters o f RR2 in different media

Solvent *  2 ЛР
(cmzohm 1 equiv.

Kq XIO3

b d° 3 (g/cm3)
Ф0 ХЮ - 3

(cm^/mol)
Kw x l 0 " 3

(cm3 /mol) ?(Â)
K3 XIO3 ÄOD°

(kcal/mol)

Water 0.00

*

130.9 2.3 0.98 2.1 1.4 9.6 2.1 3.6

0.02 101.6 2.6 0.98 1.6 1.1 8.6 1.6 3.5
Ethanol 0.11 85.6 3.3 0.97 -2.6 -1.7 -10.1 2.2 3.4

0.26 64.6 4.8 0.96 -7.5 -4.9 -14.4 1.6 3.2

0.01 95.2 2.8 0.98 1.9 1.2 9.0 1.6 3.5
Pyridine 0.07 73.1 3.5 0.97 3.2 2.1 10.6 1.6 3.4

0.18 54.9 3.7 0.96 2.9 1.9 10.9 1.3 3.3

0.01 74.6 3.2 0.99 1.5 0.9 8.3 1.6 3.4
Dioxane 0.06 53.3 4.6 0.97 3.9 2.6 11.0 2.2 3.2

0.17 43.1 6.1 0.97 4.9 3.3 13.0 1.9 3.0

* Obtained from Ref. [8]
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RR2 RR2 RR2

RR9
y/c

RR9
Vc

RR9
i/c

Fig. 1. The experimental curve (full lines) and theoretical curve calculated from Onsager’s limiting law 
(dashed lines) for RR2 and RR9 plotted against C1/2 at different solvent mole fractions, X
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RR9 RR2

Fig. 2. Dependence of limiting equivalent conductance of anions for RR2 (full lines) and RR9 
(dashed lines) on different organic solvent mole fractions X

Table II

Conductivity and solvated species parameters ofRR9 in different media

Solvent x  ,  Af>
(cmzohm 1 equiv.

KpXlO3
')

do
(g/cm3)

«•ОХИ)"3 
(cm3/mol) »•w*10-3

(cm3/mol) Ä

Kjxio3 agd°
(kcal/mol)

Water 0 .00

*

32 0 .0 1.25 0 .9 9 1.2 0.8 7 .9 0.4 4.0

0 .0 2 23 4 .2 1 .42 0 .9 8 2.0 1.3 9 .3 1.5 3.8
Ethanol 0 .11 171 .6 1 .70 0 .9 7 - 6.4 - 4.2 - 1 4 . 0 1.0 3.7

0 .2 6 146.4 2 .01 0 .9 6 - 2.0 - 1 3 . 4 - 2 0 . 0 1.1 3.7

0 .01 210 .4 1 .72 0 .9 8 - 7.8 - 0 . 5 - 6 . 8 1.5 3.8
Pyridine 0 .0 7 141 .0 1.92 0 .9 7 - 1.3 - 0 . 9 - 8 . 1 1.1 3.7

0 .1 8 108.1 2 .34 0 .9 6 - 1.1 - 0 . 7 - 7 . 4 1.2 3.6

0.01 181 .9 2 .02 0 .9 9 - 1.6 - 1 . 1 - 8 . 6 1.6 3.7
Dioxane 0 .06 103.1 2 .75 0 .98 1.7 1.1 8 .8 1.3 3.7

0 .1 7 7 0 .4 3 .66 0 .9 7 4.2 2 .8 12 .0 1.8 3.3

* Obtained from Ref. [8]

The results reflect, firstly, higher dissociation constant values by the addition of 
organic solvents especially dioxane to aqueous dye solutions. Secondly, lower KD 
values in the case of RR9 than RR2 in all solvent mixtures. The dielectric constant,
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D, and/or the dipole moments are not the only physical constants to explain the 
solute-solvent interaction.

Thus the plots of pKD as a function of 1/D given in Fig. 3, are not always 
linear. This indicates that the decrease in KD values of RR2 and RR9, though 
governed by the dielectric constant effect, is strongly influenced also by other solvent 
properties such as hydrogen bonding, solvent basicity and dispersion forces. 
Hydrogen bonding was assumed to be the main driving force for the aggregation 
process together with the dispersion forces and the increase in the permittivity of the 
water [10, 11]. Therefore, the addition of hydrogen bonding agents like ethanol 
reinforces the structure of the bulk water. This may be attributed to the stabilization 
of water clusters -  by the alcohol with the alkyl groups in the cages and the hydroxy 
groups hydrogen bonded -  into the water structure [10].

Fig. 3. Dissociation constants of RR2 and RR9 as a function of dielectric constants of different media

Less entropy will then be gained on dimerization since the monomers will have 
less influence in the alcohol stabilized water than they have in pure water. On the 
other hand, reducing D of the medium causes an increase in the repulsive forces 
between like ions.

Apart from any entropy consideration, the deaggregation influences of pyridine 
species could also be supported by the formation of loose complexes (pyridine-dye) 
preventing the close approach and binding of two or more dye molecules.
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The plot of the critical distances q calculated from Bjerrum relationship [7] for 
RR2 and RR9, at which there is minimum probability of finding on oppositly charged 
particle ion anywhere on the sphere surrounding the central dye anions vs. 1/D is 
shown in Fig. 4. One notices that the volume around the dye anions becomes greater 
by addition of organic solvent and the increase of the size of the molecule.

Fig. 4. Variation of critical distance, q of RR2 and RR9 against dielectric constants of different media

On using solvents of different dielectric constants, estimation of the solvation 
radii appear to be very important to describe the outer-sphere of dye-solvent 
system. From the densities of the dye solutions, d, in different media (d0) the partial 
molar volume, ф0, can be calculated by applying Eq. (1) [12]

ф0 = (M /d o ) -  [1000 (d -d 0) / C d 0] , (1)

where M  is molecular weight of the dye and C is the molar dye concentration. 
Assuming the packing density, P, equal to 0.661 ±0.017 for any large molecules based 
on King equation [13], the intrinsic volume (van der Waals, Fw) was obtained for 
different solvated species. Both Vw  and ф0 together with the solvation radii values, r0, 
are useful for the interpretation of dye solvent interactions. The values can be found 
in Tables I and II. In order to calculate r0, the following equation is used

ф0 = N tt(t03/ 6 , (2)

ctq is equal to the apparent molar diameter and rQ is equal to cr0/ 2.
Generally, it is apparent from data in Tables I and II that high ф0, Vw and r0 

values were observed for RR2 and RR9 in highly polar media [50% (v/v) ethanol]
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due to their high tendency of forming hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, the negative 
values observed for ф0, Fw and r0 could be due to either incomplete dissociation or 
to the high valency of dye [6]. This conclusion is in agreement with the obtained KD 
values where RR9 revealed weaker dissociation ability than RR2.

Quantitative estimation of the triple ion formation constant, K3, was calculated 
using the following equation derived by Fuoss [15],

Л С 1/2/(1-Л /Л 0)1/2 = Л(/Ка 1/2+ {л 03[С /(1 -Л /Л 0)]}/(К 3Ка 1/2) . (3)

Where Л is the observed equivalent conductance, Л0 is the limiting equivalent 
conductance, C is concentration in equivalent per liter, A°3 is the ionic conductance 
of triple ion (which approximately = Л0/3) and KA is the association constant. From 
the linear relation of (ЛС1/2/(1 -Л /Л 0)1/2] vs. [С /(1-Л /Л 0)] (correlation coefficient 
= 0.95) of Eq. (3), the slope of the plot equal to Л°3/К 3 Кд 1/2) K3 can be obtained 
and the data are collected in Tables I and II. The low values of K3 for RR2 and RR9 
indicate that triple ions are not formed under the conditions used in the present 
investigation.
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Simple feed-forward three-layer neural networks adapted by back propagation 
algorithm are used for classification and prediction of regioselectivity of 1,3-dipolar 
cycloaddition reactions. The structure of products and reactants is determined by descriptors 
that correspond to simple fragments of structural formulae treated as molecular graphs with 
additional evaluation of bonds and atoms.

Introduction

Recent progress [1] of neural network paradigm, in particular, the layered 
feed-forward networks adapted by back-propagation strategy [2], offers new 
mathematical techniques equipped by learning features. This approach allows 
computers to be trained to recognize patterns in data of high dimensionality. Their 
impact on chemistry [3] is manifested not only by effective correlations between 
molecular structure and activity but also by simple algorithmic tools for building 
expert systems that, in turn, are able to classify [4,5] chemical reactions 
semiquantitatively or qualitatively. These expert systems can be used to address the 
very important question of whether a reaction will proceed, and if it will, they can be 
used to classify the reaction products. Such an expert system is vital in any computer 
system for organic synthesis design.

Neural networks, inspired by simplified models of human brain, are 
mathematical models used as computing systems for a broad variety of applications 
less tractable by other computational methods. Further description concerns mainly 
with one of the most common types of neural networks; the multilayered back- 
propagation neural network. A network does not have any previously given 
information about a problem in the form of formulas and rules. Instead, it is given a 
set of groups of inputs with a corresponding set of desired groups of outputs. The
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network then trains its parameters to match its outputs with the desired ones for 
given input information. Quality of matching is measured by objective functions. Such 
a trained network can be used for solving another problem from the same area, the 
solution (output information) of which is unknown.

Networks are composed of interconnected neurons. Their behavior is usually 
simulated by a software. Every input neuron receives an input information 
(a number), and accordingly sends signals to neurons in the hidden layer. Each 
neuron in the hidden layer sums the received signals and according to this sum sends 
signals to neurons of the next (hidden or output) layer. Each neuron in the output 
layer gives the sum of the received signals as its output information. Training 
procedure adjusts weight of each connection which multiply carried signal in the 
particular connection. Other adapted parameters are threshold coefficients, which 
decide for each neuron, whether the signal is substantial enough to send it over to 
other neurons. This adaptation is done automatically by a program during the 
learning process.

Choosing the right architecture of neural network for a particular problem is 
the major condition for its successful application. There is no precise set of 
instructions to be followed. However, there is a number of relevant literature on 
neural networks [1-5].

The purpose of the present communication is to demonstrate an interesting 
application of neural networks for prediction of regioselectivity of 1,3-dipolar 
cycloadditions [6]. The regioselectivity of these organic reactions can be explained 
using simple concepts of theory of molecular orbitals [7]. Neural network approach 
offers an alternative possibility how to solve the problem of regioselectivity of
1,3-dipolar cycloadditions. An input information (descriptors) to the neural network 
is the inductive F and resonance R constants [8] of functional groups, which properly 
characterize the neighbourhood of a fixed reaction core.

The 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions may give two products (Fig. 1) where the labels 
A, B, C, D, and E correspond to atoms of carbon and nitrogen (or to other atoms) 
and Rj to R5 are functional groups usually identified with alkyl, aryl or other groups. 
Applying neural network approach, we would like to predict which of two possible 
isomers is formed. If both types of isomers are experimentally observed, then the 
neural network is trained for the isomer with considerably greater yield. In the 
present communication we have used only 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions with 
diazomethane dipole [9].
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Fig. 1. General scheme of 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions

Design of neural network

The feed-forward neural network used in our study [2] contained three layers 
composed of four input neurons, five hidden neurons, and one output neuron, 
respectively. The descriptors specifying functional groups are inductive (F) and 
resonance (R) constants often used in physical organic chemistry for quantification of 
influence of functional groups on benzene ring. The chemical reactivity of 
diazomethane and its derivatives, arbitrarily chosen for our study, is similar. 
Therefore, we have considered all used diazomethanes as the same chemical entity. 
This considerable simplification is supported by the observation that HOMO and 
LUMO coefficients on strategic atoms and the corresponding energies are very 
similar for all derivatives of diazomethane.

It is clear that the regioselectivity is driven by HOMO and LUMO orbitals, 
which are influenced by substituents near the reaction core. The inductive and 
resonance constants are the most obvious descriptors of electronic influence of the 
substituent, so it is probable that they will influence also HOMO and LUMO and 
therefore regioselectivity, too. However, this dependence is not straightforward and 
cannot be described by a simple formula. Therefore, we have used a neural network 
to find this relation.

As an input information (descriptors) was used only inductive F and resonance 
R constants of functional groups of strategic double bond C=C of dipolarophile 
(Fig. 2). A general scheme of a product of 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition is displayed in 
Fig. 3, where R’ and R” are functional groups placed on diazoalkane 
R’- ( R ”)C = N = N. For 1,3-cycloaddition, two isomers may exist (Fig. 3, schemes A 
and B). We have to stress that isomer A is transformed to isomer В by changing the 
functional groups Rj ** R4 and R2 ** R3.
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Rt R4

Fig. 2. Labeling of functional groups in dipolarophile

A В
Fig. 3. Labeling of functional groups in product isomers

The functional groups Rj, R2, R3, and R4 may be for both templates assigned 
to actual substituents of the dipolarophile (see Fig. 3). In our forthcoming 
considerations, to keep the uniqueness of this assignment, the functional groups R1; 
R2, R3, and R4 will be related only to the template in Fig. 3, scheme A. Figure 4 
displays both formed (R1 = R2=H R3=CH3, R4=COOCH3) and forbidden 
(Rj = COOCH3, R2 = CH3, R3 = R4 = H) products.

Four descriptors (input activities of the used neural network) are determined 
as follows:

dj = sum of inductive constants of Rj and R2, 
d2 = sum of resonance constants of Rj and R2, 
d3= sum of inductive constants of R3 and R4, 
d4 = sum of resonance constants of R3 and R4.

Actual numerical values of F and R constants are taken from monograph [8].
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A B
Fig. 4. Examples of allowed (A) and forbidden (В) products

Example

F and R constants for -  H, -  CH3, and -  COOCH3 are [8]
F H = 0, F CHj= -0 .0 4 ,  F c o o c t I 3 = 0-33

R H = 0, R CH3= - 0 .1 3 ,  R c o o c h 3 = 0 1 5  •

This means that molecular structures displayed in Fig. 4 are determined by 
descriptors,

d3 = 0.0 , d2=0.0 , d3=0.29 , d4 = 0.02 (allowed)
d1 = 0.29, d2=0.02 , d3=0.0 , d4=0.0 (forbidden).

The allowed isomer was trained for output equal to 1, the forbidden isomer was 
trained for output equal to 0. When there was only one possible isomer (R| = R4 and 
R2=R3), the neural network was twice trained for output equal to 1.

Selection of 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions

An arbitrarily chosen set of 42 1,3-dipolar cyclcadditions [9] was divided into 
two disjoint subsets. The training subset was composed of 35 reactions while the 
remaining reactions formed the test set (Table I and Fig. 3, scheme A). In some 
special cases the presented products correspond to unstable intermediates 
transformed by the forthcoming reaction steps into more stable compounds. 
Moreover, in our study we did not consider the possible different tautomeric forms of 
the products.
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Table I

Allowed products o f 1,3-cycloaddition

No. R \ R ” R1’ R2 R3, R4 Obs.1 Pred.2

Training set
l CH3, CH3 H, H CH3, COOCH3 A A
2 H, H H, H (CH2)1. 4-COOCH3, COOCH3 A A
3 H, H H, H SCHj, COOCH3 A3 A
4 H, H H, H H, c h 2- c n A4 A
5 H, H H, H H, CH(OEt)2 A A
6 CH = C(CN)COOEt, H H, H H, COOCH3 A4 A
7 H, H H, H H, H A A
8 H, H H, H n -  C4Hç, H A A
9 H, H H, H CH2-P h , H A A

10 H, H H, H H, Ph, A A
11 H, H Ph, H H, COOCH3 A4 A
12 H, H H, H H, P h -R A A
13 H, H Ar, H H, Ar A4 A
14 (CH3)3Si, H H, H H, CN A4 A
15 Ph, PO(MeO)2 H, H H, COCH3 A4 A
16 H, Ph H, H Ph, COOEt A3 A
1 7 COOEt, H H, H Cl, COH A3 A
18 H, H Ph, H H, COOCH3 A4 A
19 CH3, CH3 CH3, H CH3, COOCH3 A A
20 H, H CH3, CH3 CN, CN A A
21 H, H H, Ph CN, CONH2 A A
22 H, H H, Ph COOEt, COOEt A A
2 3 H, H H, t - P r CN, COOCH3 A A
24 H, H H, t-B u CN, CN A A
25 H, H X ъ 1 Q T *0 3- COCH3, COOCHj A A
2 6 H, H H, Ph CN, PO(OEt)2 A A
2 7 H, H H, Ph COPh, COCH3 A A
2 8 H, H H, COOCH3 COOCH3, COOCH3 A A
2 9 H, H F, Ph CN, CN A3 A
3 0 H, H F, Ph CN, COOEt A3 A
31 H, H Cl, Ph CN, COOEt A3 A
32 H, H F, Ph COOEt, COOEt A3 A
33 H, H Ph, H n o 2, c h 3 A A
34 H, H Ph, H N 02, Br A3 A
35 H, H H, H H, PO(OEt)2 A A

Testing set
36 CF3,H H, H CH3, H A A
3 7 H, H H, H H, OEt A A
38 COOEt, H H, H H, COH A4 A
39 COOEt, H H, H CH3, COH A3 A
4 0 H, H Ph, H H, COPh A4 A
41 CH3, H H ,p -N O ,-P h COOCH3, COOCH3 A A
4 2 H, H Cl, Ph CN, CN A3 A

Observed isomer; predicted isomer; 3unstable intermediate product that undergoes further reaction; 
product is converted to the other tautomer by a shift of the proton and the double bond between two 
nitrogens
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Results and discussion

The 3-layer neural network has been adapted by standard back-propagation 
method [2] for all 35 reactions (patterns) which form the so-called training set. For 
an initialization of the neural network we have used random numbers. The dipole 
was always diazomethane or its simple derivatives for all these reactions. The hidden 
layer was composed of 4 to 6 hidden neurons, the best classification of reactions from 
the training set was achieved with 5 hidden neurons, all 35 (training set) reactions 
having been correctly classified. The adaptation was finished with the value of 
minimized objective function (error) E = 1.3 X10-7.

The output of the neural network is given by the value of the single output 
neuron. This neuron was trained to give a binary answer yes/no. When the result 
should be yes, i.e., 1, the worst observed difference for the reported results of neural 
network was on the fourth place (0.9997). For the "no" answer, when the other 
isomer was observed, the difference was similar. As there is no predefined way how 
to describe two possible isomers, in Table I the observed isomer is always described 
in such a way, that its description corresponds to pattern A. Of course, the neural 
network was trained to predict both l ’s and 0’s for the observed and unobserved 
isomer, respectively.

This simplification is admissible, because arbitrarily chosen experimental 
results report only one of two possible isomers. The predicted products in the whole 
Table I correspond to observed products (marked A). The other isomer В was 
neither observed, nor predicted in the cases studied. It should be mentioned, that for 
differently substituted diazomethanes the other isomer could also be produced in 
some cases. However, this is a rare case and the yield of the concurrent isomer is 
generally not significant. As we did not use descriptors for substituents of 
diazomethane, we would not be able to distinguish these cases.

From the results it can be concluded that inductive and resonance constants 
are powerful enough to describe the basic influence of substituents on 
regioselectivity. Other basic descriptors like steric effect were not necessary. More 
descriptors may describe substituents more adequately, but our goal was to prove 
that even with substantial simplifications, neural networks can produce reasonable 
answers.

The adapted neural network with 5 hidden neurons was used for the test set. 
All 7 reactions have been correctly classified. The value of objective function (error)
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was E = 1 .7x lO -10, which is accidentally turned to be better value than for the 
training set.

The neural network simulation software was written by the authors in 
TurboPascal, it is described in [10] and available by request.
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The reaction mechanism of silicon nitride formation in the SiH4-N H 3 mixture in gas 
phase has been studied by using ab initio quantum-chemical techniques. Only the direct S i-N  
bond formation has been considered, that is, the bond formation via silylenes and/or silyl 
radicals has not been examined. The first step of the direct S i-N  bond formation in this 
system, SiIl4 + NH3—»SiH3NH2 + H2 (1), has been studied previously (J. Phys. Chem., 94, 5234 
(1990)). In this work, the subsequent reactions to occur after reaction 1 have been 
investigated. For the sake of convenience, the subsequent reactions have been divided into two 
types of series of reactions. The first series of reactions is that SiH4 molecules successively 
attack the product of reaction (1), SiH3NH2, namely, SiH3NH2 + SiH4 -» (SiH3)2NH + H2 (2) 
and (SiH3)2NH + SiH4 -» (SiH3)3N + H2 (3), and the second one is that NH3 molecules 
successively attack SiH3NH2, namely, SiH3NH2 + NH3 -» SiH2(NH2)2 + H2 (4), 
SiH2(NH2)2 + NH3 -> SiH(NH2)3 + H2 (5), and SiH(NH2)3 + NH3 — Si(NH2)4 + H2 (6). 
It has been verified that the geometries obtained for the relatively small molecules included in 
reactions (2 -6 ) are very close to the framework of a- and ß-Si3N4 crystals. Investigations of 
the energetics of the two series of reactions suggest that once the first step, reaction (1), 
occurs, the subsequent reactions readily occur and the formation of the silicon nitride crystal 
is favourably reached. The energetics of the S i-N  bond dissociation has also been discussed 
by using some model reactions. The following four model reactions, SiH2(NH2)2 + SiH4 -» 
-*2SiH3NH2 (7), (SiH3)2NH + NH3-> 2SiH3NH2 (8), SiH3NH2 + SiH4->SiH3SiH3 + NH3 (9), 
and SiH3NH2 + NH2 -» SiH4 + NH2NH2 (10), have been adopted. Reactions (7) and (8) are 
the models for the S i-N  bond dissociation with a simultaneous S i-N  bond formation and 
reactions (9) and (10) are the ones for that with simultaneous S i-S i and N -N  bond 
formations. The results of the calculations have predicted that the S i-N  bond dissociations 
are unfavourable reaction pathways from the viewpoint of thermodynamic stability.

Introduction

Because of the high-temperature strength retention and the corrosion, 
oxidation, and thermal-stress resistance, silicon nitride, Si3N4, has emerged as one of
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the leading candidates for high-temperature structural applications [1]. It has been 
argued that the ideal Si3N4 powders for the fabrication of high-temperature ceramics 
should have some characteristic properties such as small particle size, freedom from 
agglomeration, a spherical shape, etc. Recently, laser-driven gas-phase reaction of 
the SiH4 -  NH3 mixture has been developed as one of the methods for the synthesis 
of such ideal Si3N4 powders [2-5]. In this method, the reactant molecules are heated 
by C 0 2 laser radiation with wavelength of 10.6 p,m.

In our previous paper [6] we have considered the direct S i-N  bond formation 
which does not undergo through silylene and/or silyl radical species, and found that 
;he possible side reaction of direct S i-S i bond formation is of secondary importance 
in this context. The first step of the direct reaction, i.e., the most elementary process, 
in this system may be

SiH4 + NH3 -* SiH3NH2 + H2 , (1)

which was theoretically studied in detail by using ab initio quantum-chemical 
techniques [6]. The activation energy, Ea and the heat of reaction, AH, for this model 
reaction were estimated to be 55.4 and -2.8 kcal/mol, respectively, at the 
CISD + SC C/6-31G **//H F/6-31G * level. Although the reactions via silylene or 
silyl radical species are of course possible, the values of Ea and AH estimated for 
reaction (1) suggest that the direct path of S i-N  bond formation is not negligible: 
E a and AH  for the silylene formation, SiH4-*SiH2+H2, have been estimated to be 
65.1 and 56.6 kcal/mol at the M P4/6-31G *//H F/6-31G * level [7], and AH for the 
silyl radical formation, SiH4->SiH3 + H, to be 92.5 kcal/mol at the 
M P4/6-311G(df, p )//H F /6-31G (d) level [8]. In the case of the process via silyl 
radicals, the energetics for the subsequent chain reactions should be compared with 
that for the direct reaction. Recently, we have elucidated the advantage of the chain 
reaction of S i-N  bond formation [9]. We also elucidated the characteristics of 
vibrational-mode specificity and charge-transfer interaction in reaction (1) based on 
the concept of the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [10].

Again, in the present paper we will consider the direct S i-N  bond formation 
and examine the subsequent steps proceeding after reaction (1). We will divide the 
subsequent reactions into two types of series of reactions for the sake of convenience. 
First, a series of reactions in which SiH4 molecules attack the N atom of the product 
of reaction (1), SiH3NH2, one after another namely,

SiH3NH2 + SiH4 — (SiH3)2NH + H2 (2)
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(SiH3)2NH + SiH4 — (SiH3)3N + H2 (3)

will be treated and their geometries and energetics will be discussed. Second, a series 
of reactions in which NH3 molecules attack in succession the Si atom of SiH3NH2, 
namely,

SiH3NH2 + NH3 -  SiH2(NH2)2 + H2 , (4)

SiH2(NH2)2 + NH3 — SiH(NH2)3 + H2 , (5)

SiH(NH2)3 + NH3 -* Si(NH2)4 + H2 (6)

will be dealt with. Although it goes without saying that the mixture of the two types 
occur in the real system, it is thought that above reactions (1- 6) can sufficiently 
describe the essentials of S i-N  bond formation in the growing process of Si3N4 
crystal in this gas-phase system. The results of the calculations for these model 
reactions to be presented in this paper will suggest that once the first step, reaction
(1), occurs, the subsequent reactions will favourably occur and the crystal formation 
is finally reached.

We should also study the possible inhibition reactions of S i-N  bond 
dissociation. The following four model reactions,

SiH2(NH2)2 + SiH4 -► 2SiH3NH2 , (7)

(SiH3)2NH + NH3 -» 2SiH3NH2 , (8)

SiH3NH2 + SiH4 -* SiH3SiH3 + NH3 , (9)

SiH3NH2 + NH3 -» SiH4 + NH2NH2 (10)

will be used to discuss the energetics. Reactions (7) and (8) are the models for the 
S i-N  bond dissociation with a simultaneous S i-N  bond formation and reactions (9) 
and (10) are the ones for that with simultaneous Si-S i and N -N  bond formations. 
The results of the calculations will predict that the S i-N  bond dissociations are 
unlikely to occur in the gas-phase system in terms of thermodynamic stability.

Methods of calculation

The molecular orbital (MO) calculations were carried out with the 
GAUSSIAN-82 [11a] and GAUSSIAN-86 [lib] programs by using the
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Hartree-Fock (HF) method with the 6-31G* basis set [12]. Geometry optimization 
was performed by making use of the energy gradient method [13]. In order to 
characterize the equilibrium geometries, vibrational analysis was performed by using 
the analytical second derivatives [14] based on the HF method. Electron correlation 
effects for each geometry were estimated by the second and third order 
Möller -Plesset perturbation method (MP2 [15a] and MP3 [15b]) and single and 
double substituted configuration interaction (CISD) [16] by using the 6-31G** basis 
set [12] both within the frozen-core approximation. In the CISD calculations, 
unlinked cluster quadruple correction was added to allow for the size-consistency 
correction (SCC) [17].
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Results and discussion

Geometries

Reactions (2) and (3) The optimized geometries of (SiH3)2NH, (SiH3)3N, and the 
transition state (TS) of reaction (2) by HF/6-31G* are shown in Figs lb - Id . For 
the comparison of geometrical features, the geometry of SiH3NH2 at the same 
computational level, which was obtained in our previous work [6], is also shown in 
Fig. la. Their symmetries are also shown in the figure. The TS of reaction (2) has no 
symmetry (i.e., Cj), which suggests that the reaction path of reaction (2) has C3 
symmetry. Vibrational analysis has confirmed that the optimized geometries of 
SiH3NH2 and (SiH3)3N lie at the stable points of potential surface and that of the TS 
of reaction (2) at the saddle point. However, it has been verified that the optimized 
geometry of (SiH3)2NH with C2 symmetry is not stable but has one imaginary mode 
with b symmetry whose frequency is 29.5 i cm-1. Although we have tried to obtain a 
stable geometry of (SiH3)2NH with C3 symmetry, all our efforts ended in failure, and 
the optimized geometry has one imaginary mode whose frequency is computed to be 
20 Í-30  icm -1. Since the imaginary frequency is so small, however, the potential 
surface around the C2 geometry of (SiH3)2NH is very flat. Hence the energetics of 
the reaction may not be so altered even if a stable (SiH3)2NH geometry is obtained. 
Thus one can regard the structure of (SiH3)2NH as nearly planar.
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H (-°18°)

110.4

0<XSiNH)=0.0‘ (+0.381) 0(H 1Si|NSi2)=9.9*

Fig. 1 a-c. Optimized HF/6-31G * geometries of SiH3NH2 (a), (SiH3)2NH (b), (SiH3)2N (c). 
Bond lengths and angles are given in ângstrom and degree, respectively. Mulliken charges 

are also shown in parentheses
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H>(X,Si,NSi2) = 0.0- 
t>(X2Si2NSij) = 0.0* 

®(H2Si,X,H,)= 180.0’ 
D(HgSi2X2H7) = 180.0-

®(H<Si,NSi2) = -114.6' 
®(HsNSi1X,) = 115.2‘ 
®(H6NSi1X,) = -137.2> 
<t>(H1Si1X,N) = 94.7‘

<D(H7Si2X2N) = -88.9‘ 
®(H9Si2NSi1) = -179.0‘ 
4>(H3Si,NSi2) = 174.5'

Fig. Id. Optimized H F/6-31G * geometries of the TS of reaction (2). Bond lengths and angles are given
in ângstrom and degree, respectively

Fig. le. Optimized H F/6-31G * geometries of SiH2(NH2)2. Bond lengths and angles are given in 
ângstrom and degree, respectively
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Fig. If. Optimized H F/6-31G * geometries of SiH(NH2)3. Bond lengths and angles are given in ângstrom
and degree, respectively

111.4

Fig. lg. Optimized H F/6-31G * geometries of Si(NH2)4. Bond lengths and angles are given in ângstrom
and degree, respectively
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109.5

Fig. lh. Optimized HF/6-31G * geometries of the TS of reaction (4). Bond lengths and angles are given
in ângstrom and degree, respectively

Geometrical parameters obtained both theoretically and experimentally for 
(SiH3)2NH are listed in Table I. The structure has been predicted to be exactly 
planar at the H F/ST O -3G  [17] and H F/3-21G  [18] levels. Although the same 
method as ours, HF/6-31G*, was used in Ref. [20], the geometry obtained therein is 
slightly different from our result. In Ref. [20], the symmetry was fixed to and the 
vibrational analysis was not performed. Experimentally [21], the structure has been 
considered almost planar and the dihedral angle, O(HSiNSi), has been predicted to 
be 12.5 + 8.9 degree, which accords fairly well with our results.

Table II lists the geometrical parameters for (SiH3)3N. Our results are 
consistent with the other computational and experimental results. However, the 
geometrical parameters reported in Ref. [22] are predicted to be slightly different 
from ours, despite the use of the same method, HF/6-31G*. The total energy of 
(SiH3)3N is predicted to be -926.48671 au, while -926.489818 au (see Table III) in 
this work. Hence the geometry reported in Ref. [22] may not be fully optimized. 
Experimental results [23, 24] also suggest that the structure of (SiH3)3N is planar 
within experimental error.

It is of interest to compare the structures of SiH3NH2, (SiH3)2NH, and 
(SiH3)3N at the H F/6-31G * level. As mentioned above, the HF/6-31G* structure 
of SiH3NH2 is not planar around the N atom, while that of (SiH3)2NH is nearly 
planar and that of (SiH3)3N is planar. One of the reasons for this may be the 
electrostatic effects of substituents. In Fig. 1 are also shown the Mulliken charges for 
SiH3NH2, (SiH3)2NH, and (SiH3)3N at the HF/6-31G* level. In SiH3NH2, both the
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charges of H ’s connected to N are + 0.367 and that of Si is + 0.811. In (SiH3)2NH the 
charge of H connected to N is + 0.380 and that of Si is 0.828. In (SiH3)3N the charge 
of Si is +0.843. Hence the electrostatic repulsion between the substituents in 
(SiH3)3N is largest and that in (SiH3)2NH is second and that in SiH3NH2 is smallest. 
This difference of electrostatic interaction obviously affects the structures of these 
compounds. Although the effects of inclusion of d functions into Si and N on the 
molecular structure are not discussed in the present work, the importance of d 
functions in the Si -  N bond has been widely argued [25].

Table I

Geometrical parameters for the (SiHjj^NIl molecule

S i-N  (Â) <SiNSi (°) <t>(HSiNSi)a о Method

1.723 128.3 0.0 H F/STO -3G b
1.7556 129.99 0.0 H F/3-21G 0
1.733 130.9 0.0 H F/6-31G *d
1.733 130.9 9.9 H F/6-31G *'
1.725 ±0.003 127.7 ±0.1 12.5 ±8.9 experiment

a Ф refers to dihedral angle; b Ref. [18];c Ref. [19]; 
d Ref. [20]; '  present work; f Ref. [21]. The symmetry is C2

Table II

Geometrical parameters for the (SiH3)}N molecule

Si -  N (Â) <SiNSi О Method

1.740 120.0 H H F/STO -3G a
1.7673 119.99 H F/3-21G b
1.749 119.85 H F/6-31G *c
1.744 120.0 H F/6-31G *d
1.738 ±0.02 119.6 ±1.0 experiment'
1.734 ±0.002 119.7±0.01 experiment

a Ref. [18]; b Ref. [19]; c Ref. [22]; d present work; e Ref. [23]; 
1 Ref. [24]

Figure 2 shows atomic arrangement in the unit cell of ß-Si3N4 [26]. a-Si3N4 
consists essentially of alternate basal layers of ß and a mirror image of ß, with the c 
spacing of a-Si3N4 nearly twice that of Si3N4 [27]. In Table III are listed 
the geometrical parameters observed in the a- [28] and ß-Si3N4 [26] crystals.
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Table III

Bond lengths and bond angles observed in the Sijty, crystals

Si-N (Â) <NSiN (°) <SiNSi (°)

a-Si3N4a 1.715-1.759 (8)a 101.91-114.19(12) 113.48-127.36(8)
average 1.743 109.41 119.14

ß-Si3N4b 1.704-1.763(4) 106.6-113.5(6) 113.5-125.1 (4)
average 1.732 109.5 120.0

a Ref. [28]; b Ref. [26]; c the values in the parentheses indicate the number of 
independent geometrical parameters

Fig. 2. Atomic arrangement in the unit cell of ß-Si3N4

The averaged values of S i-N  bonds obtained for a- and ß-Si3N4 are 1.743 and 
1.732 ângstrom, respectively. Our computational results for S i-N  bonds in SiH3NH2, 
(SiH3)2NH, and (SiH3)3N, which are shown in Fig. 1, are very close to these values. 
That is, the bond lengths in the Si3N4 crystals are expected to be not so different 
from those in the molecules. Therefore, as for the discussion about the bond lengths 
in the Si3N4 crystals, relatively small molecules such as SiH3NH2 and (SiH3)2NH can 
be used as appropriate model compounds. The averaged values of angle < NSiN’s in
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the a- and ß-Si3N4 crystals are 109.41 and 109.5 degree, respectively, which indicate 
that the Si atoms in both the Si3N4 crystals take regular tetrahedral structures. The 
structure around the Si atom in molecules will be discussed in the next subsection. It 
is noteworthy that the averaged values of angle <SiNSi’s in the a- and ß-Si3N4 
crystals are 119.14 and 120.0 degree, respectively, which demonstrates the planarity 
around the N atom in both crystals. Although the corresponding structures of 
SiH3NH2 and (SiH3)2NH are not predicted to be planar, that of (SiH3)3N is exactly 
planar in this work. This suggests that the Si3N4 crystals have no strain energy around 
N atoms and hence they are stable. The characteristic structures around the Si and N 
atoms in the Si3N4 crystals can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.

The atomic arrangement in the Si3N4 crystals bears interest also concerning 
the C3N4 crystals, although it is known that the C3N4 isomorph does not exist. An 
MO calculation [22] for the (CH3)3N molecule predicted that its structure is 
pyramidal, and hence in the C3N4 isomorph the strain energy may emerge. However, 
Liu et al. [28] performed a model calculation based on ab initio pseudopotentials for 
the C3N4 structure, where C is substituted for Si in ß-Si3N4, and concluded that the 
hypothetical compound, ß-C3N4, if it were synthesized, could have compressibility 
comparable to diamond.

Reactions (4) -(6 )  The optimized geometries of SiH2(NH2)2, SiH(NH2)3, Si(NH2)4, 
and the TS of reaction (4) at the HF/6-31G* level are shown in Fig. l e - lh .  Their 
symmetries are also shown in the figure. The symmetry of the TS of reaction (4) is 
predicted to be Cs, suggesting that the reaction path of reaction 4 maintains the Cs 
symmetry during the reaction. It has been confirmed by vibrational analysis that the 
optimized geometries of SiH2(NH2)2, SiH(NH2)3, and Si(NH2)4 are all located at the 
stable points of potential surfaces and that of the TS at the saddle point. Although we 
have obtained the optimized geometries of SiH(NH2)3 with the C3 and C3v 
symmetries, they have been found to be unstable structures by vibrational analysis. 
Si(NH2)4 is optimized also in Ref. [18] and the S i-N  bond length is predicted to be 
1.722 ângstrom at the HF/6-31G* level, which is in complete agreement with our 
result. However, its symmetry is not indicated and vibrational analysis is not 
performed therein. The S i-N  bond lengths in SiH2(NH2)2, SiH(NH2)3, and 
Si(NH2)4 predicted in this work accord fairly well with those observed in the a- and 
ß-Si3N4 crystals shown in Table III. As mentioned above, the same situation was 
found in the stable molecules in reactions ( l) -(3 ) . The averaged values of the six 
angles a Si atom for SiH2(NH2)2, SiH(NH2)3, and Si(NH2)4 are 109.6, 109.7 and
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109.8 degree, respectively. These agree well with those found in the Si3N4 crystals, 
where the Si atoms take regular tetrahedral structures, as shown in Table III. The 
structures around the N atom in these molecules are not predicted to be planar. This 
may be because each N atom has two H atoms that are not so polarizable as Si 
atoms.

To conclude, the geometries of relatively small molecules calculated in this 
work are not only consistent with their experimental values but are comparable with 
the Si3N4 crystal geometries. Hence, the MO calculations in this work can provide 
insights into the geometrical features of the crystals as well as those of the relatively 
small molecules produced in the early stages of the present gas-phase system.

Energetics

Reactions (2) and (3) The total energies of the molecules included in the recent 
model reactions (2) and (3) are listed in Table IV. Activation energies £ a’s and heats 
of reaction AH s  of reactions (2) and (3) are listed in Table V. E.d and AH of reaction
(2) have been predicted to be 65.0 and -3.4 kcal/mol at the HF/6-31G* level. The 
electron correlation effects decreases the values of Ea and AH: they have been 
predicted to be 54.7 and -6.2 kcal/mol, respectively at the MP3/6-31G** level and 
55.5 and -5.8 kcal/mol at the CISD + SCC/6-31G** level. This result is 
comparable with that for reaction (1) in our previous paper [6]. Ea and AH of 
reaction (1) have been computed to be 55.0 and -3.0 kcal/mol at the MP3/6-31G** 
level (these values are not shown in the paper [6] explicitly) and 55.4 and 
-2.8 kcal/mol, respectively at the CISD + SCC/6-31G** level. AH of reaction (3) 
has been predicted to be -2.4 kcal/mol at the HF/6-31G* level. The electron 
correlation effects reduces the value to be -7.0 kcal/mol at the MP3/6-31G** level. 
In Fig. 3a the potential energy diagram is shown for a series of reactions,
(l)->(2)-»(3), i.e., the reaction, 3SiH4 + NH3-» (SiH3)3N + 3H2. It is assumed here 
that E a of reaction (3) is comparable with those of reactions (1) and (2). This seems 
reasonable since the reaction center of reaction (3) is essentially the same as those of 
reactions (1) and (2). It can be seen from the figure that if the first barrier is once 
surmounted, the second and third ones are readily surmounted and the (SiH3)3N 
molecule is produced. Additionally, it is expected that the more SiH3 groups the 
amine has, the more stable it becomes. Thus one can consider that the series of 
reactions, (!)-»• (2)-» (3), is energetically favourable pathway.
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Table IV

Total energies o f the HF/6-31G * geometries o f the molecules included in reactions (2)-(10) (au)

Species HFa HFh мргЬ MP3b CISD + SCC*5

H2 -1.126828 -1.131328 -1.157650 -1.163140 -1.165106
NH3 -56.184356 -56.195531 -56.382953 -56.395763 -56.398702
n h 2n h 2 -111.164915 -111.178619 -111.532258 -111.525370 -111.557398
SiH4 -219.225134 -291.230838 -291.338992 -291.359993 -291.366334
SÍH3SÍH3 -581.305094 -581.313572 -581.512442 -581.548944 -581.559128
SiH3NH2 -346.283945 -346.296463 -346.572444 -346.597453 -346.604437
(SiH3)2NH -636.387665 -636.400477 -636.767046 -636.804136 -636.814845
(SiH3)3N -926.489818 -926.502720 -926.963489 -927.012171
SiH,(NH,), -401.349698 -401.369141 -401.814939 -401.843652 -401.851003
SiH(NH2)3 -456.420490 -456.446665 -457.061027 -457.094044
Si(NH2)4 -511.491522 -511.524461 -512.307866 -512.345230
the TS of react. (2) -637.405491 -637.425202 -637.829033 -637.870291 -637.882394
the TS of react. (4) -401.374209 -402.399084 -402.875710 -402.909335 -402.917853

a The basis set is 6 - 31G*; b the basis set is 6-31G* *

Table V

Relative energies o f the H F /6- 31G* geometries o f reactions (2)- (10): activation energy (E J
and heat o f reaction (ДН ) (kcal/mol)

HFa HF* MP2b MP3b CISD+SCCb
E а 4И £a дн £a AN £ a AH £ a AH

reaction (2) 65.0 -3.4 64.1 - 2.8 51.7 -8.3 54.7 - 6.2 55.5 -5 .8
reaction (3) -2.4 -1.7 -9.5 -7.0
reaction (4) 59.0 -5.2 58.3 -5.3 50.0 - 10.8 52.6 -8.5 53.5 - 8.1
reaction (5) -8.3 -8.4 -13.0 - 11.2
reaction (6) -8.5 -8.5 -13.5 - 11.6
reaction (7) 4.4 4.4 5.7 5.5 5.3
reaction (8) 2.6 1.9 3.2 3.1 2.9
reaction (9) 12.3 11.4 10.1 8.0 7.6
reaction (10) 49.1 51.8 52.8 51.2 49.8

a The basis set is 6-31G*; b the basis set is 6-31G**

Reactions (4)-(6) The total energies of the molecules included in reactions (4) are 
also listed in Table IV, and relative energies, Ea and AH, in Table V. E.d and AH  of 
reaction (4) have been estimated to be 59.0 and -5.2 kcal/mol, respectively at the 
H F/6-31G * level, 52.6 and -8.5 kcal/mol at the MP3/6-31G** level, and 53.5 and 
-8.1 kcal/mol, respectively at the CISD + SCC/6-31G** level. They are also
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comparable with those for reaction (1). AH of reaction (5) is estimated to be 
-8.3 kcal/mol at the HF/6-31G* level and -11.2 kcal/mol at the MP3/6-31G** 
level. AH  of reaction (6) is predicted to be comparable with that of reaction (5); 
-8.5 kcal/mol at the HF/6-31G* level and -11.6 kcal/mol at the MP3/6-31G** 
level. Fig. 3b shows the potential energy diagram for a series of reactions, 
(1)—>■ (4)—► (5)—► (6), i.e., the reaction, SiH4 + 4NH3̂ > Si(NH2)4 + 4H2. It is assumed 
again in this figure that £ a’s of reactions (5) and (6) are close to those of reactions 
(1) and (4). The same trend as Fig. 3a can be seen from this figure. Namely, it is 
implied that if the first barrier is once surmounted, the following ones are readily 
surmounted and the Si(NH2)4 molecule is finally produced. Furthermore, it is 
apparent that the more NH2 groups the Si atom has, the more stable the molecule 
becomes. Hence, the series of reactions (l)-*(4)-»(5)-» (6), is also expected to be 
energetically favourable pathway.

As mentioned above, the two series of subsequent reactions are essentially the 
same S i-N  bond formation process and the choice of them is for the sake of 
convenience. Although the reactions in the real gas-phase system are of course more 
complex, the energetics of reactions ( l ) - ( 6) estimated here may be valid for the real 
reaction system because of the analogy of the reaction centers of reactions ( l ) - ( 6) 
and those of other possible direct S i-N  bond formations. Therefore, it can be 
expected that the reaction system consisting of the mixture of the SiH4 and NH3 
gases favourably lead to the Si3N4 crystal if the energy corresponding to the first 
barrier is provided. The discussion about the energetics of the gas-phase reactions 
has provided, the picture of the growing process of the Si3N4 crystal as schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Reactions (7)-(10) Total energies of the molecules included in reactions (7)-(10) 
are shown in Table IV and their AH’s are shown in Table V. Because of the 
endothermicity observed for these reactions, their £ a’s have not been obtained. 
Reactions (7) and (8), the models for the S i-N  bond dissociation with a 
simultaneous S i-N  bond formation, are both predicted to be endothermic at all the 
levels of the present calculations. AH of reaction (9), the model for the S i-N  bond 
dissociation with a simultaneous Si-Si bond formation, has been estimated to be 
around 10 kcal/mol. AH of reaction (10), which includes a N -N  bond formation, has 
been calculated to be much larger, around 50 kcal/mol.
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(a) 55.0,55.4
51.7,52.7

0.0

3SiH4 + NH3 

V_____
V

reaction 1

-3.0, -2.8

SiHjNHj + Hj 
+ 2SÍH«

___ 2 V___
Y

reaction 2

-9.2, -8.6

(SiHj)2NH + 2H2 
+ SiH4

____ J \______ V

reaction 3

-15.2

(SiH3)3N + 3H2 

______ J

(b) 55.0, 55.4
49.6,50.7

0.0 -3.0, -2.8

-11.5,-10.9

-22.7

S1H4 + 4NH3

Y-------
reaction 1

SiH3NH2 + H2 
+ 3NH3

___J \_____

SiH2(NH2)2 + 2H2 SiH(NH2)3 + 3H2
+ 2NH,

-----Y--------
reaction 4

-NH,

------- Y-------
reaction 5

_j v_

-34.3

Si(NH2)4 
+ 4H-,

-------Y-------
reaction 6

Fig. 3. Potential energy diagram for (a) a series of reactions (1)-» (2)-» (3) and (b) that of reactions 
(l)-»(4)-»(5) -» (6). The values estimated at the MP3/6-31G** and CISD + SCC/6-31G** 

levels are written in roman and italic types, respectively. The unit is kcal/mol

These results suggest that the S i-N  bond dissociations are unlikely to occur 
from the viewpoint of thermodynamic stability, and in particular, the N -N  bond 
never forms in the gas-phase system. It can hence be concluded that these reactions
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(7)-(10) cannot be a significant obstruction to the S i-N  bond formations which may 
favourably occur in a way shown in Fig. 4.

NH

SiH4 NH3 SiH4 NH3

3 s i H  s i H 4 S i H 4
SlH“ NH3 SiH4

NH3 NH3

S1H4 — NH3 gas m ixture

SiH4 NH3 SiH4 NH3

NH \  SiH4
NHs SiH4 S|H3— NH,

*4
3 SiH4 SiH3— NH, sjHj 

NH3 NH3

£

SiH4—  NH, S i H , ^  NH3
\ /

___ SiH - N
NH3 / \  SiH.

NH, SiH3—  NH3
/

SiH4 %
SiH, —NH SiH, —NH, —  SiH4

t  \  /
NHj N H , -  S i - N

/  \  NH3
SiH j— NH SiH, — NH,

SiH, \
SiH4 ^

\

SiH4

£
- S i -  - S i -  

I I I I
- S i - N  N - S i -

! '  '  ISi
I /  \  I

- S i - N  N —S i -
I I I I

— Si-  - S i -  
I I

Si3N4 crystal

Fig. 4. Schematic picture for the growing process of Si3N4 crystal in the gas-phase system
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Conclusion

We have examined geometries and energetics for the two series of reactions, 
(l)-»-(2)->(3) and (l)->(4)-»(5)-»(6). We have obtained the geometries of the 
molecules included in these reactions and confirmed that these geometries mimic the 
framework of a- and ß-Si3N4 crystals. It has been found in both the series that once 
the first barrier is surmounted the subsequent reactions can occur relatively likely. 
This suggests that in the gas-phase system of the SiH4 -  NH3 mixture, the successive 
direct S i-N  bond formations, which may finally lead to the Si3N4 crystal, are 
energetically favourable reaction pathways. We have also investigated the energetics 
for the several S i-N  bond dissociations by using model reactions and found that they 
are unfavourable reaction pathways.

It seems necessary to use larger basis sets in order to provide more quantitative 
predictions of chemical reactivity for the present gas-phase reactions. This is a 
problem which we must resolve in the future.
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The selectivity of a series of 91 indole inhibitors of M A O -A  and М А О -В  has been 
studied by means of two classification methods, applied on a Free-W ilson matrix 
representing the chemical structure of these inhibitors. The kNN method has proved to be 
superior to the LDA, since it classifies selective compounds 100% correctly and reaches a total 
of 90% in correct classifications.

Introduction

Monoamine oxidase [MAO; monoamine: 0 2 oxidoreductase (deaminating); 
ЕС, 1.4.3.4] is a flavine-adenine dinucleotide (FAD) containing enzyme, tightly 
bound to the outer mitochondrial membrane which catalyses the oxidative 
deamination of primary, secondary and tertiary biogenic and xenobiotic monoamines, 
to give the respective aldehyde, and it regulates the concentration of important 
neuroamines in brain and peripheral tissues [1].

At present, the enzyme is known in two forms, namely M A O -A  and 
M AO -B, with about 70% of identical amino acid residues in humans. The two 
forms appear to derive from related but different genes, closely linked on 
X-chromosome [2]. These two forms of MAO are characterized by their different 
sensitivities to inhibitors and their different specificities to substrates. M A O -A  
preferably metabolizes serotonin, adrenalin and noradrenalin, whereas 
ß-phenylethylamine and benzylamine are predominantly metabolized by M A O -B , 
tyramine, dopamine and some other important amines being common substrates for 
both isoenzymes [la].

Reversible and irreversible inhibitors of both forms of MAO have been shown 
to be useful as therapeutic agents. M AO-B inhibitors are of particular interest for
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the treatment of the Parkinson’s disease, L-deprenyl (selegiline) being at present 
used together with L-DOPA in the treatment of this disease. On the other hand, 
M A O -A  inhibitors are useful in clinical psychiatry for the treatment of endogenous 
depressions and phobias. However, the use of these latter compounds has been 
questioned due to the "cheese effect", a serious hypertensive response to tyramine 
and some other pressor amines present in some food stuffs. This undesirable effect 
seems to be associated with the inhibition of the intestinal M AO-A. Several 
strategies have been suggested in order to obtain more potent and selective 
reversible and irreversible inhibitors for M AO -A  and M AO-B. However, although 
a relative large number of MAO inhibitors are known, including different substrate 
analogues, hydrazine derivatives, cyclopropylamines, N-acetylenic and N-allenic 
amines, oxazolinones and a lot of different compounds, at present "no simple 
patterns have yet emerged which will allow the rational design of potent monoamine 
oxidase inhibitors with predictable selectivity" [lb] and some QSAR studies carried 
out [3, 4] have not yielded very satisfactory results.

In the present work, we are mainly concerned with the problem of the 
selectivity of a series of indole inhibitors of M A O -A  and M AO-B, and the 
modelling of the structure-selectivity relationship, which can be useful in order to 
design more selective compounds.

Chemistry and biochemistry

All the compounds considered in this work as well as the I50 values for 
inhibition of M A O -A  and M AO -B and selectivities for most of them have been 
previously reported in several papers and are collected in Table I. Compounds with 
the side amine chain in position 3 of indole 2a, 18, 19, 20, 21, 21a [5] and 22, 22a, 
35 -  41 [6] were obtained from the imines of the respective indole-3-carboxaldehydes 
by reduction with sodium borohydride and, in the case of the acetylenic derivatives, 
by further N-alkylation of the secondary amine with 2-propynyl bromide [5, 6]. I50 
values for M A O -A  and M AO -B and selectivities for these compounds have not 
been previously reported.

Compounds 1, 2, 3 -17  [7] and 23-34 [8] were obtained from the respective 
indole-2-carboxamides, via reduction with lithium aluminium hydride to give the 
respective primary and secondary amines and, in the case of the acetylenic and 
allenic derivatives, by further N-alkylation with respective bromide [7, 8]. The
5-methoxy-(compounds 42-57 and 59-63) [9] and the 5-benzyloxy derivatives
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(compounds 64 -  67, 72 -  78, 86 -  89 and 94 -  98) were obtained [10] in a similar way 
from the respective indole-2-carboxamides [9, 10]. The 5-hydroxy derivatives 
(compounds 79, 80, 83, 85, 90 -  93, 101-103 and 107) were obtained from the 
respective 5-benzyloxy primary or secondary amines by hydrogenolysis of the benzyl 
group and, in the case of the N-acetylenic and N-allenic derivatives, by further 
N-alkylation with the respective bromide [10].

J50 values for all the compounds were determined for M A O -A  and М А О -В  
(Table I) using preparations of bovine brain mitochondria which contains about 30% 
М А О -В and 70% M AO-A. The enzyme was preincubated with various 
concentrations of each inhibitor in potassium phosphate buffer 30mM, pH 7.30, at 
37 °C, for 20 minutes and the residual activities were determined with 14C-tyramine 
as a common substrate. I50 values for the inhibition of both isoenzymes were 
obtained from plots of -  log [I] = pi versus residual activity. A detailed explanation of 
the method used to determine biological activities can be found in Ref. [11]. Kinetic 
and mechanistic studies of the inhibition of both isoenzymes with some of these 
compounds have been reported [11-13].

Model development

The compound series studied is well suited for the use of a Free-W ilson 
model [14]. First, all the compounds in the series have the same parent skeleton, an 
indolmethylamine moiety. Furthermore, there are four positions in the molecule 
which can be substituted (1, 2 or 3, and 5). Finally, except for the case of two bulky 
substituents simultaneously present at the aminomethyl nitrogen, a substituent in one 
position seems unlikely to exert influence on the other positions.

C
/

Scheme 1
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Table I

Molecular structure and biological activity (7M values and selectivity) o f 91 inhibitors o f monoamino oxidase

Com
pound A в

Substituents*
c c

Indole ring Biological activity3 Selec- 
Position(D) М А О -А  М АО-В tivity

l H H H H 2 5 .0 x 1 0 - 5 5 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
2 H H H CH3 2 1 .1 x 1 0 - 5 1 .1 x 1 0 - 5 N
2a H H H CH3 3 1 . 1 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 1 x 1 0 - “ N
3 H H H CH(CH3)2 2 2 .5 x 1 0 - 5 2 .5 x 1 0 - 5 N
4 H H H CH2C6H5 2 4 .0 x 1 0 - 5 4 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
5 H H CH2-C  = CH H 2 7 .0 x 1 0 - 5 7 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
6 H H CH2-C s C H CH3 2 3 .0 x 1 0 - 1 ° 5 .0 x 1 0 - * S
7 H H CH2-C  = CH CH(CH3)2 2 1 . 3 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 3 x 1 0 - “ N
8 H H CH2- C e CH CH2C6H5 2 3 .0 x 1 0 - 5 3 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
9 H H CH2-C  = C -C H 3 H 2 1 .3 x 1 0 - 5 1 .3 x 1 0 - 5 N
10 H H CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 2 .5 x 1 0 - * 1 .6 x 1 0 - 5 S
11 H H CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH2C6H5 2 1 . 6 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 6 x 1 0 - “ N
12 H H CH2- C  = C -C H 3 1и• III

,u11 cs
Xи

CH3 2 1 . 0 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 0 x 1 0 - “ N
13 H H CH2- C  = C = CH2 H 3 4 .0 x 1 0 - * 4 .0 x 1 0 - * N
14 H H CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH3 3 4 .0 x 1 0 - ! ° 1 .0 x 1 0 - * S
15 H H CH2-C = C = C H 2 CH2C6H5 3 1 . 6 x 1 0 “ 1 . 6 x 1 0 - “ N
16 H H CH2-C = C  = CH2 CH2- C  = C =CH2 3 1 .6 x 1 0 - 5 1 .6 x 1 0 - 5 N
17 H H СН2- С з С Н CH3 3 2 .0 x 1 0 - 7 2 .0 x 1 0 - 7 N
18 H H CH2- C  = CH CH2CH3 3 6 .0 x 1 0 - 5 6 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
19 H H CH2- C  = CH CH(CH3)2 3 1 .0 x 1 0 - 5 1 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
20 H H CH2- C  = CH CH2C6H5 3 1 . 8 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 8 x 1 0 - “ N
21 OCH3 H CH2- C s C H CH3 3 1 .3 x 1 0 - 7 3 .2 x 1 0 - 5 S
22 H CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 3 2 .0 x 1 0 - 7 2 .0 x 1 0 - 7 N
22a H CH3 H CH3 3 3 . 6 x l 0 - s 3 .6 x 1 0 - 5 N
23 H CH3 H H 2 5 .0 x 1 0 - 5 5 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
24 H CH3 H CH3 2 1 .0 x 1 0 - “ 1 .0 x 1 0 - “ N
25 H CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH2C6H5 2 7 . 1 x 1 0 - “ 7 . 1 x 1 0 - “ N
26 H CH3 CH2- C  = CH H 2 5 .6 x 1 0 - * 2 .5 x 1 0 - 6 S
26a H CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH2-C  = CH 2 3 .1 x 1 0 - 5 3 .1 x 1 0 - 6 N
27 H CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 2 4 .5 x 1 0 - 9 7 .1 x 1 0 - 7 S
28 H CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH2C6H5 2 3 . 6 x 1 0 - “ 3 . 6 x 1 0 - “ N
29 H CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 H 2 1 .6 x 1 0 - 7 7 .1 x 1 0 - 6 S
30 H CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 8 .1 x 1 0 - 9 2 .5 x 1 0 - 7 S
31 H CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH2C6H5 2 7 .9 x 1 0 - 5 7 .9 x 1 0 - 5 N
32 H CH3 CH2-C = C  = CH2 H 2 4 .0 x 1 0 - * 3 .5 x 1 0 - 7 S
33 H CH3 CH2-C = C = C H 2 CH3 2 1 . 4 x 1 0 - 10 2 .2 x 1 0 - 7 S
34 H CH3 CH2-C = C = C H 2 CH2c6H5 2 4 .0 x 1 0 - 5 4 .0 x 1 0 - 5 N
35 OCH3 CH3 H CH2CH3 3 1 .6 x 1 0 - 3 1 .6 x 1 0 - 3 N
36 OCH3 CH3 H CH(CH3)2 3 2 .5 x 1 0 - 3 2 .5 x 1 0 - 3 N

37 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 3 5 .0 x 1 0 - 5 5 .0 x 1 0 - 3 N
38 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH2CH3 3 1 .3 x 1 0 - 3 1 .3 x 1 0 - 3 N
39 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH(CH3)2 3 1 .8 x 1 0 - 3 1 .8 x 1 0 - 3 N
40 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH2C6H5 3 3 .2 x 1 0 - 5 3 .2 x 1 0 - 6 N
41 OCH3 CH3 H CH3 3 1 . 0 x 1 0 - “ 1 . 0 x 1 0 - “ N
42 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C s C H H 2 2 .1 x 1 0 - * 4 .5 x 1 0 - 5 S

continued on next page
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Table I (continued)
\

Com- Substituents* Indole ring Biological activity3  Selec-
pound A B C  C Position(D) М А О -А  М А О -В  tivity

43 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 2 8.9xl0-9 8.9xl0 ' 7 S
44 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH3 2 5.4xl0-9 S.OxlO"7 s
45 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 3.6xl0- 8 3.6x10-8 N
46 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 H 2 1.3xl0- 7 7.9x10-5 S
47 OCH3 CH3 CH2-C = C = C H 2 H 2 2.2 x l0 -8 4 .0x l0 -7 s
49 OCH3 CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 2 4.0x10-« 5.5x 10-4 s
50 OCH3 CH3 CH2-C = C = C H 2 CH2- C  = C = CH2 2 З.ОхЮ- 7 З.ОхЮ' 7 N
51 OCH3 CH3 H CH3 2 1.3xl0- 4 1.3xl0"4 N
52 OCH3 CH3 H H 2 1.8x 10-5 1.8x10-5 N
53 OCH3 H H H 2 5.0x10-5 5.0x10-5 N
55 OCH3 H CH2- C  = CH H 2 2.2x l0 -7 l.lx lO - 4 S
56 OCH3 H CH2-C  = C -C H 3 H 2 6.3xl0"7 3.5xl0"4 S
57 OCH3 H CH2- C  = C = CH2 H 2 4.5x10-8 2.5x10-6 S
60 OCH3 H CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH2- C  = C=CH2 2 4_5х10-7 4.5x 10-7 N
61 OCH3 H CH3 CH2- C  =  CH 2 7 .W 0 -9 5.4x l0"7 S
62 OCH3 H CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 2 8.9xl0"9 1.3x10-5 S
63 OCH3 H CH3 CH2- C  = C = CH2 2 1.8x 10-8 S.OxlO"6 s
64 OCH2C6H5 CH3 H CH3 2 7.9xl0- 5 7.9x10-5 N
65 ОСНгСбНз CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 2 1.4x10-8 1.4x10-8 N
66 OCH2C6H5 CH3 CH2- C s C - C H 3 CH3 2 2.8x l0 “9 2.8 x l0 9 N
67 O C H .C ^s CH3 CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH3 2 1.3x10-8 1.3x10-8 N
68 OH CH3 H CH3 2 1.4xl0-4 1.4xl0"4 N
69 OH CH3 CH2- C  = CH CH3 2 1.3x10-8 2.0x10-5 S
70 OH CH3 CH2- C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 2.8x 10-8 7.9x10-6 S
71 OH CH3 CH2-C  = C = CH2 CH3 2 4.5x10-8 7.9x10-6 s
73 OCHjQ H j H CH2- C  = CH H 2 1.0x 10-« 1.0x 10-6 N
74 ОСН2СбН5 H CH2- C - C - C H 3 H 2 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
75 OCH2C6H5 H CH2-C  = C = CH2 H 2 1.7xl0- 7 1.7xl0-7 N
76 OCH2C6H5 H CH2- C -C H CH2-C  = CH 2 3.2x10-5 3.2x10-5 N
77 OCH2C6H5 H CH2- C - C - C H 3 CH2- C - C - C H 3 2 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
78 ОСНгСбНз H CH2-C  = C = CH2 CH2-C = C  = CH2 2 2.2x10-5 2.2x10-5 N
80 OH H CH2- C -C H H 2 8.9x10« 5 .5x l0"4 S
85 OH H CH2-C  = C = CH2 H 2 4.5x10-« 1.5x10-6 N
87 OCH2C6H5 H CH2-C  = CH CH3 2 4.5x10-8 4.5x10-8 N
88 OCH2C6H5 H CH2-C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 1.3xl0“7 1.3xl0- 7 N
89 OCH2C6H5 H CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH3 2 S.OxlO- 7 5 .0x l0"7 N
91 OH H CH2- C  = CH CH3 2 3.2xl0"7 2.0 x l0 -4 S
92 OH H CH2-C  = C -C H 3 CH3 2 1.3xl0“7 2.5x l0"4 S
93 OH H CH2- C  = C = CH2 CH3 2 4.0xl0-7 2.8x10-5 s
94 OCH2C6H5 CH3 H H 2 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
95 ОСНгСбНз CH3 CH2-C  = CH H 2 2.5 xlO“7 2J x l 0 “7 N
97 OCH2C6H5 CH3 CH2-C  = C = CH2 H 2 1.8x 10-8 1.8 x 10-8 N
98 OCH2C6H5 CH3 CH2-C  = CH CH2- C  = CH 2 4.0x10-« 4.0x10-6 N
102 OH CH3 CH2-C  = CH H 2 1.3x10-6 2.2 x 10-6 S
104 OH CH3 CH2-C  = C = CH2 H 2 1.1x 10-8 1.0x10-5 S
107 OH CH3 CH2-C  = C = CH2 CH2- C  = C = CH2 2 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N

‘ See Scheme 1
a MAO -  A and MAO -  B: Ijq values; Selectivity: N = Non-selective, S = Selective
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«
Free-W ilson analysis is well-known and has been extensively used in QSAR 

studies [15], as well as in the field of Physical Organic Chemistry [16]. It constitutes a 
simple and efficient method for the quantitative description of structure-activity 
relationships, based on the absence-presence of structural features in each 
compounds in a series.

In our case, there are four structural features which vary from one compound 
to another (Fig. 1). The indole ring nitrogen can either be occupied by a hydrogen or 
methyl group. The aminomethyl moiety can either be placed at positions 2 or 3 of the 
indole ring. The aminomethyl nitrogen can be occupied by eight different 
substituents. Finally, four different substituents can be placed at position 5 of the 
indole ring. This leads to a total of 576 different compounds, 91 of which have been 
synthesized and their MAO inhibitory potential tested (Table I). This represents 
about one sixth of the total population, which constitutes a representative sample.

Fig. 1. Common molecular structure of the 91 compounds studied in the present work. Each position of 
substitution (marked with open squares) can be occupied by one of the substituents shown in the braces

Due to the double substitution allowed on the aminomethyl nitrogen, the 
corresponding Free -  Wilson matrix was coded as follows:

-  Presence of a substituent at position 5 :1
-  Presence of a substituent at position 1 :1
-  Presence of a substituent (or two) on the aminomethyl nitrogen : 1 or 2
-  Presence of the aminomethyl moiety at position 3 : 1
One of the characteristics of the matrix thus obtained is that the sum of the 

indicator variables of a given position is constant, therefore, it is possible to leave out 
one column of the matrix for each position, because of the linear dependencies 
between variables. As usual, the columns corresponding to the hydrogen were 
omitted, so compound 1 becomes the reference compound. The resulting 
Free-W ilson matrix is gathered in Table II.
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Table II

Free-Wilson matrix o f the 91 compounds used in the classification analysis

Com- Absence-presence indicator variables3 Biological activity Selec-
pound A1 A3 A3 B1 C l C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 Dl II 12 13 M A O -A  M A O -B  tivity

1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2a 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0
21 0 1 0 0
22 0 0 0 1
22a 0 0 0 1
23 0 0 0 1
24 0 0 0 1
25 0 0 0 1
26 0 0 0 1
26a 0 0 0 1
27 0 0 0 1
28 0 0 0 1
29 0 0 0 1
30 0 0 0 1
31 0 0 0 1
32 0 0 0 1
33 0 0 0 1
34 0 0 0 1
35 0 1 0 1
36 0 1 0 1
37 0 1 0 1
38 0 1 0 1
39 0 1 0 1
40 0 1 0 1
41 0 1 0 1
42 0 1 0 1
43 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 5.0x10-5
0 1.1x10-5
0 l.lx lO "4
0 2.5x10-«
0 4.0x10-5
0 7.0x10-«
0 3.0x10-1“
0 1.3xl0- 4
0 3.0x10-«
0 1.3x10-5
0 2.5xl0- 8
0 1.6 x l0 -4
0 l.OxlO“4
0 4.0x10-8
0 4.0x10-'“
0 l.óxlO "4
1 1.6x10-5
0 2.0x l0 -7
0 6.0x10-5
0 1.0x10-5
0 1.8 x l0 -4
0 1.3xl0- 7
0 2.0x l0 -7
0 3.6x10-5
0 5.0x10-5
0 l.OxlO-4
0 7.1xl0-4
0 5.6x10-8
0 3.1x10-«
0 4.5x10-«
0 3.6xl0- 4
0 1.6x10-7
0 8.1x 10-«
0 7.9x10-5
0 4.0x10-8
0 1.4x10-1°
0 4.0x10-5
0 1.6x10-3
0 2.5x10-3
0 5.0x10-«
0 1.3x10-3
0 1.8x10-3
0 3.2x10-«
0 l.OxlO“4
0 2.1x 10-8
0 8.9x10-«

5.0x10-5 N
1.1x10-5 N
l.lx lO "4 N
2.5x10-« N
4.0x10-5 N
7.0x10-« N
5.0x10-8 S
1.3xl0- 4 N
3.0x10-« N
1.3x10-5 N
1.6x10-« S
1.6xl0-4 N
l.OxlO-4 N
4.0x10-8 N
1.0x10-8 S
1.6xl0-4 N
1.6x10-5 N
2.0x10-7 N
6.0x10-5 N
l.OxlO- 5 N
1.8xl0"4 N
3.2x10-5 S
2.0x10-7 N
3.6x10-5 N
5.0x10-5 N
l.OxlO“4 N
7.1 xlO"4 N
2.5x10-« S
3.1x10“« N
7.1x10-7 S
З.бхЮ- 4 N
7.1x10-« S
2.5x10-7 S
7.9x10-5 N
3.5x10-7 S
2.2x10-7 S
4.0x10-5 N
1.6x10-3 N
2.5x10-3 N
5.0x10-3 N
1.3x10-3 N
1.8x10-3 N
3.2x10"« N
l.OxlO“4 N
4.5x10-5 S
8.9x10-7 S

continued on next page
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Table II (continued)

Com
pound A1 A2 A3 Bl C l

Absence-presence indicator variables3 
C2 G  C4 C5 C6 C7 Dl 11 12 13

Biological activity 
M A O -A  M A O -B

Selec
tivity

44 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5.4x10-9 5.0x10-7 s
45 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.6x10-8 3.6x10-8 N
46 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.3xl0- 7 7.9x10-5 S
47 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2.2x10-8 4.0x10-7 s
49 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4.0xl0"6 5.5x10-“ s
50 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 З.ОхЮ- 7 3.0x10-7 N
51 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3xl0- 4 1.3x10-“ N
52 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
53 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0x10-5 5.0x10-5 N
55 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.2x10-7 1.1x 10"“ S
56 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6.3x10-7 3.5x10-“ s
57 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4.5x10-8 2.5x10-5 s
60 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 4.5x10-7 4.5x10-7 N
61 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1x10-9 5.4x10-7 s
62 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8.9x10-9 1.3x10-5 s
63 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.8x 10-8 5.0x10-5 s
64 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.9x10-5 7.9x10-5 N
65 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.4x10-8 1.4x10-8 N
66 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2.8x10-9 2.8x10-9 N
67 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.3x10-8 1.3x10-8 N
68 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.4xl0- 4 1.4xl0-4 N
69 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3x10-8 2.0x10-5 S
70 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2.8x 10-8 7.9x10-5 S
71 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4.5x10-8 7.9x10-5 s
73 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l.OxlO- 6 l.O x lO 6 N
74 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
75 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.7x10-7 1.7x10-7 N
76 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.2x10-5 3.2x10-5 N
77 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
78 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2.2x10-5 2.2x10-5 N
80 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.9x10-5 5.5xl0-4 S
85 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 4.5x10-5 1.5x10-5 N
87 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5x10-8 4.5x10-8 N
88 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.3x10-7 1.3x10-7 N
89 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5.0x10-7 5.0x10-7 N
91 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2x10-7 2.0 x l0 -4 S
92 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.3x10-7 2.5 xlO“4 S
93 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4.0x10-7 2.8x10-5 s
94 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N
95 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5x10-7 2.5x10-7 N
97 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.8x 10-8 1.8x 10-8 N
98 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 4.0x10-5 4.0x10-5 N
102 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3x10-5 2.2x10-5 S
104 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1x 10-8 1.0x10-5 s
107 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1.8x10-5 1.8x10-5 N

» Al: OH; A2: OCH3; A3: OCH2C6H5; Bl: CH3; Cl: CH3; C2:CH2CH3; C3: CH(CH3)2; C4: CH2C6H5; 
C5: CH2- C  = CH; C6: CH2- C  = C -C H 3; C7: CH2- C  = C = CH2; Dl: position 3; II: C5 = 2; 12: C6 = 2; 
13: C7=2
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As can be seen from Tables I and II, there are twelve compounds which are 
doubly substituted at the aminomethyl nitrogen by acetylenic or allenic substituents. 
Given that these groups are directly involved in the inhibition mechanism [17], the 
simultaneous presence of two of them in the same molecule could give rise to a 
deviation in the additivity assumption. So, we decided to include three interaction 
terms in the model in order to account for this fact.

Data analysis and discussion

There are many classification methods which can be applied to the problem of 
correctly describing the selectivity pattern of biologically active compounds and then 
predicting the selectivity of new compounds, not yet tested, in order to focus synthetic 
effort on the most promising ones.

In general, the classification methods are divided into discriminant and non
discriminant ones. The former are generally based on the development of one or 
several decision functions, which predict the category or group to which a case 
belongs. These functions can be viewed as discriminant surfaces which divide the 
descriptor variable space into two or more zones, each one containing compounds 
belonging to a different class. Examples of discriminant methods are the Linear 
Learning Machine (LLM) [18], the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [19] and 
the Least-Squares based methods [20].

The non-discriminant methods cannot be grouped in a single strategy, but they 
are often based on similarities between objects rather than on separation by types. 
One of the most simple, but effective methods is the k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) 
[19]. In this method, the distance (usually Euclidean) between the pattern vector of 
an unknown and each of the pattern vector of the training set is first computed. The к 
nearest samples to the unknown are then selected and it is classified it in the group to 
which the majority of the к samples belongs.

Given that both discriminant and non-discriminant methods are based on 
different philosophies and can lead to different results, we decided to use both 
strategies in the data analysis of the MAO inhibitors, by using LDA and kNN 
methodologies.
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Linear Discriminant Analysis

The critical condition for a good classification result using this method is the 
linear separability of the pattern vectors in the variable space. If the two classes are 
grouped in well separated zones, a linear surface can divide them in a perfect way.

Table III gathers the results obtained in the application of the BMDP91-7M 
program [21]. The first part represents the explicative ability of the method, given by 
the percentage of correct classification using all data simultaneously. As can be seen, 
all the selective compounds are correctly classified, and only six of sixty non-selective 
compounds are misclassified as selective ones. This gives to a total of 93.4% correct 
classifications for both groups. However, a more realistic representation of the 
predictive ability of the method can be obtained by means of the jackknifed 
classification, i.e., in which each compound is classified on the basis of a decision 
function derived from all but its own pattern vectors. These results are given in the 
second part of Table III, and they are still highly satisfactory, with a total of c.a. 88% 
correct classifications.

Table III

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA ) results

Full Data Analysis 
Selective Non-selective %  correct

Selective 31 0 100.0
Non-selective 6 54 90.0
Total 93.4

Jackknifed Analysis
Selective Non-selective %  correct

Selective 29 2 93.5
Non-selective 9 51 85.0
Total 87.9

In this case, two selective compounds (21 and 49) and nine non-selective ones 
(5, 9, 12, 13, 37, 45, 51, 26a, and 68) are misclassified. There does not seem to be a 
clear relationship between either chemical structure or biological activity, and the 
misclassification observed. Thus, the М АО-В activity ranges from modest (worse 
than clorgyline) for compounds 9, 12, 51, and 68, to excellent (the same order as 
deprenyl) for compounds 13 and 45.
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With regard to the linear separability or the grouping pattern of both groups in 
the variable space, there is a difficulty in its representation, because this space has 
sixteen dimensions. However, a useful graphical representation can be obtained by 
plotting the Mahalanobis* distance [1] of one compound to the first class mean 
against the corresponding distance of the same compound to the second class mean. 
This plot is given in Figs 2 and 3. The former corresponds to the normal LDA, and 
the latter to the jackknifed LDA. The bisectrices represent the discriminant surfaces. 
Compounds which lie to one side or another of this line are grouped in the 
corresponding class.

Fig. 2. Plot of the Mahalanobis distances of each of the 91 compounds to the mean of the class of 
selective compounds against the corresponding distance to the mean of non-selective compounds. 

The bisectrix represents the discrimination surface

* The Mahalanobis distance between two objects oi and Oj is defined by the expression: 

d 2(°i,O j) = (X j-X j)’ (x’x) - 1 (X j -x j )  ,

where (x’x) -1 is the variance-covariance matrix. In the particular case where the variance matrix is the 
unity matrix, i.e., there is not linear dependencies between variables, Mahalanobis and Euclidian metrics 
coincide
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Fig. 3. Plot of the Mahalanobis distances of each of the 91 compounds to the jackknifed mean 
(i.e., the mean calculated without the compound considered in each case) of the class of 

selective compounds against the corresponding distance to the jackknifed mean of 
non-selective compounds. The bisectrix represents the discrimination surface

At first sight, it can be observed that non-selective compounds are loosely 
distributed, even interpenetrating the class of selective compounds, which are much 
more closely grouped. This indicates the impossibility of a perfect linear separability. 
The data structure shown in Figs 2 and 3 is rather common in classification 
methodologies, and is known as asymmetric distribution [22]. This behaviour was to 
be expected in our case, because the non-selectivity arises from very different causes.

There is a selective compound which presents a singular location in Figs 2 and 
3, namely compound 49, which is misclassified in the jackknifed LDA (Fig. 3). This 
compound is the only selective one with two 2-butinyl substituents at the 
aminomethyl nitrogen. Furthermore, it presents a low selectivity arising from a very 
low MAO -  В activity.

k-Nearest Neighbours Analysis

The kNN method is less sensitive than discriminant methods to the linear 
separability of the pattern vectors in the variable space. Its performance depends on
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the distribution of compounds of each class with respect to their neighbours. In 
general, a tight grouping, like the one observed for selective compounds in Fig. 2, 
favours the correct classification by the kNN method. However, if к is not very large, 
lengthened cluster grouping can also be successfully dealt with. In our case, we used 
k= l ,  and the Euclidean distance between pattern vectors. The jackknifed 
classifications are given in Table IV.

As can be seen, selective compounds are 100% correctly classified, and only 
nine non-selective compounds (5, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 45, 50 and 68) are misclassified. 
This represents a total of 90.1% correct classifications, which surpass the results 
obtained in the jackknifed LDA. It is noteworthy that the misclassified compounds 
are not the same as in the case of LDA. Only compounds 5, 37, 45, and 68 coincide. 
This result shows the different behaviour of both classification methodologies.

Table IV

k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) Jackknifed Analysis results (k=l)

Selective Non-selective % correct

Selective 31 0 100.0
Non-selective 9 51 85.0
Total 90.1

The increase in the number of neighbours considered for classification 
purposes, k, does not improve the results. Fig. 4 represents the percentage of correct 
classifications versus k. As it can be seen, as к increases, the percentage tends to drop 
to that of non-selective compounds in the training set, far from the randomly 
assigned classification based on population sizes. This is of course an expected result 
arising from the different class sizes.

Conclusions

To summarize, classification analysis, either by discriminant or non
discriminant methods has proved to be a useful tool in order to focus the synthetic 
effort in the search for new active compounds. This conclusion comes from the best 
predictive ability of both methodologies in the case of selective compounds, which 
guarantees their reliability in the search for this kind of molecule.
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The kNN method appears to be superior to the LDA, since it classifies 
selective compounds 100% correctly, and reaches a total of 90% in correct 
classifications. This superiority can be explained by the relative lesser sensitivity of 
kNN to the asymmetrical distribution of the pattern vectors of each class in the 
variable space.

% Correct

Fig. 4. Variation of the percentage of correct classifications using the kNN method 
with the number of neighbours considered in the classification analysis
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New Journal

Fullerene Science and Technology
An International and Interdisciplinary Journal

Fullerene Science and Technology published by Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, 
presents peer-reviewed, original contributions in all areas of fullerene research. 
Publishing high-quality papers from all fields of scientific inquiry related to fullerene 
compounds, this much-needed journal provides a worldwide forum for investigators 
interested in fundamental and applied fullerene science issues. Discusses theoretical, 
experimental, and applicatory aspects of fullerenes.
Fullerene Science and Technology covers a wide range of timely topics, including

-  synthesis
-  structure and bonding
-  reactivity, dynamics, thermodynamics, 

spectroscopy, theories of cage 
formation, and geometry

-  statistical models

-  new instrumentation and equipment 
for probing fullerenes

-  technological uses
-  materials research involving 

fullerenes
-  and much more.

Offering full-length articles, review papers of advanced research, short 
communications on the latest and most important theoretical and experimental 
research, commentaries on the work of other investigators, and proceedings of 
important conferences, symposia, or meetings on the topic, Fullerene Science and 
Technology is essential reading for all chemists, physicists, and high-technology 
researchers.

Fullerene Science and Technology, published in English, welcomes camera-ready 
manuscript contributions. Those papers accepted will be published promptly. For full 
details regarding manuscript preparation and submission, please contact the Editor 
directly.

Editor: T. Braun, Eötvös University Budapest, Department o f Inorganic and 
Analytical Chemistry, P.O. Box 123, 1443 Budapest, Hungary

Honorary Editor: W KRÄTSCHMER (Germany)
Consulting Editors: A. T. Balaban (Romania), M. T. BECK (Hungary),
H. Wynberg (The Netherlands)
Regional Editors: P. F. Bernath (Canada), A. Kaldor (USA), E. Osawa (Japan), 
Z. Slanina (CSFR)
Technical Editor: L. Nemes (Hungary)
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Fullerene Science and Technology 

Contents

Volume 1, Number 1, February, 1993

Z. Slanina and L. Adamowicz: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Structures of C20 
I. László: Topologically Determined Electronic Energy Levels in Fullerenes 
W. R. Creasy: A Survey of the Research Areas Related to Buckminsterfullerene
L. Zhu, Z. Xu, Z. Jing, S. Chen, H. Liang, F. Zeng, X. Zhang and R. Sheng: Preparation, Separation and

Characterisation of Fullerene - Qso and Cjq
M. Yoshida and E. Osawa: Molecular Mechanics Calculations of Giant- and Hyperfullerenes with

Eicosahedral Symmetry
R. Seshadri, V. Vÿayakrishnan, A. K. Santra, A. Govindaraj and C. N. R. Rao: Investigations of the 

Interaction of Nickel and Carbon Monoxide with Solid Films of CM and C70 by UV and X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy

D. Koruga, J. Simic-Krstic, M. Trifunovic, S. Jankovic, S. Hameroff, J. C. Withers and R. O. Loutfy: 
Imaging Fullerene C№ with Atomic Resolution Using a Scanning Tunnelling Microscope 

С. K. Mathews, M. S. Baba, T. S. L. Narasimhan, R. Balasubramanian, N. Sivaraman, T. G. Srinivasan 
and P. R. Vasudeva Rao: Vapour Pressure and Enthalpy of Sublimation of C ^

M. T. Beck, S. Kéki and Z. Dinya: Oscillatory Kinetics of the Carbonization Reaction of Toluene Upon 
the Effect of Electric Discharges

M. T. Beck, S. Kéki and É. Balázs: Molecular Complex Formation Between Cm and I2 in Solution and in 
Solid State

B. Vasvári and P. Rennert: Search for Impurity Levels in Solid Fullerides

Volume 1, Number 2, May, 1993

K. Tanaka, K. Okahara, M. Okada and T. Yamabe: Why Some Bucky Tubes Would be Metallic?
Y. Yosida: High-Resolution Electron Microscopic Study of the Growth Mechanism of Gigantic Tubular

Super-Fullerenes
Ph. Lambin and A. A. Lucas: Surface Dielectric Response of Collective Plasmon Excitations in C(ß 

Fullerite
M. Baenitz, E. Straube, S. Gärtner, H. Werner, R. Schlögl and K. Liiders: AC Susceptibility and Upper 

Critical Fields in Rb3C60
Z. Slanina, F. Uhlik, J.-P. Francois and L. Adamowicz: Diphenylmethane Fulleroid C ^H ^: AMI

Computational Study
H. Werner, M. Wohlers, D. Herein, D. Bublak, J. Blocker and R. Schögl: Fullerene Black -  Soot or 

Something New?
Z. Slanina, J.-P. Francois, M. Kolb, D. Bakowies and W. Thiel: Calculated Relative Stabilities of CM

Subscripton information: Promotion Dept., Marcel Dekker, Inc.,
270 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Conferences

XVIth National Conference on Luminescence-spectroscopy

will be organized by the Luminescence Workshop of the Atomshell-Physics 
Subcommittee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

The meeting will be held at the city Pécs (Hungary) in the Headquarters of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences between 12-14 October 1993.

The aim of the Conference is to demonstrate the results obtained by researchers and 
research-teams working on different field of science and using the method of 
Luminescence-Spectroscopy.

Announcements for poster or oral presentations will be gratefully acknowledged by 
the Organizing Committee.

Dr. Nándor Marek 
Organizing Committee of the
XVIth National Conference on Luminescence-Spectroscopy 
Headquarters of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
Jurisics M. 44.
7624 Pécs, Hungary

The Fifth Rencontres de Blois

devoted to Chaos and Complexity will be held at the Château de Blois, France, from 
Monday, June 21 to Saturday June 26,1993.

The picturesque old French town of Blois, famous for its XIVth-XVIlth century 
chateau is located 170 km (100 miles) from Paris in the beautiful region of the 
"Châteaux de la Loire".

The conference will review the progress in the area of Chaos, Patterns and 
Complexity. It will bring together scientists working in different fields: mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, biology, environment. Recent progress in these fields has helped 
to develop new ideas and new experimental approaches to investigate chaotic 
behaviour, spatio-temporal organization, patterns and their applications to biological 
systems. The conference will be cross-disciplinary: we hope that, as a result, this will 
widen the scientific horizons for all participants.
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The scientific program will consist mainly of review and invited talks designed to 
stimulate interdisciplinary discussion.

A poster session is foreseen. Please let us know as soon as possible whether you 
would like to present a poster and send us the appropriate form (poster or 
contribution form).

Contributed papers: participants wishing to present their work should send an 
abstract together with an estimate of the time required. This will allow the program 
committee to make a choice.

The poster or contribution form should be sent to:

Chaos

-  Chaos in dissipative systems; Theoretical review.
-  Experimental diagnostics of chaos and of strange attractors, control.
-  Transitions and period doubling.
-  Developed turbulence.
-  Classical billiards and quantum chaos.

Patterns

-  Spatio-temporal chaos.
-  Self organized criticality.
-  Growth patterns.
-  Fractals.
-  Chemical oscillations.
-  Embryology and growth.

Complex adaptive systems

-  Immunology.
-  Evolution.
-  Chemical models of evolution.
-  Chaos and organisation in the nervous system.
-  Dynamics of social organization.
-  A viable world as a complex dynamical system.

J. Trän Thanh Vân 
Rencontres de Blois, Bâtiment 211 
Université de Paris Sud 
91405 Orsay Cedex, France

Phone: (33-1) 69 28 5135 
Fax: (33-1)69 28 86 59 
Bitnet: trantv@frcpnll

Tentative program
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Foreword

IN MEMÓRIÁM: A. I. KITAIGORODSKII (1914-1985)

I. Hargittai1 and A. Kálmán2

lInstitute o f General and Analytical Chemistry o f the Budapest Technical University and 
Hungarian Academy o f Sciences, H-1521 Budapest, Hungary 

Central Research Institute for Chemistry, Hungarian Academy o f Sciences, P. O. Box 17, 
H - 1525 Budapest, Hungary

This Volume is dedicated to the memory of a great crystallographer of the 
twentieth century, Aleksandr Isaakovich Kitaigorodskii (1914-1985).* His most 
important contribution to science was the recognition of the molecular packing 
principles in chemical crystallography, thus uncovering one of nature’s most 
intriguing secrets. He was not only known by his students and co-workers as a great 
teacher, but also for a much broader circle of structural scientists, including the 
present editors, through his writings, especially his monographs.

We found to organize the present tribute to him in order to express our respect 
to a great scientist and pedagogue and to acknowledge important recent 
developments in chemical crystallography.

Professor Kitaigorodskii’s teaching continue to influence present day research 
as they have gone into the general training of structural scientists. His concepts are 
being used by many as general knowledge, so much so that direct reference to him is 
often omitted. There are, however, also ample citations, as witnessed by the Science 
Citation Index. Also this project came to life as a result of a broad international 
effort, as the thirty contributions are authored by colleagues from fifteen countries.

At this point we would like to mention someone whose solicited contribution 
did not materialize for this volume. Though already very ill, Professor Margaret 
C. Etter of the University of Minnesota wrote us November 13, 1991, with great 
enthusiasm, that she would like to prepare two papers for the Memorial Issue; a

* Александр Исаакович Китайгородский, his name has been transliterated in different 
ways, such as Kitaigorodsky, Kitaigorodski, Kitaigorodskii, Kitaigorodskij, etc. Following consultations 
with experts and discussions among ourselves, we decided to use Kitaigorodskii while allowing everyone 
else use his or her preference and letting all references stand as they originally appeared
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short one about 3-fold symmetry in guanidinium-sulfonate cocrystals and a review 
article on hydrogen-bonded organic cocrystals (based on one of her students’ thesis). 
Professor Etter passed away in June, 1992, before she could complete her papers. 
In mentioning our correspondence with her, we wanted to pay a special tribute to her 
memory as well.

The volume is organized in a loose, informal way. We appreciate that Professor 
Jack Dunitz wrote the Preface, which is accompanied by a photograph supplied by 
Professor Olga Kennard. We are grateful to Professor Yuri Struchkov and Professor 
Petr Zorky, both of Moscow, for their gracious support of this project and for then- 
valuable contributions, charting Professor Kitaigorodskii’s life and activities. The 
introductory chapters are followed by the scientific contributions, some of which are 
reviews and all of them represent valuable scientific work. We greatly appreciate the 
dedication of all the contributors, and would like to record our special thanks to all 
referees for selflessly reviewing the manuscripts and providing constructive criticism.

The technical editing and organization as well as all the word-processing and 
lay-out have been performed expertly by the office of the journal Acta Chimica 
Hungarica -  Models in Chemistry, headed by the Editor of the journal, 
Dr. András P. Schubert. This work was ably facilitated by the Assistant Editor 
Ms. Lilian Vasvári.

We both have had only brief personal encounters with Professor 
Kitaigorodskii, although even these brief encounters have left their lasting imprints 
on our scientific thinking. His example and his writings have also made us his pupils. 
Thus with the humility of a grateful pupil we arc making this offering to a great 
scientist and teacher, Professor Kitaigorodskii, Aleksandr Isaakovich.
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Preface

A. I. KITAIGORODSKY: PERSONAL REMINISCENCES +

J. D. Dunitz

Organic Chemistry Laboratory, Swiss Federal Institute o f Technology, CH -  8092 Zurich, Switzerland

My first encounter with Alexander Isaakovich Kitaigorodsky (the spelling is as 
in the World Directory of Crystallographers) or Kit, as I later learned to call him, 
was through his book Organic Chemical Crystallography published in 1961 by 
Consultants Bureau, New York, in an authorized translation from the Russian. It was 
just the book we had all been waiting for and it made a great impression on me and 
on many others. I was a sufficiently experienced crystallographer by then to know 
that organic substances tend to crystallize in a mere half-dozen of the 230 available 
space groups and had some vague notions about why this might be so. But here 
instead of vague notions was a well presented theory that accounted for much of the 
known facts -  a theory of close packing of molecules, indeed, of three-dimensional 
figures of arbitrary shape. Until this time crystal chemistry had been largely restricted 
to simple inorganic substances consisting mainly of spherical ions. In this book 
Kitaigorodsky’s approach was almost exclusively geometrical -  an analysis of how 
unsymmetrical figures can be arranged in a regular periodic pattern so that the 
bumps in one figure fit into the hollows of its neighbours. This was shown to be 
possible only in a few space groups -  just the ones that were known to be most 
popular. Kitaigorodsky’s influence in this field has been enormous; the geometric 
theory of close packing is so general and far-reaching that it still deserves close 
attention from all scientists concerned with the packing patterns in molecular 
crystals. Essentially, it says that as long as we are interested in general tendencies and 
not in details of molecular packing, geometry is enough; the exact nature of the 
intermolecular forces can be neglected.

Of course, if we are interested not only in the trends but also in the details, 
geometry is not enough. Kitaigorodsky was basically a physicist, not a pure 
mathematician, and he was a pioneer in the development and application of "atom-

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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atom potentials" to calculate the lattice energies of molecular crystals. This aspect 
was prominent in Kitaigorodsky’s Molecular Crystals and Molecules published by 
Academic Press in 1973. There, Kitaigorodsky examined the consequences of 
considering the lattice energy as the sum of all intermolecular atom-atom 
contributions, that is, of regarding not the molecules but rather the individual atoms 
as the bodies that determine the particulars of the packing arrangement in the 
crystal. In this model, the molecules were usually considered as being rigid objects, 
undeformed by the crystal forces. And indeed, Kitaigorodsky may have gone a bit too 
far in this direction. For example, when analyses of different polymorphs led to 
slightly different values of the bond distances in the same molecule, he regarded the 
differences as spurious, thus considerably underestimating the accuracy that was 
becoming attainable in careful crystal structure analyses by the early 70’s. I shall 
return to this point later. Probably he was not sufficiently aware of the tremendous 
progress that had been made by that time in automatic diffractometry due to 
advances in electronics and computational machinery.

For although he had become something of a celebrity in the international 
community of science, especially among the chemists and crystallographers, he was 
still not permitted to travel freely outside the bounds of his own country. At least that 
was the impression I had gained from many unsuccessful attempts to invite 
Kitaigorodsky to lecture in Switzerland during the late 60’s and early 70’s. I was then 
a member of the technical committee responsible for the organization of the annual 
Bürgenstock Conferences on Stereochemistry. Each year Kitaigorodsky was invited 
to speak at the conference to be held the following April, all travel and 
accommodation expenses to be covered by the Conference, each year he accepted 
(subject to official approval), each year he was optimistic that he would be allowed to 
travel -  and each year we were disappointed. It was frustrating for us and it must 
have been deeply distressing for him.

One year another Russian scientist arrived at the Bürgenstock, an uninvited 
guest as far as I was concerned. I enquired discreetly among the other members of 
the organization committee: who had invited Professor X? It gradually emerged that 
no one had invited Professor X; it was understood that he had been sent by the 
Soviet Academy in place of Kitaigorodsky. In my opinion this was no justification 
whatsoever. We had not asked the Academy to send a representative to our 
Conference, we had specifically invited the well known Russian crystallographer 
A. I. Kitaigorodsky (various English spellings permissible) to attend. I was inclined to 
ask our uninvited guest to leave (after all, it was a by-invitation-only meeting, not
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open to the public), but was persuaded, largely out of deference to a colleague who 
knew and liked Professor X and was obviously pleased by his presence at the 
meeting, to let the matter be. We could comfort ourselves with the thought that 
Professor X was blameless, an excellent scientist and a pleasant fellow who could be 
relied on to make a useful contribution to the success of the meeting after all.

By about 1973, Kitaigorodsky began to appear in the Western countries. 
Although his name does not appear in the list of authors of papers, my memory is 
fairly sure that I met him for the first time at the 1st European Crystallography 
Meeting at Bordeaux in the summer of that year. I am not at all sure how I had 
imagined him as a person, perhaps as some deadly serious bookish type of scholar, 
perhaps as some Dr. Zhivago-like figure -  after all I had never been to the Soviet 
Union and had met very few Russians, in fact, my knowledge of Russians was mainly 
confined to impressions from Russian literature, Tolstoy, Chekhov, Turgenev, 
Pasternak. In any case, he was quite different from my expectations: a vivacious, high 
spirited personality with a healthy appetite for the good things that life had to offer. 
One evening we went to a restaurant as part of one of those mixed groups of 
crystallographers that seem to form spontaneously at international meetings. After 
dinner I wanted to talk science, Kit wanted to go to a night club. It was much too 
early for that, so as a compromise we went for a stroll through the lively streets of the 
old city, where we were soon caught up and absorbed in another group of strollers. 
Whether he eventually ended the evening at a night club I cannot say.

Our next meeting was the following August, at State College, Pennsylvania, 
where he attended the Intercongress Symposium on Intra- and Intermolecular 
Forces, under the joint auspices of the International Union of Crystallography and 
the American Crystallographic Association. I was part of the Program Committee. 
Although we had invited him and he had assured us that he would attend, we had 
been cautious in preparing the program and had scheduled his lecture not at the start 
but during the evening of the first day. In case of his non-arrival we would then have 
time to arrange another lecture or discussion period for the vacant slot. The events 
took quite a different course. The opening lecture, after the welcome ceremony, was 
to have been by Enrico Clementi. I was the chairman. Because of indisposition 
Clementi had to cancel at the last minute so we had to find a substitute at extremely 
short notice, and it had to be someone who would not disappoint our expectant 
audience. Who could fill the gap better than Kitaigorodsky on this long awaited visit 
to the United States? Kit agreed to give the opening lecture. I introduced him by 
saying that I had several times been in a position where I was compelled to present a
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substitute speaker for Kitaigorodsky; this was the first time I had the pleasure of 
introducing Kitaigorodsky himself, and by a kind of symmetry it was as a substitute 
for the speaker in our planned programme. Kitaigorodsky’s topic was atom-atom 
potentials; he was an excellent lecturer and held most of us spellbound. Later, during 
the period when Kitaigorodsky’s lecture had originally been scheduled, we arranged a 
discussion among several experts in the area of intermolecular forces. I have no 
notes, but according to my memory, Hans-Beat Biirgi, Larry Bartell, David Brown, 
Don Williams, Stuart Pawley, Ari Warshel, Kira Mirsky and others besides 
Kitaigorodsky himself were present. All spoke, and, according to one commentator 
on the event, all were speaking at once.

The following summer was the tri-annual Congress of the International Union 
of Crystallography at Amsterdam. By that time I had read Kit’s second book 
Molecular Crystals and Molecules and looked forward to discussing several disputable 
points with its author. The photograph was taken at this meeting during a pause 
between sessions. I am obviously explaining something to Kit, and Olga Kennard is 
enquiring what we are arguing about. I cannot remember for sure what was the topic 
of our animated discussion. Possibly, I am objecting to the statement in his book 
(p. 249) that bond lengths in a free molecule and in a crystalline molecule in its 
various polymorphs coincide within experimental accuracy; or perhaps to his state
ment (p. 443) that bond lengths do not change when the conformation of a molecule 
is varied. Kit’s argument was that bond stretching force constants are much higher 
than other molecular deformation constants, such as bond bending or torsional force 
constants. I fancy I am explaining that his argument neglects possible coupling 
between the various possible deformations and that some of the cross-terms in the 
potential energy expansion might be quite considerable -  indeed are known to be 
large. There is a second photograph that seems to have disappeared. In it Kit is 
raising his finger and pointing it towards me; he is saying either "Jack, you are wrong" 
or "Jack, you are right", and I am fairly sure it was the latter. When Kit wrote his 
book he was thinking in terms of experimental standard deviations in bond distances 
of the order of one or two hundredths of an Â -  that was the best that could be 
produced in those days with the rather primitive facilities then available in his 
laboratory in Moscow. In the West, Walter Hamilton’s low-temperature neutron 
diffraction studies of amino acids had yielded results that were about ten times more 
accurate, and others were following in his footsteps with modern X-ray 
diffractometry. At this level of precision, bond length changes in different 
polymorphs or in different conformations of the same molecule do become
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significant, as Kit was acknowledging in my shadowy, rose coloured recollection of 
that meeting in Amsterdam.

By that time it had become less difficult for Kitaigorodsky to travel in the West. 
After Amsterdam we corresponded with one another and we must have had other 
meetings but they are less vivid in my memory. One’s first meetings with a famous 
colleague are likely to make a strong impression on one’s recollections; after a while 
they can become almost routine. As for our last meeting, I did not know that it was to 
be the last. The news of his death was a shock.

If Kitaigorodsky were still alive we would possibly be celebrating him with a 
Symposium in his honour or with a Festschrift. We owe a debt to Professors 
Hargittai and Kálmán for their initiative in suggesting that we remember him not by 
a Festschrift but by a Gedenkschrift instead and for persuading the editors of 
Acta Chimica Hungarica -  Models in Chemistry to publish this special issue in 
Kitaigorodsky’s memory.

From left to right: A. I. Kitaigorodskii, J. D. Dunitz and Olga Kennard 
at the Congress of the International Union of Crystallography at Amsterdam in 1975
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ALEXANDER I. KITAIGORODSKY 
HIS LIFE AND SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY +

Yu. T. S t r u c h k o v  a n d  E . I. F e d i n

A. N. Nesmeyanov Institute o f Organoelement Compounds o f the Academy o f Sciences o f Russia 
В -334, Moscow 117813, Russia

Received April 25,1992

A scientific biography of the world-famous structural crystallographer and founder of 
organic crystal chemistry, Professor A. I. Kitaigorodsky has been written by his former 
postgraduate students and close coworkers.

Our teacher, a prominent scientist of Russia, physicist-crystallographer and a 
founder of the new area of structural crystallography -  organic crystal chemistry, 
Professor A. I. Kitaigorodsky was born on the 16th of February, 1914 in Moscow into 
the family of a well-known chemical engineer, a specialist on silicates and glasses, 
one of creators of devitrified glasses (sitalls), Professor 1.1. Kitaigorodsky.

A. I. K. received an excellent home education, he was a good pianist and 
dancer, spoke French freely, had a good knowledge of German (and, already not a 
young man, mastered passable English). He finished secondary school in Moscow at 
the age of 16. Just after that he moved to the Urals region, where he worked in the 
laboratory of a metallurgical plant and at the same time studied physics and 
mathematics completely by himself and very deeply. After two years these studies 
allowed him not only to enter the Physics Department of Moscow University, directly 
into the third year (he was examined with brilliant results by the prominent Russian 
physicist, then rector of the University, Professor S. I. Vavilov) but at the same time 
to begin teaching students. A. I. K. graduated from the Physics Department in 1935 
with specialization in X-ray structural analysis and began scientific work as a senior 
scientist in the Biophysics Division of the Institute of Experimental Medicine. In 1939 
he defended his Candidate dissertation (Ph. D. thesis) on X-ray structural study of 
aminoacids. During WWII A. I. K. worked in Ufa (a large city in the Urals) as head 
of the Physics department of a big war armament plant.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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In 1944 he resumed scientific work in the Institute of Organic Chemistry of the 
Academy of Sciences (hereafter A. S.) in Moscow on the invitation of the then 
Institute director academician A. N. Nesmeyanov.

In 1946 A. I. K. defended his D.Sc. thesis Arrangement o f molecules in crystals 
of organic compounds in the famous Institute of Physical Problems, A. S. headed at 
that time by academician P. L. Kapitsa. In this pioneering work, based on the close 
packing principle, he, in fact, formulated the foundations of a new scientific area, viz. 
structure of molecular crystals. To this field of activity he dedicated his whole life. In 
1954 he moved to the Institute of Organoelement Compounds, A. S. just then 
organized in Moscow. And there (until his death on the 16th of June, 1985 at the age 
of 71) A. I. K. worked as a head of the laboratory of X-ray structural analysis and 
organic crystal chemistry. Alexander Kitaigorodsky was a merry, quite informal, very 
sympathetic, easy-going and intelligent man, and incidentally very healthy and 
physically fit. He liked skating and cross-country skiing. In his last five years he 
became more and more ill, but until this he was also quite an expert in water-skiing. 
In the pre-war years and just after WWII in the town parks there were interesting old 
machines for testing muscular and breathing strength. A. I. K. always broke those 
machines as his physical abilities were well beyond the machine limits. Sailing and 
mountaineering, in short, all kinds of physical activity, all ways of a complete 
mobilization of the resources of the human organism attracted him. He liked dancing 
very much and recollected with pleasure the prizes won in younger days at dancing 
balls. Undoubtedly A. I. K. was an outstanding scientist, one of the very best 
physicist-crystallographers in the (now former) USSR and in the world. And his 
greatest positive feature was not only deep and wide insight in this scientific field but 
also a rare capability to foresee its future development. All his scientific activity is 
characterized by an exceptional purposefulness in elucidating general physical 
regularities of the structures of organic, or better, molecular crystals. A. I. K. is a 
winner of two very honourable prizes of the Russian Academy of Sciences: 
D. I. Mendeleev Prize (1949) for investigations in the field of organic crystal 
chemistry and E. S. Fedorov prize (1967) for series of works on X-ray structural 
analysis and development of organic crystal chemical investigations.

He divided his activity in his favourite area (organic crystal chemistry) into 
three stages. The first stage was a foundation of the geometric model of molecular 
crystal structure. A. I. K. was one of the first to conceive a molecule as a physical 
body defined by intermolecular (van der Waals) radii with mandatory consideration 
of hydrogen atoms. At that time (the late forties) this assumption was rather difficult
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to make, as hydrogen atoms began to be objectively located by X-ray diffraction only 
twenty years later. When he began the investigations in organic crystal chemistry, 
only 20 -  30 molecular crystal structures were known (now more than 100 thousand 
such structures are deposited in the Cambridge Structural Database) and all of them 
were represented without hydrogen atoms so that molecules were depicted as if 
hovering in empty space. A. I. K. bordered molecules with intermolecular radii taking 
due account of hydrogen atoms thus giving real size and form to molecules. It was his 
main step towards creation of the theory of molecular close packing. He indicated 
quite straightforwardly that he was not the first crystallographer in this respect. 
Already in the early thirties Stewart and Briegleb introduced molecular models 
bordered with contact radii, but these models were not used (and were not suitable) 
for analysis of molecular arrangements in crystals. In the forties the model approach 
was reintroduced by L. Pauling. Notwithstanding this, A. I. K. wrote quite justly that 
he had come to the idea of necessity of intermolecular radii quite independently. 
Afterwards he began to make not paper, but real molecular models using Plexiglas 
segments. Thus the working instrument for verification and wide employment of 
close packing theory appeared. Although drawings of crystal structures "in the style" 
of close packing were appearing before A. I. K.’s papers (in particular in publications 
by Pauling and Corey), he made the close packing principle a fundamental tool in 
investigations of molecular crystal structures.

A. I. K. designed the instrument which he named a structure-finder. In a way, 
this instrument represents an analog computer. On the ends of four rods Plexiglas 
models of molecules are fixed with the necessary number of degrees of freedom. One 
molecule has all six degrees of freedom, others have the lesser numbers. A fragment 
of organic crystal is constructed by translations and rotations of these four molecules. 
At that time no other methods to elucidate organic crystal structures were available 
with the exception of the trial-and-error approach. A. L. Patterson’s method, 
proposed in 1935, was not in general applicable to organic crystals. Furthermore, 
only J. M. Robertson in England was solving structures of simple aromatic 
compounds with rigid planar molecules, using a specific variant of the trial and error 
method in which the strongest reflections were selected and the corresponding 
sections through the unit cell calculated, whose intersections defined atomic 
positions. At that time, i.e. in the fifties, A. I. K. was working with similar molecules 
on his structure-finder, and not only he, but also his students and scientists in other 
Moscow structural laboratories. More than a dozen structures were solved, mainly of 
naphthalene derivatives. The determination of the acenaphthene structure was
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especially pleasant for A. I. K. Some time earlier the X-ray structural study of this 
simple compound was carried out abroad but A. I. K. couldn’t agree with the results. 
And the different solution, which he obtained with a structure-finder, was confirmed 
afterwards by a more accurate X-ray study. This was the first tangible victory of the 
close packing principle: according to A. I. K., solid bodies with quite definite shapes 
and sizes are arranged in crystals most densely, i.e. "by projections into hollows".

At first he believed in this principle unconditionally as if it were a law of God; 
and he was distressed for a very long time after a "competition" with 
D. W. J. Cruickshank, who solved the naphthalene structure by X-ray diffraction, i.e. 
experimentally. The Kitaigorodsky’s structure found with a structure-finder didn’t 
coincide with Cruickshank’s structure. A. I. K. insisted that his structure was correct, 
but, as was shown by the later more accurate X-ray study, Cruickshank turned out to 
be right. Indeed, the close packing principle which supposed interaction of rigid 
bodies, is not an absolutely irreproachable research approach, being an approximate 
model only, which is not correct in all cases.

Nevertheless, at that time employment of close packing ideas had great 
importance and not only aided in solution of crystal structures by proposing models, 
which could be refined afterwards by X-ray diffraction experiments, but, more 
essentially, revealed also general regularities of molecular arrangements in organic 
crystals. A. I. K. derived most probable, permissible and forbidden space groups of 
organic crystals. Of 230 space groups he chose about 10 most "suitable" for organic 
crystals, the majority of them being triclinic P i and monoclinic Pl-y/c and for 
asymmetric molecules monoclinic P2X or orthorhombic /*212121. It was also 
concluded that of all symmetry elements of the molecule a retention of symmetry 
centre in crystal was most probable, whereas the rest of symmetry elements were 
usually lost. However, this principle is also not an inviolable law of Nature and 
though in that time A. I. K. wrote that his rules had no exceptions, later such 
violations were found. For example, the octachloronaphthalene molecule has mmm  
symmetry, which is unexpectedly retained in the crystal. But the rule according to 
which molecules can not be related (superimposed) by mirror symmetry planes 
seems to have no exceptions. Some other close packing rules are also not always 
valid. But just these specific exceptions are not to be ignored and merit a most intent 
investigation resulting in a further development of organic crystal chemistry.

In particular A. I. K. maintained that loose organic crystals with large cavities 
could not exist. In the solid state such compounds would become amorphous, 
forming glass-like phases as molecular packing cavities necessarily have to be filled.
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However, representatives of such clathrate or inclusion compounds have later 
appeared whose structure is "inherited" by the host itself (e.g. one of the 
hydroquinone modifications), i.e. rather large cavities remain unfilled by guest 
molecules. This phenomenon has no general final explanation but its particular 
examples have received the correct interpretation.

The next step in development of organic crystal chemistry was the wide 
employment of the close packing principle for solving numerous specific problems. 
Incidentally A. I. K. did not consider the term "organic crystal chemistry" as very 
appropriate because chemistry is a science dealing mainly with transformations of 
molecules, and he regarded organic crystal chemistry as an area of science concerned 
with the structure and properties of molecular crystals, although recently solid state 
reactions have become essential for chemistry, and are widely investigated and even 
used. Here A. I. K.’s approach plays a very important role as shown by numerous 
investigations, e.g. by A. Gavezzotti and G. Desiraju (including not only static but 
also dynamic aspects). So the term "organic crystal chemistry" has taken root in this 
field too. Sometimes the more successful term "organic structural crystallography" is 
used.

Now a little about employment of the close packing principle for the solution 
of more specific problems. Most important is its use for the analysis of the structure 
of solid solutions in binary organic systems. Primarily A. I. K. disproved the earlier 
wide-spread opinion that the solid inclusion solutions could also exist in organic 
systems. However, such solutions are not possible for organic (molecular) crystals, as 
in most cases intermolecular cavities are too small to accommodate, as a rule, other 
smaller molecules. Therefore solid substitution solutions are typical for organic 
crystals. In A. I. K.’s laboratory a large scale work, not only theoretical but also 
experimental, was carried out in this field by his students. Dozens of binary systems 
were investigated and boundaries of solid solution existence were defined, i.e. it was 
established how much molecules could differ to produce continuous or limited solid 
solutions. A very interesting novel type of solid organic solutions, so called interblock 
solubility was discovered. For example, crystalline naphthalene was found to dissolve 
up to 3 -5 %  of nitronaphthalene. However, it is evident that the nitronaphthalene 
molecule can not replace the naphthalene molecule in its periodic structure. And, 
indeed, it was proven that nitronaphthalene molecules are situated on the surface of 
the naphthalene crystal blocks so that their aromatic nuclei coincide with their 
position in the host crystal but nitrogroups protrude outwards. Soon after this 
discovery, such solutions acquired also a practical application in growing of crystals
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with important scintillation properties. The interblock solubility concept was also 
employed in polymer plastification.

It should be especially stressed that when A. I. K. began his building of 
molecular crystal science he displayed exceptional scientific foresight. In fact, at that 
time, molecular crystals did not raise any interest and seemed to chemists and 
physicists to be "containers" of molecules only. Investigations of molecular crystals 
had as a primary goal determination of the molecular geometry rather than the type 
of crystal packing. Nevertheless the concepts of organic crystal chemistry soon turned 
out to be useful also for technology, in particular as applied to polymers. According 
to the close packing principle a polymer can not be built haphazardly of entangled 
molecular chains and in the fifties, when in the USSR the polymer industry began 
rapidly developing, A. I. K. together with academician V. A. Kargin and Professor
G. L. Slonimsky proposed the so-called "bundle model" of polymer structure. 
According to this model, polymer chains are packed in bundles parallel to each other. 
The bundles representing crystalline polymer blocks are disordered between blocks 
on passing from one block into the neighbouring one. But on the whole, molecular 
arrangement in these blocks or crystallites is reasonably perfect. This concept had 
and still has great importance for interpretation and even prediction of physico
chemical properties of polymer materials.

The third stage of A. I. K.’s activity in the area of organic crystal chemistry, 
which began in the sixties, involved a detailed development and employment of the 
atom-atom potential (force field) method. However, an interest in this approach can 
be seen much earlier in the theory of molecular close packing. It was evident, that if 
molecules could be considered as rigid bodies, then in studies of organic crystals one 
could ignore intramolecular interactions or take into account only the possibility of 
restricted or free rotation of molecular parts around connecting single bonds or some 
other kind of molecular flexibility. In this approximation the energy of the crystal can 
be represented as a sum of pairwise intermolecular atom-atom interactions. In this 
case the additivity of such interactions, their non-directional character and 
transferability of the corresponding potentials were presupposed. In the foreword to 
his last book The atom-atom potential method A. I. K. wrote as follows: "The history 
of physics gives us many examples o f the surprising fact that a simple semiempirical 
method, based, in fact, on intuitive considerations, can turn out to be much more 
fruitful than a rigourous theoretical approach. An excellent example is the atom-atom 
potential method".
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However, until the late sixties, i.e. before the computer era, verification of the 
concept of atom-atom potentials was not possible. The simple example given by 
A. I. K. is the naphthalene structure. As its 18-atomic molecule interacts with 12 
nearest neighbours the number of pairwise atom-atom interactions 
18 X18 X 12/2=1944 is very great. Therefore only after the advent of fast computers 
the necessary calculations, i.e. verification of the applicability of the atom-atom 
potential method became a reality. First of all, the necessary potentials were derived. 
A. I. K. always preferred a not very good potential applicable to a wide class of 
compounds to a series of individual potentials for a limited set of compounds.

At first, atom-atom potentials were applied to the investigation of lattice 
statics, i.e. for the calculation of lattice energy to ascertain the correspondence of the 
real structure to the energy minimum. These calculations were carried out for a very 
wide series of crystals and taken-up abroad, as were other initiatives of A. I. K., and 
pursued there maybe more intensively than in Russia. However in Russia also, and 
especially in recent years, the atom-atom potential method became very popular and 
widely used. In 1985 a crystallographic symposium dedicated to D. W. J. Cruickshank 
was held in England. In literally every paper presented there (on phonon spectra of 
organic crystals, direct methods of X-ray analysis etc.) about a third of the references 
were to Kitaigorodsky’s works. Foreign crystallographers are very active and 
independent in development of organic crystal chemistry and have produced several 
first-class leaders (A. Gavezzotti, G. Desiraju and others). However the basis of their 
successes is undoubtedly Kitaigorodsky’s ideas.

Later the atom-atom potential method was applied to predict stable crystal 
structures. Is it necessary to do this now when a very perfect method of X-ray 
diffraction is available and it is often easier to determine the structure than to 
analyze it? Indeed, X-ray diffraction allows us to determine not only crystal structure 
but also the geometry of the molecule itself. The latter is very essential for chemists 
and sometimes even more important than the crystal structure, though maybe not for 
organic structural crystallographers. However, there are some areas wherein the 
atom-atom potential method is indispensable, viz. in case of polymorphic 
transformations which lead to destruction of single crystals, which are transformed 
into powder, making experimental determination of the structure of this second 
phase impossible or very difficult. The second application of atom-atom potentials 
relates to study and prediction of those structures for which only a limited set of 
experimental data (X-ray reflections) can be measured. The most important of these 
are polymers, whose diffraction patterns are, as a rule, very poor and it is almost
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impossible to solve the crystal structure without resorting to the atom-atom potential 
method. A shining example is the determination of cellulose crystal structure made in 
A. I. K.’s laboratory. Structures of other polymers were also solved in Russia and 
elsewhere. In these investigations the atom-atom potential method is harmoniously 
combined with experimental X-ray diffraction data.

Finally (and this is very essential), the method allows, in principle (and, in fact, 
successfully), the prediction of the structures of not yet synthesized substances. Often 
it is necessary to know some properties of many, technologically very important 
substances, but their synthesis is very expensive and one has to decide whether it is 
worthwhile preparing the given substance or even a whole class of compounds. In 
such cases a survey by the atom-atom potential method in the limited number of the 
most probable space groups (obviously not in all groups!) allows us to detect the 
energy minima on the potential surface, i.e., to predict the most probable crystal 
structures of the compound(s) considered. And the occurrence of several energy 
minima represents a rather highly probable prediction of polymorphism.

The atom-atom potential method was further applied (and not only in the 
A. I. K.’s laboratory) to perform very time-consuming calculations of molecular 
crystal dynamics in combination with experimental measurements. He and his 
students studied elastic tensors and thermal expansion tensors, sublimation heats and 
other physical properties of organic crystals. Though phonon spectra and slow 
neutron scattering were investigated elsewhere, their interpretation was made on the 
basis of the atom-atom potential concept and a good agreement with experiment was 
obtained.

Finally, the last chapter in the story of the application of these potentials 
involves the thermodynamics of molecular crystals, which was developed extensively 
by A. I. K. First he used the quasi-harmonic approximation and very modestly wrote 
in evaluation of his contribution that here he had done nothing in comparison with 
the results of M. Born and his students but simply had rewritten all of Born’s 
equations, derived for atomic crystals (and so for particles with three degrees of 
freedom), for the case of particles (molecules) with she degrees of freedom. However, 
A. I. K. has really done much more in this field. He then used the Monte Carlo 
method directly for calculation of free energy through integrals of state, and in his 
last years the cell model, which provides great possibilities and in minimal computer 
time permits the calculation of all thermodynamic properties and, in particular, the 
prediction of polymorphic transitions on pressure and temperature changes. Very 
recently, the atom-atom potential method has been successfully applied to the
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treatment of imperfections and defects in crystals. A molecule is "removed" out of an 
ideal crystal and the relaxation around this vacancy is calculated. In the opposite way 
one can elucidate the lattice relaxation on inclusion of an impurity molecule. The 
importance of this approach for prediction and study of properties of real solid 
materials is self-evident, in particular for organic semiconductors as represented by 
doped polymers.

However, A. I. K. began the application of the atom-atom potential method 
much earlier and not to crystal chemical problems but to calculations of molecular 
conformations. Nevertheless, being enchanted all his scientific life by the structure of 
molecular crystals, he soon lost interest in the above-mentioned undertaking. 
However, his initiative in conformational studies was picked up and brilliantly carried 
on by one of his most talented students and coworkers V. G. Dashevsky. This 
approach, called "Computational conformation analysis", "The molecular mechanics 
method" or "The force field method" is based on a simple semiempirical "mechanical 
model" of interatomic intramolecular interactions. At present this concept has 
become one of the main tools of theoretical stereochemistry, allowing prediction of 
energetically optimal conformations and analysis of the dynamics of conformational 
transformations.

A. I. K.’s achievements in the area of molecular crystal structure investigations 
are generalized in the internationally known and often translated monographs 
Organic crystal chemistry (1955), Molecular crystals (1971), Mixed crystals (1983) and 
The atom-atom potential method. Application to organic molecular solids (1987, in the 
co-authorship with A. J. Pertsin). Together with P. M. Zorky and V. K. Bel’sky he 
has written the very useful two-volume reference book Stmcture o f organic matter 
(1980 and 1982) and the supplementary third volume Stmcture o f organic and 
organoelement compounds. A  bibliographic index for 1929-1979 (1984).

The organic crystal chemistry part of his scientific activity A. I. K. liked most of 
all, at least in the last 15 -  20 years of his life. However, he began the scientific career 
as an expert in the field of an X-ray structural method and in his younger years he 
was widely and deservedly known as a specialist in this field. In his Ph. D. thesis 
(1939) A. I. K. studied structures of two aminoacids, which were the first bioorganic 
structures in Russia and maybe also in the world X-ray crystallography. Since that 
time his interest in biological objects did not weaken, though was realized mainly in 
joint papers with V. G. Dashevsky. However A. I. K. himself introduced into this field 
many bright ideas. The bundle theory of polymer structure and some ideas on 
twisting of biomolecules and DNA coils are based on his principles of close packing
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and the atom-atom potential method. He even wrote that the idea itself of building of 
the DNA double helix appeared, strictly speaking, from attempts to pack twro DNA 
chains as close as possible.

Nowadays all X-ray structural experiments are carried out with automated 
diffractometers. However, already in the late forties A. I. K.’s lab had an instrument 
called a roentgenospectrograph which according to present terminology is an one- 
circle X-ray diffractometer. This awkward device allowed measurement of reflection 
intensities of one zone only but with sufficient accuracy. In the same period A. I. K. 
designed the first Russian oscillation camera for work with photomethod, as well as 
other X-ray cameras used by him for space group determination to prove predictions 
of the close packing theory.

A. I. K. has also written excellent books on the X-ray structural method. The 
first one was X-ray structural analysis (1950) which, just like his other books, has been 
translated into many languages and in China the original Russian edition was 
reproduced by rotaprint. This book includes all aspects of the X-ray structural 
method from fundamentals of crystallography to structure refinement as it was seen 
at the end of forties. After this the book X-ray analysis o f microcrystalline and 
amorphous substances was published (1953). However its content is much broader 
than indicated in the title, in particular, the problems of protein crystallography of 
that time were also represented. Later (1957) the monograph Theory of X-ray 
structural analysis appeared and was soon translated into English and published in 
England, the USA and other countries.

Academician B. K. Vainstein notes three contributions by A. I. K. to X-ray 
structural methods summarized, in particular, in the latter monograph. The first 
contribution is a rigourous mathematical treatment of direct methods, i.e. positivity 
of the triple structural product. He used a very fundamental mathematical approach 
and it should be stressed that A. I. K. is one of the few outstanding physicists who 
worked in the field of X-ray structural method in Russia. In the above-mentioned 
book he also used determinants of higher orders in attempts to find relationships 
between very large numbers of structural amplitudes. This particular idea turned out 
to be successful and at present it is used in the form of so-called structural quartets 
and quintets. However, the attempt to include all measured structural amplitudes in 
one "big" determinant unfortunately failed. Nevertheless this idea represents a 
profound theoretical basis for direct methods.

The second feature of the book is the solid foundation given to interpretation 
of Patterson’s function. Earlier there were numerous particular papers and such
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papers are still published now and will appear in future. However, all essential steps 
in the interpretation of interatomic vector patterns after Patterson were made by 
A. I. K. and summarized in this book. And the third and very important moment: in 
the book the problems of accuracy of X-ray structural method were treated physically 
rigourously and the formulae of errors in X-ray structural results were presented in 
an explicit form.

During his work on Theory o f structural analysis A. I. K. pondered about 
opportunities of magnetic resonance methods for solving crystal structural problems. 
It was in 1956 and magnetic resonance was in the initial stage of its development, but 
A. I. K. boldly made a choice and introduced into his laboratory the "new direction" 
(as he said) in organic crystal chemistry -  solid state radiospectroscopy.

During two-three years (1956-1959) weekly joint seminars guided by A. I. K. 
and academician I. V. Obreimov were an exciting arena of competition for our 
brilliant scientific brains interested in the molecular-crystalline structure of matter. 
Judging from the intensity of discussions, ingenuousness and relaxed atmosphere the 
seminar was on the top level of these famous times of Russian science. A. I. K. 
tirelessly advanced his, paradoxical for physicists, point of view that organic chemistry 
opened for them unlimited and rewarding areas of activity.

Rather soon it became possible to begin organic crystal studies by the nuclear 
quadrupole resonance method but it did not open a royal road to new approaches in 
organic crystal chemistry. It was necessary to measure interproton distances, i.e. 
move from nuclear quadrupole to nuclear magnetic resonance. The originality of 
Kitaigorodsky’s approaches was a marked feature of NMR method development in 
the A. N. Nesmeyanov Institute of Organoelement Compounds (IOEC) but could 
not prevent the unavoidable: after 1962 the method deviated more and more from 
organic crystal chemistry to molecular structure analysis in solutions. Nevertheless 
formulation of the original concept of a planned NMR experiment at the stage of 
structure refinement became possible: it turned out that for each crystal structure 
there were most informative crystal orientations which could be used for precision 
measurements of the NMR line second moments. Like any general concept, A. I. K.’s 
suggestion aroused considerable interest among Russian radiospectroscopists in the 
problem of NMR line form in crystals with a rigid lattice and here some important 
results were obtained. Among many foreign guests and visitors to A. I. K.’s 
laboratory, MIT Professor J. Waugh should be especially mentioned, as he 
predetermined the level of the experimental NMR spectroscopy progress in the 
IOEC.
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Attempts of Russian specialists "to overtake and outspeed America" in the 
technique of NMR experiments attracted A. I. K.’s constant attention. He was an 
indispensable participant in discussions on the meaning of the scientific-technological 
revolution and the role of scientific instrument production in the country’s progress. 
As far as he could, he took part in all tragicomic attempts to explain to authorities 
that the time for homemade instruments had gone. The authorities agreed, but later 
it became clear that what was happening was quite different to what scientists had 
said. In 1970 namely he agreed with the present foreign member of the A. S. of 
Russia, G. Laukien, to an experimental trial of the first Fourier NMR spectrometers 
of the Bruker company in the IOEC. In 1971 these instruments aroused quite a 
sensation among participants of the Vth International Conference on Organometallic 
Chemistry in Moscow. One of the spectrometers still works well and is used for 
relaxation studies of reaction mechanisms in crystals.

It was a real pleasure to discuss with A. I. K. problems of inequality of homo- 
and cross-interactions of enantiomeric molecules in solutions. This NMR 
development of Pasteur problematics interested him vividly, but death prevented him 
from helping to understand all aspects of this phenomenon more fully.

A. I. K. was not a simple man, sometimes he deviated in different directions 
but he liked to say that "the only man who does not make mistakes is the man who 
does nothing. The main thing is to correct the mistake in time". In particular, he, on 
the one hand, measured accurate structure factors by his antiquated instrument, an 
X-ray spectrometer. But, on the other hand, he read in Acta Crystallographica a 
paper by a well-known Hungarian X-ray crystallographer, Professor István Náray- 
Szabó, who solved several very simple structures, estimating intensities by a five- 
grade scale (very weak, weak, medium, strong, very strong), and decided that even 
the two-grade scale (a reflection is present or absent) could be used. Immediately he 
published the corresponding paper in Nature; where he gave two examples, 
naphthalene and anthracene, when this two-grade scale gave, in fact, plausible 
structures, though bond lengths were, naturally, quite horrible.

At present this rough scale of "reflections" is used in two-dimensional Fourier 
NMR spectroscopy of nuclear Overhauser effect for a complete structural analysis of 
protein molecules in solutions. In this case it is very productive to employ molecular 
mechanics calculations and restrictions, which result, in fact, from the main principles 
of molecular crystal structure, formulated by A. I. K. about forty years earlier.

Almost up to one or two years before his death A. I. K. did not believe in the 
precision determination of electron density distribution, which is now so successfully
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pursued in Russia by R. P. Ozerov, V. G. Tsirel’son and others. A. I. K. considered 
all fine features of electron distribution as artefacts. But not long before his death he 
asked for papers on this problem to be collected for him, planning to study it more 
closely.

A. I. K. always liked to pretend that everything came lightly and easily to him, 
that he actually did not work, but merely read popular lectures, attended conferences 
etc. However, in reality, he was a very hard-working man. However, in most cases his 
toil was unnoticeable to surrounding people. He had several note-books, in which he 
wrote down his ideas and made notes for future consideration. But almost all he 
wrote A. I. K. typed at great speed on his portable typewriter. At the end of his life 
he, however, turned to dictating to a typist or tape-recorder.

In his last years A. I. K. was very much interested in projects involving 
realization of high-temperature superconductivity in crystals of organoelement 
compounds, in polymers and amorphous systems. He believed that even in the event 
of failure such attempts and pursuits would result in the discovery of systems with 
unique electromagnetic properties. At that time this undertaking was not organized 
properly, but now it is known that A. I. K. was not mistaken in his forecast.

He often went abroad and not only to attend the International Crystallographic 
Congresses, where he read brilliant lectures, but also with equal success on long 
foreign business visits by invitation to lecture in Poland, India, the USA, Germany. 
He also paid great attention to All-Union conferences on X-ray applications and 
especially on organic crystal chemistry, intermolecular interactions and molecular 
conformations.

A. I. K. has many pupils and successors. They are scattered all over the world, 
to say nothing of Russia and other republics of the former Soviet Union. He taught 
and lectured in many and varied institutes, in particular in the Pedagogical Institute 
in Kalinin (now the Pedagogical University in Tver’). But he liked most the 
Pedagogical Institute in Kolomna, where he organized a crystal physics laboratory 
and became an honoured citizen of this small, very old town. Now there are many of 
his former students there. He also established the laboratory in the Institute of 
Biophysics of the A. S. of Russia, which later grew into the Department of 
Biomolecular Structure Physics, which he supervised for several years.

The scientific-organizational activity of A. I. K. was very varied and efficient. 
With an immense conviction he argued the necessity of employing new physical 
methods of structure investigations in chemistry. Under his supervision and with his 
active participation fundamental problems associated with the introduction of NMR
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and NQR into organic crystal chemistry were solved in the IOEC. For many years he 
was a chairman of the Scientific Council of the A. S. of Russia on radiospectroscopy 
of condensed phases, which was organized on his initiative.

A. I. K. was not elected either a full member or even a corresponding member 
of the USSR A. S., but this in no way diminishes his world-wide and more than 
merited reputation. Among his former postgraduate students there are two full 
Academy members, incidentally both foreign (one Chinese and one Croatian), more 
than 10 D. Sc.’s and 40 Ph. D.’s. They gave birth to the second and the third 
generations and so on of members of A. I. K.’s school and among them there are 
many well-known scientists.

Being an idea generator A. I. K. never detained growing scientists under his 
wing. People coming to him were at once provided with an interesting idea and 
theme. Consequently rather unique Ph. D. dissertations were born, especially in the 
crystal physics period when the atom-atom potential method was applied to the 
statics and dynamics of organic crystals and much original research was carried out. 
But A. I. K. readily let his pupils go, promoting their independent advancement. In 
particular, laboratories of X-ray structural investigations in 1977 and NMR in 1978 
(and somewhat earlier the NOR group) separated from his laboratory in the IOEC.

A. I. K. was a highly talented person in science popularization. His lectures for 
a very wide audience of all those interested in modern science always occurred in 
overcrowded lecture halls and ended in vigorous discussions. Editions of his popular 
scientific books written in various years disappeared from book-stores in the very 
first days after publication. Physics is my profession and Renyxa ("drivel" in Russian 
written in Latin letters) became bibliographic rarities, the second edition of the very 
popular book series Physics for everyone (which was begun in co-authorship with 
Nobel prize winner Professor L. D. Landau) sold like hot cakes.

A. I. K. was always full of new ideas. Possessing an enormously great capacity 
for work he knew how to inspire his colleagues and pupils to toil, completely 
forgetting about resting.

The memory of an excellent man and a great scientist will be always retained in 
science and will live in the hearts of all those who were lucky enough to know 
A. I. Kitaigorodsky, to work with him, to learn under his personal guidance or 
through his excellent books.
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The research on organic crystal chemistry at the Chemistry Department of Moscow 
State University (MSU) was initiated by the lectures of Prof. A. I. Kitaigorodsky he delivered 
in 1958. This article describes the main stages of this research: the development of the theory 
of close packing of molecules (the method of flow-round trajectories, the refinement of van 
der Waals radii etc.), the study of the topology of molecular crystals (structural classes, the 
method of potential functions symmetry, hypersymmetry), the analysis of specific 
intermolecular interactions (hydrogen bonds, halogen -  halogen contacts), the extension of the 
crystal chemistry approach to the study of the structure of not completely ordered phases 
(specifically, domain structures and liquid crystals). Since 1972 the laboratory of crystal 
chemistry of the Chemistry Department of MSU is the main organizer of Symposia and 
Seminars on intermolecular interaction and conformation of molecules.

In 1958 A. I. Kitaigorodsky delivered a series of lectures on organic crystal 
chemistry at the Chemistry Department of Moscow University on the invitation of 
the faculty of polymeric compounds. The Northern Chemical Auditorium was full: 
the unique oratory talent of Alexander Isaakovich was very attractive (one doesn’t 
hear such a thing often!), the concept of close packing opened tempting prospects in 
the physical chemistry of polymers.

In those lectures Kitaigorodsky bravely contrasted an empirical approach based 
upon classical mechanics with qualitative quantum chemistry which was coming into 
fashion at that time. Afterwards quantum chemistry acquired a quantitative (first 
semi-empirical and then non-empirical) nature and has become a powerful 
instrument of modern chemical science. However, both classical molecular 
mechanics and the theory of close packing, with the later addition of atom -atom  
potentials were extremely useful for physical chemistry and for a long time (if not 
forever) will remain in the set of its effective methods.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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Kitaigorodsky’s invasion in the polymeric science was productive. Our 
colleagues at the polymeric faculty had armed themselves with his concepts and have 
used them actively until now. But this was not the sole result of Kitaigorodsky’s 
lectures at the Chemistry Department. They made an impact, which lead to the 
emergence and considerable development of theoretical researches in the laboratory 
of crystal chemistry of the physical chemistry faculty.

At that time the head of the laboratory was its founder: M. A. Porai-Koshits. 
I was his Ph. D. student. The direction of Porai-Koshits’ researches was the stereo 
chemistry of coordination compounds. He proposed an X-ray structural investigation 
of some chelate compounds of copper and nickel as the subject for my Thesis and I 
was keen on it at first. However, the impression of Kitaigorodsky’s lectures was so 
strong that I couldn’t stop thinking about close packing.

I was confused by Kitaigorodsky’s statement that molecular packings are the 
densest -  the most close of all possible ones. Where do we know it from? How could 
one check that? On the other hand, if this is indeed so, the construction of the 
densest packing of the bodies, the form of which is known, opens the way to the a 
priori prediction of the crystal structure. In my dreams I saw myself shaking a bag of 
three-dimensional models of molecules, and I wondered whether they would become 
closely packed, and whether they would reproduce the packing which we see in 
crystals. Soon I learned that similar experiments with balls, not in a dream, but in 
reality, had been performed by I. Bernal in England. Hard balls of equal size were 
pushed into a rubber bladder of a football (at that time a football consisted of two 
parts -  a leather outer cover and a rubber bladder), the emerging arrangement was 
cemented. But what thus emerged was anything but the densest ball packings. At best 
such a model could reproduce a momentary arrangement of atoms in a simple 
(atomic) liquid, such as argon.

The result of my efforts was the method of flow-round trajectories [1-3]. With 
its help it became possible to construct all compact lattice arrangements in the plane 
of nickel dimethylglyoximate and copper salicylalmethyliminate molecules 
(suggesting that no more than two molecules per cell are present). The chelates 
appeared to be useful! Starting this work I naturally had to get the blessing of my 
supervisor. I asked him to spare me forty minutes to expound an idea. Porai-Koshits 
agreed and began to listen to me attentively. For the first ten minutes there was an 
expression of perplexity on his face. Then there came an ironic smile that soon was 
replaced by an expression of interest. By the end of my account he became serious 
and thoughtful. His answer was as follows. "Maybe what you are saying isn’t rubbish.
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Maybe it even has good prospects. But here is my advice for you. Do make an 
ordinary «structural» thesis and only then take your trials". I didn’t follow the sage 
counsel of my chief, not because I didn’t agree with him. I merely was unable to hold 
myself back. It took me 6 years to prepare my Ph. D. thesis instead of the normal 3 
years... I finished it while already being a junior research worker. A description of the 
trajectory method and results of its applications were included in the thesis, as well as 
structural data of some chelates obtained by use of electron diffraction. (I had 
accomplished to some extent the initial task, too.) There were also those designs that 
later became the method of potential functions symmetry (MPFS), but I will relate 
that later.

I must say that when I irrevocably entered this hard path, Porai-Koshits didn’t 
take offence. He had become (and is nowadays) my most attentive and benevolent 
reader, listener, critic and teacher. I have told my co-workers more than once: "We 
make our science for Porai-Koshits" -  and there was a considerable part of truth in 
this joke.

In 1963 I brought Kitaigorodsky the two weighty volumes of my thesis to have 
his opinion. "You’ve gone mad!", he was appalled. "Fortunately, I don’t read theses. 
And what if I had to read all that?!" But he attentively read through almost all the 
thesis (I could judge by his pencil marks). He would not read only two concluding 
chapters dedicated to chelates and said during the defence: "These chapters are 
necessary only to enable the author to demonstrate that he can fluently pronounce 
such words as nickel 4-brom-salicylal-wo-propyliminate". But let us come back to the 
results that were obtained with the help of flow-round trajectories.

The calculations were made graphically, practically by hand or, more exactly, 
with the help of specially made drawing gadgets -  nine months of thorough hard 
work! It turned out that the packings which were very similar to real ones 
corresponded to the maxima on the curves showing dependence of density coefficient 
on structural parameters. But not for the highest maxima! Thus one of the postulates 
of Kitaigorodsky’s theory of close packing was confirmed and at the same time made 
more accurate. The densest packings (that can not be made more dense by small 
changes of structural parameters, but are not the most dense of all possible 
structures in principle) are actually realized in crystals.

I communicated these results at Kitaigorodsky’s seminar and obtained his 
support and approval. (By the way, A. I. said: "I like your expression: molecules 
dressed in a fur-coat of van der Waals spheres". It was funny because I borrowed this 
expression from his own lecture, and I had certainly immediately told him that.)
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I remember that Yu. T. Struchkov, who listened to my report too, was sceptical. 
"Real packings will also be found on the slopes of maxima and even on minima", he 
said. However, the calculations of the packings of PdCl2 and BeCl2 chains (the 
sections that are perpendicular to the axes of the chains were considered) again 
showed [4, 5] that real packings are in fact the densest ones.

Later such calculations were not continued because they were replaced by the 
method of atom -atom  potential functions (ф^). It turned out that the a priori 
prediction of a molecular packing on the basis of the density coefficient (к) 
maximization does not give any advantage compared to the minimization of the 
potential energy (U) of a crystal expressed by use of фу. More than that, calculations 
of к maxima are more complicated than calculations of U minima. At the same time 
the energy approach obviously has a more profound physical sense. This reason was 
well known to Kitaigorodsky and by the end of 50’s he was already actively working 
out (together with К. V. Mirsky) a universal method of calculating the intermolecular 
interaction energy in crystals using atom -  atom potentials. Almost immediately after 
the development of this method we adopted it in our crystal chemistry laboratory. 
This was in-1964. However, the elaboration of the concept of molecular close packing 
was continued simultaneously (researches carried out together with Yu. V. Zefirov 
[6-9]).

I refer primarily to the refinement of values of van der Waals radii. In his book 
Molecular crystals, Kitaigorodsky used the determination of a van der Waals radius 
from one suitable structure (if there is a contact of chemically identical atoms). This 
was, however, an unsatisfactory idea. A van der Waals radius is of course an effective 
value that is not a universal constant, and it can be defined only statistically. From 
every given structure one can obtain the value of a radius that is far from the center 
of distribution. In his classical works on the theory of close packing, Kitaigorodsky 
always admitted the possibility of small overlapping of van der Waals spheres or of 
small clearances between them.

The statistical analysis of the shortest intermolecular contacts data enables one 
to discover a remarkable fact. The maximum of distribution of close contacts X...Y 
corresponds more accurately to 2(RxRy)1/2 than to Rx + Ry. This means that coming 
into contact with non-identical atoms, molecules appear to penetrate slightly one 
another (the cause most likely being an electrostatic interaction of residual atomic 
charges). This feature complicates, of course, the model of a closely packed crystal, 
but brings it closer to reality. As the first approximation, however, this complication
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may be ignored, because the difference between 2{RxRy)V2 and Rx+Ry is usually 
small (if x=y it does not exist at all).

Besides, in works with Zefirov, the concept of molecular coordination number 
was developed, and it was shown that in molecular crystals it is most frequently 14, 
less frequently 12, and rarely 10. By the way, unlike spheres, in the case of molecules 
with complicated outer forms the decrease of coordination number does not 
necessarily generate the decrease of density coefficient. This fact was clearly 
demonstrated already during the working out of flow-round trajectories method. In 
principle, for the molecules that have a special form the most compact packing may 
occur with the coordination number 4; such molecules are not likely to exist in 
reality, but it is important to know that non-compressible packing with low 
coordination numbers are quite possible.

As a result of all these researches we were able to formulate more accurately 
defined postulates of the theory of close packing of molecules in crystals [10], to show 
more reliable values of van der Waals radii and to review their numerous 
applications in chemistry [11].

The derivation of the space symmetry groups that are the most widespread 
among molecular crystals was always considered to be of the most important 
achievements of the close packing theory. Indeed, Kitaigorodsky has shown that just 
those groups that most frequently occur in organic crystals (Fl^/a, i 5212121, P21 and 
some others) usually make possible the most compact space filling. However, it is 
possible to derive the same groups from entirely different reasons -  that is on the 
basis of the analysis of potential functions symmetry [3, 10]. In this method (MPFS) 
we consider the symmetry of functions describing the dependence of the energy of 
intermolecular interactions in a crystal on structural parameters. It allows one to find 
those modes of molecular arrangements which ensure the maximum possibility of 
making the molecules fit together, whatever this "fitting" may consist of (the outer 
form of the molecules has no significance). This is why those specific intermolecular 
contacts (hydrogen bonds, halogen -  halogen contacts etc.) that can lead to a 
deviation from close packing, generally do not generate molecular arrangements 
qualitatively different from usual ones. If it were necessary to construct the least 
dense packing (but with molecules "touching" one other) the most suitable group 
would be just the same space group. Considering MPFS, Kitaigorodsky 
acknowledged this consideration.

Once I asked A. I. (this was in 1984, not long before his death) which of his 
achievements in science he considered the most important. "I’ve shown", he
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answered, "that a molecule is a body. One can take it, one can hit with it -  it has 
mass, volume, form, hardness. I followed the ideas of Democritus..."

In the last years organic crystal chemistry advanced to a great extent. But 
undoubtedly the significance of close packing theory remains completely in force. As 
before, this theory is an important part of the mentality of crystal chemists.

What new aspects of organic crystal chemistry were developed at Moscow 
State University?

First of all, it is the concept of structural class [12] (Fedorov groups plus the list 
of systems of equivalent positions occupied by molecules, we call the "orbits" for 
short) that has formed the basis of the topological study of molecular crystals, and it 
is just the structural classes that are considered in the use of MPFS. On this basis it 
became possible to develop a rational system of designation of molecules [13], to 
standardize the description of molecular arrangement in crystals. The statistical 
analysis of the vast experimental material [14-16] revealed a general picture of 
organic crystal structures. There are typical structural classes (it appears to be less 
than ten of them), rare and anomalous ones. Such a consideration enabled the 
systematic investigations of unusual modes of molecular arrangements. On the 
initiative of Kitaigorodsky the enormous information about the structure of organic 
crystals collected during 45 years (1929-1973) was presented in series of reference 
books [17-19], where structural data were systematized according to structural 
classes [10].

As one of the most interesting topological features of molecular crystals, we 
considered thoroughly the phenomenon of supersymmetry [20 -  22] (lately we prefer 
to call this effect hypersymmetry), that was discovered in our laboratory. It turned 
out that symmetrically nonequivalent molecules (they are present in so-called 
"polysystem" molecular crystals which make 10% of the total number) can almost 
always be transformed one into another by non-trivial operations that are not 
included in a Fedorov group. Hypersymmetry decreases the number of degrees of 
freedom (in the process of crystal formation) and has a substantial influence on 
crystal structure. Sometimes it is used in X-ray analysis (mainly in the case of 
proteins).

One variety of hypersymmetry that we call closed or genuine hypersymmetry is 
particularly remarkable. In this case the hypersymmetrical operation, which 
transforms a molecule A into a non-equivalent molecule B, is a 180° rotation with a 
shift (operation 2q) or a reflection across a plane also with a shift (operation m p), or 
simply a shift (operation l q). The orientation of the 2q axis or of the m p plane in
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general can be arbitrary. Accordingly, the shift does not necessarily occur along a 
rational direction and is not, generally speaking, a multiple part of any translation. In 
polysystem crystals precisely such hypersymmetrical operations frequently take place. 
It is important that genuine hypersymmetry does not at all leads to pseudosymmetry 
of a crystal structure or some of its molecular subsystems. The existence of 
hypersymmetry as a pronounced tendency that is detected in hundreds of objects 
cannot be doubted. Its physical interpretation, however, appears to be difficult. It is 
apparently a cooperative effect that depends on the influence of the molecules which 
surround the molecules A and B.

While speaking about hypersymmetry, we naturally imply that the molecules A 
and В are geometrically equivalent or very similar. However, sometimes this equality 
does not exist, and the molecules A and В are conformers. In such a case a 
phenomenon that we call contact conformery (coexistence of chemically identical 
molecules in the same crystal that have different space structure) occurs. The study 
of such crystals also became the subject of a series of special researches (e.g. [23, 
24]).

Moreover, in our investigations special attention was given to specific 
intermolecular interactions, to hydrogen bonds, in the first place. For the description 
of the agglomerates of the molecules joined by such bonds it was suggested [25] to 
use the apparatus of graph theory. Especially, the so-called "cooperative" hydrogen 
bonds like XH...XH...XH..., that are often found in organic crystals, were analyzed in 
detail. The specific intermolecular halogen...halogen interactions have also been 
studied [11, 26].

The consideration of these (and other) specific intermolecular interactions 
leads to a generalization of ideas of the molecular crystal structure and substantially 
supplements the concept of close packing. Such interactions can be interpreted with 
the help of localized molecular orbitals, and this concept in combination with the 
scheme of atom -atom  potentials (or of other fragment -  fragment interactions), 
becomes the basis of organic crystal chemistry.

The application of the crystal chemistry approach to the consideration of the 
structure of not completely ordered phases, such as liquid crystals [27, 28] and 
domain structures [29], has enabled us to construct a hierarchy of condensed media 
(a triangle with an ideal crystal, an ideal quasicrystal and an ideal, completely 
disordered liquid or an amorphous substance on its vertices) [30].

Beginning in 1972, the laboratory of crystal chemistry of the Chemistry 
Department of Moscow State University has been the "headquarters" of the
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Symposia and Seminars on intermolecular interaction and conformation of 
molecules, their initiator being again A. I. Kitaigorodsky. These forums of specialists 
representing a wide spectrum of scientific trends in physics, chemistry and molecular 
biology are in many respects based, as before, on the ideas of this outstanding 
scientist.
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A. I. Kitajgorodskij was the pioneer in explaining the distribution of the structures of 
molecular organic compounds over the space groups. His arguments are discussed and the 
general correctness of his categorisation is confirmed, but attention is drawn to certain 
anomalies.

Historical

A. I. Kitajgorodskij was one of the most eminent Russian Crystallographers of 
my generation. He was born in Moscow in 1914 and died in 1985. Except for 
industrial work during the war, he worked in Institutes of the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, mainly on problems in organic chemistry and crystallography. During the 
cold war and incipient thaw he was one of the few USSR scientists with whom one 
could develop something approaching a friendship, rather than a merely professional 
relationship. He was the author of many books, most of which have been translated 
into English. We shall be concerned mainly with his Organicheskaja Kristallokhimija 
[1], translated as Organic Chemical Crystallography [2]. His name is transcribed into 
roman characters in at least three ways, but one of my cherished possessions is a 
copy of his book Teorija Struktumogo Analiza, which he gave to me with a dedication 
in English signed "A. I. Kitajgorodskij" [3]. I have therefore adopted the scheme of 
transcription used by him, and, I believe, the only reversible one -  one that can be 
turned back into Cyrillic unambiguously.

His earliest publication on the subject of the popularity of space groups 
appeared immediately after the war [4]. In this he stated that close-packing of 
centrosymmetric "asymmetric units" was possible in the space groups C2h5.C 2h6, V hl6 
and Vh15 (in modern notation P2x/c, C2/c, Pnma and Pbca) and that C22 and V4

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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(P7X and P2f2f2f) are suitable for close-packing of non-centrosymmetric units. For 
five of these the statement is true, and in fact the five are among the commonest 
space groups for molecular organic compounds, but there is a difficulty about Vh16 
(Pnma) -  it does not permit close-packing of centrosymmetric units. It seems likely 
that Vh16 is a misprint for Vh10 (Pccn), particularly as the superscripts 16 and 15 are 
out of order.

The problem

The problem that Kitajgorodskij addressed was not entirely new, but he was 
probably the first to attempt a systematic answer. Why are there thousands of 
examples of organic molecules that crystallize in each of the space groups P\, P2b 
P2xfc, C2/c, F2{2{2\ and Pbca, but fewer than ten in each of the space groups P2, 
Pm, Р2/т, P222, Pmm2, Pmmm and others too numerous to mention? 
Kitajgorodskij postulated that: "A crystal o f an organic compound can be considered 
as a system of very closely packed layers; the molecules within a layer are also very 
closely packed, having coordination numbers of six and being so arranged that no 
polarities appear perpendicular to the layer" ([1] p. 86; [2] p. 67). His Figure 60 
illustrating this point shows that "polarity" refers primarily to the arrangement of the 
molecules, not to their electric charges. Molecules approximating to cones cannot be 
packed closely in PI, whereas those approximating to cylinders can.

Kitajgorodskij then discusses the arrangement of molecules into straight chains 
and the stacking of chains into flat layers. The discussion amounts to a construction 
of fifteen "chain" groups and the seventeen two-dimensional space groups (the plane 
groups), with some attention to the eighty layer groups. He uses a notation that I 
have not found elsewhere, but his Figure 46 gives the key to relating his notation for 
the plane groups to that of the International Tables. At the time there was, and even 
now there is, no international notation for the "chain" and layer groups, though this 
should be remedied by Volume E of the Tables, now in preparation. The four plane 
groups permitting sixfold coordination of molecules without symmetry are p i, p2, pg 
and (with some restrictions) pgg\ two are oblique and two rectangular. Molecules 
possessing and using symmetry Ï  can achieve sixfold coordination in p2 and pg\ those 
with m in cm; and those with mm  in cmm.

On the basis of this discussion Kitajgorodskij distinguished four types of layers 
([1] pp. 108-109; [2] pp. 86-87):
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"1. Coordination close-packed layers are those in which figures (molecules) of 
arbitrary shape and symmetry can be packed with sixfold coordination.

2. Closest-packed layers are those in which one can, by selecting the orientation 
for figures o f given shape (and symmetry) and the repeat periods, produce a cell of 
minimal dimensions.

3. Limitingly close-packed layers (for a given symmetry) are closest-packed ones 
in which the figure occupies a special position, i.e. one in which it retains its inherent 
symmetry.

4. Permissible layers are those which, while falling in the first class, do not fall in 
the second or third.".

After detailed consideration of the possible types of packing molecules into 
layers (layer groups) and of packing layers together into space groups he recognized 
four classes of space groups ([1] pp. 118-119; [2] pp. 94-95; the groups are 
numbered only in the latter):

"1. The closest-packed space groups are those which contain the closest-packed 
layers and which permit the closest layer stacking i.e., those which provide packing that 
can be made no denser by varying the cell parameters and the inclination o f the 
molecules to the axes. The closest stackings are effected by a monoclinic displacement 
(i.e. a translation lying at an arbitrary angle to the layer plane), by inversion centers, 
glide planes, and screw axes."

This class is considered to contain the most popular space groups. For brevity 
in various tables I shall denote his classes by bold-face integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 
corresponding to the numbering in the translation [2]. The other classes are:

"2. The limitingly close-packed groups are those which contain the limitingly 
close-packed layers stacked as closely as possible.

3. The permissible groups are: (a) those containing the closest-packed layers 
which can be most closely stacked if the layer relief is suitable (i.e., if the molecular 
shape and disposition in the layer are suitable; to this set we assign groups with layers 
stacked by centering operations (Q I, FJ and also by 2 axes); (b) those containing the 
limitingly close-packed layers which can be most closely stacked if the layer relief is 
suitable; (c) those which contain the permissible layers stacked in the densest fashion. 
Crystals with permissible space groups should be found but rarely, as exceptions.

4. The impossible groups (i.e., ones not permitting closest packing) are: (a) those 
containing any layers, even closest-packed ones, which are related by mirror planes and 
translations normal to the layer plane; (b) those containing permissible coordination 
close-packed layers not stacked in the densest possible way."
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As already mentioned, the groups will be denoted by the integers 1, 2, 3, 4 in 
decreasing order of probability, ranging from 1 (favoured) to 4 (impossible). It will 
be noted that space groups in which molecules are related by two-fold axes "should 
be found but rarely", and that those in which molecules are related by mirror planes 
are "impossible". This rules out most of the so-called symmorphic space groups.

Crystals in which the molecule possesses -  and uses -  some inherent 
symmetry may crystallize in space groups that otherwise "should appear but rarely", 
or are "impossible". The possible space groups, taking inherent symmetry into 
account, are summarized in a table ([2] page 103), as well as being discussed in the 
text. Classes 1, 2 and 3 of the space groups may be divided into subgroups as follows:

A those with molecules not using any inherent symmetry;
В those in which molecules use inherent symmetry I;
C those in which molecules use inherent symmetry 2;
D those in which molecules use inherent symmetry m;
E those in which molecules use inherent symmetry 2/m\
F those in which molecules use inherent symmetry 222, mm, or mmm.
With this elaboration, groups 1 to 3 become:

1A: PI, P2V P2x/c, Pca2v  Pna2v  P212121;
B: PI, P2-y/c, C2/c, Pbca;
C -F: none.

2A: by definition of 2, non-existent;
B: none;
C: C2/c, P21212, Pbcn;
D: Prac2j, Cmc2-y, Pnma\
E: C2/m, Pbam, Cmca, *;
F: C222,1222, F222, Ccca; F mm2, Pmma, Pmmn; Cmmm, Fmmm, Immm\

ЗА: PI, Cc, C2, P2j2j2, Pbca;
B: Pccn\
С: C2, C2cb\
D: Cm, P2-y/m, Pmn2y C2mb, Ima2, Pbcm;
E -F : none.

These symbols will be used when appropriate in the tabulations below. 
Examples of subgroup E are rare and of F very rare. The list contains thirty-seven 
space groups, which is just over half the total number (seventy) in the three crystal 
systems. The remaining thirty-three are class 4 "impossible".

It will be noticed that six space groups occur twice:
A and B: PI (1A and IB), Р2^/с (1A and IB), Pbca (ЗА and IB);

* Table 8 of the English translation includes Pnnm at this position, but this may be a mistake; see 
the English text (page 100), and the Russian text (page 124 and Table 7)
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A and C: C2 (ЗА and 3C), P2{2{2 (ЗА and 2C);
B and С: C2/c (IB and 2C)*

Wilson [5] has reconsidered some of these categories.

The comparison sample

In order to assess Kitajgorodskij’s analysis we need to know the number of 
structures in each space-group type in a large sample of structure determinations. 
The largest collection of organic structures is the Cambridge Structural Database [6]. 
It contained 95754 entries at the time of writing (January 1991), but many entries 
were unsuitable for the present purpose: the entry did not contain a structure 
determination, the structure was disordered, the structure might be dominated by 
ionic bonding, or the number of "molecules" Z  was not stated. If such unsuitable 
entries are eliminated 44794 remain. However, these do not represent 44794 different 
structures; often the same structure has been redetermined or refined, resulting in 
two or more entries. The proportion of such duplications differs in different space 
groups, but is typically about 5%. After elimination of duplications the numbers 
obtained for each space-group type correspond as closely as is reasonably possible to 
reliable molecular organic structures.

For each space-group type three categories were counted separately: (i) struc
tures with the number (Z) of asymmetric units (molecules) equal to the multiplicity 
of the general Wyckoff position, (ii) structures with Z  equal to half of that of (i), and 
(iii) structures with other values of Z. It is convenient at this point to define the 
"relative multiplicity" (RM) as the actual value of Z  divided by the value of Z  for the 
general Wyckoff position. With a small proportion of exceptions, (i) (RM= 1) corre
sponds to structures with the molecules occupying one general Wyckoff position and 
not making use of any inherent symmetry -  the situation envisaged in much of 
Kitajgorodskij’s analysis. Class (ii) (RM= 0.5) implies that the molecules are 
occupying a special position, and are thus making use of some inherent symmetry: 2, 
m, or Ï. Class (iii) ordinarily contains mainly structures with molecules in two or 
more Wyckoff positions (RM> 1.0), but when there was reason to think that 
molecules might be making use of even higher symmetry (2/m, 222, mm  or m m m ) 
structures with RM =0.25 or 0.125 were counted separately from the rest of (iii). 
When necessary for establishing the type of special position occupied by the

* Not classes 2B and 1C; there is a confusion or mistranslation on p. 97, lines 17-19
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molecules in such cases, the structures reported in Acta Crystallographica, Section C 
(and occasionally В ), were consulted.

The observed frequencies of each space-group type in the sample just 
described will be compared with Kitajgorodskij’s expectations for the triclinic, 
monoclinic and orthorhombic systems; systems with higher symmetry were not 
discussed by him systematically, and in fact these three systems contain over 95% of 
all known organic structures. As was done by him, the unit for comparison will be 
taken as the geometric crystal class, though the arithmetic crystal class seems to be 
the fundamental unit [7].

The triclinic system

Geometric class 1

Crystal class 1 contains only the single space group PI, which is classified as 
"permissible" (ЗА); it would allow closest packing within the layers, but the layers 
cannot be closely packed unless the molecules are of a suitable shape -  
Kitajgorodskij calls the layers "polar", but (as already noted) this refers to molecular 
orientation rather than electrostatic interaction. The frequencies in the comparison 
sample are: relative multiplicity RM<1, none; R M -  1,168; RM =2, 151; RM >2, 22.

The large proportion (43%) of structures with two molecules in the 
asymmetric unit is noteworthy. The obvious suspicion is that there are printing or 
other errors, and that the true space group is PI. A check of all those structures 
reported in Acta Crystallographica В and C revealed only two for which such an error 
would be plausible, but a high proportion of the papers mentioned that the two 
independent molecules were related by some kind of pseudosymmetry (2, 2j or Ï). A 
full study of such structures might be interesting, but has not been undertaken.

Geometric class I

Crystal class Ï  contains only the single space group PI, for which both the 
layers and the layer stacking can be closest-packed. Kitajgorodskij remarks that the 
"molecules can lie in general positions and retain their inversion centers (if these are 
present)" ([1] p. 119; [2] p. 95). This is not strictly true: "centrosymmetric" molecules 
in general positions are only approximately centrosymmetric. They are slightly 
distorted to form non-centrosymmetric enantiomorphs, and the structure can be 
regarded as a racemate.
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The frequencies of structures with different values of relative multiplicity are: 
RM=0.5,1290; RM=1, 5096; RM =1.5,23; RM=2,899; RM> 2,60. The structures 
with relative multiplicity = 1.5 (actual Z=3) in Acta Crystallographica C were checked, 
and it was found that there were two molecules in general positions and one on a 
centre of symmetry.

The monoclinic system

Geometric class 2

Crystal class 2 contains three space groups, whose frequencies in the 
comparison sample were found to be:

Space group
0.5

Relative multiplicity 
1.0 Other

3 P2 0 4 2 4 0
4 P21 3 2287 1A 533
5 C2 74 3C 231 ЗА 43

As already explained, the bold numerals indicate the assessment by 
Kitajgorodskij of the relative probabilities of the space groups -  1 the most 
probable, 4 the least. Of C2 he says that special positions of symmetry 2 are 
permissible; all structures reported indicia Crystallographica C for Z = 2 (RM =0.5) in 
this space group indicate that the molecules have and use a twofold axis. It will be 
seen that his assessments are in agreement with observation.

Geometric class m

Crystal class m contains four space groups, whose frequencies in the 
comparison sample were found to be:

Space group
0.5

Relative multiplicity 
1.0 Other

6 Pm 0 4 1 4 1
7 Pc 0 4 123 4 31
8 Cm 17 3D 1 4 3
9 Cc 0 4 329 ЗА 49
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In this geometric class Kitajgorodskij’s predictions are not so well fulfilled. The 
most frequent space group, Cc, is merely ЗА ("permissible") -  the same basic classi
fication as that of the rather rare Cm, which has "permissible" special positions of 
symmetry m. His intuition seems to have misled him entirely about Pc; he remarks 
"Group Pc, which leads to eightfold coordination (in space) can be rejected com
pletely", but it is second only to Cc. Perhaps it would better be classed as similar to 
PI: "permissible if the layer relief is suitable". Pc is further examined in the 
Discussion.

Geometric class 2/ m

Crystal class 2/m  contains six space groups, four in the arithmetic class 2/mP 
and two in the arithmetic class 2/mC. Their frequencies in the comparison sample 
were found to be:

Space group
0.25

Relative multiplicity 
0.5 1.0 Other

10 P l/m 0 0 4 0
11 P l^ m 187 3D 15 4 1
13 P ile 60 4 67 4 25
14 Pl-y/c 2376 IB 13144 1A 1076
12 C l/m 99 2E 41 4 0 4 2
15 C2/c 3 1442 1B,2C 1288 7 75

Kitajgorodskij’s classifications of 1 and 2 are well fulfilled -  note the over
whelming popularity of F2j/c. That classified as "permissible" (3) is reasonably repre
sented, but so are some of those classified as "impossible" (4) -  note, in particular, 
P2/c, of which he remarks that "there are no coordination close-packed layers", and 
dismisses it without further consideration. Examination of the structures reported in 
Acta Crystallographica C suggests that molecules with a diad axis find the space group 
acceptable. Similarly, although C2/m  has many structures with molecules of 
symmetry 2/m, structures with molecules of symmetry m are quite frequent.

The orthorhombic system
Geometric class 222

Crystal class 222 contains nine space groups, four in the arithmetic class 222P, 
two each in 222C and 222/, and one in 222F. Their frequencies in the comparison 
sample are given in Table I.
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Table I

The frequencies of occurrence of the space-group types of structures in the comparison sample 
in the geometric crystal class 222

Space group Relative multiplicity
0.25 0.5 1.0 Other

16 P222 0 1 4 0
17 P2221 0 0 4 1
18 P2]212 60 2C 98 ЗА 14
19 />2,2,2, 5 4722 1A 306
20 C222j 0 31 4 30 4 2
21 C222 0 2F 0 0 1
23 /222 1 2F 0 2 0
24 /2,2,2, 0 1 0 4 0
22 F222 0 2F 0 0 0

Kitajgorodskij states that there are no coordination close-packed layers in P222 
and P222j, and in fact these space groups have only one example each. The space 
group P2{2{2X is, as expected, overwhelmingly popular, and P2{2{2, permitting 
molecules without symmetry in general positions and molecules with diad axes in 
special positions, is well represented. Groups C222, /222 and /222, permitting close
packing of molecules with symmetry 222, are no more popular than P222 classified as 
"impossible". The real exception to Kitajgorodskij’s expectations is C2221; classified 
as impossible, but represented by sixty-three structures.

Geometric class mm

Crystal class mm  contains twenty-two space groups, ten in the arithmetic class 
mm2P, three in mm2C, four in 2mmC, two in mm2F, and three in mm2!. Their 
frequencies in the comparison sample are given in Table II. The commonest space 
groups, Pna2-l and Pca2x (nos. 33 and 29), are both classed as 1A. However, Fdd2 
(no. 43), classed as "impossible", has a total of 167 examples, and is thus of the same 
order of magnitude as Pca2^ with 330. Iba2 (no. 45) also, with thirty-nine examples, is 
perhaps anomalously popular for an "impossible" space group. These groups are 
examined further in the Discussion.

Geometric class mmm

Crystal class mmm  contains twenty-eight space groups, sixteen in the 
arithmetic class mmmP, six in the arithmetic class mmmC, two in mmmF  and four in
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mmml. Their frequencies in the comparison sample are given in Table III. The most 
frequent space group, Pbca (no. 61) is classified merely as "permissible" (ЗА) for 
molecules in general positions, but as IB for molecules on centres of symmetry. Two 
other space groups, Pnma and Pbcn (nos. 62 and 60), classified as 2D and 2C, are 
fairly frequent for molecules with the appropriate symmetries m and 2. A few others, 
though not frequent, occur more often than their classification as "impossible" (4) 
would suggest. Some are examined in the Discussion.

Table II

The frequencies o f space-group types among structures in the geometric crystal class mm

Space group Relative multiplicity
0.25 0.5 1.0 Other

25 Pmm2 0 0 4 0
26 Pmc2l 0 2D 4 0
27 Peel 0 1 4 0
28 Pma2 0 0 4 0
29 Pca2l 0 247 1A 83
30 Pnc2 2 2 4 0
31 Pmn2\ 31 3D 0 4 0
32 Pba.2 7 3 4 2
33 Pna2l 1 635 1A 76
34 Pnn2 6 3 4 2
35 Cmm2 0 0 0 4 0
36 Cmc2i 0 60 2D 2 4 0
37 Ccc 2 0 4 0 4 0
38 C2mm 2 0 0 4 0
39 C2mb 0 3 3D 1 0
40 C2cm 0 5 4 0 1
41 C2cb 1 28 3C 19 1
44 Imm2 1 0 0 4 0
45 Iba2 0 10 26 4 3
46 Ima2 0 3 3D 0 0
42 F mm2 0 2F 5 0 0
43 Fdd.2 0 91 74 4 2

Discussion

It is clear that Kitajgorodskij was broadly successful in accounting for the 
relative popularity of the space groups of molecular organic crystals. There are, 
however, two features that call for comment: (i) the general approach, and (ii) a few
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space groups that Kitajgorodskij expected to be rare or impossible, but which in fact 
have an hundred or so examples.

Table III

The frequencies of occurrence of the space-group types of structures in the comparison sample 
in the geometric crystal class mmm

Space group Relative multiplicity
0.25 0.5 1.0 Other

47 Pmmm 0 0 0 4 0
48 Pnnn 2 0 0 4 0
49 Pccm 0 0 0 4 0
50 Pban 2 0 0 4 0
51 Pmma 0 2F 0 0 0
52 Pnna 0 18 8 4 0
53 Pmna 3 1 0 4 0
54 Pcca 0 10 6 4 0
55 Pbam 1 2E 4 2 0
56 Pccn 1 78 3B 83 4
57 Pbcm 0 40 3D 4 0
58 Pnnm 13 3 0* 0
59 Pmmn 10 2F 1 0 0
60 Pbcn 0 248 2C 132 11
61 Pbca 0 262 IB 1650 ЗА 74
62 Pnma 3 589 2D 11 0
63 Cmcm 38 0 0 4 0
64 Cmca 31 2E 15 0 0
65 Cmmm 0 2F 0 0 0
66 Cccm 0 2 0 4 0
67 Cmma 1 0 0 4 0
68 Ccca 6 2F 2 1 0
71 Immm 0 2F 0 0 0
72 Ibam 11 3 0 4 0
73 Ibca 0 2 0 4 0
74 Imma 4 0 0 4 0
69 Fmmm 0 2F 0 0 0
70 Fddd 9 5 2 4 0

•See footnote on page 186

The general approach can be divided into two assumptions, one physical and 
one geometrical.

Physical assumption-. Density of packing of molecules is the primary factor in 
determining the popularity of space groups.
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Geometrical assumption: The densest packing of molecules can be achieved by 
densest stacking of closest-packed layers.

It must be remarked that the geometrical assumption has not been proven in 
three dimensions, even for the packing of spheres. The closest known packings of 
spheres in three dimensions are somewhat loose -  if twelve spheres are arranged 
around a central (thirteenth) sphere there is enough play to rearrange them 
arbitrarily. In contrast, six spheres in a plane surrounding a central (seventh) sphere 
are in contact with one another, and no rearrangement is possible. The problem has 
been reviewed by Conway & Sloane ([8] Chapter 1); in dimensions less than ten the 
densest known packings are lattice packings, but in dimensions ten, eleven and 
thirteen non-lattice packings are known that are denser than any known lattice 
packings. Organic molecules are not spheres, but it is unlikely that any such packing 
considerations undermine Kitajgorodskij’s approach. The physical assumption, that 
actual structures are determined by density of packing, is of course an entirely 
different matter, and is broadly confirmed by observation.

There is, however, the question of the "anomalous" popularity of about half a 
dozen space groups. Kitajgorodskij’s book was written about fifty years ago, and the 
Cambridge Structural Database [7] did not exist. Perhaps he would have included 
some comments on the "anomalous" number of examples of these space groups if he 
had been able to obtain reliable statistical data.

Space group Pc (no. 7), 123 examples with Z  = 2 (.RM = 1.0), 31 with Z > 4 
(RM>2). Kitajgorodskij states ([1], p. 119; [2], p. 95) "Group Pc, which leads to 
eightfold coordination (in space) can be rejected completely", and later ([1], p. 137;
[2], p. I l l )  he conjectures that there maybe some examples resulting from a (small?) 
distortion of a structure that is ideally P2^/c. This suggestion might account for some 
of structures with Z  = 4, but not for the many with Z  = 2. The papers in Acta 
Crystallographica C showed nothing remarkable about the structures with the space 
group Pc.

It might be thought that the packing in space groups like PÏ is denser than in 
Pc, even though the latter is not as rare as packing considerations suggest. The mean 
calculated densities of "really organic" structures -  those containing hydrogen and 
carbon, with or without oxygen and nitrogen -  in these space groups were, therefore, 
compared. Here are some examples:
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Space group Mean density Number of structures

Compounds C -  H -  N -  О
2 PI 1.325 813
4 Р2г 1.325 689
7 Pc 1.374 27

14 Р2г/с 1.331 2359

Compounds С -  H -  О
2 P I 1.270 620
4 Р2Х 1.260 852
7 Pc 1.249 10

14 Р21/с 1.287 1523

The differences are of the same order as their esd’s (0.03 -  0.05)

Space group P2/c (no. 13), 60 structures with Z  = 2 (RM=0.5), 67 with Z  = 4 
(RM= 1.0), 25 others. Kitajgorodskij ([1], p. 120; [2], p. 96) states "there are no 
coordination close-packed layers", with the implication that the space group is 
impossible. Again the structures reported in Acta Crystallographica C showed nothing 
remarkable; those with RM =0.5 made use of inherent symmetry 2.

Space group C222j (no. 20), 31 structures with Z  = 4, 30 with Z  = 8, 2 other. A 
check of the structures in Acta Crystallographica C showed that the molecules 
possessed and used symmetry 2.

Space group Fdd2 (no. 43), 91 structures with Z  = 8 (RM=0.5), 74 with Z=16 
(RM= 1.0), 2 other. The structures in Acta Crystallographica C with Z  = 8 contained 
molecules with symmetry 2; those with Z  = 16 showed dimers with symmetry 2.

Space group Iba2 (no. 45), with a total of 39 structures, is perhaps more 
frequent than the classification 4, "impossible", would suggest. There is nothing 
remarkable about the structures reported in Acta Crystallographica C with this 
space group.

Anomalies in crystal class mmm

In the geometric class mmm  the number of structures in most space groups is 
small, and there is little point in lengthy discussion. Four consecutive space groups 
are of interest:
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Space group Relative multiplicity
0.25 0.5 1.0 Other

60 Pbcn 0 248 2C 132 11
61 Pbca 0 262 IB 1650 ЗА 74
62 Pnma 3 589 2D 11 0
63 Cmcm 38 0 0 4 0

General positions in Pbca are no more than "permissible", but there are more 
structures in this category than in any other in the crystal class. The "impossible" 
group Cmcm, with 38 structures, is perhaps too frequent; Pbcn and Pnma are in 
accordance with expectation.

Epilogue

The above paper, concerned with the exploration of the ideas contained in 
Kitajgorodskij’s book [1, 2], is substantially the same as that given in May 1991 at the 
International Fedorov Conference in Leningrad (which became St Petersburg a 
couple of weeks later). Because of the anomalies listed in the Discussion I have 
looked more closely at the effect of molecular symmetry [9, 10], and have worked 
through the arguments that Kitajgorodskij used in assigning space groups to his 
categories 1 -4  [5]. I found that, without doing violence to his stated principles, 
several space groups could be moved to, or also placed in, categories in better accord 
with observation. Kitajgorodskij’s prescience is confirmed.
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An early history of the atom-atom potential approach to the modeling the structure 
and properties of molecular crystals is given, with an emphasis on the contributions made by 
A. I. Kitaigorodsky and his colleagues in Moscow in the 1960s.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

A. I. Kitaigorodsky (AIK) was in his mid-forties when I first met him in 1958. 
As a recent college graduate, I was looking for a job in science when I heard from a 
friend that a certain Dr. K. from the Academy of Sciences was looking for an 
assistant. We met for an interview in the library of the research institute where he 
worked (he didn’t have an office of his own then, or subsequently in his career). A 
week later I entered the doors of that institution as a full-time participant in testing 
and developing the idea that had been brewing in AIK’s head for quite a while.

The idea was based on the close-packed patterns found in organic crystals -  
similar to those observed for close-packed arrangements of atoms in ionic and van 
der Waals atomic crystals. The growing volume of X-ray structural data for 
molecular crystals (summarized in 1955 by AIK in the Russian edition of his book 
Organic Chemical Crystallography [1]) suggested that atoms in organic molecules, 
however complex the molecules might be, acted as individual entities, at least to the 
"outside world". Analysis of atomic arrangements in molecules with steric hindrances 
[2] and predictions of macromolecular conformations from atomic models [3] 
supported the idea. Reviewing the literature on what was then known about 
intermolecular forces, consulting with theorists (including L. D. Landau, AIK’s 
friend) on the compatibility with quantum field theory of the atom-atom approach to

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* Before 1973, К. V. Mirskaya
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molecules, as well as some preliminary calculations, convinced us that the idea was 
sound. How far one could go with this idea and what means one could use to test its 
validity -  those were the questions we had to answer. "It will take about ten years for 
this approach to become generally accepted," AIK told me once, soon after we 
started. As we shall see, the acceptance came much sooner than he predicted.

T h e  s t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t  i n  1 9 5 8

In spite of strong experimental evidence for the atom-atom approach to 
molecules, the supporting theoretical basis was slender. It included some data on 
nonbonded interatomic interactions in molecules [4-7] (the approach that was later 
called "molecular mechanics"), and a little information on atom-atom interactions in 
molecular, and especially, organic crystals.

In 1930 London developed a quantum-mechanical theory of van der Waals 
attractive forces assuming that interacting particles act as point attraction centers 
[8,9]. This theory became known as the central-force model, which assumes that a 
potential curve (a potential, in short) describing the energy of van der Waals 
attraction between two particles is a function of particle separation only (i.e., А г-6, 
where the parameter A is characteristic of a given pair, and r is the distance). In 
addition to this strictly theoretical account, London also provided a simplifying 
empirical relationship between parameter A and such measurable molecular 
quantities as polarizabilities and ionization potentials. London applied his theory to 
atomic crystals and to crystals made of simple molecules (N2, 0 2, C 0 2, CH4, NO) 
considering each molecule as a whole. Slater and Kirkwood [10] suggested an 
alternative semiempirical equation for the attraction potential parameter A in a 
similar central-force model. Their equation made use of polarizabilities of interacting 
particles (atoms or molecules) and of the number of electrons in their outer shells. 
The applications included N2, 0 2, H2, and CH4 molecules as force centers.

It soon became clear that the central-force approximation could only be 
applied to very small and "compact" molecules. As London reasoned in his review 
article in 1937 [11], long organic molecules, for example, would have to be divided 
into smaller attraction centers. Further studies pointed to the fact that even for such 
molecules as H2 [12,13], Cl2 [14], N2, CO [15], the interaction energy depends on 
mutual molecular orientations, some effects being as great as 25% of the average 
energy.
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As London expected, the first attempts to develop a more realistic model of 
intermolecular interactions were made for polymers. Müller [16] and Corner [17] 
estimated the sublimation energy of polyethylene crystals by considering each 
paraffin molecule as a combination of force centers. Such centers were located in 
different molecules and interacted according to the London equation. The force 
centers were defined by the two authors differently, essentially on a trial-and-error 
basis. Corner adopted an average potential for (n -2 ) CH2 groups and two CH3 
groups as the interaction potential. Müller tested three different models of attraction 
centers: one for each atom, one for a C -H  bond, and one for a CH2 group. The 
results for the three models were reasonable but too close to be conclusive in 
choosing one. Müller also took into account the intermolecular repulsive forces, but 
he limited these forces to hydrogen atoms and substituted a previously defined 
H e -H e  potential for the H - H  potential.

Publications on van der Waals intermolecular interactions in the next three 
decades included primarily theories of gases and liquids [18-22], some adsorption 
phenomena [23], and a few crystal applications [24 -  26]. Among the latter, the atom- 
atom approach was successfully used for calculating properties of crystals of inert 
elements [15, 27-31] and for estimating the cohesion energy between graphite layers 
[32, 33]. The results obtained in many of these studies confirmed that molecular 
dimensions (as compared to intermolecular distances), as well as deviations of 
molecular shapes from sphericity, could not be ignored. For example, AIK [25] found 
that there was a definite correlation between molecular surfaces, coefficients of 
close-packing, and experimental cohesive energies of organic crystals. Regarding the 
choice of submolecular units, not much progress was made since the first 
publications of the thirties. The atom-atom approach was but one of the possible 
models (atoms, groups of atoms, or entire molecules). There was no consensus on 
how to obtain potential parameters, whether from strictly theoretical considerations, 
from semiempirical formulas, or from purely empirical fitting procedures.

T h e  f i r s t  s t e p s  i n  t h e  r i g h t  d i r e c t i o n

It was clear to AIK that the atom-atom approach would be most compatible 
with observations coming both from molecular and crystal studies. He also realized 
that the potentials for various kinds of atoms comprising organic molecules could not 
be practicably derived from first principles, nor even from London-type
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semiempirical equations. Model parameters had to be found indirectly, by fitting 
them to experimental data on structure and properties of molecules and/or crystals.

First we tried to obtain the atom-atom potential parameters (AAP) from 
molecular conformational analysis [34], but this technique had at least one essential 
disadvantage: there was no satisfactory way to separate nonbonded parameters from 
contributions of energy terms describing deformations of bond angles, rotations 
around valence bonds, and other internal parameters. Crystal data seemed to be a 
more adequate basis for adjusting and testing nonbonded potential parameters, since 
many examples could be found where van der Waals forces played a major role in 
intermolecular interactions. A systematic work on testing the validity of the atom- 
atom approximation for organic molecules and on developing step-by-step 
procedures for deriving AAP from crystal data was started in 1960.

To test the model, we had to compare calculated crystal properties with 
experimental data. In calculations for organic crystals, we immediately met 
considerable computational difficulties. The need to investigate multidimensional 
potential surfaces, the problems related to lattice-sum convergence for crystals of low 
symmetry, and the complexity of molecular structures -  all required a tremendous 
amount of computer power. However, the best computing tools we had in Moscow at 
that time were German-made electrical calculators about the size of today’s full-size 
personal computers. Access to computers was essential, but only became available to 
us a few years later (and even then it was limited). Meanwhile, since our main 
objective was to show that the approach worked in principle, we selected the simplest 
and the most representative examples on which we could explain and predict as many 
crystal properties as possible.

Our first paper, describing the theory and including several sample 
calculations, was published in 1961 [35]. We included lattice-energy calculations for 
both ordered and orientationally disordered crystals. Encouraging results on heats of 
sublimation, equilibrium crystal structures, and compressibilities were obtained for 
five hydrocarbon crystals. The crystal properties we studied allowed us to test not 
only the lattice energy as such but also its first and second derivatives. A preliminary 
set of carbon...carbon, carbon...hydrogen, and hydrogen...hydrogen potential 
parameters was derived, based on the so-called universal potential proposed by AIK 
[36]. (Later, when we could include elasticity constants in the parameter fitting 
procedure, the universal potential simplification was abandoned [37]).
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F u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t s

In subsequent publications we continued to test the validity of the model and 
explored other aspects of intermolecular energy calculations in organic crystals. For 
example, we considered how multidimensional lattice-energy surfaces were related to 
crystal properties and how we could use the surface behavior for refining potential 
parameters [38]. We estimated the role of electrostatic interactions in the lattice 
energy of organic crystals and studied the problems of lattice-sum convergence [39]. 
All in all, the approach was working and the AAP method was taking shape.

In 1966, the 7th International Congress of Crystallography was held in 
Moscow, where we had our first chance to report to an international audience some 
of our findings [40]. At about the same time, Wilhams published the first results of 
his calculations on fitting AAP to crystal data [41]. He made extensive use of 
computers, suggested techniques for accelerated lattice-sum convergence, and made 
a computer program for lattice-energy calculations available on request. A few years 
later, Busing [42] offered another program for crystal calculations with different 
capabilities. Both programs became widely used. Availability of computers in the 
West greatly accelerated further development of the AAP method.

After 1966, the method gradually evolved as a convenient and effective tool for 
a variety of applications. At AIK’s laboratory, the AAP approach was now used both 
for crystal and molecular energy calculations (e.g., [43-45]). In 1971, AIK 
summarized the idea of atom-atom potentials and the contributions of his school in 
his book Molecular Crystals [46] published in Russian and dedicated to the memory 
of L. D. Landau. An extended version of this book was translated into English in 
1973 [47], and to many that was the beginning of the era of AAP energy calculations.

P r e s e n t  a n d  f u t u r e

Since the AAP method was launched, the study of intermolecular interactions 
has become "a major discipline" (a quotation from [48]). Such interactions are 
studied by a variety of experimental and theoretical methods. The AAP 
approximation, in spite of its limitations, remains among the most useful theoretical 
tools for better understanding of a wide range of phenomena in gases, liquids, and 
solids comprised of complex molecules.

The literature on the subject is readily available. In [49] one can find an update 
on the developments occurring at AIK’s lab since 1973. A comprehensive discussion
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of the method is given in [48] and in references therein with respect to the 
possibilities of applying it to crystal engineering (a new discipline which AIK used to 
contemplate a great deal -  see, for example, [44]). Applications to another new field, 
organic solid state chemistry, are discussed in [50].

New discoveries, in combination with new possibilities arising from the 
accelerating growth of computer power, could provide a major boost to further 
development of the AAP method. For example, a new class of organic compounds, 
the fullerenes (or so-called buckyballs) has been recently discovered [51]. The best 
known, icosahedral C60, could be used for a complete revision of the carbon-carbon 
potential. Derivatives of this molecule (with hydrogen, fluorine, etc.) could serve as 
stepping stones for the refinement of potential parameters for other kinds of atoms, 
similar to the step-by-step procedures used in the "early days".

C o n c l u s i o n

More than thirty years of experience with the AAP model provide sufficient 
foundation for reflecting on its proper use. The main assumption of the model 
consists in the representation of a molecule, when it interacts with its neighbors, as a 
collection of individual atoms acting as point force centers. That is. of course, a rough 
approximation and we should not be deceived by its apparent simplicity. We should 
not expect to receive from a model more than it is capable of providing (as we would 
not normally expect to find fine French cuisine in a mountain-cabin lunch room). 
That is why in the "early days" much care was taken to preserve the physical meaning 
of the underlying assumptions and the results obtained with the model. Continuing 
this tradition would be beneficial for every new user of this approach.
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The crystal structures of 103 chlorohydrocarbons (molecules containing C, H and Cl 
atoms), 20 perchlorohydrocarbons (C and Cl atoms only), and 210 sulfohydrocarbons (C, H 
and S atoms) have been retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database. Statistical 
analyses of molecular and crystal parameters were carried out, in comparison with 
hydrocarbons, azahydrocarbons (C, H and N atoms, without H-bonds) and oxohydrocarbons 
(C, H and О atoms, without H-bonds). Average atomic contributions to molecular volumes, 
surfaces and packing energies were obtained. The geometry and energy of chlorine -  chlorine 
intermolecular contacts were studied. Lattice energies, calculated using several sets of 
literature parameters, and a newly proposed parameter set, are compared with sublimation 
heats. Schemes for the prediction of sublimation energies from molecular parameters are 
given. Lattice vibration frequencies were calculated for some selected crystals.

Introduction

In the early sixties, solving and refining the three-dimensional crystal structure 
of an organic compound was still a remarkable feat, and only a very limited amount 
of structural information on crystals was available. Computers were clumsy and 
unreliable machines. Yet, working mostly with pencil and paper, Professor 
A. I. Kitaigorodski and his school were able to unravel the basic principles of crystal 
packing. One does wonder, what could have been accomplished by such a team, had 
present-day data collection and processing techniques and, above all, the Cambridge 
Structural Database [1] been available at their time.

This paper is a further contribution along the lines of statistical studies of 
molecular crystal properties, which we have been pursuing in the latest years. It is 
intended as a tribute to Kitaigorodski, following his footsteps at a distance.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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In previous works, some structural properties of crystalline organic compounds 
were analyzed using 391 hydrocarbon crystal structures [2, 3], 590 oxohydrocarbon 
crystal structures [4] and 458 azahydrocarbon crystal structures [5]. This paper 
describes a statistical analysis of the crystal properties of chloro- and sulfohydro- 
carbons (substances containing only C, H and Cl or C, H and S atoms, respectively). 
In the long term, the study of the geometrical and energetic trends among crystal 
structures in the various data sets should provide the starting point for the 
formulation of a generalized force field for intermolecular interactions in organic 
crystals (a Kitaigorodskian dream). Hydrogen-bonded substances have been excluded 
so far, but will be taken into consideration in the next stages.

Molecular and crystal properties

The crystallographic information was in all cases retrieved from the Cambridge 
Structural Database (CSD) [1]. Structures with crystal coordinates for all non-H 
atoms, without disorder, were searched for; compounds with S -H  bonds, charged 
residues, solvate or clathrate molecules, were excluded. Hydrogen atom positions 
were assigned as previously described [4]. The final data set consisted of 20 
perchlorohydrocarbons, 103 chlorohydrocarbons and 210 sulfohydrocarbons; Table I 
(deposited) contains the CSD refcodes. Table II summarizes the average size and 
stoichiometry of the compounds included in the data sets.

Table II

Averages and ranges o f some molecular properties within the database

Chlorohydrocarbons Perchlorohydrocarbons Sulfo-hydrocarbons
(CHC1) (CCI) (CHS)

Property* Average Range Average Range Average Range

Wm, Da 332 146...... ..917 519 237..... .1046 316 120....... .993
s m,Â 2 274 127...... ..579 341 163..... ...655 310 126....... ..924
J'm.Â3 241 92...... ..560 310 133..... ...636 273 100....... ..857
Natoms 27 9...... ....59 23 8 ..... ....48 36 8....... „114

Zp 0.63 0.08.. .....1.65 1.83 0.88. ......5.25 0.37 0.033. .....6.0

*For the definition of the symbols see the Appendix

A number of molecular and crystal properties [2, 3], briefly described in the 
Appendix, were calculated for each compound. Crystal packing energies have been
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calculated using empirical atom -  atom potentials of the 6-exp type (see Appendix), 
the necessary parameters being taken from a compilation by Kira Mirsky [6] (one of 
Kitaigorodski’s closest associates, at the times called Kira Mirskaya). This scheme, 
which we call Mirsky-7 (M7), to symbolize also the cutoff imposed in the lattice sums 
(7 A), does not include "coulombic" (that is, Ä -1) terms. A more accurate 
formulation has been proposed for perchlorohydrocarbons by Williams [7], including 
R ~l terms. Another set of parameters for perchlorohydrocarbons was proposed by 
Bates and Busing (BB [8]). These two last schemes lack independent C...C and C...H 
parameters, and use parts of previously developed hydrocarbon force fields. The 
comparison of the performance of the potential functions is deferred to a further 
section of this paper.

The statistical results in the following sections refer to M7 calculations.
Table III reports the average crystal densities, Kitaigorodski packing 

coefficients, and estimated bulk moduli at zero pressure (see [2] for a discussion of 
the method of calculation). The crystal density increases with increasing heteroatom 
content, as expected (Fig. 1). The packing coefficients are all close to 0.7, the range 
of the averages over single classes being around 3% of the global average. Structures 
with CK as low as 0.62, or as high as 0.81, do however appear. The former cases may 
indicate the overlooking of solvate molecules, the higher values an overestimation of 
molecular volume (see below). However, barring factual errors or wrong structure 
determinations, unusual packing coefficients are an indication of unusual structural 
properties, as the recipient of this tribute volume would have certainly pointed out; 
unfortunately, little or no mention of crystal packing is usually made by the authors 
of X-ray structural papers, while a detailed analysis of each of these limiting cases 
would be impossible here.

The accuracy in the calculation of packing coefficients depends on the accuracy 
in the calculation of molecular volumes. The Kitaigorodski spheres-and-caps method
[9] might produce a slight overestimation of the volume of molecules with geminal or 
vicinal chlorine atoms. Table IV, however, shows a comparison of the results 
obtained by the spheres-and-caps method and by a more accurate method involving 
numerical integration [10]; the two sets are coincident within a few percent, so that 
Kitaigorodski’s method can be used confidently even for perchloro compounds.

Also shown in Table III is an analysis of the first coordination shell of 
molecules in crystals. Defining as first neighbours the molecules which contribute 
more than 5% to the PPE (this percentage being calculated by apportioning the total 
PPE over the various molecules surrounding a reference one), one sees that their
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average number is about 8, and cannot exceed 12 (as Kitaigorodski had pointed out 
about forty years ago). Surprisingly, this number can be as low as two, meaning that 
most of the packing energy can be concentrated on just two first neighbours, all the 
others giving an almost insignificant contribution to the packing energy. At the same 
time, the total contribution to PPE by the first neighbours averages to 80%, but can 
be as low as 50%; in these last cases, a large number of very small (<5%) 
contributions supply the rest of the cohesive force in the crystal. The concept of 
compact coordination sphere (ccs) and scattered coordination sphere (ses) has been 
already discussed [11].

Table III

Crystal densities and crystal compactness parameters, and composition o f the 
molecular coordination sphere in the crystal

Number of 
molecules

Dc
(g/cc) Average

c K
Range

KflxlO*10
(dyn/cm)

CHC1 103 1.605 0.708 0.62-0.76 6.0
CCI 20 2.005 0.717 0.67-0.77 5.8
CHS 210 1.388 0.714 0.63-0.81 7.1
Hydrocarbons (HYD) 391 1.198 0.717 - 6.2
Azahydrocarbons (AZA) 458 1.231 0.711 - 5.9
Oxohydrocarbons (OXY) 590 1.297 0.696 — 5.9

Molecules in 1st shell %PE* % £(l)b

Average Range Average Range Average Range

CHC1 8.0 2......... 12 82 55 ..........98 17 8. ..........32
CCI 7.4 2......... 12 78 54 ..........95 19 10...........31
CHS 8.1 2......... 12 82 50 ..........99 17 9. ..........34

Zp range0 Number of molecules c K

0.0 -  0.2 13 1.364 0.713
0.2 -  0.4 31 1.480 0.722
0.4 -  0.6 15 1.544 0.696
0.6 -  0.8 16 1.667 0.694
0.8 -  1.0 10 1.774 0.708
1.0 -  1.2 6 1.745 0.678
1.2 -  1.7 16 1.850 0.708
1.2 -  2.0d 14 1.993 0.716

aPercent of packing energy due to molecules in the first shell 
bHighest percentage of PE due to a neighbour molecule 
cIn chlorohydrocarbons; dIn perchlorohydrocarbons
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Table IV

Volumes for perchlorocompounds by spheres-and-caps and by integration (Â3)

Molecule Spheres-and-caps Integration

Hexachlorobenzene 170.7 169.8
Hexachloroethane 133.4 128.5
Perchloronaphthalene 244.9 242.2
Perchlorobiphenyl 300.9 299.3
Perchlorocyclopropane 136.4 140.6

Fig. 1. A scatterplot of the crystal density (g/cc) against the Zp parameter, describing the heteroatom 
content in the molecule (see Appendix). Squares: sulfohydrocarbons, stars: chlorohydrocarbons

The first neighbour -  the neighbour molecule giving the highest contribution 
to PPE -  provides on the average 17% of it, with a range of 8-34% . The first 
neighbour need not coincide with the closest neighbour -  the molecule at the 
shortest distance from the reference one, as reckoned from the centers of mass. 
Figure 2 shows a plot of the distance between first neighbours against the distance 
between closest neighbours.

A principal component analysis was conducted on molecular and crystal 
properties. Dc and Dcl represent crystal compactness, Wm and represent 
molecular size, Zp describes the heteroatom content and the other variables describe
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the molecular shape (see the Appendix). As for previous cases [3,4], only three 
eigenvalues are significantly different from zero, and account for nearly all of the 
variance (Table V shows the factor loadings for the first two). They are the same for 
all classes, with some interchanges in rank; the first component, corresponding in 
some cases to about half the total variance, has essentially the same composition for 
azahydrocarbons, sulfohydrocarbons and perchlorohydrocarbons; chlorohydro- 
carbons and hydrocarbons resemble each other, but are significantly different from 
the first three classes; oxohydrocarbons are unique. When the packing energy is 
enclosed, a strong covariance (remember that PE is a negative number) is seen with 
molecular weight and number of valence electrons in the first eigenvector.

Table VI reports average atomic increments to molecular volume and surface, 
as well as the average atomic contributions to PPE, E, (see Appendix). A comparison 
of the values for mono- and bi-coordinated sulfur shows the usual effects [2,4]: larger 
volumes, surfaces and energies for mono-coordinated, more exposed atoms.

Fig. 2. A scatterplot of the distance to the first neighbour versus the distance to the closest neighbour 
(see text for definitions) in sulfo- and chlorohydrocarbons. Â units
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Table V

Principal component analysis. Coefficients smaller than 0.1 have been omitted

Eigenvalue
*>c D* Wm

Factor components* 
A  Cs Fc R, Zp PE

HYD 3.23 0.61 0.57 0.92 0.89 -.49 -.33 0.74 _

OXO 3.09 - - 0.95 0.95 -.75 0.11 0.83 0.13
AZA 3.95 -.63 -.62 0.85 0.87 -.76 -.11 0.78 -.69
CCI 4.48 -.67 -.64 0.91 0.91 -.81 0.12 0.91 -.70

5.18 -.58 -.54 0.94 0.94 -.78 0.13 0.94 -.73 -.87
CHC1 3.19 0.92 0.91 0.69 0.47 -.11 -.23 0.11 0.85

3.59 0.11 - 0.93 0.97 -.47 -.16 0.84 - -.90
CHS 3.63 -.67 -.69 0.75 0.86 -.67 - 0.75 -.63

4.23 -.47 -.49 0.87 0.94 -.65 - 0.86 -.49 -.85

HYD 1.35 -.77 -.80 0.24 0.30 -.51 0.22 0.36 _

0 X 0 2.49 0.96 0.97 - - - - - 0.78
AZA 1.89 0.75 0.75 0.45 0.40 - -.32 0.43 0.32
CCI 1.47 0.71 0.75 0.23 0.26 - 0.22 0.27 -.40
CHC1 2.73 -.35 -.36 0.69 0.83 -.54 0.30 0.89 -.36
CHS 2.07 0.71 0.69 0.61 0.44 -.13 - 0.48 0.52

* For the definition of the symbols see the Appendix

Table VI

Average volumes and surfaces for atoms in molecules, and atomic contribution to the M7 PPE 
(Numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations o f the sample)

Atom Number 
of hits

V
(A3)

5
(A2)

El
(kcal/mol)

= S 29 20.5 (3) 29.1 (12) 4.83 (87)
- S - 647 17.6 (5) 20.7 (15) 4.41 (88)
-C l

CHC1 489 19.7 (1) 27.4 (12) 3.43 (53)
CCI 210 19.6 (1) 26.4 (12) 3.17 (59)

- C -  (aromatic) 
CHC1 399 8.6 5.5 1.45
CCI 218 8.8 5.7 1.31
CHS 950 8.7 5.5 1.47
HYD 2638 8.3 5.1 1.32

Hydrogen
CHC1 963 - - 0.61
CHS 3383 - - 0.71
AZA 7984 - - 0.63
OXY 10738 - - 0.64
HYD 8666 - - 0.67
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The standard deviations for the average atomic contributions to PPE are very large, 
and correspondingly the histogram of these contributions (Fig. 3) shows a 
considerable spread, especially for sulfur atoms. We see here a breakdown of the 
principle of equal importance of all atoms in the building of the packing energy 
(homomeric principle, see [12]), which is a consequence of close-packing. This may 
indicate the presence of special, directional properties of the intermolecular bonds.

120-

BO-

40-

Fig. 3. Histograms of the chlorine (top) and sulfur (bottom) atom contributions to PPE 
(Ej, see Appendix; kcal/mol). Dashed areas: chlorine atoms from perchloro compounds.

The vertical bar marks the average, the horizontal line the standard deviation

The atomic contributions are much larger for Cl and S atoms than for carbon 
or hydrogen atoms. The valence electrons of second-row atoms are more polarizable, 
and stronger dispersion forces arise; thus, these large and polarizable atoms are by 
definition local attractive points for the formation of intermolecular bonds. A Cl...Cl 
or S...S contact at the right distance is energetically worth twice or three times as 
much as a C...C or C...H contact. This effect also appears for cross contacts, as seen 
from the higher atomic contribution of aromatic carbons in chloro and sulfur
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derivatives than in hydrocarbons (the lower contribution in perchlorocompounds may 
be due to the absolute prevalence of C1...C1 interactions in these crystals).

The volume and surface data in Table VI, together with analogous tables in 
previous papers [2,4], allow an estimation of the molecular volume and molecular 
surface for any C,H,C1- or C,H,S-containing molecule, by adding the appropriate 
atomic contributions. Such tables are a sort of numerical complement to space-filling 
molecular model kits; in a more complete and accurate way, they follow the lines laid 
in the tables compiled by Kitaigorodski more than thirty years ago [9].

C h l o r i n e - c h l o r i n e  c o n t a c t s

Figure 4 shows the distribution of C1...C1 intermolecular contacts in our 
sample, together with the relevant potential energy curves. A good number of 
contacts below the accepted van der Waals radii is evident; whether this can be taken 
as proof of the existence of the so-called "chloro-effect" (the supposed ability of

R (0'C I)

0.5 m
о
Q>

0

- 0.2

R (O S)

Fig. 4. Radial density of intermolecular contacts; the curves are nonbonded potentials (see Table IX; 
energy scale on the right; kcal/mol units). D(R) = Ncontacts/(4'ir/?2d/?). The vertical arrow 

marks the sum of van der Waals radii
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chlorine substituents to steer the crystal packing towards a layered arrangement see
[13]), is an open question.

A study of the directionality of the intermolecular bonding should help; a 
simple way of estimating the linearity of a C-C1...C1-C sequence is to compare the 
Cl...Cl and C...C distances. Since the bonding C -C l distance averages 1.75 Â [14], a 
perfectly linear arrangement should have /?с с =ЛС1а + 3.5. Fig. 5 shows a scatterplot 
of R(\c\ versus Äc c ; as ^ClCl becomes shorter, there is a clear tendency for R cc  to 
become longer, tending to a linear arrangement of the two C -C l bonds in the 
crystal. However, already at R q \CI = 3-5 Â the C...C distance may become as short as 
5 Â. Steric effects, controlling the approach of molecules to each other, play a 
substantial role in all this, so that there is no clear proof here of preferential linear 
arrangement. Moreover, when layered structures are formed, intralayer C1...C1 
contacts should be linear, but interlayer contacts between stacked layers may appear 
in Fig. 5 with nearly equal C...C and Cl...Cl distances.

R1
C l.....Cl

/ .........\
R2

Fig. 5. A  scatterplot of the two distances shown in the inset. Sample of chlorohydrocarbon crystals. 
The equation of the full line is R2=Ri + 3.5 Â
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Packing energies and crystal potentials

The calculated packing energy, M7 PE, correlates as usual with molecular size 
descriptors; the correlation parameters are summarized in Table VII, in comparison 
with those for other classes of compounds. Fig. 6 shows a graphical example. The 
slope of the correlation line for sulfohydrocarbons is consistently the highest of all, 
that for chloro compounds the lowest. The intercepts have no physical meaning, since 
for small molecular size PE decays towards zero along a curve. For this reason, the 
correlations are unreliable at their left extreme.

Table VII

Parameters for the linear regression -P P E  = aX  + b (7Á ) (kcal/mol units)
S is the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd)

X a b S

И'т CHC1 0.053 24.2 5.6
CCI 0.063 16.2 6.7
CHS 0.128 13.8 7.7
HYD 0.112 17.2 5.9
AZA 0.120 11.1 _  a

OXY 0.110 13.8 4.5
Zv CHC1 0.246 18.5 4.0

CCI 0.264 17.0 6.0
CHS 0.363 17.6 8.6
HYD 0.303 16.2 6.2
AZA 0.311 11.3 -

OXY 0.278 14.3 4.7
Vra CHC1 0.103 16.9 3.8

CCI 0.104 16.9 6.3
CHS 0.137 16.5 8.4
HYD 0.117 16.3 6.6
AZA 0.118 12.4 -

OXY 0.124 13.4 4.4
s m CHC1 0.103 13.3 3.9

CCI 0.105 13.4 7.1
CHS 0.127 14.8 8.1
HYD 0.114 13.8 7.1
AZA 0.111 10.2 -

OXY 0.111 12.1 4.4
S 250 CHC1 0.097 8.4 3.9

CCI 0.104 5.4 6.1
CHS 0.136 4.5 6.3
HYD 0.119 6.6 6.3
AZA 0.117 1.0 -

OXY 0.109 5.3 4.3

a Rmsd for azahydrocarbons are between 5.8 and 6.2
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The slopes of the correlation to molecular volume are almost equal (within 
30%) for all classes of compounds; the intercepts for the classes of less polar 
compounds are almost exactly the same, while those for oxo and azahydrocarbons 
are lower. Taking the intercept just as a rescaling parameter, this presumably results 
from a general underestimation of the packing energy of azahydrocarbons and 
oxohydrocarbons, due to the lack of explicit terms for polar interactions in the M7 
formulation.

Fig. 6. Packing energy (kcal/mol) against the number of valence electrons in the molecule.
Squares: sulfohydrocarbons, stars: chlorohydrocarbons

The heat of sublimation can be estimated from these correlations as 
AHsub=PE (7À)/0.85, since a 7 Á cutoff produces about 85% of the total lattice 
energy. Table VIII shows the fair agreement obtained in this predictive exercise.

We have renormalized the potential parameters for interactions involving 
chlorine and sulfur by setting the minimum of the potential curves at the distance at 
which the histograms of interatomic contact densities show a maximum (see for 
example the C1...C1 and C...S cases in Fig. 4), and by rescaling the well depths using 
known experimental sublimation heats [15]. The hydrocarbon part of the potential
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was also reoptimized in a separate work [16]. The resulting set was called Unified 
(U) potentials. Table IX summarizes all the parameter sets mentioned in this paper.

Table VIII

Observed heats o f sublimation, estimated and calculated (10 Â  cutoff) lattice energies (kcal/mol)

ДH* Estb Ud BB/RPd

a-Hexachlorocyclohexane 22.2 21.4 20.7 20.4
Chloromethane (148K) 6.7 - 5.9 5.8
DDT 28.2 25.9 29.6 29.1
p-Dichlorobenzene' 15.5« 16.8 16.0 15.7
2,2’-Dichlorobiphenyl 23.0 21.2 22.2 22.0
4,4’-DichIorobiphenyl 26.0 21.2 25.0 25.0
Hexachlorobenzene 21.68 20.2 22.7 21.6
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 15.7 17.6 17.4 16.9
1,2,3,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 19.08 18.5 19.2 18.6
Pentachlorobenzene 20.88 19.4 20.6 19.7
Tetrathiafulvalene 22.4 21.5 27.0 23.6
Dibenzothiophene 22.3h 22.8 24.8 24.2
1,4-Dithiane 17.3 18.1 16.8 14.7
Diphenyldisulfide 22.7 25.3 27.2 25.8
Thianthrene 23.8« 24.4 28.0 26.4

Experimental values from [15], unless otherwise stated;
bFrom the correlations to molecular volume in Table VII;
cUnified potential functions, see Table IX; dB ates- Busing or Rinaldi -  Pawley
potential functions, see Table IX; eTriclinic phase;
« Crystal phase of ДHs unknown; BSee [20]; hSee [21]; ■ See [22]

Packing energies calculated by the rescaled (U) functions are in good 
agreement with heats of sublimation (Table VIII). Table X shows the lattice 
vibration frequencies calculated within the harmonic approximation, (see [17] and 
references therein), for the few cases where experimental values were also available. 
The agreement is fair. More interestingly, the calculated lattice vibrational 
frequencies for chloro- and sulfohydrocarbon crystals are all real (with a few 
exceptions), demonstrating that the rescaled potentials give reasonable results also in 
what concerns lattice dynamics.

Results of this kind demonstrate that careful optimization of simple 6-exp 
potentials can provide a reasonable description of crystal packing forces. For the 
treatment of "electrostatic interactions" in crystals, a coulomb-type formula, including 
local charges and an /?“ 1 term in the potential, is often advocated in the literature. In 
fact, all intermolecular interactions in crystals ultimately depend on the molecular
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electron distribution, and the R ~1 term is just an additional degree of freedom in the 
model. There is no special reason why the exponent should be -1  (see [18] and 
references therein for the use of R ~n terms with n between 2 and 4), and there is no 
way by which the parameters in a purely empirical force field can be given a definite 
physical meaning. In the words of A. I. Kitaigorodski, " ... the atom-atom potential 
method represents a variational treatment using ... A, B, C, as variational parameters. 
Clearly, there is no reason to attach any physical meaning to the parameters resulting 
from this variation treatment" [19]. Attempts to interpret the coefficients of the R ~ l 
contributions in terms of atomic charges are attempts to correlate a physically 
meaningless number with a physically undefined quantity.

Table IX

Parameters for atom-atom potential functions in the form: E(J =A exp(-B  -C  6

Interaction A (kcal/mol) В (Ä-i) C (kcal/mol Ä "6) Label and Ref.

C...C 83630 3.60 568. W [23]
C...H 8766 3.67 125.
H...H 2654 3.74 27.3
C...C 71600 3.68 421. M [6]
C...H 18600 3.94 118.
H...H 4900 4.29 29.
C1..C1 4580 2.262 2980.
C1..C 16700 2.94 1055.
C1..H 4560 3.07 322.
S...S 235000 3.49 2346.
S...C 99400 3.54 847.
S...H 33934 3.89 260.
C1..C1 185710 3.52 1495. BB [8]
C1..C» 124391 3.56 923.
C1..H a 22201 3.63 202.
S...S 41182 2.90 2761. RP [24]
S ...O 58686 3.25 1252.
S...Ha 10455 3.32 275.
H...H 5774 4.01 26.1 UNIFIED [16]
H...C 28870 4.10 113.
H...S 64190 4.03 279.
H...C1 70020 4.09 279.
C...C 54050 3.47 578.
C...S 126460 3.41 1504.
C...C1 93370 3.52 923.
S...S 259960 3.52 2571.
C1..C1 140050 3.52 1385.

a Average with W hydrocarbon parameters
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Table X

Calculated (observed) lattice vibration frequencies for selected compounds

Compound and Ref. Frequencies (cm-1)

Hexachlorobenzene Au 3 1 ( - ) 40 (51)
[25] Bu 18 ( - )

A g 18 (21) 34 (45) 47 (56)
Bg 20(25) 32 (38) 46 (54)

Hexachloroethane A g 18 (21) 23 (28.5) 28 (34)
[26] Btg 19 (29.5) 4 1 ( - ) 42 ( - )

B2g 20 ( - ) 27(37) 36 (55)
B3g 22 (30) 32 (46) 39 ( - )

Trithiane A1 38 (60) 109 (92)
[27] A2 35 (50) 78 ( - ) 103 (96)

B! 56 ( - ) 88 (78)
B2 85 (83) 89 ( - )
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Appendix: Definition of symbols

6-exp potentials: E  = A exp(-B / ^ ) - С  where A, В and C are
parameters for each couple of atomic species. The packing potential energy (PPE) is 
obtained by sums over atomic indices i and j, and is always a negative number, 
although in the Tables the minus sign is omitted for brevity. The lattice or packing 
energy (PE) is one half of PPE.

Wm is the molecular weight, Sm the molecular van der Waals surface, Vm the 
volume; Natoms is the total number of atoms, the total number of valence 
electrons. S250 is the molecular surface obtained by ignoring H atoms and setting all 
other atomic radii to 2.5 Â (a sort of available outer surface, see [3]). Cs is the ratio 
of the molecular volume to the volume of the parallelepiped containing the molecule 
(see [3]). Zp is the ratio of the number of valence electrons for Cl or S atoms in each 
molecule to the number of those for C and H atoms (an index of heteroatom 
content).

Dc is the crystal density, Dcl is the total number of electrons in the cell divided 
by the cell volume, CK is the Kitaigorodski packing coefficient.

Fc is the cylindrical index, or 0.5 (M1 + M2)/M 3 (the M’s are the moments of 
inertia in descending order); Rs is the difference between 1/3 of an average 
molecular radius and the volume/surface ratio; since this ratio is R/3  for a sphere, 
deviations of Rs from zero measure the deviation from sphericity of the molecular 
shape (see [2, 3] for more detail on these indices).

is the part of PPE due to atom i, as obtained by a breakdown of the lattice 
sums. It is a negative number, although in the Figures and Tables the minus sign is 
omitted.
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It is shown that though the natural symmetry of a molecule (i.e., the symmetry of an 
isolated molecule) is usually lost in the space group of a crystal, with the exception of the 
inversion center, it is, as a rule, partially or completely retained in the groups of 
pseudosymmetry of some molecular agglomerates (chains, layers, spatial substructures) or 
even of the whole structure. Thus, this symmetry influences substantially the packing of 
molecules. This influence was studied for the three organic crystal structures; the variety of 
the pseudosymmetrical molecular agglomerates that occurred in them was examined. The 
formation of the latter can be successfully interpreted with the help of the method of potential 
functions symmetry (MPFS). The energy aspect of the formation of pseudosymmetrical 
agglomerates is considered qualitatively.

The question of the correlation between the symmetry of an isolated molecule 
(S1) and its symmetry in a crystal substance (S2) is of great importance in organic 
crystal chemistry. Implying that the symmetry group S2 is determined by the 
symmetry of the position which the center of gravity of a molecule occupies in the 
space group F, Kitaigorodsky has formulated [1, 2] the rule of centrosymmetricity. 
According to this rule a centrosymmetrical molecule (S jD l) always retains the 
center of symmetry in a crystal (52D Ï) but usually looses other elements of 
symmetry. This means that centrosymmetrical molecules crystallized in 
centrosymmetrical space groups occupying the centers of inversion. The analogous 
statement for other elements of symmetry is usually not true. Thus, according to 
Kitaigorodsky, molecules that have a two-fold axis or a plane m  usually occupy 
general positions in crystals, and molecules of symmetry 2/m  and mmm  occupy the 
centers of inversion; yet the molecules of the symmetry mm2 or 222 occur often 
enough in general positions but also retain sometimes only one of their elements of 
symmetry, namely one plane m or one axis 2 (Table 9 in the monograph [1]). At the 
same time Kitaigorodsky notes the unique cases of molecules completely retaining

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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their symmetry 43m6, mm2, mmm  in a crystal. The statistical analysis of the 
correlation between the groups and S2 was carried out in the work [3], where 2100 
homomolecular organic crystal substances investigated by means of X-rays up to 
1971 were examined. These data had in general confirmed the rule of 
centrosymmetricity, though 32 cases of the loss of the center of inversion had been 
detected (among 387 compounds the molecules of which had a center of inversion in 
their ideal conformation). Moreover, in 11 cases the molecules, while practically 
retaining the centrosymmetrical structure, did not occupy centrosymmetrical 
positions in a crystal. Of the total number of molecules of symmetry 2 43% were 
found to occupy positions with the same symmetry, and of the molecules with several 
axes 2 (groups 222, 32, 422 etc.) in 80% of the cases only one such axis was retained. 
According to the work [3], of the molecules of symmetry m only 10% of the 
molecules got onto the crystallographical plane. Molecules of ideal symmetry mm2 
usually lost it completely, but in 18% of the cases they occupied an axis 2 and in 12% 
of the cases a plane m. Only 5 cases of complete retention of the symmetry mm2 
were detected, and only one case of complete retention of the symmetry 222. The 
retention of the molecular axis 4 in a crystal (70% cases) occured remarkably often. 
Thus the picture given by Kitaigorodsky [1] turns out to be generally correct, though 
it should be said that the twofold molecular axes (2) do not (after all) manifest 
themselves infrequently in the space symmetry groups of crystal structures. This 
picture was also confirmed by later statistical data [4].

However, the following essential circumstance has not been noted until now. 
Very often (probably always) the symmetry of the molecules is retained partially or 
completely in the groups of pseudosymmetry of some substructures of a crystal (finite 
agglomerates, chains, layers, three-dimensional substructures). Hence, even if a 
group Sj is not a subgroup of a space group F, the axes and the planes of symmetry 
that it contains have an obvious influence on the arrangement of the molecules in a 
crystalline substance.

The rule of centrosymmetricity as well as other topological features of 
molecular crystals can be substantiated with the help of the method of the potential 
functions symmetry (MPFS) [5-7]. This method offers explanation of the 
pseudosymmetrical features of the substructures of molecular crystals, too.

The task of the present investigation is to examine with the help of concrete 
examples the role of the symmetry of molecules in the formation of crystal structures 
and to show the ways of the physical interpretation of this phenomenon. But first it is
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necessary to determine the exact meaning of the point groups that are used for the 
description of the symmetry of both a free molecule and a molecule in a crystal.

While considering an isolated molecule, we can speak about its ideal 
conformation, that is, that constructed with the presumption of maximum symmetry 
and with keeping to known stereochemical principles (the typical ways of 
coordination of atoms). Thus a group, designated as comes out. In reality, 
however, a free molecule has sometimes other conformations that are determined by 
non-covalent interactions between atoms or by other reasons. Such a conformation 
can be defined by means of quantum chemistry calculations or with the help of the 
method of molecular mechanics [8]; it corresponds to the group Sf. While speaking 
about a molecule in a crystal it is necessary to distinguish between the 
crystallographical symmetry of position Sp and the pseudosymmetry of a molecule Sc.

There are obvious correlations between the (described) groups: Si > Sc > Sp 
and Sj > S f. As for the groups S{ and Sp and also for S{ and Sc, in principle any 
correlation between them is possible (S{ > or < Sp, S{ > or < Sc). As an example we 
can point out that for the molecule of diphenyl S^ = 42m or mmm, S{=222, Sp = l, 
Sc=mmm.

Since in the light of our task we shall have to consider the pseudosymmetry of 
molecular agglomerates, too, the point groups which describe the symmetry of the 
position of a molecule in the group of pseudosymmetry of an agglomerate will be 
used in the course of the analysis.

The analysis that we have carried out for three crystalline substances included 
the following stages: 1) the detection of pseudosymmetrical agglomerates in which 
molecules occupy special positions, 2) the interpretation of the arising of these 
agglomerates and of their packing in a crystal on the basis of MPFS, 3) the 
interpretation of the formation of a crystal that includes such agglomerates in terms 
of energy. In the present work while describing molecular agglomerates we base our 
arguments mainly on the qualitative consideration of the projections of crystal 
structures. The quantitative data characterizing the precision of the observed 
pseudosymmetry will be given in a separate communication.

The structural formulae of the examined compounds are given in Scheme 1. 
Their full names, the structural classes of the crystals and of the detected 
pseudosymmetrical subsystems are given in Table I. References [9-11] were used as 
the source of the X-ray structural data. Figures 1 -6  show the projection of the 
crystal structures or of the layers that occur in them (hydrogen atoms are omitted). 
The symbols of the crystallographical directions shown in these figures correspond to
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the choice of coordinate axes in the original works [9-11]. Besides, the figures show 
the designations of the coordinate axes that we have chosen to record the structural 
classes of subsystems.

Table I

Examined substances and pseudosymmetrical subsystems

Name, molecular formula Pseudosymmetrical subsystems
and structural class Character of the agglomerate Structural class

I Dimethylglyoxime Chain P<2/m, Z = l(2//n)
c4h 8n 2o 2 Layer P A /m , Z = l(2 /m )

PI, Z = 1 (1 ) Spatial substructure C2/m, Z=2(2/m)

II Benzo[l,2:4,5]dicycIobutene Layer Cpnmm, Z  = 2(mmm)
c 10h 6 Whole structure C2/m, Z = 2(2/m)

PÍ, 2  = 1(1 )

III Spiro[5,5]undeca-l,4,7,10- Chain P  c(Y )*2]/n , Z=2(m)
tetraene-3,9-dione Layer P \(XY)b2\m , Z = 2(m)

Layer Piperéi™ , Z=2(m 2)
c„H8o2 Layer P l(X Z )lA /m > Z=2(m)

Layer P \(X X )m n m , Z = 2(m2m)
Pi, Z  =4(12) Chain p c(z A m , Z  = 2(m)

Spatial substructure P2\/m, Z  = 2{m)
Spatial substructure Cmcm, Z=4(m2m)

Whole structure P2Jm, Z=4(m2)
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All the three substances are triclinic and are characterized by the space group 
PÎ.  In the monosystem crystals I  and I I  molecules occupy the centers of inversion 
(Sp= l), in the bisystem crystal I I I  they occupy two systems of general positions 
(5p = l). The symmetry of the molecules Sc ( I  -  2/m, I I  -  mmm, I I I  -  42m) is 
realized with a very high accuracy and coincides with their ideal symmetry Sy.

Dimethylglyoxime

In crystal I  almost planar layers of the molecules jointed by hydrogen bonds 
OH...N (along the direction [010]) and by the bonds CH3...O (along the direction 
[101]) occur (Fig. 1). These layers are parallel to the crystallographical plane (101) 
and are almost exactly perpendicular to the direction [113]. They are superimposed 
with the shift ô along the direction [111] that lies in the plane of the layer, the value 
of the shift being very close to a quarter of the corresponding translation (Fig. 1). For 
the sake of convenience of the description of the pseudosymmetry we shall choose 
new coordinate axes X  \ | [111], Y  | | [Ï13], Z  11 [010]. Then the layer (Fig. 1) has 
the pseudosymmetry Р\ухц 1 2/m 1 and belongs to the structural class P{2/m, 
Z=2(2/m ), where the native symmetry of the molecules is completely retained. Each 
of the two subsystems of the layers (Fig. 2) (odd and even ones) is characterized by 
the monoclinic structural class C 2/m, Z=2(2/m). These two subsystems are inserted 
into one another with shift (a’ + b’ + 2c’)/4  where a’, b’ and c’ are the lattice 
parameters of a single subsystem. As a result the axes 2 and the planes m become 
local, but the inversion centers that are common for the whole crystal are retained.

To interpret the structure of dimethylglyoxime on the basis of MPFS one 
should begin with the chains Р ^ )2 /т ,  Z = l(2 /m ). Further, the analysis of the 
potential functions symmetry shows four ways of superposition of these layers 
(without the disturbance of the potential function) that are characterized by different 
values of the shift ô parallel to the layer, i.e. 6 = 0, a/2, c/2, (a+c)/2. In such a 
superposition the axes 2 of every two adjacent layers are matched. Accordingly, the 
structures of symmetry P2/m, C2/m, A2/m , /2/m  arise, however, the last three 
groups are transformed into one another when the coordinate system is changed. 
Hence only two topologically different non-disturbed structures arise: P2/m, 
Z = \(2 /m ) and C2/m, Z  = 2(2/m). It is clear that according to the packing conditions 
tne second structure should be, as a rule, preferable if specific interactions are 
absent.
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Fig. 1. A layer of molecules in the crystal of dimethylglyoxime parallel to the crystallographical plane 
(101) (the plane X Z  in the new coordinate system)

Y [ ï  13 ]
о O0-*»-e>-eo

О0-ч®-в>^О О>-«-зо-е© о

x c i i i ]■W '-'C '

0

Fig. 2. The projection of the structure of dimethylglyoxime onto the plane (121) along the direction [101] 
taken as the axis Z. The atoms of the molecules that lie on the height Z = 1/2 are blackened

At the same time in molecular crystals the perturbation of the potential 
functions that is determined by the tendency to the most convenient packing often 
occurs, and the incident symmetry of a molecule (or of a molecular agglomerate) is 
partially or completely lost. In such a case the relative shift of layers can be arbitrary.
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However, for the layers studied the simultaneous loss of both the inversion center 
and the mirror plane does not lead to any additional gain. Hence one of the two 
structures must arise: Pi, Z  = 1(1) or Pm, Z  = 2(m).

In crystals of dimethylglyoxime a compromise between two possibilities of the 
structure formation is obviously realized -  with and without the perturbation of the 
potential function. The superposition of the adjacent layers is perturbed (the plane m 
and the axes 2 are lost, only the inversion center is retained). The arrangement of the 
odd (or of the even) layers corresponds to a superposition without perturbation, and 
the native symmetry of the molecule is completely retained, but this is possible only if 
the shift b = (a+ c)/4. Thus, the planar molecular layers of dimethylglyoxime are thin 
enough to make the contribution of intermolecular interactions "through a layer" 
substantial. As a result a triclinic crystal, that consists of two monoclinic subsystems 
penetrating one into another, arise.

Benzodicyclobutene

The crystal II also includes almost planar layers of molecules (Fig. 3). The 
layers are parallel to the plane ( i l l )  and are approximately perpendicular to the 
direction [111]; they are superposed with a shift along the direction [211], the shift 
being roughly equal to one third of the corresponding translation (Fig. 4). It is 
convenient to describe the pseudosymmetry that occurs in these crystals in the 
coordinate system X  \ \ [211], Y  | | [Oil], Z 11 [Ï00], With some idealization of the 
layer (Fig. 3) we can consider it orthogonal and belonging to the structural class 
Cÿnmm, Z  = 2(mmm). The superposition of such layers with a shift along the axis X  
and with the retention of the inversion center makes the planes and mz  local and 
leads to the structure of monoclinic class C2/m, Z=2(2/m ). A certain resemblance 
between the structure of the real substance and this idealized stereotype is in fact 
observed.

In the planar layers shown in Fig. 3 hydrogen bonds do not exist, but the shape 
of the molecules leads to a very compact packing. However, the consolidation of the 
layer requires the distortion of its ideal symmetry Cxmmm, and the incident 
symmetry of molecules is partially lost. As a result, the formation of a non-perturbed 
structure on the basis of the symmetry Cÿnmm  (such a structure would be 
orthogonal) proves to be impossible.

More precisely this layer can be described using the structural class F 1112/m, 
Z = l(2 /m ) (like it was done for dimethylglyoxime). In this case, however, no signs 
point to the superposition of the layers determined by such a symmetry. On the other
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hand, if we consider the proximity of the shift of the adjacent layers to be one third of 
the translation along the direction [211] (in the original coordinate system) not 
accidental we could note that the relative position of the first and the fourth layers 
corresponds to the zero shift (8 = 0), i.e. to one of the variants that follows from the 
MPFS. Then the crystal structure II would appear as a combination of three 
structures penetrating into one another; each of them corresponds to the class P l/m , 
Z = l(2 /m ) or, more roughly, to the class Cmmm, Z  = 2(mmm). But in this case we 
shall have to consider the contribution of the molecular interaction through two 
layers rather substantial, this hardly has any physical reality.

Fig. 3. A layer of molecules in the crystal of benzodicyclobutene parallel to the crystallographical plane 
(111) (the plane X Z  in the new coordinate system)

0

Fig. 4. The projection of the structure of benzodicyclobutene onto the plane (Oil) along the direction 
[Oil] taken as the axis Y. The atoms of the molecules that lie on the height Y= 1/2 are blackened
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At the same time the influence of the plane mY that is included in the group 
C]tnmm, manifests itself clearly enough. A partial perturbation of the potential 
function with the loss of the plane m x  and the retention of the plane niy, as well as 
of the inversion center, takes place. In addition, the shift of one layer about another 
occurs as if on rails, and just this circumstance generates the structure of the crystal, 
in which the pseudosymmetry C2/m, Z  = 2{2/m) can be seen, though the trend to the 
minimum of potential energy distorts it and renders it triclinic.

Spiroundecatetraenedione

In the crystal I I I  that has an extremely interesting structure there are two 
systems of symmetrically equivalent molecules (A and B). The centers of the 
molecules A and В are situated in practically planar layers that are parallel to the 
plane X Y  (Fig. 5). The halves of the molecules A and В are arranged in the same 
planes and the second halves of these molecules are almost perpendicular to the 
planes of the layers. The structural class of the idealized layer is Р ц Ху^\Ъп, 
Z  = 2(m2), i.e. only one plane of the native symmetry of each molecule is retained in 
this layer. Inside the layers ribbons (double chains) with very precise 
pseudosymmetry can be distinguished; these ribbons are characterized by the 
structural class Pyy^bl^m, Z=2(m). The ribbons are monosystemic and unite the 
molecules A and В (in Fig. 5 the molecules related to one ribbon are marked by the 
same numerical indices). The adjacent ribbons are shifted. Flence the cell of the layer 
becomes oblique, but the shift is not great, and the layer retains the pseudosymmetry 
P\b2pn. The superposition of the layers is realized by the action of the inversion 
centers that lie between them.

Besides, pronounced pseudosymmetrical agglomerates can be detected in the 
planes parallel to the coordinate plane X Z  (Fig. 6). First, the molecules A that adjoin 
the lateral side of the cell form the layer P yXẐ 112Jm, Z=2(m) (we shall call it 
"layer A"). Secondly, the molecules В that are situated near the plane passing through 
the center of the cell are united in the layer P yXZ)mnm, Z=2(m2m) ("layer B"). The 
last layer is particularly remarkable, because the molecule retains in the both initial 
planes of symmetry. The alternating A and В layers form the crystal. Finally, (thirdly) 
monosystemic chains Pĉ 2 c m ,  Z  = 2(m) may be observed; they include both the 
molecules A and В and sew together the described layers. The elements of symmetry 
that are contained in the above-mentioned groups are local, but within the 
corresponding agglomerates they act precisely enough. It is interesting that in crystals
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III the molecule does not retain the axis 4, though, as it was already said, such an axis 
is usually retained in molecular crystals.

0 Y

Fig. 5. A  layer of molecules in the crystal of spiroundecatetraenedione parallel to the crystallographical
plane X Y

Fig. 6. The projection of the structure of spiroundecatetraenedione onto the plane X Y  along the axis Z. 
The atoms of the molecules situated near the plane Z = 1/4 are designated by light circles; the atoms 
of the molecules situated near the plane Z = 3/4 are blackened. Some elements of pseudosymmetry 

(screw axes and glide planes) are shown as well

Of course, during the formation of the crystal the layers parallel to the planes 
X Y  and X Z  grow simultaneously. During the theoretical analysis, however, these two 
processes can be considered as alternative ones (we shall return to this question in 
the final part of this paper).
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As initial agglomerates that take part in the first of these processes it is natural 
to single out the chains (ribbons) Z  = 2(m) that are the special case of the
chains Pc2b Z  = 2(1). They are very typical for the molecular crystals and are 
predicted with the help of MPFS as the most probable way of the agglomeration of 
molecules [5-7]. The peculiarity of the chains that are present in the crystal III 
consists in them containing the plane m in which the molecules are situated. The 
symmetry of the potential functions of such chains when they superimpose in parallel 
is described by the group P^/rimm. The formation of a non-perturbed structure of 
these chains requires the matching of the planes my , two cases being possible: 
m y W ^ m y i1) or myO)=my(2K In the general case, if one of these conditions is 
realized the spatial structures come out. In the special case, when the planes m x  or 
m z  match, in addition a layer arises that belongs to one of the four classes:

1) m X = m x ту№ =ту№ P l ( X \ ) b 2 \m Z = 2(m),
2) m x =mx myO)=myW c l(XY y n 2 m Z = 4(/n),
3) m z =mz m y(V= m yW P l(Y Z )b 2 lm Z=2(m),
4) m z ~ m z т у (г)=ту(2) A (YZ)b 2 lm Z=4(m).

The first of these cases is realized in the crystal III. Indeed, in the layer Р цХу^11т, 
Z  = 2(m2) that is present here the pseudosymmetry P-yb2^m can be clearly seen. But it 
is deformed, and the deformation occurs in quite a particular way as if preparing the 
layers for the optimal superposition. However, in addition the peculiarities of the 
packing of the molecules in the planes parallel to X Z  become even more significant 
in the energy respect.

Evidently for molecules of spiroundecatetraenedione the orthogonal layers 
/>i(xz)112 iM  Z=2(m) and P uxzfnnm , Z=2(m2m) are not in themselves 
particularly advantageous molecular agglomerates, since they are not compact. The 
form of their surfaces, however, predetermines very advantageous possibilities of 
packing by which large projections go into deep hollows. There are wide gaps 
between the 6-membered cycles which are parallel to the plane X Y  and which have 
projecting atoms O. These gaps are suitable for the insertion of the analogous 
molecular fragments of the neighbouring layer. Simultaneously the atoms О which 
are connected to the cycles situated perpendicularly to the plane X Y  also go into the 
gaps between the analogous atoms О of the neighbouring layer.

By such packing the layers A would produce a monoclinic structure that 
belongs to the class P21/m , Z=2(m), and the layers В would form an orthogonal
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structure Cmcm, Z  = A(m2m) in which between the layers of symmetry Pÿnnm  the 
layers of symmetry P^mcm would arise. What is realized and hence is preferable is a 
structure with alternate layers A and B. Most likely it is due to a more advantageous 
condition of packing of such layers. In the places of the closest contact between these 
layers the chains Pc2cm, Z  = 2(m) that pass along the axis Z, arise.

However, the totality of layers A or layers В taken separately is the 
substructure that belongs to the pseudoclass P21/m , Z  = 2(m) or Cmcm, Z  = A(m2m), 
correspondingly.

The remarkable peculiarity of the superposition of the layers that are parallel 
to the plane X Z  lies in the fact that the nearest layers A (and the nearest layers В as 
well) have a relative shift that is almost precisely equal to a/A. Apparently this is the 
manifestation of "the third layer effect" that can be explained with the help of MPFS, 
as well as other structural features of the considered crystals. This question will be 
the subject of a separate communication.

In conclusion it may be pointed out that the crystal III as a whole has 
monoclinic pseudosymmetry P21/m  and belongs to the pseudoclass P21/m , 
Z  = 4(m2).

It is possible that in the future during the detection of such pseudosymmetrical 
molecular agglomerates it will be helpful to use the molecular cells that are described 
in the paper [12].

Conclusion. The energy aspect

Thus in all the three triclinic substances, though their choice was, as a matter 
of fact, accidental (the only criterion being sufficiently high individual symmetry of 
the molecules) a rich picture of pseudosymmetrical subsystems in which the 
molecules realize their symmetrical possibilities, was discovered. In all the three 
cases pseudosymmetrical layers are present, and the crystals I and III, besides, 
contain chains where the molecules occupy special positions. Moreover, it was also 
possible to single out the monosystem spatial agglomerates of monoclinic 
pseudosymmetry: in crystals I and III they are the interpenetrative subsystems each 
including half of the molecules; in the crystal II such agglomerate include all the 
molecules.

It is not difficult to prove that any non-perturbed structure of a crystal or of a 
molecular agglomerate corresponds to an extremum of the multi-dimensional 
potential surface showing the dependence of the energy of the system on the
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structural parameters. Among these extrema the minima are of the utmost interest 
for us. At the same time it is certainly not excluded that there are other minima that 
correspond to the perturbed structures, including more deep ones. Precisely this fact 
leads to the perturbation of the potential functions.

The optimization of the structure with the given structural class corresponds in 
some cases to a movement in an elongated depression (the coomb) of the potential 
surface. If the two molecular agglomerates that are oriented in different ways both 
manifest itself during the formation of the crystal structure, then the movement 
occurs as if along two depressions of the potential surface simultaneously. This 
movement leads to their point of intersection that corresponds to the minimum of 
the energy. Apparently this is the situation that is realized during the crystallization 
of spiroundecatetraenedione.

These reasons and the results of the performed analysis of the crystal 
structures show that during the formation of molecular crystals the kinetic factors 
(that are brought about by the arising of intermediate molecular agglomerates) often 
play a part. The subsequent optimization of the packing does not lead to a total 
reconstruction, of the agglomerates and just this circumstance predetermines the 
considered structural peculiarities.
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It is demonstrated that application of the close-packing principle for the design of new 
amphiphiles can lead to formation of two-dimensional crystals which belong to various classes 
of the seventeen different planar space groups. By abandoning the traditional derivatized fatty 
acid amphiphiles it will be possible to form planar lattices which can exhibit properties 
controlled by the symmetry of the lattice itself. The resulting lattice will be dictated by the 
close-packing in the plane of the cross-sections of the amphiphiles. By control of the cross- 
sectional geometry of the amphiphile, it is therefore possible to rationally synthesize aggregate 
structures in two dimensions. Prediction of two-dimensional crystal structure using atom-atom 
potential calculations is attainable and will significantly contribute to the understanding of 
self-assembly, molecular recognition and the design of new devices.

Introduction

The past decade has seen an accelerated interest in the exploitation of 
monolayer structures for use in molecular devices to control optical, electrical and 
magnetic effects on the molecular level. The potential afforded by films of 
monolayers placed on solid supports by the Langmuir -  Blodgett (LB) technique has 
stimulated international academic, governmental and industrial interest. The state-of- 
the-art situation has been discussed in detail [1]. Although investigated for more than 
fifty years, the LB film systems have only recently been recognized as a possible 
approach to the fabrication of devices for memory storage, molecular switching, 
molecular sensors and non-linear optical materials. Such devices are based upon 
attaching some responsive chemical moiety to the basic fatty acid amphiphilic 
molecule which is almost invariably the building block of the film.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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The basic problem in creating molecular assemblies, such as LB films, is to 
obtain approaches for their fabrication in specific and predetermined arrangements 
which will lead to making a specific material. Chemically non-specific methods such 
as molecular beam epitaxy and chemical vapor deposition are limited to essentially 
non-molecular structures, and "engineering" at molecular dimensions provides an 
attractive alternative. The synthetic chemist’s ability to manipulate the molecular 
architecture of a material so that specific physical properties can be realized is an 
important aspect of materials chemistry.

Organic compounds normally exhibit more positive response to external 
perturbations, such as light or pressure, than do inorganic substances. Non-linear 
susceptibilities of organics can be sometimes two orders of magnitude greater than 
those of inorganic crystals and they can be made with many variations that meet the 
requirements of transparency at the first and second harmonic frequencies. Further, 
organics are capable of handling much greater light powers than inorganics. Thus, 
organics may be expected to provide approaches for making a variety of smart 
devices based on organic materials.

A monolayer is formed by the spreading of a solution of a long chain fatty acid, 
typically on a water surface. The carrier solvent is volatile and essentially immiscible 
with the aqueous subphase. The fatty acid is a common amphiphilic molecule which 
consists of a hydrophilic part which interacts strongly with the subphase and another 
lipophilic part which has strong repulsive interaction with the subphase. If the 
amphiphilic balance, which is the equilibration of repulsive and attractive interactions 
between the subphase and the amphiphile, is suitable, the molecules are adsorbed at 
the interface with the subphase. In the fatty acid, the hydrophilic carboxylic acid 
function on one end is strongly attracted to the aqueous subphase, whilst the rest of 
the molecule, consisting of the long alkane chain, is hydrophobic. Upon compression 
of the film, the tails pack to form more condensed structures which increasingly 
order the amphiphiles. At some point, the pressure-induced ordering is sufficient to 
cause the formation of a two-dimensional solid.

Current studies have provided direct evidence that the close-packed, two- 
dimensional, solid phase is ordered [2-10]. For phases comprised of fatty acid 
molecules, near hexagonal packing is observed. This substantiates the classical 
arguments which have also supported packing for this class of two-dimensional space 
group, since the presumed circular cross-section of the simple fatty acids would lead 
to such a close-packed arrangement. The actual nature of the translational order in 
the monolayer is the object of some discussion but there is no question that there are
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crystalline regions [11]. The presence of order in two dimensions signals the 
possibility of developing a two-dimensional solid state chemistry. This implies that all 
the power of modern synthetic chemistry can be brought to bear on the design and 
formation of new materials by intelligent manipulation of the individual molecular 
structure as well as through the collective properties of the monolayer itself.

The properties of materials are intimately related to their structure and for 
most crystalline materials, the three-dimensional space group is determinative. For 
example, an acentric space group is necessary for second harmonic generation 
(SHG), ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, and pyroelectricity. Nature, however, has 
provided three-dimensional crystals in all but nineteen of the 230 possible space 
groups of which 66 are acentric, and this has proven sufficient to observe these 
phenomena.

In two dimensions there are seventeen possible space groups, six of which are 
acentric, but, as noted above, only the hexagonal and distorted hexagonal groups 
have been observed for LB films on solid subphases. Clearly, if other two- 
dimensional packings could be obtained, new material responses of the LB films may 
be expected. A relevant example is that of SHG which has been generated from LB 
films by reflection, a process which is inherently devoid of inversion symmetry, but 
not by transmission, since conventional films are centric. Production of acentric LB 
films would permit SHG by transmission and would enhance SHG by reflection.

The above considerations form the basis of molecular engineering which 
extends beyond the structure and properties of the individual molecules themselves 
to the exploitation of the collective properties of the molecular ensemble or 
aggregate. While films have had traditional applications in adhesion and tribology, 
longer term interest is fixed on their use in devices and on more sophisticated 
applications. The first stage of development will require the formation of new films 
with new collective behavior realized by the design and synthesis of new amphiphilic 
molecules. This paper discusses the modelling necessary to achieve new amphiphiles 
that will form specific planar lattices.

Solid state chemistry in two dimensions

General considerations

To be able to design new amphiphilic molecules which lead to different two- 
dimensional space groups, it is necessary, first, to understand the structural problems
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associated with the currently used LB amphiphiles that are comprised of long chain 
alkane tails attached to a variety of subphase specific heads. Further consideration 
should be given to the principles of "crystal engineering" that are employed in solid 
state chemistry [12]. For organic systems, the close-packing principle championed by 
Kitaigorodsky is of particular importance [13,14]. By understanding the relevant 
structural problems and tools available, successful design of effective amphiphilic 
molecules to form different packing of LB films is possible.

The intra- and intermolecular order which obtains for monolayers remains a 
topic of rich scientific interest. This ordering differs from bulk lamellar phases such 
as liquid crystals, since it arises from a competition between the intermolecular 
forces of the amphiphiles as well as from influences of the subphase. The complexity 
of the amphiphilic molecules gives them many degrees of freedom and, therefore, 
varied collective behavior.

Traditionally, LB films have been formed of alkane tails with a varied selection 
of head groups such as carboxylate groups, amines, porphyrins and dyes. For those 
head groups whose size is approximately that of the cross-section of the alkane chain 
or smaller, the packing of the tail groups appears to be, at high tension, close to 
normal to the interfacial surface. Where the head groups are larger, such as with the 
porphyrins, much tilting of the tail group is possible with concomitant disorder.

In addition to this disorder of the tail group as a whole is an internal 
disordering which is typical of the alkane chain. The cis and trans conformations of 
the chain present a significant source of disorder. Such alkane chains are normally in 
the all trans conformation in the crystalline state. The plane formed by the carbon 
atoms in this conformation contributes in large measure to the ordering. For LB 
monolayers of chains consisting of around eighteen carbons, the lattice of the 
monolayer is hexagonal with an intermolecular spacing of 0.48 nm [4]. This symmetry 
and spacing is typical of the so-called rotator phases of long chain alkanes where the 
alkane tails appear to act independently of each other [15].

Discussion of packing of the fatty acids is usually based on hexagonal packing 
because of the approximate circular cross-section of the chains. Five of the seventeen 
two-dimensional space groups possess basic hexagonal symmetry. The present state 
of experiment does not permit distinction between members of the same class of 
plane groups although it is possible to discriminate between the classes themselves.

Experimental evidence, however, indicates that the packing of fatty acid 
amphiphiles is normally distorted hexagonal which perforce is not a true hexagonal 
packing. When cooled to quite low temperatures (around 77K), monolayers
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deposited on a solid substrate are reported to have formed twinned hexagonal 
regions [5]. Also, when multiple films are fabricated, a progression from hexagonal to 
orthorhombic symmetry is observed [16,17]. An initial report of a rectangular group 
[18] for substituted fatty acid amphiphiles on a solid subphase has been also made for 
the same type amphiphile monolayers on water [6, 7].

The nature of the translational order in LB films is not yet clear but recent X- 
ray studies of films on the water subphase have shown that it extends over significant 
regions with correlation lengths on the order of hundreds of Angstroms [2]. The 
lengths reported for films on solid supports are significantly less than this [9]. Two 
models of the translational order are posited. The first is that the order is typical of 
interfacial phases called hexatic liquids [19]. These are characterized by a 
thermodynamically stabilized array of dislocations which display exponentially 
decaying translational order. The second is that the order is exemplified by 
paracrystalline phases where the decay in translational order arises from distortions 
which nevertheless preserve long-range bond order [20]. The origin of the decay of 
translational order is not yet resolved for these materials.

For the traditional LB films, more free volume per molecule is created as the 
film density decreases with an attendant increase in the cis conformation. The density 
of the film is intimately connected to the degree of ordering in the alkane tail itself. 
Thus, the long chain alkane molecules present a problem because the conformational 
changes can cause a spontaneous expansion of the film with attendant disorder.

From "crystal engineering" concepts developed over the past decades [13, 14, 
21], it is possible to develop criteria, among which close-packing is especially 
important, that are also applicable to two-dimensional crystals. The overall shape of 
the molecule is, in the absence of unique interactions such as hydrogen bonds, 
essentially determinative of structure. When only van der Waals forces are operant, 
lower symmetry molecules may be expected to lead to lower symmetry crystals [22]. 
Further, if acentricity is desired, it may be assured by use of chiral molecules and by 
forming the crystal from a pure enantiomeric species. Chirality is different in two 
dimensions since some molecules which possess no chirality in three dimensions are 
chiral in two dimensions. This occurs because of the loss of a dimension that permits 
the molecule to be rotated out of the plane.

The two-dimensional space groups are composed of the following classes: two 
oblique, seven rectangular, three square and five hexagonal. Six of these groups are 
acentric: p i  (oblique); pm,pg, cm (rectangular); p3,p31m  (hexagonal). Thus, a high
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percentage of the plane groups is acentric. This may be attributed to the less 
stringent requirement for chirality in two dimensions.

Chirality is very important in controlling crystal packing when polarization of 
the lattice is desired. The natural tendency of polar molecules is to pack with their 
dipoles opposed, since this yields the lowest energy. In the design of ferroelectric, 
piezoelectric or pyroelectric materials, this results in no net dipole in the unit cell and 
thus the desired response is absent. In an acentric group this cannot obtain and the 
unit cell produces some polarization.

The question of dimensionality is addressed here as a physical and not a 
mathematical problem. If there exists no translational symmetry in a direction out of 
the plane, but such symmetry is manifested in the plane of the LB film, then a planar 
lattice is considered to exist. This presents interesting possibilities, since by the LB 
technique it is possible to form multilayers of various configurations. Modern 
technology permits transfer of monolayers from the liquid to solid subphase such that 
translational symmetry is obtained. It is interesting to note that an ordered lipid 
bilayer, which can be modelled by common amphiphiles, would form a two- 
dimensional crystal.

Close-packing considerations

Most packing arguments are solely concerned with three-dimensional 
structures and thus can become quite complicated depending on the overall shape of 
the molecule forming the crystal. Indeed, the sheer number of possibilities for three- 
dimensional packing makes a priori prediction of structure a nearly insurmountable 
task. The situation is ameliorated when the dimensionality of the problem is reduced.

In two dimensions, consideration is perforce focussed on the cross-sectional 
geometry of the molecule. Even if tilt is involved, the cross-sectional geometry of a 
molecule will be determinative of packing unless the shape is not uniform. This 
reduces the problem to consideration of packing of an object’s cross-sectional shape 
in a plane. Such packing in layers has been treated by Kitaigorodsky [23] in detail and 
with clarity that makes repetition unnecessary. To date, the only reported plane 
groups found for fatty acid amphiphiles on solid subphases are the hexagonal or 
distorted hexagonal [9, 10]. The latter is either oblique or centered rectangular but it 
is unclear if the accuracy limitation of the atomic force microscope (AFM) used in 
the study or the AFM’s effect on the film may be the cause of the distortion.
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With such packing considerations in hand, it is possible to devise molecular 
cross-sections which may be expected to yield specific packings, i.e. specific in the 
sense that a planar lattice of a certain class can be formed from a given amphiphile. 
To form an oblique group, the cross-section of the amphiphile should possess no 
symmetry. However, this requirement is much more stringent than necessary and the 
requirement of a reasonably elliptical cross-section may be expected to suffice [24]. 
For the hexagonal nets (planar lattices) it is clear that an equilateral triangular shape 
would suffice as would a simpler molecule of purely circular cross-section. The latter 
is easy to conceive as either a properly substituted adamantane or fullerene. A 
rectangular net has already been reported for a film on an aqueous subphase and it is 
reasonable that substitution of alkyl chains onto appropriate framework molecules 
can lead to production of LB rectangular planar lattices. The square lattice presents a 
more difficult problem but the obvious joining of cubane structures or linkage of 
octahedral molecules through opposing vertices would provide a good chance of 
producing square nets.

Once these basic planar lattices are formed, rendering the molecules optically 
active will lead to formation of other groups because of the symmetry requirements 
for chiral systems. As an example, a racemic mixture of amphiphiles cannot form 
either л p i  от p2 oblique lattice unless the asymmetric unit of the cell consists of both 
enantiomers, which is extremely unlikely. There are five such nets which cannot be 
formed by racemates.

With these considerations, it is clear that the small number of planar lattices 
present a tractable opportunity for the deliberate synthesis of crystalline materials. 
This "crystal engineering" further lends itself to a more quantitative approach than 
arguments based on close-packing, although for the design of an amphiphile that will 
form a specifically desired planar lattice, the close-packing considerations are a 
necessary starting point.

Other considerations for forming planar lattices are needed. Unless the net 
covers an extensive region, it is of limited use either for basic study or technological 
application. The extreme conformational lability of the fatty acid amphiphiles 
appears to prevent the coherence needed, and molecules that are rather rigid suggest 
themselves. However, LB films are formed by transfer from the aqueous to the solid 
subphase which is a process that causes the amphiphiles to rotate or bend through 
approximately an angle of 90° This could cause extreme disruption of the local order 
for quite rigid molecules and some limited flexibility may be desirable.
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It is tempting to consider reactive headgroups for the amphiphiles which can 
bond to the solid subphase. Unfortunately, such an approach will probably destroy 
control of the packing by the hydrophobic tails of the amphiphiles since the covalent 
bond formed by the head group will dictate the packing. Since the bonding is to 
atoms of the subphase, it is the pattern of those subphase surfaces which will 
template the packing of the amphiphile.

Atom-atom potential calculations o f planar lattices

Close-packing considerations can be quantitatively verified through atom-atom 
potential calculations [25]. Application to amphiphiles forming monolayers is difficult 
since the interaction of the hydrophilic head group with the aqueous subphase can be 
complicated. This problem has been addressed by Eckhardt and Swanson [24] who 
followed Langmuir’s observation that the hydrophobic tails of the amphiphiles 
determined the packing. The hydrophilic head group was ignored and the alkyl chains 
of the amphiphile were allowed to interact without regard for the subphase. The fatty 
acid chains were kept artificially rigid and the minimum energy of packing was 
determined using a Buckingham potential.

The stable planar lattice that was found for stearic acid was the centered 
rectangular net and not the commonly assumed hexagonal one. This packing occurs 
because the cross-section of an aYt-trans alkyl chain in a fatty acid amphiphile is not 
circular. In fact, the cross-section of such a chain is that of a nearly square rectangle 
with rounded corners. The appearance of a centered rectangular lattice for a fatty 
acid film on aqueous subphase is therefore not surprising and, since the potentials 
used in such calculations correspond to the system at 0 K, it is also clear why the 
rectangular lattice is not observed at higher temperatures of rotor phases.

The calculations revealed that the stearic acid monolayer had other nearby 
minima which display hexagonal packing. These local minima in the planar lattice 
potential are each approximately kT  at ambient temperature from the minimum 
rectangular lattice. The observed hexagonal and distorted nets thus arise from 
thermal disorder and distribution in the nearby hexagonal local minima.

The efficacy of this approach has been demonstrated in atom-atom potential 
calculations [26] based on monolayer films formed by a new propellane amphiphile
[27]. These calculations were found to be in good agreement with both the isotherm 
co-areas and collapse pressures of the monolayers of the propellane derivative 
amphiphiles.
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These results show that the close-packing arguments posed in the previous 
section can be quantitatively treated for two-dimensional systems. This calculative 
approach is expected to be a necessary adjunct to such arguments since before 
investing time and energy in a synthesis of a new amphiphile, reasonable certainty 
that it will form the desired net is required.

An amphiphile forming a hexagonal planar lattice

In the design of an amphiphile for the formation of a specific net, the cross- 
sectional geometry is the most determinative consideration provided only van der 
Waals interactions are operative. For creation of a hexagonal net, an amphiphile 
displaying an equilateral triangular cross-section is an obvious choice. Nearly as well- 
suited would be a cross-sectional shape in the form of two equilateral triangles 
forming a lozenge. The latter shape has been incorporated into a rigid amphiphile, 
TNBC, by the fusion of three norboranes to form the molecule shown in Fig. 1 [28].

This amphiphile is also unusual in that it provides a lock-and-key arrangement 
forcing adjacent molecules to orient in a fixed position. Observation by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) of a monolayer of this amphiphile on mica (Fig. 2) clearly shows 
a packing which is, within error of the measurement, essentially hexagonal [28]. The 
reported lattice constants determined from averaging lattice parameters from several 
images obtained from AFM measurements are: a = 5.63 ± .42 Â, b = 5.58 ± .26 Â and 
7 = 65° ±4°. The corresponding values calculated from atom-atom potentials are: 
a = 6.04 Â, b = 5.40 Â and y  = 66.7°. The calculated deviation from 60° is attributed to 
the sensitivity of the potential to the hydrogen atoms. This amphiphile exemplifies 
the application of close-packing principles to the design of amphiphiles for the 
formation of two-dimensional crystals.

Conclusions

Simple and derivatized fatty acids are the amphiphiles used nearly exclusively 
for the formation of LB films. Because of the opportunities in advancing our basic 
understanding of collective phenomena and subsequent extension to device 
applications, it is useful to recognize that the small number of possible two- 
dimensional lattices and reduced geometrical considerations allow rational synthesis 
of new amphiphile molecules to exploit these possibilities. When close-packing
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arguments are applied to cross-sections of these amphiphiles, reasonable prediction 
of formation of planar lattices can be obtained.

c
Fig. 1. a) The TNBC molecule viewed normal to the average molecular plane, b) Side view with arrow 

indicating lock-and-key intermeshing of amphiphiles, c) Cross-section normal to TNBC long axis. 
Carbon: solid circle; hydrogen: empty circle; oxygen: mottled circle

Such an approach allows the chemist to contemplate synthesis of 
macrostructures possessing specific properties by careful design of the amphiphile 
moieties, just as molecules of specific properties are produced through appropriate 
synthons. This opens new avenues for study of self-assembly, molecular recognition 
and aggregate behavior. From the more physical point of view, if becomes possible to
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quantitatively model physical properties of crystalline, two-dimensional systems. 
Collective behavior, such as phase transitions of planar lattices, becomes feasible and 
may prove to be particularly interesting. For example, those systems that are 
amenable to being treated with an Ising model [29] will likely have closed form 
solutions. Because the amphiphiles are usually organic molecules, the power of 
modern organic synthesis presents possibilities for materials development and probes 
for basic studies which cannot be anticipated. What is predictable is that solid state 
chemistry and physics in two dimensions is achievable through application of the 
simple but quite powerful arguments of close-packing.
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Fig. 2. Atomic force microscope enhanced image of an 8 x 8 nm area of the monolayer of the 
TNBC molecule on mica. The bright spots are the tops of the molecules [28]
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Hypersymmetry is a noteworthy structural peculiarity of most polysystem molecular 
crystals. Recently special attention was attracted to the hypersymmetry of multisystem crystals 
where molecules occupy more than two systems of equivalent positions (orbits). These new 
aspects of problem demanded a closer definition and an extension of some basic notions. In 
this paper the renewed version of the hypersymmetry theory is presented. Results of the 
analysis of hypersymmetry relations in 13 multisystem crystal structures are discussed.

Introduction

Among the molecular crystals of special interest are the polysystem ones, i.e. 
crystals containing molecules equivalent in the chemical sense which are not 
transformed into one another by the operations of the space group F. In these 
crystals molecules occupy several (K > 2) systems of equivalent positions (orbits). 
According to the statistical investigation [1] of organic crystals, polysystem crystals 
amount to about 10.4% (among them crystals with K =2s9.4% , K =3s0.6% , 
K=4 = 0.3%). Sometimes molecules belonging to different orbits have essentially 
differing conformations (i.e. they are contacting conformers [2]), however more often 
such molecules are rather similar in their geometry. In the latter case the effect, 
previously named supersymmetry [3, 4], usually occurs; now we prefer the term 
"hypersymmetry" suggested by I. Hargittai [5].

In group F non-equivalent molecules are arranged in crystal in such a manner 
that they can be transformed into one another by means of non-trivial operations 
called hypersymmetry operations or, for short, HS operations. The term "non-trivial" 
means that the angle of rotation included in the HS operation is not arbitrary being 
equal to 360°/n, where n is an integer. The most frequent one is the operation 2q, i.e. 
a 180 ° rotation combined with a shift along the rotation axis. The hypersymmetry

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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reduces the number of degrees of freedom for molecules in crystal and thus has a 
considerable effect on their packing. The existence of hypersymmetry was 
ascertained for numerous examples [4], it is doubtlessly typical for polysystem crystals 
( = 80% of considered crystal substances), though its nature is still not clear. It is 
noteworthy that sometimes hypersymmetry is observed in the presence of contact 
conformery, e.g. the HS operations may relate equal and large enough fragments of 
molecules.

It should be stressed that in general and most frequently hypersymmetry is not 
identical to pseudosymmetry (i.e. the approximate symmetry of the crystal or of some 
molecular subsystem occurring in it). Hypersymmetry as a rule cannot come to the 
local symmetry of a crystal fragment, too. Thus, it is a particular effect which should 
be studied by means of a special technique.

The detection of HS operations in a crystal of known structure demands 
special calculations. For this purpose we use the computer program SUSY [6] which 
allows us to find and characterize any HS operation (and its accuracy as well). 
Therefore elements of hypersymmetry, as geometrical images, and their arrangement 
in crystal become visible. If the position and/or orientation of an element of 
hypersymmetry is close to a special one, an idealization of the operation is provided 
in SUSY. With the use of SUSY and other computer programs the hypersymmetry in 
more than 200 crystal structures (mainly bisystem ones) was studied in the 
Laboratory of Crystal Chemistry of Moscow University (for references see [4]).

The full description of hypersymmetry of a crystal leads to the hypersymmetry 
space group S which includes the space group F  as a subgroup, and together with 
usual symmetry operations contains the hypersymmetry ones. A specific feature of 
the groups S is their close connection with the structural classes of molecular crystals 
[7]. A structural class (SC) unites molecular crystals within the same group F and the 
same list of occupied orbits. For each polysystem SC there is a set of groups S 
corresponding to different kinds of hypersymmetry. In previous studies the problem 
of enumeration of groups S was formulated and partly solved for bisystem crystals [4] 
and for one of the trisystem SC [8].

Recent studies of hypersymmetry were directed to more complicated crystals 
with К > 3, the so-called multisystem crystals. The application of the hypersymmetry 
theory to these crystals demanded closer definition and extension of some basic 
notions. Here we present this generalized concept and the first results of systematical 
analysis of hypersymmetry in multisystem crystals with K=3, 4, 6.
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Basic notions of hypersymmetry theory

HS operations can be divided into three types (see Table I). Moreover, each 
operation can be considered as a local one or as a total one. First let us consider only 
local operations; their strict definitions were presented in paper [8], so here it suffices 
to enumerate and to describe them. Like in the case of usual symmetry operations, 
each HS operation can be brought into correspondence to its geometrical image 
called hypersymmetry element; further we shall imply this circumstance without 
special provisos.

Table I

Hypersymmetry operations

Axis order rq s' r0

Canonical operations

1 (To) [ I ’l - -
To

2 24 mq V g ’ 2 0 m0
3 V - 3 0
4

- -

4 i \  4 2’
-

4 0

Non-canonical operations

n* nq* - - - "o* "o*

A local operation of the first type (jq) acts on two molecules (A and B) 
belonging to different orbits of group F. The operation 2q includes a rotation of 180 ° 
plus a shift (d) along the rotation axis. The operation mq is a reflection plus a shift 
parallel to the reflection plane. The operation l q (quasitranslation) is a shift. It 
should be stressed that for the operations sq there are no restrictions on the 
orientation and position of the HS elements (and on the value of d as well). 
Sometimes the position of such HS elements in crystals is special, but often it is 
arbitrary. Another specific feature of i q operations is that their shifts d corresponding 
to transformations A -* В and В <- A are directed oppositely.

Operations of the second type (s’) act on a subset of molecules which is infinite 
in one dimension. Among corresponding HS elements there are local glide planes g’ 
and local screw axes 2j’, 3j’, 4j A shift inherent in these operations is always
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parallel to a special direction in crystal and is equal to half of translation for g’ and 
2j’, one third of translation for 3 /, etc.

Operations of the third type (j 0) act on the finite subset of molecules. 
Corresponding HS elements are: a quasicenter of inversion I0 (it can also be 
considered as an HS element of the first type), local rotational axes 2q, 30,..., a local 
mirror plane m0 and inversion axes 30, 40,...

There is a principal distinction between the operations on the hand and the 
operations s’ and s0 on the other hand. The operations s’ and s0 act like usual 
symmetry operations within a certain molecular subsystem that is infinite in one 
dimension for s’ and finite for s0. Thus, the s’ and s0 operations are nothing but 
pseudosymmetry operations of the corresponding subsystems. To the contrary, the 
operations of the first type (iq) can by no means be considered as pseudosymmetry 
operations of any molecular system or subsystem, which gives us reason to call them 
genuine hypersymmetry operations. Just the existence of such operations marks the 
beginning of the hypersymmetry theory.

All the operations considered above are called canonical ones; there are also 
non-canonical HS operations considered below. To each local HS operation a total 
operation s could be brought in correspondence. The latter provides an invariant 
transformation of the whole set of molecules belonging to two or more orbits. To 
transfer from the local operation to the total one the technique based on the 
application of positional operators was suggested [3, 4]. The totality of molecules 
belonging to orbits which are transformed into one another by a total operation 
constitutes a hypersymmetry subset T.

The introduction of the total HS operations allows us to consider their 
multiplication by the usual symmetry operations /  of space group F. It becomes 
possible because both operations act within the hypersymmetry subset T  (the former 
by definition, the latter as the subset contains total orbits). However, for strictness we 
should consider operations /  (like HS operations) as acting on whole molecules and, 
in particular, providing certain permutations of molecular symbols.

Apparently, the products sf and fs are HS operations, but among them the non- 
canonical operations nq*, n0*, n0* may appear. These operations are defined 
similarly to the canonical ones, but in this case n is any positive number (not 
necessarily and integer); moreover, n is not equal to 1 or 2 for and n is not an 
integer for n0* and «0*. However, non-canonical HS operations themselves do not 
bring about particular molecular arrangements displaying the effect of hyper
symmetry; the latter is generated only by the presence of a canonical HS operation.
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The totality of all operations/, all possible HS operations s, s f and fs  (here 5 is 
the canonical operation taken as initial) completed with the needed products of these 
operations forms the group 5 j which corresponds to the subset T  and is called space 
hypersymmetry group. As it will be shown below these groups compose only a part of 
all space hypersymmetry groups, namely, the groups of the first type.

Evidently, non-canonical HS operations cannot be used as initial ones for 
construction of the hypersymmetry groups, they appear only as resultant operations.

The statistical data [4] show that the canonical operations are observed in the 
vast majority of polysytem crystals. At the same time for the operations nq*, n0*, n0* 
no preferable values of n have been found. It gives us grounds to assume that the 
existence of the canonical operations is caused by some physical reasons and the 
hypersymmetry groups constructed on their basis provide the adequate description of 
the hypersymmetry effect.

Hypersymmetry in multisystem crystals

If the number of orbits occupied with molecules (K) is more than two the 
crystal often contains several subsets T  which may overlap (i.e. include the common 
orbits). A totality of overlapping subsets is called the hypersymmetry set Я  of a 
crystal (it contains kH orbits, where kH < K). A set H  which contains more than one 
subset is described with the use of the hypersymmetry space group of the second type 
(>SH). The examples of such groups for several crystal structures are considered in the 
last part of this paper. Note that hypersymmetry sets cannot be obtained directly 
from the structural class: a special analysis is needed for this purpose.

Hypersymmetrical relationships between the orbits А, В, C... in the set H  are 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The sign A <-» В means that the orbits A and В are 
transformed into one another by one of the following operations: l q, 2q, mq, 2 /, g \  
10, 20, m 0. The sign A -* В means that the orbit A is transformed into the orbit В 
while the latter is transformed into the orbit C; these transformations are included in 
the operations s’ and s0 with the axis order n >3 (3 /, 4/,...).

If a set H  contains only two orbits (kH = 2, case 1 in Fig. 1), the same groups S 
as in bisystem crystals (i.e. the groups of the first type) are used. The only difference 
is that in multisystem crystal such a group does not describe the whole crystal but 
only some of its part.
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A -------►B

l 2 3 4

A < -------B

D C

5 6 7 8

A

D------- -C

9 10 11 12

13 14
Fig. 1. Diagrams showing the relations of orbits in the bi- (1), tri- (2 -4 ) and tetrasystem (5-14)

hypersymmetry sets

Schemes 2 -4  in Fig. 1 correspond to kH = 3. In case 2 the hypersymmetry 
operations are the same as in case 1, however the set H  consists of the overlapping 
parts T A B  and T AC- In case 3, due to the special orientation of HS elements 
corresponding to relations A В and A <-> C the canonical HS operation joining the 
orbits В and C appears. In case 4 the HS subset T  includes the three orbits, the initial 
HS operations being 3j’ or 30. Therefore three kinds of trisystem space HS groups 
exist: the second type groups for cases 2 and 3 and the first type groups ST for 
case 4.
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For a tetrasystem set H  (kH=4) there are 10 alternative kinds of 
hypersymmetry (cases 5 -14  in Fig. 1). Crystals with kH>4 can be considered in a 
similar way, however, they are quite rare. Thus, it is preferable to analyze, when 
necessary, the concrete crystals applying the general approach than to accomplish a 
cumbersome anticipative consideration.

Each of diagrams in Fig. 1 corresponds to a certain family of groups S. To 
attach a concrete sense to each group it is necessary
(1) to consider all possible combinations of various canonical HS operations and 

various orientations of HS elements (it is obvious that some combinations will 
be forbidden for some diagrams);

(2) to combine each of obtained variants with different space groups F.
The enumeration of the HS groups for the trisystem structural class Pi, Z = 6(l3) 
according to this scheme was described in paper [9].

Now let us dwell upon the problem of compatibility of hypersymmetry and 
contact conformery in multisystem crystals. Such a combination can be realized in 
two ways. First, as it has been noted above, a HS operation may not transform 
complete molecules but only their identical fragments. Secondly, different 
conformers may be included in different HS sets.

The first way, in its turn, can be realized in two variants. Let us consider the 
chemically equivalent but geometrically differing molecules A and В which consist of 
two fragments: A’-A", B’-B". The non-equality of these molecules may be caused 
by a difference in structure of the corresponding fragments A’ and B’ and/or A" and 
B", or by the manner of their interconnection. Then, the following situations are 
possible:
1) A’ = B’, A" ^  B"; if A’ and B’ are related by a HS operation, the latter is not 

applied to A" and B", in other words, fragments A’ and B’ are in the same HS 
subset T  which does not include A" and B";

2) A’ = B’, A" = B"; in this case we can observe a very interesting structure with A’ 
and B’ connected by a HS operation, while A" and B" are transformed by 
another HS operation. Then, A’ and B’ are included into one subset, A" and B" 
are contained in the other subset.
The second type of co-existence of hypersymmetry and contact conformery can 

be observed only in multisystem crystals. Each kind of molecules-conformers may 
occupy more than one orbit, and thus the HS sets and subsets containing only one 
kind of molecules may appear.
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The existence of combinations of both types can be easily foreseen, too, that 
enriches in addition the variety of realizations of hypersymmetry in multisystem 
crystals.

Finally, let us note the situation intrinsic in multisystem crystals: an 
arrangement of molecules from two or more (but not all) orbits may possess a space 
pseudosymmetry (i.e. an approximate space symmetry). However, even if this 
pseudosymmetry is most precise it does not spread over all the crystal. This case is 
referred to as the pseudosymmetry of substructure. For instance, in a crystal from the 
structural class PI, Z  = 6 (l3) molecules of orbits A and В may form a subsystem 
precisely corresponding to the class P2x/c, Z = 4(1), however, the whole structure 
remains triclinic because of the presence of molecules C. If molecules A and В are 
related by pseudotranslation equal to half of the lattice period, they form the 
substructure, the complete multitude of molecules being the superstructure. 
Therefore, the pseudosublattice is the special case of pseudosymmetry of subsystems.

Neither the pseudosymmetry of crystal structure nor the pseudosymmetry of 
substructure are the hypersymmetry. However, when describing specific features of 
molecular arrangement in a multisystem crystal, attention should be paid to this 
peculiarity as well. Various combinations of hypersymmetry and pseudosymmetry are 
possible: specifically, some edges of the diagram showing relations of orbits (Fig. 1) 
may correspond to hypersymmetry, while other edges correspond to pseudo
symmetry.

Hypersymmetry of some triclinic crystals

The structure of 15 triclinic crystals belonging to structural classes Pi, 
Z  = 2K(1K), K=3, 4, 6 was analyzed with the use of the computer program SUSY. In 
13 of them (I-XIII) (Fig. 2) hypersymmetry was detected; in crystals II-V, VIII and 
XIII it was combined with contact conformery.

In Table II the following information is presented for each of the 13 
substances: references to the X-ray structure data, number of orbits (K) occupied by 
molecules, detected HS operations with symbols of the transforming orbits (as a rule, 
the symbols of orbits accepted by the authors of X-ray structure investigations are 
used), values of average and maximal deviation (ex and crmax) showing the 
geometrical resemblance of molecules or fragments related by hypersymmetry, as 
well as the similarly defined magnitudes Ô and 5max characterizing the accuracy
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n-Pr n-Pr n-Pr n-Pr
V  V

H O '' ^OH

XIII

Fig. 2. Structural formulae of the substances I-X III
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Table II

Hypersymmetry in crystals I -  XIII

N Formula Reference К Operation ct(Â ) < w (Â )  &(Â) ^max 0^ )

I ^14^22^ [10] 3 2q(0 ,2) 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.08

II ^40^32^2^5^2 [11] 3 2q(B ,C ) 0.14 0.33 0.15 0.35

III C^HgClNO [12] 3 lq (B ,C ) 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.15

IV C 1 2 H 2 4 O 2 [13] 3 lq (B ,C ) 0.06 0.10 0.09 0.13

V [14] 3 2q(A ,C ) 0.02 0.04 0.14 0.23
2q(B ,C ) 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.09

VI [15] 3 2q(A ,B ) 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06
2q(B ,C ) 0.09 0.16 0.10 0.17

VII C9 H 1 2 O 4 [16] 3 2q(A ,B ) 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.15
2q(A ,C ) 0.08 0.19 0.12 0.23

2q(A,B) 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.13
VIII C i6H 19N30 [17] 3 2q(A ,C) 0.07 0.14 0.08 0.15

lq(B,Q 0.07 0.17 0.10 0.23

(A ,B ) 0.04 0.10 0.08 0.18
IX ^18^22^2 [18] 3 3 ,’(A ,C ) 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.16

(B ,C ) 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08

X c 13h 16n 4 [19] 4 2q(A ,B ) 0.09 0.16 0.10 0.21
2q(C ,D ) 0.12 0.22 0.14 0.29

20(A ,B ) 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.18
XI c 16h 14c i n 3o [20] 4 2q(B ,C ) 0.09 0.21 0.18 0.40

2 J C ,D ) 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.27
2q(A,D) 0.07 0.20 0.11 0.20

2q(A,B) 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.13
Д а ,с ) 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07
2q(A ,D ) 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.23

XII [21] 4 gS(B ,C ) 0.05 0.11 0.13 0.22
2 i ’(B ,D ) 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.09
g ’(C ,D ) 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.08

J?’(A ,B ) 0.11 0.21 0.19 0.34
g ’(C ,D l 0.07 0.13 0.25 0.38
10(A ,C ) 0.08 0.14 0.11 0.16

XIII ^-12^30^3^12 [22]* 6 In (B .D ) 0.12 0.21 0.14 0.24
2q(A ,D ) 0.07 0.12 0.11 0.21
2q(B ,C ) 0.13 0.22 0.17 0.28
lo(E,F) 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.22

•Symbols of molecules are changed as follows: A -»E , Б-*А, B -»B, P-*F, Д-»С, E » D
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of HS operations. The values of a, a max, Ô, 8max are within the usual limits and are 
small enough; so we can speak with confidence of the geometrical resemblance 
between the molecules or fragments considered and of the occurrence of the HS 
relations between them. To complete the data in Table II, it should be mentioned 
that values of a  and crmax do not exceed 0.07 and 0.17 Â accordingly for the pairs of 
molecules with similar geometry but not related by hypersymmetry.

Among the studied structures both types of combinations of hypersymmetry 
and contact conformery are observed.

The first type (in its first version) occurs in crystals VI, VIII and XIII where in 
the molecules there are large enough identical fragments related by HS operations. 
In molecules of the crystal VIII such fragments contain all atoms except five atoms C 
of phenyl. In molecules of the siloxanes VI and XIII the geometrically similar 
fragments include atoms O, Si and the adjacent atoms C. In the crystal XIII we 
observe two types of conformations for this fragment: the first one in the molecules 
A -  D and the second one in the molecules E and F possessing the C2 symmetry 
which is spread over the whole molecules E and F. The second version of this type of 
the hypersymmetry and contact-conformery combination was found in the extremely 
interesting structure III. Here the molecules В and C are rather similar while the 
molecules A have the different value of the angle cp between the C O -N H 2 group and 
the benzene ring (cpA = 20°, <pB —9c~ 320). As a result, two HS sets could be found: 
one set includes the benzene rings with the adjacent atoms C and Cl, other set 
contains C l-C ...C -C O -N H 2 fragments of the three independent molecules, the 
orientation of the 2q axes for these two sets being different. Besides, there is the third 
HS set overlapping with two others and containing the whole molecules В and C 
(related by the quasitranslation l q).

The second type of the hypersymmetry and contact conformery combination is 
observed in crystals II and IV where the molecules В and C are very similar and 
related by hypersymmetry; the molecules A have another structure and are not 
included in the HS set.

The crystals I-IX  belong to the structural class PI, Z = 6(13). It is one of the 
simplest multisystem classes, so it was naturally chosen as the first example for the 
systematic analysis. For these crystals the following HS groups are found: I and II 2q; 
IV l q; V-VII 2q2q; VIII 2q2ql q; IX 3{. In the crystal III the group 2q2ql q was found 
for both "fragmental" HS sets, and the group was detected l q for the HS 
set containing the whole molecules, the operation l q(B, C) being common for all 
these sets.
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Hypersymmetry relations in the tetrasystem crystals (K=4) X -X II are 
presented as diagrams (Fig. 3) which in fact are the briefest and clearest symbols of 
these groups.

2q 10 2q

i /  \ 4
D4—  g' —>C

w —* f

X XI XII XIII

Fig. 3. Hypersymmetry relationships in the crystals X -X III

In the crystal XII molecules possess the non-crystallographic symmetry C2v (its 
accuracy 0 = 0.01-^0.06; Ômax = 0.03-H0.10Â). Due to the presence of such molecular 
symmetry operations and their special relative orientation two initial HS operations 
act within each pair of orbits.

In the crystal XIII there are two non-overlapping HS sets (see Fig. 3): the 
tetrasystem one, containing fragments of the molecules A -D , and the bisystem one, 
consisting of the whole molecules E and F. The common operation for both HS sets 
is the quasiinversion ï 0.

The analysis of two last crystals illustrates that when the number of occupied 
orbits is large (K=4 and 6) a complicated and rather exotic arrangement of 
molecules combining pseudosymmetry and hypersymmetry occurs.
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Intensity statistics based on the structure-factor model, which account explicitly for 
atomic composition and space group symmetry are reviewed and discussed. This article deals 
with the correction-factor approach, which approximates the actual probability density 
function (p.d.f.) of the structure factor by a product of its central limit theorem approximation 
and an expansion in terms of orthogonal polynomials, and an ab initio Fourier representation 
of the required p.d.f. Both approaches account for atomic composition and together allow for 
all space-group symmetries. The correction-factor method is formally applicable to all space 
groups but performs poorly for space groups of low symmetries, and generally better as the 
symmetry increases, while Fourier p.d.f.’s are available for the space groups up to No. 206 
(FdT), and perform very well for all of them. The highest cubic space groups can be efficiently 
dealt with by the correction-factor method, even in the case of extremely heterogeneous 
asymmetric units.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Crystallographic theory and practice admit two kinds of intensity statistics: 
Those pertaining to the diffraction experiment, also known as counting statistics, and 
probability distributions of the basic model of the diffracted intensity -  the 
magnitude of the structure factor. The latter kind of intensity statistics are the subject 
of this paper, and will be referred to as structure-factor statistics. The introduction of 
structure-factor statistics to crystallography by Wilson [1] was motivated, among 
other aims, by the desire to resolve the ambiguity imposed by the apparent 
centrosymmetry of every diffraction pattern: every such pattern can only be assigned,

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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after its preliminary inspection, to one of the eleven centrosymmetric point groups, 
known as Laue groups, thus often resulting in ambiguous indications of the space 
group. Wilson’s treatment [1] assumes that a centrosymmetric structure factor, or the 
real and imaginary parts of the non-centrosymmetric one, are sums of random 
variables and hence, their distributions can be predicted by the central limit theorem 
[2] (hereafter: CLT) to be asymptotically normal. The CLT version that is best suited 
to crystallographic applications is that stating that sums of equidistributed and 
independent random variables are dealt with [3]. It should be pointed out here that 
A. I. Kitaigorodskii, to whose memory this collection of articles is dedicated, took 
considerable interest in structure-factor statistics in its early stages [4, 5], as well as in 
its further ramifications (see the Chapter "Structure Amplitudes and Products as 
Random Quantities" in his book The Theory o f Crystal Structure Analysis [6]).

The Wilson [1] statistics have been used in the resolution of the resulting 
space-group ambiguities during the past four decades with considerable success. 
However, these statistics -  by their very definition -  do not depend explicitly on the 
space-group symmetry, and fail to give correct indications in the presence of a small 
number of outstandingly heavy atoms that cocrystallize with a reasonably large 
number of light ones, or if the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit is too small. 
Indeed, an outstandingly heavy atom clearly violates the equidistribution hypothesis, 
and too small a number of atoms renders the asymptotic character of the CLT 
approximation less useful.

Other important contributions to the CLT-based structure-factor statistics, 
usually referred to as ideal structure-factor statistics, are the derivations of the 
probability density functions (hereafter: p.d.f.) of the structure factor in the presence 
of non-crystallographic symmetry (e.g., [7, 8, 9]), and dispersive scatterers [10]. It is 
also most interesting to note that the CLT approach was soon adapted to the 
statistics of structure-invariant [11] products of structure factors [12, 13], which form 
an important basis to the theory and practice of phase determination by direct 
methods. A treatment of these interesting multivariate statistics is outside the scope 
of this paper.

Structure-factor statistics, which incorporate the required dependence on space 
group symmetries lower than tetragonal, and excluding the space groups Fdd2 and 
Fddd, have been proposed by several authors (e.g. [14, 15, 16]) and a summary of the 
works published before 1976 is given by Srinivasan and Parthasarathy in [17].

Presently available structure-factor statistics, whether approximate or exact, 
make use of two fundamental assumptions: (A) the assumption of uniformity, which
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says that the arguments of the trigonometric functions resulting from the 
Simplification of the trigonometric structure factor are uniformly distributed on the 
[0,2tt] range, and (B) the assumption of independence, saying that the contributions 
of all the atoms of the asymmetric unit to the structure factor are statistically 
independent. All the developments discussed in this paper will be subject to these 
two assumptions.

The purpose of this article is to survey briefly some more recent developments 
in structure-factor statistics, which take into account the chemical composition of the 
asymmetric unit and any crystallographic symmetry of the crystal under 
consideration. We shall discuss briefly (i) representations of the p.d.f. of the structure 
factor as a product of a CLT-based p.d.f. and a correction factor that accounts for 
departure from the CLT-predicted behaviour, and (ii) the construction of formally 
exact p.d.f.’s by their representation in terms of Fourier or Fourier -  Bessel series, the 
coefficients of which depend both on symmetry and composition of the crystal. We 
shall see that while the latter "exact" approach is usually more powerful and accurate, 
the former correction-factor approach performs very well for the highest cubic space 
groups, for which exact Fourier coefficients are not yet available. In practice, the two 
approaches are therefore complementary and the p.d.f.’s for the structure factor, in 
all 230 space groups, and each parity group of reflection indices with different 
statistical properties, can be constructed for quite extreme atomic heterogeneities.

T h e  c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r  a p p r o a c h

Our problem is illustrated in Fig. 1, which displays several distributions of the 
magnitude of the normalized structure factor. The dashed curves in Fig. 1, with labels 
Ï  and 1 represent the ideal centric and acentric p.d.f.’s respectively, as given by the 
Wilson statistics [1], and the histogram has been constructed from \E\ values, which 
were recalculated from a published [18] PÏ structure with asymmetric unit of the 
formula C6H1804N4Cl2Pt. The effect of the outstandingly heavy atom, the platinum, 
is obvious. Given such a "strange" distribution of |£ | ,  how do we decide whether it is 
centric or acentric?

Suppose that p(x) is a p.d.f., which accurately describes the experimental 
distribution of the random variable x, where x  itself is related to a sum of random 
variables and can be assumed to obey, to some unknown approximation, a p.d.f., say 
p°(x), based on the CLT. In the correction-factor approach we seek to represent p(x) 
as
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р (х )  = р ° ( х ) ^ т/ т(х) ,
m ( i )

where dm are expansion coefficients that are responsible for any discrepancy between 
p(x) and p°(x), and f m(x) are suitably chosen functions of x. These functions can be 
conveniently taken as polynomials that are orthogonal with respect to the CLT-based 
p.d.f., p°(x) taken as their weight function, i.e.,

ь
jfk(x)fm(x)p°(x)dx = őkm , (2)
a

where [a, b] is the range of existence of all the functions involved and is the 
Kronecker delta. If we multiply both sides of (1) by f k(x) and integrate them, while 
making use of the relationship (2), we obtain for the problem-dependent coefficients

b к

= J /K * ) A ( * ) ^  = </*(*)> = ^
a P= 0

where the brackets " < > " in (3) denote averaging with respect to the unknown p.d.f., 
p(x), and cp(k) is the coefficient of the pth power of x  in the polynomial fk(x).

IEI
Fig. 1. Effect of atomic heterogeneity on the p.d.f. of |£ |
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These coefficients can be obtained by the iterative Gram-Schmidt procedure [19] or, 
directly, by the determinantal method of Szegő [20] from moments of the CLT-based 
p.d.f. The moments of x  in (3) are less straightforward, and the feasibility of the 
correction-factor approach depends on our ability to obtain the latter moments 
without the knowledge of the actual p.d.f.,p(x). In the present application* = |£ | ,  
and hence moments of \E | are required.

If we assume that all the atoms are located in general positions of the space 
group the normalized structure factor can be written as

N ! g

i?(h) = X » / , ( h )  , (4)

where N  is the number of atoms in the unit cell, g is the order of the point group of 
the crystal times the multiplicity of the Bravais lattice, tij is the normalized scattering 
factor and 7}(h) is the complex trigonometric structure factor for reflection h and the 
space group in question:

ry(h ) = Х ехР[2л z Ь Г(Р Г̂; + U ]  > ®
5=1

where h7 is the diffraction vector (hkl), (P̂ , t5) is the ith  space-group operator and r; 
is the position vector of the ;th atom in the asymmetric unit of the crystal. It is shown 
by Wilson [21], Shmueli and Wilson [22] and by Shmueli [23] that the even moments 
of |£ | ,  required for the construction of the required version of (1), can be expressed 
in terms of even moments of |T |. The fourth moment of | T\ was evaluated by 
Wilson [21] for nearly all 230 space groups and for parity groups of reflection indices 
having different statistical properties, from the trigonometric structure factors given 
in the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [24], while < 17|6> and < | Г |8> 
were evaluated for all the space groups and all statistically different parity groups by 
Shmueli and Kaldor [25, 26], who used two different algorithms in their work. Closed 
expressions for normalized even moments of \E\ of any order are given by Shmueli
[23] for triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic space groups expect Fdd.2 and Fddd.

We can now summarize some corrected p.d.f.’s having the form of the right- 
hand side of Eq. (1). We shall present centric and acentric p .di.’s, according to 
Refs [22] and [23], assuming dispersionless scatterers and crystallographic symmetry 
only. The appropriate CLT-based p.d.f.’s, as given by the Wilson statistics [1], and the 
corresponding orthogonal polynomials are shown in Table I:
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Table I

p °W ) M\E\) Distribution

(2/ir)1/2exp(- | £ | 2/2) Н е М Е \ т 2 к П / 2 centric
2 |£ |e x p ( - |£ |2) EkW 2) acentric

where Hek(x) and Lk(x) are Hermite and Laguerre polynomials respectively (e.g.,
[27]). The resulting correction-factor approximations to the p.d.f. of \E | , are given by

p á \e \ ) = p H  I£ d{ 1 + Ё ( ^ ! я ^ ( 1 £ 1)} (6)

and

pM ) = r f ( W ) { i + < 7>

for centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric space groups respectively, where 
j3c° ( |£ '|)  and pa°(\E \)  are the centric and acentric CLT-based p.d.f.’s respectively 
(see above Table), and the unified form of the coefficients A ^  and B ^ , so far 
available for к = 2, 3, 4 and 5, is

A  or B4 = aAQ4 (8)

A  or B6 = a6Q6 (9)

A  or A  = a%Qi + U (û42 04 -7 4  0») » (10)

and

A o  0 r  A o  a !0 0 1 0  +  У ( а 4 а 6  0 4  0 6  7  4 Ï  6 01O ) +  ^ 7  4 0 1 0 (И)

(cf. [23]), where U = 35 or 18, V  = 210 or 100 and IT = 3150 or 900 according as 
or B u  is required respectively; the other quantities in (8) -  (11) are given below. The 
composition-dependent terms in (8) -  (11) are

Y L f ?  ( i 2 )
Q lk  - (z
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where m is the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit and fj, j  = 1, ... , m are then- 
scattering factors, and the dependence on symmetry is expressed by the coefficients 

in (8) -  (11) as follows:

а2к= { - \ )к- \ к - \ ) \ а к0 + ^ ( - \ ) к-р{ к - р ) \ акругр , ( 13)
P= 2

where

a k> =
^ (2£-1 )!!
yp ) ( 2 p - \ ) \ \

or (14)

according as the space group is centrosymmetric or non-centrosymmetric 
respectively, and *n (Ю), (11) and (13) is given by

(15)

(cf. [23]), where < |7 ’|3p > are eleven absolute moments of the trigonometric 
structure factor, discussed above. As pointed out above, these moments are available 
for all the space groups for p  = 2, 3 and 4 only, and can be computed for any value of 
p  for space groups lower than tetragonal, except Fdd.2 and Fddd. The so far available 
number of expansion coefficients А ъt and can be readily extended if algebraic 
complexity can be dealt with, e.g., by symbolic programming methods. However, 
further developments of the correction-factor approach gave way to the usually more 
accurate Fourier methods that are described in the next section.

The Fourier method in structure-factor statistics

A method of constructing p.d.f.’s of |£ | ,  which incorporate the required 
dependence on space-group symmetry and chemical composition of the crystal, and 
is not related to any approximation, such as the CLT in the correction-factor 
approach, was first introduced into the crystallographic literature by Shmueli, Weiss, 
Kiefer and Wilson [28]. They expanded the required p.d.f. in a Fourier series and 
evaluated the Fourier coefficients by direct averaging of the structure factor, while 
making use of the assumptions of uniformity and independence stated in the 
Introduction.
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We shall illustrate the Fourier method by presenting a derivation of the p.d.f. 
of |E | for the centrosymmetric space group P\. The normalized structure factor is 
here given by

N12
£ (h )  = 2]>] rij cos(27t h 7r; ) (lf>)

2=1

and by virtue of the assumption of uniform distribution of the arguments of the 
trigonometric functions in (16) (see Introduction), it is a sum of random variables. 
The possible values of E  are obviously confined to the interval [ -E M,E M], where EM 
is given by

N

EM = Y nJ ’
2=1

and the probability, p(E)dE, to find E  outside this interval must be zero. The 
probability density function of E, p(E ), can therefore be expanded in the Fourier 
series

1 “
p ( E )  = — -  £  С*ехр(7г/££/£м) ,

l E M к = _ ю

(17)

where the kth Fourier coefficient is given by
^ M

Ck ~ \ P ( E )  exp(7t i к  E  i  E M) dE (18)

= (exp (71 i k  E  / E M)) . (19)

Note that the Fourier coefficient Ck is just the value of the characteristic function, 
< exp(ica£) >, corresponding to the p.d.f. of E  (e.g. [2]), where the carrying variable w 
is related to the summation index к and the maximum value of E. The characteristic 
function plays a central role in direct derivations of probability density functions, 
exact as well as approximate.

The Fourier coefficient can be calculated by inserting (16) into (19) and 
performing the required averaging, while making use of the assumptions of 
independence and uniformity. We thus have

Ck = (ехр(тœkE)) (20)
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( « P
(  N12 4

2icok 'Y_in]cos 6j
< 7=1 y

(21)

I  N12

( П  exP(2f (okrtjCOS dj )
(22)

N12

]~ [  ( e x p  (2i a> f^HjCosOj)
j = 1

(23)

( f .
J  e x p ( 2 / r y ( t « ; c o s 6 ’ ) d 0 >
- Л  J

(24)

N12

= n w  ’
7=1

(25)

where wk = ruk/EM, 0 = 2ттЬ • and J0(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and 
zero order; Eq. (23) is obtained from (22) by the assumption of independence, and
(24) follows from (23) by uniformity of the argument of the cosine in (16). 
Furthermore, p(E ) = p ( - E ) and hence, the p.d.f. of the magnitude of E, for this 
space group, is given by

P(\E\ )  =
1

E m k =1

N12

П
7=1

J llticrij
J V~ËZ~ c o s ( ^ )

(26)

The functional form of the Fourier coefficient in (26) is determined by the space- 
group symmetry, and its value clearly depends on the atomic composition via the 
normalized scattering factors, л,. It can be shown (e.g., [29]) that if all the atoms are 
the same and their number is very large, the p.d.f. (26) reduces to the ideal centric 
p.d.f. of \E I, predicted by Wilson’s CLT approach [1] -  as expected.

Before proceeding to further developments, it is of interest to compare the 
performance of the p.d.f.’s, based on the two approaches discussed in this article, in 
coping with the heavy-atom problem displayed in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the same 
histogram as that recalculated from the chloroplatinate [16] and displayed in Fig. 1, 
along with correction-factor p.d.f.’s (6) with different numbers of terms and the 
Fourier p.d.f. computed directly from (26) by summing the first forty terms of the 
series. The performance of the readily summable Fourier p.d.f. (26) is clearly
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superior and further studies of this method appeared to be interesting and 
worthwhile.

IEI
Fig. 2. Comparison of theoretical and recalculated p.d.f.’s of |£ |  in the space group PI. The histogram is 

the same as that shown in Fig. 1. It is compared with the p.d.f. in Eq. (6), truncated after 2, 3,4, and 5 
terms (dashed lines) and with an accurately computed Fourier p.d.f. (26). The numerical marks on 

the dashed lines denote the number of expansion terms that were retained in (6)

Since the presence of non-crystallographic symmetry can be accomodated by 
suitably modifying the functional form of the trigonometric structure factor, a 
Fourier p.d.f. of |£ |  could be derived for the bicentric distribution [29]. Real 
structures often pose the problem of partial hypercentrosymmetry, i.e., part of the 
molecule is a centrosymmetric fragment with a non-crystallographic center, and 
several of its atoms are not related by such center. This situation, termed partial 
hypercentrosymmetry, could also be easily treated by the Fourier method, and the 
corresponding p.d.f.’s were derived and examined [30]. Furthermore, two different 
aspects of the problem of an asymmetric unit of P i being composed of several 
centrosymmetric subunits were examined [31]. It was seen that when the subunits are 
not linked by additional non-crystallographic centers, the effect of the 
hypercentrosymmetry rapidly diminishes with an increasing number of subunits [31]. 
When, on the other hand, the intraunit as well as interunit non-crystallographic 
centers are present (such as in [7]), the behaviour of the Fourier p.d.f. is similar to 
that of the bicentric one [29]. Further studies of the effects of non-crystallographic
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symmetry on the Fourier p.d.f.’s, in space groups of higher symmetry, are in progress 
and will be reported at a later date [32].

Further developments of the Fourier methods in structure factor statistics are 
concerned with accounting for space groups of higher symmetries (see [33] and [34]). 
Assuming that all the atoms are located in general positions of the space groups, the 
normalized structure factor is given by Eqs (4) and (5), where the trigonometric 
structure factor of the yth atom can be written as

r y(h) = ^ . ( h ) + / ^ ( h ) .  (27)

If we introduce the abbreviation

(28)

the general expression for the p.d.f. of \E | for the centrosymmetric space groups is 
given by

p (\E \)= a \ + 2 ^ С исо5{тши\Е\) ,
u=l

(29)

where
N / g

С „ = Г К
7=1

(30)

and

CUJ = (exP ( n i a r i j U  Çy.)) , (31)

where is the (real) trigonometric structure factor of the ;th  atom. The 
corresponding expression for /?(|.E|), for non-centrosymmetric space groups, is 
obtained by first finding the joint p.d.f. of the real and imaginary parts of E =A+iB as

p(A,B) = ( a / 2 ) 2Y JY , CuVexP[-na(uA + vB)\ (32)

(cf. [33]), where
N i g

C UV =  Y \ C UVJ

7=1

(33)
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and

C u v j  = (exp [n i a  ri j(u%j  + v i \,  )]) (34)

We can now transform Eq. (32) by introducing the variables |£ | and ф, where ф is 
the phase of the structure factor, as A  = \E | совф and 5 =  |E | sinф, and integrate out 
the phase. We then obtain

P{\E\) = ^ a M Y Z CuvJ o [ M 4 u 2 + v2)V2] . (35)

When the coefficients Cuv depend on (u2+v2)1/2 only, rather than on и and v 
separately, i.e., they have radial symmetry in the (и, v) index space, it is possible to 
represent the p.d.f. of |£ | by a single Fourier -  Bessel series (cf. [35, 36]), which takes 
the form

00

р(\Е\) = 2а2\Е \^ О М а Ги\Е\) , (36)
H=1

where

(37)

N'g . .
с (а у и) = Т [ СиАа Уипз) = (38)

j =1

where / г(х) is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order, and yM is the uth 
root of the equation Jq(x) = 0 (cf. [28, 37]). Of course, Eq. (36) requires less 
computing effort than (the equivalent) Eq. (35).

Application of this formalism to a space group of any symmetry requires the 
Fourier coefficients for the space group in question, i.e., the ability to formulate and 
compute the characteristic function for this space group. Symmetries lower than 
tetragonal, with the exception of Fdd2 and Fddd were treated by Shmueli and Weiss 
[33] for general positions, and by the same authors in [38] for special positions. 
Further analytical effort led to the exact forms of Fourier or Fourier-Bessel 
coefficients for all the space groups up to and including Fd3, and all the parity groups 
of hkl that correspond to different moments of the trigonometric structure factor [34, 
39]. Fourier or Fourier-Bessel coefficients could also be obtained for the higher 
cubic space groups, however, they turned out to be of considerable complexity, and it
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was decided to see whether or not high atomic heterogeneities in these space groups 
can be treated with the available correction-factor methods to a satisfactory accuracy. 
The following applications include an answer to this question.

Examples

Tests of new probability density functions can be performed against 
distributions recalculated from published structures, such as those in Figs 1 and 2, or 
against simulated distributions. The simulation procedure was described elsewhere 
(e.g. in [28]) and consists essentially in replacing hTrj, or equivalent arguments, by 
computer-generated pseudo-random numbers uniformly distributed on the [0,1] 
range. Hence, making use of space-group specific expressions for trigonometric 
structure factors, such as those in [24] and [40], the p.d.f. of |£  | can be rather 
accurately simulated for any space group and any parity of the reflection indices that 
give rise to a different functional form of the trigonometric structure factor.

The simulations in the following examples are based on 100000 |£ |  values 
each, in the [0,3] range, and a strongly heterogeneous composition of the asymmetric 
unit: C14U. The simulated distribution is represented by a frequency histogram of 
\E I values, the CLT-based p.d.f.’s of \E | are denoted by dashed curves, the 
correction-factor p.d.f.’s of \E | by dot-dash curves and the Fourier or 
Fourier-Bessel p.d.f.’s of \E | by solid curves. The theoretical p.d.f.’s of \E | are 
computed at the midpoints of the histogram bins, and their values are scaled up to 
those of the simulated distribution [41].

Probably the most conspicuous discrepancies, caused by atomic heterogeneity, 
between the CLT-based p.d.f.’s and the actual ones are those occurring in the space 
groups P i  and PI (cf. Fig. 1) and the Fourier method clearly copes far better with 
their explanation than does the correction-factor method (cf. Fig. 2). As the 
symmetry increases, the discrepancies decrease, but still remain significant in many 
space groups of higher symmetry. This is illustrated by Figs 3 and 4, which display 
comparisons of the various p.d.f.’s for the space groups I4\md and P61 respectively. 
Again, the Fourier or Fourier-Bessel p.d.f.’s show very good agreement with the 
simulated histograms, while the performance of the correction-factor p.d.f.’s -  
although better than that of the ideal p.d.f.’s -  is significantly poorer.

Figure 4 illustrates another aspect of structure-factor statistics: in some space 
groups, subsets of reflections with different parities of the hkl indices give rise to 
different functional forms of the trigonometric structure factors and hence
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sometimes to different moments of |Г | [25, 26] and different Fourier or 
Fourier -  Bessel coefficients [34]. This results in different actual or simulated 
distributions and different theoretical ones. E.g., the space group P6^ has four such 
subsets (hkl with l=6n, l = 6n + 1(5), / = 6n+2(4) and l = 6n + 3), two of which are 
illustrated in Figs 4(a) and 4(b).

0 1 2  3
I£|

Fig. 3. Comparison of p.d.f.’s of |£ |  for the space grouplA ^ d .  The Fourier-Bessel (solid), correction- 
factor (dashed-dotted), CLT-based (dashed) and simulated (histogram) densities are shown.

Reflection subset: 2Jc+l = 2n + l

Preliminary comparisons of the simulated distributions of \E\ for the cubic 
space groups with the corresponding CLT-based p.d.f.’s show remarkably small 
discrepancies, in spite of a highly heterogeneous asymmetric unit [39]. Since a small 
deviation of p(x) from p°(x) in Eq. (1) usually suggests a potentially successful 
application of the correction-factor method, it was decided to apply this method to 
those cubic space groups for which, as pointed out above, no Fourier of 
Fourier-Bessel coefficients have been worked out in detail. These are the space 
groups isomorphous to the point groups 432, 43m an mbm, for which the first four 
even moments of 17'| are available [25, 26] but for which the Fourier or 
Fourier -  Bessel coefficients have rather complicated functional forms, and may 
require considerable computational effort. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate such 
comparisons of frequency histograms of |£ |  with CLT-based p.d.f.’s and correction 
factor p.d.f.’s of |£ |  for selected index parities in the space groups F4j32 and label 
respectively. It is evident that the correction-factor method can account quite 
satisfactorily for effects of atomic heterogeneity for these high symmetries. The
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situation is very similar for all the other cubic space groups, which are isomorphous 
to the three highest cubic groups mentioned above.

IEI

Fig. 4. Comparison of p.d.f.’s of \E | for the space group P6t. The Fourier-Bessel (solid), correction- 
factor (dashed -  dotted), CLT-based (dashed) and simulated (histogram) densities are shown. Reflection 

subsets: (а) Ш : /= 6n +1, (b) hkl: /= 6n + 3

We finally wish to note that a related interesting development is the solution of 
the problem of finding the probability density function of large structure amplitudes. 
This question was first studied by Wilson [42] and was solved by Weiss and Kiefer 
[43] in their work on approximate solutions to the problem of random walk. The 
problem of large amplitudes (represented as nearly fully extended random walk) has 
so far been investigated for the space group P i only.
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ICI
Fig. 5. Comparison of p.f.d.’s of |£ |  for the space group P4j32. Only the correction-factor 

(dashed-dotted), CLT-based (dashed) and simulated (histogram) densities are shown. 
Reflection subset: Ш : h odd, к odd, h+k + l = 4n + 3

0 1 2  3
I£|

Fig. 6. Comparison of p.d.f.’s of |E | for the space group Ia lx i. Only the correction-factor 
(dashed-dotted), CLT-based (dashed) and simulated (histogram) densities are shown. 

Reflection subset: hkl: h even, к even, l even, h+k+l = 4n + 2
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ON THE ISOSTRUCTURALISM OF ORGANIC MOLECULES 
IN TERMS OF KITAIGORODSKII’S EARLY PERCEPTIONS +

A. KÁLMÁN, L. PÁRKÁNYI and Gy . ARGAY

Central Research Institute for Chemistry, Hungarian Academy o f Sciences,
P.O. Box 17, H - 1525 Budapest, Hungary

A  new classification of the isostructuralism of related organic crystals, developed 
recently by the authors, has been complemented with the observations and conclusions of 
A. I. Kitaigorodskii made in the fifties. Selected examples, collected by the authors either from 
their own work or from the literature, help to elucidate those genuine questions which were 
raised by Kitaigorodskii, but remained partly unanswered due to the shortage in relevant and 
accurate structure determinations in his time. The examples, in principle, justify 
Kitaigorodskii’s early conclusions and predictions.

Introduction

When one deals with a relevant topic of organic crystal chemistry, it is almost 
certain that he (or she) sooner or later will encounter one of the perceptions of 
Alexander I. Kitaigorodskii. His fundamental observations resulted in the "close 
packing" rules and left hardly any field unexplored within the realm of organic crystal 
chemistry. This was also the case, when a classification of isostructuralism of organic 
crystals was recently developed in our laboratory [1, 2]. Discovery of the recurrent 
isostructuralism of cardiotonic and some other kind of steroids [3, 4] prompted us to 
survey the literature concerning isostructuralism or isomorphism. Most of the results 
found there refer to inorganic crystal chemistry [5-7]. As far as the organic crystals 
are concerned only one of the early works of Kitaigorodskii [8] dealt with their 
isomorphism. The present work aims to merge Kitaigorodskii’s early, but genuine 
observations with our novel classification of isostructuralism of organic crystals. It is 
worth noting that Kitaigorodskii description on isomorphism is rather speculative, 
since the number of known crystal structures in the late 1950’s was only about 500. * *

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

*
Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest



A survey of Kitaigorodskii’s perceptions and conclusions

Despite the limits in number and accuracy of organic crystal structures in the 
fifties he clearly recognized the "different viewpoint" of the isomorphism shown by 
organic crystals from that applied to inorganic compounds. Kitaigorodskii simply 
assumed that "ions are o f precise spherical symmetry in the crystals, so that changing 
one ion for another merely involves replacing one stmctural element (a sphere) by 
another o f the same shape. The situation is different with organic crystals where 
molecules can replace one another: thus strict geometrical similarity (i.e. proportionate 
change in all external measurements) never occurs" (p. 222 in [8]). His further 
observations can be summarized in four conclusions:

First conclusion: "...molecules will be termed approximately isomorphous if their 
structures are obtained on replacing atom by atom, such cases being common in 
organic chemistry" (p. 223 in [8]).

Second conclusion: Approximate isomorphism of C l - B r - I  series may results 
in the "isomorphism" of their crystals if the replacement does not diminish the 
already existing "high" packing coefficient. Otherwise, in a "morphotropic step" a new 
packing will be developed resulting in a new crystal lattice. Similarly, with increasing 
size of the substituents in tetra-aryl compounds of tin also a morphotropic step seems 
to prevent the decrease of packing coefficient.

Third conclusion: "In some cases, however, it is meaningful to speak of a species 
of conditional isomorphism and thereby imply the rough similarity that occurs between 
two large molecules which differ only in a small radical [e.g. methylcoronene and 
nitrocoronene, or hydroxynaphthalene and aminonaphthalene]. We shall not seek to 
define what the molecular size must be so that conditional isomorphism will result in 
crystal isomorphism, for insufficient data are as yet available" (p. 225 in [8]).

Fourth conclusion: Series of homologous molecules (series of condensed and 
non-condensed aromatic compounds, each of which contains one benzene ring more 
than the preceding one, e.g. biphenyl, terphenyl and quarterphenyl etc.) "usually 
adopt exceptionally similar ways of packing; not only is the cell symmetry the same, but 
so are the cross sections normal to the directions in which the molecules extend. This 
can be termed as « homologous isomorphism »; we have given examples earlier, " 
(p. 228 in [8]).

These conclusions, are still basically valid. What we can do is to supplement 
them by the use of accurate structure determinations. Without such information, 
isostructuralism (Kitaigorodskii did not use this word) of two or more crystals cannot
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be established. Furthermore, the lack of appropriate refinement of the atomic 
positions (isotropic and anisotropic displacement parameters, location of H atoms 
and, at last but not least, proper atomic scattering factors) made him share the 
misbelief that inorganic crystals are formed by the "close packing" of ions of very 
precise spherical symmetry and in such array one spherical element can just be 
replaced by another. Figure 1 depicts the structure of Na2Se04 [9] -  isomorphous 
with thénardite (V-Na2S04) -  in this classical form, i.e. each ion is shown as perfect 
sphere. In contrast, Fig. 2 indicates that the Se042- groups in K2Se04 [10], -  as 
proved by appropriately chosen atomic scattering factors, -  are distinct units of 
tetrahedral symmetry, which can be replaced by S042” or C r042 - , etc. moieties 
preserving their chemical isotypism [7]. Without experimental data the boundaries of 
approximate molecular isomorphism could not be estimated either, while the term 
conditional isomorphism did not specify what sort of small radicals will generate 
substantially different hydrogen bond networks which forbid any isostructuralism. To 
elucidate these questions left unanswered by Kitaigorodskii, examples are selected 
which represent different forms of isostructuralism including those which report on 
morphotropic step governed by close packing rules. In addition, we shall give 
evidence that approximately isomorphous molecules can develop homeomorphous 
crystals (i.e. similar lattice parameters with identical space group but without any 
form of isostructuralism). From this it follows that the approximate isomorphism of 
molecules is only a prerequisite of forming similar (quasi similar) packing motifs. 
Isostructural isomorphism between molecules can only be expected if they exhibit 
simultaneously functional isomorphism: i.e. the entering and/or leaving groups 
(atoms) do not alter the existing hydrogen bonding [3] (and any other non-bonded 
interactions). This is the reason why isostructuralism between organic crystals is 
uncommon. For example, there are many dozens of approximately isomorphous 
(rigid) steroid molecules which cannot develop isostructural crystals since their 
functional groups (differing in number and type) give rise to different packing motifs. 
In contrast, in inorganic crystals anions and cations varying in shape from spheres to 
different polyhedra (trigonal pyramids, tetrahedra, octahedra, etc.) frequently 
develop similar packing arrays which can be regarded as configurationally and even 
chemically isotypes [7]. For example, Náray-Szabó [6] listed 23 crystal structures (e.g. 
SrM o04, NaLa(Mo04)2, KCe(W04)2, etc.) which are isotypes of the tetragonal 
scheelite (CaW 04) [11]. To emphasize the wide scale of isotypism occuring among 
inorganic substances crystals of NaI04 [12] and K I04 [13] are also to be added to this 
list. The classification of inorganic substances published under [7] discourages the use
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of terms: "isomorphous" and "isomorphism". Neither the use of isostructural is 
adequate since it does not refer to the chemical features of structural similarity. 
Since approximate isomorphism of molecules is prerequisite of any packing 
similarity, in case of organic crystals the term isostructural is unambigous. The 
degree and form of the packing similarities can be then described by the terms 
suggested recently by us [2] that is,
A. Isostructural crystals
Al. Pairs with high isostructurality index (I;(n))
A2. Pairs with low isostructurality index
B. Homeostructural crystals
In addition, we recommend to denote similar unit cells (with the same symmetry) 
containing "similar" molecules with different packing arrays as homeomorphous 
pairs.

Fig. 1. Close packing of Na2Se04 represented by spherical ions [9]. The small balls are Se6+ ions 
surrounded by four large O2- ions. In between them there are the medium size Na+ cations

Approximately isomorphous molecules and their isostructuralism

No isostructural isomorphism can be expected from such small molecules like 
urea and thiourea, etc. discussed by Kitaigorodskii. However, according to the 
accumulated observations isomorphous molecules having ca. 20 non-hydrogen atoms 
can form perfectly isostructural series. A few examples are given below.
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Fig. 2. Crystal structure of K2Se04 [10] presenting Se042- moieties as partly "covalent" tetrahedra
coordinated to the K+ cations

Despite of the conformational freedom of the COOCH3 functions and the 
flexibility of the five-membered hetero ring (Fig. 3) 2’-S-halo(Cl,Br,I)-3’,4’-dihydro- 
spiro[l,3-dioxolane-2,r-(2’H)-naphtalene]-4,5-R,R-dicarboxylic acid dimethyl esters 
(C16H 170 6X) [14] exhibit isostructuralism. The three descriptors of isostructuralism 
(see П, Д(рс) and Ij(n) in Table I) [2, 3] indicate high degrees of isostructurality 
suggesting that the difference in the volume of the halogen atoms cannot alter the 
packing of these molecules. Similarly, the C l-B r - I  series of a D-secoestron 
derivative (C19H24NOX; Scheme 1) (common space group: Р2г ) exhibit high 
degrees of isostructurality [15]. The lattice parameters (Table II) give even lower П 
values than in the previous case. These two series of halogen derivatives are almost 
perfectly isostructural. No morphotropic step terminates their packing similarities.

Scheme 1
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Table I

Descriptors: Ц Д(pc) and It(n) for the isostructural pairs formed 
by the three Cl6f i l70<fX (X=Cl,Br,I) derivatives [14]

Pair of compounds П Д(рс) W Ii(22) Ii(23)

Cl/Br 0.006 0.005 99% 96% 95%
Br/I 0.012 0.015 98 94 93
Cl/I 0.018 0.018 97 90 88

In I;(n) n=4, 22 and 23 are the number of atomic pairs which have 
been taken into account, n = 23 means that finally halogen atoms 
are also taken into account

Fig. 3. A superposition of the three naphthalene derivatives (C16H170 6X) [14] differing in halogen 
atoms: Cl, Br and I. They exhibit great conformational similarity. The H atoms are omitted for clarity
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Table II

Lattice parameters and П values (Cl: Cl/Br; Br: Br/I; I: I/C l pairs) 
for the D-secoestron derivatives [15]

x= Cl Br •

a 7.768(2) Â 7.774(2) Â 7.832(3) Â
b 14.590(5) Â 14.615(7)Â 14.668(8)Â
C 7.647(2) Á 7.719(3) Â 7.782(3) Â
ß 96.13(3)° 96.50(3)° 97.05(2)°
V 861.7(6) Â3 871.4(9) Â3 897.(1) Â3
П 0.003 0.009 0.018

The following examples present two pairs formed by related molecules whose 
isomorphism is really "approximate" but does not prevent them from crystallizing 
with similar packing motifs in similar unit cells.

The crystal structure of the bufadienolid scillarenin (originally termed as 
dihydrohelleborogenon [16]) and its saturated form bufalin [17] assume similar 
packing, due to similar hydrogen bonding schemes (Fig. 4), although the 
conformation of ring A differs substantially. This, of course, accounts for a low 
isostructurality index: I;(28) = 49% [3]. The low isostructurality index explains why 
their co-crystallization could be carried out only with difficulty [4].

The conformational difference between the 5a and 5ß epimers of androstane- 
3a,17ß-diol [18,19] is even more pronounced (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the homochiral 
molecules located around a twofold screw axis at ( l / 2,y, 1/ 2) are similarly linked by 
head-to-tail ОН...О hydrogen bond helices formed around the screw axes at (0,y,l/2) 
and (l,y,l/2), respectively. The 5ß epimers with its cis-A/В junction is bent visibly 
along the main molecular axis forming a half moon turned towards the 21 operator at 
the centre of the monoclinic unit cell (space group jP2j). This results in a slight 
increase of the unit cell volume (AF=9Â3, which equals to 1.1%) otherwise, the 
packing motifs are similar. The A ring displacement is balanced by a slight but 
appropriate motion of the В and C rings. Of course, in accordance with the low 
isostructurality index, Ij(21)=41%; these crystals are termed as partly isostructural.

An example of Kitaigorodskii’s morphotropic steps revealed among isomorphous
organometallic molecules

Trimethyltriphenyldisilane (Me3Si-SiPh3) [20] and its Me3Si-GePh3 [21] and 
Me3Ge-SiPh3 [22] analogues possess C3 molecular symmetry which is retained in the
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solid State. They are isostructural in the common space group P3. The close packing 
of these three related compounds is depicted in Fig. 6. However, when the second Si 
atom is replaced by Sn in both Me3X-X’Ph3 isomers the close packing between the 
inversion related enantiomers assumes a new form [23]. The molecules oriented in 
the same direction (Fig. 7) fmd a new close packing by the help of glide plane(s) in 
pseudohexagonal orthorhombic unit cells with the polar space group Pna2j.

I

Fig. 4. Stereoviews of scillarenin (a) [16] and bufalin (b) [17] showing a great packing similarity 
despite of the conformational difference between rings A
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Fig. 5. Perspective view of the (partly) isostructural 5a (a) and 5ß (b) epimers of androstane-3a,17ß-diol 
[18,19]. Despite of the difference in the A/В  junctions they develop similar hydrogen bond helices at

both end of the molecules
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Fig. 6. Close packing diagram of the MejX-X’Phj derivatives [20-22] where X, X’ = Si and/or Ge 
in the trigonal unit cell having space group PÎ

Fig. 7. Close packing diagram of MegGe-SnPl^ and MegSn-GePhj isomers [23] in the orthorhombic unit
cell having space group Рла21
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After polarity refinement of both crystal structures in the invariably rather 
similar unit cells (using full sets of Friedel pairs collected with Cu Ka radiation) the 
superposition (i.e. proper choice of the unit cell origins followed by a 180° rotation of 
one of the crystals perpendicularly to the polar axis) of the aliphatic and aromatic 
parts of Me3Sn-GePh3 and Me3Ge-SnPh3 molecules showed high degree of 
isostructurality.

The morphotropic step does not alter substantially the close packing of tin 
derivatives. A joint projection of the trigonal and orthorhombic close packings 
perpendicular to the c axis (the difference between the lattice parameters is not 
significant) reveals their strong relationship (Fig. 8). The volume of the new 
orthorhombic unit cell is doubled relative to the trigonal cell. Three trigonal cells

O '

Fig. 8. Joint projection of the trigonal and the orthorhombic unit cells of the silicon and tin derivatives 
(Me3X-X’Ph3) perpendicular to the c axes
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form a hexagon with a 21 axis of the orthorhombic cell in its center. The six Me3X- 
X’Ph3 molecules in these three trigonal cells are situated with alternating polarity on 
the be planes of the orthorhombic cell at x = 0, 1/2 and 1, respectively. They 
contribute altogether four molecular units to the orthorhombic cell which, after the 
Si -  > Sn morphotropic step, are shifted parallel to axis a to their new positions by 
(1/ 2 -*) in opposite directions for the two halves of the new unit cell bisected at 
y = 1/2 and assume similar orientation with respect to the polar axis. Presumably, this 
rearrangement with the relaxed C3 molecular symmetry provide a good fit of the 
bumps of the molecules into the hollows of their neighbours, as predicted by 
Kitaigorodskii by the use of close packed layers in plane groups.

Conditionally isomorphous molecules and their isostructuralism

Our studies on the isostructuralism of cardenolides and analogous bufadi- 
enolides [3, 4] revealed that the isostructuralism of "conditionally" isomorphous 
molecules is rather limited. This can be attributed to the fact that large molecules of 
similar shape, depending on the chemical character of the small radical (-O H , 
-  N 0 2, -  NH2, -  COOH or -  CH3) will develop different hydrogen bond networks 
which then forbid any form of isostructuralism. Similarly, different locations of the 
same group on a large molecule, in general, result in different packings. The 
speculative character of Kitaigorodskii’s conclusion is explained by the poor and 
incorrect experimental data on naphthalene derivatives summarized on page 225 of
[8]. Nevertheless, we attempt to preserve Kitaigorodskii’s term; "conditional 
isomorphism" in a more appropriate sense.

First of all, we must conclude that the morphological similarity of large 
molecules is a prerequisite of any isostructuralism. To describe this "condition" we 
can use further the term: "approximate isomorphism". Differences between such 
molecules may occur in their core like in case of the investigated trimethyltriphenyl- 
disilane derivatives [20 -  23] or on their outer parts like in the halogen series, 
presented above. The monovalent halogen atoms differing only in size, which is 
hardly noticed by these "large" molecules, do not develop different intermolecular 
contacts. Consequently, they simultaneously exhibit functional isomorphism.

In contrast, small radicals like -O H , -N H 2 or -C H 3 substantially differ in 
the formation of intermolecular contacts, consequently no one can expect 
isostructuralism between such derivatives. From this statement follows a question: 
does any functional isomorphism (apart from halogen series) exist among
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approximately isomorphous molecules? A tentative answer is: yes, but only in special 
circumstances. Hitherto, from the study of cardenolides and bufadienolides the 
following examples could be collected (Scheme 2, Table III). Examples of the limits 
of isostructuralism among these compounds are also listed.

I. DIGITOXIGENIN [24]

III. 21 'METHYLDIGITOXIGENIN [26,? ]

VII. ARENOBUFAGIN [26 ]

IX. CINOBUFAGIN [29]

II. DIGIREZIGENIN [21]

IV. 5-BETA.-HYDROXYGITOXIGENIN [27]

X. CINOBUFOTAUN [29]

Scheme 2
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Table III

Conditions and limits o f isostructuralism between cardenolides and bufadienolides

DIGITOXIGENIN [24] (I)
isostructural

yes DIGIREZIGENIN [25] (II)
(Mß)-OH 14,15 ß epoxy ring

DIGITOXIGENIN yes 21-METHYLDIGITOXIGENIN [26,3] (III)
H - > CH3

DIGITOXIGENIN no
both 21R- and 21S-methyldigitoxigenins are isostructural

5ß-HYDROXYGITOXIGENIN [27] (IV)
(16ß)-H ОН
(5ß)-H —> ОН

BUFALIN [17] (V) no GAMABUFOTALIN [28] (VI)
(lla )-H —* ОН

GAMABUFOTALIN yes
in 1 lot-hydroxybufalin new hydrogenbond network is generated

ARENOBUFAGIN [28] (VII)
CH2 —> CO

BUFALIN no
the carboxy group cannot generate novel H-bonds

BUFOTALIN [29] (VIII)
(16ß)-H -> OCO-CH3

BUFOTALIN no
the bulky substituent substantially alters the H-bonds of bufalin

CINOBUFAGIN [29] (IX)
(14ß)-OH 14,15ß epoxy ring

CINOBUFAGIN yes

in bufotalin 14ß-OH group is donor to H-bond which is terminated by 
the new epoxy moiety

CINOBUFOTALIN [29] (X)
(5ß)H OH

5ß-hydroxy-cinobufagin the OH group is hindered in forming 
intermolecular H-bonds. It takes part only in an intramolecular H-bond
(Fig-»)

Fig. 9. A space filling model of cinobufotalin [29]. The black atoms are oxygens. 
The additional 5ß-OH group is shown involved in an intramolecular hydrogen bond
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Fig. 10. Stereoviews of 21S-methyldigitoxigenin [3], gamabufotalin [28] and cinobufagin [29] showing 
substantial packing differences in the homeomorphous unit cells
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To summarize, approximate and functional isomorphism of large and relatively 
rigid organic molecules is the condition of similar packing motifs.

Finally, we present here an example in which approximately isomorphous 
molecules like 21S-methyldigitoxigenin [3], gamabufotalin [28] and cinobufagin [29] 
in homeomorphous unit cells (Table IV) form completely different packing arrays 
(Fig. 10). This means that accidental homeomorphism of related compounds is not 
necessarily due to their isostructuralism.

Table IV

The lattice parameters o f three homeomorphous steroids (common space group P2I2I2I)

Compound Formula и (A) »(A) 6( A) F  (A3)

21S-methyl-digitoxigenin [3] 
Gamabufotalin [28] 
Cinobufagin [29]

^24H360 4
C24H34O5
С2бНз406

7.193(1)
7.850(1)
7.663(2)

15.208(3)
14.766(1)
15.900(5)

19.277(4)
17.836(1)
19.291(5)

2108.8(4)
2067.5(3)
2350(4)

M o l e c u l a r  i s o m o r p h i s m  o f  a  s y m m e t r i c a l  s p i r o s u l f u r a n e  a n d  a  s e l e n o u r a n e  r e l a t e d  

b y  a  m o r p h o t r o p i c  s t e p  a n d  t h e  h o m e o s t r u c t u r a l i s m  o f  t w o  s p i r o s u l f u r a n e

h o m o l o g u e s

Our report on the structure of the first stable spirosulfurane [30] was 
subsequently followed by the structure determination of its selenium analogue [31]. 
However, it was overlooked that these approximately isomorphous molecules 
crystallized in different crystal systems. While the spirosulfurane molecules are 
situated on the twofold axes of the orthorhombic space group Fdd2, the selenium 
analogues are located on the twofold axes of the monoclinic unit cell having space 
group C2/c. The overlooking of such phenomenon in the early seventies is 
attributable to the fact that X-ray crystallographers -  using their new powerful 
diffractometers and steadily improved computing facilities -  were primarily 
interested in the studies of novel covalent bonds within new types of molecules, 
ignoring therefore the packing motifs and peculiarities exhibited by the crystal 
structures. Not too many of them had such perceptions as Kitaigorodskii did. For 
example the morphotropic step between the spirosulfurane and its selenium analogue 
remained unnoticed until the present discovery that the binaphtyl homologue 
(Scheme 3) of the spirosulfurane exhibits similar packing motif in a quasi similar unit 
cell (Fig. 11). Classification of the isostructuralism of organic crystals [2] and the
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Fig. 11. Projections of the full unit cells of two diaryldiacyloxyspirosulfuranes [30, 33] crystallized with the 
space group Fdd2, perpendicular to the shortest c axes
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study of Kitaigorodskii’s observations on molecular isomorphism [8] brought 
attention belatedly to the morphotropic step between spirosulfurane (X = S) and 
selenurane (X = Se).

Scheme 3

Studying the molecular packing in these three compounds it became apparent 
that the sulfur(IV) atoms are not involved in any non-bonded interaction. Similarly, 
the other asymmetric spirosulfuranes reported hitherto [32] are free from 
intermolecular non-bonded S...O interaction shorter than the sum of the van der 
Waal’s radii of S and О (3.25 Â). In contrast, the selenium(IV) atoms (possessing 
larger volume than sulfur by ca. 40%) participate in two, twofold axis related Se...O 
interactions (one of them is shown in Fig. 12). (Se...O = 3.217(4) Â
C-Se...O  = 165.8(2)° O...Se(IV)...0 = 73.6(1)°.) Formation of intermolecular Se...O

Fig. 12. Perspective view of the spiroselenurane [31] in the monoclinic unit cell with space group C2/c 
showing one of the two symmetry (2) related intermolecular Se...O close contacts
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close contacts around the bulky Se atom seems to support once again one of 
Kitaigorodskii conjectures "...though there may be causes other than a drop in 
packing density for a morphotropic step..." (p. 224 of [8]). In addition to this, 
the homestructuralism of the sulfurane homologues perfectly exemplifies 
Kitaigorodskii’s fourth conclusion.

Epilogue: In 1961 Kitaigorodskii was the first outstanding (foreign) 
crystallographer whom one of the authors (AK) met abroad. Kitaigorodskii’s 
unorthodox, even heretic opinion about structure refinements (in particular about 
atomic displacement parameters) shocked his young visitor. But Kitaigorodskii’s 
evaluation on routine crystal structure determinations of organic substances was a 
real prophecy that we are going to understand and appreciate now, so many years 
later. He urged already then that structure determinations primarily should serve a 
better understanding of the rules which govern molecular associations and packing.

This work aims to pay a tribute to the founder of Organic Chemical 
Crystallography.

*

The authors thank Professor M. Nardelli (Parma) and Dr. S. Stankovic (Novi Sad) for the 
permission to use their results prior to publication.
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CONFORMATIONAL STUDIES OF THE m-DIHALO- 
SUBSTITUTED BENZYLIDENEANILINE SYSTEM +

Sharona Zamir* * and J. Bernstein**

Chemistry Department, Ben-Gurion University o f the Negev, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel 

Received June 26, 1992

As part of a study relating crystal forces and molecular conformation, the crystal 
structures of four dihalo-benzylideneanilines have been determined. The four compounds are: 
lia, N-(/n-chlorobenzylidene)-m-chloroaniIine, lib, N-(m-chlorobcnzylidene)-m-bromoaniline, 
lie, N-(/n-bromobenzylidene)-m-bromoanilinc, and lid, N-(m-bromobenzylidene)-m- 
chloroaniline. The conformational behavior of these compounds is discussed with respect to 
halogen-halogen interactions in the solid state. Ha, Hb, lie, exhibit a non-crystallographic 
disorder; Hb, He have isostructural structures. Crystal data: Ha, C13H9C12N, monoclinic, 
P 2Jn, a = 25.231(6), 6 = 3.943(1), c = 12.002(3) Â, ß = 102.64(2)°, Z  =4; Hb, C13H9ClBrN, 
orthorhombic, P212l21, a = 9.615(2), 6 = 31.336(7), c = 3.967(2)Â, Z=4; He, C13H9Br2N, 
orthorhombic, P2{2{2X, a = 9.646(3), 6 = 31.552(7), c=4.002(2)Â, Z  = 4; lid, C^HjClBrN, 
orthorhombic, P2X2X2X, a = 7.842(3), 6 = 13.644(7), c = 11.096(7) Â, Z=4.

“Another aspect of organic structures neglected by many workers appears to me to 
deserve equal attention. Organic substances are built from molecules; many properties 
of a material depend but slightly on the stmeture o f the molecule and the intramolecular 
forces, but decisively on the molecular stmeture o f the crystal -  that is, on the 
intermolecular forces.... These reasons alone compel us to regard the molecular basis o f 
organic crystal stmetures as an important branch o f science." (OCC p. vii [1, 2, 3, 4])

Introduction

The preambulary quotation from Kitaigorodsky’s now classic Organic Chemical 
Crystallography [2] has provided the impetus for much of our work on understanding 
the relationship between crystal forces and molecular conformation. His own 
thoughts on this subject apparently evolved over the years; as the number of known

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* In partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Ph. D. degree, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
** To whom correspondence should be addressed
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crystal structures multiplied, theory developed and matured and computers became 
increasingly accessible for applications to organic crystal structures. In 1955 he wrote 
in the same work,

"The nature o f the packing then comes in question. Which packing results in 
minimum free energy? ...only the molecular shape (form o f the electron distribution) 
affects the molecular interaction appreciably. The other properties of molecules play a 
secondary part, and the packing in the crystal is determined by the molecular geometry; 
the closest packed arrangement gives the lowest free energy." (OCC p. viii)

Nearly thirty years later, his approach was much more quantitative and 
encompassed a larger energetic ingredient, as well as volume-shape relationships.

"There is a way to improve the model, thereby predicting the structure and 
properties of solids not only qualitatively, but quantitatively as well. The idea of close 
packing leads to pairwise interaction of atoms, the interaction potential being dependent 
only on the distance between atoms that are not covalently bonded ("non-bonded 
atoms"). The atom-atom potential method has been widely used to solve various 
problems of structural organic chemistry, the crystallography of organic substances, and 
the physics of polymers and biopolymers. " (MC p. 14)

"It is essential to note that the potential energy of the interaction of atoms and 
molecules is the leading term in the equation for the free energy, and is crucial in 
determining the structure o f a crystal and its thermodynamic properties. Moreover, the 
most important part in this term is that which corresponds to the interaction between a 
particle and its nearest neighbors." (MC p. 15)

The importance of the concept of shape was not abandoned however, and it is 
one of the dominant terms of his book on Mixed Crystals [4]. Indeed, we believe that 
consideration of both the shape and energetic aspects of crystal structures of organic 
compounds is the most fruitful approach to understanding organic crystals.

The accumulation of conformational information that has accompanied the 
proliferation of X-ray single crystal structure analyses has often revealed unusual or 
unexpected features of molecular geometry. Due to so called "crystal forces", 
differences arise between the observed solid-state geometries and those determined 
or found in other phases, as Kitaigorodsky succinctly noted:

"The only material effect o f the crystalline field is that it changes the conformation 
of the molecule whenever the possibility of rotations about single bonds presents itself." 
(MCM p. 3)

In addition, the existence of conformational polymorphism [5] has shown that 
flexible molecules can even adopt different molecular conformations in different
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crystal structures. The evidence thus clearly indicates that crystal forces can and do 
play a role in determining molecular conformation.

Investigating the nature of that role requires a strategy which eliminates the 
maximum number of variables, so that the nature of the intermolecular interactions 
may be related as directly as possible to variations in intramolecular geometry. One 
useful strategy utilizes conformational polymorphism, in which the only variables are 
structural ones. However, lacking the existence of polymorphs (or the ability to 
obtain them) another approach involves the systematic variation of the nature and 
mode of substitution in compounds which have a limited number of conformational 
degrees of freedom.

Studies employing both of these strategies have been carried out on the nine 
different benzylideneaniline derivatives I [6], which exhibit a variety of polymorphic 
and isostructural relationships. Typical investigations involve single crystal structure 
analyses, computation of molecular energetics (by molecular orbital and/or 
molecular mechanics techniques), calculation of lattice energies by the atom - atom 
potential energy method, and suitable analyses of the relationship between lattice and 
molecular energetics [5, 6].

These studies also involved the demonstration and utilization of a number of 
Kitaigorodsky’s principles. Thus,

"Our basic assumption concerning molecular interaction amounts to the assertion 
that the interactions are nondirectional and that the molecular field is such that the 
force near a given atom is the same no matter which molecule contains that atom." 
(OCC p. viii) and

"Conversely, in organics the directional properties of the intermolecular forces 
can, to a first approximation, be neglected (if, o f course, we neglect crystals with two or 
three-dimensional hydrogen bonded structures).” (OCC p. ix)

Such statements were essentially borne out in our studies of I (X = Br, Y = CH3; 
X = CH3, Y = Br; X = CH3,Y = C1; X=C1, Y = CH3), in which all four compounds are 
isostructural [7]. However, the compounds including only halogen substituents 
behave differently, as Kitaigorodsky suggested,

"The situation is different with organic crystals, where molecules replace one 
another; strict geometrical similarity (i.e., proportionate change in all external 
measurements) never occurs. For instance, if we change the halogen in chlorobenzene, 
we naturally get a molecule with similar shape, but the two are not geometrically similar. 
Similarities between parts o f molecules that may be interchanged in this way cannot be 
used... molecules will be termed approximately isomorphous if their stmetures are
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obtained on replacing atom by atom, such cases being fairly common in organic 
chemistry. The atoms that can replace one another are...the halogens..." (OCC p. 223) 

Moreover,
"It is found that in about half the cases where halogen atoms replace each other 

the crystals are isomorphous. The isomorphism frequently covers the C l-B r -I  series 
completely; thus the crystals of p-dichlorobenzene and p-dibromobenzene are 
isomorphous, having precisely similar monoclinic unit cells..." (OCC p. 223)

Thus, I (X = Y = C1) and I (X = Y = Br) are not isostructural (isomorphous, in 
Kitaigorodsky’s terms). However the orthorhombic form of dimorphic I (X = Y = C1) 
and I (X = C1; Y = Br) are isostructural, as are I (X = Y = Br) and I (X = Br; Y = C1) [6].

I p-XY

Scheme 1

Kitaigorodsky surveyed similar situations in variety of compounds, and his 
summary statement from nearly forty years ago still serves as an excellent description 
of that found in the cases described here.

"These examples show that the molecular similarities in these halo-compounds 
are sufficient to give isomorphous crystals, and the contacts between molecules to 
ensure stability are preserved with but slight changes in molecular orientation. It is 
therefore o f some interest to determine the intermolecular spacings of nonisomorphous 
crystals o f compounds with similar molecules. We explain the morphotropic step as due 
to the impossibility of maintaining a sufficiently high packing coefficient for 
isomorphous substitution." (OCC p. 223)

The latter two sentences of this statement can be looked upon as providing the 
motivation and stimulus for the research reported here. We decided to study the 
crystal and molecular structures and energetics of the halogenated derivatives of II 
(see Scheme 2), in which changes in the molecular conformation also involve changes

Ha. CLCL N-(m-chlorobenzylidene)-m-chloroaniline 
Hb. CLBR N-(/n-chlorobenzylidene)-m-bromoaniline 
Ile. BRBR N-(m-bromobenzylidene)-m-bromoaniline 
lid. BRÇL N-(m-bromo-benzylidenc)-m-chloroaniline

Scheme 2
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of the spatial relationships of the substituents -  a circumstance which adds one 
variable to the situation which obtains for I. Four extreme situations for the two 
substituents may be defined:

II m -X Y (c -c )

II m -X Y (f-c) X,Y = Cl, Br

Y
II m -X Y (c-f)

Scheme 3

When the substituents are Cl or Br intermolecular interactions between the 
halogens are expected to be among the dominant ones, and these can be related to 
the molecular conformation, defined simply as rotation about the two exocyclic 
bonds. This choice of substitution also provides a very suitable system for studying 
the halogen -halogen interactions, which in themselves have been the subject of 
considerable interest [8].

We wish to report on our structural and computational studies on these four 
molecules. In this paper we present the results of crystallographic investigations on 
the four compounds II for which X,Y = Cl, Br. Two subsequent contributions will 
contain studies of the molecular energetics and crystal energetics.

Experimental

Crystals of the desired compound were prepared by condensation of the appropriate derivative of 
m-benzaldehyde with that of the m-aniline. Single crystals were obtained either by slow evaporation from 
solution or by diffusion between two solvents.

Three out of the four crystals were measured on a PHILIPS PW 110/20 four-circle computer- 
controlled diffractometer (BRBR, CLBR, CLCL), and the BRCL was measured on a SYNTEX PI 
automated diffractometer. Mo Ka (X = 0.71069 Â) radiation with graphite crystal monochromator in the 
incident beam was used. The number of reflections used for unit cell determination by least-squares fit is 
given in Table I.
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Table I

Crystal data, experimental and refinement parameters

Molecular
formula

CLCL
C13H9C12N

CLBR
C13H9BrClN

BRBR
C13H9Br2N

BRCL
C13H9BrClN

Mr 249.9 294.4 338.8 294.4
mp(°C)a 43.5-44.5(47) 46.8-48.2(49) 56.7-57.1 54.7-56.3
Crystallized liquid diffusion slow evaporation slow evaporation slow evaporation
by in CH2Cl2/hexaneb from ethanol from ethanol from ethanol

a (Â) 25.231(6) 9.615(2) 9.646(3) 7.842(3)
b ( k ) 3.943(1) 31.336(7) 31.552(7) 13.644(7)
c (Â ) 12.002(3) 3.967(2) 4.007(2) 11.096(7)

PO 102.64(2) - - -
V(  A3) 1165.09 1195.24 1219.50 1187.23
Dc (g cm -3) 1.42 1.64 1.85 1.65
Space group P2Jn Р2Д 2, P2l2l2l P2I2121
Z 4 4 4 4
Ц. (Mo Ka, cm-1) 4.68 35.29 64.71 35.53
F(000) 512 584 656 584
Total number of 2473 1324 1346 3320*

intensities measured
Number of systematic 1689 892 925 1274

independent reflections F > 2cr(F) F>3cr(F) F>3a(F) F>3ct(F)
No. of refined variables 204 286 145 147
R 0.031 0.059 0.056 0.073
Rw 0.038 0.061 0.065 0.080
Residual electron density 0.19, -0.19 0.72, -0.53 О ’-J 1 о 2.19, -0.62

(AP)max> (AP)min (e^  3)
к 0.79 1.51 2.30 2.82
s 0.0006 0.001 0.005 0.0065
No. of reflections used 22 22 24 15

for cell parameters and
20 range 12-15 10-14 10-14 6-23

aLiterature value in parentheses; see Ref. [28]; bSee Ref. [29]; 
•Data were collected for one quadrant and averaged

Systematic attempts at obtaining polymorphic forms (e.g. variation of solvent, crystallization 
conditions, etc.) were not successful. However, simply upon standing in absence of solvent, the crystals of 
CLCL developed a fibrous growth which proved by powder diffraction and DSC measurements to be a 
second crystalline form. Crystals of quality suitable for single crystal structure determination have not yet 
obtained.

Absorption corrections were applied to the BRBR data by the Ÿ  scan method; for the remainder, 
no corrections were made. Structure determination and refinement procedures were carried out using 
the programs SHELX86 [9] and SHELX76 [10]. Final R factors and weighting schemes are listed in 
Table I. Final positional parameters are given in Table II. Atomic scattering factors were taken from 
Cromer and Waber [11].
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Table II

Fractional atomic coordinates (x lO 4) and equivalent thermal parameters 
(Â2 X l(fi) for the non-H atoms with their e.s.d. 's in parentheses

X У z U aeq

CLCL
СЦ1) 9609 1025(1) 1280 0570(3)
CL(2) 5524 -  3745(2) -1292 0638(3)
N (l)b 7435(1) 0595(7) 0605(2) 0436(13)
N (l’)b 7532(1) 1943(7) -0389(2) 0420(12)
C(l) 9049(1) 2306(5) 0235(2) 0432(8)
C(2) 9131(1) 3989(5) -0720(2) 0497(9)
C(3) 8683(1) 4955(6) -1546(2) 0512(9)
C(4) 8162(1) 4197(5) -1422(2) 0463(9)
C(5) 8083(1) 2516(5) -0454(1) 0415(8)
C(6) 8534(1) 1564(5) 0387(2) 0424(8)
C(7)b 7543(1) 1276(10) -  0319(3) 0525(18)
C(7’)b 7395(1) 1536(8) 0535(3) 0385(14)
C(8) 6868(1) 0256(5) 0651(2) 0427(7)
C(9) 6704(1) 0989(5) 1659(2) 0488(9)
C(10) 6175(1) 0296(6) 1743(2) 0563(10)
C (ll) 5809(1) -  1145(5) 0840(2) 0524(9)
C(12) 5981(1) -  1921(5) -0147(2) 0437(8)
C(13) 6505(1) -  1256(5) -0255(2) 0427(8)

CLBR
BR(1)C 4770(2) 2805(1) 1486(5) 0632(8)
B R (l’) 0386(3) -  0213(1) -2686(9) 0557(13)
CL(1)C 0271(4) -  0178(1) -2351(10) 0612(16)
CL(l’) 4850(8) 2770(2) 1809(18) 0526(21)
N (l)c 2910(13) 1206(4) 2511(26) 0711(25)
N (l’) 1641(20) 1319(7) 2113(30) 0529(25)
C(l) -  0109(10) 0327(3) -0874(21) 0425(25)
C(2) -  1484(10) 0444(3) -0542(23) 0488(24)
C(3) -  1820(10) 0831(3) 0799(23) 0463(24)
C(4) -  0765(10) 1122(3) 1641(23) 0479(24)
C(5) 0609(10) 0998(3) 1249(22) 0409(24)
C(6) 0936(11) 0608(3) -0058(23) 0512(24)
C(7)c 1698(15) 1314(4) 2128(28) 0519(27)
C(7’) 2911(22) 1245(8) 2511(30) 0436(27)
C(8) 3934(9) 1541(3) 3313(23) 0452(23)
C(9) 5110(9) 1408(3) 5033(22) 0433(23)
C(10) 6169(11) 1693(4) 5700(23) 0503(25)
C(11) 6086(10) 2107(3) 4644(22) 0453(23)
C(12) 4900(10) 2233(3) 3038(20) 0421(24)
C(13) 3821(10) 1951(3) 2317(21) 0420(24)
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Table II (continued)

X У z U a

BRBR
BR(1) 0344(2) -  0198(1) 7571(5) 0576(9)
BR(2) 4775(2) 2798 3494(5) 0526(8)
N (l) 2906(14) 1220(4) 2587(48) 0528(76)
C(l) -  0088(16) 0342(4) 5857(39) 0369(65)
C(2) -  1509(16) 0443(5) 5436(53) 0498(85)
C(3) -  1776(16) 0841(5) 4036(44) 0418(78)
C(4) -  0764(16) 1120(4) 3248(48) 0383(72)
C(5) 0588(17) 1006(4) 3646(40) 0344(64)
C(6) 0948(17) 0624(5) 4971(47) 0465(82)
C(7) 1667(19) 1308(4) 2729(54) 0472(83)
C(8) 3917(16) 1539(4) 1628(40) 0329(66)
C(9) 5130(18) 1401(5) -0160(47) 0499(80)
C(10) 6164(16) 1685(5) -0808(42) 0368(70)
C (ll) 6037(14) 2103(5) 0253(49) 0432(78)
C(12) 4903(15) 2214(4) 1959(43) 0402(64)
C(13) 3785(16) 1948(4) 2719(39) 0367(66)

BRCL
BR(1) 2762(2) 6491(1) 8932(1) 0583(7)
СЦ1) 2761(3) -  1577(2) 11194(2) 0483(12)
N (l) 4155(13) 1918(6) 9953(8) 0512(46)
C(l) 3512(14) 5210(7) 8578(11) 0454(55)
C(2) 4224(15) 5023(7) 7438(9) 0421(50)
C(3) 4703(15) 4071(7) 7186(11) 0495(58)
C(4) 4588(14) 3348(9) 8067(10) 0540(60)
C(5) 3896(12) 3540(7) 9199(8) 0366(45)
C(6) 3366(13) 4497(7) 9442(9) 0388(47)
C(7) 3752(14) 2802(7) 10118(9) 0430(51)
C(8) 4078(11) 1223(6) 10923(9) 0372(46)
C(9) 4613(13) 1482(8) 12088(9) 0471(52)
C(10) 4554(15) 0741(9) 12951(11) 0577(63)
C (ll) 3983(16) -0194(8) 12734(10) 0547(60)
C(12) 3475(13) -0389(7) 11551(10) 0395(48)
C(13) 3525(14) 0299(7) 10667(9) 0416(51)

a(7eq = l/3(trace of the orthogonalized U:] matrix) 
bs.o.f. = 0.5 
cs.o.f. = 0.67

Structure solution and refinement

The solution and refinement of the structures of these compounds were not 
routine in every case. Hence, we review the salient points here.
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CLCL

The structure was solved by direct methods using SHELX86 [9]. The two 
chlorine atoms were found in the E-map, and the remaining heavy atoms appeared in 
the first electron density map. The location of two hydrogen atoms in the bridge area 
indicated a disorder around the C = N bond as presented schematically in Fig. 1.

The site occupancy factors of the atoms in the bridge (N1, Cl, H7, N1’, C7’, 
H7’) refined to a value of 50% while the isotropic temperature factors of these 
atoms were kept fixed at the value of 0.05 Â2. In the first stages of the refinement, 
the bond length of C=N was fixed to a value of 1.24 Â; this constraint was relaxed 
during the final stages.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the disorder found in CLCL; overlayed letters C and N indicate the 
location of C and N in the same position

The parameters of the atoms were refined in three blocks, two of which 
included the atoms of the bridge (N1, C7, H7) and (N1’, C7’, H7’) in separate blocks, 
and a third block containing the atoms of the two rings and the halogen atoms. One 
block was refined in each cycle.

CLBR

The chlorine and bromine atoms were located using direct methods in 
SHELX86 [9]. After an isotropic refinement of these two heavy atoms, the remaining 
atoms of the molecule were found in the difference map. At convergence of routine 
least squares refinement abnormal bond lengths of the carbon -  halogen bonds 
(1.85 Л and 1.81 Â for C -B r and C -C l respectively) suggested positional disorder 
[12] in the bridge as represented in Fig. 2.

Br

Br
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the disorder found in CLBR; overlayed letters C and N indicate the 

location of C and N in the same position
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Positions of the bromine and chlorine atoms (at bond lengths of 1.90 À and 
1.73 Â respectively) were generated at the proper distance along the observed bond 
vector with the aid of the program ORTHO [13]. These bond length values were 
taken from the starting geometry obtained in the BRCL structure vide infra which did 
not exhibit any disorder.

The site occupancy factor was determined at the beginning for the halogen 
atoms only, (the atoms in the bridge were refined with s.o.f. = 1) to a value of 0.67. 
The refinement procedure was, in principle, very similar to the refinement in the 
CLCL structure. The carbon -  halogen bond lengths were fixed at the values noted 
above; at the final stages of convergence this constraint was removed. The hydrogen 
atom in the bridge (of the lower occupancy factor) was not refined. The refinement 
was divided into three blocks as in the CLCL, but in this case the two blocks 
containing the bridge atoms included also the halogen atoms.

BRBR

The similarities of the observed cell constants with those of CLBR, indicated 
an isostructural relationship between the two, and disorder in the bridge was 
expected. Indeed in the early stages of the refinement two peaks were located in the 
bridge area at positions compatible with those expected for hydrogen atoms (see 
Fig. 1). In this structure, in contrast to that of CLCL, there were difficulties in the 
determination of all the atoms of the bridge (C, N and H). The C and N positions 
could not be distinguished; one position was assumed to be that of carbon and the 
second position that of nitrogen.

BRCL

The structure was solved by direct methods using SHELX86 [9]. After location 
of the Br atom in the E-map the remaining heavy atoms appeared during the first 
stage of refinement in the difference map. Refinement was by block-diagonal matrix 
least-squares method; two blocks contained the atoms of the rings and the third, the 
bridge atoms. One block was refined in each cycle.
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Results and discussion

General conformation and disorder

The m -X Y  system is, first of all, more complex than the p -X Y  in the possible 
conformational geometry it can adopt, as noted in the Introduction. Two out of the 
four possible molecular conformations t - t  and c -c  have either a pseudo inversion 
center or a C2 axis, and it was of interest to see whether this property would 
contribute to crystallographic disorder such as in the case of most derivatives in the 
p -X Y  system [5, 6].

The observed molecular conformations of the m -XY  derivatives in the solid- 
state are, c -c  for the CLBR, CLCL, and BRBR, and t - t  for the BRCL compound 
[14]. The BRCL derivative is also distinguished by the fact that it does not exhibit 
disorder, in comparison to the other three. Furthermore there is no short axis of 4 Â 
in the crystal structure, as might be expected from a molecule with halogen- 
substituted aromatic rings [15].

The disorder found in the three compounds that adopt the c - c  conformation is 
different from the modes of disorder that have been reviewed for the p -X Y  system 
[12]. We review briefly the nomenclature adopted there with particular emphasis on 
the cases encountered here. From Figs 1 and 2 one can see that the disorder need 
not be statistical (the term "statistical disorder" indicates that the two conformers are 
distributed uniformly 50%-50%). The molecules are located on general positions in 
all four cases including CLCL, the only one of the four that crystallizes in a 
centrosymmetric space group. The disorder in the p -X Y  system is crystallographic in 
most of the cases of which orientational, substitutional and positional modes of 
disorder are defined [12]: In orientational disorder the non-planar molecule I, which 
lacks any symmetry elements, has crystallographic symmetry which might be either Ï  
or 2, a fact that leads to the two dissimilar atoms in the center of the molecule (e.g. C 
and N, represented as X) occupying the same site (Scheme 4). This disorder must be 
statistical due to symmetry constrains imposed by the crystallographic site symmetry, 
as illustrated in the scheme.

Site symmetry: Inversion center (1) Y = Z C2 axis (2)

Schem e 4
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In positional disorder the locations of the atoms at the extremities are 
essentially fixed, but all other atoms occupy two positions. In the resulting space 
average the ring atoms nearly overlap but the resulting four atoms occupy positions 
which are in principle crystallographically distinguishable (Scheme 5). Pure 
substitutional disorder occurs when the atoms of the parent molecule occupy constant 
positions but the substituents may interchanged owing to their similar steric 
properties and bond length with the parent molecule; such a situation is not found for 
I or II. In the p-X Y system substitutional disorder is always combined with one or 
more additional modes of disorder. Substitutional disorder will be statistical in those 
special cases in which the molecule will have crystallographic site symmetry 1, 2 or m. 
Many of the polyhalogenated benzenes exhibit such a disorder [16].

Molecular geometry

The atomic numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 3; the bond lengths and bond 
angles for the four compounds are given in Tables III and IV.

X,
A -e .

C2 C5— c 7̂  / Ge=C io

C s= C 4 N1—Ce .C11

V,

с /  С, Си=С,2
V e '  N1— Се q ,
/  JXi с9-с10

Fig. 3. Numbering schemes, on the right for the CLCL, CLBR and BRBR structures and 
on the left for the BRCL structure
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Table III

Bond lengths (Â) for the non-H atoms with their e.s.d. ’s in parentheses for compounds Ila-d

CLCL CLBR BRBR BRCL

C (l) — C(2) 1.379(3) 1.38(1) 1.42(2) 1.41(2)
C(2) -  C(3) 1.384(3) 1.36(1) 1.40(2) 1.38(1)
C(3) -  C(4) 1.387(3) 1.40(1) 1.35(2) 1.38(1)
C(4) -  C(5) 1.389(3) 1.39(1) 1.36(2) 1.39(1)
C (5)-C(6) 1.397(4) 1.36(1) 1.36(2) 1.40(1)
C (l) -C (6) 1.382(3) 1.38(1) 1.38(2) 1.37(2)
C (l) -X (l) 1.746(2) 1.73(1) 1.88(1) 1.89(1)
C ( l) -Y ( l’) - 1.90(1) - -
C(5) -  C(7) 1.489(4) 1.48(2) 1.46(2) 1.44(1)
C (5 )-N (l') 1.427(3) 1.45(2) - -
C (7 )-N (l) 1.228(4) 1.22(2) 1.23(2) 1.26(1)
N (l) -C (8) 1.450(3) 1.47(2) 1.45(2) 1.44(1)
C(7’)~C(8) 1.457(4) 1.39(2) - -
C(8) -  C(9) 1.392(3) 1.39(1) 1.44(2) 1.40(1)
C(9) -  C(10) 1.388(3) 1.38(2) 1.37(2) 1.39(2)
C (10 )-C (ll) 1.383(3) 1.37(2) 1.39(2) 1.37(2)
C (ll)-C (12 ) 1.382(3) 1.37(1) 1.34(2) 1.40(2)
C(12)-C(13) 1.381(3) 1.39(1) 1.40(2) 1.36(1)
C(8) -  C(13) 1.393(3) 1.35(1) 1.37(2) 1.36(1)
C (12)-Y (l) 1.744(2) 1.90(1) 1.95(1) 1.76(1)
С (12)-Х (Г) - 1.75(1) - -

CLCL

The distortion of the phenyl rings from 6-fold symmetry is in good agreement 
with that expected one for a benzene ring substituted with chlorine atom [17]. The 
internal angles about C(l) and C(12) are 121.9(2)° and 121.7(2)° respectively. As 
opposed to the /7-disubstituted benzylideneanilines, which might be expected to 
exhibit a symmetric deformation of the phenyl rings, in the m -benzylideneanilines the 
situation is a bit more complex: the influence of the chlorine atom, as an electron 
withdrawing substituent does lead to an increase of the internal angle above the 
normal value of 120°, but the values for other angles are not predictable.

The disorder in the structure leads to some apparent distortion of the 
geometric parameters in the bridge area (see Table IV). The averaged bond length 
of C7 = N1 and C7’ = N1’ fits the observed bond length in the benzylideneaniline 
structure (1.237(3) Â) [18], but the averaged C -N  and C -C  single bonds
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(1.473(6) Â for C -C  and 1.439(6) Â for C -N ) are shorter than in the parent 
compound (1.496(3) Â for C7-C8 and 1.460(3) Â for C5-N1) [18].

Table IV

B o n d  angles (°) fo r  n on -H  a tom s in com pou n ds  Ila-d

CLCL CLBR BRBR BRCL

C (l)-C (2 )-C (3 ) 118.7(2) 120.1(9) 115(1) 117.4(9)
C (2)-C (3)-C (4) 120.6(2) 120.0(9) 123(1) 120.5(11)
C (3)-C (4)-C (5) 120.3(2) 118.7(9) 120(1) 121.7(11)
C (4)-C (5)-C (6) 119.3(2) 120.9(9) 122(1) 117.8(9)
C (5 )-C (6 )-C (l) 119.2(2) 119.7(9) 119(2) 120.2(9)
C (6 )-C (l)-C (2 ) 121.9(2) 120.5(9) 122(1) 122.3(9)
X (l) -C (l) -C (2 ) 119.4(2) 118.6(7) 117(1) 118.7(8)
X ( l) -C ( l) -C (6) 118.7(2) 120.8(8) 121(1) 119.1(8)
Y (l’) -C ( l) -C (2 ) - 120.9(7) - -
Y ( l ') - C ( l ) - C (6) - 118.5(7) - -
C(4) -  C(5) -  C(7) 123.3(2) 117.4(9) 119(1) 122.6(9)
C (6)-C (5)-C (7) 116.9(2) 121.7(10) 120(2) 119.6(8)
C(5) -  C(7) -  N (l) 124.0(3) 121.2(12) 124(1) 123.2(9)
C (5 )-N (l’) -C (7 ’) 122.3(2) 124.5(20) - -
C (7 )-N (l)-C (8 ) 118.1(2) 117.8(11) 121(1) 120.8(9)
N (l’) -C (7 ’)-C (8 ) 124.6(3) 126.5(22) - -
N (l) -  C(8) -  C(9) 119.8(2) 115.9(9) 118(1) 120.8(8)
N (l)-C (8 )-C (13) 119.7(2) 124.2(9) 120(1) 117.9(9)
C(8) -  C(9) -  C(10) 119.7(2) 120.1(9) 119(1) 116.1(10)
C (9 )-C (1 0 )-C (ll) 120.8(2) 120.9(9) 120(2) 124.4(11)
C(10) -  C (ll)  -  C(12) 118.8(2) 117.8(9) 119(1) 115.8(10)
C (ll) -  C(12) -  C(13) 121.7(2) 122.3(9) 126(1) 122.6(9)
C(12) -  C(13) -  C(8) 119.2(2) 119.0(9) 115(1) 119.9(9)
Y (l) -C (1 2 )-C (ll) 119.3(2) 118.6(7) 118(1) 118.5(8)
Y (l)-C (12)-C (13) 119.1(2) 118.9(7) 117(1) 118.9(8)
X (l’) -  C(12) -  C(11) - 115.5(8) - -
X (l’) -  C(12) -  C(13) - 122.1(7) - —

CLBR, BRBR

The two compounds are isostructural, but as noted in the previous section, 
there were difficulties in the determination of the atomic positions in the bridge. We 
will limit the discussion to the CLBR structure with respect to the disorder.

The ring deformation is as expected for phenyl rings substituted with an 
electronegative atoms such as Br and Cl [17], though somewhat larger in the case of
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BRBR. The angles about C(l) and C(12) are 122(1)° and 126(1)° respectively while 
in the CLBR the values are 120.5(9)° and 122.3(9)° respectively.

The bond lengths and bond angles in the bridge area of the CLBR structure 
are shown in Scheme 6 (i and ii). The averaged bond length of the double bond is 
similar to that in the parent compound (1.237(3) Â) [18] but the bond lengths for the 
C -C  single bonds are abnormal, most likely as a result of the disorder in the 
structure.

с,— ^
121° ' ' 'N ,— C„ 

1.47 8

Cs— W **  127°
125° N'C 7'— Ся 

1.39 8

BRCL
Scheme 6

ii

This structure is the only one among the four which does not exhibit disorder. 
The benzene rings exhibit the expected deformation with internal angles at C(l) and 
C(12) of 122.3(9)° and 122.6(9)° respectively. In spite of the apparent lack of disorder 
the two exocyclic single bonds C(5)-C(7) and C (8)-N (l) are essentially identical 
(1.44(1) Â); The nominal values for these are 1.485(13) Â and 1.431(20) Â respec
tively [19], which are in the range of 3a from the experimentally determined values.

Molecular conformation

The molecular conformation of II is defined as follows [20]: The reference 
conformation is c -c , defined by the dihedral angles about the C-phenyl and bi
phenyl exocyclic bonds, ß = 0, a  = 0 (0,0), as shown in Fig. 4a. The dihedral angles are 
defined as in Fig. 4b, and are calculated as the angle between the normal vector of 
the best plane of each ring, respectively, and the normal vector of the four bridge 
atoms.

Fig. 4. (a) The reference conformation c -c .  (b) Schematic representation of II. Points a and b represent 
the view down the C 5-C 7 bond and down the N1 -  C8 bond respectively, a  and ß are the rotation of the 

aniline and benzylidene rings respectively, the positive direction being a clockwise rotation
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From the definition above the remaining three extreme geometries are: t - t  
(180,180); c - t  (0,180); and t - c  (180, 0).

A sampling of calculated and experimental dihedral angles for unsubstituted 
benzylideneaniline is given in Table V.

Table V

Experimental and calculated values o f dihedral (°) angles for benzylideneaniline

Experiment or computation technique ß* a* Ref.

X-ray diffraction -10.3 55.2 [30]
Gas electron diffraction 0.(15) 52.(5) [31]
NDDO 0 60 [32]
ir-electron + n.b. interaction 0 37 [18]
STO-4G 0 45 [24]
AMI 3.7 -30.6 [23]

’As defined in Fig. 4

From these values it can be seen that the preferred conformation for 
benzylideneaniline is: 30 < ct <60 and ß~0. The factors leading to this geometry have 
been discussed thoroughly [5]. The values of a and ß for II are summarized in 
Table VI.

Table VI

Dihedral angles (°) in compounds Ila-d

CLCL CLBR BRBR BRCL

a 31.40 -27.43 35.9 139.6
ß -17.46 17.08 - 10.8 -175.5
a ’a 27.28 15.53 - -
ß’b -21.98 -28.98 - -

aDefined as the dihedral angle about the C 5-N T  bond 
bDefined as the dihedral angle about the C7’ -  C8 bond

In the BRBR (with disorder but without refinement of the bridge atoms) and 
BRCL structures, the conformational behavior is as expected: the benzylidene ring is 
nearly planar with the bridge (-4° -11°) and the aniline ring is rotated from it by 
approximately 40°. BRBR adopts the c -c  conformation, while the BRCL molecular 
conformation is t - t .
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In the disordered structures it is necessary to define two molecular 
conformations. In the CLBR structure there is a major (with the larger site 
occupancy factors) and a minor conformation, while in the CLCL structure the two 
conformations are distributed uniformly due to the statistical disorder. The values of 
the dihedral angles for these structures are very much subject to variations in the 
refinement process, and should be considered in that way. ORTEP [21] drawings 
showing the disorder and the molecular conformations are given in Fig. 5.

CL1

Fig. 5a. ORTEP drawing of the CLCL

BRT

Fig. 5b. ORTEP drawing of the CLBR
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Fig. 5c. ORTHP drawing of the BRBR

CL1

The existence of two molecular conformations in the disordered structures in 
which one of them must have higher molecular energy (due to the factors leading to 
the rotation of the aniline ring, see Table VI), raises the question of how a high 
energy molecular conformation can exist in the crystal. The energy difference 
between the two molecular conformations was estimated to be ca. 1.0 kcal/mol using 
AMI [22, 23]. This result is in accord with ab initio calculations made using STO-4G 
[24]. One possible explanation for the question raised is that crystal forces can 
compensate for the existence of high molecular conformation in the solid state, and 
this will be addressed in a subsequent paper.
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Packing

The packing of the four structures is shown in Fig. 6, indicating the 
halogen -halogen interactions, details of which are given in Table VII.

Fig. 6a. PLUTO stereo drawings showing the halogen - halogen interactions listed in Table VII. 
Cl atoms are shaded, Br unshaded. C ll-C ll interactions in CLCL

Fig. 6b. PLUTO stereo drawings showing the halogen halogen interactions listed in Table VII. 
Cl atoms are shaded, Br unshaded. C11-C12 interaction in CLCL

Fig. 6c. PLUTO stereo drawings showing the halogen halogen interactions listed in Table VII. 
Cl atoms are shaded, Br unshaded. Brl -Cll long interaction (3.92 Â)
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Fig. 6d. PLUTO stereo drawings showing the halogen halogen interactions listed in Table VII. 
Cl atoms are shaded, Br unshaded. Brl-CU short interaction (3.64 Â)

Fig. 6e. PLUTO stereo drawings showing the halogen halogen interactions listed in Table VII. 
Cl atoms are shaded, Br unshaded. CI-CI and Br-Br interactions in CLBR

Table VII

Shortest halogen halogen distances in Ila-d

Compound Atom Atom Distance Symmetry 
(A )

Translation 
a b C

CLCL Cll C12 3.42 IV 0 --1 0
Cll Cll 3.94 I 0 -1 0

Symmetry: I: • W  II: - X , -у , - i  III: 0.5 - X ,  0.5 +y, 0.5 - z  IV: 0.5 +T, 0.5 —y, 0.5 +x

CLBR Cll B rl’ 3.84 I 0 0 - 1
Brl Brl 3.97 I 0 0 - 1

BRBR Brl Brl 4.01 I 0 0 1

BRCL Brl Cll 3.64 I 0 --1 0
Brl Cll 3.92 III 0 0 2

Symmetry: I: т у /  II: 0.5--x ,-y , 0.5+г III: 0.5 +x, 0.5-- y , - z  IV: - X ,  0.5 +y, 0.5 - X
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The packing motifs are represented schematically in Fig. 7.

(a) Stacking motif

BRCL

; screw

CLCL
CLBR //„„ 
BRBR J r

; translation

* in CLCL

(b) Chain motif 
BRCL

"V  x 3.64 Â 

translation

CLCL

,л«"'
„ 3.42 A

'l67~90" " -X ----- < f
n-glide

Fig. 7. Packing motifs in the four derivatives; (a) stacking motif (b) chain motif

In three of the four derivatives there is a short translation axis of -4 Â , while 
in the BRCL derivative the short axis is doubled ( -8 Â )  (Fig. 7a). However, the 
stacking motif is present in the four structures in distances longer than the sums of 
the van der Waals radii of the halogens. In the two isostructural derivatives CLBR 
and BRBR there is only one type of halogen halogen interaction, due to translation 
along the c axis. In CLCL there is a rather short Cl-Cl interaction (3.42 Â) generated 
by a glide plane and a longer one of 3.94 Â resulting from the b axis translation. The 
BRCL packing presents two kinds of Br-Cl interactions: in the absence of a short 
axis the translational interaction is replaced by a screw related one along the a axis, 
and the short range interaction is due to a translation along the b axis which leads to 
a contact of 3.64 Â. The short distances are present in the chain motif as a sideways- 
on [25] like interaction in the CLCL and BRCL structures only (Fig. 7b); the 
C -B r Cl and C -C l Cl angles are approximately linear (measured, 144.6° and 
167.9° respectively). This nearly linear C -h a l-h a l-C  interaction is present, for 
instance also in 2,5-dichloroaniline and pentachlorophenol [26].

The apparent persistence of two types of interactions appearing as a short 
distance, sideways-on interaction, and a longer, head-on interaction, supports the 
increasing evidence for anisotropicity of the halogen - halogen interactions [25, 26].
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Clearly our point of view in this analysis parallels to a certain extent that of 
Kitaigorodsky:

"The mutual orientation of molecules in a crystal is conditioned by the shortest 
distance between the atoms of adjacent molecules. In most instances the packing of 
molecules is determined by the interactions between H atoms, or the interactions of H  
atoms with atoms o f other elements." (MCM p. 2)
Although we tend to agree with this general statement we have found that the 
interactions involving H atoms are small for the most part, and we believe that in 
these systems the largest single contribution to the lattice energy is due to 
halogen - halogen interactions [27]. There are some significant differences between 
the structural systematics observed here and these found for compounds I; in that 
case the isostructural relationship for compounds I (X = Y = C1) = I (X = C1, Y = Br) 
and I (X = Y = Br) = I (X = Br, Y = C1) is reversed for two of the compounds, i.e. II 
(X = Y=Br) = II (X = C1, Y = Br). While the companion absolute isostructural 
relationship between CLCL and BRBR does not exist (at least to the extent that we 
have not found or determined the crystal structure of any polymorphic forms), there 
is an approximate relationship between their cell constants which warrants closer 
inspection of crystal structures:

322 ZAMIR, BERNSTEIN: CONFORMATION OF THE m-DIIIALOSUBSTITUTED BENZYLIDENEANILINE

CLCL BRCL

а 2b
2b « а
c c

A qualitative examination of this possible isostructural relationship is given in Fig. 8 
with the views along the short axis (b for CLCL; a for BRCL) and the ca. 12 A axis (c 
in both cases) vertical. It is clear that these two structures differ significantly. CLCL 
may be characterized by alternating regions of halogens and hydrocarbon 
reminiscent of those in both I (X = Y = C1, Fig. 8c, d), while in BRCL such a 
discrimination of interactions does not exist. Its structure is characterized by chains 
of stacks, with Br Cl interactions within the stacks and between the stacks, but the 
interchain regions lack halogen halogen interactions (Fig. 8b). Not only do their 
crystal structures of CLCL and BRCL differ, but the molecular conformations are 
entirely different.
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Fig. 8a. PLUTO stereo drawing of the packing diagram of CLCL, view down 6-axis

A

Fig. 8b. PLUTO stereo drawing of the packing diagram of BRCL, view down (2 -axis

Fig. 8c. PLUTO stereo drawing of the packing diagram of I(X = Y = Cl) triclinic, view down 6-axis

CL1C

Fig. 8d. PLUTO stereo drawing of the packing diagram of I(X = Y = Cl) orthorhombic, view down 6-axis
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In the four compounds studied here we have thus observed both commonality 
and diversity in molecular conformation and crystal structure. Professor 
Kitaigorodsky would no doubt challenge us to seek the energetic rationale for such 
similarities and differences. These studies are currently under way, and the results of 
studies on the molecular and crystal energetics will be reported in subsequent 
publications.
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DIFFUSE SCATTERING IN/j-CHLORO-N- 
(p-METHYLBENZYLIDENE) ANILINE, C14H12C1N +

T. R. W e l b e r r y , B. D. B u t l e r  and A. P. H e e r d e g e n

Research School o f Chemistry, Australian National University, GPO Box 4, Canberra City,
AC T 0200, Australia

Detailed diffuse X-ray scattering measurements have been recorded from a sample of 
p-chloro-N-(p-methylbcnzylidene) aniline, C14H12C1N (MeCl). The observed scattering has 
been interpreted by comparison with diffraction patterns of a model system obtained using 
Monte Carlo computer simulation. Strong diffuse scattering peaks originate from a type of 
disorder in which the molecule is flipped end-to-end, and indicate a tendency for the structure 
to form a super-lattice with local symmetry P2Jn  compared to the P l^/a  symmetry of the 
reported average structure [16]. A second type of disorder involving side-to-side flipping of the 
molecules appears to occur randomly through the structure with no evidence for short-range 
ordering. Accompanying these two effects there is strong diffuse scattering which can be 
satisfactorily modelled assuming rigid-body molecular displacements. This scattering is largely 
temperature independent and must arise because local relaxational displacements accompany 
the main disorder.

Introduction

For molecular crystals in which disorder arises because the molecule is able to 
take up one or other of two different orientations in a given molecular site, it has 
been found possible to use knowledge of the atomic positions derived from the 
average structure determination to fit a model to the observed disorder diffuse X-ray 
scattering (DDS) via least-squares. In this method it is assumed that the diffuse 
X-ray intensity distribution is given in terms of a set of correlation coefficients or 
short-range-order parameters, Cnm. Values are determined for these correlation 
coefficients for all intermolecular vectors within a given neighbourhood of a 
particular molecule. Here Cn m = (PAA-m A2)/m AmB, where Рдд is the joint 
probability that both sites n and m are occupied by molecules of the same type 
(orientation) labelled A, and mA and mB are site occupancies. The analysis uses so- 
called random and correlation-distribution functions (which can be calculated from

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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the atomic coordinates derived from the average structure determination) as basis 
functions for the least-squares procedure which establishes the values of the Cnm 
giving the best fit to the observed data. For further details of the procedure we refer 
the reader to Epstein & Welberry [1] and Welberry & Siripitayananon [2, 3].

There are several problems associated with this method. First, it relies entirely 
on the atomic positions of the two different orientations of the molecule being 
determined from the average structure determination. This can never be achieved 
completely satisfactorily, particularly where there is much over-lapping of atomic 
sites. Secondly, if more than two possible orientations are present or, worse still, a 
distribution of orientations, the method becomes quite unworkable. Thirdly, the 
method is only able to take account of pure disorder-diffuse scattering (DDS) and 
regions of thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) must be distinguished and avoided. 
Finally, it takes no account of local relaxations which essentially couple displacements 
of atoms and molecules with the different basic molecular orientations. Given these 
problems it is not surprising that the levels of agreement between observed and 
calculated intensities in such studies have been no better than -20  -  30%.

As an alternative to this method of study and in an attempt to include the 
effects of thermal motion and static displacements involved in local relaxation, we 
can use computer simulation of a model system to make comparisons with observed 
data. We have previously used Monte Carlo and other computer simulation 
techniques together with optical transform methods to investigate the disorder in a 
variety of different systems, albeit so far largely qualitatively [4-9]. The basic aim in 
these studies is to set up a model of the structure in terms of a local energy of 
interaction and then use Monte Carlo simulation to arrive at a realisation of the 
model. From the atomic coordinates of this realisation a diffraction pattern is 
obtained for comparison to the observed X-ray pattern. The model is thus 
progressively adjusted until a match between observed and simulated patterns is 
obtained. In the past, optical transform methods [10, 11] have been used to obtain 
diffraction patterns for such model systems but recently we have begun to replace 
this optical method by direct computation [12].

Such simulation/comparison iterations represent a formidable computational 
task if realistic intermolecular potentials are used, if systems are sufficiently large to 
give a good representation of spatial correlations, and if quantitative matching of 
observed and simulated diffraction patterns is required. The present study represents 
part of an ambitious long-term program aimed at developing such methods for the 
analysis of diffuse scattering in molecular crystals and other systems. For the moment
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we do not attempt to utilise realistic intermolecular potentials but rather assume that 
they exist and that they give rise to correlations between various parameters 
specifying the orientations and positions of neighbouring molecules. We aim to 
specify the positions, and orientations of molecules by a relatively small number of 
parameters, introduce correlations between these variables by rather simple 
computational techniques, and investigate the effect of varying these parameters on 
the diffraction pattern. In this way we hope to establish the key variables that are 
needed to give a satisfactory qualitative fit to the observed data so that subsequent 
more quantitative procedures can be attempted.

а

Variables X = -1
Y = -1

P

+1
+1

S

Fig. 1. The four different basic molecular orientations of MeCl found in a given molecular site (schematic 
only). X and Y are random variables used to represent these orientations in computer simulations

The compound chosen for the present study is /?-chloro-N-(p-methyl- 
benzylidene) aniline, C14H 12C1N (MeCl). This is one of a number of para 
disubstituted benzylideneanilines (BA’s) that have been of interest to theoretical 
chemists studying the way in which molecular shape and conformation influences the 
crystal structure of a compound, (see e.g. [13-16]). The average molecular site in this 
compound contains four basically different molecular orientations resulting from 
end-to-end disorder and side-to-side disorder (see Fig. 1). We can conveniently 
specify which of these four possible orientations is contained in a given molecular site 
by using a pair of binary (-1 ,+  1) random variables X and Y defined in Fig. 1; 
X specifies the end-to-end disorder, while Y specifies the side-to side disorder. In 
addition to the binary variables X and Y, we use additional (continuous) random
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variables U, V to represent local displacements of molecules away from their mean 
positions. These may in principle include pure rigid-body translations and librations 
but (a possibility for MeCl) also intramolecular conformational variations.

Experimental

Crystals of MeCl were prepared by condensation of p-tolualdehyde and 
p-chloroaniline and crystallized from 1-propanol solution. Preliminary investigation 
using photographic techniques confirmed the cell data given by Bar & Bernstein [15], 
and given here in Table I, to be essentially correct. However, a number of additional 
diffraction peaks not conforming to these cell data were evident. These could be 
indexed on a cell in which the c cell dimension was doubled and the space group was 
P2i/n. Subsequent measurements on the PSD system (see below) revealed that these 
extra peaks were in fact the centres of strong diffuse peaks indicating a tendency of 
the average parent structure to form a super-structure. These PSD measurements, 
because of their very high sensitivity, also revealed weaker sharp diffraction peaks at 
positions (hOl), h+l=2n+ l for the new cell, indicating that the «-glide condition was 
also not truly satisfied. I.e. the true spacegroup is really PI or PÏ However, for the 
purposes of investigation of the diffuse scattering, the cell given by Bar & Bernstein
[16] was used, and observed differences were considered as perturbations from this 
average parent structure. From this point on, all indexing given refers to the Bar & 
Bernstein (hereafter referred to as B&B) cell.

WELBERRY et al.: DIFFUSE SCATTERING IN C14H12C1N

Table I

Cell data for MeCl

Bar & Bernstein, (1983) Present

Space group P2Ja PI or PI
а 5.960 Â 5.960 Â
b 7.410 Â 7.410 Â
C 13.693 Â 27.386 Â
ß 99.2° 99.2°

Crystals were generally found to have {001} faces most prominent with other 
forms present being {110} and {010}. The crystal selected to record the data in 
sections normal to ft measured approximately 0.6 x 0.6 mm in the aft-plane with a 
thickness normal to c of -0.3 mm.
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X-ray data

To make measurements of the diffuse scattering in MeCl we made use of the 
position-sensitive detector system (PSD) recently developed specifically for recording 
diffuse X-ray scattering intensities [17]. This gives an enhancement factor (in terms 
of data collection times) of -100 over conventional single counter systems. The 
system, which utilizes CuXa radiation and flat-cone Weissenberg geometry, allows 
the collection of diffuse scattering data from a whole reciprocal layer normal to the 
crystal rotation axis with a single setting of the detector. The useful range of 
diffraction angle covered by the curved detector for a single setting is -50° of 20. A 
larger range may be obtained by combining two sets of data.

Although the data obtained from the PSD system is in digital form the 
resolution in the reciprocal layer is such that we find it useful for interpretive 
purposes to display the whole layer in the form of a grey-scale image, first on a 
computer screen and then subsequently in hard copy form. In this way, features are 
readily seen which may go unnoticed in, for example, a contour plot of more coarsely 
sampled data. In Fig. 2 we show such a grey-scale image for the zero-level section 
normal to b* of MeCl.

This diffuse scattering data was collected by making measurements of the 
X-ray counts at positions along the PSD, for each of 450 settings at 0.4° intervals in 
the crystal rotation angle, w. Each stationary count yields measurements in 512 
individual channels along the PSD, each corresponding to about 0.1° in 20. From this 
set of raw data, which has the appearance of a Weissenberg photograph when 
displayed as channel number versus м, an undistorted section of the reciprocal lattice 
(see Fig. 2) is obtained by removing the Weissenberg distortion. A full (360°) section 
was obtained by applying 2-fold symmetry to the recorded data. No other corrections 
were applied.

It should be noted that the data collection system is configured to automatically 
avoid Bragg peaks since such a peak incident on any part of the wire detector tends 
to swamp the low-level diffuse scattering signal. If, on a preliminary short count, a 
Bragg peak is detected, the orientation, oi, of the crystal is stepped back a small 
amount until the peak count is satisfactorily small. This, together with the fact that 
some Bragg peaks will be completely missed by the normal 0.4° tu step, means that in 
the diffuse scattering pictures shown in Fig. 2 only some very weak Bragg peaks are 
actually recorded directly and most are visible simply because of the presence of the 
surrounding diffuse scattering.
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Fig. 2. Diffuse X-ray scattering pattern in the (Л0/) section of MeCl. The outer limit of the figure 
corresponds to a scattering angle of 20 = -54° for Cu Ka radiation. The features labelled A to G are

referred to in the text

It is clear from Fig. 2 that the (Ш ) section of MeCl contains diffuse scattering 
which is rich in detail and in this paper we concentrate on this section to try to 
understand the origins of the various features that are visible. We list these here for 
convenience.

1) There are closely spaced diffuse fringes running across the figure. These 
fringes run approximately parallel to the (201)* reciprocal direction. It is clear that in 
some regions the fringes have good visibility (mark A) while in others (such as B) the 
visibility is poor.

2) There are strong diffuse peaks (C) at positions (Л0/ + 0.5), where h = odd 
only. These are somewhat elliptical in shape with the long axis of the ellipse 
approximately parallel to the (201)* reciprocal direction.
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3) There is diffuse scattering around Bragg peaks of the parent structure. 
These appear to be generally of an intensity proportional to the Bragg peak intensity 
so that a few appear very prominent. Some of these (D) have a fairly rounded shape, 
while others (E) are elongated, again in the (201)* direction. These peaks have all of 
the characteristics of thermal diffuse scattering but comparing data recorded at 
120 К with corresponding room temperature data revealed very little change in the 
pattern, so that we can suppose that they are largely not of thermal origin.

4) There is a diffuse streak (F) to be seen near the reciprocal point (-106) 
which again is extended approximately in the (201)* reciprocal direction. In the range 
of scattering angle covered by this experiment this is the only such peak not 
associated with a strong Bragg peak.

5) There are a number of other fairly localised diffuse peaks (G) which do not 
seem to be associated with either the strong diffuse peaks (2 above) or the thermal 
like diffuse peaks (3 above), occurring as they do at quite general reciprocal 
positions.

The average structure

As described earlier, the determination of the average structure of MeCl 
reported by Bar & Bernstein [16] revealed each molecular site to contain molecules 
in one of four basically different orientations. The methyl and chlorine sites at the 
extremities of the molecule were each partially occupied by Cl and Me, implying an 
end-to-end type of disorder. Assumption of the space-group P2x/a  implies the 
average molecule has a centre of symmetry and hence each of these atomic sites has 
an occupancy, mA = 0.5. Using the variable X to represent the two orientations, 
occupancies mA = 0.5, mB = 0.5 corresponds to P(X= +1) = 0.5; P(X= -1 ) = 0.5. Here 
P(X= +1) means the probability that X= +1.

The second type of disorder was also detected in which the central -  CH = N -  
bridge is flipped by rotating the molecule 180° about an axis approximately passing 
through the Cl and Me extremities of the molecule. Using the variable Y to represent 
this side-to-side type of disorder Bar & Bernstein reported site-occupancies 
corresponding to the probability that P(Y = +1) = 0.7; P(Y = -1 ) = 0.3.

The structure refinement, which did not use constrained refinement techniques 
to preserve realistic molecular geometry, yielded atomic coordinates that were quite 
distorted from an ideal geometry, particularly in the region of the bridging atoms. In 
such a case, it is clear that while the basic results of the average structure solution
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may be correct, including the -50%  occupancy for the end-to-end disorder, details 
such as the individual coordinates of the different components and even the side-to- 
side site occupancy must be considered only an approximation. For the purposes of 
the present work, therefore, we have used idealised coordinates for the different 
components shown in Fig. 1 by "squaring-up" the experimental geometry given Bar & 
Bernstein [15]. This "squaring-up" consisted mainly of ensuring that the two halves of 
each molecule were planar, with the CH-C(ring) or N-C(ring) bonds coincident 
with the central axis of the corresponding phenyl groups.

We show in Fig. 3 a stereo view of the structure seen approximately down b 
using these squared-up coordinates. Two B&B unit cells are shown making up a 
single unit of the true cell. In this figure both orientations of the side-to-side disorder 
are included and the end-to-end disorder is shown by the fact that the phenyl 
substituent sites are shaded black to represent a composite Cl/Me site. Flydrogen 
atoms are omitted and for simplicity no distinction is made between C and N atoms.

Fig. 3. Stereo plot of the average structure of MeCl viewed approximately down the crystallographic 
ft-axis. The unit cell depicted is the superlattice cell which is comprised of two B&B cells (see Table I)

The structure is seen to consist of layers of molecules stacked along c. The 
layers when viewed down [ -102], from which direction the molecules are seen end-
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on, consist of the usual herring-bone type of close-packing. Contact distances of less 
than 4.5 Â between the Cl/Me sites of neighbouring molecules are indicated by 
dashed lines and these are seen to occur at the interface between the layers stacked 
along c. In previous studies we have generally found that short-range order occurs 
between neighbouring molecules when there is direct contact between the disordered 
sites containing methyl and halogen.

To model the diffuse scattering to be found in the (hOl) section we can consider 
the structure in projection only, and in Fig. 4a we show a plot of this projection with 
the molecules labelled (A, B,.. etc) for future reference.

Monte Carlo simulation

Our aim in performing Monte Carlo simulations is to arrive at distributions of 
random variables to represent the various disordered features of the structure. Let us 
consider the random variable X used to define the end-to-end disorder in MeCl. We 
can suppose that we have a set of interacting random variables, X; j, on a 2D lattice 
(see Fig. 4b) where each point on the square lattice is associated with a molecular 
site in the projection of the MeCl structure of Fig. 4a. We then specify an interaction 
energy which depends on pair interactions only. E.g.

E  = X i,j [k l ( X i - l , j  + X i + i,j) + k 2(X i - 2,j + l + X i + 2, j - l )  +

+ k3(x i -  l,j + 1 + x i + l,j - 1) + k4(x i,j +1 + x ij -  i )] ( ! )

In Fig. 4b the solid lines indicate with which neighbours the variable Xjj 
interacts. Reference to the stereo plot of Fig. 3 indicates that the constants k2, k4 
refer to interactions between molecules in the ac plane which have direct Cl/Me 
contacts, kj and k3 refer to interactions between molecules in one plane with ones in 
the plane below.

Given the energy of interaction, E, the Monte Carlo procedure used to obtain 
lattice realisations is as follows. A site (i, j) on the lattice is chosen at random and the 
contribution to the total lattice energy of all interactions involving the variable X; j is 
computed. The value of X;j is then changed (e.g. 1 to -1  or vice versa) and the 
energy computed again. The new value is accepted if the difference in energy, 
ДE = £ new- £ 0|d < 0. If AE > 0 the new value is accepted with probability,

P = exp (-A E /kT)/ [ 1  + ехр(-ДE/kT)\ (2)

WELBERRY et al.: DIFFUSE SCATTERING IN C14H12CIN
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(a)

Fig. 4. (a) Projection down b of the average structure of MeCl showing the molecular labelling used in 
the text, (b) The relationship between the random variables X,j and the interaction parameters kj, 

k2 etc. used in the Monte Carlo simulations. The labelling of the sites in this figure corresponds 
to the labelling of the molecules in (a)
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The process is repeated for many Monte Carlo cycles, where a cycle is defined 
as the number of steps required to visit all sites once on average. For the present 
purposes a lattice of 256 x 256 sites was used and -100 cycles was usually found 
sufficient to attain a reasonable steady-state.

The above procedure is appropriate for producing a lattice realisation 
corresponding to a given choice of k1; k2, k3, k4. Instead we wish to produce 
realisations in which correlation values between neighbours in given directions are 
defined a priori. To do this we use an iterative procedure in which the values of k4, 
k2, k3, k4 are continually adjusted during the Monte Carlo process so that the desired 
correlation structure is achieved. After each cycle of iteration, the lattice averages

< X i,j X i - l , j > > X i,j ^ - 2j  +1 > » < X i j X i - l j  + l > > < X i j X ij + l >  (3)

are computed and according to whether these are greater or less than the desired 
correlation values k4, k2, k3, k4 can be adjusted to compensate for the discrepancies. 
Eventually, provided the system is not in a multi-phase region, the values of k4, k2, 
k3, k4 settle down to constant values and the Monte Carlo process can proceed 
normally. A similar feed-back process has been used previously in a study of micro
emulsions [6].

This same basic method has been used not only for the binary variables X and 
Y representing the molecular orientations of MeCl, but also for the continuous 
variables U, V etc. The only difference when dealing with continuous variables is that 
at each Monte Carlo step the Uy variable is given a small random shift (+ve or -ve) 
instead of the - 1 /  + 1 flip. In addition, to maintain the mean and variance of the 
variables (it is convenient to use zero mean and unit variance) the Uy are 
renormalised after each Monte Carlo cycle.

The particular choice of interactions given by Eq. (1) and depicted in Fig. 4b 
was used to generate suitable distributions for the X variables. For other variables, 
different choices of neighbour may be important. For example, the interactions 
influencing molecular displacements may not be the same as those influencing the 
end-to-end disorder. Going further than this, it may also be appropriate to have a 
Monte Carlo energy in which there are cross-terms linking different kinds of 
variables, e.g. k4XyUy, k5Xi jUi_1j, etc., since displacements of a molecule may be 
strongly coupled to its orientation or that of its neighbours. To arrive at a suitable 
distribution in this case, simultaneous iteration on the different types of variable 
would be necessary.
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In the present case, however, only four independent sets of random variables 
were used. These were:

1) Xj j binary variables used to define the end-to-end disorder. The interactions 
used in the Monte Carlo simulation were the four terms kj, k2, k3, k4 shown in 
Fig. 4b and defined in Eq. (1).

2) Yjj binary variables used to define the side-to-side disorder. Initially kj and 
k3 were used to generate realisations of these variables, but no evidence for the 
existence of short-range order amongst these variables could be detected in the X-ray 
pattern and we subsequently assumed Y; j to be completely random.

3) Ujj Gaussian variables were used to define rigid-body molecular
displacements in a direction perpendicular to the length of the molecule.

4) Vjj Gaussian variables were used to define rigid-body molecular
displacements in a direction parallel to the length of the molecule.

Results

We show in Fig. 5 a diffraction pattern calculated from a lattice realisation 
obtained in the manner described in the last section. It is seen that most of the 
features of the experimental pattern shown in Fig. 2 have been reproduced, at least 
qualitatively.

It should be noted that this calculated pattern is of the diffuse part of the 
intensity only. Scattering due to the average unit cell (which gives rise to Bragg peaks) 
has been subtracted. The positions of the Bragg peaks have been marked artificially 
by inserting small white dots. This pattern was arrived at after numerous trial runs in 
which different choices were made both of the particular interactions that were to be 
employed in generating the random variables X, Y, U and V, and of the correlation 
values themselves. It is not our intention at the present time to claim that the values 
used to obtain this pattern are the "best-fit" to the experiment but rather that they 
represent sets of parameter values defining a simple model that evidently reproduces 
moderately well the main features of the observed pattern. In this section we describe 
how each of the features that is observed originates and discuss the effect of changing 
the various parameters that were used.
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Fig. 5. The diffraction pattern computed from the Monte Carlo simulation described in the text, 
the correlation details of which are given in Table II

Table II

Correlations between the molecule C in Fig. 4 and the neighbouring molecules А, Д  F, G, H, I, & J  
which are present in the example simulation, the diffraction pattern o f which is shown in Fig. 5

A В F G H I J

a) 0.39 -0.60 -0.29 0.31 -0.30 0.25 - 0.20
b) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
c) 0.47 0.58 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.17
d) 0.28 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.16 0.19

a) For the binary variables Xy defining the end-to-end disorder
b) For the binary variables Yy defining the side-to-side disorder
c) For the variables Uy defining displacements in a direction 

parallel to the length of the molecule
d) For the variables Vy defining displacements in a direction 

normal to the length of the molecule
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In Table II we list values of the correlation coefficients that exist between the 
four types of random variables X^, Y -, Uj j, Vy defined above. At this stage we have 
not attempted to introduce cross-correlation between any of these variables; i.e. the 
different processes are considered to be independent. We describe below the main 
features of these correlations values and their effect on the diffraction pattern:

1) The Xjj variables have a strong negative correlation (-0.6) corresponding to 
molecular pairs such as CB in Fig. 4. In addition there is a (weaker) negative 
correlation (-0.3) between both types of pair such as CF and CH, with a 
corresponding positive correlation ( + 0.3) between pairs such as CG. These together 
give the strong diffuse spots that occur at the points (ЛД/ + 0.5) where h = odd only 
and which correspond to the peaks labelled C in Fig. 2. These correlations reflect the 
tendency of the structure to form a superlattice in which locally the structure is as 
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Projection down b of the super-lattice structure of MeCl. Black circles represent Cl and open 
circles C. The actual structure contains short-range ordered domains of this type. Compare this figure

with Figs 3 and 4a

\ •
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Fig. 7. Diffraction patterns calculated from various Monte Carlo simulations performed to illustrate 
the different diffraction features found in Fig. 2. See text for details
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2) We show in Figs 7d and 7e the effect of changing the values for these 
correlations. In Fig. 7d we replace the negative values for the CF and CH 
correlations with corresponding positive ones (i.e. +0.3). Comparison with Fig. 5 
shows that this has a two-fold effect: while the diffuse peaks are similar in shape they 
now occur at (/i,0,/ + 0.0), h = odd only, but in addition the distribution of strong and 
weak peaks has also changed. In Fig. 7e we show the effect of reducing the value of 
the CH correlation (now -0.1) relative to the CF correlation (still -0.3). The diffuse 
peak is now seen to have a different shape, with its longer axis oriented more towards 
the normal of the CF vector.

3) The fact that the Y; j correlations are all zero implies that the side-to-side 
disorder is random. In order to see the effect of this disorder in the total pattern we 
show in Fig. 7a a pattern calculated from a simulation in which all the Xj ■ were set to 
+1 and U: : and V; ; set to zero, so that the end-to-end disorder scattering and that

*»J *)J
due to molecular displacements have been removed. Figure 7a therefore represents 
the scattering from a random mixture of the two orientations R and S in Fig. 1. It is 
clear that this scattering contributes to the loss of visibility in the basic fringing 
pattern in Figs 7d and 7e and the similar loss of visibility in the experimental pattern 
can be attributed to this effect.

4) The effect on the diffraction pattern of the molecular displacements 
described by the Ujj and Vy variables is illustrated in Figs 7b and 7c. For both of 
these figures the effects of the end-to-end and side-to-side disorder have been 
removed by setting all X - and Yy to +1 so that the scattering seen is purely 
displacive in origin. In Fig. 7b both the X and Y displacements are completely 
uncorrelated and this figure corresponds to the well known DFT (difference Fourier 
transform -  see e.g. Amoros & Amoros [18]). Introduction of correlations between 
the displacements results in a bunching-up of the intensity around Bragg-peak 
positions as shown in Fig. 7c. Note how the strong peaks arise in the strongest 
regions of the DFT.

5) The Uy variables which describe rigid-body displacements parallel to the 
long axis of the molecules are seen to be strongly correlated from molecule to 
molecule within an ab layer (CA and CB pairs; 0.47 and 0.58 respectively) but less 
correlated between layers (CF, CG, CH pairs; all 0.2). However, since the inter- 
molecular distances involved are much greater between layers than within layers such 
correlation values correspond to a fairly isotropic falling-off of correlation with 
distance. The Uy displacements give rise to the TDS-likc peaks around the strong 
Bragg peaks labelled D in Fig. 2a. The scattering due to this type of displacement is
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strongest in directions normal to the displacements, i.e. normal to the long axis of the 
molecule.

6) The Vjj variables which describe rigid-body displacements perpendicular to 
the long axis of the molecules are seen to be correlated quite differently. The dis
placements within each layer are much more weakly correlated than for the dis
placements and this results in the much more elongated diffuse spots such as E in 
Fig. 2. The scattering due to this type of displacement is again strongest in directions 
normal to the displacements, i.e. parallel to the long axis of the molecule. The corre
lation of the Vj j displacements between ab layers (i.e. CF, and CH; 0.4) is stronger 
than for the Ujj displacements. In particular it is necessary that CF and CH are 
stronger than CG in order to produce the elongated diffuse peak F visible in Fig. 2.

7) It is the displacement correlations U;j and Vjj that give rise to the shape of 
the diffuse TDS-like peaks described above. To a first approximation the magnitude 
of these displacements does not affect the shape but only the intensity of these peaks. 
In the simulation corresponding to Fig. 5 the magnitude of the displacements was 
chosen to have an r.m.s value of -0.18 Â. The intensity of the peaks D and E (see 
Fig. 2) relative to the peaks C can be increased by increasing this value.

8) Figures 7 d - f  all contain the same molecular displacements that are present 
in the example of Fig. 7c which contained neither side-to-side nor end-to-end disor
der. All three examples contain end-to-end disorder but while 7d and 7e contain side- 
to-side disorder 7f does not. In addition to affecting the visibility of the fringing 
pattern mentioned above, inclusion of side-to-side disorder significantly changes the 
relative intensity of the diffuse peaks around the two Bragg peak positions (204) 
and (205) at the top right of the figures. In 7d and 7e the (204) peak is much 
stronger than the (205) peak, whereas in 7f the two are of much the same intensity 
(as in 7c also).

Conclusions

Using Monte Carlo simulation of a simple model involving interactions 
between variables representing end-to-end, side-to-side disorder and rigid-body 
molecular displacements we have been able to reproduce most of the features 
observed in the X-ray diffraction of Fig. 2. As a result of this study we can draw the 
following conclusions concerning the disorder in MeCl:

1) The end-to-end disorder in MeCl is strongly correlated so that the structure 
tends to form a super-lattice as depicted in Fig. 6. Within an ab-layer it is seen
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(Fig. 6) that neighbouring molecules along the а-direction tend to alternate with the 
molecular dipoles head-to-tail. This is consistent with our previous observations of 
short-range order in such compounds. The observed correlations between such ab- 
layers is more difficult to understand since the interface involves three different 
short-range contacts between the disordered Me/Cl atomic sites (see Fig. 3).

2) There is no evidence that the side-to-side disorder is correlated and we 
therefore assumed that each molecular site is occupied randomly by the different ori
entations given by the variable Yjj (see Fig. 1). However the scattering effects of this 
type of disorder are not very strong in the low-angle range studied, and it is possible 
that more definite evidence could be obtained from higher angle diffraction data.

3) Substantial amounts of diffuse scattering attributable to rigid-body 
displacements of the molecules are observed. This scattering appears not to diminish 
significantly in going from room temperature down to 120 К so that we conclude that 
these displacements are mainly static resulting from local relaxations in different 
disordered environments. The most noticeable feature of this scattering is that 
displacements in a direction normal to the length of the molecule are only slightly 
correlated with the corresponding displacements in neighbouring molecules in the a- 
direction.

The only feature of the X-ray pattern that the present model is unable to 
account for are the features marked G in Fig. 2. These appear at quite general 
positions in reciprocal space, indicative of the fact that they do not originate directly 
from an interaction between molecules separated by whole numbers of lattice 
vectors. On the other hand they appear to be too localised to originate from random 
displacements or orientations of individual molecules. Our present guess is that they 
originate from a coupling between the highly correlated X;j variables and the 
molecular displacements. Further work in which we try to include such couplings is 
contemplated.
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A. I. Kitaigorodskii recognized early the importance of the comparison of molecular 
structures in the gaseous and solid states. His original views have evolved with time, 
concerning the possible extent of structural changes. The application of state-of-the-art 
experimental and computational techniques and an intimate understanding of the physical 
meaning of the structural information originating from different sources allow us to make 
reliable conclusions about such changes. Once the various data are brought to a common basis 
and the differences between the gaseous and crystalline structures are established, they are a 
unique source of information on the interactions between molecules in the crystal. 
Illustrations are provided by examples of recently studied aromatic systems.

Introduction

When a molecule becomes part of a crystal the interactions with adjacent 
molecules give rise to changes in its geometry. These changes cover a rather wide 
range of energies. Conformational changes are energetically less demanding and 
occur more easily than changes in bond lengths; changes in bond angles are 
intermediate. During the last two decades the improvements in the techniques of 
structure determination, both experimental and computational, have made it possible 
to determine the smaller changes in the bond lengths and angles -  in addition to the 
more pronounced conformational changes.

In 1970, A. I. Kitaigorodskii suggested four strategies to investigate the 
influence of crystal environment on molecular structure [1]:

1) Comparison of molecular structures in the gaseous and solid states;

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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2) Comparison of crystallographically independent molecules in the same 
crystal;

3) Analysis of the structure of molecules whose symmetry in the crystal is lower 
than that of the free molecule;

4) Comparison of molecular structures in different polymorphic modifications.

Although the second and especially the fourth strategy have been applied 
extensively (see [2] and [3] for recent reviews), the first strategy has undoubtedly the 
advantage of being the most direct approach to the problem.

However, comparing the geometry of the free molecule with that of the crystal 
molecule is not straightforward. The experimental geometries, originating from 
different techniques, suffer from various systematic effects and have different 
physical meaning. For example, gas-phase electron diffraction provides average 
internuclear distances corresponding to thermal equilibrium (rg), while neutron 
crystallography yields distances between average nuclear positions (ra). Moreover, 
while in electron diffraction the averaging process is over the intramolecular motions, 
in neutron crystallography it is over the internal and lattice motions. Librational 
rigid-body motions in the crystal have rather low frequencies, and their amplitudes 
may remain relatively large even at low temperatures. Geometries obtained in the 
solid state should, of course, be corrected for libration prior to comparison with gas- 
phase geometries.

Differences between geometric parameters determined by various techniques 
may also appear because of the different nature of the radiation-matter interaction. 
While neutron crystallography, electron diffraction, and microwave spectroscopy all 
yield internuclear distances, X-ray crystallography yields distances between centroids 
of electron density distribution. A systematic pairwise comparison of bond lengths 
from X-ray and neutron diffraction studies of the same compound [4] indicates that 
the differences may exceed 0.1 Â for bonds involving H atoms. With C -C , C -N , and 
C -  О bonds the differences are less pronounced, 0.01 À at most, but they should not 
be ignored in accurate work.

A detailed discussion of all these problems and their relevance to accurate 
molecular structure determination can be found in a recent book [5].

In order to determine the real structural differences between free molecule 
and crystal molecule, all possible operational differences must first be eliminated. 
This is not a trivial task, however. Reducing the structures to a common basis, i.e., to 
the same physical meaning, in principle requires the availability of a reliable force
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field for the molecule. Once the structures have been reduced to a common basis, 
any residual difference can be ascribed to intermolecular interactions in the crystal.

The last decade has witnessed an explosive growth in the capability of ab initio 
MO calculations to produce even fine details of molecular structure. This has made it 
possible to investigate the effects of intermolecular interactions on the structure of 
molecules by simulating the crystal field by appropriate models. Geometries obtained 
from ab initio MO calculations for the free and crystal molecule are directly 
comparable, as they are both equilibrium geometries (re), corresponding to the 
potential energy minimum. However, they depend on the level of calculation, and 
high-level calculations are feasible only if the crystal field is simulated by a simple 
model.

The present paper reviews the results of a number of studies on gas/crystal 
structural differences in aromatic molecules. The тт-system of these molecules is 
easily polarized by intermolecular interactions; thus the effect of crystal forces on 
molecular geometry, particularly on bond lengths and angles, is expected to be more 
pronounced than in other organic molecules, and to extend throughout the тт-system, 
even far from the actual place of interaction. At the same time aromatic molecules 
have a rather rigid planar skeleton, and this enhances the accuracy of molecular 
structure determination, both in the gaseous phase and in the crystal.

Conformational changes caused by intermolecular interactions

Although the benzene ring is conformationally rigid, the barrier to torsion 
about the bond connecting the ring with a substituent is generally low enough to 
allow conformer interconversion in the gaseous phase.

For example, gaseous terephthaloyl chloride has been shown by electron 
diffraction at 370 К to consist of a mixture of the cis and Irans conformers (la, lb) in 
essentially 1:1 ratio [6]. In the crystal, however, it is only the centrosymmetric trans 
conformer which is actually found [7]. Clearly the trans conformer packs better than 
the cis conformer, which has a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the plane of the 
ring. This is in line with Kitaigorodskii’s observations on the suitability of various 
molecular symmetries for densest packing [8].

l a  l b
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A similar situation occurs with p-diaminobcnzcne (2), a non-planar molecule 
since the amino groups are markedly pyramidalized. This species has been found to

2

possess a permanent electric dipole moment, p, = 1.5-1.6 D, both in the gaseous 
phase [9] and in benzene solution [10, 11]. This suggests that free /7-diaminobenzene 
is a mixture of two conformers, one having C2v symmetry and the other C2h 
symmetry (Fig. 1). In the crystal, however, all molecules adopt the centrosymmetric 
c 2h conformation, although the asymmetric unit contains one molecule in general 
position and parts of two molecules in special positions [12,13].

N- -N

К '2  V H

bH

N-

v  „ /iH ' 2 h

Fig. 1. Съ  and C2h conformations of p-diaminobenzene

A classic example of a conformational change caused by packing forces in an 
aromatic molecule is biphenyl (3). This molecule has been studied extensively in 
different states of aggregation, using various techniques of structure determination.

3

Electron diffraction studies [14, 15] have shown that the free molecule is twisted by 
42-45° about the central C -C  bond, a compromise between the competing effects 
of ortho H —H repulsions and electronic conjugation. A twisted conformation is also 
obtained by molecular mechanics [16, 17] and ab initio MO calculations [18-21]. On 
the other hand, the crystal molecule adopts the planar conformation, with a 
crystallographic centre of inversion at the midpoint of the central C -C  bond 
[22 -  24]. The atomic displacement parameters from two X-ray diffraction studies at 
different temperatures, 110 К [25] and 293 К [26], indicate an extremely large 
librational amplitude about the long axis of the molecule. This could arise from static 
crystallographic disorder, implying a random distribution of non-planar molecules
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with opposite angles of twist. However, lattice dynamical calculations allowing for the 
interaction of the lattice modes with the torsional motion provide a satisfactory 
explanation of the experimental atomic displacement parameters, without assuming a 
double-well shape for the torsional potential [27]. In other words, the X-ray 
diffraction results at НО К and 293 К are consistent with a planar molecule under
going large librational and torsional oscillations. Planar molecules are more con
venient for packing than non-planar molecules, as they occupy the least volume [8].

As the accuracy of structure determination increases, much smaller 
conformational changes caused by intermolecular interactions may eventually 
become detectable. A neutron diffraction study of perdeuterated benzene, carried 
out at 15 К [28], has revealed the effect of the crystal field on the geometry of the 
molecule. The benzene molecule has, of course, D6h symmetry when it is free. In the 
orthorhombic crystal, space group Pbca, it occupies a site of C, symmetry, and shows 
non-crystallographic D3d symmetry. This is the symmetry of the cyclohexane 
molecule in its chair conformation. The deuterium atoms are alternatively above 
and below the least-squares plane through the ring carbons, at distances of about 
0.007(1) Â. The deviations of the carbon atoms from the same plane are much 
smaller and barely significant, 0.0012-0.0013(7) Â; nevertheless, they are likely to be 
real, as they have the same sign as the deviations of the corresponding deuterium 
atoms. It appears that the crystal field exerts a small shearing force on the molecule, 
which significantly bends the more easily deformable C -  D bonds.

Changes in bond lengths and angles caused by intermolecular interactions

In 1973 A. I. Kitaigorodskii excluded that the crystal field could affect the bond 
lengths and angles of organic molecules. In his book Molecular Crystals and 
Molecules [8] he writes:

"Thus, we arrive at the following conclusion: The crystalline field does not affect 
bond lengths. It should be pointed out, by the way, that from my point of view, the best 
measures o f the accuracy of the X-ray diffraction analysis of organic crystals are the dis
crepancies in bond lengths that should be equal from the chemical viewpoint." (p. 189)

"To summarize, it must be emphasized once again that the crystalline field does 
not change the bond lengths and valence angles of organic molecules." (p. 190)

Recent experimental and computational work on a number of aromatic 
molecules has proven, however, that such changes do exist and can be determined, 
although they are small and hard to measure accurately.
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Substituted benzene derivatives have been the subject of detailed structural 
studies in different states of aggregation, in order to determine the ring deformation 
caused by different functional groups (see [29] and [30] for recent reviews). The 
various groups give rise to marked and characteristic ring deformations. The 
parameter that is most affected is the internal angle of the ring at the place of 
substitution, C -C (X )-C ; it varies from about 112° when X = Li to 123.4° when X = F. 
In addition to being markedly dependent upon the electronegativity of the 
substituent, the C -C (X )-C  angle tends to decrease somewhat as the extent of 
conjugation between the ring and the substituent increases [31]. Changes in C -C  
bond lengths are usually less pronounced than angular changes, but they are also well 
documented. All these structural variations are easily explained in terms of the 
VSEPR model [32, 33].

With some substituents (e.g., Me, F, Cl, Br) the ring deformation is apparently 
the same in the gaseous and solid states. With others, however, there appears to be a 
systematic difference. Table I shows the values of the C -C (X )-C  angles for a 
number of benzene derivatives that have been studied with reasonable accuracy in 
the two phases.

Table I

Effect of strong intermolecular interactions between junctional groups 
on the C -C (X ) -C  angle of the benzene ring

Compound Internal ring angle C -C (X ) - 
Free molecule

-C  (degrees)
Crystal molecule

Cyanobenzene 121.82(5)*, 121.9 ±0.3b 121.1(2)"
p-Dicyanobenzene 122.1 ± 0.2d 121.6(l)d, 121.3(2)', 121.0(3)"
Nitrobenzene 123.4 ±0.3' 122.7(1)8,122.7(l)h, 122.7(2)'
Aniline 119.4 ±0.2) 118.8(2)", 118.7(2)'
p-Diaminobenzene 119.8±0.2k 117.9(l)k, 117.5(3)", 117.9(3)'
Phenol 120.9 ±0.4', 121.6±0.2m 120.2(2)", 120.2(1)'
p-Dihydroxybenzene 120.7 ±0.2" 119.7(1)°, 119.6(3)", 119.8(2)'
sym-T rihydroxybenzene 122.4 ±0.2" 121.4(3)", 121.5(2)'

"[34]; b[35]; cBased on the angular substituent parameters of [36];
d[37]; e[38); f[39]; 8(40]; hBased on the angular substituent parameters of [39];
'Based on the angular substituent parameters given in Table 5 of [41];
j[42]; k[13]; >[43]; m[44]; n[45]; "Average of 17 values obtained by X-ray crystallography for
p-dihydroxybenzene and its molecular complexes [45]
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A common feature of these molecules is that they possess at least one strong 
тг-donor or тт-acceptor functional group. In the crystal they are held together by 
either strong dipole -  dipole interactions or networks of intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds, see Figs 2 and 3.

Fig. 2. Projection of the crystal structure of p-dicyanobenzene, showing the network of dipole -  dipole 
interactions between antiparallel cyano groups (after [37]; important contact distances are given in Â)

While the C -C (X )-C  angles of the free molecules all come from direct 
experiments, those of the crystal molecules are often based on "angular substituent 
parameters", derived by regression techniques from many polysubstituted derivatives 
of benzene studied by X-ray crystallography [36, 39, 41]. This does not imply lower 
accuracy; it only implies that the crystal environment of the functional group is the 
average environment experienced by that group in the crystals of the various species 
used in the regression.
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Fig. 3. Projection of the crystal structure ofp-diaminobenzene, showing the network of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (after [13])

The C -C (X )-C  angles of Table I are always slightly larger in the free 
molecule as compared with the crystal molecule. Most of the individual differences 
are quite small, but a pattern emerges when they are taken together.

A simple interpretation is that the contribution of polar canonical forms like, 
e.g., (4), (5), and (6) to the electronic structure of these molecules is enhanced by the 
crystal field. Indeed, these forms make the dipole-dipole interaction stronger; also, 
they give rise to stronger intermolecular hydrogen bonds, due to the increased acidity 
of the NH2 of OH protons [13, 45], Note that with those molecules where the effect 
is not observed (e.g., /7-xylene [46], fluorobenzene [47], /7-dichlorobenzene [48], 
/7-dibromobenzene [49]) the crystal environment of the substituents involves weaker 
interactions, as compared with the molecules of Table I.

In p-diisocyanobenzene (7) the value of the C -  C(X) -  C angle obtained in the 
gaseous phase, 121.7 ±0.2°, is slightly smaller than that in the crystal, 122.2(3)° [50].

4 5 6
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7

Although the difference is hardly significant, it is reassuring to see that the crystal 
field of p-diisocyanobenzene is different from that of the molecules of Table I, being 
based on charge-transfer rather than dipole -  dipole interactions (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Projection of the crystal structure of p-diisocyanobenzene, showing the charge-transfer interaction 
of the benzene ring with two isocyano groups from adjacent molecules (from [50])
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So far we have only been concerned with changes in the internal ring angles. 
Indeed, angular changes require less energy than changes in bond lengths, hence they 
tend to be more pronounced. Moreover, bond angles in rigid aromatic molecules are 
less affected by systematic errors and can be measured with greater accuracy than 
bond lengths [30].

An insight into the changes in bond lengths caused by intermolecular 
interactions in the solid state is best obtained by ab initio MO calculations with 
geometry optimization. Although the actual values of the optimized bond lengths 
depend critically on the basis set used, their differences are much less basis-set 
dependent and can be looked at with some confidence. Here we present the results 
of two recent studies.

e
8c 8d 8c

The effect of intermolecular hydrogen bonding on the molecular structure of 
phenol has been investigated [51] by comparing the optimized geometry of the free 
molecule with that of its water complexes A and В (Fig. 5). Note that in complex A 
the phenol molecule acts as a proton donor, while in В it acts as a proton acceptor. 
Selected geometrical parameters from the final optimizations (HF/6-31G* level) 
are reported in Table II. These results allow a straightforward interpretation of the 
structural changes of the phenol molecule. The changes that occur in going from the 
free molecule to complex A correspond to an increase in the contribution of polar 
canonical forms ( 8 c  - e )  as compared to non-polar forms ( 8 a ,  b ) .  Indeed, forms 
( 8 c - e )  are better proton donors than ( 8 a ,  b ) ;  increasing their contribution causes the 
О -H  О hydrogen bond to become stronger. The change of the C -C (X )-C  angle, 
-0.6°, is consistent with the experimental results of Table I. An opposite pattern of 
deformations is observed in going from the free molecule to complex B; here, 
however, the hydrogen-bonded interaction is weaker than in the previous case, as 
indicated by the longer О О distance. This fits the idea that phenol is a better 
proton donor than acceptor -  indeed, it is a weak acid in aqueous solution.
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(A) (B)

Fig. 5. Hydrogen-bonded complexes of phenol with water

Table II

Selected geometrical parameters (A, degrees) for phenol and its hydrogen-bonded complexes 
with water, as obtained by ab initio MO calculations at the HF/6-31G* level [51 ]

Parameter3 Phenol Complex A Complex В

r(O t 02) - 2.94 3.06
r (O l-H l) 0.947 0.953 0.947
r (C l-O l) 1.353 1.344 1.361
r(C l -  C2) 1.385 1.388 1.384
r(Cl -  C6) 1.388 1.391 1.387
Z .C 2-C 1-C 6 120.2 119.6 120.6

“Atoms are numbered according to Fig. 5

The effect of intermolecular hydrogen bonding on the molecular structures of 
two aromatic heterocycles, imidazole (9) and 1,2,4-triazole (10), has also been
investigated [52].

H H H H

✓  ? s
НС 2 5CH

\ з  i / /
N —CH
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/ / \

HC CH
0\  / /  
UN— CH

/ 5 4
N 2 5 CH
^3 4 / /
HC—N

N®
/  %

N CH
w 4
HC— Nu

9a 9b 10a 10b

The former is of particular interest, due to the frequent occurrence of its ring 
in molecules of biological importance. The crystal structures of imidazole [53] and 
1,2,4-triazole* [54] are closely related: they are both based on endless chains of 
molecules, connected via N -H  - N hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 6). The N—N distances,

* Although 1,2,4-triazole is expected to exist in two tautomeric forms, IH and 4Я, only the less 
symmetric 1H  form is actually found in the crystal [54] and in the vapour [55, 56]
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2.86 Â for imidazole and 2.82 Â for 1,2,4-triazole, are unusually short for this type of 
bond. For instance, the intermolecular hydrogen bonds that occur in crystalline 
p-diaminobenzene have N - N distances in the range 3.21-3.29 Â [13]. That the 
intermolecular hydrogen bond in imidazole and 1,2,4-triazole is particularly strong is 
also witnessed by the high boiling points of these substances (256 °C and 260 °C, 
respectively) and by their high degree of association is non-polar solvents [57].
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Fig. 6. Projection of the crystal structure of imidazole [53], showing a chain of hydrogen-bonded 
molecules (from [52]). Similar chains are found in the crystal structure of 1,2,4-triazole [54], 

where the ring atoms involved in hydrogen bonding are N1 and N4

Two different models have been adopted to simulate the crystal field 
(see Fig. 7). In model A the azole molecule is hydrogen bonded to two NH3 
molecules, one acting as a proton donor and the other as a proton acceptor. In model 
В it is hydrogen bonded to an NH4+ ion and an NH2_ ion. The H -N separations 
have been assumed from low-temperature neutron diffraction studies of the two 
crystals [58, 59]. Models A and В are, admittedly, only crude simulations of the 
crystal field; but they set a lower and upper limit, respectively, to the strength of the 
N -H  - N interaction actually occurring in the solid state.

The optimized (HF/6-31G* level) bond lengths of imidazole in the two model 
crystal fields are compared in Table III with those of the free molecule. In addition to 
the variation in the length of /-(N l-H l), which is directly involved in the
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intermolecular interaction, changes also occur in the lengths of r(N l-C 2) and 
/•(C2-N3). Increasing the strength of the hydrogen bond, as in going from the free 
molecule to model B, causes r(N l-C 2) to decrease by 0.03 Â, and r(C2-N3) to 
increase essentially by the same amount. Analogous changes occur with 1,2,4- 
triazole, where the bonds involved are r(N l-C 5) and r(C5-N4).

'T
H

(A)

Fig. 7. Models of the crystal field of imidazole (and 1,2,4-triazole). Model A: the azole molecule is 
hydrogen bonded to two NH3 molecules. Model B: the azole molecule is hydrogen bonded to 

an NH4+ ion and an NH2_ ion

Table III

Selected bond lengths (A) o f imidazole from ab initio MO calculations 
at the H F/6-31G * level: free molecule versus crystal molecule [52]

Bond3 Free molecule Crystal molecule 
Model A Model В

/■(N1-C2) 1.349 1.341 1.317
r(C2-N3) 1.289 1.296 1.314
r(N3-C4) 1.372 1.370 1.374
r(C4 -  C5) 1.351 1.352 1.354
r(C 5-N l) 1.372 1.369 1.359
r(N l-H l) 0.994 1.019 1.056

a Atoms are numbered according to formula (9a)

The change in the lengths of the C -N  bonds is easily interpreted. Two 
canonical forms, (9a) and (9b), are the principal contributors to the electronic 
structure of imidazole [53]. (The corresponding forms for 1,2,4-triazole are (10a) and 
(10b); contributions from other forms are not relevant to the present discussion.) 
The structural changes that occur in going from the free molecule to the crystal 
molecule are consistent with an increased contribution of (9b) relative to (9a).
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Indeed, (9b) is a better proton donor and acceptor than (9a); increasing its 
contribution makes the N - H - N  interaction stronger.
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Similar mechanisms appear to be responsible for the occurrence of strong 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds in a variety of organic and biological systems, e.g., 
carboxylic acid dimers, amide dimers, polypeptide chains, DNA base pairs. Also the 
intramolecular О - H  О hydrogen bond that occurs in ß-diketone enols has been 
found to be strengthened in this way, and the use of the term "resonance-assisted 
hydrogen bond" has been proposed [60 -  62]. A recent gas-phase electron diffraction 
study of 2-nitro-l,3-dihydroxybenzene (11) [63] adds another example of a molecule 
with resonance-assisted intramolecular hydrogen bond. There are pronounced bond 
lengthenings and shortenings in 2-nitro-l,3-dihydroxybenzene as compared with 
nitrobenzene [39] and phenol [44]. The benzene ring deformation does not follow 
predictions based on additivity of individual substituent effects, neither from gaseous 
nitrobenzene [39] and phenol [44], nor from angular substituent parameters in the 
solid state [36]. As a consequence of strong intersubstituent effects in 2-nitro-l,3- 
dihydroxybenzene, additivity should break down and it does [63].
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Investigations of binary organic systems were started at the laboratory of Professor 
A. I. Kitaigorodsky in 1955. This article is an analytical generalization of the results of these 
studies in terms of a geometrical model of molecular crystal packing. The main regularities^ 
the formation and structure of binary crystals have been outlined. These generalizations are of 
definite practical value both in application for purification of substances and for obtaining 
materials with new properties by means of doping by certain amounts of impurities.

Molecular substances can form substitutional solid solutions of two types: true and 
interblock ones. The choice depends upon the degree of similarity of geometrical parameters 
of the mixed compounds as well as on specific features of their mutual packing in the structure 
of the matrix. In true solid solutions there can be not only positional but also orientation 
ordering of the impurity. The role of polarity of molecules and intermolecular H-bonds in the 
formation of true substitutional solid solutions is analyzed.

In systems with polymer and low-molecular weight impurity interstitial solid solutions 
can form. The observed tendency towards minimum structural distortion of crystallites also 
correlates with geometrical characteristics of the molecules.

If the criteria of mutual close packing of a polymer molecule with molecules of a low- 
molecular weight impurity are met, these substances are actually capable of formation of 
intermolecular H-bonds, i.e., molecular complexes (MC) arise. In this case the diametrical size 
of the main basis unit of the crystallite of the MC is increased. The suggested "envelopment 
scheme" is observed in a MC of polyethylene oxide -  resorcinol and polyethylenetere- 
phthalate -  resorcinol.

Introduction

Studies of regularities in the formation of binary organic crystal systems were 
initiated at the laboratory of Prof. A. I. Kitaigorodsky in 1955. During the first twenty 
years mainly experimental data were accumulated. The technique of growing single 
crystals was used to study several phase diagrams of the systems in which the

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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components were substances with molecules of similar shape and size. Results of 
X-ray structural analysis of the binary single crystals obtained led to conclusions 
about the character of the distribution of impurity molecules in the structure of the 
matrix. This general question is of major importance in some applications, such as 
the removal of unwanted impurities, or, in other cases, the addition of certain 
impurities in order to change particular properties of the substance.

The results of these studies are described in some chapters of the monographs 
by A. I. Kitaigorodsky [1, 2]. At present even more experimental data are available 
which suggest the basic regularities of the formation and structure of binary systems.

Organic chemical crystallography [3] is based on representation of molecules 
as rigid bodies having certain size, shape, symmetry, polarity etc. The structure of the 
crystals is characterized by a close molecular packing. Structural isomorphism of the 
mixed molecular substances is one of the indispensable conditions for the formation 
of continuous solid solutions from these substances. If there is no isomorphism but 
the component molecules are rather similar in shape and size, then substitutional 
solid solutions of a limited concentration can be formed. When the component sizes 
differ greatly, for instance, in the case of "polymer-low-molecular weight impurity", 
interstitial solid solutions can be obtained. Some other specific features of the 
interaction of molecules can result in the formation of molecular complexes.

Substitutional solid solutions of the true and interblock types

In crystal chemical analysis of the structure of inorganic solid solutions, e.g. 
metal alloys, data about variations of unit cell parameters as a function of the 
concentration x  are used. It is known [4] that the Wegard’s law, according to which 
variation of the lattice period depending on the composition should always be linear, 
is fulfilled quite seldom. Sohn’s law which requires a linear variation of the unit cell 
volume is not obeyed either. In fact, the linear dependence a(x) or Vcell(x) is rather 
an exception than a law. A specific feature of most inorganic solid solutions is a 
positive or negative deviation from linear observed lattice distortions.

Most organic crystals have a low symmetry. It is evident that it is not 
convenient to use variations of the six parameters a, b, c, a, ß, y as a common 
measure of distortions due to the formation of a solid solution, although it is possible 
to account for anisotropy of these variations with the use of the geometrical analysis 
of the molecular packing. It is more convenient to take the value j(x) = VceH(x)/Z  as a 
uniform characteristic of lattice distortions of organic substitutional solid solutions.
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Here Fce||(x) is the volume of a unit cell, calculated from accurate X-ray 
measurements of its edges and angles; the number of molecules in the lattice 
Z(x)=Z(0) = const, in substitutional solid solutions. Thus, t (x) is the volume per one 
"mean" molecule in a crystal of substitutional solid solution.

It is obvious that linear dependence

Ti = ( 1 - * ) т А + х (т в )  = ta  + * ( tb ~ ta )

can be regarded as an analogue of Sohn’s law for an organic solid solution.
Here ta  and tb  are the volumes per molecule in unit cells of pure substances A and 
В which form the solid solution. That is, in the ideal linear case, in a crystal of a solid 
solution there should be the same volume per molecule A and В as it were in the 
corresponding pure substance.

Analysis of the results of many measurements did not reveal any example of an 
additive change t (x).

Substitutional solid solutions can be formed only provided that the molecules 
of the mixed substances are similar in shape and size. However, this requirement is 
not sufficient. Even if the component molecules are similar in geometry, molecular 
packing is of primary importance in the matrix crystal (M). It is the specific features 
of molecular packing that are responsible for a "convenient" or "inconvenient" 
position of the guest (G) molecules in the lattice M. This accounts for the character 
of lattice distortions of the solid solution, and so, in the long run, of solubility limits, 
in the solid state. Experimental data on solid solution lattice distortions are analyzed 
in detail in [5].

An asymmetric shape of the curve of the molecular interaction potential 
suggests a priori that lattice distortions in a solid solution should be larger at VG > VM 
(V  is the own volume of the molecule), than at VG < (for the same 
concentrations). In fact, there are solutions in which if VG> Ум the lattice is not 
distorted at all. We came across this phenomenon first in 1959-1960 [6]. In contrast 
to the conventional, true solid solutions, this type of substitutional solid solution was 
called the interblock type. In true solid solutions a molecule G, when it replaces a 
molecule M inside a mosaic block of the crystal, causes some anisotropic distortions 
of its lattice (Fig. la). In the interblock type solid solutions, molecules G replace 
molecules M only in the boundary cells of the mosaic blocks of the single crystal and 
they do not give rise to lattice distortions (Fig. lb).

Therefore, in order to obtain the interblock type of substitutional solid solution 
a partial correspondence of the shape and size of the molecules M and G (for
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VG>VM) is required. Such a correspondence is characteristic of molecules of 
naphthalene (M) and ß-chloronaphthalene (G): naphthalene nuclei of molecules G 
replace molecules M in the boundary cells and thus complete the matrix structure 
without distortions. In this case the protruding part of G (-C1 replacing -H ) 
becomes a fringe beyond the mosaic block of the crystal of the solid solution. 
Impurity concentrations found experimentally for interblock type solid solutions do 
not exceed 3 -5  mol %. It is estimated that the sizes of mosaic blocks, and thus the 
quality of single crystals, for such concentrations of molecules G should remain high 
enough, in agreement with the experimental data [6-8].

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Impurity molecule distribution in substitutional solid solutions of the true (a) 
and interblock (b) types

It should be noted that the word "interblock impurity" used in solid state 
physics and technology of preparation of real crystals is a general notion. Therefore, 
formation of the interblock type of substitutional solid solution is not the only way for 
an impurity to exist in interblock space. It is known that as a result of ageing and 
decomposition of solid solutions or, just at incomplete purification of the substance, 
the impurity can segregate in the interblock space as a one- or two-dimensional 
formation positioned on the lines and planes of dislocation aggregates, in defect 
regions of the crystal etc. However, in contrast to such "nonstructural" impurity
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molecules which can or cannot be similar to the matrix molecules, in the interblock- 
type substitutional solid solutions the impurity is "structural" because molecules G 
are unambiguously oriented with respect to molecules M and relative to one another. 
The latter is confirmed by numerous spectroscopic studies. There is further evidence 
of the fact that such impurity distribution in the matrix is thermodynamically 
advantageous. The results of studies of series of single crystals grown in binary melts 
under equilibrium conditions have a good reproducibility [7]. Besides our X-ray 
diffraction studies [6, 8], there are quite accurate studies of diffusion rates of impurity 
from single crystals of solid solutions [9-12]. The authors of these works also came 
to the conclusion that there are two types of organic substitutional solid solutions.

The geometrical analysis of substitution with estimations of strain energy for 
interblock type solid solutions shows the following: due to some significant reduction 
of intermolecular distances (by 0.8-1.5 A) the location of molecule G inside the 
mosaic block of the crystal M instead of its boundary would require the energy of 
10-15 kcal/mol (the calculations were made for a nondistorted lattice M). For 
comparison, in true solid solutions such replacement (also at Vq >Vm) increases the 
strain energy by 1 -2  kcal/mol.

Specific features of molecular crystals are revealed as well in the case of the 
formation of true substitutional solid solutions. In contrast to inorganic solid 
solutions, which are characterized by positional order (or disorder) of the impurity, 
in organic solid solutions there is orientational order of impurity as well.

Positional ordering of the impurity occurs in systems where the structure of the 
matrix contains more than one symmetry independent molecule. As a rule, 
independent positions of M differ in the interaction energy with all the other 
surrounding molecules. The preferred position of the independent molecule M to be 
replaced by molecules G is the position corresponding to a deeper potential [13-17].

Orientation ordering of the impurity is accounted for by the fact that the 
intrinsic symmetry of molecules M and G can be different even for similar geometric 
parameters. Besides, the symmetry of the position of the molecule M in the structure 
should be taken into account. In the structure of a solid solution, molecules G can 
take the higher symmetry of the position of M in the matrix statistically, i.e., on 
average through the crystal, (for instance, molecules of para-nitrochlorobenzene in 
the matrix of para-dibromobenzcnc [18]). In other cases there can be nonequivalent 
orientations of the molecule G substituting M. For instance, molecules of durene 
(1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene) and para-dibromobenzene (M and G) have the same 
intrinsic symmetry mmm  (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Two symmetrically equivalent ways of substitution of molecule M by molecule G

There are, in principle, two symmetry equivalent ways of replacing molecule M 
by molecule G. It is known, however, that molecules seldom retain their full 
symmetry in a crystal. A durene molecule retains only its inversion centre 

Z  = 2). Thus, two variants of molecule G accommodation in the durene 
structure are, in fact, symmetrically nonequivalent. In a true solid solution with 
6 mol% of para-dibromobenzene in durene one of the two independent orientations 
was established to be slightly more preferable (by a factor of about 1.4). 
The presence of up to 4 mol% of the larger durene molecules in the matrix of para- 
dibromobenzene results in a solid solution of the interblock type [19].

In order to elucidate the role of the polarity of molecules on the type of phase 
diagram, analysis of the molecular packing of M is required, as well as analysis of the 
molecular packing when M is replaced by polar or neutral molecules, G. The 
following characteristic feature was found: most substances with polar molecules 
form centrosymmetric crystals in whose structures the molecules are united in pairs 
by the inversion centres with antiparallelly directed dipoles. A close packing of such 
pairs of molecules with zerototal dipole moment is characteristic of such crystals. It is 
probable that in the formation of solid solutions both molecules of a pair will be 
replaced together. On the other hand, one may suppose that the polar molecules, 
being the impurities in a matrix of nonpolar molecules, tend to be ordered with their
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dipoles antiparallel. In such a substitution mechanism, molecular polarity should not 
hinder the formation of solid solutions. In fact, the mutual solubility of molecules 
with polar and nonpolar molecules is quite good in the systems acridine -  anthracene, 
acenaphthene -  a-nitronaphthalene, anthracene -  carbazole, naphthalene phase of the 
naphthalene -coumarine system [16, 20 -  22] etc.

There is an exception from this rule: naphthalene does not dissolve at all in the 
coumarine phase. The coumarine molecules are polar (p = 4.51 D), but that does not 
prevent the formation of a solid solution of coumarine in naphthalene phase.

The noncentrosymmetric structure of coumarine (sp. gr. Pca2b Z  = 4) has a 
rather close packing к =0.77 [1-3], of molecules along the 21 axis, so that there is no 
compensation by the vector component for the dipole moment, parallel to the 2г axis. 
The calculations of the structure parameters in the atom-atom approximation [1] 
show that there are 3 kcal/mol per dipole -  dipole interactions in the coumarine 
structure. A peculiar molecular packing in the coumarine matrix might be accounted 
for by electrostatic interactions, although the dispersion forces prevent the molecules 
from being positioned "head-to-tail" [23]. In the substitutional solid solution the 
nonpolar naphthalene molecules would break the infinite chain of coumarine dipoles. 
The fact that naphthalene is not soluble in coumarine evidences that such a rupture 
does not actually take place [22].

Intermolecular hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) also refer to "superactions" in 
molecular crystals. As a rule, criteria of close packing are met in structures with 
H-bonds. Therefore, these matrices do not contain large voids for the insertion of 
guest molecules (clatrates are not involved). The substitution process can take place 
only provided molecules G can enter the pattern of H-bonds in the matrix. For 
instance, there is much evidence that acyclic dicarboxylic acids with an even number 
of C atoms are isostructural: adipinic C6H10O4, suberic C8H140 4, sebacic C 10H 18°4> 

dodecanedioic C12H220 4 etc. [3, 24]. The molecules in the structure are linked via 
H-bonds in infinite belts, extended along the c-axis. Being arranged in pairs differing 
in two CH2 groups, these acids form continuous substitutional solid solutions. There 
is no linear dependence of t (x) on x  in these systems either [5].

Interstitial solid solutions

Systems built of crystalline polymer matrix containing low-molecular impurities 
can be considered as interstitial solid solutions. There are amorphous interlayers in 
each polymer, even with a high degree of crystallinity. The low-molecular impurity
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introduced into the matrix can be partially located inside crystallites, forming an 
interstitial solid solution, and partially in intercrystalline amorphous regions. 
Therefore, it is hardly possible to interpret the experimentally observed lattice 
distortions of crystallites as a function of*.

As in binary subsystems built of low-molecular substances, most of the systems 
polymer-low-molecular weight impurity have the phase diagram of the eutectic type 
with small regions of solid solutions in the high-molecular weight phase. In 
accordance with the laws of organic chemical crystallography the amount of the 
dissolved impurity is correlated with the ability of its molecules to "fit into a proper 
place" in the polymer matrix. Linear, flexible molecules, e.g. dibenzyl or benzoic acid 
in PEO, are incorporated more easily than rigid molecules less advantageous for 
packing, such as a-naphthol [25]. X-ray structural analysis and electron microscopy 
techniques can be used to show whether a mixed system is an interstitial solid 
solution or whether the low-molecular weight component forms its own crystalline 
phase in the polymer matrix [26].

This separate class of binary system in which the structure is different from 
either of the pure starting substances. In the phase diagram a bell-shaped phase field 
should correspond to a molecular complex. Practice has shown that this assumption 
is ambiguous.

In the structure of the ß-phase (Fig. 3) of the system para-dibromo- 
benzene -para-nitrochlorobenzene [27] the main unit is not an associated pair of the 
component molecules but an "averaged" molecule, having the form:

At the maximum of the phase diagram X = 0.4 Br + 0.3 Cl + 0.3 (N 02). The 
"averaged" molecule in the crystal has the crystallographic symmetry 2/m  (space 
group C2/m, Z  = 2).

Molecular complexes
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Mol pet p-chloronitrobenzene

Fig. 3. Phase diagram of the para-dibromobenzene -para-nitrochlorobenzene system

Thus, in this ß-phase, there is a statistical distribution of molecules of two sorts 
over one group of sites 2/m  in the structure, and, secondly, a statistical distribution of 
the orientations of para-nitrochlorobenzene molecules to the symmetry 2/m.

If intermolecular H-bonds are characteristic of the structure of both starting 
compounds, then, upon mixing, a molecular complex (MC) can be formed. An 
indispensable condition is the following one: the joint packing of two sorts of 
molecules should obey the principles of a close molecular packing. We have studied 
structures of some MC formed by e-caprolactam with mono- and di-hidroxyphenols 
[28, 29]. The analysis of all structural data -  ours and others -  shows that with the 
formation of a MC the molecular packing generally becomes closer as compared to 
the structures of the starting compounds. There are exceptions: in the system 
£-caprolactam -  a-naphthol the structure the MC is slightly (about 2%) looser, and 
this is accounted for by the rigid form of a-naphthol molecule; the structure of the 
MC in the system polyethylene oxide (PEO) -  resorcinol is looser by about 5% [30]. 
This looseness is insignificant for such a complicated system as a polymer molecular 
complex.

In recent years we have been investigating such polymer-low-molecular weight 
impurity systems, in which molecules of the components can be linked by H-bonds of
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the type, - 0 - H . . .0  = , as observed in the above system, and they form a MC. By 
analogy with low-molecular weight compounds the choice of a polymer component is 
prompted by a "model" form of the molecule with a high degree of crystallinity.

A study of each system starts with the determination of the type of phase 
diagram with the application of thermal polarization microscopy [25, 31]. This 
contact preparation technique is rather simple and it enables preparation and 
observation of a contact of samples of a polymer with dozens of low-molecular 
substances during 2 -3  weeks. MC were found to be formed only with substances 
whose molecules can fit closely to the polymer chain according to the "projection-to- 
the-hollow" principle by means of H-bonds. In other cases a possibility of the 
formation of H-bonds is not realized and the systems have eutectic-type phase 
diagrams.

A model for the formation of a MC called an "envelopment" scheme 
("embracing" scheme in [2]) was suggested and analyzed in detail for the MC 
polyethylene oxide -  resorcinol 2:1 [25, 30], as an example. Each resorcinol 
(1,3-dioxybenzene) molecule forms two H-bonds of the type - 0 - H . . .0 =  with the 
PEO molecule, as shown in the scheme (Fig. 4a). A PEO molecule is shown in the 
conformation of a "planar zigzag".

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. A model of the formation of a molecular complex of PEO -  resorcinol by means of H-bonds 

- 0 - H . . .0 =  (the envelopment scheme)
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The repeating unit contains two resorcinol molecules and four monomeric 
PEO units. The right-hand part of Fig. 4b is drawn on a scale using standard bond 
lengths, angles and intermolecular radii. A PEO molecule has a helical conformation 
7/2 in the crystal. The analysis made on models shows that when a PEO chain screws 
into a spiral the enveloping resorcinol molecules follow one after another without 
spaces between them, forming a close packing. The model was unambiguously 
confirmed by the results of X-ray measurements [30].

o c

Fig. 5. Scheme of mutual close packing of molecules of resorcinol and PETPh (three monomer sections 
of a PETPh chain in planar conformation are shown); 1 and 2 are non-equivalent positions of resorcinol

molecules bound by H-bonds

The analysis of X-ray measurements in binary systems with high-molecular 
weight components such as PEO (with resorcinol), nitrocellullose (with glycerol 
1-formate and dibutyl phthalate) [31, 32] and polyethyleneterephthalate (PETPh, 
lavsan) (with resorcinol) showed that upon the formation of a MC the parameters a
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and b are significantly increased, while the c-axis (the fibrille axis) of a section of this 
chain per a monomeric unit of the polymer chain change only slightly. This evidences 
an increase of the diametral sizes of the main structure-forming unit of the MC 
crystallite, and therefore similar to the PEO-resorcinol complex above. Because of 
the complicated structural formula of a molecule of PETPh there are many 
possibilities for the formation of H-bonds with closely fitted resorcinol molecules 
(Fig. 5).

This could account for the phase diagram of the PETPh-resorcinol system, 
which has three maxima with the ratios of components: 1:3. 2:3 and 1:1 [34].

Conclusion

The above generalized rules and regularities can be considered the basis of the 
second part of organic chemical crystallography -  chemical crystallography of binary 
organic systems. We have hardly touched upon results of the studies carried out by 
our colleagues in France, Spain, Poland. We have scarcely considered estimations by 
the atom-atom potential method of the energy of substitution. The development and 
applications of this technique are described in a monograph [35]. Chapters in [1-3] 
are devoted to binary organic systems, but do not make generalizations. Our 
generalizations are based on a physical model -  a first approximation -  the 
geometrical model of the packing of a molecular crystal. The importance of this 
model has been proved by enormous scientific activities of my teacher, Professor 
A. I. Kitaigorodsky.
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When the properties of the individual components are largely conserved in the primary 
or intermediate crystalline phases of a two-component (A and B) system, then these phases 
are called "binary adducts", which is a more formal name for what are usually called 
"molecular compounds and complexes". The various types of binary adducts are classified in 
terms of those interactions between the components which determine the component 
arrangement in the crystal. Thus A...A interactions dominate in inclusion complexes, A...A and 
B...B interactions are equally important in segregated stack charge transfer complexes, all 
interactions are of roughly equal importance in packing complexes, and A...В interactions 
dominate in molecular compounds. This classification is compared to complementary schemes 
proposed earlier.

Introduction

The various crystalline phases of composition AxBy of a binary (two 
component) system may be primary solid solutions of В in A (or conversely), or AxBy 
compounds, with congruent or incongruent melting points, with crystal structures 
different from those of A and/or B. When the properties of the individual 
components are very largely conserved in these intermediate phases, then these are 
called "binary adducts". In this definition, which is based on some comments of 
Ketelaar [1], the words, "binary", "component" and "phase" all have the standard 
meanings of the Phase Rule [2].

An immediate consequence of the conservation of the properties of the 
individual components is that there cannot be covalent bonding between the two 
components, although ionic and ion-dipole interactions are allowed. Not all phase- 
diagram compounds are binary adducts in the present sense: for example, the phase 
KF-2A1(C2H5)3 is composed of K+ cations and [(С2Н5)3А1-Р-А1(С2Н5)з]~ anions

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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[3], the properties of the individual components clearly not being "very largely 
conserved". In contrast, the neutral molecule-salt complex [(C2H5)4N + Br- ]- 
•2(succinimide)] [4] is included because the moieties* of the individual components 
appear also in the complex, although with altered mutual arrangement. The 
principles governing binary adducts can be carried over without much change to 
ternary and higher adducts but these will not be discussed in this paper.

There is a considerable resemblance between the phase diagrams and thermo
dynamics of molecular systems on the one hand and those of metal alloy systems on 
the other; in both instances the properties of the individual components are largely 
conserved. This is generally not so in purely inorganic systems, where rearrangement 
of the ions can occur. But the resemblance between molecular and metallic systems 
hardly extends to structural features and modes of interaction between the 
components. Metal atoms are approximately spherical while molecules usually have 
complicated shapes; indeed formation of some binary adducts can often be ascribed 
to particular features of these complicated shapes. Interactions between metal atoms 
in alloys and intermetallic compounds are approximately isotropic and, at the 
simplest level, are ascribed to delocalization of one (or a few) electron(s) per atom 
over the volume of the substance; interactions between the entities in binary 
molecular adducts are usually highly anisotropic and directional and are ascribed, to 
different extents in different adducts, to hydrogen bonding, to localized or 
delocalized charge transfer, to ionic and ion-dipole forces and to the ubiquitous 
dispersion forces, possibly all acting in combination.

It will be immediately apparent that we have here formalized the definition of 
"molecular compounds and complexes", restricting ourselves to the crystalline state. 
Such interactions between the components of binary adducts that occur in solution 
(or in the vapour phase) are traditionally considered to be of a transient, contact 
nature that can affect physical properties but have been difficult to define in 
structural terms.

The first crystalline molecular complex to be reported was chlorine hydrate 
(now considered to be 46H20-7CI2, with Cl2 content somewhat dependent on 
ambient conditions and mode of preparation), recognised by Sir Humphry Davy [5] 
and analyzed by Michael Faraday [6]. This was followed during a period of about one 
hundred years by quinhydrone [7], the quinol clathrates [8], the delocalized charge 
transfer тт-тт* compounds [9] and the urea and thiourea channel inclusion

* One dictionary defines "moiety" as "a portion of indefinite size"; we use it as a convenient term 
for "molecule and/or ion"
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complexes [10, 11]. Comparison with the classical summary of the field by Pfeiffer 
[12] shows that our list is considerably truncated. These materials did not fit easily 
into the concepts of contemporaneous chemistry and the mystification only began to 
be removed after the determination of key crystal structures, initially by H. M. Powell 
[13, 14], and then by many others. Only illustrative references are given in this paper, 
generally either to influential review articles or to examples of historical importance.

Kitaigorodskii’s early contributions to this area were via the determination of 
the phase diagrams of a number of binary systems with organic components, for 
example p-dibromobcnzenc and p-diiodobenzcnc [15]. There were also determina
tions of the crystal structures of some interesting binary adducts (e.g. coumarin. 
HgCl2 [16]) and, particularly, a wide range of work on solid solutions [17].

Structural classification of binary adducts

General considerations

The primary level of our classification is based on the relative structural 
importance of the interactions between the components A and В in determining the 
component arrangement in crystalline AxBy. The various hierarchies possible for 
A...A, B...B and A...B interactions can be completely listed as follows:

Molecular complexes

A...A dominant
A.. A  dominant and A...В important
A.. A  and B...B dominant
A..A, A...В and B...B about equally important

Inclusion complexes 
Inclusion complexes 
Segregated stack complexes 
Packing complexes

Molecular compounds

A...В dominant Localized interactions 
Delocalized interactions

We distinguish between molecular compounds and complexes and define "molecular 
compounds" as those adducts in which A...В interactions determine the structure. 
The rest are "molecular complexes", which are further subdivided into a number of 
groups.

The second level of our classification refers to the type of interaction denoted 
by the three dots linking the two components in the A..A etc. notation. This inter
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action can be due to hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, ion and ion-dipole 
interactions, localized or delocalized charge transfer interactions and perhaps other 
interactions yet to be identified.

Such a classification scheme is summarized in Fig. 1. Our classification is based 
on structural features rather than on the chemical nature of the components, because 
a particular chemical entity can form adducts of different kinds, depending on the 
nature of the second component.

Fig. 1. Classification scheme for binary adducts, based on the hierarchy of A.. A  etc. interactions in 
determining the arrangement of the A and В components in the crystalline adduct.

Some second level aspects are also shown
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Urea provides a simple example; hydrogen bonded urea molecules form spirals 
enclosing paraffin hydrocarbons (and other types of guests) in typical channel 
inclusion complexes, and can also hydrogen bond to other molecules to form 
hydrogen bonded molecular compounds, such as hyperol (urea: H20 2; structure by 
X-ray diffraction at 295 К [18]; structure by neutron diffraction at 85 К [19]). The 
metal coordination complexes of urea are not binary adducts. We shall now discuss 
the various categories in Fig. 1, proceeding from top to bottom.

Molecular complexes

We distinguish three different types of molecular complexes, in all of which the 
structural pattern in the crystal is not determined primarily by interaction between 
the two different components, although these may play some role. Le Noble [20] has 
already drawn attention to the ambiguous way in which the term "complex" is used in 
chemical nomenclature. A material is first called a complex when its structure is not 
known, but the term generally persists even after the structure has been clarified. 
Thus we have such disparate usages as complex inorganic ions, cr-complexes, тг- 
complexes, organometallic complexes and so on. The word "complex" is so 
entrenched in the chemical literature that it seems impossible to banish it, but we 
shall try to use it only in a clearly-defined sense.

Inclusion complexes

We use the term "inclusion complex" in a similar but somewhat broader sense 
than has been customary in the past; parenthetically we remark that Powell used both 
"inclusion" and "enclosure" in his comprehensive introduction to the multi-volume 
series "inclusion compounds" [21], but we have resisted the temptation to introduce 
yet another term into this already confused field. Thus "inclusion complexes" are all 
those crystalline two component systems in which A...A interactions dominate and 
host (A) and guest (B) components can be distinguished without ambiguity; A...В 
and B...B interactions are of lesser importance. The terms "host" and "guest" have 
been used in a wider sense by Cram (see below) but we prefer to apply them only to 
inclusion complexes. These complexes are further subdivided on the basis of the 
dimensionality of the inclusion into clathrate (cage), channel and intercalation (layer) 
inclusion complexes. The dimensionality is neatly encapsulated in a diagram first
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used in an article in the Scientific American [22] and now used as its logo by the 
Journal o f Inclusion Phenomena and Molecular Recognition [23].

Most inclusion complexes have frameworks in which the host molecules are 
linked to one another by hydrogen bonds or van der Waals’ forces. More recent work 
has shown that it is convenient to add here hosts linked by primary chemical bonds. 
This occurs in one of two ways; either the host is an individual molecule which 
encloses a guest, host plus guest then crystallizing as entities to form the crystal, or 
the host framework constitutes the whole crystal, the guests being enclosed in inter
stices. We call the first of these types "moieties within molecules" and discuss them 
below. Zeolites [24], in which specific host-guest interactions can be very important, 
are an example of the second type. Usually, however, host-guest and guest-guest 
interactions are of the van der Waals’ type; guest-guest interactions are often 
negligible and neglected.

The term "clathrate" was introduced by Powell [25], who defined such 
complexes as a "structural combination of two substances which remain associated 
not through strong attraction between them but because strong mutual binding of the 
molecules of one sort only makes possible the firm enclosure of the other 
(«clathratus» -  enclosed or protected by cross bars of a grating)". Zeolites also fit 
this definition. The guest molecules in clathrate complexes are enclosed by the 
framework of host molecules and are localized at or about points within the frame
work -  thus these complexes can be assigned a dimensionality of "zero". In the 
channel inclusion complexes the guests are enclosed in (essentially) one-dimensional 
channels in the matrix of host molecules ("tunnels" would be more appropriate but 
"channels" has achieved such general acceptance that we prefer not to tilt at this 
particular windmill). There are inclusion complexes which cannot be assigned 
unambiguously between the channel and clathrate types because of the occurrence of 
constrictions in the channels. In the intercalation complexes the guest molecules are 
located between layers of host molecules, and hence are considered "two 
dimensional"; the complexes of graphite and alkali metals are typical examples [26]. 
The discerning reader will already have noticed that the graphite intercalation 
complexes, with covalent bonding within the quasi-infinite graphite sheets, constitute 
two-dimensional analogues to the zeolites with their quasi-infinite three-dimensional 
frameworks.
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Moieties within molecules

A very important development during the past twenty years, recognized by the 
award of the 1987 Nobel Prize in chemistry to Cram [27], Lehn [28] and Pedersen
[29], is the purposeful synthesis of molecules designed to enclose (or include) other 
molecules or ions in which the propinquity of the components persists in solution; the 
crown ethers [29] represent the first examples of this type of adduct and the 
fullerenes with appropriate guests perhaps the most recent [30]. We use the overall 
term "moieties within molecules" to define this group; in the formal terms of our 
classification these are molecular complexes because the A...A (host-host) inter
actions predominate, even though here the interactions are by covalent bonding.

An additional emphasis stresses the relationship between "moieties within 
molecules" and "host-guest inclusion complexes" in the spirit of the development of 
inclusion chemistry, which has been broadly defined as incorporating "all those 
chemical species, whether they be continuous solids or discrete molecules, having 
voids or cavities of molecular dimension, and all of the related chemical association 
and other reaction chemistry. Implicit in the name is the capability of including some 
other molecular entities within the cavities" [31]. We have taken cognizance of this 
point of view by inserting "moieties within molecules" and "zeolites" in Fig. 1 together 
with the now-classical clathrate and channel inclusion complexes as parts of the 
broader category of "inclusion complexes". One must note that in the crystal 
structures of some members of the "moieties within molecules" group the guests are 
not entirely contained within the hosts (e.g. in some cyclodextrin inclusion 
complexes) and thus classification can be ambiguous.

Frameworks with guest participation and/or linkage

Atoms or ions of guest moieties forming parts of frameworks, or linked to the 
framework by hydrogen bonding, were first discovered by Jeffrey and coworkers [32] 
when analyzing the crystal structures of the peralkylonium salt hydrates and alkyl- 
amine hydrates; the latter were called semi-clathrate hydrates. A simpler example is 
provided by trimesic acid dimethyl sulphoxide [33], where the oxygen atoms of the 
dimethyl sulphoxide "guests" are parts of the walls of channels formed by the 
hydrogen bonded trimesic acid molecules, while the methyl groups lie within the 
channels. In these examples A ..A interactions dominate but A...В interactions are 
important.
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Segregated stack charge transfer complexes

The members of the next group have A...A and B...B interactions of 
approximately equal importance, with smaller A...В interactions. The only complexes 
known which fit into this category have the components segregated into separate 
stacks. Although small in number, the group is of great interest and importance 
because most of its (organic) members have high electrical conductivities, with 
tetrathiafulvalene: tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ) as the most famous 
example (crystal structure by Kistenmacher, Philips & Cowan [34]). There are many 
chemical and physical resemblances to the (delocalized) tt- tt* mixed-stack donor- 
acceptor molecular compounds (see below), and the two groups are often considered 
together.

Packing complexes

Proceeding among the hierarchical possibilities, the next group has A...A, A...В 
and B...B interactions all of approximately equal importance; in other words, no one 
of these interactions is dominant in determining the structure. These are known as 
"packing complexes". A typical example is .sywi-tetrabromobenzene: hexabromo- 
benzene [35].

Molecular compounds

Finally we arrive at the "molecular compounds". Here the dominant A...В 
interactions can be localized in nature, as in the acetone-bromine charge transfer 
compound where there is an n -a *  interaction [36], or as in the hydrogen-bonded 
purine and pyrimidine bases in the DNA double helix [37]. Alternatively the A...В 
interaction can be delocalized, as in the тг-тг* interactions found in 
anthracene: picric acid [9, 38].

Other classifications

Many proposals have been made for the classification and nomenclature of 
molecular compounds and complexes, and there is much confusion, overlapping and 
redundancy. We note here other approaches which complement the scheme set out 
above. It is perhaps too much to hope that any classification and nomenclature
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scheme will be able to match the complexity of reality and undoubtedly many binary 
adducts will be found to straddle classificatory boundaries.

The terms host, guest, complex and their binding forces were defined in 1977 
by Cram and coworkers in the following way [39]: "Complexes are composed of two 
or more molecules or ions held together in unique structural relationships by electro
static forces other than those of full covalent bonds... molecular complexes are 
usually held together by hydrogen bonding, by ion pairing, by тг-acid to тг-base inter
actions, by metal to ligand binding, by van der Waals attractive forces, by solvent 
reorganizing, and by partially made and broken covalent bonds (transition states)... 
high structural organization is usually produced only through multiple binding sites... 
a highly structured molecular complex is composed of at least one host and one guest 
component... a host-guest relationship involves a complementary stereoelectronic 
arrangement of binding sites in host and guest... the host component is defined as an 
organic molecule or ion whose bonding sites converge in the complex... the guest 
component is defined as any molecule or ion whose binding sites diverge in the 
complex". To which was added later: "In these definitions, hosts are synthetic 
counterparts of the receptor sites of biological chemistry, and guest the counterparts 
of substrates, inhibitors or co-factors". The principle of complementarity was also 
emphasised: [in order] "to complex, hosts must have binding sites which cooperatively 
contact and attract binding sites of guests without generating strong nonbonded 
repulsions". This very broad definition was directed towards complexes in solution 
but can well be extended towards crystalline complexes.

Lehn [28] has introduced the term "supramolecular chemistry", "defined as 
«chemistry beyond the molecule», bearing on the organized entities of higher 
complexity that result from the association of two or more chemical species held 
together by intermolecular forces". The partners of a supramolecular species are 
called "molecular receptor" and "substrate", in analogy to Cram’s use of "host" and 
"guest". The complementarity of a receptor for a given substrate, leading to 
molecular recognition, depends on energetical (electronic) as well as geometrical 
features, and extends the celebrated "lock and key" steric fit concept enunciated by 
Emil Fischer [40].

A rather elaborate proposal for the classification and nomenclature of "Host- 
Guest-Type Compounds" has been made by Weber & Josel [41], based on criteria of 
host-guest type and interaction, the topology of the host-guest aggregate and the 
number of components in the aggregate. The nomenclature used by Weber & Josel is 
rather different from our present proposal: for example the urea - n -paraffin channel
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inclusion complex is a tubulato-clathrate and the graphite -  potassium lamellar inter
calate is an intercalato-clathrate.

Epilogue

My first contacts with Kitaigorodskii stemmed from a disagreement, carried on 
in most friendly fashion towards a very junior colleague, as to whether it was possible 
for centrosymmetrical molecules to crystallize in enantiomorphic space groups [42]; 
the last word on this topic has yet to be said. We shared a mutual interest in 
intramolecular overcrowding [43]; the crystal structure of 1,4,5,8-tetrachloro- 
naphthalene [44, 45] was determined more or less simultaneously in our laboratories 
and comparisons were made of the measured [46, 47] and calculated [48] 
conformations of octachloronaphthalene; fortunately there was good agreement 
between the various sets of results. Perhaps my most typical memory of 
Kitaigorodskii is of waiting in a long line to exchange a few words with him at the 
Congress in Warsaw; programme announcements notwithstanding, one never knew 
in advance whether he would be permitted to arrive or not. If he came, there were 
always many wishing to consult and discuss with him and he would receive us all, with 
the courtesy of royalty, peppered by his own characteristic way of cutting through to 
the core of the issue at hand.
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SYMMETRY AND THE STABILITY OF BINARY SOLID 
SOLUTION OF LINEAR MOLECULES +

D. L. Dorset

Electron Diffraction Department, Medical Foundation o f Buffalo, Inc.,
73 High St., Buffalo, N Y 14203-1196 USA

Kitaigorodskii’s rather straightforward rules for the formation of stable solid solutions, 
based on crystal symmetries of pure components and relative molecular volumes, are found to 
be effective for the description of binary phase behavior in л-paraffins and cholesteryl esters. 
Electron diffraction data from the paraffins reveal that the layer packing and methylene 
subcell symmetry are more important than formal unit cell symmetry for the prediction of 
continuous solution in the solid state. Relative molecular volumes tolerated in stable solutions 
fall well within Kitaigorodskii’s previously-defined limits. For cholesteryl esters, on the other 
hand, the total unit cell symmetry of each component is the primary condition for the stability 
of a resulting solid solution. Stable solid solutions are found within the defined volume 
constraints if the symmetry criterion is met.

' Introduction

One of the many problems in organic chemical crystallography which occupied 
the efforts of Professor A. I. Kitaigorodskii was the stability of binary solid solutions 
composed of organic molecules. Rather straightforward rules for their formation, 
based on considerations of molecular volume and unit cell symmetry, appeared in his 
earliest book [1] and the theme was expanded into a tome [2] devoted to mixed 
component crystals published late in his life. Of particular interest to him, based on 
research in his group [3, 4], was the stability of solid solutions formed from linear 
molecules such as the n-alkanes.

The rules for the formation of a stable binary solid solution postulated by 
Kitaigorodskii in his earlier book [1] are:

1. First there must be a minimum non-overlap volume Д for the two molecules 
in question, i.e. the molecules must be of nearly the same size and shape. If the 
overlap volume is r and e = 1 - Д/г, then the criterion for complete solubility should 
satisfy the condition: e > 0.8.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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2. More importantly, the pure molecules must have crystal structures with 
compatible symmetry. If a molecule A is added to a lattice of B, two conditions can 
lead to a solid solution: (a) the symmetry of В is unaltered, and (b) the symmetry of 
В is lowered by addition of A. Numerous examples were discussed including the 
available data on n -alkanes.

It is the object of this review to re-appraise Kitaigorodskii’s model in light of 
recent single crystal data from microcrystalline samples. The molecules considered 
here are the n-alkanes and the cholesteryl esters, the latter example bringing the 
principles of organic chemical crystallography into the understanding of lipid storage 
diseases such as atherosclerosis.

P r e l i m i n a r y  s t u d i e s  o f  p a r a f f i n  b i n a r y  s o l i d  s o l u t i o n s

Because of the relevance to many classes of molecules, including linear 
polymers and biomembrane lipids, the often-encountered polydisperse systems have 
been modelled since earliest times by the study of n -alkane chain combinations. An 
already extensive literature on binary phase diagrams was reviewed in 1960 by 
Mnyukh [5], who used the earlier established principles stated in his collaboration 
with Kitaigorodskii [4] to interpret the variety of binary interactions among various 
pairs of chain lengths. It was already well-known that the various members have 
different crystal structures depending on their chain length and parity of carbon 
number [3]. As discussed more recently [6], odd chains with lengths greater or equal 
to eleven carbons crystallize in an orthorhombic structure with space group Pbcm or 
Pbnm. A representative crystal structure is that of n-C23H48 published by Smith [7] 
with revisions published by Nyburg and Potworowski [8]. For even chains, the interval 
between 6 and 26 carbon atoms crystallizes in a triclinic structure, space group Pi. 
The representative crystal structure is that of n-octadecane [9]. When even chains 
have more than 26 carbon atoms, the structure is monoclinic, space group P2l/a, as 
exemplified by the crystal structure of n-hexatriacontane [10]. When these paraffins 
are slightly impure, the crystal structure [11] is orthorhombic, space group Pcal^. For 
shorter chains of even paraffins, the triclinic structure is preferred because of more 
favorable end plane packing [4] but this becomes less of an influence when the 
number of methylene groups increases, as we shall see when solid solutions are 
discussed. In general, the molecular symmetry of longer paraffins requires that the 
center of inversion is retained by the crystal structure for the even chains with 
molecular symmetry 2/m  (e.g. the inclined chain packing in P2l/a), whereas the mm
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molecular symmetry of the odd chains demands that one mirror be retained by the 
crystal structure, hence a rectangular layer packing [4].

What happens when two chains of similar chain length are combined in a 
crystal? The easiest case to consider is when two orthorhombic odd chain 
paraffins are combined. An early thermal and X-ray diffraction study [12] of 
«-С здН ^/я-С ^Н ^ binary solids crystallized from solution (unlike most subsequent 
studies utilizing melt-crystallized samples), demonstrated that the transition 
temperatures were continuous with concentration, as were the lamellar spacings. 
A significant observation, which was anticipated in this paper, was that the spatial 
resolution (i.e. number of orders) of the lamellar reflections decreased when a 
second component was added to a pure paraffin.

It was also apparent in this early work [12, 13] that combinations of even chain 
paraffins, which also appear to produce continuous solid solution phase diagrams are, 
in fact, discontinuous in unit cell symmetry, despite the fact the near chain homologs 
have the same triclinic crystal structure. Combinations of even and odd chains can 
show similar interactions, i.e. the pure even chain component dictates a triclinic 
structure over a narrow concentration interval, whereas an average orthorhombic 
structure is expressed beyond this concentration limit [4, 12, 14]. Finally, 
combinations of longer even chain paraffins seem to be continuous in terms of the 
orthorhombic polymorph [13, 15, 16], since it is well known that a small amount of 
this impurity will cause this form to crystallize [5]. In all cases, the orthorhombic 
layer packing is preferred in solid solutions over the oblique layers since this 
rectangular layer best accommodates a low-density interlamellar interface [4, 5].

For mixed-chain lamellae, the observation of reduced resolution for lamellar 
diffraction data, made by Piper et al. [12], is an important consequence of the surface 
disorder. In their analysis of n-C28H58//i-C32H66 binaries, Asbach et al. [16] found 
that a simple chain slip model fit the measured X-ray data well if it did not include 
chain defects. Craievich et al. [17] used a polynomial function for the lamellar 
surfaces to fit similar data from a 3:1 я-С2зН48/л-С24Н50 solution. In a semi- 
quantitative analysis of single crystal data from a 3:1 solution of /i-C20H42//j-C22H46, 
Lüth et al. [18] demonstrated that the original pure alkanes in PÏ, when combined, 
form an orthorhombic cell in Bb2-ym, for which there is partial chain occupancy of 
the end atoms of the lamella but no other signs of defect. Analysis of vibrational 
spectroscopic data from such binaries, on the other hand, demonstrate that some 
chain defects must occur for these mixed chain lamellae and that they should be 
localized to sites near the chain ends [19, 20].
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Another problem that has interested diffractionists is that the increase in 
observed lamellar spacings with additions of longer chains to a binary always lies 
above the line defined by Vegard’s law, i.e. assuming that the major change in unit 
cell volume is expressed by the lamellar thickness. (The contribution to volume 
change due to the lateral chain packing is much smaller [21]). This property of the 
lamellar spacing has been demonstrated (if not always acknowledged) for 
n-CzgHöo/u-CsjH^ [12], л-С28Н58/п-С32Н66 [16] and /î-C23H58/ u-C25H52 [21], for 
example. Kitaigorodskii et al. [3] attributed this behavior to the problem of adding 
longer chains to a lattice of shorter ones compared to adding shorter ones to a lattice 
of longer chains, reasoning that the latter addition is geometrically more favorable, 
and that the former will cause the largest lattice deformation. Hence, for binaries 
rich in the longer chain component, a small amount of shorter chain should not 
greatly affect the lamellar spacing [5]. This also seems to be true at higher pressures 
[22]. On the other hand, in terms of excess enthalpy of a solid solution, Maroncelli et 
al. [19] found no evidence of this asymmetry of co-mixing.

M i c r o a r e a  s t u d i e s  o f  p a r a f f i n  s o l i d  s o l u t i o n s

As is often stated, electron scattering techniques are advantageous for studying 
organic solids since they can isolate microareas as single crystals, given the enhanced 
scattering cross-section of matter for electrons compared to e.g. X-rays [23]. 
Although studies of solution-crystallized paraffins are advantageous for visualizing 
the lateral chain packing of a single layer [24 -  26], it is actually more informative if 
some means is found to crystallize samples so that one can project onto the long axes 
rather than along them. Fortunately such crystallization can be achieved by epitaxial 
orientation on either salt [27] or organic substrates [28], as explained by a phase 
diagram [29] and this orientation forms the basis for our electron diffraction and 
electron microscopic imaging study of binary solids. The crystal growth is equivalent 
to that achieved by melt crystallization. An example of a single crystal electron 
diffraction pattern from epitaxially-oriented n-hexatriacontane is shown in Fig. 1. The 
unit cell is the orthorhombic polymorph and the three-dimensional intensity data 
from 0kl and hhl zones (Figs la, lb) data can be used with high resolution electron 
microscope images (Fig. lc) to solve its crystal structure (Fig. Id) by the use of direct 
phasing methods [30]. The final structure is the same as the one determined by Teare 
[11] from X-ray data. Similar data can be collected from the odd chain rc-C33H68. 
Upon epitaxial orientation, a higher energy form than the structure determined by
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Smith [7] for /1-С23Н48 is found, corresponding to the crystal-crystal transition 
described by Strobl et al. [31]. However, unlike the X-ray characterization of this 
structure as being monoclinic, space group Aa [32], we find the space group to be 
orthorhombic A2^am [33] (an axial rearrangement of the solid solution unit cell 
described by Lüth et al. [18]). Its crystal structure has also been determined from 
electron diffraction intensity data via direct phasing [34].

Fig. 1. Electron diffraction patterns from n-hexatriacontane epitaxially crystallized on 
benzoic acid space group Pca2̂ \ a = 7.42, b = 4.96, c = 95.14 Â. (a) Ok! data, (b) hhl data 

(tilt 34° about c*), (c) High resolution, low-dose electron microscope image of the epitaxially 
crystallized paraffin [30]. Optical transforms show 5 Â diffraction resolution, (d) Crystal structure 

determined from image phases and use of direct methods

It is significant to note from these two crystal structures, that, with the 0kl data 
set, one can use the indices of the wide angle 00/ reflections and the strong 01/ 
doublet to determine the average carbon chain member m of a lamella n-CmH2m + 2.
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As shown in Figure 2, for the intense 00/ reflection doublet: / = 2m + 2, 2m + 4, and for 
the 01/ doublet: / = m, m + 2. Since this is true for average even- or odd-chain layers, 
respectively, in space groups Pealj or Al^am, it is a convenient tool for the analysis 
of electron diffraction data from solid solutions [35].

The electron diffraction patterns obtained from epitaxially oriented paraffin 
solid solutions closely resemble those from the pure components (Fig. 3a) except that 
the 00/ intensities are attenuated in resolution. (One can thus compare this to the 
X-ray results above.) Employment of electron microscope lattice images and direct 
phasing techniques allows one to determine the crystal structure of e.g. 1:1 
п-С32НббЛ-С 36H74 [36]. As also verified by indexing the 0k/ pattern, from which the 
intensity data were obtained, the structure resembles that of the intermediate length 
paraffin п-Сз4Н70 (as does the lamellar spacing), except that the occupancies of the 
outer chain atoms are attenuated (Fig. 3b), e.g. by a Gaussian function; 
corresponding to the expected distribution for a mixed chain lamella [16, 17]. From 
this evidence alone, the symmetry rules proposed by Kitaigorodskii [1] appear to be 
satisfactory to account for a continuity of solid solution with the same crystal 
structure over all compositions.

The actual situation is not so straightforward, however. For example, as found 
in our earliest electron diffraction study of paraffin solid solutions [37], not only do 
even-even combinations such as /i-C32H66/rt-C36H74, appear to produce continuous 
solutions over all compositions but also combinations of odd and even paraffins, such 
as п-СззН68/л-С36Н74, appear to give similar results. This is in obvious contradiction 
of Kitaigorodskii’s symmetry rules for alkane solid solutions and, in fact, the 
early claim by Mazee [38] that continuous solutions could be formed from 
п-Сз5Н72/п-Сз6Н74, pairs was received with considerable skepticism [8].

b*

=m,m+2

* 7Г  C *  
(>2m +2, 

2m +4

• • • ••
Fig. 2. Indices of an 0kl electron diffraction pattern from an и-paraffin and their relationship 

to the carbon number m of an average chain /i-CmH2m+2 in the lamella
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ib)

Fig. 3. (a) Electron diffraction pattern (0/cJ data) from an epitaxially crystallized sample of a binary 
solid solution made up of 1:1 л-С^2Н66/л-С361174 space group Pca21 a = 7.50, b = 4.96, c = 87.94 Â. 

(b) Crystal structure of the solid solution determined by direct phasing methods [36]

In our original work [37], we had treated the electron diffraction data as if they 
were from a bulk sample, i.e. all observations were made as an average over many 
diffraction patterns. For both binary compositions, the average lamellar spacings 
again were found to lie above the Vegard’s law line, in good agreement with earlier 
X-ray observations [5]. However, new concepts of solid solution behavior emerged 
only after each micro-crystalline diffraction pattern from a given solid solution was 
considered individually [35]. The low angle 00/ spacings of the 0kl diffraction pattern 
were used to index the 011 and high angle reflections to obtain the average chain 
carbon number of the mixed chain lamella, and also the symmetry of the lamellar 
packing (as shown in Fig. 2). From this, it was found that a preparation of 
microcrystals from a single nominal bulk binary paraffin concentration did 
not contain a single crystal structure. For example (Fig. 4), a solid solution of ca. 
0.35 n-C32H66/0.65 n-C36H74 might crystallize so that 60% of the microcrystals 
would diffract as if they were the pure n-C35H72 crystal structure. Another 30% 
would diffract as n-C36H74 and the remaining 10% as n-C ^H ^. Each lamellar
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spacing, furthermore, was found to correspond closely to the value expected for the 
pure paraffin mimicked by the local crystal structure. Similar results were found for 
the /i-C33H68/rc-C36H74 combinations. These solutions, moreover, were not seen to 
change their structure appreciably for two years when they were allowed to stand at 
room temperature. In terms of the lamellar spacing, therefore, the bulk value lying 
above the line defined by Vegard’s law is merely a weighted average of step functions 
in lamellar spacing for the individual microcrystals. (Such a result explains similar 
behavior observed earlier in X-ray data for long chain alcohol solid solutions [39].) It 
has nothing to do, per se, with the more simplistic model of packing a longer or 
shorter chain in a lattice of shorter of longer alkanes, respectively.

пС3 2 н 6 б / пС3 6 н 74

c 36'

c 3 5

c 3 4

c 33

c32-‘Q

Ô

Q5-Q3 Щ-ОВ— 0 8 —10

0 2 ----------------- 0 5 -0 6 -— 02-— 02

Ol---- 0 8 ------------ IQ------- QJ

O S-40

0.1 0.2 03  0 4  0 5  0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10
XC 36

Fig. 4. Apparent structures of n-C^Hgg/n-C^H-M binary solid solutions determined from the electron 
diffraction patterns of individual microcrystals. The numbers of any formal binary composition represent 

the fraction of microcrystals found with a structure resembling the pure paraffin Cm=/i-CmH2m+2

The most important observation, however, is that, in terms of unit cell 
symmetry, none o f these solid solutions are completely continuous. For any chain 
combination, micro-crystals adopting either the odd- or even-chain lamellar packing 
will co-crystallize. Structurally, this is reasonable, since a translation of a chain by one 
methylene unit, accompanied by a 180° rotation around the chain axis (Fig. 5), will 
convert one average layer packing from one symmetry to the other. Thus, for the 
alkanes, continuous solid solutions should refer to the type of layer packing 
(rectangular vs. oblique) and methylene subcell symmetry rather than unit cell 
symmetry. On these terms, the orthorhombic structures of the even and odd paraffins 
are equivalent and, hence, their binary solutions can be continuous, even when even- 
paraffin is added to odd-chain.
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Besides symmetry, the other important consideration for predicting co-solubil
ity of two alkanes are the relative chain lengths. Based on existing solid solution data, 
Matheson and Smith [40] found a relationship between the relative chain lengths that 
could form a stable solid solution. A similar relationship was found experimentally by 
us [41], since we were able to investigate solid solution formation with paraffin 
samples up to n~C60H |22 [42]. In terms of the e values defined by Kitaigorodskii [1] 
(see above), the limiting value for stable co-solubilization appears to be about 0.84 in 
the chain length range from n-C28H58 to «-C37H76 [43]. Similar volume relationships 
for co-solubilization also are found for the perfluoroalkanes [44].

a) n-C33He8

Fig. 5. Explanation of the arbitrary rectangular layer symmetry of a binary solid solution. For pure paraf
fins an even chain will result in the packing motif (a) while odd chains will crystallize with the motif (b). 
When the chains are of different length, translation along the long axis and 180° rotation can result in 

either of the above two motifs on average. In (c) is demonstrated how such a transformation of an even 
chain will result in an average packing like an odd chain

When e < 0.84, there is a relative chain length difference for which metastable 
solid solutions are initially crystallized from the melt and, over time, these fractionate 
via a solid state diffusion mechanism [41, 45]. The initial electron diffraction patterns 
resemble Fig. 3a but, after fractionation, there is a superlattice-like structure 
betrayed by the lamellar reflections, an observation originally made by Mazee [46] 
for samples of п-Сз0Н62/«-Сз5Н72 which were allowed to equilibrate for year. With 
samples of e.g. /г-С30Н62/п-С36Н74, /г-С28Н58/л-Сз4Н70, n-C32H66/n-C37H76 the 
time for phase separation can be considerably shorted to hours or days [41]. Using 
neutron scattering [47] and vibrational spectroscopy [48], in conjunction with our 
initial calorimetric and electron diffraction measurements, we are currently 
determining the diffusion mechanism for this phase separation. In general, one can 
say that the molecular associations of binary n-paraffin solids, from solutions to fully 
separated eutectics, can be described in terms of crystal structures, all involving 
intimate interactions of crystallographic planes [43].
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Preliminary studies of cholesteryl ester solid solutions

Crystal structures of the cholesteryl esters had not been characterized until the 
relatively recent work of B. M. Craven and his co-workers [49]. Similarly, the 
literature on binary solids formed from these compounds has also been rather sparse, 
despite the obvious importance of such studies for the understanding of neutral lipid 
aggregations in atherosclerosis [50].

In terms of binary phase diagrams for saturated chain esters, it was clear from 
the outset that great differences in chain length would lead to phase separation -  e.g. 
the eutectic interactions between cholesteryl acetate and cholesteryl myristate or 
between cholesteryl nonoate and cholesteryl myristate [51]. Evidently, when the chain 
lengths become more similar, co-solubility might be possible, for example, between 
cholesteryl myristate and cholesteryl palmitate [52] or between cholesteryl 
undecanoate and cholesteryl myristate [53]. On the other hand, an eutectic relation 
was claimed [53] for the homologous myristate and stearate binary solids. It is 
unfortunate that all of the original phase diagrams were not supported by diffraction 
data to permit their interpretation in terms of molecular packing.

These preliminary results are particularly puzzling when the crystal structures 
for these esters are considered in light of Kitaigorodskii’s postulates for solid solution 
formation. Three archetypical layer packing modes are found for the cholesteryl 
esters [54]. Within a chain length range of 6- to 8-atoms for the fatty acid moiety, a 
so-called monolayer II packing is described, wherein the steroid nuclei pack next to 
one another but there is no methylene subcell packing for the acyl chains. The 
monolayer I packing is seen for esters with fatty acid chain lengths of 9 to 12 atoms. 
Here the acyl chains co-pack with the steroid nuclei. Finally, esters with chain lengths 
from 13 to 18 carbons (and perhaps higher), the bilayer form crystallizes, wherein the 
sterol nuclei and acyl chain packing are sequestered and there is a true methylene 
subcell for the fatty acid moiety. Thus, partial solubility was originally claimed for 
two esters with different crystal structures (undecanoate and myristate) [53], while 
two near homologs with the same crystal structure (myristate and stearate) were 
found to fractionate [53].

Diffraction studies of the binary cholesteryl ester solids

Structural interactions between cholesteryl esters in their binary solids become 
more clear after some of the phase diagrams were re-determined, and new ones
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constructed for other homologous esters [55]. These diagrams were interpreted with 
observed electron diffraction data [56]. It was discovered that the esters and their 
binary solids could be epitaxially-oriented on benzoic acid [57] and, after removal of 
the nucleating agent, good electron diffraction patterns and low-dose electron 
microscope lattice images could be obtained (Fig. 6). For diffraction studies in a 
heating stage, the epitaxial orientation (with molecular axes oriented parallel to the 
substrate surface) could be retained when the sample was heated to the smectic 
mesophase, to allow one to visualize changes of lamellar spacing [57].

Fig. 6. Electron crystallography of cholesteryl myristate epitaxially-oriented on benzoic acid, (a) Electron 
diffraction pattern, (b) low-dose electron microscope "lattice image" of the lamellar packing

In this work, the most extensive studies have been carried out on the mono- 
layer I and bilayer structures [56]. Within a crystal structure type, a chain length dif
ference of one methylene unit can be tolerated as a nearly ideal solid solution, e.g. 
cholesteryl undecanoate/cholesteryl laurate or cholesteryl myristate/cholesteryl 
pentadecanoate. Non-ideal solution behavior begins to occur when the chains differ 
by two carbon atoms, e.g. cholesteryl nonanoate/cholesteryl undecanoate or 
cholesteryl myristate/cholesteryl palmitate. With a four carbon atom difference, one 
begins to see fractionation -  e.g. the cholesteryl myristate/cholesteryl stearate com
bination is an eutectic of solid solutions whereas the cholesteryl myristate/cholesteryl 
arachidate solid (6 carbon atom difference) is totally phase-separated [55].

For two esters with different crystal structures, however, there is no co
solubility in the binary solid, no matter how small the chain length difference is 
between them. The cholesteryl undecanoate/cholesteryl myristate solid mentioned 
above is totally fractionated [56]; the electron diffraction lamellar spacings only
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indicate the presence of pure components in either the monolayer I packing or the 
bilayer structure. Since cholesteryl laurate is polymorphic and can crystallize in either 
of the two layers, the fraction in the bilayer structure can form a continuous solid 
solution with cholesteryl myristate, whereas the fraction in the monolayer I form is 
phase-separated [56]. Since the tridecanoate structure is also polymorphic [56], a 
similar relationship was also seen between it and the myristate [55]. Eutectics are 
also found for near chain lengths which respectively pack in monolayer I and 
monolayer II crystal structures [55].

What is the crystal structure of a cholesteryl esters solid solution? The first 
complete X-ray structure was recently solved for a 1:1 molar combination of 
cholesteryl undecanoate/cholesteryl laurate slowly crystallized from amyl alcohol 
[58]. Based on 8056 unique intensity data measured at room temperature, the 
structure was refined to a R = 0.097 and is seen (Fig. 7) to closely resemble the room 
temperature structures of the pure components [59, 60]. Despite the fact that a 
disordered chain packing was found at low temperature for the laurate [61] and 
possibly also in one of the room temperature structures [62], there is no such 
disorder found at the lamellar interface for the solid solution. The only expression of 
the partial occupancy of the end atom of the acyl chain, which leads to a value of 
c sinß near that predicted by Vegard’s law, is the presence of shorter inter-atomic 
distances in the layer interface. However, electron diffraction measurements indicate 
there must be some differences in melt-crystallized solid solution samples which may 
demand the presence of interfacial defects, since the variation of lamellar spacing 
with increasing concentration of cholesteryl laurate is step-like rather than linear. 
Single crystals have also been grown for 1:1 molar mixtures of cholesteryl 
caprate/cholesteryl laurate and cholesteryl myristate/cholesteryl pentadecanoate for 
X-ray data collection. In the former case a difference of two methylene units leads to 
e = 0.94, well within the constraints defined above. The observed value of c sin ß again 
lies near the distance predicted from Vegard’s law.

Binary phase behavior has also been studied for esters with unsaturated acyl 
chains. The physiologically significant interaction of cholesteryl linoleate with 
cholesteryl oleate was originally proposed to include a phase-separated concentration 
region as well as a region where solid solution behavior could be demonstrated [52]. 
A more recent study, however, demonstrates that these two esters must actually have 
a peritectic relationship and that the components totally fractionate in the solid state 
[63]. Claims of partial co-solubility in the solid state have been made for two esters 
sharing the same chain lengths, despite the fact that one of them is unsaturated, e.g.
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cholesteryl stearate/cholesteryl linoleate or cholesteryl stearate/cholesteryl oleate 
[64]. Our more recent study [65], however, of the unsaturated esters with cholesteryl 
palmitate, reveal total phase separation in the solid state, consistent with the 
presence of different crystal structures. (For example, cholesteryl palmitate and 
stearate both crystallize in the bilayer structure while cholesteryl oleate crystallizes in 
the monolayer II packing [54].)

(a)

Fig. 7. X-ray crystal structure of a cholesteryl undecanoate/cholesteryl laurate solid solution near 1:1 
molar composition. Space group P2lt a = 13.005, b = 9.005, c = 31.421 Â, ß = 90.82°. The layer packing (a) 

and the thermal motion (b) are very similar to the structural results from the pure laurate ester

Conclusions

The two types of linear molecules discussed in this review reveal how 
Kitaigorodskii’s elegantly simple rules can be used to predict the formation of stable 
solid solutions. For л-paraffins, the type of layer packing and methylene subcell, 
rather than the unit cell symmetry are the most important constraints to solid 
solution formation. This is because the differences in unit cell symmetry are only 
expressed by the interlamellar interface. These differences, moreover, become
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energetically less important when the structure of this interfacial region is disordered. 
However, strict unit cell symmetry criteria are followed when two polymethylene 
structures of nearly the same chain length are combined when each prefers a 
different layer packing -  i.e. stearyl stearate forms an eutectic with n- 
hexatriacontane [66]. Within the same layer packing, relative molecular volumes can v  
be thought as a continuous variable leading first to metastable solid solutions, then 
eutectics of solid solutions, and then fully fractionated eutectics, each with a well- 
defined crystal structure [43].

An example where preferred unit cell packing is a more rigorous determinant 
for solid solution formation is found for the cholesteryl esters. As shown in our work, 
no matter how close the molecular volumes are for the two species, if each member 
prefers a separate crystal structure, then the resulting binary solid will be an eutectic.
On the other hand, for esters having the same layer packing, solid solutions are easily 
formed and, here, molecular volume differences, similar to the ones found for the 
n -paraffins, are important for predicting the stability of a solid solution.
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PSEUDOSYMMETRIC MOLECULAR SHAPE RESULTING 
IN DISORDER IN THE CRYSTALLINE STATE+
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The structures of [(C4Me4)NiL]PF6 and [(C5Me5)CrL]PF6 where L is the tripod ligand 
[Ti3-CpCo{P(0)(OEt)2}3] were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction studies. The 
cations are expected to have point symmetry 1 (C\) or m (Cs); in the crystal they show 
apparent 2mm  (C2v) symmetry and are disordered. An explanation for this behaviour is 
offered by the fact that these molecules have a pseudosymmetric shape. An approach for 
visualizing the shape and packing of medium-sized molecules is presented.

Introduction

Disorder affecting all or the vast majority of the atoms in organometallic or co
ordination compounds is rare. Recently, in our laboratory the disorder problem in 
the structure of Me3Sn-V(CO)6 was solved [1] where the geometric shape and the 
space filling properties of the molecule seem to allow for the observed end-for-end 
disorder. In this paper we present a related problem that we encountered in 
the structure determination of two complexes with the tripod ligand 
L=[CpCo{P(0)(OEt)2}3]~. Anions of this type have been shown to be versatile 
tridentate ligands [2]. The cations [(C4Me4)NiL]+ and [(C5Me5)CrL]+ were 
prepared as model compounds for the aqua complexes [(C4Me4)Ni(H20 ) 3]2+ and 
[(C5Me5)Cr(H20 ) 3]2+, respectively. The synthetic interest in these systems stems 
from the fact that only relatively few compounds containing organometallic 
fragments and water as a cr-donor ligand are well characterized [3-5].

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* To whom all correspondence should be addressed
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Experimental

Synthesis o f [(C4Me4)NiL]PF6, 1, and [(CsMe5)CrL]PF6, 2

The compounds were prepared from the corresponding halides [(C4Me4)NiCl2]2 and 
[(C5Me5)CrCl2(THF)], respectively, by halide abstraction with AgBF4 in aqueous solution. Subsequently, 
the intermediate aqua complexes were reacted with the sodium salt of the tripod ligand to give the 
corresponding monocations. These were precipitated from the aqueous solution with an excess of 
NH4PF6. The salts so obtained were collected by filtration and dried in vacuo. Compound 1 exhibits an 
NMR spectrum in accord with the formula whereas 2 shows broad absorptions due to its paramagnetism. 
Single crystals were obtained by slow diffusion of pentane into an acetone solution.

X-ray diffraction experiments

The structure determinations were carried out on an ENRAF- Nonius CAD4 diffractometer 
equipped with a graphite monochromator. Experimental conditions for intensity data collection are given 
in Table I together with the crystal data. For the structure solution and refinement, the SDP [6] and 
SE1ELXS -  86 [7] programs were used.

Table I

Crystal data and parameters for structure solution in compounds 1 and 2

1 2

Space group (No.) 
Crystal data

Data collection

Measured reflections 
Observed indep. refl. 
Parameters refined 
Agreement factors

а
P42/ncm  (138) 
13.134(3) Â

c 21.807(3) Â
V 3762(2) Â3
Z 4
‘Calc 1.496 g cm-3
M- 11.8 c m 1

T
Mo K„ 
298 К

6 Оя1СО

R

(о-scan
2927
1038 ( I > 2tr(I) )
103
0.091

Rw 0.093

P42/ncm  (138) 
13.269(9) Â 
21.748(8)Â 
3829(7) Â3 
4
1.505 g cm-3 
9.5 cm _ 1 
Mo Ka 
243 К 
3-31° 
w-scan 
3887
1141 ( I > 3cr(I) )
118
0.064
0.072 w = l/( j2(F0)

Structure determinations

Crystals of compound 1 are dark red, quadratic platelets, some of them re
vealing their ditetragonal dipyramidal habitus on closer inspection. The extinction
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symbol Pnc suggested space group P42/ncm, no. 138, which was in accord with the 
crystal morphology. The unit cell dimensions (Table I) and the approximate 
molecular volume of 900 -1000 Â3 resulted in a unit cell content of four molecules. 
No accord between site symmetries for Z = 4(222, 4, 2/m  or 2mm) and molecular 
symmetry (m at most) could be found. However, as detailed further below, the solu
tion became possible after the successful determination of the crystal structure of 2.

Crystals of 2 exhibit a very different morphology. Most of them are elongated 
black rods and they do not show apparent fourfold symmetry. The long axis of the 
rods was found to be perpendicular to the c axis of the tetragonal unit cell. Cell 
dimensions (Table I) were very similar to those found for 2, and the data set showed 
the same reflection conditions. Space group was P42/ncm  (no. 138, the second setting 
with origin on 1 was used). In addition to the independent intensity data (+h, +k, +/, 
k> h) a limited set of 800 reflections was collected on half the reflection sphere ( +h, 
±k, ±l) and symmetry equivalent reflections were averaged. They showed intensity 
variations of ±1.5 % under the Laue class 4/mmm. The metal atoms (Co, Cr) were 
found to be located on special positions 4e, corresponding to a 2mm  site symmetry 
for the cation.

Figure 1 is a SCHAKAL [8] plot of the tripod ligand. Figure 2 gives a 
schematic representation of the resulting disorder: while mirror plane m is contained 
in the molecule, mirror plane m ’ generates an alternative orientation of the cation.

HORNIG et al.: PSEUDOSYMMETRIC MOLECULAR SHAPE IN THE CRYSTALLINE STATE 4 0 7

Fig. 1. SCHAKAL representation of the tripod ligand in 2
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P

m'

P'

I m
Fig. 2. Illustration of disorder in the cations of 1 and 2

After refinement of the metal atoms all of the remaining disordered non
hydrogen atoms in the cation could be located in difference Fourier syntheses and 
refined with appropriate multiplicities.

Figure 3 shows an ORTEP representation of the cation (disorder in the tripod 
ligand is omitted for clarity).

Fig. 3. ORTEP plot of the cation in 2. Ellipsoids are drawn at 30% probability
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No disorder problems arose for the anion. Its phosphorus atom occupies the 
special position 4a with point symmetry 222 (Z)2), a subgroup of the point group of 
the octahedron. Anisotropic refinement of the metal, phosphorus, and fluorine 
atoms, isotropic refinement for the remaining non-hydrogen atoms and unrefined 
hydrogen atoms in structure factor calculations gave the convergence results shown 
in Table I. Fractional co-ordinates and isotropic displacement parameters are given 
in Table II.

Table II

Fractional co-ordinates and displacement parameters for compound 1

Atom X У z B(iso)

Ni 0.250 0.250 0.4448(1) 4.62(3)
Co 0.250 0.250 0.2714(1) 4.15(3)
PI 0.3478(4) 0.152 0.3278(3) 5.1(1)
P2 0.1219(4) 0.2138(4) 0.3273(2) 5.0(1)
P3 0.250 0.750 0.000 8.2(1)
FI 0.3329(5) 0.667 0.000 12.4(3)
F2 0.1887(8) 0.6913(7) 0.0493(4) 16.4(3)
O il 0.340(1) 0.160 0.3961(9) 6.4(5)*
012 0.461(1) 0.1689(9) 0.3099(6) 5.8(3)*
021 0.1306(9) 0.2176(9) 0.3965(5) 5.8(3)*
022 0.029(1) 0.276(1) 0.3070(6) 6.8(3)*
023 0.0719(9) 0.1138(9) 0.3072(5) 6.9(3)*
Cl 0.2496(7) 0.3235(6) 0.5241(4) 7.0(3)*
C2 0.253(1) 0.435(1) 0.5275(9) 18.4(7)*
C l 0.315(1) 0.315 0.194(1) 4.0(5)*
C8 0.334(1) 0.215(1) 0.1935(6) 3.7(4)*
C9 0.236(1) 0.154(1) 0.1939(8) 6.0(5)*
Cl 2 0.541(2) 0.144(2) 0.353(1) 10.1(8)*
C14 0.634(1) 0.143(2) 0.3130(8) 7.1(5)*
C22 -0.051(1) 0.305(1) 0.3430(9) 6.2(5)*
C23 0.021(3) 0.035(3) 0.345(2) 21(1)*
C24 -0.106(2) 0.402(2) 0.336(1) 11.1(8)*
C25 0.049(3) -0.044(3) 0.364(2) 20(2)*

Starred atoms were refined isotropically. Anisotropically refined atoms are 
given in the form of the isotropic equivalent displacement parameter defined as:
(4/3) [a2 ß (l,l)  + b2 ß(2,2) + C2 ß(3,3)]

After the successful refinement of 2, the data set of 1 was tackled again. The 
atomic positions of the MLPF6 moiety of structure 2 were used as a starting model 
for 1. After refinement the remaining non-hydrogen atoms of the model (the carbon
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atoms of the C4Me4 ligand) were located in a difference Fourier map. They showed 
no disorder and completed the structure model, albeit the displacement parameters 
for C2 were rather large. Table III contains the refined atomic co-ordinates and 
displacement parameters. For both compounds 1 and 2, selected interatomic
distances and angles are presented in Table IV.

<

Table III

Fractional co-ordinates and displacement parameters for compound 2

Atom X У z B(wo)

Co 0.250 0.250 0.27019(6) 3.18(2)
Cr 0.250 0.250 0.44594(7) 3.42(2)
PI 0.3464(2) 0.154 0.3281(2) 3.99(9)
P2 0.1219(2) 0.2150(2) 0.3258(1) 3.81(6)
P3 0.250 0.750 0.000 5.29(5)
FI 0.3344(3) -0.334 0.000 8.6(1)
F2 0.1893(4) -0.3088(4) 0.0506(2) 9.8(1)
O il 0.3367(6) 0.163 0.3957(5) 4.4(2)*
012 0.4591(7) 0.1640(7) 0.3105(4) 6.3(2)*
021 0.1324(6) 0.2177(6) 0.3942(3) 5.1(2)*
022 0.0311(6) 0.2825(6) 0.3088(3) 4.6(2)*
023 0.0747(6) 0.1122(6) 0.3076(3) 5.8(2)*
Cl 0.2589(8) 0.1701(8) 0.5332(4) 3.4(2)*
C2 0.1618(7) 0.2157(7) 0.5304(4) 2.8(2)*
C3 0.1785(9) 0.321 0.5303(7) 4.1(3)*
C4 0.273(1) 0.056(1) 0.5345(6) 6.2(3)*
C5 0.059(1) 0.172(1) 0.5300(6) 6.6(4)*
C6 0.097(1) 0.403 0.5301(9) 6.2(5)*
C7 0.189(1) 0.311 0.1913(8) 5.5(4)*
C8 0.2921(8) 0.3299(8) 0.1921(4) 4.3(2)*
C9 0.3405(8) 0.2350(7) 0.1921(4) 3.2(2)*
Cl 2 0.540(1) 0.150(1) 0.3533(6) 6.0(3)*
C14 0.638(1) 0.149(1) 0.3165(6) 7.0(3)*
C22 -0.052(1) 0.303(1) 0.3434(7) 6.6(3)*
C23 0.023(1) 0.049(1) 0.3519(6) 10.0(4)*
C24 -0.114(1) 0.389(1) 0.3297(7) 9.3(5)*
C25 0.042(2) -0.058(2) 0.3415(9) 12.2(6)*

Starred atoms were refined isotropically. Anisotropically refined atoms are 
given in the form of the isotropic equivalent displacement parameter defined as: 
(4/3) [a2 ß (l,l)  + b2 ß(2,2) + c2 ß(3,3)]
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Table IV

Selected interatomic distances (Â) and angles (°) in 1 and 2

1* 2*

M -  R (best plane) 1.730 1.864
M - O l l 1.987(8) 1.959(5)
M -0 2 1 1.936(7) 1.971(6)
C o -P I 2.195(3) 2.204(2)
C o-P2 2.132(3) 2.138(2)

PI -  Co -  P2 90.6(1) 90.71(9)
P2-C O -P2’ 91.4(2) 91.42(9)

* 1: M = Ni, R = C4Me4; 2: M = Cr, R=C5Me5

Molecular shape

What is the origin of the orientational disorder of the cations in 1 and 2? We 
note that this disorder affects the majority of the atoms of the cations of both 1 and 2 
while several other structures with similar tridentate ligands are known which do not 
show signs of disorder [9-11]. For more insight let us reconsider the crystal structure 
of Me3Sn-V(CO)6 which may serve as a less involved example. In this case the shape 
of the molecule is close to that of a rugby-ball. While the molecular symmetry is 
3mm (C3v) the shape is pseudosymmetric with respect to a non-crystallographic 
mirror operation perpendicular to the Sn-V bond. Thus the shape of the molecule 
allows for the observed end-for-end disorder [1].

In order to look for pseudosymmetry in molecules we decided to abstract from 
the individual atoms and to visualize molecular shape by a convex polyhedron 
enveloping the molecule in question. Note that this approach is entirely geometric in 
nature. Atoms are treated as spheres with appropriate van der Waals radii. The faces 
of the enveloping polyhedron are constructed as planes tangential to the peripheral 
atoms, its vertices result from the intersection of these planes and are close to the 
peripheral atoms. Evidently, the resulting geometric object conveys less information 
than a space-filling or ball-and-stick model, but due to its higher degree of 
abstraction it may easily be rotated, subjected to symmetry operations or 
superimposed to other polyhedra without becoming confusing.

Our implementation of the above mentioned approach consists of two 
computer programs. The first (POLYMOL) is interfaced for convenience to
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standard parameter files containing lattice constants, symmetry operations, and 
fractional coordinates. Van der Waals radii for the different atom types are 
defaulted, but may be changed interactively. The resulting convex polyhedron is 
output to a graphics display and can be input to the second program (POLYPAC) 
which allows to manipulate and pack one or more polyhedra interactively.

Results

To examine the cations [(C4Me4)NiL]+ and [(C5Me5)CrL]+ in terms of their 
molecular shape, we used a connected set of atoms for each, neglecting the 
alternative orientation created by the mirror plane m ’ (Fig. 2) not contained in the 
molecule. The coordinates were input to the program POLYMOL. The resulting 
polyhedra created by the latter were subjected to reflection at plane m \  Figure 4 
shows the result for the cation of compound 2: The polyhedron is found to be almost 
superimposible to its reflected image.

4 1 2  HORNIG et al.: PSEUDOSYMMETRIC MOLECULAR SHAPE IN THE CRYSTALLINE STATE

Fig. 4. Convex polyhedron enveloping the cation in 2; methyl groups were idealized as single spheric 
pseudo-atoms of van der Waals radius 1.95 Â

The situation is of course very similar for the almost isotypic cation in 1. We 
conclude that the disorder is tolerated in these cases since it does not greatly affect 
space filling and intermolecular contacts.
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Conclusion

In molecular structures showing disorder the alternative orientations of the 
molecules must respect reasonable distances to their nearest neighbors and will, at 
least roughly, fill the same part of the unit cell. As disorder is the exception to the 
rule, we do not expect every pseudosymmetric molecule to be disordered, but we do 
expect that molecules showing orientational or end-for-end disorder are 
pseudosymmetric. Therefore inspection of the molecular shape in the manner 
suggested here gives an indication whether a disorder affecting many atoms can be 
expected to occur. A certain degree of abstraction (in our case the convex 
polyhedron) will be necessary or at least helpful, since superimposed ball-and-stick 
models even of medium-sized molecules tend to show confusing complexity.

The model presented here is based on the assumption that molecules can be 
represented by convex enveloping polyhedra. Of the many limitations such an 
approach does imply at least two should be discussed here:

(a) A purely geometric interpretation in terms of faces, edges and vertices or of 
cup models does not consider charge distribution and specific intermolecular 
interactions such as hydrogen bonding.

(b) A convex polyhedron may be an inappropriate representation of a 
molecule, even in the purely geometric sense. A convex surface will of course not be 
suitable for modelling the shape of molecules with pronounced cavities in their 
enveloping surfaces.

With due care of these limitations, our model provides a simple and efficient 
tool for the representation of molecular shape and for the analysis of disorder 
problems related to molecular shape. In a forthcoming paper we shall show that it 
also can be used as a convenient tool for looking at the next neighbourhood of 
molecules or visualizing molecular packing in crystals.

Supplementary material

Tables with all atomic co-ordinates, thermal parameters, and interatomic 
distances (10 pages) are available from the authors. Structure factor tables and the 
above mentioned tables may also be obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum 
Karlsruhe, Gesellschaft für wissenschaftlich-technische Information mbH, W -7514 
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen 2 (FRG), on quoting the depository number 
CSD-XXXXXX, the names of the authors, and the journal citation.
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The program POLYMOL is available in source code (written in language C for 
most parts within the confins of the ANSI Standard) and executable version (for 
IBM -  PC) from the authors.
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A review of pre-melting in the л-alkancs is given. In the present context pre-melting is 
defined as the onset of conformational disorder, at the end-sequences of the molecule, prior 
to complete melting. A clear distinction needs to be made between this specific type of pre
melting and the many others that have been discussed in the literature. The theoretical basis 
for this phenomenon is given and extensive experimental evidence is presented to support this 
process.

There are essentially three categories of experimental data that are pertinent. These 
are direct experimental observation, as evidenced by vibrational spectroscopy and nuclear 
magnetic resonance. There are a set of observations that are consistent with and explained by 
pre-melting as, for example, thermodynamic studies. Also, there are important consequences 
of this pre-melting, such as small-angle X-ray scattering, expansion coefficients and 
longitudinal chain translations. For a given л-alkane the pre-melting temperature that is 
observed is the same, within experimental error, for all of the experimental techniques used.

These results should also have bearing on the interpretation of the transition to the 
hexagonal phase. In particular the motion that is characteristic of this phase can no longer be 
interpreted solely on the basis of the rotation of a rigid molecule along its long axis, the 
relaxation of the disordered end-sequences also needs to be considered.

Introduction

As noted by Ubbelohde [1], melting of certain organic solids composed of 
flexible molecules involves a number of entropie terms, including conformational 
contributions to disorder in addition to positional and orientational ones. In fact, the 
existence of "rotational" packing disorder in "plastic crystals" is a general 
phenomenon which was discussed extensively by A. I. Kitaigorodskii [2], based on his 
earlier theoretical calculations. The presence of such additional entropie terms can 
lead to pre-melting phenomena. For /г-paraffms, these were originally observed by

1 The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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Müller [3 -  5] in his X-ray crystallographic studies at high temperature. For example, 
the appearance of a hexagonal layer symmetry for such non-cylindrical molecules 
below the true melting temperature has continued to fascinate structural researchers 
to this very day. However, as we shall demonstrate, other salient manifestations in 
pre-melting, common to all polymethylene compounds, are also important, 
irrespective of their length, and may eventually lead to a more precise description of 
this hexagonal layer structure than has been permitted so far.

The crystal -  crystal transition in n -paraffins to a hexagonal layer packing, often 
called "the rotator phase", only occurs for odd-chain numbers between C9H20 and 
C43H88 and even chains between C22H46 and C40H82. At greater chain lengths, it is 
not observed, even though an orthorhombic methylene subcell packing persists in 
rectangular chain layers, even in the infinite polymer crystal structure. Earliest 
structural descriptions of this hexagonally-disordered crystalline phase depicted it as 
an ensemble of freely-rotating rigid chains, with a gear-mesh network required to 
provide a reasonable energetic model. Although this structural concept has 
dominated the interpretation of most physical measurements, it is by no means the 
only model used to explain the symmetry of this high temperature phase. For 
example, anything that, on average, will be equivalent to a chain rotor in a projection 
down chain axes will be an equally valid descriptor of the observed diffraction 
intensity data for a single layer [13].

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of crystallites. (A) For л-alkanes in completely ordered conformation. 
(B) For polymer fractions and n- alkanes with disordered end sequences
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In this discussion of the pre-melting in я -alkanes, we shall only be concerned 
with conformational disorder that is confined to sequences of methylene groups that 
are located at the chain ends. Gauche conformers, sometimes called "kinks", are 
introduced causing disorder that involves trans bond orientation as well as gauche 
ones. We indicate this situation schematically in Fig. 1 assuming an orthorhombic 
unit cell. In Fig. la  we consider the perfectly ordered lamellar-like crystal of an 
n-alkane. Here all the molecules are exactly the same length. In this figure the 
vertical straight line represents the ordered sequence conformation, planar zigzag in 
this case. In the orthorhombic unit cell the molecules are placed end-to-end so that 
the terminal groups are juxtaposed in successive layers of the lattice. In this model, 
for a completely ordered chain structure, the terminal methyl groups describe a well- 
defined crystallographic plane. If the orientation of the methyl groups were different, 
as in a true monoclinic unit cell, the same principles will still apply. The situation 
where there is conformational disorder at the molecular ends is typified by the 
schematic structure of Fig. lb. In this case the terminal methyl groups are no longer 
paired one molecule to another. Therefore, they no longer describe a well-defined 
plane. The disorder involves a random (subject to energetic consideration) 
distribution of gauche and trans conformers. We should note in passing that polymers 
cannot satisfy the condition of molecular crystal formation illustrated in Fig. la. 
No matter how well fractionated all the polymer molecules are never exactly the 
same length. Exact uniformity of length is a very stringent requirement to form 
molecular crystals of chain molecules. This condition is, of course, satisfied by the 
n-alkanes. Polymers, on the other hand, when in the equilibrium extended length 
conformation, are best represented in the crystalline state by the schematic 
representation of Fig. lb.

Theory

Pre-melting of the type of concern here finds a theoretical basis in the work of 
Flory and Vrij [14]. In this analysis the chains are taken to be absolutely uniform in 
length, i.e. an ideal monodisperse system. The major portions of their work was 
concerned with fusion from the state of extreme perfect crystalline order (molecular 
crystals) to that of the completely disordered liquid state. However, they also 
considered the possibility that, under favorable circumstances, chains could exist in 
some intermediate state of order. They treated the specific situation where the 
molecular crystals could undergo partial melting that involved the disruption of the
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planar array of the terminal methyl groups. This structure would then be 
schematically represented by Fig. lb. This pre-melting process would be a prelude to 
complete melting. In this calculation m methylene units from the terminal sequences 
of each molecule are conformationally disordered or melted. Thus, n-m consecutive 
units from the center of the molecule occupy a crystalline zone comprising similar 
sequences from neighboring chains. In addition to the free energy of fusion and the 
interfacial free energy that are involved in this disordering process there is also a 
combinatorial contribution that arises from the number of locations within the 
molecule that exclude the terminal disordered sequences from the interior of the 
crystalline zone. From this rudimentary consideration, the conditions for partial, or 
pre-melting, at a temperature 7^, are given by the inequality [14]

In (RT2/  AHU AT) > 1 + (2ae + AGe) / R T  (1)

The optimum extent of the pre-melting, m*, is given by

m* + 1 = RT2/  AHU AT  (2)

In these equations, AHU is the enthalpy of fusion per repeating unit, AT is 
Tm° -  T  where Tm° is the equilibrium melting temperature of the infinite chain. The 
temperature for the onset of pre-melting, Tp, depends crucially on the relative values 
of the quantities сте and AGe. We note that Tp does not explicitly depend on the 
length of the n-alkane. The chain length dependence resides in either or both of the 
quantities сте and AGe. AGC is the end-group contribution to the free energy of fusion 
of the molecular crystal. It can be looked on as the defect free energy for the end- 
group layer destroyed by partial melting. This quantity will depend on the end-group 
interaction and hence on the chemical nature of the terminal groups and their 
orientation relative to one another. Since AGC depends only on the terminal group it 
would not be expected to be molecular weight dependent. The quantity cre is the 
interfacial free energy associated with the boundary between the ordered and 
disordered region in the pre-melted chain. It is difficult to evaluate cre theoretically. 
However, it can be deduced from the dependence of the equilibrium melting 
temperature on the chain length of either the n-alkanes or the low molecular weight 
polyethylenes [15, 16]. Experimentally, the value of oe is found to depend on 
molecular weight [15]. This experimental observation provides the basis for the 
chain-length dependence of the pre-melting temperature. For both the polyethylenes 
and n-alkanes, crc  ranges from 1300 to 3500 cal/mol of sequences as the number
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average molecular weight increases from 575 to 5600 [16]. A similar dependence of 
cre in chain length is also found for oligomers of ethylene oxide [17].

Figure 2 gives a plot of the calculated pre-melting temperature as a function of 
сте for different values of AHe. For a methyl terminated «-alkane, Flory and Vrij 
estimated AHe to be equal to -2150 cal/mol and AS’e = 2.45 cal/mol K. Accordingly, 
AGe is equal to -3200 cal/mol at Tm° = 418.7 K. The other values of AHe used in 
Fig. 2 were arbitrarily selected to represent other possible types of end-groups and 
their interactions.

Fig. 2. Plot of pre-melting temperatures, Tp, as a function of o-c for different values of ДHe. 
....ДHe = -1500 cal/m ol;----- Д# e= -2150 cal/mol;____ ДHe= -3000 cal/mol

We note in Figure 2 that Tp is very sensitive to the value of cre. For 
сте > 3000 cal/mol, which are values that correspond to high molecular weights, Tp is 
predicted to be very close to Tm° (418.7 K). It then would be very difficult to observe 
[14]. However, as ac decreases, a precipitous drop in Tp is predicted for the 
«-alkanes. The pre-melting temperature can be significantly lower than the final 
melting temperature of an «-alkane, particularly for the higher molecular weight
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homologues. For example, from the curve corresponding to AHe = -  2150 cal/mol, 
and сте equal to 2000 cal/mol, Tp is predicted to be 380 K. This value of Tp is below 
the melting temperatures of n-alkanes greater than about C80H162. For cre equal to 
1500 cal/mol Tp is predicted to be 337 K, which is a temperature well below the 
melting temperature of C25H52 and greater (see Fig. 5). There is, therefore, a great 
sensitivity of Tp to the « -alkane chain length when ae is in the range of 
1500-2500 cal/mol. There is, therefore, the expectation from this theory that for 
n-alkanes, at least greater than about C30H52, Tp is sufficiently below Tm so that it 
should be observed experimentally. The other curves in Fig. 2 indicate that 
depending on the value of AHC (or AGC) Tp will vary as the terminal group changes.

The number of end-disordered units, m*, can also be calculated from the 
theory outlined. A plot of m* against T, as calculated from Eq. (2) for «-alkanes is 
given in Fig. 3. The amount of disorder that is predicted is very small at low 
temperature, only about 1 -3  units being involved. However, it increases rather 
substantially at about 95 °C. At this temperature m* is about 5 units but increases to 
about 20 units at 130 °C. Thus, for the higher «-alkanes a significant number of units 
can be expected to be disordered prior to complete melting.

Molecular dynamic calculations have also been carried out to study the nature 
of the disorder present in the bilayer, pseudo hexagonal, phase of the «-alkane 
C23H48 [18]. The fact that the calculation was performed for the pseudo-hexagonal 
chain packing does not vitiate the pre-melting deduced. As a result of this calculation, 
it was found that intramolecular defects, in the form of about 6% gauche conformers 
occur primarily at the interface. The value of Tp deduced from this calculation, which 
is greater than 38 °C but equal to or less than 42 °C, is consistent with the Flory-Vrij 
analysis for this chain length if ae is less than 1500 cal/mol.

The above discussion outlines in a concise manner the theoretical basis for pre
melting that can be attributed to the conformational disorder of terminal sequences. 
Theory leads to the expectation that this type of pre-melting should be observed in 
the higher «-alkanes homologues that are available for study. The question that has 
to be addressed, therefore, is whether the expectation of pre-melting by this 
mechanism is actually observed experimentally.
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Fig. 3. Plot, according to Eq. (2), of the number of disordered units, m*, as a function
of temperature [24]

Experimental

General

A very large body of diverse experimental studies of the n -alkanes have been 
reported over many years. Some of these works have been specifically directed to the 
question at hand, aided by the recent synthesis of very high molecular weight 
u-alkanes [19-21]. Others, while not specifically directed, have yielded additional 
important information. There are essentially three categories of experimental results 
that are pertinent to our present concern. These are: the direct experimental 
evidence of pre-melting; experimental observations that are consistent with and are 
most easily comprehended by pre-melting; observations that can be explained as a
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consequence of the structural changes that accompany pre-melting. In what follows 
we shall consider the experimental results that fall into each of the respective groups.

Vibrational spectroscopy

Direct experimental evidence for pre-melting comes from vibrational spec
troscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), particularly solid state carbon-13. 
Raman and infra-red studies by Snyder and collaborators [22a, 23] have given direct 
and conclusive evidence of conformational disorder, predominantly at the end 
sequences at temperatures well below the final melting temperature. The highest 
concentration of gauche bonds is located in the chain end sequences and they 
decrease exponentially toward the chain center [22b]. The detailed spectroscopic 
basis for reaching these conclusion have already been given in detail [22a, 22b, 23]. 
and need not be repeated here. Figure 4 gives the measured chain disorder, in terms 
of gauche bonds per chain, as a function of temperature, for a set of я -alkanes.

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of disorder, in terms of gauche bonds per chain, 
for indicated n-alkanes [23]
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The three lowest carbon number alkanes have solid-state transitions to the 
pseudo-hexagonal phase prior to melting, while C50H102 and C60H112 do not show 
these transitions. The onset of conformational disorder of the end sequences at Tp is 
well defined in this data set. For C17H36 and C25H52 the disorder is observed just 
slightly below, or at the temperature of the onset of this transition. Pre-melting in 
C36H74 begins around 66 °C. However, the amount of disorder although detectable 
remains low until the orthorhombic to hexagonal transition takes place about 8 °C 
higher. Disordering in C50H102 and C60H122 also take place in the vicinity of 
65 -  70 °C. The concentration of the disorder observed at Tp is about the same as 
with that observed with the shorter chains although in the latter case a phase 
transition occurs. These results strongly suggest that the disordering mechanism is 
the same in all the alkanes studied, irrespective of the actual orthorhombic to 
hexagonal phase transition. The values of Tp deduced from the spectral studies, are 
listed in Table I for the different n-alkancs. It is found that Tp initially increases at 
the low carbon numbers and then appears to level off. Of particular interest are the 
values of trc, obtained by applying Eq. (1) to the spectroscopic data. These values are 
given in Table II. A very close correspondence is found between these values and 
those deduced from the melting temperatures of alkanes or polyethylene fractions of 
corresponding chain lengths. These two sets of observations are independent of one 
another. Since very similar values of ac are obtained, the basic validity of Eq. (1) is 
confirmed. To put matters in another way, Eq. (1) predicts the temperature for pre
melting, as determined by vibrational spectroscopy, in a very satisfactory manner 
using the oe value obtained from the independent melting temperature studies.

The number of disordered methylene units, m*, at Tp can be calculated from 
Eq. (2). The calculated values of m* are significantly larger than the number of 
gauche bonds per chain that are directly determined from the infra-red spectra [23]. 
This discrepancy is only apparent since the introduction of a given number of gauche 
bonds will cause a disproportionate increase in the amount of disorder in the ordered 
chain.

Infra-red and Raman studies of n-nonadecane as a function of temperature by 
Zerbi et al. [24], give clear evidence that pre-melting via end-sequence disorder takes 
place at the expected temperature. Royaud et al. [25] have interpreted the shift in the 
Raman LAM frequency between room temperature and the hexagonal phase 
transition temperature to be the result of partial melting near the ends of the 
extended chains.
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Table I

C om pila tion  o f  pre-m eltin g  tem perature determ in ed  by different m ethods

Caibon # Vibrational NMR Calorimetry Small-angle Lattice
spectroscopy X-ray scattering expansion

17 283
18 288
19 295 296-298

288-298
293

23 308
24 318-321
25 315
26 323
28 328 323; 330
32 333-343 338
33 335
36 339 344 -  346 341 343,

340 -  343 
338-343

37
38 343
40
44 333-343 343 -  345
45 339
48 338
50 338 -  343 348
60 333 -  343 -347 355 348
61 351
62 >343
65 361
69 363
70 343 -  356
82 353
94 >353 353
100 365
168 <360 353

>300
192 <363
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Table II

Parameters calculated from vibrational spectroscopy [23]

c a e (cal/mol) m* (calculated) at Гр

17 1390 0.2
25 1510 0 .9

36 1650 1.9

5 0 1640 1.9

60 1610 1.6

Nuclear magnetic resonance

Several different NMR studies have also demonstrated pre-melting in the n- 
alkanes. Taylor et al. have studied the 2H NMR spectra of the orthorhombic and 
hexagonal phases of perdeutero-nonadecane (C19D40) and nonadecanes labelled with 
deuterium at specific sites [26]. These include C19- 2 - D 2, C19- 1 0 -D 2 and the 
labelling of the two methyl end groups. A comparison of the spectral characteristics 
of these compounds indicates that the motional behavior is different at specific sites 
along the chain. Major differences are observed between the middle and the ends of 
the chain. These motional differences are quite marked in the hexagonal phase 
(at 25 °C); they are also present, but to a smaller extent, in the orthorhombic phase 
(at 20 °C). In the orthorhombic phase, the chain end, CH3’s, and the aC’s, are subject 
to motional averaging processes that are not operative in the central portion of the 
chain. In the hexagonal phase the lattice expansion that takes place can allow for 
motion to occur about the molecular long axis. However, torsional motion, involving 
greater amplitudes near the chain ends provides the most straightforward 
explanation of the spectra. The predominant motion that is observed in both phases, 
therefore, is that expected from disordered chain end sequences. These results are 
thus consistent with the vibrational spectra for C17H36 and C25H52 where a small 
amount of end sequence disorder is observed prior to the onset of the transition to 
the hexagonal phase. The 2H NMR spectra cannot be explained by a model that only 
involves the rotation of rigid chains about their long axis.

High resolution solid-state 13C NMR techniques are capable of resolving the 
terminal methyl carbons as well as the a and ß carbons in the /г-alkanes. This method 
is thus ideally suited to investigate pre-melting since the behavior of specific carbon 
atoms belonging to the end sequences can be monitored as a function of 
temperature. Several studies of the n -alkanes, with carbon numbers from C19H40 to
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C168H338 have been reported using this technique [27 -  29]. Essentially the same 
results were obtained by the different investigators.

Studies with nonadecane, C19H4g, reveal that at the lower limit of the 
hexagonal phase (298 K) the a, and methyl carbon resonances are shifted upfield 
relative to the pure orthorhombic structure at 295 К [27, 28]. These chemical shift 
changes are indicative of the introduction of gauche conformers and the disruption of 
the ordered structure of the end sequences. The resonance for the ß and internal 
methylene carbons are shifted slightly downfield because of magnetic susceptibility 
effects. There is not sufficient temperature discrimination in these particular 
experiments to detect the onset of the disorder at a temperature below the transition 
to the hexagonal phase. C24H50 behaves in very similar manner [28]. For this 
molecule the ß, a and methyl carbons all show upfield shifts in the hexagonal phase 
indicating the introduction of gauche structures. In this case the ordered structure 
subject to formation of the hexagonal phase is triclinic. The effect being observed is 
thus a property of the ordered chain conformation and not in how the chains are 
packed in the crystal lattice. The «-alkane, C32H66, shows exactly the same chemical 
shifts in the temperature interval 333 -  343 К which represent the orthorhombic and 
hexagonal forms [28]. In «-hexatricontane, C36H74, chemical shifts characteristic of 
gauche conformers, can be observed about 2 К below the transition to the hexagonal 
form [27]. The higher homologues that have been studied, C44H9Q, C60H22 and 
Ci68H238, do not show any evidence of a transition to the hexagonal structure. 
However at a characteristic temperature, chemical shifts typical of gauche formation 
in terminal sequences are observed.

The high molecular weight octahexacontahectane, C168H238, has recently been 
synthesized [27]. It can be crystallized into a planar zigzag extended conformation 
and forms an orthorhombic unit cell. No solid-state transitions are observed from 
room temperature to the melting temperature of 124.5 °C. The solid-state 13C NMR 
spectra have been reported for this «-alkane at 300 К and 360 К [27]. The 300 К 
spectrum shows almost complete order as far as the inner methylene groups are 
concerned. The methyl and a-carbons show a small amount of disorder at this 
temperature. When heated to 360 K, the high level of order of the inner methylene 
carbon remains essentially constant. However, there is a significant increase in the 
disorder level of the terminal CH3 and a carbons. These observations are thus a 
direct manifestation of conformational disorder of the end sequence. Unfortunately, 
NMR spectra at intermediate temperatures were not obtained for this compound. 
Therefore, the pre-melting temperature cannot be specified in any more detail.
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The upper and lower limits of the pre-melting temperature that were obtained 
by « с  NMR are also listed in Table I. The trends with chain length are the same as 
was found by vibrational spectroscopy. There is a rapid increase in Гр at the lower 
/г-alkane which then levels off at the higher carbon numbers. Moreover, the values of 
Tp that are obtained by both methods are very close to one another. Thus, it is clear 
that the same phenomenon is being observed by both experimental techniques. These 
complementary set of studies give direct evidence for the introduction of gauche 
conformers among the bonds located towards the ends of the molecules. Thus the 
development of conformational disorder in the end sequences is observed in accord 
with theoretical expectations. This disorder must by necessity lead to a very irregular, 
or "rough", lamellar surface as has been pointed out by several groups of investigators 
[30-32]. The establishment of conformational disorder of end sequences at 
temperatures well below the melting point has important consequences with respect 
to the reexamination and interpretation of other observations and reports.

Thermodynamics

The /г-alkanes as a class have been subject to extensive thermodynamic and 
thermochemical studies. We make no effort here to comprehensively review this 
large body of work. Rather, we focus on those works pertaining to the pre-melting 
phenomenon. The synthesis of high molecular weight /г-alkanes [19-21], up to 
C390H782, allows for a detailed comparison to be made between their melting 
temperatures and those of molecular weight fractions of linear polyethylene of 
comparable chain length that are crystallized in the extended form. A compilation of 
the data available for both types of species is plotted in Fig. 5 as Tm against x, the 
number of carbon atoms (number average for the polymer) in the chain. The open 
symbols represent the data for the polymers, while the closed symbols represent the 
melting temperatures of the /г-alkanes. The data plotted in Fig. 5 give a most 
interesting and very surprising set of results. We find that with the exception of only 
one data point both types of chain molecules can be described by a common curve 
[16]. Within 1 °C, all of the melting temperatures fall on the curve described by the 
solid line in this figure. The agreement is particularly noteworthy with common 
molecular weights of the two species. Considering the different sources of the data 
and that both calorimetric and dilatometric techniques were used in different 
experiments, this leads one to accept the reality of the agreement that is 
obtained. We then have to seek the reason for the concordance in the melting
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temperature -  molecular weight relation between the n-alkanes and the low 
molecular weight polyethylene fractions.

Fig. 5. Plot of melting temperature, Tm, against number of carbon atoms x for л-alkanes (solid symbols) 
and low molecular weight polyethylene fractions (open symbols) [16]

Since the /i-alkane and polymer fractions have identical melting points, for the 
same chain length, they should have the same structure at this temperature. As was 
indicated in the Introduction, polymers can not form molecular crystals, where the 
terminal groups delineate well-defined crystallographic planes. No matter how well 
fractionated the system is, the individual molecules will not be of exactly the same 
length. Therefore, the necessary condition for molecular crystal formation cannot be 
physically fulfilled. Consequently, the equilibrium condition, established by statistical 
mechanical analysis [33], is one where the end portion of the molecule is disordered, 
or unpeeled. Thus a chain of x repeating units is characterized by an equilibrium 
crystallite, or ordered sequence length £c. This model receives verification from 
several different experimental sources. Solid-state 13C NMR studies at ambient 
temperature of a low molecular weight linear polyethylene, Mn = 1600, show that a 
higher proportion of a and methyl carbons are in the noncrystalline phase relative to 
the crystallinity level of the inner methylene carbons [27]. Recent Raman studies with 
fractions A/n = 800 and A/n = 1000 indicate that ca. 10-15% of the chain units are 
disordered and that the disordering process proceeds from the chain ends [34]. These 
results thus support the theoretically expected equilibrium crystallite structure. 
Complete melting of the polymers therefore occurs from a partially disordered state.
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In contrast to the polymers the primary characteristic of an я -alkane is that all 
of the constituent chain molecules are of precisely the same length and are 
terminated at each end by a methyl group. Consequently, at sufficiently low 
temperatures molecular crystals are formed at equilibrium. However, as the 
preceding discussion has made clear, at temperatures well below the melting point 
this structure is not maintained. Rather pre-melting, that involves the conformational 
disordering of the end sequence, takes place. At this temperature the structure of the 
n-alkane is the same as that of the low molecular weight polymer. Thus, at elevated 
temperatures both systems have the same structure, a core crystalline portion and a 
sequence of disordered end units. These structural factors should be the same for a 
given molecular weight of either species. Therefore, it would be expected that the 
same equilibrium melting temperature molecular weight relation would hold for both 
types of chain molecules.

Recent differential calorimetric studies [21, 35], as well as the older classical 
specific heat measurements [1, 36, 37], can be interpreted, in a straightforward 
manner, as strong evidence of pre-melting at temperatures well below the true 
melting temperature. DSC studies of dononacontahectane, C192H386, indicate pre
melting at about 363 K, which is 27.5 К below the melting temperature of this 
compound [21]. The pre-melting manifests itself by an increase in the heat flow 
above the base line. It is possible that with calorimetric techniques having a greater 
sensitivity the pre-melting would be observed at even lower temperatures. The 
measured enthalpy of fusion of C192H386 indicates that there is about a 15% 
deficiency in the number of ordered chain units [21]. Similar studies with n-hectane 
^ 100^202 [36], give results that could be interpreted as pre-melting taking place at 
365 K; a temperature that is also well below the melting temperature.

Using classical calorimetric methods Ubbelohde and co-workers have 
demonstrated pre-melting in the lower molecular weight n-alkanes [1, 36, 37]. For a 
very pure specimen of n-octadecane an abnormal rise in specific heat was observed at 
a well defined temperature, substantially below that characteristic of true melting. 
Extreme measures were taken to demonstrate that this effect was not due to 
impurities. This temperature, 288 K, can be identified with the pre-melting 
temperature. According to the data listed in Table I, it is the expected value based on 
the vibrational and NMR spectroscopy. Studies of the specific heats of lower 
molecular weight n -alkanes show, as expected, progressively lowered pre-melting 
temperatures with decreasing chain length [1, 38].
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Using adiabatic calorimetry, Atkinson and Richardson [39] have observed pre
melting below the transition temperature in n -alkanes containing 19 to 42 carbon 
atoms. Their results, taken from one of the figures in the paper, are also given in 
Table I. These pre-melting temperatures also agree very well with those obtained by 
vibrational and NMR spectroscopy for corresponding alkanes. These calorimetric 
observations are thus consistent with end-sequence disorder. However, the 
investigators concluded that the methyl end-group pairing is maintained in the 
hexagonal form [39].

Density measurements of n-hexatriacontane, C36H24, shows a departure from 
linearity in the range 340 -  343 К [40]. This temperature is in almost exact agreement 
with the pre-melting temperatures determined by vibrational and NMR spectroscopy 
for this compound (see Table I). This temperature is well defined and is clearly 
below the transition temperature to the hexagonal form.

Consequences

The direct and indirect experimental observations described above give very 
clear evidence of pre-melting in the «-alkanes that involve the disordering of chain 
end sequences. These studies encompass both spectroscopic and thermodynamic 
measurements. There are certain consequences of this conformational disorder of 
the end sequences that are important. Flory has pointed out [33, 41] that for polymer 
chains, including linear polyethylene, the boundary between the ordered crystalline 
region and the conformationally disordered liquid-like region can not be sharp as is 
characteristic of crystals formed by non-chain molecules. The reason is that because 
of the conformational differences in the two states the flux of chains (the number of 
chains per unit area) that emanate from the basal plane of a lamellar crystallite 
cannot be accommodated in the disordered region. For such an order-disorder 
system the flux of chains has to be reduced, or dissipated, in some manner. Detailed 
quantitative calculations have been made of this problem [42 -  48]. The different ways 
by which the flux of ordered chains can be dissipated has been analyzed. This 
problem can be alleviated in long chain molecules by reducing the chain density at 
the lamellar surface, or having a certain number of chains "fold" back through the 
crystal at different positions of reentry. For the «-alkanes, which are of interest here, 
a similar, but perhaps not as severe, problem also exists. However, in this case the 
number of chain units in the disordered end sequences are much less than the 
ordered sequence length. Therefore, folding is not an option in this case by which to
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alleviate the chain flux. The reduction of the flux density at the lamellar surface is, 
however, a viable option. The flux density can be alleviated either by tilting of the 
chain axis relative to the normal to the basal plane or by an expansion of the lattice 
involving the distance between chains. Both of these structural alterations will clearly 
act to reduce the chain flux. We would, therefore, expect these structural changes to 
be observed at Tp, and higher temperatures, as the melting point is approached and 
the number of disordered units increase. Measurements of both the lattice expansion 
and the intensity and periodicity of small-angle X-ray scattering confirms this 
expectation.

Small-angle X-ray scattering

Small-angle X-ray scattering studies by several different investigators have 
yielded essentially the same results [30, 49-51]. Characteristically, there is a strong 
increase of the scattered intensity with increasing temperatures up to the melting 
point. Concomitantly, the angle of the intensity maximum, which is a measure of the 
periodicity, increases reflecting a decrease in the periodic structure. These changes 
are observed with «-alkanes that show a transition to the hexagonal form as well as 
those that do not. A typical X-ray scattering pattern, for Сд4Н1до, at two 
temperatures is given in Fig. 6. In this figure the increase in intensity and the change 
in angle of maximum scattering with temperature, is quite clear. Summarizing his 
results, Fischer in 1971 [30], concluded that the «-alkanes undergo a pronounced 
order-disorder transition with respect to the lamellar boundaries that contain the 
terminal group of the chain. He pointed out that this process starts at temperatures 
far below the melting point and increases continuously with temperature. Fischer 
called this phenomenon, and the accompanying disruption of the planar array of the 
terminal groups, a "surface pre-melting of chain molecular crystals." This description 
and terminology is very similar to what we have defined as pre-melting. The increase 
in scattering intensity can be attributed in a straight forward manner to the 
appearance of disordered units [30], whose concentration increases with temperature 
above Tp. The decrease in long period can be due to either, or both, the introduction 
of the elements of disorder and the tilting of the chains. In the latter case the 
orthorhombic sub-cell is maintained. However, since the chain ends cannot be 
indexed after pre-melting, the tilted chain structure does not represent a true 
monoclinic form.
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The temperatures, Tp, at which the changes in the small angle X-ray scattering 
are first observed are relatively well defined. These values are also listed in Table I*. 
With just a few minor exceptions, the results between the two major contributors to 
this set of experimental results are in good agreement. Furthermore, the values of Tp 
determined from the small-angle X-ray scattering experiment are close to, and 
follow, the same pattern that was established by vibrational and NMR spectroscopy, 
and thermodynamic measurements.

Fig. 6. Intensity of small angle X-ray scattering for solution crystallized C94H190. (A) at room 
temperature; (B) at 110 °C [30]

* We do not specifically list the results of Sullivan and Weeks [50]. Although pre-melting is very 
clear in this work, the values of Гр are not too well defined
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Lattice expansion

Another way by which the chain surface density at the basal plane can be 
reduced is by the expansion of the lateral chain packing. The temperature at which 
this expansion begins is also well defined. This expansion phenomenon has been 
directly observed by measuring the d20o lattice spacing as a function of temperature 
of C33H68 [30]; monitoring the changes in lateral chain packing distances by electron 
[52a] or wide-angle X-ray diffraction [53]; and can be inferred from the density 
measurements of C36H74 [37]. The values of Tp obtained from expansion 
measurements are also listed in Table I. One again finds good agreement with the 
results obtained from other type measurements.

A plot of the expansion as a function of temperature, as obtained from mono- 
lamellar n-alkanes is made in Fig. 7 for alkanes ranging from C28H38 to C94H190. The 
лг-alkane C168H338, not shown here, follows a very similar pattern [52b]. Here, the 
ratio of the lattice parameters, a/b, is plotted as a function of temperature. All of the 
n-alkanes studied show a qualitatively similar pattern in that the temperature at 
which the expansion factor begins to increase can be easily discerned. There is, 
however, a fundamental difference between the two sets of alkanes. For the lower 
molecular weight compounds C26H54, C36H74 and C38H78, the change in expansion 
coefficient with temperature is very sharp and the asymptotic value of 1.73 (31/ 2) is 
reached for a /b  (Fig. 7). These n-alkanes undergo a transition to the hexagonal 
phase at temperatures that are coincident with, or slightly above, Tp. The limiting a/b 
ratio of 3V2 is required for the hexagonal structure. For the higher homologues, 
(С^Нэд and greater) although Г is well defined, the ratio a/b  only changes 
gradually and the value of 31/2 is not reached. True melting to the liquid state 
intervenes, before this ratio can be attained.

Longitudinal translation

A great deal of quantitative evidence has now accumulated to demonstrate that 
concomitant with, or subsequent to, pre-melting longitudinal chain translation takes 
place. Direct evidence for longitudinal chain translations in heated n-paraffin crystals 
has been mostly provided by light and electron microscopy. Initial work was carried 
out by Keller [54] on n-C36H74 monolamellae. Electron micrographs of metal- 
shadowed crystals clearly demonstrate that corrugations occur in such crystals at high 
temperature with the striation axes running parallel to either lozenge diagonal
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(hence, the a- or b-crystallographic axes of the orthorhombic methylene subcell). 
From the measured shadow length, planes of the "roof-structures" were found to 
correspond to the end planes of oblique chain packings proposed independently by 
A. 1. Kitaigorodskii [55]. Corrugations in heated n-C94H190 monolamellae were also 
observed in electron micrographs by Voigt-Martin, as reported in a review by 
Fischer [30].
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Fig. 7. Electron diffraction measurements of a/b  axial ratios for heated monolamellar even-chain paraffin 
crystals in the orthorhombic crystal structure
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These corrugations appear simply as striations in light microscopy. The 
sequence of striation directions with increasing temperature was described for 
n-C33H68 by Piesczek et al. [56], corresponding to respective crystal-crystal 
transitions. Similar work was reported by Takamizawa et al. [49] for longer odd- and 
even-chain paraffins and also identified with the onset of local oblique layer packing. 
(It should be pointed out, however, that these corrugations do not correspond to an 
overall phase transition to an oblique unit cell. For the longer alkanes, e.g. 
n-C94H19q, this only occurs when they are crystallized from the melt, as shown 
originally by Khoury [57].)

Direct crystallographic evidence for longitudinal lamellar thickening was 
demonstrated by Dorset et al. in their electron diffraction measurements on 
epitaxially-oriented n-C50FI102 [52а]. For a paraffin /z-CmHm+2 in either even- or 
odd-chain orthorhombic crystal structures, the Miller indices of Oil reflections have 
been found to correspond directly to the "average carbon number" m of the lamellae 
(as also found for solid solutions [58]), as if the lamellae were composed of a pure 
component. When this material is heated, the structure changes in index from the 
parent n-C50H 102 structure to an apparent /i-C51H 104 layer with a corresponding 
increase of lamellar thickness, matching closely the value for the pure n -alkane. 
There is also an attenuation of 001 reflections, characteristic of a disordered lamellar 
interface [30, 32, 59]. Upon cooling, this thickened lamella returns to the /г-С50Н102 
structure, but there is not a total gain of the original resolution of the 001 reflections 
(hence some metastable interfacial disorder persists). Diffraction patterns from 
paraffins crystallized at high temperature also contain strong continuous diffuse 
scattering linking the Bragg reflections, e.g. in the (100) projection. This diffuse 
signal is not temperature-dependent and can only be explained by small static 
longitudinal displacements along the chain axes [60] in keeping with the observation 
on heated crystals.

Conclusions and summary

Analysis of recent spectroscopic, calorimetric and expansion data, as well as 
older observations in the literature, gives very strong evidence for pre-melting in the 
n-alkanes. The pre-melting is of the specific type where the sequences at the end of 
the chain became conformationally disordered. Vibrational and solid-state 13C NMR 
spectroscopic methods have allowed the individual carbons involved in the pre
melting process to be identified. The planar array of end-groups, typical of molecular
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crystals, is thus disrupted by this process. Arguments have been presented against 
this type of pre-melting [61]. They cannot, however, be substantiated in view of the 
overwhelming amount of experimental evidence that is now available. All of the 
different experimental methods that have been employed give very close agreement 
with the 7p values of the individual alkanes and a similar dependence of Гр on chain 
length. This conclusion is made clear by comparison of the data in Table I and the 
composite plot of Fig. 8. In this figure all the values of Tp obtained by the different 
experimental techniques are plotted. Most remarkable and impressive in this plot is 
the agreement that is obtained between the different methods and the many 
investigators who have contributed. Except for a few minor exceptions there is 
virtually complete agreement. This rather extensive compilation gives strong support 
to the pre-melting phenomenon of interest here for the large range of n-alkanes that 
are presently available for study. It is then a universal characteristic of the n-alkanes 
irrespective of chain length. The dependence of Tp on chain length is a reflection of 
the variation in the quantity ac. These results give strong support to the Flory-Vrij 
analysis of pre-melting in chain molecules [14]. This analysis gives us the basic 
understanding for this phenomenon. However, it represents but a first step in what 
must evolve into a more detailed theoretical development.

Fig. 8. Composite plot of pre-melting temperatures, Tp, against carbon number of n-alkane. 
Гр determined by vibrational spectroscopy: V; by NMR: N; by calorimetry: C; 

by small-angle X-ray scattering: X; by expansion: E
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Characteristic of the lower carbon numbers n-alkanes is the well-known 
cooperative transformation to a hexagonal structure at well defined temperatures. All 
of the experimental evidence to date indicates that 7p, the temperature for the onset 
of disordering of the end-sequences, is slightly below the transition temperature. 
These results suggest that the end disordering process provides the precursor for the 
transition to the hexagonal phase. This possibility is being investigated in more detail. 
The hexagonal phase is also often termed the "rotator" phase. The reason is that 
Midler in his initial observation [3] suggested that in the hexagonal phase the chains 
are sufficiently apart so that intermolecular interactions are reduced to allow rotation 
about the long axis of the conformationally ordered phase. Motion within the 
hexagonal phase is strongly supported by dielectric, mechanical and NMR relaxation 
studies. However, based on the present work, an important new consideration has to 
be introduced into the analysis. The disordered end-sequences will contribute 
segmental motion to the total relaxation process as has already been noted in the 
NMR studies. It is not adequate to limit considerations to the motion of rigid rod
like molecules. Changes in the thermodynamic quantities at this transition will also 
contain contributions from the pre-melting.

We have limited our discussion here to the л-alkanes. Based on the theoretical 
considerations which are outlined, a similar pre-melting phenomenon should be 
observed by any system of methylene chains that are terminated by other type end- 
groups. The temperature of pre-melting and the magnitude of the disordering effect 
will, of course, depend on the chemical nature of the end-group(s) and their 
influence on the parameters in Eq. (1). Since the pre-melting phenomenon is a 
characteristic of all chain molecules interesting results should be obtained with other 
type chains. Torsional chain flexibility of chain ends has been suggested, since 
Midler’s early dielectric work on ketones [5], but is often ignored. Conformationally 
disordered chains also occur in lipid crystals. Since the acyl moieties are chemically- 
linked to an immobilized polar moiety in many of these compounds [62] the notion of 
free rotation of the complete chain must be questioned. Since the end-groups in 
these chains differ from one another the analysis given will have to be modified 
accordingly.
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Preliminary results are presented for a single crystalline phase of cis-1,2 dichloro- 
methane monolayer adsorbed on graphite. No evidence was found of other phases before bulk 
condensation sets in. A possible structure for this adsorbed layer is proposed, determined by 
X-ray diffraction measurements. The experimentally determined unit cell is incommensurate 
with respect to the underlying substrate and rectangular, with lattice parameters a  = 11.91 Â, 
0 = 5.36 Â and v = 90°. There are two molecules per unit cell arranged to give chains with space 
group cm, and all the molecules lie approximately flat on the surface. The 2D packing 
coefficient of the layer is determined to be 0.91, the same as the value expected for close 
packed spheres (0.91). The structure of this monolayer is discussed with respect to the close 
packing arguments of Kitaigorodskii.

Introduction

The concept of close packing and its application to three-dimensional 
molecular crystals has been discussed by Kitaigorodskii [1]. He analysed a large body 
of experimentally determined structures of molecular crystals in terms of molecular 
size and shape, emphasizing the importance of maximising the packing coefficient, 
defined as the ratio of the volume of a molecule to the volume available for it in the 
crystal. For the overwhelming majority of crystals the packing coefficients were found 
to be between 0.65 and 0.77, of the same order of magnitude as for close packed 
spheres (0.74).

In analysing the role of close packing in the three-dimensional structures, 
Kitaigorodskii initially considered two-dimensional planes of molecules, using these 
to build up the three-dimensional structure. The two-dimensional packing coefficient 
is defined in terms of area rather than volume, and for a layer of closely packed 
spheres the packing coefficient is 0.91. The packing coefficient will be maximised

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* To whom all correspondence should be addressed
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when the molecules have a high coordination number and experimental evidence 
shows that the coordination number in a single plane is usually six. Importantly, 
Kitaigorodskii also found that dipolar interactions do not introduce features that 
would invalidate the close packing requirement of maximum coordination.

Table I summarizes Kitaigorodskii’s conclusions for the two-dimensional 
structures. If the molecules themselves have symmetry elements then, if they occupy 
special sites in the lattice, the monolayer will have a space group of higher symmetry. 
The possible symmetry elements of a single motif are a centre of inversion (also 
equivalent to a twofold rotation axis in 2D), one mirror plane, two mirror planes and 
no symmetry elements at all. Table I gives the possible six-coordinate symmetry 
groups for different shapes of repeating motif.

Table I

Two-dimensional space groups possible for differently shaped molecules 
in sixfold coordination

Motif shape Six-coordinate symmetry

Arbitrary p\,p2,pg,pgg
One symmetry line pmg, cm
Two symmetry lines cmm
Centre of inversion p l ’Pgg

The present work is part of a larger study examining the structures of the 
monolayers of the homologous series of chloroethene molecules, tetrachloroethene, 
trichloroethene and cis- and IransЛ,2 dichloroethene, adsorbed on graphite. Taking 
the molecules to be flat on the surface of the substrate, this series of molecules has 
all the 2D symmetry elements considered by Kitaigorodskii. The symmetry elements 
for each of these molecules are given in Table II.

Table II

Symmetry elements o f the homologous series o f chloroethenes, 
taking the molecular plane parallel to the surface

Molecule Symmetry elements

Tetrachloroethene m, m, 2
Trichloroethene none
cis-1,2 dichloroethene m
trans-1,2 dichloroethene 2
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Before applying the results of Kitaigorodskii, it is important to emphasize that 
a distinction must be made between commensurate and incommensurate monolayers 
[2]. The structure of commensurate layers may be dominated by the influence of the 
substrate surface corrugations. Examples of the effect of such corrugations are 
commensurate layers that are six-coordinate but expanded relative to comparable 
bulk planes [3] and commensurate four-coordinate adsorbed systems that are not 
close packed [4].

Experimental

The apparatus and procedures for the X-ray experiments have been described 
elsewhere [5]. The adsorbent used was the recompressed exfoliated graphite, Papyex, 
also described elsewhere [6], which has a surface area of about 20 m2/g. The 
cis-1,2 dichloroethene was obtained from BDH and distilled before use. The 
problems of determining the absolute coverage have been discussed before [7]. Our 
quoted coverages are based on the surface area of Papyex being 20 m2/g  and the 
observed area per molecule being the value obtained from interpretation of the 
diffraction patterns.

Results

The X-ray pattern of a layer of cis-1,2 dichloroethene after subtraction of the 
graphite background is given in Fig. la. The coverage for this pattern was 0.4 and the 
temperature 100 K. There are four peaks, whose positions and intensities are given in 
Table III. Each has the characteristic saw tooth shape of diffraction from 2D 
monolayers. In the region of the two angles 20 = 26.6° and 20 = 41-46° there are 
strong features in the graphite diffraction pattern which cannot be subtracted with 
any accuracy.

Table III

Experimental and calculated intensities and positions in the X-ray diffraction pattern 
o f adsorbed cis-1,2 dichloroethene

Line ®obs ®calc /obs ^calc

1 9 .03 9 .07 1.00 1.00
2 14.05 13 .98 0 .6 9 0 .70

3 15 .00 15.01 0 .3 7 0 .36

4 16.81 16 .72 0 .15 0 .1 7
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20/°

Fig. 1. (a) Observed X-ray diffraction pattern of cis-1,2 dichloroethene on graphite at 100 К 
and a coverage of 0.4 monolayers. The graphite background has been subtracted, (b) Calculated 

diffraction pattern for the structure shown in Fig. 3 with the coordinates in Tables IV and V

Figure 2 shows the X-ray pattern for a coverage of 1.2 monolayers of 
cis-1,2 dichloroethene at a temperature of 100 К after subtraction of the graphite 
background. There are new reflections in this pattern compared with the pattern of 
Fig. la  which are narrow and symmetrical, characteristic of 3D crystallite reflections.
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When the coverage was increased to 10 monolayers (not shown) only the very sharp 
and symmetrical reflections grew in intensity. No additional saw-tooth peaks 
characteristic of diffraction from 2D layers could be found at either 1.2 or 10 
monolayer coverages.

20/°

Fig. 2. Observed X-ray diffraction pattern of cis-1,2 dichloroethene on graphite 
at 100 К and a coverage of 1.2 monolayers. The graphite background has been subtracted. 

The sharp peaks are from 3D cis-1,2 dichloroethene

Structural determination

The structure of the monolayer was determined using the method described in 
[2], which is based on the usual procedure of calculating the intensities of the 
diffraction peaks associated with a given structure and comparing them with the 
observed intensities.

The strong reflections in the X-ray pattern of Fig. 1 could be indexed, using the 
modified method of Hull and Davey described in [2], with a rectangular unit cell with 
lattice parameters a = 11.91 Â, b = 5.36 Â and v=90.0“. The systematic absences in this 
assignment are (h,k) where (h +k) is odd, which is consistent with a centred space 
group. For a unit cell of this size, and taking the molecules to be flat on the surface, it 
is expected that there will be two molecules in each unit cell. The structure of the
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unit cell was determined by fitting calculated intensities to the observed pattern, 
taking the dimensions of the molecules to be unchanged from the bulk. It has 
generally been observed that the structure of physisorbed molecules on graphite is 
not different from in the gas phase. The number of parameters required to fit the 
pattern is then greatly reduced. The intensities of the reflections depended upon the 
positions of all types of atom, including hydrogen, in the unit cell.

An excellent fit to the experimental pattern is given by the structure in Fig. 3, 
which has the space group cm. Comparison of the calculated intensities for this 
structure with the experimental values are given in Table IV and the calculated 
pattern is shown in Fig. lb. The excellent fit to the pattern is indicated by the low R 
value of 0.018, the R value being defined here by

R = 2  |( /obs)V2 -  (/calc)i/2| / 2  |( /obs)l/2| (i)

The reduced coordinates of the atoms of one molecule in the unit cell for each 
of the two proposed structures are given in Table IV and the relation between the 
fractional coordinates of the atoms in each of the two molecules for the space group 
cm are given in [8].

Fig. 3. The structure of a cú-1,2 dichloroethene monolayer on graphite.
The unit cell dimensions are 11.91 and 5.36 Â

The appearance of 3D crystallite reflections at coverages of 1.2 monolayers 
coexisting with the 2D monolayer reflections already discussed indicates that there
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are no further 2D phases at this temperature and for coverages greater than 0.4 
monolayers.

Table IV

Fractional coordinates o f atoms for the structure given in Fig. 4

Atom X У

C 0.056 0.00
Cl 0.143 0.256
H 0.102 -0.178

Table V

Fractional coordinates o f each atoms for the space group cm

(х,У) (,-х.У)
(x + 0.5, >i + 0.5) (0.5-*, 0.5+y)

The structure of the monolayer of cis-1,2 dichloroethene consists of chains of 
aligned molecules in a ferroelectric head to tail arrangement. Attempts were made to 
fit the experimental pattern with anti-ferroelectrically ordered chains, a structure 
which has a space grouppmg (Fig. 4). However, even the best fit (Fig. 5) has a non
zero intensity reflection (2,1) at 20 = 22.5° which is not present in the experimental 
data. An experiment with neutrons, which are more sensitive to the carbon and 
hydrogen atoms may enable a clearer distinction between the two possible chain 
orientations to be made.

Fig. 4. A structure of cis-1,2 dichloroethene with the molecules anti-ferromagnetically oriented 
in the monolayer. This structure gives the diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. The calculated X-ray diffraction pattern for the structure shown in Fig. 4. This structure predicts a 
non-zero (2,1) reflection which is not seen in the experimental pattern of Fig. la

D i s c u s s i o n

The proposed structure for the layer has a space group cm which is what is 
expected from close packing arguments. The 2D packing coefficient of the layer is 
determined from the dimensions of the unit cell, and the approximate area of one 
molecule, to be 0.91, in perfect agreement with the value expected from close packed 
spheres (circles in 2D) of 0.91. It is interesting to note that all the 2D systems we 
have so far investigated, even when there are strong dipolar interactions and 
unsymmetrical interactions of the molecule with the surface, obey the simple 
arguments first presented by Kitaigorodskii almost just as an introduction to his 
book. Whilst his ideas about close packing have been vindicated for more complex 
3D structures the importance of close packing requirements is demonstrated most 
clearly in 2D layers.

There is no evidence of any other crystalline monolayer phases before 
crystallization of the bulk. As the coverage is increased and the molecules fill the 
surface it is not uncommon for a second phase to appear. Such phases are only 
possible if the molecules stand upright on the surface. However, the larger more 
polarisable atoms would be expected to remain close to the surface. For 
cis-1,2 dichloroethene the molecule could "stand up" and retain both chlorine atoms 
on the surface but does not appear to do so. There seems to be no easy way of 
predicting the stability of such a phase. Many factors may be involved including
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dipolar effects and the interaction of the delocalized electrons of the carbon-carbon 
double bond with the surface.
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4-Iodo-ß-nitrostyrene forms crystals which are not satisfactory for the collection of 
X-ray diffraction data. However, it was possible to obtain an approximate unit cell and to 
record the X-ray powder spectrum. This information coupled with a knowledge of the related 
crystal structures of the 4-chloro and 4-bromo analogues is sufficient for the determination of 
the crystal structure of the title compound using packing considerations. The structure is 
characterized by C -H ...O  and 1,..02N interactions. Halogen.,.02N interactions have been 
studied with the Cambridge Structural Database.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The determination of structures of crystals of known unit cell employing 
packing calculations dates back to the early days of crystallography. The underlying 
basis of this method is Kitaigorodskii’s theory of close-packing of molecular solids 
and its success depends on the extent to which the "close-packing", or dispersive- 
repulsive or van der Waals forces dominate the potential energy of the crystal [1]. 
The main idea is that a molecule of a certain shape and size can be modelled within a 
unit cell of a certain shape, size and space group symmetry in a very small number of 
ways, generally just one way [2-9]. Molecular shape is quantified in terms of atom 
potentials. The hard-sphere potentials used originally in these packing calculations 
were replaced by the softer (6-exp) and (6 -12) potentials with the development of 
the atom-atom potential method [10]. However, for hydrocarbons and other non-

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
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polar solids, the hard-sphere model is just as effective in deriving crystal structures if 
the unit cell is known. This is the principle behind the rather successful mechanically- 
operated "structure-seeker-apparatus" described by Kitaigorodskii more than 40 
years ago [1]. Because this paper is concerned with the crystal structure 
determination of 4-iodo-ß-nitrostyrene (1) using packing considerations, it is 
appropriate that it appears among a series of papers which commemorate the work 
of this great structural chemist.

E x p e r i m e n t a l

4-Iodobenzaldehyde: This compound was prepared from 4-iodotoluene using literature procedures 
[11]. However, aqueous AcOH was used instead of glacial AcOH in the preparation of hexaminium salt 
for better yields.

4-Iodo-fi-niirostyrene: A mixture of 1.2 g of 4-iodobenzaldehyde, 2 ml of CH3N 0 2 and 0.2 g of 
NH4OAc in 20 ml of AcOH was heated under reflux for 2 h. The hot mixture was poured into 100 ml of 
ice-cold water. The resulting precipitate was washed with water and recrystallized from EtOH to give a 
pale yellow material, m.p. 184-185° [12]. Attempts to obtain single crystals for X-ray data collection 
proved to be futile even though recrystallization was attempted from benzene, carbon tetrachloride, 
chloroform, dioxane, ethanol, ethyl acetate, methanol and nitromethane.

Table I

Fractional crystal co-ordinates for 4-iodo-fi-nitrostyrene (1)

Atom x /a y/b z/c

Cl 0.242 -0.057 -0.003
C2 0.156 - 0.111 0.166
C3 0.154 0.007 0.255
C4 0.243 0.184 0.176
C5 0.333 0.246 0.010
C6 0.331 0.124 -0.080
C7 0.237 -0.192 -0.093
C8 0.291 -0.159 -0.259
N 0.281 -0.302 -0.338
Ol 0.336 -0.254 -0.495
02 0.224 -0.452 -0.253
I 0.241 0.362 0.308
H2 0.089 -0.251 0.228
H3 0.084 -0.036 0.385
H5 0.403 0.386 -0.047
H6 0.400 0.170 - 0.211
H7 0.185 -0.327 -0.016
H8 0.343 -0.025 -0.339
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Table II

Some molecular and crystal properties o f nitrostyrenes 1, 2 and 3

1 2 3

Molecular
formula c 8h 6i n o 2 c 8h 6c in o 2 C8H6B rN 02

Cell parameters:
« (A ) 7.548 7.317 9.909
b (A ) 8.586 7.116 24.411
c (Â) 7.702 15.608 6.983
« П 76.72 90 90
Э О 94.62 91.43 105.8
7 О 116.13 90 90

Volume (Â3) 436 812.4 1625
Molecular volume

(A3) 159.7 145.6 153.8
Space group PI « i /я P2i/c
Z 2 4 8
Dx (g cm~3) 2.09 1.50 1.86
Packing coefficient3 0.73 0.72 0.75
Dipole moment,-,,,. CD) 4.61 4.81 4.58
PPE (kcal/mol)b -46.84C-6.32) -44.31C-8.68) -48.37C-10.5t

Percentage contribution to PPE 
Cl 5.7 6.2 6.3
C2 5.8 6.6 6.6
C3 6.1 6.3 6.2
C4 5.8 6.6 6.0
C5 5.7 7.0 6.3
C6 5.6 6.6 6.4
C7 5.0 6.4 6.8
C8 5.7 6.3 6.9
N 5.5 6.1 6.3
O l 6.3 6.4 6.1
02 6.3 7.6 6.2
X 23.9 15.1 17.5
H2 2.0 2.4 2.3
H3 2.4 1.6 1.7
H5 1.1 2.2 2.0
H6 2.4 2.2 2.4
H7 2.5 2.6 2.4
H8 2.3 1.9 1.5

a(Z X molecular volume)/volume of unit cell 
bElectrostatic contributions are given in the parentheses
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Calculations: All C -H  distances were relocated at 1.08 Л. The partial atomic charges assigned 
were based on AMI semi-empirical calculations in the program MOPAC [13]. The packing potential 
energy calculations (PPE) were performed with the OPEC [14] and PCK83 [15] programs using Mirsky 
and Williams potentials respectively. The fractional coordinates for the calculated structure of 1 are 
given in Table I, while Table II lists several molecular and crystal properties for nitrostyrenes 1, 2 and 3. 
The atom numbering scheme is given below.

/
\

1 X=l

2 X=CI

3 X=Br

R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n

Preliminary analysis

Our attention was drawn to the title compound after we had investigated the 
crystal structures of the corresponding 4-chloro- (2) and 4-bromo-ß-nitrostyrene (3) 
and several other topochemically reactive nitrostyrenes [16, 17]. The structures of 2 
and 3 are surprisingly different. Figure 1 shows that while the linear ribbon structure 
of 2 is characterized by C-H...C l and C -H ...O  interactions, the sheet structure of 3 
is characterized by Br...02N and C-H ...O  interactions. There is no evidence of 
Cl...Cl or Br...Br interactions in these crystals. These observations can be rationalized 
by the greater electronegativity of Cl (C-H...Cl preferred but not C-H...Br) and the 
greater polarizability of Br (Br...02N preferred but not C1...02N). In order to 
continue and extend these trends, we prepared the iodo derivative, 1. We believed 
that in this case, I...02N interactions would predominate with C-H ...O  or possibly 
I...I also being present. A survey using the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) 
[18] showed that there are several good examples of X...02N interactions (X = C1, 
Br, I). These are described later.
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Fig. 1. Crystal structures of 4-chloro-ß-nitrostyrene, 2 and 4-bromo-ß-nitrostyrene 3. C -H ...O , C-H...C1, 
Br...O and C -H ...O  interactions are shown as dashed lines. The distances are: a = 3.35; b = 3.39; c = 3.54; 

d = 3.57; e = 3.60; f=3.92Â (2) and a = 3.17; b = 3.74; c = 3.34; d = 3.52; e = 3.35; f=3.38; g = 3.45; h = 3.48;
i = 3.57; j = 3.60; k = 3.75Â (3)
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Given the advances in automated X-ray data collection procedures, the power 
of Direct Methods and the proliferation of small and large computers for 
crystallographic work today, the natural reason for our inability to use conventional 
methods for the structure determination of 1 was that the substance failed to yield 
single crystals of a quality sufficient to get a good set of diffraction intensities. 
Crystals could not be obtained even though crystallization was attempted from at 
least eight different solvents. In most of these cases, microcrystalline material or 
crystals with an unusual curved morphology were obtained. Packing analysis became 
an attractive alternative because one of the crystals (obtained from dioxane) 
diffracted well enough for a unit cell to be obtained from a few reflections collected 
on a diffractometer. However, we were aware that because of the possible presence 
of several directional interactions in this structure (I...02N, C-H...O , I...I), the 
packing analysis would not be as straightforward as for the more non-polar 
substances described in the earlier literature.

The unit cell obtained initially was: a = 7.771, b = 8.583, c = 7.535 Â, a  =116.07, 
ß = 94.37, y = 76.80°, Z = 2. These values were unrefined. A comparison with the unit 
cells of 2, P2x/n , Z=4, a = 7.317, b = 7.116, c = 15.608 Â, ß = 91.43° and 3, P2Jc, Z = 8, 
a = 9.909, b = 24.411, c = 6.983 Â, ß = 105.8°, shows that the unit cell of 1 can be 
approximated by halving the c-axis value in the unit cell of 2. Our earlier study of 
nine ß-nitrostyrenes showed that all but one of them crystallize in centrosymmetric 
space groups [17]. The one which does not is 2,4-dichloro-ß-nitrostyrene which 
adopts the rare non-centrosymmetric space group Fdd.2. At any rate, the space group 
PI was not observed by us among any of these crystals. Further, considering that 
Z  = 2, the choice of space group for alkene 1 is either PÏ with one molecule in the 
asymmetric unit or PI with two molecules in the asymmetric unit. We opted for the 
obvious choice, P I and this was borne out in the subsequent analysis.

Examination of Fig. 1 shows that halving the unit cell of nitrostyrene 2 
corresponds to removing a whole ribbon of (glide/screw-related) molecules. In the 
process, such translation-related molecules are brought together which are 
characterized by a close I...02N approach and further, these molecules generate a 
planar sheet structure which is reminiscent of the sheet structure of nitrostyrene 3. 
This is shown in Fig. 2. This was an encouraging observation because it was 
anticipated that I...02N interactions would be important in the structure of 
nitrostyrene 1. Owing to the increased polarizability of I with respect to Br, these 
I...02N should be even more significant than the Br...02N interactions observed in 3.
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Fig. 2. Construction of the unit cell of 4-iodo-ß-nitrostyrene 1, by halving the c-axis in crystal structure 2.
This halved axis is the horizontal one in the Figure. Note the approach of I and 0 2N groups

Crystal structure determination

Both nitrostyrenes 2 and 3 form centrosymmetric dimers with good molecular 
overlap as shown in Fig. 3. Yet, the double bond-to-double bond (centre-to-centre) 
separations between such inversion-related molecules (3.91 and 4.45 Â) are at the 
threshold of topochemical reactivity and this is apparently the reason why 2 and 3 are 
photostable upon solid state irradiation [19]. Now, it was noted that 1 is also 
photostable; further, it has been postulated (Fig. 2) that it forms molecular sheets in 
the space group P \ with Z  = 2 and with all axes being ~7.5 Â. From these facts, it 
may be inferred that one is dealing here with an antiparallel sheet structure where 
near-neighbour centrosymmetric molecules in adjacent sheets overlap significantly in 
the stack direction. Accordingly, the initial model for the centrosymmetric dimer of 1 
was obtained by substituting the Cl atoms in the dimer of the chloro analogue 2 with 
I atoms with a C - 1 bond distance of 2.02 Â. The 1 dimer energy was then optimized 
for better molecular plane-to-plane overlap by varying the three Eulerian angles and 
the three translations of one molecule with respect to the other always maintaining 
the I  symmetry. This dimer is also illustrated in Fig. 3. The optimized dimer was 
fitted into the unit cell of 1 in nearly the same orientation as found in 2 and such that 
the center of gravity of the dimer was constrained to lie at the origin.

At this point, another difficulty arose because of the coincidental near-equality 
of the three cell axis values of 1.
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1

2

Fig. 3. Near-neighbour inversion-related stacked molecules in the structures of the iodo- (1), chloro- (2) 
and bromonitrostyrene (3). The dimer orientations are almost identical in the three cases
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The closeness of these values made it difficult to ascertain the correct 
orientation of the dimer with respect to the crystallographic co-ordinate system. 
Since six orientations are theoretically possible, corresponding to the permutations 
a,b,c,a,ß,7 ; b,c,a,ß,7 ,a; c,a,b,7 ,a,ß; a,c,b,a,y,ß\ b,a,c,ß,a,y and c,b,a,7,ß,a, the dimer 
position was considered systematically in each one of these six permutations. In other 
words, the optimized centrosymmetric dimer was fitted into all six unit cells. The PPE 

was evaluated in all cases with the program OPEC by varying the three Eulerian 
angles in increments of 10° within the range 0 -180° to locate approximate minima. A 
deep minimum was observed in only one of the six permutations corresponding to 
the cell a = 7.535, b = 8.583, c = 7.771 Â, «=76.80, ß = 94.37, 7 = 116.07°. This was 
assumed to be the correct cell for all subsequent operations. An examination of the 
packing of 2 (Fig. 1) shows that the molecule is inclined at a steep angle (76°) to the 
b-axis (7.116 Â) and changing Cl—»I should produce the necessary elongation of this 
axis to the new value of 8.583 Â as is observed in 1. This reasoning reinforced our 
confidence in the unit cell of 1.

This rough crystal structure of 1 was used as a starting point for the next step, 
the simultaneous automatic optimization of molecular orientational and translational 
parameters by minimizing the PPE with the program PCK83. This process yielded a 
reasonably good structure consisting of molecular sheets characterized by I...O and 
C -H ...O  intermolecular contacts. Based on this structure, the X-ray powder pattern 
was simulated using the program LAZY [20]. The X-ray powder pattern was also 
recorded for a synthetic sample of 1 (Fig. 4).

The observed and calculated powder patterns were compared and the peaks in 
the observed pattern were indexed based on the calculated pattern. Although the 
patterns matched generally with respect to relative intensities and peak positions, the 
disagreement for a few peaks was as large as 0.5°. Therefore, in the final step, a more 
accurate cell a = 7.548, b = 8.586, c = 7.702 Â, a  = 76.72, ß = 94.62, 7 = 116.13° was 
obtained by refining 17 d-values in the experimental spectrum using the (hkl) indices 
previously obtained. The molecule was placed in this refined unit cell and a similar 
optimization with OPEC and PCK83 was performed yet again. The resulting 
structure illustrated in Fig. 5 gave a simulated powder pattern which although is not 
in close agreement with the experimental spectrum (Table III) reproduces some of 
the features of the latter. An exact match of the calculated and experimental spectra 
was not obtained. This is not surprising because programs like OPEC, PCK83 use 
potentials which lack the directional features of intermolecular interactions like 
C -H ...O  and I...O which are important in the structure of 1.
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50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10

2 0 (°)
Fig. 4. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for iodonitrostyrene 1, recorded with Fe Ka radiation 

( \  = 1.9373 Â) in comparison with calculated one. The d-values are indicated. See also Table III

Fig. 5. Crystal structure of 4-iodo-ß-nitrostyrene 1, obtained by packing considerations. 
Notice the I...02N and C -H ...O  interactions which are shown as dashed lines.

The distances are a = 3.69; b=4.08; c = 3.52; d = 3.61; e = 3.92 Â
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Table III

A comparison between experimental and computer generated X-ray powder spectra for 
4-iodo- ß-nitrostyrene *

(h k t )
Experimental 

* (A ) ///„,ax . < 8
ilculated

-V-̂ max

0 1 0 7.52 0.30 7.52 0.12
1 -1 0 6.75 0.08 6.68 0.22
1 -1 -1 5.47 0.09 5.47 0.10
1 0 1 5.15 0.08 5.09 0.29
0 1 -1 4.84 1.00 4.81 1.00
1 -1 1 4.66 0.08 4.61 0.04
1 1 0 4.23 0.08 4.21 0.07
1 -2 -1 4.03 0.05 4.03 0.02
1 1 1 3.94 0.07 3.90 0.06
0 1 2 3.72 0.31 3.69 0.32
2 0 0 3.47 0.46 3.39 0.68
2 -1 1 3.36 0.30 3.26 0.73
0 2 -1 3.12 0.16 3.10 0.13
1 -1 2 3.08 0.12 3.06 0.13
0 2 2 3.02 0.21 3.00 0.10
1 2 0 2.80 0.06 2.81 0.16
2 -2 -2 2.73 0.05 2.73 0.08
1 1 -2 2.62 0.05 2.63 0.09
0 3 1 2.56 0.15 2.55 0.08
3 -1 -1 2.35 0.09 2.39 0.05

* Inspection of the observed and calculated intensities will show that this computed 
crystal structure is equivalent to a model obtained by conventional phasing of three 
dimensional diffraction data and having an R-factor of ca. 0.45

It may be noted that the optimization of cell parameters is also possible in the 
automatic procedures of PCK83, but these were avoided because it is necessary to 
produce a unit cell close to the experimental value. Indeed, such optimizations of the 
cell parameters always produced unreasonable cells with an elongated a-axis leading 
to structures where neither I...О and C-H...O  interactions nor a sheet arrangement 
could be found. Also, the powder patterns obtained for structures based on such cells 
differed significantly from the observed pattern.

Crystal packing and halogen...nitro interactions

We now proceed to compare the crystal packing in the calculated structure of 1 
with the experimentally observed structures of 2 and 3. Pertinent details are given in
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Table II. We have observed previously that the structure of the bromo derivative 3 is 
quite different from that of the chloro compound 2 with the presence of two symme
try independent molecules in 3 being a possible indication of the near-equal impor
tance of Br...02N and C -H ...O  interactions [17]. In 1, however, I...02N interactions 
dominate and possibly because of this, the structure is simpler than that of 3. It is 
interesting to note that it would have been difficult to calculate the crystal structure 
of 1 if the structures of 2 and 3 were not known. The structure of 2 was important to 
the analysis because of the similarity in the unit cells of 1 and 2. The structure of 3 
was important because the patterns of intermolecular interactions in 1 and 3, that is 
C -H ...O  and X ...02N (X = Br, I), are exceedingly similar in the two cases.

Because, halogen...nitro interactions have not been studied systematically, we 
carried out a search using the CSD to examine this phenomenon further. A study of 
these and other weak interactions are interesting and important because of 
their implications in crystal engineering, molecular design and supramolecular 
chemistry [2],
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Structures of organic compounds (excluding metal-containing compounds) 
having nitro groups along with either Cl or Br were retrieved. There are 197 and 91 
entries respectively in the 1990 update of the CSD (82129 entries). Geometrical cal
culations were performed for fragment A which was located from those compounds 
with R-factors < 0.075 and without disorder and other specified errors. Only those 
fragments were selected where the halogen atom lies within an inclination of ± 30° 
from the plane of the nitro group. The number of such fragments located were 66 
and 27 for chloro and bromo compounds respectively. Due to the paucity of iodo- 
nitro structures, these were retrieved using the complete CSD giving 32 compounds. 
A similar geometrical search of the fragment defined above produced 9 hits.

The results are shown as scatterplots of the distances D1 versus D2.
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Fig. 6. Scatterplots of the larger (D l) and smaller (D2) X 0 2N -  non-bonded distances for X=C1, X = Br 
and X = I. The position of compounds 1 and 3 are indicated by an asterisk. The regions P, Q, R define the 

symmetrical, unsymmetrical and one- or two-coordinated nature of the X ...02N interactions
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As we have stated previously, the X...02N contacts seem to be of three types: a 
bisecting contact where D 1-D 2, a more unsymmetrical contact where D1>D2 and 
finally a contact where only one of the two - N 0 2 group О atoms makes a contact 
with atom X. This contact is of the type X ...0 -N  = 0 . Regions in the scatterplots 
characteristic of these three types of contacts are denoted by P, Q and R, 
respectively. The approximate distance ranges (Á) for these contacts are as follows: 
P: 3.4-3.8 (two contacts), Q: 3.0-3.3 and 3.3-3.8, R: 3.0 to 4.0 (one contact only). 
These ranges are independent of whether X is Cl, Br or I. It is worth mentioning that 
the proportion of P contacts, that is the symmetrical ones, decreases as one proceeds 
from Cl-»Br->I. Actually for X = I, there are no P-type contacts and only one Q-type 
contact. Almost all the contacts are of the R-type. As the X-atom becomes bigger 
and more polarizable, it apparently prefers to have just one short X...O contact 
rather ihan two longer ones. This could be because of steric reasons and the inability 
of the I atom to approach the -  N 02 group in a two-pronged fashion.

Perspectives

The prediction of organic crystal structures through packing calculations has 
undergone a considerable evolution since the time of Kitaigorodskii. Electrostatic 
interactions and the directional approach of non-bonded atoms have been considered 
by Leiserowitz and Hagler [21]. The identification of structure determining "clusters" 
based on space group symmetries and local packing densities has been outlined by 
Thomas, Ramdas and Thomas [22]. This has been extended by Gavezzotti to give 
more automated procedures for the generation of crystal structures [23]. Allinger has 
developed a new set of force field parameters (ММ3) with which one can construct 
crystal structures for hydrocarbons [24]. A recent report by Gdanitz shows that it is 
even possible to generate the crystal structure of a very simple molecules like 
hexamethylbenzene by completely ab initio methods (Monte-Carlo simulated 
annealing), that is without any prior assumptions about unit cells, space groups, 
intermolecular interactions and so on [25]. The present work shows that with a 
moderate amount of information, be it crystallographic (unit cell), chemical 
(intermolecular interactions) and topochemical (presence or absence of solid state 
reactivity), accompanied by some experimental information (powder spectrum), it is 
possible to obtain crystal structures of moderately polar materials without recourse 
to single crystal X-ray diffraction data.
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The crystal structures of o-Y,Z-benzene hydrobromide and hydrohexafluorophosphate 
salts have been determined by X-ray analysis; Y = Z = NMe2 for compounds I-III; Y = NMe2, 
Z = NPPh3 for IV -V  and Y = Z = NPPh3 for VI-VII. The main peculiarity of these structures 
is the hydrogen bond interactions of the "extra proton" which are responsible for the 
conformation of the cation. The nature of hydrogen interactions, intermolecular, 
intramolecular and bifurcated, depends on the anion and on the Y,Z substituents. The effects 
of protonation on bond distances and angles are clearly indicated. The N +-H -N  
intermolecular bonds exhibit N-"N values in the 2.584(3) -  2.719(5) Â range, the shortest 
contact corresponds to a bis- iminophosphorane derivative. Semiempirical calculations at AMI 
level have been carried out for l ,2-6is(dimethylamino)benzene and its monoprotonated cation 
( I -III ) . The shape and size of the anion, that of the guest molecule and those of correspond
ing holes have been analyzed by means of the quotients between their planar specific inertial 
moments of volume and surface. A 13C-NMR study of these compounds shows dynamic pro
cesses of proton transfer which correspond to some of the structures found in the solid state.

Introduction

We have undertaken the study of the iminophosphorane group (in general 
N = PPh3 but, in some cases, N = PPh2Me) as a substituent able to replace the 
conventional dimethylamino group in naphthalene derived "proton sponges" [1]. Our 
approach was based on the comparison of the hydrogen bond network in the solid 
state, that is, the intramolecular P = N + -H...N = P bond versus the intermolecular

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* To whom correspondence should be addressed
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P = N +-H—X “ bonds where X - is the counteranion. We report here a similar study 
to that of iminophosphorane naphthalene derivatives [2-4] but using o-phenylenedi- 
amine instead of 1,8-diaminonaphthalene as a support for these functional groups. 
Specifically, the present paper deals with the synthesis, characterization and crystal 
structures of the compounds shown in the following scheme:

(I) HBr (IV) HBr
(П)
(in)

HPF6
HPF6 + Dioxane

(V) HPF6

Experimental

(VI) HBr 
(vn) HPF6

X-ray crystallography

The main characteristics of the structural determination are given in Table I. All the spectra were 
collected on a four circle diffractometer: Philips PW1100, with bisecting geometry, graphite oriented 
monochromator, Cu Ka, scans in <o/20, detector apertures 1x1°, 1 min/reflex and 0 max = 65°. Two 
reflections were monitored every 90 minutes and only compound III showed some decay, 9%. All 
hydrogen atoms were located from difference Fourier synthesis and were refined isotropically in the last 
cycles of refinement. Empirical weighting schemes were chosen as to give no trends in <соД2Т> vs. 
< I Fobs I > and <sin0/X>. Computations were performed on a VAX6410 computer with the following 
programs: XRAY80 [5], DIFABS [6], SIR88 [7], DIRDIF |8], PESOS [9] and PARST [10]. The atomic 
scattering factors were taken from International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [11].

Examination of the two independent molecules in compound II [10] did not lead to the detection 
of any extra crystallographic symmetry, although the matching of the independent molecules resulted in a 
X2 value lower than the tabulated (maximum value of 2.76, for the z coordinate, versus 21.00).

The anion in III appears to be disordered in the F(3),..F(6) plane, so that both positions become 
coincident after a rotation of 41° in average around the F (l)-F (2 ) axis. The two independent anions in V 
presents a similar model of disorder, the corresponding rotation angles being 38 and 44°. However, both 
independent cations present different overall conformation (see discussion).

Materials

Melting points were determined with a Kofler hot-stage microscope and are uncorrected. Spectral 
studies were performed with the following instruments: IR, Nicolet FT-5DX; 41 (200 MHz) and 
13C (50 MHz) NMR (see Table VIII), Bruker AC-200 (SiMe4 internal reference; all chemical shifts are 
expressed as 8 values).

Preparation o f I and II: To a solution of N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-l,2-phenylenediamine (the amine 
was prepared as previously reported [12]) (1.64 g, 0.01 mol) in ethanol (15 ml), the corresponding acid 
(0.01 mol) was added and the resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The ethanol was 
removed under reduced pressure and the residual material was slurried with diethyl ether. The resulting 
solid was filtered and recrystallized from dichloromethane/ether or ethanol/ether.
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I: 96% yield; m.p. 217-218°; IR v(cm -'): 3443(s), 1610(s), 1501(vs), 1348(s), 1335(s), 1185(s), 
1123(vs), 1039(s), 990(m), 939(vs), 776(vs) and 720(m); 'H-NMR (CDC13): 7.80-7.72 (m, 2H), 7.51-7.42 
(m, 2H), 3.11 (s, 12H), NH not observed.

II: 91% yield; m.p. 185°; IR v(cm -'): 1615(w), 1496(vs), 1414(s), 1351(s), 1196(m), 1194(m), 
1135(s), 1039(m), 995(m), 943(s), 840(vs), 774(vs) and 721(s); 'H-NMR (DMSO-d6): 7.81-7.76 (m, 2H), 
7.52-7.47 (m, 2H), 2.93<(s,12H), NH not observed. When II was crystallized in dioxane compound III 
was isolated.

Preparation o f IV and V: To a solution of N,N-dimethyl-2-(triphenylphosphoranilydene- 
amino)aniline (0.792 g, 2 mmol) (prepared in 59% yield from N,N-dimethyl-l,2-phenylenediamine [13] 
by the proceduce of H om er-O ediger [14]) in dry ethanol (10 ml), the corresponding acid (2 mmol) was 
added and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 30 min. The ethanol was removed under 
reduced pressure and the residual material was slurried with dry ether, filtered and recrystallized from 
dichloromethane/diethyl ether or ethanol/diethyl ether.

IV: 89% yield; m.p. 237-239°; IR v fc m 1): 2678(s), 2639(vs), 1593(m), 1499(s), 1438(vs), 
1392(m), 1328(m), 1222(s), 1160(m), 1115(vs), 974(s), 947(m), 824(m), 763(vs), 749(vs), 723(vs) and 
698(vs); 'H-NMR (DMSO-d6): 7.87-7.62 (m, 15H), 7.42-7.38 (m, 1H), 6.98 -  6.85 (m, 2H), 6.70-6.66 
(m, 1H), 4.20 (v br s, 1H), 2.94 (s, 6H).

V: 93% yield; m.p. 158°; IR v(cm -'): 1611(w), 1487(vs), 1440(vs), 1357(vs), 1329(s), 1109(vs), 
1012(m), 998(m), 836(vs), 775(m), 748(m), 710(s) and 690(s); 'H-NMR (CDC13): 7.82-7.62 (m, 15H), 
7.31 (dt, /= 7 .8 ,1.5 Hz), 6.98 (dt, 7=7.8, 1.4 Hz), 6.87 (d t,/=7.8, 1.6 Hz), 6.51 (d ,/=7.8  Hz), 2.84 (s, 6H), 
NH not observed.

Preparation o f VI: To a cooled (0 °C) solution of triphenylphosphine (5.24 g, 0.02 mol) in dry 
benzene (30 ml) was added dropwise a solution of bromine (3.19 g, 0.02 mol) in the same solvent (30 ml). 
Then the mixture was warmed to room temperature and a solution of 1,2-phenylenediamine (1.08 g, 
0.01 mol) and triethylamine (4.05 g, 0.04 mol) in dry benzene (30 ml) was added. The mixture was heated 
to reflux for 12 h, the precipitated solid was isolated by filtration, washed with cold water, dried and 
recrystallized from dichloromethane/ether to give 89% yield of VI; m.p. 251-252°; IR v (c m ') : 1588(m), 
1505(m), 1438(vs), 1298(vs), 1212(s), 1185(m), 1158(m), 1117(vs), 1102(s), 1061(m), 1007(m), 996(s), 
980(m), 746(s), 730(s), 716(s) and 694(s); 'H-NMR (CDC13): 7.82-7.56 (m, ЗОН), 6.50 (br s, 4H), NH 
not observed.

Preparation o f VII: To a solution of VI (0.71 g, 1 mmol) in ethanol (15 ml) hexafluorophosphoric 
acid (0.146 g, 1 mmol) in ethanol (1 ml) was added. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h 
and the precipitated solid was filtered and recrystallized from ethanol to give 99% yield of VII; 
m.p. 222-223°; IR v(cm -'): 1598(w), 1448(vs), 1439(vs), 1325(s), 1299(s), 1292(s), 1258(s), 1118(vs), 
1012(m), 998(m), 833(vs), 753(s), 748(s), 730(s), 718(s) and 690(s); 'H-NMR (CDC13): 7.78-7.52 (m, 
ЗОН), 6.48 (br s, 4H), NH not observed.
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Table I

Crystal analysis parameters at room temperature

I II III

1 Crystal data
2 Formula C10H17N2+Br- CiqH i7NV PF6 C10H17N2'P F 6 >/2C4H8O2
3 Crystal habit Colourless octahedron Colourless prism Colourless prism
4 Crystal size (mm) 0.40x0.47x0.50 0.50x0.13x0.10 0.33x0.33x0.20
5 Symmetry Pbca Pca2j P 2Jc
6 Unit cell determination: Least-squares fit from reflections with ©<45°
7 86 reflections 76 reflections 87 reflections
8 Unit cell dimensions 17.1899(8) 29.9385(25) 13.3434(16)
9 (A, °) 11.8993(4) 6.4742(2) 8.1632(9)

10 11.7477(4) 15.0642(8) 15.7949(7)
11 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 98.782(3), 90
12
13 Packing: U(Â3), Z 2403.0(2), 8 2919.9(3), 8 1700.3(3), 4
14 Dc(g/crn3), M, F(000) 1.355, 245.2,1008 1.411, 310.2, 1280 1.384, 354.3, 736
15 lx (cm-1) 43.828 22.409 20.333
16 Experimental data
17 Scan width: 1.4° 1.5° 1.5°
18 Number of reflections:
19 Independent 2041 2595 2903
20 Observed (3ct(I) crit.) 1859 1875 2114
21 Max.-min. transmission 1.217-0.720 1.143-0.601 1.370 -  0.476
22 factors
23 Solution and refinement
24 Solution Patterson + Dirdif Dirdif Patterson + Dirdif
25 Refinement: L.S. on Fo Full matrix 3 blocks Full matrix
26 Parameters:
27 Number of variables 186 478 320
28 Degrees of freedom 1673 1396 1794
29 Ratio of freedom 10.0 3.9 6.6
30 Final <shift/error> 0.10 0.25 0.08
31 Max. thermal value (Â2) Un (C(13)) = 0.19(1) U33(F(21)) = 0.22(1) U22(F(51)) = 0.24(2)
32
33 Final AF peaks (eÂ -3) ±0.87 near Br ±0.30 ±0.35
34 Final R and 1^, 0.069, 0.078 0.053, 0.058 0.066, 0.080
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Table I (continued)

IV V VI VII

C ^ H ^ P + B r - C26H26N2P+PF6- C42H35N2P2+Br c 42h 35n 2p 2+p f 6-
Colourless prism Colourless prism Light brown prism Light green prism
0.37x0.37x0.27 0.30x0.30x0.13 0.13x0.20x0.37 0.57 x 0.20 x 0.07
Pbca PI la PI

Least-squares fit from reflections with © < 45°
83 reflections 83 reflections 79 reflections 87 reflections
18.8623(10) 10.5999(2) 18.6513(8) 14.5457(10)
27.7777(14) 27.0179(12) 10.2691(3) 14.9722(10)
9.0622(2) 9.2735(2) 18.4412(9) 9.1744(3)
90, 90, 90 94.916(3),100.629(1), 90,102.029(4), 90 101.761(4),

94.611(3) 87.768(4),107.922(6)
4748.2(4), 8 2588.1(1), 4 3454.5(3), 4 1860.5(2), 2
1.336, 477.4, 1968 1.392, 542.4,1120 1.364, 709.6, 1464 1.383, 774.7, 800
31.156 20.874 27.580 20.244

1.5° 1.4° 1.4° 1.4°

4042 8787 2927 6337
3581 6654 2874 5699
1.095 -  0.750 1.156-0.796 1.504-1.000 1.131-0.799

Patterson + Dirdif Sir + Dirdif Patterson + Dirdif Sir
Full matrix 6 blocks 2 blocks 3 blocks

375 931 562 618
3206 5723 2312 5081
9.5 7.1 5.1 9.2
0.03 0.12 0.19 0.11
U33(C(33)) = 0.132(5) U33(F(54A)) = 0.42(2) 

Mol. 1
U22(C(48)) = 0.150(7) Un (F(3)) = 0.143(2)

±0.29 ±0.41 ±0.48 ±0.39
0.033, 0.032 0.062, 0.068 0.033, 0.035 0.042, 0.049
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Results and discussion

Molecular structure of compounds I -  III

Perspective views of the molecular structures are illustrated in the ORTEP 
drawings [15] of Fig. 1. Bond distances and angles follow a similar pattern, Table II. 
The main differences among the molecules were limited to the different orientation 
of the methyl groups at N (ll), compound III, with respect to the benzene ring and to 
the separation between basic centers (N...N distance in the range 
2.655(8) -  2.719(5) Â), and consequently to the external angular distortions at the 
ring atoms where the substitution had taken place. From Fig. 2, where the relevant 
weighted mean values are reported, the effects of the -N M e2 and -N  + HMe2 
substituents on the internal angles of the benzene moiety become apparent. For 
comparison purposes and in order to find out the effect of protonation, full 
geometric optimization of this cation (DMABH + ), as well as that of the neutral 
molecule (DMAB) (liquid at room temperature), was carried out by means of the 
semiempirical AMI method as implemented in the MOPAC set of computer 
programs [16]. The neutral molecule displayed C2 symmetry and a conformation 
similar (Table II and Fig. 3) to that of 1,2-diaminobenzene [17] to avoid the N lone 
pair interactions, the angle between each lone pair and the benzene ring being 47°. 
The dimethylamino groups in l,8-b/i(dimethylamino)naphthalene [18] also adopt a 
similar orientation with respect to the naphthalene plane. The included dioxane 
molecule in III is located on a symmetry center and displays a chair conformation; 
the torsion angles are in the range of 58.5(6)-59.9(6)°.

Assuming that substituents effects can be linearly combined [19, 20], the 
resulting theoretical endocyclic bond angles (neutral molecule) were in good 
agreement with those obtained after performing the correction due to -N M e2 
effects, that is: 118.2, 122.0 and 119.3° for angles at C(2), C(3) and C(4) and 
analogously for C(l), C(6) and C(5) due to the C2 symmetry. When the protonation 
occurs, the conformation of the molecule changes to adopt the Cs symmetry (Table II 
and Fig. 3), so that the proton at N(31) faces the N (ll) lone pair in spite of the 
unfavorable geometry of the N donor and acceptor atoms for an intramolecular 
hydrogen bond interaction. An elongation of the N-C(phenyl) and N-Me can be 
observed in the protonated dimethylamino group (Table II and Fig. 2). Moreover, 
the N atoms do not deviate from the benzene plane and the N—N distance decreases 
from 2.879 to 2.843 Â. However, several differences arise between the experimental
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data and the theoretical calculation: the shortening of the C (l)-C (2) bond, the 
greater degree of the exocyclic angular deformation and a different model for the 
endocyclic ones. The remaining distances in the benzene moiety were not considered 
because they could be affected by thermal motion.

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of compounds I-III (a, b, c). The numbering scheme is the same for the three 
structures. Thermal ellipsoids scaled to 30% probability. The H atoms are denoted by spheres of 0.1 Â 

in radius. The two independent cations in the asymmetric unit (b) are connected through hydrogen 
interactions across one independent anion, while the dioxane molecule are linked through hydrogen 

bonds to two centrosymmetrically related cations (c). Dotted lines indicate hydrogen bonds
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Table II

Selected bond distances, angles and torsion angles for compounds I-III (Â, °)

DMAB DMABH+ I II
Mol. 1 Mol. 2

III

C(l) -  C(2) 1.433 1.423 1.385(6) 1.386(9) 1.394(9) 1.375(6)
C (l) -C (6) 1.410 1.408 1.377(7) 1.390(10) 1.368(10) 1.405(7)
C(2) -  C(3) 1.410 1.405 1.387(7) 1.368(10) 1.386(9) 1.373(7)
C(3) -  C(4) 1.390 1.391 1.387(8) 1.379(13) 1.371(12) 1.385(9)
C(4)-C(5) 1.391 1.396 1.357(10) 1.384(14) 1.382(12) 1.364(11)
C(5) -  C(6) 1.390 1.391 1.369(12) 1.366(14) 1.396(13) 1.347(10)
C ( l) -N ( ll )  1.427 1.436 1.428(7) 1.416(9) 1.428(9) 1.423(6)
C(2)-N(31) 1.427 1.474 1.465(5) 1.474(9) 1.461(8) 1.465(5)
N (ll)-C (1 2 ) 1.447 1.453 1.456(10) 1.452(17) 1.456(12) 1.445(8)
N (ll)-C (1 3 ) 1.445 1.453 1.448(11) 1.464(12) 1.438(18) 1.466(8)
N(31)-C(32) 1.445 1.488 1.494(8) 1.453(14) 1.487(11) 1.495(7)
N(31) -  C(33) 1.447 1.488 1.483(8) 1.485(12) 1.488(13) 1.492(6)

C (2 )-C (l)-C (6 ) 118.4 117.9 118.1(5) 118.1(7) 118.2(6) 117.1(5)
C(l) -  C(2) -  C(3) 118.4 120.6 121.7(4) 122.9(6) 121.5(6) 122.5(4)
C(2) -  C(3) -  C(4) 121.8 119.9 117.5(5) 118.4(7) 119.6(6) 118.2(5)
C(3) -  C(4) -  C(5) 119.8 120.2 , 121.7(6) 119.4(9) 119.7(8) 120.6(6)
C(4) -  C(5) -  C(6) 119.8 120.3 119.6(6) 122.0(8) 120.2(8) 120.5(6)
C (l)-C (6 )-C (5 ) 121.8 121.1 121.3(6) 119.2(8) 120.7(7) 121.2(6)
C(6) - C ( l ) - N ( l l )  121.2 123.3 125.7(5) 124.5(6) 125.8(6) 124.7(5)
C (2 ) -C ( l) -N ( l l)  120.4 118.8 116.2(4) 117.4(6) 116.0(6) 118.3(4)
C (l)-C (2 )-N (31 ) 120.4 119.6 116.9(4) 115.6(6) 115.8(5) 117.2(4)
C(3) -  C(2) -  N(31) 121.2 119.8 121.4(4) 121.5(6) 122.7(6) 120.3(4)
C (l) -  N (ll)  -  C(13) 115.3 112.8 113.6(6) 114.0(7) 114.0(8) 114.1(5)
C (l) -  N (ll)  -  C(12) 114.7 112.8 113.8(5) 113.5(8) 113.1(7) 114.1(5)
C(12) -  N (ll)  -  C(13) 113.0, 113.0 111.4(6) 110.1(7) 110.0(9) 110.4(5)
C(2) -  N(31) -  C(33) 114.7 111.2 112.4(4) 111.4(7) 112.6(7) 113.0(3)
C (2)-N (31)-C (32) 115.3 111.2 112.9(4) 112.8(7) 112.3(7) 113.5(3)
C (32)-N(31)-C(33) 113.0 111.2 112.0(5) 111.4(7) 110.0(8) 110.1(4)

C(2) -  C (l) -  N(11) -  C(12) -76.7 --115.2 -118.4(6) -114.7(9) -120.6(8) -107.8(6)
C (2 )-C ( l)-N (ll) -C (1 3 ) 149.5 115.2 112.8(7) 118.2(8) 112.7(9) 123.9(5)
C(6) -  C (l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -177.8 180.0 -177.8(5) -179.9(6) 178.6(6) 178.2(4)
C (6 )-C (l)-C (2 )-C (3 ) -0.5 0.0 0.0(7) -0.7(10) -0.7(10) -0.1(7)
N (ll) -  C (l) -  C(2) -  N(31) 4.8 0.0 0.9(6) -0.5(9) 1.6(8) -1.4(6)
N (ll) -  C (l) -  C(2) -  C(3) -177.8 180.0 178.7(4) 178.7(6) -177.7(6) -179.7(4)
C (l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  C(32) 149.5 117.8 118.8(5) 117.6(8) 116.4(7) 115.1(4)
C (l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  C(33) -76.7 --117.8 -113.4(5) -116.2(7) -118.7(8) -118.5(4)
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawings showing the most relevant geometry (weighted means) for the protonated
and unprotonated substituents

Because of the differences mentioned before, data containing - N +HMe2 
substituted benzene ring were retrieved from Cambridge Structural Database [21] 
(January release 1992, CSD hereinafter). Just a few examples, 8 corresponding to 
structures with R<0.10, gave the following set of parameters Aa=1.7, Aß = -1 .4 , 
Ay = 0.4, A6 = 0.1° after performing the angular correction tabulated by Domenicano 
and Murray-Rust [19]. The just mentioned parameters are close to those for -N H 3 + 
[19]. Thus the computed angles (116.2, 122.3, 120.0, 118.7, 121.5 and 121.0° for angles 
at C(l), C(2)...) at C(3) and C(4) interchange their values with respect to those 
reported in Table II. It is worth noticing that, to a lesser extent, the same divergences 
have been displayed by the l-amino-2-dimethylammoniumbenzene cation [22] (117.4, 
121.9, 119.6, 119.1, 121.1 and 120.6° vs. the observed values of 117.0(3), 121.8(3), 
118.9(3), 120.0(4), 121.1(5) and 121.1(4)°). However, the shortening of the C-C 
benzene lengths involving atoms C(3), C(4) and C(5) are indicative of the importance 
of thermal vibration, see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Perspective view of the optimized neutral molecule (a), the protonated one (b) and compound III 
(c) as to show the different symmetry due to protonation and the agreement between the theoretical and

the experimental conformation

The potential energy surfaces as a function of the torsion angles 
ф1 = C(l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  C(32), ф2 = C(2) -  C(l) -  N (ll) -  C(13) have been calculated 
for DMAB and DMABH + , using as starting point the previously optimized 
geometries and a grid of points separated by 20°. A mirror plane perpendicular to the 
(ф!, ф2) plane along the (1,1) direction, Fig. 4a [23], and a binary axis perpendicular 
to the ф^ ф2 plane at (120°,120°) and (300°,300°), Fig. 4b, are the symmetry elements 
displayed by these surfaces. The experimental conformations adopted by the -  NMe2 
and -N  + HMe2 groups ( I - I I I )  are close to the absolute minimum (фг = ф2 = 120°), 
Fig. 4b. The lowest equivalent minima of DMAB surface appear at ф̂  = ф2 = 84° and 
ф1 = ф2=156° in agreement with the corresponding value obtained when total 
geometry is optimized (149.5°). The nearest minima, 0.24 kcal/mol higher than the 
previous ones, are located at ф 1 = 120°, ф2 = 300° and ф1 = 300°, ф2=120°.

Crystal packing: I  -  I I I

For all compounds, the "proton" H(31) is involved in a three-center hydrogen 
interaction [24] as illustrated in Fig. 1. The N—N distances, Table III, are shorter, up
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(a)

350

Fig. 4. Potential energy surfaces (a) DMAB, (b) DMABH + . ф, = C(l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  C.(32), 
ф2 = С(2)-С(1)-М (11)-С (13). X, stands for the absolute minimum. Only relative energy values are

represented
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Table III

Hydrogen interactions. Numbers stand for symmetry operations and C(1 -6 ) for the centroid o f the
corresponding phenyl ring (Ä, °)

X-H...Y X -H
Interatomic distances 

X...Y H...Y Х -H...Y

C om pound I
N(31) -  H(31)...N(11) 0.87(6) 2.677(6) 2.13(6) 121(5)
N(31)-H(31)...Br(l) 0.87(6) 3.383(4) 2.67(6) 140(5)
C(3)-H (3)...B r(l)1 0.96(7) 3.890(5) 2.95(7) 166(5)
C(32)-H(321)...Br(l)1 0.87(8) 3.791(8) 2.95(8) 163(7)
C(13) -  H(132)...C(1 -  6)2 

1: Уг-х, l -у , Уг+z
1.04(14)

2: 1 - X ,  1 -y , - z

3.767(11) 2.96(13) 136(9)

C om pound II
N(131) -  H(131)...N(111) 0.94(11) 2.675(8) 2.03(9) 125(7)
N(131) -  H(131)...F(23) 0.94(11) 3.056(11) 2.41(10) 126(7)
N(231)- H(231)...N(211) 1.11(7) 2.655(8) 1.95(7) 118(5)
N(231) -  H(231)...F(25) 1.11(7) 3.018(11) 2.18(7) 130(5)
C(132) -  H(1323)...F(ll)i 1.01(19) 3.137(14) 2.42(19) 127(14)
C(233) -  H(2332)...F(11)2 0.97(19) 3.411(13) 2.95(20) 110(14)
C(203) -H(203)...F(11)3 1.13(8) 3.276(9) 2.47(8) 127(6)
C(112) -  H(1123)...F(12)4 1.21(15) 3.454(16) 2.87(13) 144(5)
C(132)-H(1321)...F(12)! 0.97(2) 3.349(14) 2.96(19) 105(12)
C(103)-H(103)...F(12)5 1.04(8) 3.250(10) 2.64(8) 117(5)
C(206) -  H(206)...F(13)6 1.01(8) 3.299(10) 2.56(9) 130(6)
C(233) -  H(2333)...F(13)2 1.09(16) 3.209(14) 2.56(15) 117(10)
C(203) -  H(203)...F(13)3 1.13(8) 3.441(9) 2.61(8) 130(5)
C(106) -  H(106)...F(14) 0.88(10) 3.315(10) 2.74(9) 124(7)
C(206) -  H(206)...F(14)6 1.01(8) 3.435(10) 2.50(8) 155(6)
C(133) -  H(1332)...F(21)7 1.01(15) 3.406(16) 2.40(15) 138(7)
C(232) -  H(2321)...F(21)7 1.13(13) 3.383(15) 2.48(12) 135(9)
C(104) -  H(104)...F(22)i 0.98(14) 3.360(14) 2.84(13) 114(9)
C(132) -  H(1323)...F(23) 1.01(19) 3.149(16) 2.75(20) 104(12)
C(133) -  H(1333)...F(24) 1.14(11) 3.431(16) 2.96(11) 105(7)
C(232) -  H(2322)...F(24) 0.95(13) 3.319(15) 2.68(12) 125(9)
C(233) -  H(2333)...F(25) 1.09(16) 3.148(14) 2.61(15) 110(10)
C(204)-H(204)...F(26)8 1.06(8) 3.316(15) 2.58(8) 126(5)

1: 1-x , 1 -y , -Уг+z 2: -Уг+х, 1 - y ,z 3: -Уг+х, - y ,z 4: x, 1 +y, z
5: 1 -x , -y , -Уг+z 6: 1 -x , -y , Уг+z l : x , y - l , z 1H1dó Уг+Z

C om pound III
N(31) -  H(31)...N(11) 0.83(3) 2.719(5) 2.25(3) 116(3)
N(31)-H(31)...O(40) 0.83(3) 2.801(4) 2.14(3) 146(3)
C(33)-H(332)...F(1) 0.97(6) 3.289(7) 2.45(6) 145(4)
C(41) -  H(412)...F(1)1 0.95(9) 3.382(8) 2.87(9) 151(6)
C(12) -  H(122)...F(2)2 1.00(8) 3.464(10) 2.69(8) 135(5)
C(32)-H(322)...F(2)2 0.94(4) 3.494(8) 2.71(4) 141( 3)
C(32) -  H(323)...F(6)2 1.07(8) 3.290(14) 2.78(7) 109( 4)
C(41) -  H(411)...F(31)2 0.90(7) 3.283(24) 2.54(7) 140( 5)
C(13)-H(133)...F(41)! 1.15(8) 3.490(25) 2.34(8) 162( 6)
C(3)-H(3)...F(41)3 0.93(6) 3.394(35) 2.53(7) 154( 5)
C(32) -  H(322)...F(61)4 0.94(4) 3.180(22) 2.67(5) 115( 3)

V .x ,y - l ,z  2 :x, Уг -y, -Уг+z 3: x, ъ/г -у ,  -Уг+z 4: x, Уг-у, -Уг+z
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to 0.2 Â, than those corresponding to the semiempirical calculation for the 
protonated molecule. We observed a similar situation for 1,8-diaminonaphthalene 
[2]. Thus, the AMI method underestimates the intramolecular hydrogen interactions 
in these type of compounds. These distances are even shorter than the one already 
reported for l,2,4,5-tetrakis(dimethylamino)benzene hydrobromide (2.716 Â) [25], 
with the exception of compound III (2.719(5) Â) where the dioxane inclusion 
molecule fills (through two N+-H—О equivalent hydrogen bonds) the vacancy of the 
PF6~ in II, which connects, in a similar way through F(23) and F(25), the two 
independent cations, Fig. 1.

The geometry of these interactions prevent any strong bridge (N-H—N in the 
range 116(3) -125(7)°), however the following facts should be pointed out: the 
shortening of the N—N distance; the substituents at C(l) and C(2) that are bent 
inwards giving rise to exocyclic angular values of 125.8(7)°; the planar benzene ring 
within the limits of precision; and the nitrogen of the dimethyl groups that are almost 
coplanar with the previous plane (maximum deviation 0.054(4) Â for N(31) in I). 
Staab and Saupe pointed out [1] that the l,2,4,5-tetrakis(dimethylamino)benzene 
compound, although retaining the preconditions of "proton sponges" such as the 
shortening of the N—N distance, has a N+-H—N interaction so labile that an 
additional hydrogen bond involving a water molecule is needed for its stabilization. 
Compounds I -  III present a similar situation with the anions or the guest molecule 
replacing the water molecule. However, it should be noticed that in four, "proton 
sponges" (l,8-bw(dimethylamino)naphthalene salts) recently reported [26 -  29], 
N + -H -0(anion) interactions have been detected, the N -O  distance ranging from 
3.085(2) to 3.427(3) Â.

The N +-H -B r_/F _ interactions are weaker (Table III), as measured by the 
N + -acceptor distance and N + -H -acceptor angle, than those obtained from the 
X-ray data (CSD) [21] on 128 N +-H -B r_ interactions (3.31(7) Â, 158(13)°) and on 
32 N + -H—F~ interactions (2.87(14) Â, 149(18)°). No reference to N +-H—О 
hydrogen bonds was found when dioxane molecules were considered. In addition, the 
anions and the cations are held together by weak C-H—Br_/F _ and C-H—phenyl 
interactions, Table III [30]. The unit cell content of all structures as projected along 
the b axis is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Molecular structure of compounds IV -VII

The major difference between molecules is most affected by the position of the 
iminophosphorane group relative to the benzene moiety, Fig. 6. Steric hindrance 
causes the exocyclic angle at C(l), C (6 )-C (l)-N (ll) , to increase its value up to 
128.2(3)° in Mol. 1 of V (126.0(4) and 127.3(2)° for VI and VII). This angle presents 
values closer to 120°, Table IV, when this group is twisted by 80.9(3) and -59.9(5)°, 
IV and Mol. 2 of V, Table V.

Fig. 5. Projection of the unit cell down the b axis for compounds I-III
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Table IV

Selected bond distances and angles for compounds IV-VII (Ä, °)

IV V
Mol. 1 Mol. 2

VI VII

C (l)-C (2 ) 1.400(4) 1.396(6) 1.391(6) 1.406(5) 1.408(3)
C (l) -C (6) 1.383(4) 1.399(5) 1.382(5) 1.413(6) 1.399(4)
C(2)-C(3) 1.409(4) 1.376(6) 1.390(6) 1.387(6) 1.390(3)
C (3)-C(4) 1.375(5) 1.387(7) 1.368(7) 1.399(7) 1.385(4)
C(4) -  C(5) 1.367(5) 1.373(8) 1.363(8) 1.382(7) 1.375(4)
C(5) -  C(6) 1.391(4) 1.373(7) 1.383(7) 1.380(7) 1.385(3)
C ( l) -N ( ll ) 1.446(3) 1.381(5) 1.433(5) 1.390(5) 1.390(2)
C(2) -  N(31) 1.399(4) 1.473(5) 1.429(5) 1.422(5) 1.415(3)
N (ll)-P (1 2 ) 1.627(2) 1.577(4) 1.638(4) 1.580(3) 1.589(2)
P(12)-C(13) 1.787(2) 1.806(4) 1.794(4) 1.793(4) 1.800(2)
P(12)-C(19) 1.796(2) 1.816(3) 1.783(3) 1.816(4) 1.805(2)
P(12)-C(25) 1.788(2) 1.809(4) 1.797(4) 1.827(5) 1.814(2)
N(31)-C(32) 1.470(5) 1.496(7) 1.433(8) - -
N(31)-C(33) 1.458(6) 1.491(7) 1.444(8) - -
N(31) -  P(32) - - - 1.633(4) 1.637(2)
P(32) -  C(33) - - - 1.792(4) 1.785(2)
P(32) -  C(39) - - - 1.800(4) 1.792(2)
P(32) -  C(45) - - - 1.779(4) 1.787(2)

C(6) - C ( l ) - N ( l l ) 119.7(2) 128.2(3) 120.8(4) 126.0(4) 127.3(2)
C (2 ) -C ( l) -N ( l l) 119.2(2) 116.4(3) 119.0(4) 117.7(3) 115.8(2)
C (2 )-C (l)-C (6 ) 121.1(2) 115.4(3) 120.2(4) 116.3(4) 117.0(2)
C (l)-C (2 )-N (31 ) 120.2(2) 114.7(3) 117.6(4) 121.5(3) 113.8(2)
C (l)-C (2 )-C (3 ) 116.7(3) 123.9(4) 118.1(4) 121.5(4) 121.1(2)
C (3)-C (2)-N (31) 123.1(3) 121.5(4) 124.4(4) 117.0(4) 125.0(2)
C (2)-C (3)-C (4) 121.5(3) 118.5(4) 121.6(4) 120.7(4) 120.0(2)
C (3)-C (4)-C (5) 121.3(3) 119.4(5) 119.8(5) 118.5(4) 120.0(2)
C(4) -  C(5) -  C(6) 118.6(3) 121.2(4) 120.3(5) 120.9(4) 120.1(2)
C (l)-C (6 )-C (5 ) 120.9(3) 121.5(4) 120.0(4) 121.9(4) 121.7(2)
C (l) -N (ll) -P (1 2 ) 120.6(2) 128.8(3) 125.8(3) 123.5(3) 125.8(2)
N (ll)-P (12 )-C (25 ) 109.7(1) 113.5(2) 111.9(2) 112.6(2) 114.7(1)
N (ll) -  P(12) -  C(19) 111.7(1) 116.0(2) 107.6(2) 112.4(2) 113.7(1)
N (ll) -  P(12) -  C(13) 107.3(1) 105.6(2) 108.0(2) 111.7(2) 106.9(1)
C(19) -  P(12) -  C(25) 109.3(1) 105.7(2) 106.9(2) 109.3(2) 107.4(1)
C(13) -  P(12) -  C(25) 111.8(1) 109.7(2) 112.6(2) 102.9(2) 106.1(1)
C(13) -  P(12) -  C(19) 107.1(1) 106.0(2) 109.7(2) 107.4(2) 107.6(1)
C(2) -  N(31) -  C(33) 116.5(3) 114.2(4) 114.2(4) - -
C(2) -  N(31) -  C(32) 114.5(3) 112.1(3) 114.2(5) - -
C(32) -  N(31) -  C(33) 113.6(3) 111.5(4) 112.4(5) - -
C(2) -  N(31) -  P(32) - - - 133.2(3) 132.8(2)
N(31) -  P(32) -  C(45) - - - 112.6(2) 108.9(1)
N(31) -  P(32) -  C(39) - - - 113.0(2) 113.8(1)
N (31)-P(32)-C(33) - - - 104.1(2) 103.9(1)
C(39) -  P(32) -  C(45) - - - 116.2(2) 109.0(1)
C(33) -  P(32) -  C(45) - - - 107.0(2) 111.4(1)
C(33) -  P(32) -  C(39) — ~ — 102.4(2) 109.7(1)
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In a similar way to that described in the Section Molecular structure of 
compounds I-III, Ph-N = PPh3 moieties (CSD) gave P = N and N-C(phenyl) values 
of 1.581(17) and 1.382(37) Â respectively in agreement with the mean values shown 
in Fig. 2. Only almost coplanar substituents were retained, C (6 ) -C ( l) -N -P  < 25° 
giving rise to the following endocyclic angular parameters Да = -3.0, Aß = 1.1, 
Ду = 1.1 and Д0= -1.5°. Therefore, the expected set of bond angles for molecule 1 of 
V would be: 115.6, 122.8,119.7, 118.9,121.2 and 121.5°; the greatest deviation appears 
to be localized at C(3) as it was also observed for - N +HMe2. The effect of 
protonation on the iminophosphorane group is exhibited in Fig. 2. A greater 
N-C(phenyl) elongation is displayed by the groups not coplanar with the benzene 
ring (IV and Mol. 2 of V). According to the size of the substituent, an increase of the 
C (l)-C (2 ) distance (weighted means) can be observed, 1.383(3), 1.397(3) and 
1.407(2) Â for compounds (I-III), (IV-V) and (VI-VII) respectively.

Table V

Selected torsion angles for compounds IV-VII and deformation parameters around the P - N  bonds (°)

IV V
Mol. 1 Mol. 2

VI VII

C(6) -  C (l) -  N (ll)  -  P(12) 80.9(3) - 2.8(6) -59.9(5) -4.9(6) -4.6(3)
C(6) -  C(l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -177.9(3) -175.8(3) -179.6(4) -177.0(4) 179.8(2)
C(6) -  C(l) -  C(2) -  C(3) 0.2(4) 3.8(6) 1.0(6) 2.4(6) -1.3(3)
N (ll) -  C (l) -  C(2) -  N(31) 0.2(4) 2.9(5) 0.3(5) 2.4(6) -0.7(3)
N (ll) -  C(l) -  C(2) -  C(3) 178.3(2) -177.5(4) -179.1(4) -178.3(4) 178.2(2)
C (l)-C (2 )-N (31)-C (32) -67.4(4) -94.2(4) -118.4(5) - -
C(l) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  C(33) 156.4(4) 137.8(4) 110.2(5) - -
C(l) -  N (ll)  -  P(12) -  C(13) 165.3(2) -170.1(3) 124.7(3) -170.1(3) -176.5(2)
C(l) -  N (ll) -  P(12) -  C(19) -77.6(2) -53.1(4) 6.3(4) -49.2(4) -58.0(2)
C(1 ) -  N (ll)  -  P(12) -  C(25) 43.7(2) 69.7(4) -110.8(3) 74.7(4) 66.2(2)
C(2) -  N(31) -  P(32) -  C(33) - - - -169.7(4) -166.2(2)
C(2) -  N(31) -  P(32) -  C(39) - - - 79.9(4) 74.5(2)
C(2) -  N(31) -  P(32) -  C(45) - - - -54.2(4) -47.4(2)
C(3) -  C(2) -  N(31) -  P(32) — — — 165.6(6) 3.6(3)

X, 43.8(1) 68.8(2) 126.7(2) 71.8(2) 63.9(1)
X25.13 1.3(3) 2.8(6) 2.9(5) 3.9(6) 4.2(3)
Xl9,25 1.6(3) 0.2(5) -4.5(4) -4.8(5) -2.7(3)
Х13Д9 -2.9(3) -3.0(5) 1.6(5) 0.9(5) -1.5(3)

X, - - - -48.0(2) -46.4(1)
Х453З - - - -4.5(6) -1.2(3)
X39.45 “ - - 14.1(6) 1.9(3)
X3339 — — — -9.6(6) -0.7(3)
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The deformation parameters around the P -N  bond, Table V, [31] show 
the different conformations of the PPh3 with respect to the benzene ring 
(-48.0(2) -  126.7(2)°) depending on the intra and intermolecular contacts, the only 
similarities appearing between Mol. 1 of V and VII. Two facts should be remarked, 
the unusual conformation of Mol. 2 of V [3, 4, 32] and the unfavorable rotation of the 
PPh3 at N(31) of approximately 180°, Fig. 6 and Table V, as measured by the high 
values of the deformation parameters, up to 14° for X3 9 4 5  (parameter which 
measures the deviation from the theoretical values of the geometry of substituents 
sharing a bond, i.e. N(31) -  P(32) -  C(39) and N(31) -  P(32) -  C(45)).

The methyl groups, in IV, are placed as in the optimized neutral molecule 
(DMAB), while in the remaining compounds are in a distorted staggered 
conformation with respect to the phenyl ring.

Semiempirical calculations similar to those reported in the Section Molecular 
structure o f compounds I - I I I , were not possible with compounds IV-VII, due to the 
presence of hypervalent phosphorous atoms. Using either AMI or PM3 absurd 
geometries were obtained, that may be due to the inadequate parametrization of the 
P atom for these compounds.

Crystal packing: IV-VII

The most striking aspect of these crystal structures was the influence of the 
anions on the conformation of the cation. When the bromide anion is present, a 
strong and linear N +-H—Br interaction (Crystal packing Section and Table VI) 
results in a twist of the iminophosphorane group of 80.9(3) and 165.6(3)° (IV and VI) 
with respect to the benzene ring, Fig. 6. The "proton" in IV is bonded to the 
-  N = PPh3 instead of being bonded to the -  NMe2 group, as it happens in the pen- 
naphthalene derivatives [4]. The PF6~ anion causes different types of hydrogen 
bonds. In V, both independent molecules are very unlike, the proton attached to the 
iminophosphorane moiety (Mol. 2) was only involved in a N +-H—F bond, while in 
Mol. 1 it was located on the dimethylamino group and was involved in a three-center 
interaction.

The N—N distances range from 2.584(3) (VII), for intramolecular contact, to 
2.810(3) Â (IV) for an intermolecular one, Table VI; the intermediate value of 
2.627(5) Â corresponds to a bifurcated interaction. Besides the fact that the protons 
were unambiguously determined, the N-P and the N-C(phenyl) distances support the 
protonation on the respective groups, Fig. 6.
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Table VI

Hydrogen interactions. Numbers stand for symmetry operations and C ( l -  6), C(19-24), C(25 -  30) and 
C(33 -38) for the centroids o f the corresponding phenyl rings (À, °)

X-H...Y X -H
Interatomic distances 

X...Y H...Y X -H...Y

Compound IV
N(11)...N(31) - 2.810(3) - -
N (ll) -  H (ll)...B r(l) 0.81(4) 3.231(2) 2.42(4) 179(3)
C(24)-H(24)...Br(l) 0.99(4) 3.925(3) 2.96(4) 166(3)
C(17)-H(17)...Br(l)i 0.97(5) 3.834(3) 2.97(5) 150(3)
C(22)-H(22)...Br(l)2 0.98(4) 3.747(3) 2.99(4) 135(3)
C(15) -  H(15)...Br(l)3 0.96(5) 3.777(3) 2.96(5) 144(3)
C(27)-H(27)...C(19-24)4 0.98(5) 3.877(4) 2.98(5) 152(4)

l : x , y , z - l  2: Zi-x, 1 -y, -Уг+z 5: X, Уг-у, -Уг+z 4: 1 - X ,  1 -y , 1 -z
Compound V

N(131)-H(131)...N(111) 0.88(5) 2.627(5) 2.10(4) 120(3)
N(131) -  H(131)...F(156) 0.88(5) 3.325(6) 2.77(4) 124(3)
N(211)...N(231) - 2.746(5) - -
N(211)-H(211)...F(252A) 0.87(5) 2.999(8) 2.30(5) 137(5)
N(211)-H(211)...F(252B) 0.87(5) 3.210(19) 2.39(5) 161(5)
C(133)-H(1331)...F(151A)1 0.98(7) 3.289(12) 2.32(7) 169(6)
C(133) -  H(1332)...F(152A) 0.97(8) 3.295(9) 2.35(7) 165(5)
C(126)-H(126)...F(152A)1 1.04(4) 3.417(7) 2.83(4) 116(3)
C(127)-H(127)...F(155)1 1.04(4) 3.453(7) 2.56(5) 144(4)
C(216) -  H(216)...F(155)2 0.97(6) 3.279(6) 2.67(5) 121(4)
C(121)-H(121)...F(155)3 0.96(6) 3.447(7) 2.53(6) 160(5)
C(133) -  H(1332)...F(156) 0.97(8) 3.374(9) 2.69(7) 128(5)
C(126) -  H(126)...F(151B)j 1.04(4) 3.482(19) 2.62(4) 140(3)
C(133) -  H(1333)...F(152B) 0.97(8) 3.455(34) 2.53(8) 140(6)
C(117) -  H(117)...F(153B) 0.98(6) 3.430(26) 2.69(6) 133(4)
C(120) -  H(120)...F(153B)3 1.00(4) 3.372(29) 2.72(5) 157(18)
C(121) -  H(121)...F(153B)3 0.96(6) 3.352(31) 2.68(7) 128(4)
C(114) -  H(114)...F(154B)2 1.00(5) 3.194(27) 2.38(6) 137(4)
C(218) -  H(218)...F(254A)4 1.04(5) 3.275(9) 2.45(5) 136(4)
C(222)-H(222)...F(251A)S 1.02(5) 3.425(9) 2.52(5) 147(4)
C(105) -H(105)...F(251A)6 0.95(5) 3.344(8) 2.67(6) 128(4)
C(226) -  H(226)...F(252B) 0.94(5) 3.088(25) 2.44(5) 126(3)
C(230) -  H(230)...F(253B)4 1.01(4) 3.263(33) 2.66(6) 118(3)
C(217) -  H(217)...F(254B)4 0.92(5) 3.155(37) 2.50(6) 128(4)
C(222) -  H(222)...F(254B)5 1.02(5) 3.211(22) 2.56(6) 121(4)
C(203) -  H(203)...F(255)6 0.94(5) 3.421(7) 2.64(6) 142(4)
C(229) -  H(229)...F(255)7 0.94(6) 3.409(7) 2.61(6) 143(5)
C(123)-H(123)...F(256) 0.94(6) 3.381(6) 2.54(5) 135(4)
C(233) -  H(2331)...F(256) 1.02(9) 3.378(12) 2.62(9) 131(7)

1: 1 -x , 1 -y , 1 - z 2: - x , l  -y , 1-z 3: - X ,  1 -y , - z 4: x,y, z + 1
5: 1 +x,y, 1+z 6: 1 +x,y,z 7: - 1 - x ,  -y , 1 -z
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Table VI (continued)

>X1X

X -H
Interatomic distances 

X...Y H...Y X -H ...Y

Compound VI
N(31)...N(11) - 2.794(4) - -

N(31) -  H(31)...Br(l) 0.74(6) 3.276(3) 2.55(6) 169(6)
C (3)-H(3)...Br(l) 0.98(5) 3.658(4) 2.76(5) 151(4)
C(37)-H(37)...C(1-6)1 1.02(10) 3.600(6) 2.85(9) 131(6)
C(41)-H(41)...C(19-24)2 

1:X, И -у , - И +z 2:
1.04(7) 

-И+лс, -y , z
3.715(6) 2.91(7) 135(4)

Compound VII
N(31) -  H(31)...N(11) 0.88(2) 2.584(3) 2.05(3) 118(3)
С(21)-Н(21)...Р(1), 0.95(4) 3.371(3) 2.94(4) 109(2)
C(43)-H(43)...F(1)2 0.96(5) 3.419(4) 2.75(3) 128(3)
C(36)-H(36)...F(1)3 0.95(3) 3.265(3) 2.68(4) 120(3)
C(22) -  H(22)...F(2), 0.93(4) 3.282(4) 2.47(4) 146(4)
C(50) -  H(50)...F(2)4 0.98(3) 3.445(5) 2.76(4) 127(2)
C(35) -  H(35)...F(4) 0.92(4) 3.397(4) 2.59(4) 146(4)
C(43) -  H(43)...F(4)4 0.96(5) 3.317(5) 2.79(4) 115(2)
C(43)-H(43)...F(4)2 0.96(5) 3.359(5) 2.59(4) 138(3)
C(24)-H(24)...F(5)5 0.97(3) 3.343(3) 2.41(3) 162(2)
C(5)-H(5)...F(5)6 1.00(3) 3.374(3) 2.47(3) 151(2)
C(18)-H(18)...F(6)S 1.00(5) 3.302(4) 2.48(7) 139(3)
C(24) -  H(24)...F(6)5 0.97(3) 3.495(3) 2.95(3) 116(2)
C(47) -  H(47)...C(1 -  6)6 0.94(4) 3.453(3) 2.64(4) 145(3)
C(37) -  H(37)...C(19 -  24), 1.01(3) 3.769(3) 2.83(3) 155(3)
C(48) -  H(48)...C(25 -  30)6 1.00(3) 3.731(3) 2.87(3) 145(3)
C(42) -  H(42)...C(33 -  38)4 0.98(4) 3.789(4) 2.97(5) 141(4)

1: -1  + x , y ,  1+z 2: 1- 
5: - l+ * ,y ,z  6: 1

~y, 1 - z  
- X ,  1 - y ,  1 - z

3: 1 - X ,  - y ,  - z  
7: - y ,  1 -z

4: x , y ,  1 +z

As in compounds I - I I I  some weak C-H'-anion/phenyl contacts are also 
present in the crystals, Table VI. Figure 7 shows the most relevant independent "T" 
interactions and the overlapping of phenyl rings through symmetry centers, [30] 
C (13-18)•••С(13-18)_*1_у1_г=3.771(3), C(25 -  30)-C(25 -  30).1. ^ 1.z=3.719(2) À.
The distances between their planes and the lateral offset between the phenyl rings 
are 3.512(2), 3.364(2) and 1.373(2), 1.586(2) Â, respectively.

From the results of the previous sections and of the present one it should be 
concluded: that when going from compounds I -  III (two dimethylamino groups) to 
VI-VII (two iminophosphorane ones) through compounds IV-V (both types of 
substituents), while the N +-H—N interactions need an additional contact for its 
stabilization (N -N  range: 2.675(8)-2.719(5) Â) a short intramolecular contact 
occurs (2.584(3) Â), without extra bond, when two iminophosphoranes groups 
replace the dimethylamino ones. However, this bridge is so weak that if a stronger 
acceptor is present (such as Br~), the molecule adopts a different conformation and
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an intermolecular bond arises. This situation is also possible even with the PF6~ 
anion when both substituents are present.

Fig. 6. Molecular structure of compounds IV -V II (a, b, c, d, e). The numbering scheme is the same 
for structures IV -V  and VI-V II. Thermal ellipsoids and H atoms as in Fig. 1. Dotted lines indicate 
hydrogen bonds. For clarity purposes the fluorine atoms in compound V has been drawn as spheres

of arbitrary radius
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Shape and size o f the anions, guest molecule and the including cavities

Using a model of intersecting spheres of van der Waals radii, we estimated the 
size and the shape of the anion, the guest molecule and the holes where they are 
included, Table VII. The smoothing of the molecular surfaces have been performed 
by rolling a sphere of 1.4 Â of radius. The descriptors used for the characterization of 
the shape are the quotients (Qÿ2) [33] of the planar specific inertial moments of 
volume (ijjv) over the superficial ones (iÿs) with respect to the eigensystems.

Table Vila

Size and shape parameters o f anions and guest molecules. ±LIM, S and V are the max. and min. 
dimensions from the centroid, the molecular surface and unaccessible volume (À2, Â 3), i f  and i f ,  stand 

for the specific inertial moments o f surface and volume, Q f  = i f / i f  and C f  is the local packing coefficient

Compound ±LIM 5 V «1 2 S •l3S >23S

Br- ! 1.93 1.98 1.94 46.1 29.4 1.23 1.22 1.21
Br- IV 2.02 1.98 1.97 45.5 29.6 1.27 1.24 1.20
Br- VI 1.95 1.99 1.98 46.8 29.4 1.20 1.20 1.18
PF6- I I I 2.91 2.83 2.75 101.6 77.8 2.45 2.39 2.32
PF6- 2 II 3.14 3.00 3.00 101.5 77.3 2.38 2.36 2.31
PU III 2.64 2.69 2.80 97.2 76.4 2.43 2.38 2.28
PF6- IV 2.77 3.12 2.91 101.4 75.9 2.49 2.37 2.24
PF6 2 V 2.73 2.63 2.67 102.5 75.9 2.42 2.39 2.33
PF6- VII 2.64 2.74 3.05 103.7 77.8 2.42 2.39 2.38
Diox. III 2.32 2.89 3.33 102.4 80.7 3.20 2.50 1.71

Compound ‘12V •i3v >23v О 2 3 2 Q i3 2 Q 1 2 2 U 1

Br- I 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.56
Br IV 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.74
Br VI 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.67
PF6- 1 II 1.52 1.49 1.47 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.64

p u - 2 II 1.53 1.49 1.46 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.82
PU III 1.53 1.49 1.40 0.63 0.63 0.61 -
PF6- IV 1.54 1.49 1.40 0.62 0.63 0.63 -

p u - 2 V 1.52 1.51 1.44 0.63 0.63 0.62 0.45
PU- VII 1.50 1.49 1.46 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.66
Diox. III 2.17 1.62 0.95 0.68 0.65 0.56 0.64
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Table Vllb

Size and shape parameters o f corresponding cavities. ±LIM, S and V are the max. and min. dimensions 
from the centroid, the molecular surface and unaccessible volume (A2, A3), iJ  and itf ,  stand for the specific 

inertial moments o f surface and volume, Qt2 = and CkaU is the total packing coefficient

Compound ±LIM S V '12s '13s '23s

Br" I 2.21 2.29 2.66 80.3 52.0 2.33 1.66 1.50
Br- IV 1.95 2.13 2.63 55.7 39.8 2.12 1.44 1.19
Br- VI 1.92 2.23 2.85 66.9 43.6 2.29 1.52 1.17

PF6- 1 II 3.52 3.43 4.48 159.9 127.0 5.57 3.08 2.56
PF6- 2 II 3.06 3.15 3.41 123.2 106.2 3.38 2.90 2.72
PF6- III - - - - - - - -
PF6- IV - - - - - - - -

PF6- 2 V 3.23 3.46 6.50 227.9 240.3 12.66 3.28 3.08
PF6- VII 3.31 4.25 6.04 282.1 237.3 11.75 4.43 2.90
Diox. III 2.54 3.22 3.94 136.6 125.2 4.70 3.11 2.28

Compound >12V 43v *23V Q232 Qi32 Ql22 Cka"

Br" I 1.54 1.00 0.88 0.66 0.60 0.59 0.64
Br- IV 1.42 0.87 0.70 0.67 0.61 0.58 0.65
Br- VI 1.56 0.93 0.67 0.68 0.61 0.57 0.67
PF6- 1 II 3.50 1.94 1.72 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.65
PF6- 211 2.90 1.63 1.52 0.86 0.57 0.56 0.65

PF6- III - - - - - - -
PF6- IV - - - - - - -
PF6- 2 V 10.38 1.85 1.76 0.82 0.56 0.57 0.67
PF6- VII 10.52 2.86 1.77 0.90 0.67 0.61 0.68
Diox. III 3.26 1.96 1.25 0.70 0.63 0.55 0.67

-  : The hole could not be isolated.
Theoretical Q^2 values for several shapes: Sphere: 0.60, 0.60, 0.60. Ellipsoid:* a) 0.65, 0.62, 0.56; 
b) 0.69, 0.64, 0.58. Prolate spheroid:* 0.62, 0.56, 0.56 in average.
Conic barrel without bases:* 0.57, 0.57, 0.69. Circular cilinder without bases: 1.00, 0.50, 0.50.
Two tangent spheres:* 0.92, 0.60, 0.60 in average.
* These 0 ,j2 values depend on the ratios of the max. dimensions ( ± LIM)

All compounds display similar overall packing coefficients 0.64-0.68, 
Table VII, (Ckall= (bhost+ ^guest)/Unit Cell Volume), while the local ones around the 
anions and around the dioxane molecule (Ckl = Kguest/Fhole) ran8e from 0.45 to 0.82. 
These values correspond to a disordered PF6_, in V, versus a PF6“ , in II, that links
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two cations through N+-H -F hydrogen bonds. The Ckl bromide values increase 
as their corresponding thermal parameters decrease (Ujj~0.06Ä2 in I; 
U u  = U22~0.04 Â2, U33 = 0.06 Â2 in VI and Ujj-0.04 Â2 in IV). The PF6_ anions are 
almost spherical in shape, as measured by the Q^2 estimator, Table VII.

Fig. 7. Crystal packing along the c axis (a, b, d) for compounds IV, V and VII and along the
b axis (c) for VI
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The holes where the anions and the guest molecule were included present 
different shapes. They can be assigned to an ellipsoid (diox. Ill), prolate spheroids (I, 
IV, VI), a conic barrel without bases (Mol. 1 II), Fig. 8a, a circular cylinder without 
bases (Mol. 2 II), Fig. 8b, and two tangent spheres (Mol. 2 V, VII), Fig. 8c.

§P*H

(c)

Fig. 8. Sections of the channels (a, b) normal to the c axis and the cavity (c) along its shortest dimension 
where the PF6- of compounds II (1 and 2) and VII are located

Carbon-13 NMR study o f salts derived from o-phenylenediamine

In order to examine the significance of the crystallographic data for the 
understanding of the behaviour of these compounds in solution, the carbon-13 NMR 
spectroscopy of the three salts was studied, Table VIII. Without taking into account, 
for the moment, the existence or not of an intramolecular hydrogen bond (IMHB), 
these salts correspond to four possible structures, [HMM]+ (H on the 
dimethylamino group and another dimethylamino group on the ortho position,
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formely designed as DMABH + ), [HPM]+ (proton on the iminophosphorane group 
and a dimethylamino group in the ortho position), [HMP]+ and [HPP]+.

Table VIII

,3C chemical shifts and 13C - 3,P coupling constants o f salts [HMM]3, [HPM]+ ^  [HMP]3
and [HPP]3

[HMM]* [HPM]* [HMP]* [HPP]*

Compound Solvent Cl C2 C3 C4 Cs c 6

[HMM] + ,B r- CDC13 142.7 142.7 129.3 122.6 122.6 129.3
[HMM]+,PF6- DMSO 142.7 142.7 129.2 122.5 122.5 129,2
[HPM] + , [H M P ]\P F 6- CDCI3 142.0 135.7 118.2 121.1 123.1 127.1

7=11.6 7=0 7=5.0 7=0 7=0 7=0
[HPM] + , [HMP] + , Br~ DMSO 140.8 138.0 123.3 120.5 121.4 126.7

7=15.3 7=0 7=8.2 7=0 7=0 7=0
[HPP] + ,P F 6- CDCI3 136.3 136.3 117.6 120.5 120.5 117.6

7=14.6 7=14.6 7=5.8 7=0 7=0 7=5.8

Compound Solvent NMe2 Ci Co Cm Cp

[HMM] + , Br~ CDCI3 46.9 _ _ _ _
[HMM] + ,P F 6- DMSO 46.5 - - - -
[HPM] + ,[HMP] + ,P F 6- CDCI3 45.1 121.7 132.9 130.0 134.7

- t7= 102.4 27 = 10.8 37=13.1 “7=3.0
[HPM] + , [HMP]+, Br- DMSO 44.4 125.3 132.7 129.4 133.5

- •7=101.4 V = 10.3 37=12.7 “7=2.9
[HPP] + , PF6~ CDCI3 - 124.4 132.8 129.6 134.0

- •7=102.0 V = 10.4 37=12.8 “7=2.9

The hydrobromide and hexafluorophosphate of [HMM] + do not show any 
relevant characteristics, the spectra in CDC13 and DMSO being very similar. The 
hexafluorophosphate of [HPP]+ shows a symmetry of pattern due to proton transfer 
between both iminophosphorane groups, but several signals are broad which 
correspond to a moderate exchange rate. The transfer between two intramolecular 
hydrogen bonded iminophosphorane groups must have a very low activation energy, 
thus the broadening is clearly indicative of a proton transfer between two [HPP] +
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with intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The observed process in solution should 
correspond to an energy profile like this:

Scheme 2

The case of the mixed cation, [HPM]+ and/or [HMP]+ is still more 
illustrative, since the spectra not only show broad signals but are also clearly 
dependent on the solvent (see, for instance, the 13C -  31P coupling constant of carbon 
Cj). These differences correspond to different proportions of the two tautomers, that 
protonated on the iminophosphorane [HPM]+ and that protonated on the 
dimethylamino group [HMP] + . It is possible to determine these proportions (i.e., to 
calculate the tautomeric equilibrium constant) using the signals of the phenyl linked 
to phosphorus. We have previously reported [32] that some of these signals are very 
sensitive to protonation. In Table IX our previous results are collected [32], a neutral 
iminophosphorane N and a salt of iminophosphorane C, together with the data of 
Table VIII, in all, four chemical shifts and four coupling constants. Salt [HPP] + 
corresponds to a 50:50 mixture of two identical tautomers and salts 
[HPM]+^[H M P ]+ to a 29/71 mixture in CDC13 and a 58/42 mixture in DMSO 
(ratios corresponding to the best correlation coefficients). The corresponding energy 
profile, in CDC13 for instance, should be like this:
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Table IX

Triphenyliminophosphorane 13C chemical shifts, I3C - 3IP coupling constants and the problem o f the 
tautomerism [HPM]+ [HMP]+. (r2 stands for the square correlation coefficient)

Neutral
%

Cation Y,
%

y2 Y3 y 4 y 5 Y6 y 7 y 8

N* [32] 100 0 131.3 132.5 128.5 131.6 99.6 9.6 12.0 2.8
C* [32] 0 too 118.9 133.4 130.2 135.4 102.9 11.3 13.5 3.0
[HPP]+ 50 50 124.4 132.8 129.6 134.0 102.0 10.4 12.8 2.9

[HMP]+/[HPM] + , CDC13 29 71 121.7 132.9 130.0 134.7 102.4 10.8 13.1 3.0
[HMP]+/[HPM] + , DMSO 58 
Calculated values

42 125.3 132.7 129.4 133.5 101.4 10.3 12.7 2.9

for neutral N = PPh3 130.9 132.4 128.6 131.8 99.9 9.6 12.0 2.8
for cation [NH = PPh3] + 118.4 133.3 130.4 135.7 103.2 11.3 13.5 3.0

r2 0.992 0.892 0.957 0.975 0.936 0.999 0.997 0.915

* N: 2-Amino-l-triphenylphosphoranylideneaminobenzene,
C: Triphenylphosphoranylideneammoniobenzene tetrafluorophosphate

The main conclusions of these experiments in solution are:
i) The structures found in the solid state correspond to those present in solution 

with the main difference that in solution structures with intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds are the most stable.

ii) The much better hydrogen bond acceptor, DMSO compared with chloroform, 
favors the protonation on the dimethylamino group [HMP] + . Since the 
iminophosphorane group is more basic than the dimethylamino one, [2, 4] the 
protonated - N +HMe2 is a stronger acid which explains the role of DMSO.

iii) In the solid state, the stronger acid -N  + HMe2 forms three-center hydrogen 
bonds with all the acceptors which cannot be classified. On the other hand, the 
weaker acid -N  + H = PPh3 differentiates between the different acceptors. The 
order of hydrogen bond acceptor character is Br~ inter > N = PPh3 intra > 
> PF6~ inter > NMe2 intra (not observed). This order is consistent with 
solution behaviour, since the more basic N = PPh3 should be the best acceptor. 
Concerning the two anions it has been established [34] that bromine anion is a 
much better acceptor than multinuclear anions such as BF4_, C104-  and, 
probably, PF6~.

iv) In the case of mixed sponges derived from 1,8-diaminonaphthalene, [4] the only 
structure present in the crystals is that protonated on the iminophosphorane and 
with an IMHB to the dimethylamino group (the equivalent of [HPM] + ). 
Thus, the relative basicity of both groups depends on the geometry and on the
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strength of the IMHBs, the difference being more marked in the case of 
naphthalene derivatives.
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To study intermolecular interactions in hydrogen bond systems, the crystal structures 
of i,j-Cl2C6H3NH2, ij  = 2,3; 2,4; 2,6; 3,4; 3,5 and of 3,4-(CH3)2C6H3NH2 have been determined. 
2,3-Cl2C6H3NH2: tetragonal, I4Ja, Z  = 16, a  = 1930 pm, c = 743pm; 2,4-Cl2C6H3NH2: 
orthorhombic, P2{2f2b Z  = 4, a = 1554 pm, b = 1126 pm, c = 393pm; 2,6-Cl2C6H3NH2:
monoclinic, P2x/c, Z  = 4, a  = 1132 pm, ft =410 pm, c = 1543pm, ß = 99.97°; 3,4-Cl2C6H3NH2: 
orthorhombic, Pbca, Z = 8, a = 1527 pm, ft = 1592 pm, c = 574pm; 3,5-Cl2C6H3NH2, 
orthorhombic, P2l2l21, Z  = 4, a  = 1376 pm, ft = 1220 pm, c = 400pm; 3,4-(CH3)2C6H3NH2: 
monoclinic, P21/c, Z = 8, a = 639 pm, ft = 2747 pm, c = 837 pm, ß = 96.54°.

35C1 and 14N nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectra were investigated by pulse 
and CW NQR experiments from 77 К up to the melting point. None of the studied substances 
shows a phase transition within the temperature range covered by NQR. In all compounds the 
hydrogen bond scheme N -H  H is such, that the molecules are connected to chains and only 
one hydrogen atom of each NH2 group participates in this formation. Many related 
compounds, for which the structure is known, follow this rule. In the dichloroanilines, the 
second hydrogen atom of the NH2 group forms a weak bond N -H - Cl. In this way the chains 
are interconnected. Finally, Cl Cl van der Waals interactions are also present.

Applying the free energy relationship of Hammett to the NQR data, the interplay of 
NQR frequencies or nuclear quadrupole coupling constants, respectively, and hydrogen bond 
distances is discussed.

Introduction

Hydrogen bonds between neighboring NH2(NH) groups or between NH2 (NH, 
NH3 + ) and oxygen (OH) play an important role in the chemical bond of protein 
systems. To study the structure and the chemical bond as influenced by hydrogen 
bonds between NH2 groups, a simple system of wide variability is offered by aniline 
and its derivatives. Substitution at the phenyl ring is easy and the influence of several

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* To whom correspondence should be addressed

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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substituents X can be investigated on the bond NH2...NH2 and NH2(NH)...X, 
respectively.

Knowledge of crystal structure gives an important and necessary, but somewhat 
limited aid in the interpretation of inter- and intramolecular bonds. In case of 
anilines, 14N nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy is a useful method, 
very sensitive to changes of the electron configuration at the nitrogen site. As much 
as substituents are concerned, chlorine is easily introduced at the ring system and it is 
a sensitive atom in 35’37C1 n q r  spectroscopy, too.

Some examples of investigations on substituted anilines can be found in 
literature: a few crystal structure determinations and some more work using the 
NQR (35C1, 14N). Here, a study of selected compounds of this group is presented, in 
which the above mentioned methods are combined. We have also studied the 
structure and chemical bond of 1,8-diaminonaphthalene and some of its salts with 
halogeno acetic acid [1].

We report the crystal structure of dichloroanilines: 2,3-Cl2C6H3NH2 (in short: 
Cl(2> 3)An), 2,4-Cl2C6H3NH2 (CK2-4)An), 2,6-Cl2C6H3NH2 (Cl(2>6)An),
3,4-Cl2C6H3NH2 (CK3’ 4)An), and 3,5-Cl2C6H3NH2 (C’K3.5)An). The crystal 
structure of 2,5-Cl2C6H3NH2 (CK2- 5)An) was determined by Sakurai et al. [2].

Several studies of 35C1 NQR on dichloroanilines (CKn> m)An) have been 
reported: (CK2-3)An [3, 4, 19], CK2-4)An [5-8], CK2-5)An [9-12], CK2’ 6)An [3, 13, 
14], CK3’4)An [5, 11, 15,16], and Cl(3’5)An [11, 16, 17]. 14N NQR on dichloroanilines 
(and other derivatives of aniline) was done by Krause and Whitehead [18, 19] at 
selected temperatures and by Meyer and Weiss [20].

The 14N- and 35C1 NQR of the six dichloroanilines Cl(‘J)An, (i,j) = (2,3), (2,4), 
(2,5), (2,6), (3,4), (3,5), was studied as a function of T between 77 К and the melting 
point of the respective compound. We discuss the influence of substitution on the 
hydrogen bond in the crystals and on the NQR spectra in terms of the substitution 
parameters к determined by Biedenkapp and Weiss [21].

In the six dichloroanilines considered, the two chlorines substituted at the 
benzene ring in different positions influence the electron density distribution at the 
NH2 group and thereby the intermolecular hydrogen bond (ortho-, meta-, and para- 
inductive effect). To investigate an opposite inductive effect, we have determined the 
crystal structure of (CH3)(3>4)An. The structure of paratoluidine, (CH3)(4)An, is 
reported in literature [22, 23], (see also [24] and for both compounds, (CH3)(3-4)An 
and (CH3)(4)An, 14N NQR experiments are known [18,19]).
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Experimental

Preparation

All compounds studied where of commercial origin (Aldrich). All were purified to a high degree 
by repeated zone melting except Cl(23)An, which was recrystallized from alcoholic solution. Visual 
inspection suggests, that reguli from the zone melting process were solidified after the last cycle as single 
crystals and no first order phase transition occured between the melting point and room temperature. 
This was later on proved by NQR.

X-ray diffraction

The crystal structures of the title compounds were determined at room temperature with a four 
circle X-ray diffractometer. С1(23)Ап was investigated at 20 °C, because of its low melting point (23 °C). 
From the collected X-ray diffraction intensities, after correction for absorption and Lorentz-polarisation 
factor, the point positions of the atoms were determined by direct methods [25] and by least squares 
refinement [26]; difference Fourier maps were calculated. The positions of all hydrogen atoms within the 
investigated compounds could be found from the Fourier maps. The temperature factors of the hydrogen 
atoms were fixed isotropically. Single crystals for the X-ray work were grown from alcoholic solutions 
(CI(2'4)An), (CH3)(3'4)An), from pentane (CK2'6)An), and from ligroine (ОС2*3) An, ClP>4)An, Cl(3'S)An), 
respectively.

NQR spectroscopy

The 35C1 NQR spectra were observed from 77 К up to the melting point of the respective 
compound by pulse Fourier transform spectroscopy. The frequency range within which the NQR spectra 
have been observed was between 34 and 38 MHz for 35CI and between 2 and 4 MHz for 14N. For the 
higher frequencies (34 -  38 MHz) a Broker NMR spectrometer was used, for the lower range (2 -4  MHz) 
a Matec spectrometer. Both instruments were adapted to the needs. In case of 35CI NQR the free 
induction decay was registered whereas in the 14N NQR experiments either the free induction decay or 
the spin echo, depending on the respective spin lattice relaxation time, were the observed signals. The 
temperature T  at the sample site was created and regulated by a nitrogen gas flow thermostat. It was 
constant to ±0.2 K, measured by copper-constantan thermo-couples. The accuracy in T  was ±0.3 K. 
NQR frequencies were determined to ±0.2 kHz, depending on the line width of the signals which were 
about 1.5 kHz for 35C1 and 1 kHz for 14N, somewhat a function of the temperature of measurement. In 
all cases the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the NQR spectra was very good. There was a strong 
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time Tl of the 14N NQR observed. This is 
probably an effect of the NH2 group dynamics and we shall report on this in due time. An interesting 
study of Tl (14N) in parachloro aniline, CK4)An, has been reported by Penneau and Guibé [27].
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Results

Crystal structures

In Table I the experimental conditions of the crystal structure determinations 
and some crystallographic results, such as lattice constants, space groups, etc. are 
given for the compounds CK‘>k)An as well as for (CH3)(3’4)An.

Table I

Experimental conditions and crystal structure data o f dichloroanilines, Cl(‘J)An, Cfft5ClJ4, M=162.0 
and dimethylaniline, (CH3)(3'4)An, CSHjjN, M=121.2

Compound ClC2'3)An Cl(2,4)An Cl(2'6)An о (3,4)ап с КЭДап (CH3)(3'4)An

Crystal habitus colorless colorless colorless colorless colorless colorless (light violet)
thin prism thin prism thin needle thin plate flat needle thin plate

Size (mm^) 0.2 X 0.4 X 1.6 0.2x035x1.15 0 3 x 0 3 x 5 0.13x033x13 0.14x03x038 0.4x03x0 .7
Temperature

(K) 293 298 296 296 294 298
Absorption coefficient

Ц. (m '1) 840 850 830 840 870 60
(sin 0 /X)max x 1 0 3

(pm) 595 595 538 538 704 538
Number of measured

reflections 1888 1949 2164 1223 2663 4102
Symmetry independent

reflections 1 2 1 1 1216 926 908 1958 1895
Reflections considered

(F>2t (F)) 1087 1191 874 838 1899 1738
Number of

free parameters 98 98 98 98 98 230

F(000) 1312 328 328 656 328 528

R(F) X102 333 2.78 4.97 3.67 3.02 537
R ^ F )  X 102 3.04 239 4.42 335 2.87 4.90
Rm(F )x l0 2 2.78 239 534 3.15 4.11 4.06
Lattice constants

a  (pm) 1930.2(8) 1553.6(6) 1131.6(6) 1527.0(6) 13763(5) 638.8(3)
*(pm ) 1930.2(8) 11253(4) 410.0(6) 15923(6) 12203(5) 27473(9)
c (pm) 
P O

7433(3) 393.4(2) 1542.8(8)
99.97(2)

573.6(3) 399.6(2) 836.9(3)
9634(1)

Volume of the unit cell
V x  W 6  (pm3) 27693(34) 687.9(9) 705.0(10) 1394.7(18) 671.1(9) 1459.2(17)

Space group /4 i /a -C 4 h 6 />2 , 2 , 2 , - D j 4 K l l ' - C i h5 P b c a - D y ^ ^ K l V l - D j 4 r a i / c - C 2 h 5

Formula units
per unit cell 16 4 4 8 4 8

Pcalc
(Mg m‘3) 13539 13639 13260 13427 1.6030 1.1029

Point position All atoms in 16f; All atoms in 4a; All atoms in 4e; All atoms in 8 c; All atoms in 4a; All atoms in 4e

All structure determinations have been done under the conditions: Diffractometer: S toe-Stadi 4; Wavelength: 71.069 pm (Mo K^)] 
Monochromator: Graphite (002); Scan: w/20
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No pycnometric densities have been determined in the present work. There is, 
however, a determination in literature for CK2'4)An, ppyc= 1.567 g cm-3 at 293 К [28]; 
the pycnometric density of (CH3)(3>4)An is 1.076 g cm-3 at 290.7 К [29]. Table II 
gives the positional and mean thermal parameters of Cl(‘j)An, i,j = 2..6, and for 
(CH3)(3’4)An. The parameters of the thermal ellipsoids can be found in [30]. In 
Tables IIIa,b the intramolecular distances and angles are listed for the title 
compounds, and Table IV reports several short intcrmolecular distances.

Table II

Positional and thermal parameters o f n,m-dichloroanilines, Cl(n’m>An, C ^ isCl/4, and 3,4-dimethylaniline, 
(CH3)(3’4>An, CgHu N. For the non-H atoms, the equivalent isotropic thermal parameters U eq(A2x l0 3) 

are given. For the H  atoms, the isotropic thermal parameters are fixed to 60(A2 xlO3).
The e.s.d.’s are in parentheses. Ucq = (1/9) Utj a * a/  apj

ci<M>a„

Atom x /a y /b z/c ^eq

ci(2) 0.6414(1) 0.2173(1) 0.4369(2) 62(1)
Cl(3) 025170(1) 0.1155(1) 03648(1) 76(1)
c(D 0.5946(1) 0.2234(2) 0.7775(3) 46(1)
C(2 ) 05843(1) 0.1951(1) 0.6078(3) 44(1)
cO) 03292(1) 0.1508(1) 0.5760(3) 49(1)
c№ 0.4839(1) 0.1340(1) 0.7114(4) 59(1)
c(5) 0.4944(1) 0.1612(1) 0.8803(3) 59(2)
c(6) 05487(1) 0.2051(1) 0.9142(3) 54(2)
N 0.6503(1) 0.2666(1) 0.8139(3) 61(1)
H(c№) 0.4482(11) 0.1042(10) 0.6848(30)
H(c(5)) 0.4646(11) 0.1486(10) 0.9815(30)
H(C(6)) 05572(10) 0.2248(10) 1.0405(29)
H(N,1) 0.6726(11) 0.2845(11) 0.7206(30)
H(N,2) 0.6438(11) 0.2952(11) 0.9069(30)

С1<2.">Ап

Atom x /a y /b z/c ^eq

ci(2) 03383(1) 03281(1) 0.1691(2) 59(1)
ciW 0.0062(1) 0.4548(1) 0.2636(2) 76(1)
c(D 0.2181(1) 0.1889(2) 0.4707(7) 44(1)
c(2) 0.2337(1) 0.2959(2) 03037(6) 42(1)
c(3) 0.1702(1) 0.3779(2) 0.2407(7) 46(1)
c№ 0.0876(1) 0.3521(2) 0.3433(7) 48(1)
c(5) 0.0685(1) 0.2469(2) 05068(8) 54(1)
c(6) 0.1335(2) 0.1662(2) 05693(7) 51(1)
N 0.2825(2) 0.1044(2) 05214(7) 59(1)
H (c(3)) 0.1820(12) 0.4523(18) 0.1357(60)
H ( d 5)) 0.0053(11) 0.2282(18) 05940(62)
H(C(6>) 0.1185(11) 0.0916(17) 0.6845(67)
H(N,1) 03404(11) 0.1276(20) 0.5154(68)
H(N,2) 0.2735(16) 0.0606(20) 0.6603(73)
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Table II (continued)

с к а д  An

Atom x /a y/b z/c ^eq

ClP) 0.7886(1) 0.0198(3) 0.1474(1) 87(1)
ClP) 0.5866(1) 0.2651(3) 0.4307(1) 90(1)
e t 1) 0.6918(3) 0.1386(7) 0.2943(2) 4»(2)
c(2) 0.7929(3) -0.0001(7) 0.2606(2) 54(2)
cP) 0.8881(3) -0.1504(9) 0.3120(3) 70(2)
c(4) 0.8907(4) -0.1688(10) 0.4005(3) 82(3)
cP) 0.7998(5) -0.0398(10) 0.4371(3) 77(4)
c(6) 0.7041(3) 0.1092(8) 03843(2) 58(2)
N 0.6021(3) 0.2807(1) 0.2412(2) 63(2)
H(cP)) 0.9517(31) -0.2550(68) 0.2847(21)
H (c(4)) 0.9549(33) -0.2547(73) 0.4330(23)
H (c(S)) 0.7958(30) -0.0449(78) 0.4931(23)
H(N,1) 0.6155(32) 03429(85) 0.1943(23)
H(N,2) 0.5664(31) 0.4070(81) 0.2645(23)

C lP ’4>An

Atom x /a y /b z/c ^eq

ClP) 0.9159(1) 0.1594(1) 0.6448(2) 80(1)
Cl(4) 0.9334(1) 0.0374(1) 0.2115(2) 71(1)
c i1) 0.6733(2) 0.1562(2) 03906(6) 45(2)
cP) 0.7462(2) 0.1718(2) 03276(6) 47(2)
cP) 0.8265(2) 0.1373(2) 0.4708(6) 45(2)
c(4) 0.8350(2) 0.0866(2) 0.2775(6) 45(2)
e t 5) 0.7630(2) 0.0716(2) 0.1382(7) 52(2)
cP) 0.6829(2) 0.1062(2) 0.1939(7) 52(2)
N 03936(2) 0.1959(2) 0.4374(7) 64(2)
H(c(2)) 0.7419(17) 0.2064(17) 0.6651(57)
H(cP)) 0.7701(19) 0.0382(17) -0.0073(59)
H(c(6)) 0.6313(17) 0.0932(17) 0.0830(53)
H(N.l) 0.5500(18) 0.1722(19) 0.3926(61)
H(N,2) 0.5868(19) 0.2178(29) 03803(58)

C lP '5>An

Atom Ф y/b z/c ^eq

ci(3) 0.1204(1) 0.8738(1) 0.9353(2) 48(1)
ClP) 03081(1) 0.9007(1) 0.8409(2) 52(1)
e t 1) 0.3186(1) 0.6744(1) 03300(5) 35(1)
c(2) 0.2302(1) 0.7190(1) 0.6372(5) 37(1)
cP) 0.2301(1) 0.8178(1) 0.8016(5) 35(1)
c(4) 03145(1) 0.8764(1) 0.8704(5) 37(1)
cP) 0.4003(1) 0.8296(1) 0.7630(5) 37(1)
cP) 0.4047(1) 0.7305(2) 03980(5) 39(1)
N 0.3200(1) 03718(1) 03728(5) 47(1)
H (c(2)) 0.1705(16) 0.6754(21) 03644(71)
H (c(4)) 03147(16) 0.9421(22) 1.0094(80)
H (c(6)) 0.4637(15) 0.7016(21) 03152(81)
H(N,1) 0.3774(18) 03571(21) 0.2871(80)
H(N,2) 0.2646(19) 03581(21) 0.2700(80)
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Table II (continued)

(CH3)<3'4>An 
Molecule I

Atom x /a y / b z / c ^eq

N 0.2869(4) 0.7473(1) 0.2624(3) 69(2)
cC1) 0.1592(4) 0.7175(1) 0 3 4 8 3 (3 ) 53(2)
c(2) 0.2344(4) 0.6728(1) 0.4083(3) 54(2)
C(3) 0.1216(4) 0.6442(1) 03 0 4 1 (3 ) 5 2 (2)
c(4) -0 .0 7 3 9 (4 ) 0.6603(1) 0 3 4 3 6 (3 ) 55(2)
ci5) -0 .1 4 8 4 (1 ) 0.7044(1) 0.4807(3) 60(2)
c(6) -0 .0 3 6 7 (4 ) 0.7328(1) 0 3 8 4 4 (3 ) 61(2)
ci7) 0.2106(5) 03958(1 ) 03 6 1 8 (4 ) 72(3)
CW -0 .2 0 2 1 (5 ) 0.6317(1) 0.6495(4) 79(2)
H(N,1) 0.2134(35) 0.7661(8) 0.2093(30)
H (N ,2 ) 0.3699(34) 0.7307(8) 0.2094(29)
H ( c t 2)) 0 3605(33) 0.6621(7) 0.3837(28)
H (C (5)) -0 .2 8 5 6 (3 1 ) 0.7153(7) 0 3033(27)
H ( C ( 6)) -0 .0 9 5 3 (3 2 ) 0.7631(7) 0 3429(27)
HCCÎ7) ,! ) 0 3124(33) 03848(8 ) 03 0 0 9 (2 8 )
H í d 7) ,2) 0.1046(33) 03 7 0 1 (8 ) 03 5 5 4 (2 8 )

HtcCOß) 0.2545(36) 03 9 5 4 (9 ) 0.6648(29)
H (C (S),1) -0 .2 4 5 2 (3 3 ) 0.6009(8) 0.6046(28)
H ( c ( 8 ),2) -0 3 2 6 4 (3 3 ) 0.6485(8) 0.6708(28)
H (C (8 > 3 ) -0 .1 3 0 2 (3 5 ) 0.6222(8) 0.7467(28)

Molecule II

Atom x / a y / b z / c ^eq

N 03 6 8 5 (4 ) 0.6902(1) 0.0350(3) 77(2)
c O ) 03 0 3 3 (4 ) 0.6424(1) 0.0631(3) 57(2)
c i 2) 0.6358(4) 0.6105(1) 0.1529(4) 60(2)
c ( 3 ) 03 7 0 0 (4 ) 03 6 4 3 (1 ) 0.1929(3) 60(2)
c ( 4 ) 03 6 5 7 (4 ) 03 4 9 5 (1 ) 0.1411(3) 62(2)
C (5 ) 0.2349(5) 03 8 1 8 (1 ) 0.0521(4) 69(2)
c ( « ) 03 0 1 3 (5 ) 0.6277(1) 0.0125(3) 66(2)
e t 7) 0.7226(6) 03 3 1 5 (1 ) 0.2892(5) 94 (3)
C (8 ) 0.2895(6) 0.4996(1) 0.1802(5) 89(3)
H (N ,1 ) 0.7033(33) 0.6928(8) 0.0442(31)
H (N ,2 ) 0 3030(36) 0.7031(9) -0 .0 4 6 2 (2 9 )
H ( C ( 2)) 0.7756(33) 0.6200(8) 0.1878(28)
H f d 5)) 0.0910(34) 03 7 2 7 (7 ) 0.0183(28)
H ( C ( 6)) 0.2041(32) 0.6509(8) -0 .0 4 6 5 (2 7 )
H (C (7),1) 0.7500(34) 03 0 1 5 (8 ) 0.2336(27)
H (C < 7),2) 0.8601(34) 0 3 4 5 0 (8 ) 030 5 8 (3 1 )
H ( c (7> 3) 0.6685(37) 032 0 5 (9 ) 038 0 6 (2 9 )
H ( C ( s ),1 ) 0.2819(36) 0.4951(8) 0.2884(27)
H (c (8),2) 0.1392(33) 0.4971(8) 0.1461(29)
H ( C Î 8> 3) 03818(34) 0.4751(8) 0.1529(29)
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Table Ilia

Intramolecular distances d(C(‘>-C(i>), CO) -N , and С(‘)-С К ‘>; d in pm. Data for CH2’5)An are from [2]

( c ( O - c ü ) )

Compound c ( 1 - 2 ) c ( 2 - 3 ) c ( 3 - 4 ) C ( 4 - S ) d 5 - « ) c ( e - i )

C lP ^ A n 138.9(3) 138.6(3) 1373(3) 137.6(3) 137.2(3) 139.4(3)
о (2 ’4)а п 1393(3) 137.4(3) 137.7(3) 137.9(3) 138.0(3) 139.4(3)
C lP Ä A n 1423 136.0 137.8 140.0 138.8 139.8
Cl(2'6)An 139.2(4) 136.8(5) 1363(6) 136.2(6) 138.0(5) 138.4(4)
Cl(3’4)An 1383(4) 138.2(4) 137.7(4) 138.0(4) 137.9(4) 138.9(5)
C lP Ä A n 140.1(2) 1373(3) 139.1(2) 138.0(2) 137.9(3) 1393(2)
(СН3 )(3 ’4 )Ап

Molecule I 139.1(3) 138.2(2) 139.9(3) 1383(3) 137.7(3) 138.6(3)
Molecule II 138.0(3) 138.8(3) 138.7(3) 137.8(4) 138.4(4) 137.2(3)

Compound C 0 ) - N
е й - c i ( 0  

е й - а й

о г с Р Й - с С 4 '» )  

с 0 ) - d û )

C l ^ A n 138.7(3) 173.4(2) 172.8(2)
Cl(2>4)An 1393(3) 174.6(2) 174.1(2)
C l ip A r t 140.7 174.4 1743
ClC2,6)An 137.1(4) 173.9(3) 173.7(3)
Cl(3'4)An 139.8(5) 172.7(3) 173.7(3)
С1(ЗЯЛп 140.1(2) 174.2(2) 174.6(2)
(СН3 )(3 ’4 )Ап 

Molecule I 140.9(3) 150.7(4) 149.8(4)
Molecule II 1403(3) 1493(4) 150.4(4)

Table Illb

Intramolecular angles (C -C -C ), (N -C -C ), and (C l-C -C ). The data for ClOOiAn are from [2].
Angles in degree

( с й - с й ) - с Р О )

Compound с(1  -2 - 3 ) с ( г - з - 4 ) с ( Э - 4 - 5 ) с (4 - 5 -6 ) с (5 -6 -1 ) с ( б - 1 - г )

Cl(2’3)An 1203(2) 120.7(2) 119.0(2) 1 2 1 .1 (2 ) 1 2 0 .6 (2 ) 118.2(2)
Cl(2'4)An 122.7(2) 1183(2) 1 2 1 .2 (2 ) 119.4(2) 1213(2) 117.0(2)
а Р Д л п 120.4 122.9 116.9 122.4 119.6 117.8
а ( 2'6)Ап 123.2(3) 118.9(4) 120.4(4) 119.9(4) 121.9(4) 115.6(3)
Cl(3,4)An 1203(3) 120.4(3) 1193(3) 120.2(3) 120.7(3) 118.6(3)
C lP ^ÏA n
(СН3 )(3 '4 )Ап

1193(2) 123.0(2) 116.2(2) 123.2(2) 119.2(2) 119.1(2)

Molecule I 1 2 2 .0 (2 ) 119.7(2) 117.7(2) 1 2 2 .6 (2 ) 119.8(2) 118.1(3)
Molecule II 1 2 1 .8 (2 ) 1193(3) 118.1(2) 122.2(3) 119.8(3) 118.6(2)
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Table Illb (continued)

(N - cO)-c(‘)) ( c i ( 0  ■- c ( O - c ü ) ) ( C i ü ) - c 0 ) - c ( k ) )

Compound N - C 1 -C 2 N -C 1 -C ^ C l'-C ’- C ' “ 1 С1‘- С '- С ‘ + 1 c i i - c j - c i " 11 c i i - c î - c i + 1

ClCWlAn 1 2 1 .6 (2 ) 1 2 0 .2 (2 ) 1185(2) 1 2 1 .0 (2 ) 1 2 0 .2 (2 ) 119.1(2)
Cl(2'4)An 1 2 2 .1 (2 ) 1 2 0 .8 (2 ) 119.0(2) 118.2(2) 118.9(3) 119.8(2)
C lP ^ A n 121.9 1 2 0 .2 117.9 121.7 1183 1193
Cl(2'6>An 122.2(3) 122.1(3) 117.8(3) 119.0(3) 119.9(3) 1183(3)
Cl(3’4)An 120.7(3) 120^(3) 118.9(3) 120.7(2) 121.4(2) 119.0(3)
аРЯлп
(СН3)(3'4)ап

119.8(2) 1 2 1 .0 (2 ) 1195(1) 1175(1) 117.8(1) 119.0(1)

Molecule I 1 2 0 .0 (2 ) 121.7(2) 119.1(2) 1213(3) 122.4(2) 119.9(3)
Molecule II 1 2 0 .6 (2 ) 120.6(3) 119.0(3) 1215(3) 121.1(3) 120.8(3)

2,3-dichloroaniline, 2,3 -  Cl2C6H3NH2, forms tetragonal crystals, space group 
С ^ 6-14г/а, Z= 16, a = 1930.2(8) pm, c = 743.3(3) pm. In Fig. 1 the projection of the 
unit cell along the short axis [001] onto the ab plane is shown.

Fig. 1. Projection of the unit cell of 2,3-dichloroaniline along the c  axis onto the a b  plane. The hydrogen
bonds N -H (2)-N are marked by dashed lines; N -H W -Cl by dotted lines; H(N-2) is drawn as solid circle.

The molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is marked by asterisk
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The molecules are inclined with respect to the ab plane and the axis [001]. In 
the projection one can see that the molecules are interconnected by hydrogen bonds 
N -H - N and N -H - Cl (see the discussion). For point positions and thermal 
parameters of Cl(2’3)An, see Table II.

Table IV

Intermolecular short distances d(CK')-ClO)); d in pm

Compound Distance

C lC ^ A n Cl(2 )-Cl(2’) = 361.1 Cl(3 )-Cl(3') = 361.6
Cl(2'4)An Cl(2 )-Cl(4’) -  378.9
Cl(2« A n Cl(2 )-Cl(5’) = 337.0
Cl(2’6)An Cl(2)-Cl(2’) = 368.4 Cl(2 )-Cl(6’) = 381.4
С1<3'4)ап ciW -ciC4') = 3383 Cl(4 )-Cl(3’) = 3973
C lP Ä A n Cl(3 )-Cl(5’) = 365.0 Cl(3 )-ci(s ’) = 379.6
(СН3 )(3 '4 )а п * C(I.7)-C(H.7) = 4053 C(I,8 ) _C(II,8 ) = 394.1

C(I>7)-C(II,7’) = 372.2 C(1I,7).C(II,8') = 401.4

* I: Molecule I; II: Molecule II

Fig. 2. Projection of the unit cell of 2,4-dichloroaniline along [001] onto the a b  plane. The hydrogen
bonds N -H (2)-N are marked by dashed lines, N -H tO  -Cl by dotted lines; H(N'2) is drawn as solid circle.

The molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is marked by asterisk
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2,4-dichloroaniline, 2,4-Cl2C6H3NH2, forms orthorhombic crystals, space 
group D24- / 52]2i21, Z = 4, ű = 1553.6(6) pm, b = 1125.5(4), c = 393.4(2) pm. The 
projection of the unit cell along [001], shown in Fig. 2, is quite clear since the 
molecules are parallel to the be plane and the length of the c-axis (393 pm) 
corresponds to the thickness of a benzene ring. For point positions and thermal 
parameters of Cl(2’4)An, see Table II.

2,6-dichloroaniline, 2,6-Cl2C6H3NH2, forms monoclinic crystals, space group 
C2b5- P 2 jc ,  Z  = 4, a = 1131.6(6) pm, b =410.0(2), c = 1542.8(8) pm, ß = 99.97(2)°. 
Fig. 3, the projection of the unit cell along the axis [010] onto the ac plane, shows that 
the molecules are stacked along the b-axis which has a length of 410 pm, a value 
around 400 pm being quite common for one direction in crystal structures of benzene 
derivatives and comparable with the c-axis of CK2>4)An. Along the twofold axis the 
molecules are connected by hydrogen bonds N -H  -N and, as discussed below, there 
is a common scheme of intermolecular connections for all aniline derivatives studied 
in this paper and also for some others reported in literature. For positional 
coordinates and thermal parameters of Cl(2’6)An, see Table II.

Fig. 3. Projection of the unit cell of 2,6-dichloroaniline along [001] onto the a b  plane. The hydrogen
bonds N -H (2)-N and N -H O l-Cl are marked by dashed and dotted lines, respectively, H(N'2) is drawn as

solid circle. The molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is marked by asterisk
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3,4-dichloroaniline, 3,4-Cl2C6H3NH2, forms orthorhombic crystals, 
D2h15~Pbca, Z  = 8, a = 1527.0(6) pm, b = 1592.3(6) pm, c = 573.6(3) pm. The unit cell 
is projected along the short axis [001] onto the ab plane in Fig. 4. Positional 
coordinates and thermal parameters of CK3’4)An are listed in Table II.

Fig. 4. Projection of the unit cell of 3,4-dichloroaniline along [001] onto the ab plane. The hydrogen 
bonds N -H (2)-N are marked by the hatched part of the figure, the bonds N -H M -C l by dotted lines.

The molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is marked by asterisk

3,5-dichloroaniline, 3,5-Cl2C6H3NH2, forms orthorhombic crystals, 
D £-P2{2{2x, Z  = 4, a = 1376.3(5) pm, b = 1220.3(5) pm, c = 399.6(2) pm. Again, one of 
the crystal axes (c = 400 pm) correspond to the thickness of a partially chlorinated 
benzene ring. In Fig. 5 the projection of the unit cell of the compound is shown along 
the short axis c onto the ab plane. Positional and thermal parameters are found in 
Table II.

3,4-dimethylaniline, 3,4-(CH3)2C6H3NH2, was chosen as sixth compound to 
learn about the influence of ring substituents on the action of the NH2 group. The 
compound forms monoclinic crystals, c 2h5 Z  = 8, with two independent
molecules in the asymmetric unit, a = 638.8(3) pm, b = 2747.3(9) pm, c = 836.9(3) pm, 
ß = 96.54(1)°. The structure is shown in projection along the axis a, after rotation of
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this axis by 6.54° against the axis c, onto be plane in Fig. 6a; the numbering of the 
atoms in molecule I and II is given in Fig. 6b; relative coordinates of the atoms and 
thermal parameters are listed in Table II.

Fig. 5. Projection of the unit cell of 3,5-dichloroaniline along [001] onto the ab plane. Hydrogen bonds 
N -H (2)-N are marked by dashed lines, N -IK 1)-Cl by dotted lines; H(N-2) is drawn as solid circle. The 

molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is marked by asterisk

The list of the structure amplitudes F0, Fc, of the title compounds is available 
on request from the deposit of the data [30].

NQR spectroscopy

In Figures 7 and 8 we have plotted the temperature dependence of 35C1 
(nuclear spin quantum number I of 35Cl = 3/2) NQR frequencies v(35Cl) = f(T), 
77 < Г /К  < near melting temperature, of the dichloroanilincs investigated by NQR.
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Fig. 6. (a) Projection of the unit cell of 3,4-dimethylaniline along the a axis (rotated by 6.54° towards the 
c axis) onto the be plane. The hydrogen bonds N -H (2)-N are marked by dashed lines; H(N-2) is drawn as 
solid circle. Molecules I and II for which atomic positions are listed in Table II are marked by asterisk, 

(b) The numbering of the atoms in the molecules I and II

The frequencies reported here are in agreement with the literature data 
available. In the case of CK3*4)An (see Fig. 3) we corroborate the measurements of 
Nakayama et al. [16]. With a zone refined sample (purity > 99.9%) there was no sign 
of phase transition as reported by Kantimati [15] in the range 77 < T/K  < 348. All 
compounds studied show a smooth decline of the 35C1 NQR frequencies with 
increasing temperature, a behavior one expects from theory [31]. There is no sign of 
phase transition in v(35Cl) = f(7() for all Cl(‘J)An.
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The 35C1 NQR frequencies have been rationalized according to:

v=  X ai T' (!)
i=-l

100 150 200 250 300 350
T

Fig. 7. 35Cl NQR frequencies of dichloroanilines as a function of temperature. Plotted are the 
frequencies for CK^lAn, ClßflAn, Cl(2'4)An, and Cl(2’5)An

100 150 200 250 300 350I
Fig. 8. 35C1 NQR frequencies of dichloroanilines as a function of temperature. Plotted are the 

frequencies for Cl(3'4)An and СКЗДАп
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In Table V the coefficients of the power series (Eq. (1)) are given for the 35C1 
NQR; also, for convenience, 35C1 NQR frequencies are listed numerically for two 
selected temperatures (77 and 293 K).

Table V

Power series expansion Eq. (1) for dichloroanilines CK»)A n ;1 *N NQR

Cl(>ó)An V v(3 5 Cl) v(3 5 Cl) ffX lO 3 Д7 Z
at 77 К at 293 К (MHz) P i  =77)

C lP ^ A n V1 35.8046 35.1165 5.70 213 24

v2 35.4019 34.8356 437
Cl(2'4)An V1 34.8584 343652 0.87 258 29

v 2 34.7354 34.2311 0.94
C lP ^ A n V1 34.5300 34.0269 0.69 244 30

v 2 34.4120 33.9215 039
Cl(2,6)An V1 35.0114 34.1851 3.04 2 2 1 23

v 2 34.4032 333173 339
С |Р ’4 )Ап V1 35.8716 35.0911 139 268.6 33

v 2 35.6748 35.1270 1.48
СЛРЯЛп V1 35.1356 34.7610 131 239 29

v 2 34.9039 343913 1 .2 0

ClOilAn V a - i ao a jx io 3 a2 x l 0 6

(MHz K) (MHz) (MHz K - 1 ) (MHz К ~2)

Cl(2’3>An V1 14.8307 353803 13084 -103294

v 2 143116 35.1561 13980 -9.8204
Cl(2'4>An V 1 -1.8098 34.9985 -1.3028 -2.8726

v 2 -1.4877 34.8736 -13139 -2.9617
С1(2 Я ап V 1 -03710 34.6357 -0.9913 -33980

v 2 -23034 343617 -13401 -2.7097
Cl(2'6)An V1 7.7649 34.9571 0.2209 - 1 0 .0 0 2 1

v 2 7.8124 343760 -0.1582 -9.7823
Cl(3'4)An V1 1.1204 36.0293 -1.8312 -4.8050

v 2 23943 35.7304 -0.8031 -4.4520
а Р Л л п V1 -13591 35.2368 -0.8985 -2.4893

v 2 -0.4101 34.9671 -03120 -2.6758

V is given in MHz; a  = standard deviation
Д T=T2 ~T^ is the temperature range for which the polynomial was fitted to the experiment 
Z  = number of experimental points

Since only polycrystalline samples were studied, from 35C1 NOR frequencies no 
information about the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant е2̂ <2Ь_1(35С1)=еФ27 
Q h - ^ C l )  and the asymmetry parameter t| (35C1) = | Фхх -  | / |  Ф771 is available;
e is the unit charge, Q the nuclear quadrupole moment, h Planck’s constant, and Ф.а  
is the main principal axis of the electric field gradient tensor at the site of the nucleus 
considered.
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The 14N NQR frequencies (I(14N) = 1) of the title compounds are shown as a 
function of temperature dependence in Figs 9, 10. Of the three possible transition 
frequencies, v + , v_, and v0 [32], the last one was not observed in our experiment due 
to its low frequency (<1 MHz). However, е(ЭФи Ь_1(14Ы)= 1ФХХ-ФУУ1/1Ф22 1 can be 
extracted from the measurement of the two frequencies v+ and v_ by use of the 
relations [32]

e ®zzQ h -1 (14N) = 2/3(v+ +v_) ; (2a)
Tl(14N) = 3[(v+ -v _ )/(v + +v_)]. (2b)

Table VI

Power series expansion Eq. (1) for dichloroanilines Cl(‘J)An; ,4N  NQR

Cl(‘j)A n » , v(14N) 
at 77 К

v(14N) 
at 293 К

и х  10 4  

(MHz)
AT

(Ti =77)
Z

C l t ^ A n V + 3.2503 3.1987 232 217.6 19
V 2.5609 25348 0.67

Cl(2'4)An v + 3.1921 3.1316 1.40 257 24
V _ 25294 2.4581 3.16

с КЗД ап v + 3.2259 3.1734 2.71 245.8 19
25906 25384 3.28

Cl(2'6)An v + 3.1838 3.1370 1.18 234.1 18
V 2.4400 2.4225 1.03

Cl(3’4)An v + 3.1965 3.1615 2 .2 0 266.2 2 1

V 25904 25569 2.16
C lP Ä A n v + 3.2235 3.1879 1.29 246 19

V _ 2.6503 2.6144 1.72

Cl(‘j)A n v + a - i ао a , X 104 a2 x l 0 7

(MHz К) (MHz) (M H zK ^1) (MHz K “ 2)

СЛРЛап v + 0.9452 3.2232 2.9532 -13.1954
0.0952 25479 2.2314 -9.1533

Cl(2'4)An v + -0.4212 3.2096 -1.2478 -4.6623
V -0.9475 25581 -1.8238 -5.0259

Cl(2’5)An v + 0.1132 3.2264 0.2818 -7.1654
V -0.1410 25932 05018 -7.9977

Cl(2-6>An v + 05391 3.1727 1.1821 -83746
V _ 0.0373 2.4325 1.1782 -53696

Cl(3'4)An v+ 0.0951 3.1932 0.7106 -5.9980
V _ -0.1014 25872 1.1274 -7.1498

C lO Ä A n v + -0.2408 3.2271 03891 -5.9256
V _ -0.1861 2.6471 13834 -85795

V is given in MHz; a = standard deviation
AT = T2~Ti is the temperature range for which the polynomial was fitted to the experiment 
Z = number of experimental points
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Table VII

Asymmetry parameter т\(,4N) and nuclear quadrupole coupling constant = еОФ^ h ~ ‘(^N j/M H z
at T=77 К and T =293 К

Compounds Л
Т =77 К

ZZh _ 1

Г =293 К 
Т) eQ<t>zzh 1

о (2’3)Ап 03559 3.8741 03474 3.8223
Cl(2,4)An 03475 3.8143 03615 3.7265
С1(2Л а п 03277 3.8777 03335 3.8079
Cl(2’6)An 03968 3.7492 03856 3.7063
о С3,4)а п 03142 3.8579 03172 3.8123
C l^ Ä A n 0.2928 3.9159 0.2965 3.8682

100 150 200 250 300 350
T (K)

Fig. 9. 14N NQR frequencies v + ,v_  of the dichloroanilines ClF^An, Clí^íAn and CK2'4)An
as a function of temperature

eö 'í ,zzh“ 1(14N) = f(7̂ ) is shown in Fig. 11 for the six existing dichloroanilines 
and T](14N) for these compounds is plotted as f(T) in Fig. 12. Table VI lists the co
efficients of the power series for the 14N NQR frequencies according to Eq. (1) and 
in Table VII eQOzzh _1(14N) and x|(14N) are presented for 77 К and 293 K.
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100 150 200 250 300 350
T  (K)

Fig. 10. 14N NQR frequencies v + , v_ of the dichloroanilines С1С3ЯАп, Cl(3'4)An and Cl(2’6)An as a
function of temperature

100 150 200 _ 250 300 350
T  (K)

Fig. 11. Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants e 2 0 zzh _1(14N) = f(T) of the six dichloroanilines, С1('0)Ап,
i,j = 2,3; 2,4; 2,5; 2,6; 3,4; 3,5
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100 150 200 T (K) 250 300 350

F ig . 12. Asymmetry parameters T)(14N) = f(7) of the six dichloroanilines

D i s c u s s i o n

Crystal structures

The X-ray densities given in Table I show, that the packing of the molecules 
С1(*’к)Ап in the solid state varies considerably (from 1.53 gem -3 (Cl(3’5)An) to 
1.60 g cm-3 (Cl(2’6)An)). This is a fairly large variation in packing for a series of 
isomeric compounds which, in first approximation, are planar molecules. In Table 
Ilia the intramolecular distances for the compounds studied here have been listed, 
including literature data for CK2>5)An [2].

The overall variation of the distances C -  C within the benzene ring is 6.3 pm 
(136.0 pm to 142.3 pm). Neglecting the data for CK2*5)An, it reduces to 3.9 pm 
(136.2 pm to 140.1 pm). Within one compound of the series, on finds a range in 
d(C -C ) of 3 pm, at most, for the most strained molecule, CK2>6)An. One may 
recognize that the intra-ring bond distances C -C  are on the shorter end of the scale 
if the substituent is H. However no significant influence of substitution on the C6-ring 
is really seen. The C -C  bond distances in the ring are hard bond parameters. The 
distances d(CnnS -C methy1) are nearly equal for the two independent molecules in the 
asymmetric unit of (CH3)(3>4)An (149.5 pm to 150.7 pm) and, of course, longer than 
the distances within the benzene ring. For the dichloroanilines, the distances CW -  N
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are found between 137.1 pm and 140.1 pm. The dependence of d(ÖH  -  N) from the 
substitution is significant; the longest distance within the group of dichloro anilines is 
found for Cl(3>5)An (140.1 pm) and the shortest one for Cl(2>6)An (137.1 pm). This 
shows the influence of the electronegative substituent Cl on the bond length 
^(C W -N ). In (CH3)(3-4)An d(CCO-N) is 140.9 and 140.5 pm, equal within the limits 
of error for both molecules in the asymmetric unit, but significantly above ^(Ci1) -  N) 
in the dichloroanilines, an inductive effect of -  (CH3) opposite to -  Cl.

There is a certain spread in d(C-Cl) within the title compounds studied, 
172.7 < d(C -C l) < 174.6, a spread not ad hoc interpretable on the basis of the 
substitution pattern. Some influence of substitution on the bond angles (see Table 
Illb) can also be seen. There is a considerable deviation from 120° for the angle 
(C(6)-C (1)-C (2)). The NH2 group as substituent at CW lowers this angle. Bond 
angles are much weaker bond parameters than bond distances.

We have calculated the best planes through the benzene ring carbons of the 
title compounds [30]. The C6-rings can be considered as planar and the nitrogen of 
the amino group deviates up to 10 pm from the plane. The out of plane location of 
the chlorines is small, too.

Intermolecular interactions: Hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions

One characteristic feature of the crystal structures of the dichloro anilines is 
the hydrogen bond N -H - N between NH2 groups. This characteristic bond scheme 
holds also for aniline [33], paratoluidine [22, 23], and (CH3)(3>4)An. The NH2 group 
of a molecule of the compounds discussed here, directs one of the two hydrogen 
atoms towards the neighboring NH2 group. Table VIII gives the hydrogen bonds in 
the six dichloro anilines and in 3,4-dimethylaniline. Assuming the van der Waals 
radii: rvdW(NH2) = 175 pm, rvdW(N) = 155 pm, and rvdW(Cl) = 175 pm [34], we expect 
hydrogen bonding for the configuration N -H (2)- N if d(N---N) is about 330 pm or 
smaller and for N-HW - Cl, if d(N- Cl) is 350 pm or smaller. Table VIII shows, that 
the short distances N - N are well within the estimated range. The second hydrogen 
atom of the NH2 group, which is named throughout the paper Hi1), is also involved 
in hydrogen bonding. Table IX gives the necessary information. The shortest distance 
N- Cl in the title compounds is 336 pm, the longest one 369 pm; we must assume 
weak interactions N-HW - Cl. In the crystal structure of 4-(CN)C6H4NH2 only one 
of the two NH2 hydrogen atoms is involved in a hydrogen bond whereas in 
3-(CN)C6H4NH2 both amino hydrogen atoms are hydrogen bonded [35].
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Table VIII

Hydrogen bond scheme N-H...N o f Cl(‘i>An and (CH3)(3A)An

Compound N-H(N-2 )...N(x,y,z) d(H...N) d(N...H) angle(N -H...N)

ClP^An N -  h (N'2)...N’(0.7666, 03497, 03639) 295 332.6 156.1
Cl(2'4)An N -  h (N'2)...N’(0.2175, 0.8956, 0.0214) 249 322.6 160.0
ClP-^An n - h (n .2 )„.n ' 331.0
C lP .6)An N -  h (n ,2)...N’(03979, 0.7801, 0.2588) 243 313.5 149.8
ClO.^An N - h (N’2)...N’(05536, 03041, 0.9374) 247 334.6 165.9
ClOÄAn N - h (N'2)...N’(0.1800, 0.4282, 0.8728) 253 328.2 144.1
(СН3 )(3 ’4 )Ап N (I)-(H(I),2)..N(II) 232 317.8 166.9

N(II)-(H(II),2).N(r)(0.2869, 0.7527, -0.2376) 241 323.4 1723

Distances d  in pm, angles in degree

Table IX

Intermodular distances N...CK1) and angles N-H...CI ofCK'DAn

Compound N-H(N' 1 )...Cl(0(x,y,z) d(CL.H) d(Cl...N) angle(N-H...Cl)

C lP ^ A n N-H...ClP’) (0.7173, 03586, 0.18®) 280 353.8 139.6
C lP '4)A n N-H...Cl(4’) (05062, 0.0452, 0.7364) 287 363.8 143.2
C lP ^ A n N-H...C1P ) 354.0
C lP '6)A n N.H...Cl(6’) (0.4134, 0.7651, 0.0®3) 323 368.6 119.0
Cl(3>4)An N-H...Cl(4’) (0.4334, 0.0374, 0.2885) 285 361.7 158.9
слР Я ап N-H...Cl(5’) (0.4919, 0.4007, 0.6591) 289 335.6 115.1

Distances d  in pm, angles in degree.
The hydrogen atom, possibly involved in a bond N-H...C1, is throughout the table н (^Д )

Since the neighbor molecule is not coplanar with the one considered, but at an 
other height within the unit cell, no hydrogen bond connected dimers are formed, but 
chains. It is astonishing that this bond scheme is not depending on the ring 
substitution; at least it is valid for substitution of the ring with two methyl groups and 
substitution with two chlorines, including the unsubstituted aniline. In Fig. 1 we have 
marked the hydrogen bond directions. The N -H (2)- N bond connects an aniline 
molecule to the neighboring one, forming in this way a spiral with the axis parallel to 
the tetragonal c-axis. N-HCO-Cl bonds are accompanying this spiral, strenghtening 
the arrangement.

A chain is formed by bonds N -H (2)- N in 2,4-dichloroaniline, too, running 
along [001]. Figure 2 shows, that the bonds N-HCO-Cl connect the chains 
preferentially in the direction x.

In CK2>6)An a chain is formed along [010], by hydrogen bonds N -H (2) -N see 
Fig. 3. The bonds N -H W -C l strengthen the intermolecular forces supporting the 
chain structure.
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In CK3'4)An, as well, the chain structure along [001] originates in the hydrogen 
bonds N -H (2)"N. In Fig. 13 the hydrogen bonds N -H (2)--N are shown in projection 
of the unit cell of CK3>4)An. The chains formed can be recognized easily. An 
interconnection of the chains by N-HOO-Cl bonds leads in this structure to a double 
layer of these chains, forming planes parallel to ac.

Fig. 13. Projection of the unit cell of 3,4-dichloroaniline along [100] onto the be plane. Ш2) of the NH2 
group is marked by full circles. The hydrogen bonds N - H(2)--N are shown by dashed and pointed lines. 
The bonds N -HO l-CI are not indicated. The molecule the coordinates of which are given in Table II is

marked by asterisk

In Cl(3’5)An the chains along [001], formed by bonds N -H (2)- N, are 
interconnected by N -FlW -C l bonds building up a weak network.

Finally, the N -H (2) -N connected chain in (CH3)(3’4)An is along [001] as 
shown in Fig. 6. For the two crystallographically inequivalent molecules the 
chain sequence is: — II — I — II — I —, with slightly different distances,
cf(N(I) -  H(2)--N(II)) = 318 pm, d(N (II)-N (2)-N(I)) = 323 pm. At the ac planes, near 
y = 0 and y = 0.5 the CH3 groups are concentrated and van der Waals interactions 
CH3- CH3 will contribute to the lattice energy of (CH3)(3-4)An (see below).

In Table IV short intermolecular distances are listed. It is seen, that all 
dichloroanilines have distances Cl-Cl below 380 pm. 2zvdW(Cl) is 350 pm and the
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assumption of weak van der Waals interactions is a safe one. Looking at Fig. 1, one 
recognizes that parallel to the spiral chain of molecules CK2’3)An, formed by the 
hydrogen bonds N-H--N, a van der Waals bonded chain is formed by the atoms 
Cl(3), and the atoms CK2) are not only hydrogen bonded but have van der Waals 
distances of 361 pm. In Cl(2’4)An the atoms CK2) and Cl(4) are almost within the 
van der Waals distances (dvdW = 379 pm), see Fig. 2 and Table IV. A quite short 
rfvdW = 337 pm is found between CK2) and Cl(5) in Cl(2>5)An [2]. For Cl(2’6)An we 
observe a distance d(Cl(2) -CK2’)) of 368 pm and a somewhat longer d(CK2)--Cl(6’)); 
weak interactions will occur, see also Fig. 3. From the distances d(CK4)-CK4’)) we 
expect a reasonable contribution to the forces between neighboring chains in 
CK3’4)An. The van der Waals interactions Cl—Cl strengthen the interaction between 
the layers, see Fig. 4. In CK3>5)An van der Waals interaction between Cl(3) and Cl(5) 
occur, see Table IV. Also in (CH3)(3>4)An we can assume intermolecular interactions 
of the van der Waals type. The distances (CH3)--(CH3) in question are between 
372 pm and 405 pm.

We conclude that the molecules in the lattice interact by N -H (2)--N and 
N -H W -C l hydrogen bonds; additionally, van der Waals interactions Cl--Cl are 
present. The lattice of 3,4-dimethylaniline is determined by N -H - N bonds and 
interactions (CH3)- (CH3).

35Cl and 14N  NQR and bond properties

By the inductive effect of NH2 the covalent bond character of C -C l in the 
dichloroaniline should be lowered. The к-value [21] of NH2 in ortho-, meta-, or para 
position to a chlorine atom substituted on the C6-ring should decrease the 35C1 NQR 
frequency as compared to the corresponding dichlorobenzene. Looking at Table V, 
and comparing the resonance frequencies at 77 K, for 1,3-dichlorobenzene an 
average frequency of 34.936 MHz can be found in the literature [36]. The mean 
frequency for CK2’6)An is 34.707 MHz. This is a reduction of the mean resonance 
frequency by 229 kHz. Comparing the mean 35C1 NQR frequency of 1,3-C12C6H4 
with that of CK3- 5)An, which is 35.020 MHz, one concludes that the meta effect of 
NH2 is much smaller, 84 kHz, and of opposite sign.
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Fig. 14. N -H M -N  hydrogen bond distances in dichloroanilines CK‘o)An as a function of Хко ш р(С1)

There is an influence of the sum of the CI-K-values of the ring chlorines on the 
distance N -H (2)--N in the dichloroanilines. In Fig. 14 we have plotted d (N -H (2) -N) 
as a function of £ k0 m p, using the data of [21]: Kortho(Cl) = 1.260, Kmeta(Cl) = 0.499, 
and Kpara(Cl) = 0.329. Quite clearly, the strong inductive effect on the NH2 group, as 
expected for CK2’6) makes the NH2 group more basic, the hydrogen bond stronger, 
the distance N -  H(2)-H  shorter. Both the minimum of ed>zzQh~1(14N) and the 
maximum -p(14N) (see Table VII) are connected with the maximum of Xk(C1) in the 
compounds CK‘j)An. Also the minimum Xk is reflected in high 14N quadrupole 
coupling constants and low asymmetry parameter t](14N) (see Table VII). An 
interesting discussion of chemical bond and 14N -N Q R  was given by Yim et al. [37].

*
We are grateful to the "Fonds der Chemischen Industrie" and to the "Deutsche Forschungs

gemeinschaft" for support of the work.
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THE STRUCTURE OF PERHYDRO[2.2]PARACYCLOPHANE: 
MOLECULAR STRAIN, MOLECULAR RIGIDITY AND 

CRYSTAL PACKING +

Carolyn B. Knobler, Emily Maverick* * and K. N. Trueblood

Department o f Chemistry and Biochemistry, the J. D. McCullough X-Ray Crystallography Laboratory 
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The structure of the highly-strained title compound perhydroparacyclophane, C16H2g, 
has been studied at five temperatures from 128 to 295 K. The conformation and detailed 
geometry calculated from molecular mechanics by Boyd in 1969 are confirmed by the crystal 
study. The molecule is apparently quite rigid at temperatures up to 200 K. One of the two 
non-equivalent centrosymmetric molecules in the unit cell is disordered at room temperature. 
The disorder is absent at 145 K, appears when the same crystal is studied at room 
temperature, and disappears almost entirely when the crystal is cooled again. The different 
behavior of the two molecules at higher temperatures is attributed to differences in packing.

Introduction

The story of perhydroparacyclophane (1) has chapters dating back to 1955, 
when it was synthesized by Allinger and Cram [1]. They predicted that 1 should be 
"one of the most internally crowded molecules known". It was not surprising to find 
that it appeared to polymerize or decompose on standing, particularly in the X-ray 
beam. We attempted to determine the crystal structure as early as 1955; at first 1 was 
thought to be monoclinic, but violations of monoclinic symmetry were noted, and it 
became apparent that the crystals were triclinic. Refinements of room temperature 
data sets resulted in poor agreement factors. There was apparent disorder in one of 
the two molecules in the unit cell, and no structural results were published. The 
skeleton of the molecule as drawn by Allinger and Cram [1] is reproduced in 
Scheme 1.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* To whom correspondence should be addressed

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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In 1969, Boyd [2] published a study of the paracyclophanes, including 
thermochemical data and force-field calculations. Indeed, the experimental strain 
energy for 1 was found to be high, and the calculated minimum-energy structure 
contained several short transannular H H distances. The crystals lay in a drawer, 
and in 1988 we again attempted to collect X-ray data. Although the crystals were 
handsome in appearance, they did not diffract well. Roger Helgeson then prepared a 
fresh batch of 1 by catalytic hydrogenation of [2.2]paracyclophane. The results of nine 
X-ray analyses with four different crystals from his preparation are summarized (in 
chronological order) in Table I.

In this paper we focus on the results of analyses IVa through IVe, which were 
made within a period of two months, with one crystal. The crystal had been cut from 
a large, freshly-recrystallized (from methanol) specimen; data collection was begun 
immediately. It can be seen in Table I that either room temperature data collection 
or the passage of time, or both, had a detrimental effect on the crystal. Whereas IVa 
and IVe are nearly identical in measures of agreement and precision, IVe is 
significantly different. The number of reflections with F > 3tr(F) has decreased, R has 
increased, and the parameters resulting from the thermal-motion analysis also 
indicate a less precise structure, especially for one of the two independent molecules 
in the crystal (molecule 2). We describe two of these analyses, IVa and IVd, in some 
detail, and argue that differences in environment in the crystal may account for the 
difference in behavior of the two different molecules as the temperature is raised.

The atom -atom  potential method [3] was used to estimate the magnitude of 
the interactions between molecules in the crystal and to propose appropriate disorder 
models. The quality of data sets and models is conveniently measured by thermal- 
motion analysis, since in the low-temperature structure each independent molecule 
obeys the rigid-bond [4] and rigid-body [5] tests quite well.
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Data collection, solution and refinement

For all determinations, (Table I), data were collected with monochromatized 
Mo/ca radiation, using a 0/20 scan at 3° min-1. Programs used for diffractometer 
operation and data analysis are in the UCLA Crystallographic Package [6]. Cell 
parameters were determined by least squares from 20 -  30 centered reflections. The 
hemisphere of data in each case consisted of +h and ±k, ±1. Structure I was solved 
with SHELX86 [7a]; thereafter, each analysis was begun with starting coordinates 
from the original solution. H atoms were located on difference maps; C atoms were 
refined anisotropically (except for room temperature determinations, see below); H 
atoms were refined with C -  H distances restrained to 1.08 Â, and fixed displacement 
parameters, calculated from values of the attached C atoms. Full-matrix least- 
squares refinement [7b] was based on F, and reflections with |F | > 3ct(F) were 
included, with I /o 2 weighting.

There are two independent half-molecules in the asymmetric unit in Pl\ the 
centers of symmetry at 0, 0, 0.5 and 0.5, 0.5, 0 generate the contents of the unit cell. 
Figure 1 is an ORTEP [8] drawing of molecule 1 with the C atom numbering 
scheme; for molecule 2 the sequence is the same, modulo 8. The boat-shaped six- 
membered rings are twisted, but otherwise the molecule has the conformation 
predicted by Allinger and Cram [1].

F ig . 1. M olecule 1 at 145 К (IVa), show ing atom ic num bering. T herm al ellipsoids enclose 50%  
probability; hydrogen atom s have been om itted

C5^ C S
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Table I

Crystal data, data collection parameters and thermal motion analysisa

Data set I II Ilia Illb

Г(К ) 295 128 200 170
Diffractometer HuberS Picker Picker Picker
Crystal size (mm) ,3 x .l5 x .4 .5 X .5 X .3 .49 X .08 X .43
а (Â) 9.853(1) 9.769(1) 9.801(4) 9.797(2)
b(A) 6.9458(7) 6.8186(9) 6.846(3) 6.838(1)
c(Â ) 10.446(1) 10.341(1) 10.381(4) 10.363(2)
a 89.684(4) 89.135(4) 89.092(15) 89.116(7)
ß 112.068(3) 112.234(4) 112.222(11) 112.285(7)
7 90.689(3) 91.331(4) 91.238(15) 91.291(8)
K(Â3) 662 637 645 642
Decay (%) 16 3 0 0
6 limit (°) 25.0 27.5 30.0 30.0

Time in beam (hr) 42.9 51.0 70.4 71.l b
N, F > 3a(F) 1705 2367 2117 2769
R,Rw •0732/.083 .0868/. 125 •105/.136 ■ 107/.103

5 2.36 4.33 3.76 3.32

Мах/min in final 1.63, -0.42c
diff. map (eÂ 3) 0.21, -0.24 0.54, -0.38 0.64, -0.51 0.52,-0.46

Thermal motion analysis:
Rms AMSDA (pm2) 
Bonds:

Molecule 1 43 13 26 7
Molecule 2 159*d 18 26 31

Esd (U) 16,34 13 20 17,18
AMSDA, C7-C8 14 18 1 1
AMSDA, C15-C16 26* 5 51 52
^-thm/^diag6
Molecule 1 .065/.050 .072/.045 •107/.072 • 103/.080
Molecule 2 .176/.125* .071/.046 ■093/.073 Л07/.076

L (°)2
Molecule 1 28 10 13 9
Molecule 2 37* 7 14 8
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Table I (continued)

Data set IVa IVb IVc IVd IVe

T(K) 145 200 145 295 145
Diffractometer Picker Picker Picker HuberS Picker
Crystal size (mm) 
a (Â)

.27 X.40 X.46 
9.7643(12) 9.7849(7) 9.7638(8) 9.8507(9) 9.7747(5)

6 (Â) 6.8002(7) 6.8304(4) 6.7976(5) 6.9402(5) 6.8158(3)
c (Â) 10.3224(12) 10.3500(7) 10.3171(13) 10.4365(8) 10.3341(5)
a 89.216(3) 89.076(2) 89.203(3) 89.738(3) 89.382(2)
Э 112.280(3) 112.196(2) 112.252(3) 112.064(3) 112.238(2)
1 91.336(4) 91.418(2) 91.338(3) 90.733(3) 91.160(2)
H(Â3) 634 640 634 661 637
Decay (%) 2 2 0 11 0
0 limit (°) 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

Time in beam (hr) 70.4 69.6b 69.9b 72.4b 69.6»
N, F > 3<r(F) 3079 2845 3040 1886 2725
R.Rw ■0543/.068 .0625/.076 .0502/.060 Л05/.093 ■0603/.065

5 2.32 2.43 2.04 2.15 1.98

Мах/min in final 
diff. map (eÂ 3) 0.44,-0.26 0.71,-0.50 0.39,-0.21

1.45,-0.48=
0.34,-0.26 0.51,-0.24

Thermal motion analysis: 
Rms AMSDA (pm2) 
Bonds:

Molecule 1 5 7 6 41 8
Molecule 2 5 11 8 260* 17

Esd (U) 5 7, 8 5 19,37 7
AMSDA, C7-C8 4 0 2 18 3
AMSDA, 0 5 - 0 6 1 4 6 12* 12
^thm/^diage

Molecule 1 .072/.053. 070/.053 .071/.052 •075/.056 •071/.052
Molecule 2 •062/.042 ■056/.043 .065/.043 •215/.160* ■082/.055

L (°)2
Molecule 1 7 11 7 25 8
Molecule 2 7 10 7 26* 7

a Data were collected from four crystals (I-IV ); the results are presented in chronological order 
b Time for this data collection. Total time in beam may be obtained by summing all data collection 

times for crystal III or for crystal IV 
c Maximum was in 0 5 - 0 6  bridge area, before disorder was introduced
d * Asterisks indicate that molecule 2 is disordered; see text. Anisotropic displacement parameters 
were refined for molecule 2A. Occupancies are 0.66/0.34 for I and 0.73/0.27 for IVd 

e Rthm = (2(wAC/)2̂ ( w t /obs)2)1/2 for all U; includes U„ terms only; w = l/cr(C/obs)
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Structure at 145 K

The disorder that plagued earlier crystal studies is absent below 200 K. This 
was first noted with crystal II at 128 K; for crystal III at 170 K, a difference map gave 
no indication of disorder, while at 200 К for crystals III and IV peaks did appear near 
molecule 2, some in positions suggestive of the disorder seen at room temperature. 
At 145 К with crystal IV, no disorder was observed. On the final difference map for 
IVa the residual peaks are in the bonds (about half-way between carbon atoms) and 
about equally distributed between the two molecules. Thermal motion analysis 
(program THMA11 [9]) results are shown in Table I. The displacement parameters 
satisfy the rigid-bond test [4] quite well; the rms difference in displacement 
amplitudes (AMSDA) along bonded directions is approximately equal to rms a(U). 
The rgid-molecule test [5] is not quite so well satisfied (rms AMSDA about 2 -3  
times rms o(U)), yet a rigid-body libration model [9] gives good agreement between 
observed and calculated displacement parameters, and the libration is small, so that 
motion corrections to interatomic distances are small. Table II gives C -C  bond 
distances, the shortest transannular H H distances, and selected angles and torsion 
angles for the two independent molecules, and includes values from molecular 
mechanics [2,10] for comparison.*

As can be seen in Table II, the two molecules are remarkably alike in every 
way at 145 K, and also very like the minimum-energy structure calculated by Boyd 
[2]. There is one ring torsion angle of approximately 10°, and the corresponding bond 
(C3-C4, C11-C12) is long; all C - C - C  bond angles except for one at C l and two at 
C9 are larger than the tetrahedral angle, the largest being about 118° at bridge atoms 
C8 and C16.

The crystal coordinates were used as input for ММ3 [10], whereas Boyd 
calculated the minimum-energy molecule from crude atomic positions. Default 
hydrocarbon potential functions and force constants were used in both cases; a minor 
difference between the Boyd and Allinger force fields is the strain-free C -H  distance 
(1.09 Â [2] vs. 1.11 A [10]). We find the agreement between observed and calculated 
geometry remarkable.

* Tables of atomic positional and displacement parameters (including H atoms), all distances, angles 
and torsion angles, a complete version of Table II, thermal motion analysis results, observed and 
calculated structure factors for IVa, positional and displacement parameters and distances, angles and 
torsion angles for IVd are available as supplementary material
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Table II

Bond lengths and selected angles, torsion angles and short H—H  distancesa, comparison o f structure I Va
and molecular mechanics

Molecule l b Molecule 2b ММ3, Boyd,
1990 1969

Cl C2 1.536 C9 CIO 1.533 1.540 1.538
Cl C6 1.546 C9 C14 1.548 1.551 1.549
Cl C7 1.542 C9 C15 1.541 1.545 1.547
C2 C3 1.534 CIO C ll 1.536 1.541 1.544
C3 C4 1.565 C ll C12 1.564 1.561 1.552
C4 C5 1.542 C12 C13 1.547 1.545 1.551
C4 C8’ 1.558 C12 C16’ 1.558 1.563 1.558
C5 C6 1.553 C13 C14 1.546 1.551 1.552
C7 C8 1.542 C15 C16 1.540 1.547 1.545
H6A ■H7A’ 1.96 H14B ■■H15A’ 1.98 1.98 2.00
H7A ■H7A’ 2.04 H15A -H15A’ 2.02 1.99 2.02
C2 Cl C6 107.8 CIO C9 C14 108.0 107.6 108.6
C6 Cl C l 115.4 C14 C9 C15 115.0 114.7 115.1
C2 Cl а 109.8 CIO C9 C15 109.4 109.6 110.0
Cl C l C8 115.6 C9 C15 C16 115.8 117.0 116.3
C7 C8 C4’ 118.6 C15 C16 C12’ 117.8 117.1 116.0
C2 Cl C6 C5 29.5 CIO C9 C14 C13 27.2 26.9 28.8
C2 Cl C l C8 177.8 CIO C9 C15 C16 177.1 177.6 176.5
Cl C2 C3 C4 46.4 C9 CIO C ll C12 46.8 47.3 43.8
C2 C3 04 C5 10.3 CIO C ll C12 C13 9.8 8.6 11.8
C3 C4 C5 C6 -47.4 C ll C12 C13 C14 -48.5 -46.6 -47.4
C3 C4 C8’ CT 103.5 C ll C12 C16’ 0 5 ’ 101.9 101.5 104.6
C5 C4 C8’ CT -25.8 C13 C12 C16’ 0 5 ’ -27.0 -28.3 -27.5
Cl C l C8 C4’ 146.9 C9 C15 C16 0 2 ’ 145.5 144.0 144.8

a Distances in Â, angles and torsion angles in degrees 
b Esd of bond lengths 0.002 Â, of angles and torsion angles 0.1°

Structure at 295 К

Carbon-atom coordinates from the solution to I were refined isotropically with 
decay-corrected data set IVd. Although many H atoms appeared on the difference 
map calculated from this refinement, the most prominent peaks were those in 
alternate bridge positions in molecule 2. Six of the eight unique C atoms (the other 8 
being generated by the center of symmetry at 0.5, 0.5, 0), corresponding to a minor 
conformer, could be identified. Further refinement and difference maps, using the 
occupancies found for I (0.66 for molecule 2A and 0.34 for 2B), located a complete
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C-atom skeleton for 2B. Molecules 1 and 2A were refined with anisotropic C atoms 
and restrained C -H  distances as described above. The minor conformer 2B was 
modeled with isotropic C atoms; no H positions were included. At this point the 
occupancy was refined; for this crystal the occupancies are 0.73 and 0.27. There were 
some unreasonable C -C  distances in the disordered region; C -C  distances in the 
independent half-molecules 2A and 2B were then restrained to 1.54 Á [7b]. Although 
the structure was poorly determined, the conformations and occupancies appeared to 
be correct, since the displacement parameters for molecules 2A and 2B were 
comparable. Some atoms of 2B were not well separated from those of 2A, and the 
apparent bridge distance joining the half-molecule 2B with its symmetry-generated 
half-molecule was 1.85 A. We will call this refinement IVd-1.

Molecules 2B and 2A from refinement IVd-1 are shown in Fig. 2.

Ci3

Fig. 2. Molecule 2 at 295 K (IVd). C atoms of the major conformer 2A are labelled C9 through C16; 
only the bridge atoms of 2B are labelled (15B and 16B). Atoms of the minor conformer 2B 

have been darkened. See text

The positions of the bridge atoms suggest that the minor conformer is approximately 
related to the major one by a twofold rotation about the long molecular axis, or by a 
twofold rotation about an axis parallel to b passing through the center of symmetry at 
0.5, 0.5, 0, or by an inversion. Still another possibility is that molecule 2 is no longer 
centrosymmetric, internally or crystallographically. The precision of the atomic 
positions is probably not sufficient to distinguish among these possibilities. However, 
atom -atom  potential calculations (see below) suggest that the first model is 
energetically reasonable for molecule 2 and not for molecule 1. We then rotated 
molecule 2A, as found in the refinement IVd-1, 190° about its long axis; the unique 
half-molecule was then refined as a rigid-body with occupancy 0.27. Molecule 2A was 
allowed to refine anisotropically without restraints to C -C  distances.
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This refinement is called IVd-2. An improvement in R, Rw, S, the thermal-motion 
analysis results (Table I) and especially the apparent distance joining the two half
molecules 2B (now 1.62 Â) showed that this model is at least as satisfactory as that 
built up from difference-map peaks.

The final geometry for refinement IVd-2 is summarized in Table III. The fact 
that the rms AMSDA for molecule 2A (Table I) is still much larger than the rms 
a(U) is a sign that the position and displacement parameters are not precise. A 
similar treatment for structure I gives essentially the same results; the somewhat 
better agreement indices R and R ,̂ for I may be due to the smaller sin0/A. limit.

Table III

Selected distances and torsion angles for IVd (295 K)

Distance or angle Molecule 1 Molecule 2A 
(numbered 
modulo 8)

Molecule 2Ba 
(rigid-body, 

rotamer of 2A)

Cl C2 1.525(3) 1.496(7) 1.54
Cl C6 1.539(4) 1.541(8) 1.55
Cl C l 1.532(3) 1.559(7) 1.55
C l C3 1.512(4) 1.513(6) 1.55
C3 C4 1.553(4) 1.557(9) 1.57
C4 C5 1.536(4) 1.516(10) 1.53
C4 C8’ 1.563(4) 1.607(7) 1.62
C5 C6 1.549(4) 1.535(11) 1.53
C l C8 1.531(3) 1.489(4) 1.50
C2 C3 C4 C5 11.7 (3) 13.5 (6) 8
Cl C l C8 C4’ 146.1(2) 147.8(4) 145
C2 Cl C6 C5 29.4 (2) 25.7 (5) 24
C9 • C12B 0.52
CIO -  C13B 0.18
C ll -  C14B 0.34
C12 C9B 0.22
C13 -  C10B 0.49
C14 C11B 0.57
C15 -  C16B, 2 1.27
C16 -  C15B, 2 0.90

Rigid-body model constructed by rotation of molecule 2A about its long 
molecular axis (refinement IVd-2). C -C  distances within molecule 2B were 
restrained to 1.54 Â [7b]. See text
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Structure at 145 K after room temperature determination (IVe)

Crystal IV had been in the X-ray beam for a total of 352 hours after a final data 
set was taken at 145 K. It had also been exposed to air for two months. Though the 
same structure as IVa and IVc was observed for IVe, there are significant differences 
in detail. Table I shows that the number of observed reflections has declined, the 
agreement indices are higher, and the ratio of maximum to minimum peak height in 
the final difference map is greater. Indeed, the two top peaks are in the bridge 
region, suggestive of partial disorder.

We note that both crystal IV and crystal I appeared to decay significantly (16 
and 11% respectively; Table I) at room temperature. At lower temperatures, with all 
crystals, no decay was observed. It seems possible that disorder was caused by 
radiation at room temperature, and that we therefore see some sign of it in 
determination IVe; recooling orders most, but not all, of the molecules. However, 
with our sequence of experiments, we cannot rule out the possibility that the crystals 
are always disordered at room temperature and become ordered on cooling.

Near-monoclinic symmetry

The facts that there are two independent molecules with nearly identical 
structures at low temperature and that earlier studies had suggested that the crystals 
were monoclinic strikes a cautionary note. The program TRACER [11] gives a 
monoclinic cell only if the error tolerances are high. We nevertheless attempted to 
study the structure in a monoclinic space group by redetermining the cell parameters, 
assuming monoclinic symmetry. The data for crystal I (room temperature) were 
chosen to be tested in a monoclinic space group because a and у for I are close to 
90° (Table I) and because of the smaller sin0/X limit. Of the possible 
centrosymmetric monoclinic space groups, only P2-y/n approximately relates the two 
unrelated half-molecules of P i (see following discussion and Fig. 3). Rmerg> the 
agreement index for reflections that are equivalent in P2l /n  but not in Pi, is poor 
(0.46) but most of those reflections are relatively weak. However, there are 
significant violations for the expected systematic absences for Pl-y/n. Even so the 
structure was solved readily by SHELX86 when Р2^/п was assumed; it refined poorly 
(R = 0.30) and 3 of 14 H atoms were not found. There are signs of disorder at the 
bridges and in the ring in the final difference map. There is no doubt that P21/n  is 
incorrect, even for the room temperature structure.
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Fig. 3. (a) Packing drawing of the room temperature structure; H atoms are omitted except for those in the 
bridges, H7AB-H8AB and H15AB-H16AB. Molecule 1 and molecule 2A (major conformer) at x,y, 

1.0+z are labelled 1 and 2 respectively, (b) Monoclinic structure with room temperature data.
Positions 1 and 2 are related by the 2] operation. See text

A comparison of packing drawings for the two space groups (Fig. 3) shows that 
the gross structure, the orientation of the molecules, is the same in PI and in P2^/n. 
The cell parameters (footnote in Table IV) are very similar. The difference is in the 
details of the packing: in the P i structure, the major conformer of molecule 2 is 
approximately related to molecule 1 by a reflection through a plane perpendicular to 
the page and parallel to a -c , plus a translation along b. In Р2г/п, these two 
molecules are no longer independent, being related by the 2г operation, as molecule 
2B is (approximately) to molecule 1 in the room temperature PI structure. The 
difference is most noticeable in the disposition of the bridge atoms. It is at the 
bridges, as discussed above, that the most prominent peaks appear in difference 
maps, before disorder is introduced.

Packing

The packing of 1 in the crystal was investigated with a modified version of 
OPEC [3]. At 145 K, there are several short intermolecular H H contacts, for 
example H5A to H10A at x ,y ,z  (2.28 Â), H3A to H11A at x, l+_y, z (2.26 Â), H8B to 
H13A a tX,y, 1+2 (2.15 Â), H8A to H8A at l -у , 1 -z  (2.29 Â), H16B to H16B at 
1-*, ~y, - z  (2.22Â) and H6B to H16A a tx - l ,y ,z  (2.25 Â). The packing coefficient 
is 0.77 [12], so there is very little empty space in the structure. The two molecules 
appear alike in measures of packing efficiency: the molecular volumes and free 
surface areas are essentially identical. (Packing parameters for IVa, I and the Р2г/п
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structure are summarized in Table IV.) However, there is a significant difference at 
145 К when each molecule is rotated about its long molecular axis in a static crystal 
field. There is a second minimum in the energy at about 180°, which for molecule 1 is 
about 40 kJ mol-1 higher than the observed position. For molecule 2 the second 
minimum is only about 18 kJ mol-1 higher. This suggests that molecule 2 could be 
replaced in the lattice by its rotamer more readily than could molecule 1.

Table IV

Packing o f molecules o f perhydroparacyclophane“

Space groupb Temperature 
(K)

Molecular15 
volume (Â3)

Free surface0 
area (Â2)

Packing
coefficient0

Energy/molecule 
(kJ mol ~ *)

P ld (IVa) 145 Molecule 1: 245 
Molecule 2: 245

122
123

0.772 -200 (1) 
-193 (2)

P I (IVa)
Guest:b rotamer of 

Molecule 1 (175°)

145 -161 (guest) 
-191 (2)

P I (IVa)
Guest:b rotamer of 

Molecule 2 (190°)

145 -195 (1) 
-175 (guest)

P I0 (I) 295 Molecule 1: 244 
Molecule 2: 243

123
122

0.735 -186 (1) 
-178 (2A)

P I (I)
Guest:*5 Molecule 2B

295 2B: 249 Guest:*5130 0.744 -184 (1) 
-175 (2B)

P2x/n< 295 245 123 0.743 -184

“Atomic positions used here are from refinements IVa (145 K) and I (295 K)
See footnotes d, e, f and text

bIn the case of a "guest", the surroundings of the molecule are created from observed positions, 
then the molecule is replaced by the "guest" and the free surface area and energy recalculated.
For crystal I the surroundings contain molecules 1 and 2A

C[3c]; Contact distance is taken as sum of van der Waals radii plus 0.20 Â. The packing coefficient 
is the sum of the molecular volumes divided by the unit cell volume. Packing coefficient, molecular 
volume and free area are unchanged by molecular rotations

dCell parameters: 9.764, 6.800, 10.322 Â, 89.22,112.28, 91.34°, V  = 634.0 Â3; data from IVa
eCell parameters: 9.853, 6.946,10.446 Â, 89.68,112.07, 90.69°, V  = 662.5 Â3; data from I
f Cell parameters: 9.837, 6.932,10.419 Л, 90.00, 112.00, 90.00°, V = 658.8 Â3; data from I,
redetermined as monoclinic
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At room temperature, the model is more crude and the energies, volumes and 
surface areas are less precise. Still, it can be concluded that molecule 2B fits in the 
space of molecule 2A, to which it is related (approximately) by a 180° rotation, with 
only about 3 kJ mol-1 difference in energy. Moreover, examination of the individual 
atom -atom  interactions shows that the difference in energy between rotamers for 
molecule 2, even at the lower temperature, is due rather to fewer attractive contacts 
than to prohibitively large repulsive contacts. That the packing is different for 2B 
than for 2A can be expected from its slightly larger free surface area (130 Â2 for 2B, 
122 for 2A; Table IV).

Thermal motion study

At 145 К (structure IVa), perhydroparacyclophane appears to be fairly rigid, 
judging from differences in mean-square displacement amplitudes along 
intramolecular lines. Both molecule 1 and molecule 2 fit a rigid-body libration model 
quite well; the principal axis of libration is nearly parallel to the long axis of the 
molecule (the angle between the inertial axis and the libration axis is 11° for molecule 
1 and 20° for molecule 2). The residual (Uobs-U ca{c) values are of the order of the 
mean cr(U). At higher temperatures, the libration amplitudes (Table I) increase as 
expected, cr(U) increases, and the fit to the rigid-body model is less satisfactory.

The quality of the displacement parameters, and by inference the quality of the 
structure determination, may conveniently be judged by the rigid bond test. For 
determinations II, Ilia, IVa, IVb and IVc, the rms AMSDA along bonded directions 
is of the order of the mean ct(U) (Table I). For the remaining data collections, 
including IVe, the displacement parameters are apparently significantly affected by 
factors other than the motion of the atoms.

Conclusions

Perhydroparacyclophane was a problem structure. Its internal coordinates 
were of interest but they could not be determined precisely by X-ray crystallography 
until low-temperature data collection became possible. At 145 K, a very good 
structure determination verifies the predictions of molecular mechanics; the 
molecule is apparently quite rigid and the amount of libration is quite small.

Why do we observe disorder at 295 К for molecule 2 only, not molecule 1, and 
why does the disorder disappear at low temperature? The disorder involves
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alternative positions at the bridges, and could be due to a rotation of the molecule, 
inversion of the molecule or a deviation from a centrosymmetric structure. Inversion 
would involve large internal energy costs, as well as intermolecular rearrangements; a 
rotation about the long axis of the molecule seems more likely. Atom-atom 
potential calculations with the 145 К coordinates suggest that a rotated molecule can 
fit more easily in the space occupied by molecule 2 than in that of molecule 1. 
Indeed, we used such a rotation to model the disorder in the crystal at 295 K. The 
difference in energy between alternative positions for molecule 2, about 10 kJ mol-1 
at 145 K, is almost negligible at room temperature.
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Single crystals of a hydrogen-bonded 1:1 charge-transfer complex, DAP-TCNQ, have 
been prepared by co-sublimation of components. In spite of its low electrical resistivity, the 
temperature dependence is semiconducting with anomalously high activation energy over a 
wide temperature range. The crystal is composed of two kinds of one-dimensional columns 
each of which is composed of donors or acceptors. Donors and acceptors are respectively 
stacked with an equal separation. No indication of lattice deformation such as dimerization 
has been detected down to 118 К by an X-ray diffraction technique. The structural study also 
indicates that donors and acceptors are interacted two-dimcnsionally through hydrogen bonds 
formed between the amino groups of DAP and the cyano groups of TCNQ.

Introduction

Great potentialities of molecular crystals as electronic materials have been 
revealed during the last half century. Their electrical properties are considered a 
representative example. Organic materials were once regarded as good insulators. 
Based on the analogy of aromatic compounds to graphite, several studies opened the 
field of organic semiconductors, though the conductivities were still poor. After the 
discovery of an organic conductor, a perylene-bromine complex, in 1954 [1], extensive 
studies have been pursued for seeking other conducting molecular solids and for 
elucidating the conduction mechanism in such weakly interacting molecular

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest



materials. At the present time, not only metallic but also superconducting molecular 
crystals have been reported.

Another topic in the field of molecular crystals where notable progress has 
been made is magnetism. Along with the development of organic conductors, it has 
also been found that there exist magnetically ordered states of the electron spins, 
though most of them are anti-parallel configurations in the ground state. A dream of 
arranging the spins in molecular crystals parallel, i.e., a ferromagnetic ground state, 
has recently been realized [2, 3].

Right now, one can have recipes for constructing molecular superconductors 
and molecular ferromagnets as well as molecular crystals utilized for non-linear 
optics. From the point of view of materials, these molecular crystals are novel. On 
the other hand, from the point of view of properties, they are not completely novel. 
For a real breakthrough in materials science of molecular crystals, a novelty from the 
both points of view, should be created.

We are approaching towards this subject by combining the functionality of 
proton transfer with charge transfer interactions which are especially important for 
electrical conduction in molecular crystals. If the proton transfer in hydrogen bonds 
is accompanied by a тт-electron configurational change, the electrical properties of 
the crystal is expected to be modulated by this second perturbation. This may lead to 
completely novel properties [4]. We have been examining this possibility by means of 
structural and optical studies of A-salicylideneaniline derivatives including their 
charge transfer complexes [5, 6]. From this study, it has become clear that the 
hydrogen-bond structure is sensitively changed by the strength of the charge transfer 
interaction. Attempts to construct electrical conductors based on these derivatives 
have been unsuccessful so far; the charge transfer complexes obtained have a mixed- 
stack type structure in which donors and acceptors stack alternately. This project is 
still in progress, while intermolecular hydrogen-bond systems have simultaneously 
been adopted as an object of our investigation. In charge transfer complexes 
composed of an aromatic amine donor and a benzoquinone-type or a TCNQ-type 
acceptor, formation of hydrogen bonds is expected to be feasible. Of course, there 
have been reported many such complexes. However, little attention have been paid to 
the hydrogen bonds formed in these complexes. Among them, the title compound, 
DAP-TCNQ, has been known to be one of the early molecular conductors; the 
resistivity of 0.5 fkm  for a compressed powder specimen was reported in 1965 [7]. 
No subsequent detailed work for this complex has been reported. We are particularly 
interested in this complex, since it may be suitable for studying the effects of
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hydrogen bonds to the charge conduction. Fortunately, we could obtain high-quality 
single crystals of this complex by co-sublimation, which was expected to be most 
difficult point. In this paper, we report the crystal structure and electrical properties 
of the DAP-TCNQ single crystals thus obtained.

NC,

NCK X .CN

CN

TCNQ

Experimental

Materials

DAP was synthesized following the method reported by Vollman et al. [8]. The purification of the 
crude product was performed by repeated recrystallization from chlorobenzene followed by repeated 
vacuum sublimation. TCNQ was commercially obtained and was purified by recrystallization and vacuum 
sublimation. Single crystals of the complex were grown by co-sublimation as follows: Two small glass 
tubes which were filled with 10 mg of DAP and 30 mg of TCNQ, respectively, were placed in a 
sublimation tube. The sublimation tube evacuated at about 10 3 Torr was inserted in a tube furnace 
which was designed to give a temperature gradient. DAP was placed at the high-temperature side which 
was typically kept at 170 -180 °C, while TCNQ was placed where the temperature was at 140 -160 °C (the 
temperature could be controlled by the distance from DAP). The crystal growth on the walls of the tubes 
was completed typically by 20 hrs. The crystals harvested had two kinds of shape, namely, needles and 
plates. However, no difference in the crystal structure has been found by X-ray studies.

Transport measurements

Electrical conductivity measurements were carried out by a conventional four-probe or two-probe 
(at low temperatures) method. A clamp cell was used for the measurements under pressure. 
Thermoelectric power measurements were performed by a method similar to that reported by Chaikin 
and Kwak [9].

X-ray structure analyses

The data-collection conditions and the crystal data are summarized in Table I. An automated 
four-circle diffractometer with cold nitrogen gas flow equipment was used for the measurements at 
118 K. In both measurements at 295 and 118 K, graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation 
(X = 0.71073 Â) was used, and the intensities of the three standards, monitored every 100 data 
measurements, showed no significant variation.
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Crystal structures were solved by a direct method and all hydrogen atoms were determined from 
difference synthesis maps. A block-diagonal least-squares technique (UNICS III [10]) with anisotropic 
thermal parameters for nonhydrogen atoms and isotropic for hydrogen atoms was employed for the 
structure refinement.

Table I

Data-collection conditions and crystal data

295 K 118 К

Diffractometer RIGAKU AFC-5R RIGAKU AFC-5
20 range <60° <60°
Range of Л, к , and l -11<Л <11 - 11<А<11

-24< k< 24 -24<А <24
0 s l< 5 0 < /< 5

Scan width (°) 1.2 + O.5tan0 1.2 + O.5tan0
Scan mode 0-20 0-20
Scan rate (0,°min_1) 5 3
Number of reflections 

measured
Number of independent

3345 3190

reflections observed 
( |F 0| >3<r(F0))

2290 2529

Background count time (s) 
Lattice parameter measurement

5-13.3 8-21.9

20 range (°) 25 < 20 < 30 26 < 20 < 30
Number of reflections 50 50

Chemical formula C2sH16N6 C2sH16N6
Molecular weight 436.48 436.48
Crystal color dark purple dark purple
Crystal size (mm) 0.2x0.3x0.45 0.2x0.3x0.45
Crystal system triclinic triclinic
Space group P l PI
a (Â) 7.937(1) 7.923(1)
ft(Â) 17.307(3) 17.258(3)
c (Â) 3.898(1) 3.851(1)
a  (°) 90.38(2) 89.46(2)
ß(°) 93.82(2) 94.07(2)
-y (°) 109.77(1) 109.85(1)
K(Â3) 502.6(2) 494.0(2)
Z 1 1
Dc (g cm-3) 1.442 1.467
^(MoATJ (cm -i) 0.834 0.848
R 0.044 0.041
Rw 0.066 0.065
Weighting factor (g) 

w ~1 = a2 + (gF)2
0.04 0.04
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Results and discussion

Molecular geometries

The molecular structures of DAP and TCNQ at 118 and 295 К derived from 
the structure analyses are shown in Fig. 1. The atomic parameters are listed in 
Table II; bond lengths and angles are summarized in Table III for both 
temperatures.

/  /
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Table II

Atomic parameters for DAP-TCNQ ( x 104)

X У z В a^eq

<295K>
N(l) -1357(1) -2295(1) -5524(3) 2.8
C(2) -1665(1) -1719(1) -3625(3) 2.0
C(3) -3456(1) -1839(1) -2775(3) 2.3
C(4) -3838(1) -1266(1) -874(3) 2.1
C(5) -2475(1) -515(1) 286(2) 1.8
C(6) -682(1) -376(1) -553(2) 1.6
C(7) -243(1) -976(1) -2471(2) 1.7
C(8) -2863(1) 88(1) 2203(3) 2.0
C(9) -1553(1) 814(1) 3262(3) 2.0
N(10) 1836(2) 7521(1) 11425(3) 3.5

N(ll) 5560(2) 6222(1) 11681(4) 4.2
C(12) 2098(1) 6942(1) 10508(3) 2.4
C(13) 2470(1) 6241(1) 9397(3) 2.2
C(14) 4163(2) 6210(1) 10623(3) 2.7
C(15) 1238(1) 5623(1) 7188(3) 2.1
C(16) -460(1) 5672(1) 6022(3) 2.2
C(17) 1652(1) 4925(1) 6087(3) 2.2

<118K>
N(l) -1366(1) -2301(1) -5474(2) 1.2
C(2) -1672(1) -1724(1) -3576(2) 0.9
C(3) -3472(1) -1846(1) -2720(2) 1.0
C(4) -3855(1) -1270(1) -830(2) 0.9
C(5) -2484(1) -518(1) 302(2) 0.8
C(6) -685(1) -378(1) -538(2) 0.7
C(7) -245(1) -980(1) -2434(2) 0.8
C(8) -2874(1) 88(1) 2200(2) 0.9
C(9) -1556(1) 819(1) 3231(2) 0.9
N(10) 1806(1) 7525(1) 11422(2) 1.5
N (ll) 5548(1) 6215(1) 11871(3) 1.7
C(12) 2075(1) 6943(1) 10518(2) 1.0
C(13) 2454(1) 6239(1) 9444(2) 1.0
C(14) 4149(1) 6207(1) 10740(3) 1.1
C(15) 1232(1) 5624(1) 7205(2) 1.0
C(16) -470(1) 5674(1) 5985(2) 1.0
C(17) 1657(1) 4924(1) 6152(2) 1.0

S eq=4/3 SjXj ßij a; 3j
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No significant differences between the molecular structures at the two temperatures 
were observed. Kistenmacher et al. proposed that the charge on TCNQ can be 
evaluated from the bond lengths [11]. From an empirical relation proposed by them, 
the charge on TCNQ in DAP-TCNQ is calculated to be -0.96 at 295 К and -0.92 
at 118 K. On the other hand, it is well known that the degree of charge transfer can 
be estimated from the frequency of the CN stretching mode [12]. The observed 
frequency is nearly 2180 cm- *, and the degree of change transfer is estimated to be 
almost unity. These observations suggest that the complex is rather a simple salt. 
However, as can be seen from the crystal structure (vide infra), hydrogen bonds 
formed between donors and acceptors might have some effect on the molecular 
geometry of TCNQ.

Table III

Bond lengths and angles o f D AP-TCNQ

Distance i(A)
295 К

1(A)
118 К

N (l)-C (2 ) 1.334(2) 1.337(1)
C(2) -  C(3) 1.427(2) 1.431(2)
C(2) -  C(7) 1.440(1) 1.441(1)
C(3)-C(4) 1.360(2) 1.365(2)
C(4) -  C(5) 1.428(1) 1.429(1)
C(5)-C(6) 1.422(1) 1.423(1)
C(5) -  C(8) 1.408(2) 1.410(2)
C(6) - C ( 6') 1.424(1) 1.426(1)
C(6) -  C(7) 1.424(2) 1.425(1)
C(7)-C(9) 1.413(2) 1.414(1)
C(8) -  C(9) 1.371(1) 1.377(1)

N(10)-C(12) 1.149(2) 1.156(2)
N (ll)-C (14) 1.150(2) 1.158(2)
C(12)-C(13) 1.415(2) 1.419(2)
C(13)-C(14) 1.415(2) 1.418(2)
C(13)-C(15) 1.417(1) 1.417(1)
C(15)-C(16) 1.423(2) 1.426(2)
C(15)-C(17) 1.425(2) 1.430(2)
C(16)-C(17) 1.365(1) 1.369(1)
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Table III (continued)

Angle 0 (°) 
295 К

0 (°) 
118 К

N (l)-C (2 )-C (3 ) 119.0(1) 118.9(1)
N (l)-C (2 )-C (7 ) 121.7(1) 121.7(1)
C(3) -  C(2) -  C(7) 119.4(1) 119.5(1)
C(2) -  C(3) -  C(4) 121.0(1) 121.0(1)
C(3) -  C(4) -  C(5) 121.4(1) 121.3(1)
C (4)-C (5)-C (6) 118.7(1) 118.9(1)
C (4)-C (5)-C (8) 121.8(1) 121.7(1)
C(6) -  C(5) -  C(8) 119.5(1) 119.5(1)
C(5) -  C(6) -  C(6’) 119.1(1) 119.2(1)
C (5)-C (6)-C (7) 120.9(1) 120.9(1)
C (7)-C (6)-C (6’) 120.1(1) 120.0(1)
C (2)-C (7)-C (6) 118.6(1) 118.5(1)
C(2) -  C(7) -  C(9) 122.2(1) 122.1(1)
C (6)-C (7)-C (9) 119.2(1) 119.4(1)
C (5)-C (8)-C (9) 121.6(1) 121.6(1)
C(7) -  C(9) -  C(8) 120.6(1) 120.5(1)
N(10) -  C(12) -  C(13) 178.5(1) 178.5(1)
C(12) -  C(13) -  C(14) 115.0(1) 114.9(1)
C(12)-C(13)-C(15) 122.1(1) 122.1(1)
C(14) -  C(13) -  C(15) 122.9(1) 123.0(1)
N (ll) -  C(14) -  C(13) 176.7(1) 176.9(1)
C(13) -  C(15) -  C(16) 121.4(1) 121.3(1)
C(13)-C(15)-C(17) 121.0(1) 120.8(1)
C(16) -  C(15) -  C(17) 117.6(1) 117.9(1)
C(15) -  C(16) -  C(17) 121.4(1) 121.3(1)
C(15) -  C(17) -  C(16) 120.9(1) 120.8(1)

Crystal structure

The temperature dependences of the lattice parameters are shown in Fig. 2. 
The relative changes in length of the a- and b-axes are quite small compare with that 
of the c-axis. The angle between the a- and b-axes, y, is also nearly constant during 
the temperature change. These facts indicate that the structure in the ab-plane is 
quite rigid, which is related to the hydrogen-bond network in this crystal. Figure 3 
shows the molecular arrangement in this crystal.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of lattice parameters (d and 0 are the parameters at 295 К and 
V  is the volume at 295 K; Ad = d (T )-d , Д0 = 0(Т)~8, and ДН= V (T )-V

Fig. 3. Stereoview of the molecular arrangement in DAP-TCNQ at 118 К
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DAP and TCNQ form segregated one-dimensional columns, respectively. In 
addition to this specific feature, there are hydrogen bonds between donors and 
acceptors. These bonds form a network sheet along the (031) plane. Its structure is 
shown in Fig. 4. There are two kinds of N -H -N  hydrogen bonds; the distance 
between N (l)-N (10) is 2.963(1) Â at 118 К and 2.980(2) Â at 295 К and that 
between N ( l) -N ( ll)  is 3.004(1) Â at 118 К and 3.020(2) Â at 295 K. These values 
are definitely shorter than twice of the van der Waals radius of nitrogen (3.2 Â). The 
column structures of DAP and TCNQ are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Hydrogen-bond network in DAP-TCNQ and distances at 118 К (in parentheses: at 295 K)

Fig. 5. Column structures of DAP and TCNQ and distances at 118 К (in parentheses: at 295 K)

Both DAP and TCNQ stack uniformly, i.e., equal distance between molecules, 
at both 295 К and 118 K. Since the electronic system is supposed to be one
dimensional, there is a possibility of lattice deformation along the stacking direction. 
However, oscillation photographs taken at room temperature and the step scan along 
the 00/ direction from 1=1 to 4 (step width = 0.05) showed no evidence of such
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deformation. Moreover, the refined anisotropic thermal parameters are rather 
normal, and the final R values are reasonable enough to analyze the structure based 
on the uniform stacking.

Molecular overlaps in the TCNQ column and in the DAP column are shown in 
Fig. 6. DAP and TCNQ are not coplanar; the angle between the normals to their 
least-squares planes is 34.6° at 295 К and is 34.7° at 118 K. The separation between 
the overlapped TCNQ molecules is 3.25 Â at 295 К and is 3.19 Â at 118 K, which is 
typical for the TCNQ based conductors (3.17-3.26 Â). The overlapped pattern is 
also a common type, i.e., the ring-external-bond type, in which an efficient 
LUMO -  LUMO overlap is achieved.

The interplanar spacing between the overlapped DAP molecules is 3.26 Â at 
295 К and is 3.23 Â at 118 K. Compared with TCNQ, the solid-state structural 
properties of DAP are scarcely known. From a simple Hückel calculation, the 
observed overlap is found to be effective for the HOM O-HOM O interaction 
between the DAP molecules.

Fig. 6. Molecular overlaps in the DAP and in the TCNQ column; 
views along the normals to the least-squares planes
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Electrical properties

Since the degree of charge transfer in DAP -  TCNQ is quite close to unity, the 
electrical properties are expected to be similar to those of a series of alkali-metal 
salts of TCNQ such as К -TCNQ or Rb-TCNQ. The electrical resistivities of these 
simple salts are in the range between 102 and 106 ilem. On the other hand, the 
electrical resistivity of a compressed powder specimen of DAP-TCNQ was reported 
by Scott et al. to be 0.5 ilem at room temperature [7].

The electrical resistivities measured using single crystals are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of the DAP-TCNQ single crystals

Surprisingly, the electrical resistivity at room temperature along the stacking 
direction, which is expected to be most conductive, is not so much different from that 
observed for the compressed powder, i.e., 0.1-0.3 ilem. The electrical resistivity of 
the compressed powder was rechecked in this study and was confirmed to be about 
0.5 ilem. This is a contrast to usual low-dimensional organic conductors in which the 
difference in conductivity between the single crystal and the compressed powder is 
two or three orders of magnitude due to their strongly anisotropic nature. In order to 
estimate the anisotropy, the electrical resistivity along the а-axis was also measured 
using platelet crystals elongated in the ас-plane. As shown in Fig. 7, the value at
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room temperature is in the range between 3 and 5 item. Since there is no interaction 
between the one-dimensional columns except the hydrogen bonds, this small 
anisotropy proves that there exists some electronic interaction through the hydrogen 
bonds.

Another electrical characteristics of this material is temperature dependence. 
It is of a semiconductor type, but the derived activation energy is unusually high over 
a wide temperature range along the c-axis. Usually, the activation energy of organic 
semiconductors with the resistivity of the order of 10-1 item is quite small, since the 
energy originates in the thermal activation of charge carriers from the valence band 
to the conduction band through the band gap. In order to satisfy the relatively high 
conductivity of DAP-TCNQ, the number of thermally activated carriers at room 
temperature has to be more than 1.9 xlO19 cm-3, assuming a typical value of 
mobility for organic molecular materials, i.e., about 1 cm2V _1sec_1 [13]. This 
number of charge carriers is too large for DAP -  TCNQ by simple thermal activation 
at room temperature with the energy of 0.26 eV; the carrier number calculated by 
n=nQsx ç{-E J k T ), where n0 is 3 .98xl021 cm-3 for DAP-TCNQ, 7=300 K, and 
Ea = 0.26 eV, is only 1.67 x 1017 cm-3. This carrier density leads to a mobility of more 
than 100 cm2V _1sec_1, which is unreasonably high for molecular materials.

The origin of this high activation energy is obscure. The pressure dependence 
of the conductivity was expected to shed light upon this question. If the activation 
energy is due to the existence of an energy gap between the fully occupied band and 
the empty band, the gap is expected to be reduced by applying pressure, namely, 
increasing the bandwidth. From the temperature dependence of the lattice 
parameters, the c-axis which is along the stacking direction is most compressible. 
Therefore, the bandwidth which is determined by the interaction between the 
overlapped molecules is expected to be very sensitive to the pressure. The results of 
the pressure dependence of the resistivity at room temperature is shown in Fig. 8. 
The resistivity decreases with increasing the pressure, but the factor is only 0.5 even 
at 10 kbar. This rather weak pressure dependence is a contrast to the ordinary 
molecular materials. Furthermore, the temperature dependence shown in Fig. 9 
indicates that the activation energy does not change by pressure. This suggests that 
the carrier does not thermally activated, since the increase of bandwidth does not 
affect the thermal activation of the conductivity .
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Fig. 8. Pressure dependence of the electrical resistivity of DAP-TCNQ single crystals at room 
temperature (solid circles and triangles denote separate runs)

Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity under pressure
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At low temperatures, a slight change of the activation energy is observed even 
at 1 bar. This change is more pronounced along the a-axis. Under pressure, the 
temperature where the slope changes seems to be increased. The origin of this 
change is not clear yet. Preliminary results of the temperature dependence of the 
infrared spectra of DAP-TCNQ have revealed that the ag mode of the CN 
stretching grows gradually with decreasing temperature. This mode is infrared 
inactive when the TCNQ molecule lies at the symmetrical circumstance. Since this 
mode is observed when the light is polarized along the stacking direction, the origin 
of the appearance of this band is suggested to be some local stacking deformation, 
probably dimerization. Overall structure at 118 К is still composed of the uniform 
stacking of TCNQ, therefore, such a lattice deformation does not have a long range 
order at this temperature.

Thermoelectric power (TEP) is another informative transport property for 
characterization of the electronic state. The temperature dependence is shown in 
Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of the thermoelectric power of the D AP-TCNQ  single crystals

Because of its insulating nature at low temperatures, the measurements were 
limited above 180 K. The sign of TEP corresponds to whether the majority of carrier 
is electron (negative) or hole (positive). When the number of electrons is equal to 
that of holes, the sign corresponds to the dominant carrier for the transport. Both 
along the a and c-axes, TEP is negative at room temperature, and is positive at
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180 K. There are two kinds of conduction columns, DAP and TCNQ, both holes and 
electrons might contribute to the conduction. The TEP values above 230 К are nearly 
temperature independent. There are two possibilities to explain this behavior. The 
first one is that the contribution from electrons is the same as that from holes. In 
such a situation the temperature dependence could cancel each other. The second 
explanation is based on a kind of impurity dominating conduction. When the impurity 
states exist in the band gap, TEP might be temperature independent at high 
temperature. Since the charge carriers are not thermally activated, the second 
possibility is highly probable.

From an overview of the crystal structure and the electrical properties of 
DAP-TCNQ, the following characteristics have become certain. The crystal is 
composed of the segregated stacks of DAP and TCNQ with equal separation 
between the molecules in each column. The degree of charge transfer is quite close 
to unity. The electrical conductivity at room temperature is relatively high, but the 
activation energy for the semiconducting behavior is unusually high over a wide 
temperature range.

The structural properties are reminiscent to Mott-type insulators such as 
К -TCNQ and Rb-TCNQ. In the crystals of these simple salts, TCNQ forms one
dimensional column in which molecules are separated with an equal distance in the 
high temperature forms. Their electrical conductivities are not high, and the 
activation energy for the semiconducting behavior is believed to result from the on
site Coulomb repulsion energy which opens the gap in the half-filled band. In the 
case of DAP-TCNQ, the electrical properties cannot be interpreted by the same 
way, though the structure is similar. The conductivity for semiconductors can be 
expressed by а(Т)= пе^ехр(-Еа/кТ). As mentioned above, if the carriers are 
thermally activated, p. becomes unusually high. More realistic assumption may be 
that the thermal activation term is included into the mobility. In this case, sufficient 
amount of carriers are assumed to exist already in the system by slight deviation of 
the degree of charge transfer from unity or by charge transfer between DAP and 
TCNQ with small energy requirement. If the carrier travels accompanied by a kind of 
lattice deformation, the carrier motion is inevitably regulated by the energy of the 
lattice motion. In this polaron-like picture, is not temperature independent; rather 
strongly temperature dependent. In order to clarify this possibility, it is required to 
study other properties such as optical and magnetic properties. Especially, the direct 
measurements of mobility, i. e., Hall effect, are necessary, though it may be difficult.
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Finally, we would like to address the possibility whether these unique 
properties arise from the structural characteristic, i. e., intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds. As mentioned in the Introduction, we have confirmed for a series of 
/V-salicylideneaniline compounds that the hydrogen in the intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds sensitively changes its equilibrium position by the intermolecular charge- 
transfer interaction. Charge transport in molecular crystals is definitely related to the 
charge transfer interaction. Since the transport in DAP -  TCNQ is suggested to drag 
a kind of lattice deformation, the hydrogen bonds might play an important role. 
Thus, we have tried to visualize the hydrogen distribution in the hydrogen bonds, as 
shown in Fig. 11. This map was obtained from the difference Fourier synthesis 
calculated by taking the parameters of the hydrogen in the hydrogen bonds out of the
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N(10)

Fig. 11. Difference synthesis maps of DAP and TCNQ; intervals between solid line contours 
and broken line contours corresponds to 0.05 and -0.05 eÂ -3, respectively
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refined structure. Since the used crystal was of a quite high quality and the 
measurements were done at low temperature, one could see the bonding electrons 
clearly. The hydrogen atoms bound to N(l) are not unusual, though they have slightly 
large distribution. The distances are 0.94(1) Â for N (l)-H (l)  and 0.90(2) Â for 
N (l)-H (2). Since the structure determined by X-ray measurements is an overall 
average, it is difficult to detect deformation only in a microscopic region.

Although we have not succeeded to verify it absolutely, the hydrogen bonds 
formed in DAP-TCNQ must be related with its unique electrical properties such as 
high activation energy and small anisotropy. Especially, the latter indicates the 
possibility of charge transport through the hydrogen bonds. Therefore, it is promising 
to develop a novel system based on the indirect electronic interaction of hydrogen 
bonds.
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A pair of geometrical isomers, me.ro-[Co-tra/ir-Mc-(N-Mc-ethylcncdiaminc)2-iranj- 
(N 02)2]C1, I and raccmic-[Co-t7-<mv-Me-(N-Me-cthylcncdiamine)2-lrarti-(N0 2)2JC1.2H20 , II, 
were prepared which differ only by the chirality at one quaternary nitrogen. Their crystal 
structures were determined in order to establish the amount of intracationic and packing 
rearrangements caused by such substituent exchange.

I, CoC1O4N6C6H20, crystallizes as a racemate in space group Pccn (No. 56), with lattice 
constants: a  = 9.907(3), 0 = 10.615(2) and c = 12.655(4) Â; V= 1330.83 Ä3 and d (calc; 
M.W. = 334.65, Z  = 4) = 1.670 g/cm3. A total of 3296 data were collected over the range of 
4° <20 <70°; of these, 1916 (independent and with I> 3 ct(I)) were used in the structural 
analysis. Data were corrected for absorption(p = 15.052 c m 1) and the relative transmission 
coefficients ranged from 0.7236 to 0.9897. Refinement converged to R(F) and R ^F ) of 0.0298 
and 0.0522.

II, CoClOgNgCgH^, crystallizes as a racemate in space group, P2\/c (No. 14) with 
lattice constants: a = 17.017(7) Â, 6 = 9.661(3), c = 20.316(4) Â and ß = 107.11(3)°; V= 3192.19 Â3 
and d  (calc; M.W. = 370.68, Z  = 8) = 1.543 g/cm3. A total of 5851 data were collected over the 
range of 4° < 20 < 50°; of these, 4089 (independent and with I < 3a(I)) were used in the 
structural analysis. Data were corrected for absorption (p = 12.710 c m 1) and the relative 
transmission coefficients ranged from 0.7770 to 0.9997. Refinement converged to final R(F) 
and R ^F ) residuals of 0.0332 and 0.0443.

In its highest idealized geometry, the cation of I has an inversion center, which it uses 
crystallographically. In II, the highest idealized geometry for its cation is a twofold axis. Such 
changes in cationic stereochemistry are responsible for concomitant packing changes observed 
in this study and, appropriately, the existence of such relationships between molecular point 
groups and lattice symmetry operations had been noted by Professor Kitaigorodskii some 
thirty years ago using, primarily, observations derived from the crystallization behavior of 
organic compounds. Here, we show that in coordination compounds the conclusions he arrived 
at hold as well.

+ The paper is a contribution to the A. I. Kitaigorodskii Memorial Issue on Molecular Crystal Chemistry
* Fellows of the P.obert A. Welch Foundation

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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Introduction

Nomenclatural note

Hereafter, en= 1,2-diaminoethane; N-Me-en = N-methyl-l,2-diaminoethane. 
The meso appellative refers to the fact that the N-methylated nitrogens become 
chiral upon binding the Co(III) ion and become either R or S chiral centers. 
Consequently, the appellative RR or SS refers to the fact that in this isomers the 
N-methylated nitrogens occur in RR or SS pairs, while meso refers to the molecule 
with an RS pair within each cation. The two trans prefixes refer to the fact that the 
N-Me moeities are trans to each other across the basal plane, while the two -  N 02 
ligands are trans to each other and occupying the axial positions of the octahedron 
about cobalt.

A bit o f history

One of us (IB) had the pleasure of meeting Professor Kitaigorodskii in 
Moscow in 1966, at the time of the VHth International Congress of Crystallography 
and during subsequent scientific events at various other places. During those 
meetings, and upon reading his published works, particularly his books Organic 
Chemical Crystallography [1], and Mixed Crystals [2], it became evident that he 
possessed a keen and independent intellect, a great deal of curiosity and originality 
and a fine sense of humor, even in his published works. It eventually became clear 
that, early in his career, he explored in enormous detail subjects of which I later 
became interested in myself; to wit, the packing of molecules in crystalline lattices 
and the way specific molecular features affect crystalline properties -  among which 
were the relationship between molecular point group and the symmetry of the lattice 
in which the substance crystallizes [1] (e.g., the packing similarities and differences in 
geometrical isomers [lb]) as well as the molecular origins of similarities and 
differences in packing between enantiomorphic and non-enantiomorphic lattices [2]. 
That he was able to visualize the complex stereochemical phenomena described 
in his books and original publications, in the days before computer graphics, is 
difficult for one of us (IB), who used the first version of ORTEP while learning 
crystallography, to grasp.
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Scientific background associated with this study

Now, as to the facts preceding this study and the reasons for doing the work: 
sometime ago, we determined the crystallization pathway of coordination compounds 
of the trans series [3], such as [iraui-Co(en)2XY]Z (with X, Y monodentate ligands 
and Z = charge compensating ion, if needed), and pointed out that symmetrically 
substituted compounds (X= Y = - N 0 2, Z = any anion which is not a resolved 
chiral entity, such as bromcamphorsulfonate, etc...) produced heterochiral lattices; 
e.g., racemates in which the conformation of the two en rings was invariably opposite 
(X + 6) and often sit at inversion centers of a suitable crystallographic space group. A 
priori, this is not necessary from the crystallographic point of view, provided that the 
ratio of cation to anion is suitable (e.g., 1:2) or that both the cation an anion can be 
located at special positions while meeting the most desirable thermodynamic 
conditions for packing. A demonstration that these ions understand very clearly these 
conditions is provided by the crystallization behavior of the pair [itrans- 
Co(en)2(N 02)2]I, III and [ira/w-Co(en)2(N 02)2]NCS, IV which crystallize, 
respectively, in space groups C l/с (Z = 4) and P i (No. 2) (Z = 2), the former having 
ions sitting at an inversion center, which can be supported by the cation and the 
anion. This is not the case with the latter species, whose anion cannot sit at an 
inversion center (unless disordered). The ions of IV sit at general positions of a 
centrosymmetric space group making no demands on the internal symmetry of the 
species in question. Yet, in both instances, the en rings are in (XÔ) pairs, which 
suggests that they clearly understand the centrosymmetric nature of their packing 
environment, without, in the latter case, having the cation at an inversion center. 
And, given that observation, it is clear the cations could be present in the lattice in 
(XX) and (65) pairs without violation of any crystallographic symmetry requirements.

Given the above observations, it seems these systems are driven by entropy in 
their crystallization behavior since the formation of a [(X5)-Co(en)2(N 02)2]+ cation 
is thermodynamically preferred over the formation of [(ôô)-Co(en)2(N 02)2]+ or of 
[(XX)-Co(en)2(N 02)2]+ cations by a factor of Rln2. The AH  term for the C o -N  
bond formation must be identical in all cases, irrespective of the chirality symbol 
describing the conformation of the en rings since these bonds are formed individu
ally, and the barrier to inversion of the en ring is fairly low (e.g., 24.7 ±4.5 kJ/mol)
[4]. However, suitable cosmetic changes can be recognized by these molecules as 
shown by the fact that the mildly altered molecules [5] crystallize as given in the 
following list.
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Molecule Space group

[íranr-Co(en)2(ONO)(NCS)]I, V P2l (Z = 2)
[íra/!T-Co(en)2(N 02)(NCS)]I, VI P2l (Z = 2)
[íranr-Co(en)2(ONO)(NCS)]C104, VII P2X (Z = 2)
[íra/ií-Co(en)2(N 02)(NCS)]C104, VIII P2} (Z = 2)

It is notable that (1) compounds V to VIII crystallize as conglomerates (e.g., 
enantiomorphic, or homochiral lattices); this change in crystallization mode is 
particularly striking when one compares II vs. VI since the change of an -  N 02 (in II) 
for an -NCS ligand destroys the potential inversion center in the former, without a 
significant change in ligand field strength, in as much as - N 0 2 and -NCS have 
approximately the same value of Dq. (2) the pair of en rings in crystals of V to VIII is 
either (XX.) or (8Ô), depending on the crystal accidentally chosen; (3) since they 
crystallize with Z = 2, they lie at general positions; thus, there is no lattice 
requirement as to whether they are (ÔX), (XX) or (ÔÔ); yet, they clearly recognize the 
nature of their enantiomorphic environment and react accordingly, just as III and IV 
did (vide supra). In other words, the crystallization pathway is keenly aware of the 
nature of the molecular internal symmetry, and packing is affected by such 
considerations, and vice versa.

As a result of these observations, when asked to contribute to this special issue, 
honoring Professor Kitaigorodskii, we decided to investigate a system in which we 
could further probe the above conjectures, while using as gentle a change in the 
nature of the cation as possible, yet following the lead obtained by comparison of the 
crystallization behavior of II to VIII, in general, but specially that of compounds II 
and VI. Therefore, the two trans-axial - N 0 2 ligands present in II and III were kept 
unchanged, and the basal plane of the cations was altered by méthylation of the en 
ligands.

Experimental

Preparation o f the compounds

The synthesis of meío-[íranj-Co(N-Me-en)2-íraní(N02)2Cl, I and of its 
isomers, racemic-[ira/ji-Co(N-Me-en)2-irans-(N02)2]C1.2H20 , II, and their 
separation, was published by Buckingham et al. [6]. No elemental analysis was 
performed since the authors of the synthetic procedure have already done so, and our 
crystallographic work verifies their chemical and structural assignments.
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Collection of X-ray diffraction data

All data collection and processing was carried out with the Molecular Structure 
Corporation TEXRAY-230 Modification* of the SDP-Plus** Programs. The reader 
is referred to this manual for the details of the various routines mentioned and for 
the procedures recommended by them.

Large numbers of amber-brown, diamond-shaped crystals of I are formed on 
slow evaporation of a water solution (ca. 21 °C) of the compound. Those of II were 
massive amber-brown crystals from which a sample was obtained by cleaving with a 
razor blade. Crystals of both were mounted on a translation head and onto an 
Enraf- Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer. A set of 25 reflections were centered and used 
to define the orientation and Niggli [7] matrices. Both cells are primitive -  that of I 
orthorhombic while that of II monoclinic; a subsequent search for systematic ab
sences established the space group for I as Pccn, that of II Р2г/с -  both of which are 
uniquely defined by the systematic absences. Mo Ka radiation was used throughout.

Data for I were collected over the range 4° < 20 > 70° and for II in the range of 
4° < 20 > 50°. In both cases, two reflections were used as intensity standards in order 
to monitor crystal and electronic stability. Intensity standards were collected every 
two hours. No decay or systematic variation were observed with either crystal. Both 
data sets were corrected for absorption, using Psi-scan data [7, 8]. Details of data 
collection and processing are listed in Tables I and II.

The phase problem was solved using a Patterson summation from which the 
positions of the Co atoms were readily extracted in both cases. A difference map 
produced many of the non-hydrogen atoms, and the missing ones were found in 
subsequent difference maps. When all non-hydrogen atoms had been located, they 
were refined with isotropic thermal parameters till convergence. At this point, the 
positions of the hydrogen atoms were computed for the cation and the structure re
refined using isotropic thermal parameters for the non-hydrogen atoms and holding 
the positions and thermal parameters of the hydrogens fixed. Every five cycles of 
refinement, new positions were calculated for the hydrogen atoms, added to the list, 
and each structure refined till convergence.

•TEXRAY-230 is a modification of the SDP-Plus set of X-ray crystallographic programs 
distributed by Molecular Structure Corporation, 3200 Research Forest Dr., The Woodlands, 
TX 77386 for use with their automation of the CAD^t diffractometer

••SDP-Plus is the Enraf-Nonius Corporation X-ray diffraction data processing programs 
distributed by B. A. Frenz & Associates, College Station, Texas, 77840
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Table I

Summary o f data collection and processing parameters for 
meso-/Co-trans-Me-(N-Me-ethylenediämine)2-trans-(7V02)2C7, I

Space group Pccn
Cell constants a = 9.907(3) Â

b = 10.615(2) Â
c = 12.655(4) Â

Cell volume V  = 1330.83 Аз
Molecular formula CoC1O4N6C6H20
Molecular weight 334.65 g/mol
Density (calc; Z  =4 mol/cell) 1.670 g/cm3
Radiation employed Mo Ka ( \= 0.71073 Â)
Absorption coefficient p. = 15.052 cm-1
Transmission coefficients 0.7236 to 0.9897
Data collection range 4° < 20 < 70°
Scan width Д0 = 1.00 + 0.35 tan0
Total data collected 3296
Data used in refinement* 1916
R = 2  1 |F 0 | 1 -  1 |FC| 1 /X  HFoll 0.0298
Rw = [Stv^lFol -  |Fc| )2 / 2  | F 0 |2 ] i /2 0.0522
Weights used w =  [<r(F0)]-2

* The difference between this number and the total is due to subtract ion of 1380 data
which either were systematically absent (but collected for verification of space group),
were symmetry related, standards or did not meet the criterion that I > 3cr(I)

Table II

Summary o f data collection and processing parameters for
racemic-! Co-trans-Me-(N'Me-ethylenediamine)2Лгапг,-(NO2)2] Cl.2H20, II

Space group P2i/c
Cell constants a = 17.017(7) Â

b = 9.661(3) Â
c = 20.316(4) Â
P = 107.11 (3)°

Cell volume V  = 3192.19 A3
Molecular formula C o C lO ^ Q H *
Molecular weight 370.68 g/mol
Density (calc; Z =8 mol/cell) 1.543 g/cm3
Radiation employed Mo Ka ( \  = 0.71073 Â)
Absorption coefficient (i = 12.710 cm-1
Transmission coefficients 0.7770 to 0.9997
Data collection range 4° < 20 < 50°
Scan width Д0 = 0.95 + 0.35 tan0
Total data collected 5851
Data used in refinement* 4089
R = S 1 |F0 | 1 -  1 |FC| 1 / 2  1 |F0 | 1 0.0332
Rw= [ X ^ ( | F 0| - | F C| )2 /X  | F 0 |2 ] i /2 0.0443
Weights used w = [<r(F0)]-2

* The difference between this number and the total is due to subtraction of 1762 data 
which either were systematically absent (but collected for verification of space group), 
were symmetry related, standards or did not meet the criterion that I>3cr(I)
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Throughout data processing, the scattering curves of Cromer and Waber [8] 
were used. Full matrix, least-squares refinement of the non-hydrogen atoms with 
anisotropic thermal parameters and with positional (ideal) and fixed thermal 
parameters for the hydrogens hydrogens (Ő = 5.00 Â2) of the cations. Waters of 
crystallization were found for II, but we could not locate their hydrogens at 
satisfactory positions -  a fact apparently connected with the large thermal motion of 
the the waters, which we suspect were partially lost during data collection. 
Refinements converged eventually to the R and 1 ^  factors listed in Tables I and II. 
The final positional and equivalent (isotropic) thermal parameters are listed in 
Tables III and IV. Bond lengths and angles and torsional angles for I are listed 
Table V. Those for II are listed in Table VI. Structure Factor Tables are deposited as 
Supplementary, see below. A view of the asymmetric unit of I and II are given in Figs 
1 and 2. A packing diagram of each is given in Figs 3 and 4, respectively.

Table III

Positional parameters and their estimated standard deviations for I

A tom X У Z ß(Ä2)

Co 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.314(7)
CI 0.250 0.250 0.22434(9) 2.47(2)
Ol -0.0594(3) 0.2517(2) 0.0445(2) 3.43(5)
02 -0.1193(3) 0.1290(3) 0.1671(2) 3.90(6)
N1 -0.1853(3) -0.0389(2) -0.0509(2) 1.78(4)
N2 0.0116(3) 0.1061(3) -0.1256(2) 2.08(5)
N3 -0.0685(3) 0.1445(2) 0.0801(2) 1.93(5)
CI -0.2242(3) 0.0601(3) -0.1268(3) 2.61(6)
C2 -0.1047(4) 0.0834(3) -0.1965(3) 2.78(7)
C3 -0.2972(3) -0.0596(4) 0.0260(3) 2.77(7)
Hl -0.1759 -0.1210 -0.0798 5*
H2 -0.2476 0.1350 -0.0901 5*
H3 -0.2988 0.0326 -0.1679 5*
H4 -0.1201 0.1549 -0.2399 5*
H5 -0.0880 0.0119 -0.2398 5*
H6 0.0119 0.1920 -0.1046 5*
H7 0.0928 0.0875 -0.1622 5*
H8 -0.2719 -0.1233 0.0747 5*
H9 -0.3148 0.0165 0.0629 5*
H10 -0.3761 -0.0850 -0.0109 5*

•H ydrogen  atom s w ere added  a t idealized positions with fixed therm al param eters  o f  5.0 Ä2 
(see text). A nisotropically  refined atom s are  given in the form  of the  isotropic equivalent 
therm al p a ram e te r  defined as:
(4/3) [a2 ß (l,l) + b 2 ß(2,2) + c2 ß(3,3) + ab (c o s -y) ß(l,2) + ac(cos ß) ß(l,3) + bc(cos a) ß(2,3)]
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Table IV

P osition a l param eters  a n d  their estim a ted  s ta n d a rd  devia tion s fo r  II

Atom X У z B(A2)

Col 0.45219(3) 0.25510(6) 0.10952(3) 2.02(1)
Co2 0.13652(3) 0.50125(6) 0.24567(3) 2.07(1)
Cll 0.67867(8) 0.1746(2) 0.02466(7) 4.56(3)
CI2 -0.03750(8) 0.2386(2) 0.11255(7) 4.87(3)
Ol 0.5561(2) 0.2214(4) 0.2429(2) 4.03(8)
02 0.4351(2) 0.2828(4) 0.2412(1) 4.17(8)
03 0.3597(2) 0.1966(4) -0.0248(2) 4.80(9)
04 0.4558(2) 0.3348(4) -0.0210(2) 4.88(9)
05 -0.0027(2) 0.4061(4) 0.2765(2) 3.94(8)
06 -0.0269(2) 0.5877(4) 0.2142(2) 3.89(8)
07 0.3053(2) 0.5193(4) 0.3016(2) 4.70(9)
08 0.2702(2) 0.4980(4) 0.1939(2) 4.92(9)
Owl 0.1981(3) 0.9365(5) 0.4372(3) 8.2(1)
Ow2 0.1583(2) 0.6088(5) 0.5232(2) 6.6(1)
Ow3 0.8116(2) -0.1328(4) 0.4628(2) 5.7(1)
Ow4 1.0820(3) 0.3525(6) 0.5197(2) 10.1(2)
N1 0.3868(2) 0.0832(4) 0.1052(2) 2.52(8)
N2 0.5422(2) 0.1296(4) 0.1102(2) 2.53(8)
N3 0.5176(2) 0.4257(4) 0.1115(2) 2.55(8)
N4 0.3629(2) 0.3804(4) 0.1091(2) 2.73(8)
N5 0.4848(2) 0.2519(4) 0.2096(2) 2.86(8)
N6 0.4184(2) 0.2630(4) 0.0093(2) 2.58(8)
N7 0.1282(2) 0.7014(4) 0.2263(2) 3.08(9)
N8 0.1012(2) 0.4774(4) 0.1454(2) 2.87(8)
N9 0.1463(2) 0.3012(4) 0.2657(2) 2.67(8)
N10 0.1668(2) 0.5231(4) 0.3460(2) 3.02(8)
N11 0.0216(2) 0.4972(4) 0.2446(2) 2.61(8)
N12 0.2510(2) 0.5065(4) 0.2475(2) 2.73(8)
Cl 0.4453(3) -0.0316(5) 0.1323(2) 3.0(1)
C2 0.5129(3) -0.0162(5) 0.0995(2) 3.2(1)
C3 0.3170(3) 0.0779(6) 0.1350(2) 4.1(1)
C4 0.4743(3) 0.5412(5) 0.1330(2) 3.6(1)
C5 0.3842(3) 0.5235(5) 0.0953(2) 4.0(1)
C6 0.6073(3) 0.4323(6) 0.1479(3) 4.4(1)
C7 0.1227(3) 0.7247(6) 0.1529(3) 4.7(1)
C8 0.0713(3) 0.6118(6) 0.1110(2) 4.6(1)
C9 0.1887(3) 0.7980(5) 0.2705(3) 4.9(1)
CIO 0.1935(3) 0.2806(5) 0.3389(2) 3.8(1)
C ll 0.1663(3) 0.3902(6) 0.3802(2) 4.0(1)
C12 0.1797(3) 0.2101(5) 0.2217(3) 4.3(1)
Hwl 0.1542 0.8750 0.4296 4*
Hw2 0.1816 1.0000 0.4296 4*
Hw3 0.2226 0.6035 0.5253 4*
Hw4 0.1250 0.6445 0.4765 4*
Hw5 0.8476 -0.2089 0.4765 4*
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Table IV (continued)

Atom X У z ß(Ä2)

Hw6 0.8203 -0.0839 0.5136 4*
Hw7 1.0683 0.3320 0.4863 4*
Hw8 1.0410 0.3339 0.5468 4*
Hl 0.3571 0.0767 0.0577 5*
H2 0.4185 -0.1182 0.1202 5*
H3 0.4667 -0.0250 0.1809 5*
H4 0.4927 -0.0358 0.0516 5*
H5 0.5566 -0.0777 0.1205 5»
H6 0.5647 0.1551 0.0743 5*
H7 0.5834 0.1367 0.1532 5*
H8 0.2802 0.1520 0.1170 5*
H9 0.2887 -0.0076 0.1231 5*
H10 0.3371 0.0857 0.1836 5*
H ll 0.5201 0.4295 0.0654 5*
H12 0.4935 0.6270 0.1210 5*
H13 0.4828 0.5380 0.1813 5*
H14 0.3746 0.5371 0.0473 5*
H15 0.3522 0.5877 0.1120 5*
H16 0.3147 0.3526 0.0742 5*
H17 0.3528 0.3770 0.1526 5*
H18 0.6343 0.3572 0.1334 5‘
H19 0.6289 0.5172 0.1371 5*
H20 0.6158 0.4267 0.1961 5*
H21 0.0797 0.7254 0.2378 5*
H22 0.1761 0.7228 0.1473 5*
H23 0.0979 0.8119 0.1383 5*
H24 0.0767 0.6122 0.0657 5*
H25 0.0152 0.6251 0.1085 5*
H26 0.1462 0.4456 0.1309 5*
H27 0.0579 0.4113 0.1330 5*
H28 0.1919 0.7825 0.3174 5*
H29 0.2411 0.7828 0.2641 5*
H30 0.1718 0.8906 0.2583 5*
H31 0.0906 0.2718 0.2549 5*
H32 0.2506 0.2894 0.3445 5*
H33 0.1825 0.1912 0.3537 5*
H34 0.2030 0.3932 0.4255 5»
H35 0.1123 0.3702 0.3822 5*
H36 0.2203 0.5618 0.3617 5*
H37 0.1286 0.5835 0.3571 5*
H38 0.1494 0.2233 0.1747 5*
H39 0.2358 0.2322 0.2280 5*
H40 0.1753 0.1161 0.2340 5*

‘Hydrogen atoms were added at idealized positions with fixed thermal parameters of 5.0 Â2 
(see text). Anisotropically refined atoms are given in the form of the isotropic equivalent 
thermal parameter defined as:
(4/3)[a2 ß (l,l) + b2 ß(2,2) + c2 ß(3,3) + ab(cos y) ß(l,2) + ac(cosß) ß(l,3) + bc(cosct) ß(2,3)]
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Table V

B o n d  d istances in ángstrom s fo r  I

Atomi Atom2 Distance

Co N1 1.989(1)
Co N2 1.951(1)
Co N3 1.960(1)
Ol N3 1.227(1)
02 N3 1.222(1)
N1 Cl 1.475(2)
N1 C3 1.491(2)
N2 C2 1.481(2)
Cl C2 1.498(2)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard 
deviations in the least significant digits

B o n d  angles in degrees fo r  I

Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Angle

N1 Co N1 180.00(9)
N1 Co N2 84.87(4)
N1 Co N2 95.13(4)
N1 Co N3 90.60(4)
N1 Co N3 89.40(4)
N2 Co N2 179.98(5)
N2 Co N3 89.40(4)
N2 Co N3 90.60(4)
N3 Co N3 180.00(8)
Co N1 Cl 107.73(8)
Co N1 C3 120.38(8)
Cl N1 C3 109.6(1)
Co N2 C2 110.73(8)
Co N3 Ol 120.70(9)
Co N3 02 120.22(9)
Ol N3 02 119.1(1)
N1 Cl C2 107.1(1)
N2 C2 Cl 106.5(1)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard 
deviations in the least significant digits
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Table V (continued)

Torsional angles in degrees fo r  1

Atomi Atom2 Atom3 > О 3 Angle Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Atom4 Angle

N2 Co N1 Cl -18.6 N1 Co N3 02 81.9
N2 Co N1 C3 -145.1 N2 Co N3 Ol -14.3
N3 Co N1 Cl 70.7 N2 Co N3 02 166.8
N3 Co N1 C3 -55.8 Co N1 Cl C2 43.2
N1 Co N2 C2 -10.2 C3 N1 Cl C2 175.9
N3 Co N2 C2 -100.8 Co N2 C2 Cl 36.3
N1 Co N3 Ol -99.1 N1 Cl C2 N2 -51.8

G enera l tem perature fa c to r  expressions -  V ’s  f o r i

Name Щ  1,1) C/(2,2) C/(3,3) 1/(1,2) C/(l,3) U ( 2,3)

Co 0.0220(2) 0.0139(2) 0.0141(2) -0.0013(2) 0.0008(2) 0.0004(2)
Cl 0.0442(6) 0.0259(4) 0.0238(4) -0.0021(5) 0 0
Ol 0.066(2) 0.0177(9) 0.047(1) 0.002(1) 0.008(1) -0.002(1)
02 0.074(2) 0.039(1) 0.036(1) 0.001(1) 0.026(1) -0.008(1)
N1 0.026(1) 0.019(1) 0.023(1) -0.002(1) -0.002(1) 0.001(1)
N2 0.032(1) 0.024(1) 0.022(1) -0.003(1) 0.001(1) 0.005(1)
N3 0.026(1) 0.022(1) 0.025(1) -0.002(1) -0.001(1) -0.004(1)
Cl 0.036(2) 0.030(2) 0.034(2) -0.000(1) -0.012(1) 0.008(1)
C2 0.046(2) 0.037(2) 0.023(1) -0.007(2) -0.010(1) 0.009(1)
C3 0.025(1) 0.043(2) 0.037(2) -0.006(2) 0.002(1) 0.003(2)

The form of the anisotropic thermal parameter is:
ехр[-2тг2{Л2а21/(1,1) + кЪЩ 2,2) + /2с2С(3,3) + 2A*abt/(l,2) + 2Wac(7(1.3) + 2*/bcC/(2,3)}],
where a, b and c are reciprocal lattice constants

H ydrogen b o n d  d istances (Â ) a n d  angles (°) fo r  I

Intramolecular
0 1 -H 6 2.113(1) N 2-H 6.....Ol 122.36(07)

Intermolecular
0 2 -H 7 2.314(1) N 2-H 7.....02 108.40(07) 02  at - x , - y , - z
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Table VI

B o n d  d istan ces in ângstrom s fo r  II

Atomi Atom2 Distance

Col N1 1.986(2)
Col N2 1.950(2)
Col N3 1.982(2)
Col N4 1.942(2)
Col N5 1.943(2)
Col N6 1.948(2)
Co2 N7 1.970(2)
Co2 N8 1.960(2)
Co2 N9 1.972(2)
Co2 N10 1.961(2)
Co2 N11 1.950(2)
Co2 N12 1.937(2)
Ol N5 1.239(2)
02 N5 1.238(2)
03 N6 1.217(2)
04 N6 1.222(2)
05 N11 1.235(2)
06 N11 1.235(2)
07 N12 1.216(2)
08 N12 1.229(2)
N1 Cl 1.483(3)
N1 C3 1.484(3)
N2 C2 1.489(3)
N3 C4 1.473(3)
N3 C6 1.490(3)
N4 C5 1.477(3)
N7 C7 1.484(3)
N7 C9 1.482(3)
N8 C8 1.492(3)
N9 CIO 1.482(3)
N9 C12 1.483(3)
N10 C ll 1.462(3)
Cl C2 1.495(3)
C4 C5 1.509(3)
C7 C8 1.498(4)
CIO C ll 1.505(3)

Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard 
deviations in the least significant digits
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Table VI (continued)

Bond angles in degrees for II

Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Angle Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Angle

N1 Col N2 84.80(7) N8 C8 C l 107.8(2)
N1 Col N3 178.61(7) N9 CIO C ll 107.5(2)
N1 Col N4 95.36(7) N10 C ll CIO 107.9(2)
N1 Col N5 90.93(7) Col N1 Cl 107.6(1)
N1 Col N6 89.86(7) Col N1 C3 121.1(2)
N2 Col N3 94.68(7) Cl N1 C3 110.7(2)
N2 Col N4 179.80(8) Col N2 C2 111.0(1)
N2 Col N5 90.09(7) Col N3 C4 108.0(1)
N2 Col N6 91.20(7) Col N3 C6 122.2(2)
N3 Col N4 85.16(8) C4 N3 C6 110.5(2)
N3 Col N5 90.36(7) Col N4 C5 110.4(1)
N3 Col N6 88.86(7) Col N5 O l 120.5(1)
N4 Col N5 89.79(7) Col N5 02 120.7(1)
N4 Col N6 88.92(7) O l N5 02 118.8(2)
N5 Col N6 178.54(8) Col N6 03 121.0(2)
N7 Co2 N8 85.76(8) Col N6 04 120.7(1)
N7 Co2 N9 179.30(7) 03 N6 04 118.3(2)
N7 Co2 N10 94.77(8) Co2 N7 Cl 109.2(2)
N7 Co2 N11 90.24(8) Co2 N7 C9 120.1(2)
N7 Co2 N12 89.49(7) C7 N7 C9 109.9(2)
N8 Co2 N9 94.63(8) Co2 N8 C8 110.1(2)
N8 Co2 ' N10 177.41(7) Co2 N9 CIO 109.1(1)
N8 Co2 N11 89.17(7) Co2 N9 C12 118.8(2)
N8 Co2 N12 91.32(7) CIO N9 C12 109.6(2)
N9 Co2 N10 84.87(8) Co2 N10 C ll 111.3(2)
N9 Co2 N11 90.34(7) Co2 N11 05 119.9(2)
N9 Co2 N12 89.92(7) Co2 N11 06 120.8(1)
N10 Co2 N11 88.29(7) 05 N11 06 119.3(2)
N10 Co2 N12 91.22(7) Co2 N12 07 120.8(2)
N11 Co2 N12 179.42(8) Co2 N12 08 120.6(2)
N3 C4 C5 106.6(2) 0 7 N12 08 118.6(2)
N4 C5 C4 106.2(2) C2 Cl N1 106.3(2)
N7 C7 C8 108.3(2) N2 C2 Cl 107.3(2)
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Table VI (continued)
Torsional angles in degrees for II

Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Atom4 Angle Atomi Atom2 Atom3 Atom4 Angle

N2 Col N1 Cl 22.0 N12 Co2 N7 C7 76.8
N2 Col N1 C3 150.7 N12 Co2 N7 C9 -51.4
N3 Col N1 Cl 90.2 N7 Co2 N8 C8 -11.7
N3 Col N1 C3 -141.0 N9 Co2 N8 C8 168.9
N4 Col NT Cl< -157.8 N10 Co2 N8 C8 90.1
N4 Col N1 C3 -29.1 N11 Co2 N8 C8 78.6
N5 Col N1 Cl - 68.0 N12 Co2 N8 C8 - 101.1
N5 Col N1 C3 60.7 N7 Co2 N9 CIO 41.5
N6 Col N1 Cl 113.3 N7 Co2 N9 C12 -85.0
N6 Col N1 C3 -118.0 N8 Co2 N9 CIO 165.3
N1 Col N2 C2 6.3 N8 Co2 N9 Cl 2 38.8
N3 Col N2 C2 -172.5 N10 Co2 N9 CIO -17.2
N4 Col N2 C2 149.0 N10 Co2 N9 Cl 2 -143.7
N5 Col N2 C2 97.2 N11 Co2 N9 CIO -105.5
N6 Col N2 C2 -83.5 N11 Co2 N9 Cl 2 128.0
N1 Col N3 C4 129.3 N12 Co2 N9 CIO 74.0
N1 Col N3 C6 -100.9 N12 Co2 N9 C12 -52.5
N2 Col N3 C4 -162.6 N7 Co2 N10 C ll 171.0
N2 Col N3 C6 -32.8 N8 Co2 N10 C ll 69.4
N4 Col N3 C4 17.3 N9 Co2 N10 C ll -9.6
N4 Col N3 C6 147.1 N11 Co2 N10 C ll 80.9
N5 Col N3 C4 -72.4 N12 Co2 N10 C ll -99.4
N5 Col N3 C6 57.3 N7 Co2 N11 05 -155.2
N6 Col N3 C4 106.3 N7 Co2 N11 06 22.3
N6 Col N3 C6 -123.9 N8 Co2 N11 05 119.1
N1 Col N4 C5 -166.5 N8 Co2 N11 06 -63.5
N2 Col N4 C5 50.8 N9 Co2 N11 05 24.4
N3 Col N4 C5 12.2 N9 Co2 N11 06 -158.1
N5 Col N4 C5 102.6 N10 Co2 N11 05 -60.4
N6 Col N4 C5 -76.8 N10 Co2 N11 06 117.1
N1 Col N5 O l 107.7 N12 Co2 N11 05 -92.7
N1 Col N5 02 -73.6 N12 Co2 N11 06 84.8
N2 Col N5 Ol 22.9 N7 Co2 N12 07 95.1
N2 Col N5 02 -158.4 N7 Co2 N12 08 -84.4
N3 Col N5 O l -71.7 N10 Co2 N12 07 0.3
N3 Col N5 02 106.9 N10 Co2 N12 08 -179.2
N4 Col N5 O l -156.9 N11 Co2 N12 07 32.6
N4 Col N5 02 21.8 N11 Co2 N12 08 -146.9
N6 Col N5 O l -129.3 Col N1 Cl C2 -45.4
N6 Col N5 02 49.4 C3 N1 Cl C2 -179.8
N1 Col N6 03 17.2 Col N2 C2 Cl -33.0
N1 Col N6 04 -162.8 Col N3 C4 C5 -42.3
N2 Col N6 03 102.0 C6 N3 C4 C5 -178.4
N2 Col N6 04 -78.0 Col N4 C5 C4 -38.2
N3 Col N6 03 -163.4 Co2 N7 C l C8 37.7
N3 Col N6 04 16.7 C9 N7 C l C8 171.4
N4 Col N6 03 -78.2 Co2 N8 C8 C l 35.1
N4 Col N6 04 101.8 N8 Co2 N12 0 7 -179.1
N5 Col N6 03 -105.8 N8 Co2 N12 08 1.3
N5 Col N6 04 74.2 N9 Co2 N12 0 7 -84.5
N8 Co2 N7 C l -14.6 N9 Co2 N12 08 96.0
N8 Co2 N7 C9 -142.8 Co2 N9 CIO C ll 39.7
N9 Co2 N7 C l 109.3 C12 N9 CIO C ll 171.3
N9 Co2 N7 C9 -18.9 Co2 N10 C ll CIO 33.9
N10 Co2 N7 C l 168.0 N1 Cl C2 N2 50.9
N10 Co2 N7 C9 39.8 N3 C4 C5 N4 52.4
N11 Co2 N7 C l -103.7 N7 C l C8 N8 -47.4
N11 Co2 N7 C9 128.1 N9 CIO C ll N10 -47.7
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Table VI (continued)

General temperature factor expressions -  V ’sforll

Name £/(1Д) (7(2,2) £/(3,3) £/(1,2) ££(1,3) £/(2,3)

Col 0.0275(2) 0.0281(3) 0.0219(2) 0.0052(3) 0.0088(2) 0.0012(3)
Co2 0.0198(2) 0.0263(3) 0.0336(3) - 0.0010(2) 0.0098(2) -0.0032(3)
Cll 0.0476(7) 0.0693(9) 0.0558(7) -0.0018(7) 0.0144(6) 0.0070(7)
C12 0.0476(6) 0.0667(9) 0.0697(8) -0.0199(7) 0.0157(6) -0.0031(8)
O l 0.051(2) 0.063(2) 0.031(2) 0.011(2) - 0.001(1) 0.005(2)
02 0.067(2) 0.065(2) 0.033(1) 0.012(2) 0.024(1) 0.001(2)
03 0.061(2) 0.081(3) 0.032(2) - 0.020(2) 0.001(2) - 0.001(2)
04 0.084(2) 0.076(2) 0.030(2) -0.028(2) 0.024(1) 0.003(2)
05 0.035(1) 0.047(2) 0.074(2) -0.009(2) 0.026(1) 0.005(2)
06 0.027(1) 0.048(2) 0.070(2) 0.009(2) 0.012(1) 0.005(2)
07 0.024(1) 0.099(3) 0.052(2) - 0.010(2) 0.006(1) - 0.010(2)
08 0.033(1) 0.111(3) 0.052(2) -0.004(2) 0.025(1) -0.018(2)
Owl 0.095(3) 0.065(3) 0.135(4) -0.004(3) 0.012(3) -0.026(3)
Ow2 0.074(2) 0.118(4) 0.058(2) 0.021(3) 0.020(2) 0.020(2)
Ow3 0.058(2) 0.083(3) 0.065(2) 0.001(2) 0.002(2) -0.006(2)
Ow4 0.147(3) 0.127(4) 0.150(3) 0.032(3) 0.108(2) 0.022(3)
N1 0.029(2) 0.036(2) 0.031(2) 0.003(2) 0.010(1) 0.004(2)
N2 0.027(2) 0.036(2) 0.031(2) 0.007(2) 0.006(1) 0.000(2)
N3 0.037(2) 0.032(2) 0.031(2) - 0.000(2) 0.014(1) - 0.002(2)
N4 0.037(2) 0.036(2) 0.035(2) 0.011(2) 0.018(1) 0.004(2)
N5 0.051(2) 0.031(2) 0.028(2) 0.000(2) 0.014(1) 0.001(2)
N6 0.036(2) 0.035(2) 0.027(2) 0.008(2) 0.009(1) 0.001(2)
N7 0.034(2) 0.028(2) 0.059(2) - 0.000(2) 0.019(2) 0.001(2)
N8 0.029(2) 0.045(2) 0.035(2) -0.004(2) 0.010(1) -0.005(2)
N9 0.029(2) 0.028(2) 0.045(2) 0.001(2) 0.012(1) 0.000(2)
N10 0.028(2) 0.050(2) 0.039(2) -0.003(2) 0.014(1) - 0.011(2)
N11 0.026(2) 0.031(2) 0.044(2) -0.003(2) 0.012(1) -0.008(2)
N12 0.026(2) 0.037(2) 0.042(2) - 0.000(2) 0.012(1) -0.004(2)
Cl 0.048(2) 0.028(2) 0.039(2) 0.004(2) 0.012(2) 0.003(2)
C2 0.043(2) 0.035(3) 0.042(2) 0.010(2) 0.008(2) -0.003(2)
C3 0.042(2) 0.061(3) 0.059(3) -0.003(3) 0.027(2) 0.000(3)
C4 0.071(3) 0.029(3) 0.048(2) - 0.002(2) 0.034(2) - 0.002(2)
C5 0.063(2) 0.038(3) 0.063(3) 0.022(2) 0.040(2) 0.018(2)
C6 0.045(3) 0.051(3) 0.063(3) -0.009(3) 0.002(3) -0.001(3)
C7 0.066(3) 0.045(3) 0.072(3) 0.005(3) 0.029(2) 0.022(3)
C8 0.057(3) 0.078(4) 0.040(2) 0.018(3) 0.013(2) 0.018(3)
C9 0.048(3) 0.032(3) 0.100(4) - 0.010(2) 0.014(3) -0.008(3)
CIO 0.043(2) 0.045(3) 0.052(3) 0.003(2) 0.012(2) 0.017(2)
C ll 0.046(3) 0.065(3) 0.041(2) -0.002(3) 0.014(2) 0.011(3)
C12 0.058(3) 0.036(3) 0.073(3) 0.010(2) 0.027(2) -0.006(3)

The form of the anisotropic thermal parameter is:
exp[-2ir2{A2a2[/(l,l) + к*ЬЩ2,2) + Р сЩ  3,3) + 2ШЬ£/(1,2) + 2Л/ас£/(1,3) + 2ИЬсС/(2,3)}], 
where a, b and c are reciprocal lattice constants
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Table VI (continued)

Hydrogen bond distances (Â) and angles (°) for II

Intramolecular
C12-H27 2.281(1) N8-H27....C12 174.17(11)
0 1 -H 7 2.168(2) N 2-H 7....Ol 121.24(11)
0 2 -H 1 7 2.130(2) N4-H17....02 123.20(11)
0 3 - H I 2.054(2) N1 -  H I....03 131.13(12)
04 -H 11 1.996(2) N3-H11....04 132.57(11)
05 -H 31 2.193(2) N9-H31....05 120.60(11)
0 6 -H 21 2.187(2) N7-H21....06 121.46(12)
0 7 -H 3 6 2.187(2) N10-H36...O7 117.72(11)
0 8 -H 1 7 2.177(2) N4-H17....08 130.82(11)
0 8 -H 2 6 2.178(2) N8-H26....08 118.51(11)

Intermolecular
Cll -  Hw3 2.309(1) Ow2-Hw3...Cll 145.58(10) Ow2 at 1 —x, -1/2+y, 1/ 2 - z
C12 -  Hwl 2.328(1) Owl-Hwl...C12 168.02(15) Owl at -X, -1/2+y, 1/ 2 -z
C12 -  Hw4 2.176(1) Ow2-Hw4...C12 168.56(11) Ow2 at - X ,  -1/2+y, 1/2-z
C12-Hw8 2.260(1) Ow4-Hw8...C12 170.71(15) Ow4 at -1+x, 1/2-y, -1/2+z
05-H 21 2.145(2) N7-H21....05 135.23(12) N7 at - X ,  -1/2+y, 1/2-z
06-H 31 2.262(2) N9-H31....06 134.52(11) N9 at - X ,  1/2+y, 1/2-z
0 7 -H 7 2.165(2) N 2-H 7....07 131.94(11) N2 at 1 —X ,  1/2+y, 1/2-z
Owl -  Hw6 1.819(2) Ow3 -  Hw6...0wl 148.18(12) Ow3 at 1 —X ,  1 —y, 1 —z
Ow3-H16 2.063(2) N4-H16,...Ow3 146.06(11) N4 at 1 —X ,  -1/2+y, 1/ 2 - z

Discussion

Figure 1 shows the stereochemistry of the meso cations in I, sitting at inversion 
centers, as indicated by labelling the unique atoms only. As depicted in Fig. 1, N1 is S 
while N2 is R. The torsional angle N 1-C 1-C 2-N 2  is -51.8°; consequently, the two 
en rings are, respectively, X and Ô; and, unlike the (RR, or SS) enantiomers; (see 
below) the methyl groups are on opposite sides of the basal plane and occupy 
nitrogen positions which are also Irans to one another. Such a stereochemical 
arrangement is a favorable one for these meso cations since, by orienting the nitro 
oxygens properly, they can (1) form reasonably strong intracationic hydrogen bonds 
with the -  NH2 hydrogens [3] of the basal plane, and (2) stay out of the way of the 
methyl groups -  both of which are desirable conditions. Note that since the N- 
methylated nitrogens are better Lewis bases than the -N H 2 amino groups, their 
single proton should be more acidic than those on -N H 2 moieties; yet, the - N 0 2 
oxygens do not form bonds in this isomer (see below) with those hydrogens since, 
were they to do so, they would run into steric hindrance from the -  CH3 substituents 
on the opposite side of the basal plane. Moreover, given the trans nature of the two 
-  NHMe groups, there would only be one hydrogen bond possible per -  N 0 2 ligand;
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e.g., one oxygen of -  N 02 would be unable to form a hydrogen bond. Clearly this is 
unacceptable to the cations, since, by hydrogen bonding to the -N H 2 hydrogens, 
each - N 0 2 oxygen can form a separate hydrogen bond while avoiding steric 
hindrance with the -  CH3 substituents.

Fig. 1. A general view of the cation and anion present in the asymmetric unit of I. Note that only 
one half of the atoms are labelled, that the conformation at N 1-C 1-C 2-N 2  is X while 
the other ring is 6, that N1 is S (Co>Cl>C3) while N1’ is, by symmetry, R, since the 
cation is located at an inversion center. Finally, note the orientation of the planes of the 
two - N 0 2 ligands: each has oxygens oriented to as to make a pair of hydrogen bonds 
with the - N H 2 hydrogens (H 6, H 6 ’, H 7  and H 7’). Thus, the expected intercationic 
hydrogen bonds will be heavily influence by the fact that the intracationic interactions 
place specific demands on the orientation of the -  N 0 2 oxygens

Figure 2 shows the conformation and configuration of the two independent 
cations in I I  and the fact that the en rings of Col are 68, while those of Co2 are XX. 
The -  CH3 substituents are on nitrogens trans to each other across the basal plane. 
N1 is R, N3 is R, N7 is S and N9 is S, as can readily be ascertained use of the Cahn, 
Ingold and Prelog Rules e.g., the priority sequence is Co > -  CH2 -  CH2 -  NH2 > CH3. 
Col and Co2, the components of the pair are linked to one another by hydrogen 
bonds to the Cl- anions and the waters of crystallization, as shown in the figure. 
Note that there is a string composed of Ow 4-C12-O wl-Ow3 and that another 
string can be defined by C12-Ow2-Cll, etc.... These hydrogen bonds are described 
in the bond tables.
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0w2

Fig. 2. A view of the asymmetric unit in II. Here the two cations, two anions and the four waters of 
crystallization present in the asymmetric unit are shown in their most convenient location to 
display their hydrogen bonded interactions. Note that there is a complex hydrogen bonded 
interaction between waters and anions, leading to the formation of strings, such as 
Ow4-  C12-  Owl -  Ow3 and C12-Ow2-Cll. Moreover, the Cl- anions are bonded to the 
-N H 2 hydrogens (e.g., C12....H27 = 2.281 Â, etc... see tables of hydrogen bonds)

Another feature depicted in Fig. 2 concerning the cations labelled Col and Co2 
of compound II is the fact the -  CH3 substituents are now on the same side of the 
basal plane nitrogens; consequently, it is not surprising that in each cation, the 
oxygens of one -  N 0 2 form hydrogen bonds with the hydrogen of a pair of secondary 
nitrogens. In the case of Col, 03  and 04  form such bonds while in the case of Co2, it 
is 05  and 06. The oxygens of the other two - N 0 2 ligands have to be content with 
forming hydrogen bonds to the primary hydrogens on the -  NH2 moieties.

Since in the racemic compound II, the orientation of the plane of the - N 0 2 
ligands, with respect to the basal plane, differs from that found in I, it is not 
surprising that the packing of the ions in the unit cell must differ. Note, for example 
that whereas I is anhydrous, II contains four waters of crystallization in the 
asymmetric unit. The reason for these differences will become apparent when we 
discuss the packing behavior of the two isomers and how such packing differences are 
the result of the orientation of the - N 0 2 paddles; which, in turn, have their 
stereochemistry dictated by the available hydrogen bonds mentioned above.
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Packing in the cells o f I and II -  similarities and differences

In order to properly describe the packing of the contents of the unit cell of 
compound I, we need to resort to three separate figures (Figs 3, 4 and 5). Figure 3 
shows the packing along the c-direction which clearly depicts the fact that this is a 
layer structure consisting of cation layers linked by chlorides lying at zeolitic-like 
cages formed by the cation layers. Note that the holes on the lower right and the 
upper left sides of the unit cell are empty. The walls of these holes are lined by 
- N 0 2 oxygens and are either too small to accommodate waters of hydration; or, 
more likely, cannot accommodate waters due to the repulsion between -  N 0 2 oxygen 
and water oxygen non-bonded pairs.

Fig. 3. Packing of the ions in the unit cell of I. Note that the lattice is made up of hydrogen 
bonded layers of cations and anionsand that the chloride anions are located in pockets 
created by cationic cages. These cages result from hydrogen bonded interactions between 
- N 0 2 oxygens and -N H 2 hydrogens, which can clearly be observed just below the upper 
and lower right corners of the cell. For a clearer view of the hydrogen bonds, see Fig. 4

Figure 4 shows the same c-projection as in Fig. 3; however, in order to simplify 
the diagram, we removed all the C -H  containing fragments from the cation, and 
show only the Co, N and H (belonging to N) atoms. Note in the lower left and upper 
right sides of the cell that the holes are lined up with N -  H hydrogens and the holes 
filled with Cl- anions. One can also notice that the lower right and upper left holes 
are lined with -  N 0 2 oxygens, that there is relatively little space in the holes, and that 
inserting one or more waters in such holes may result in hydrogen bonding 
(О -H ....O -N  bonds). However, any orientation of a water molecule producing
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favorable hydrogen bonds with - N 0 2 oxygens will likely result in H20 ....0 2- N -
non-bonded pair repulsions. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the same fragments as in Fig. 4, but 
viewed along the а -direction. Here the layers of cations and anions are, once more 
readily discerned, while at the same time once can see the interionic hydrogen bonds 
between cation N -H  hydrogens and the Cl-  anions. This is particularly striking in 
the upper left portion of the diagram (the smallest atoms shown are the hydrogens).

Fig. 4. In this packing diagram of I, the orientation of the cell is the same as in Fig. 3 e.g., an 
approximate űí>-projection. The two figures differ by the fact that all C -H  containing 
fragments were removed from the cations in order to show the hydrogen bonds as celarly 
as possible. Hydrogens are the smallest circles, and once can see, specially in the upper 
right and lower left portions of the cell that the chlorides are in cavities which are lined up 
by -N H  -hydrogens, to which they are bonded. Note further that the cavities in the lower 
right and upper left portions of the cell, the walls are lined with -  N 0 2 oxygens

It is clear that the orientation of the -  N 0 2 ligands above and below the basal 
plane of I, directed by the agency of hydrogen bonds, results in the packing described 
above. The changes in packing introduced by the inversion of the chirality at M e-N  
in molecules of II, we now describe the packing in the unit cell of that compound.
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Fig. 5. A ci-projection of the unit cell of I. Here the C -H  fragmets have also been removed 
from the cation and, note that certain - N 0 2 oxygens are oriented towards the anions. 
This is particularly notable on the lower left portion of the unit cell

Figure 6 shows the packing the cations, anions and waters of hydration in the 
unit cell of II as viewed along the b-direction which shows that layers of cations are 
separated by layers of Cl-  anions and waters of crystallization. The ab-planes, at the 
left and right sides of the figure, clearly show the layers of halides and waters. Figure 
7 shows the layers of halides and waters more clearly since, in this figure, we omitted 
the cations and plotted two unit cells along the a- and c-directions, and one along b. 
The holes occupied by the cations are very obvious in this figure. Alternately, we can 
describe this figure as showing the holes created in the lattice by the ensemble of 
hydrogen bonded cations. Here, unlike in I the cations form strong hydrogen bonds 
among one another (see Table of hydrogen bonds) and cages are formed in which 
the halides and waters are accommodated in the fashion depicted in Fig. 7. Thus, the 
flipping of the methyl group at the N of the M e-N  moieties causes not only strong 
intramolecular rearrangements within the cations; but, concomitantly, these cause 
major changes in the size and nature of the species filling the holes defined by the 
cationic lattices present in I and II.
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Fig. 6. An ac-projection of the unit cell of II. Note the cavities formed by the cations, and in 
which the chlorides and waters of crystallization are found. This feature is best observed 
in Fig. 7, in which the cations have been left out altogether

Fig. 7. The same ac-projection as in Fig. 6, with cations omitted. Note that this display mode 
allows us to observe the fact that anions and waters form clearly defined layers located in 
the be-plane

We feel it is remarkable that the inversion of chirality at a single atom of these 
two molecules can cause such a dramatic change in composition of the crystals and in 
the packing of the lattice contents. It would seem that these observations are in line 
with the demonstrated stereochemical interests of Professor Kitaigorodskii; at least 
we hope so.
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The development of electrochemical processes requires practical and realistic models 
for the reactor for simulation and design. This paper describes procedures for modelling 
electrochemical reactions and reactors which involve heterogeneous reaction, homogeneous 
chemical reaction and diffusional mass transport. The analysis of multiple electrochemical 
reactions with general order is presented. Electrochemical kinetics are irreversible and defined 
by the Tafel equation. Mass transport phenomena, defined by way of film mass transfer 
coefficients, are an integral feature of the model. The importance of reaction order, Tafel 
slope, electrode potential and mass transport is highlighted.

The models for systems with fast or slow chemical reactions can be applied to any 
combination of first order reaction processes utilising standard numerical routines for the 
solution of initial value differential equation. The reactor types considered are either batch, 
plug flow, dynamic continuous stirred tanks and recycle. Operation with either potentiostatic, 
galvanostatic or constant cell voltage control is described.

Introduction

Electrochemical reactions frequently involve steps which are classified as 
chemical. The rate at which these chemical steps occur relative to electrochemical 
steps and mass transport processes will generally determine the approach to the 
modelling of the overall process. It is possible to classify the processes into three 
types depending upon the relative rates of the rate processes; electrochemical, 
chemical and mass transport.

The first category (I) may be considered as fast reactions, where chemical steps 
are confined to the electrode -  electrolyte interface and are either considered as 
occurring "simultaneously" with electrochemical reaction or are subjected to the 
stationary state approximation.

The second category (II) may be considered as moderately fast, in which 
chemical steps are slow enough to occur away from the electrode in mass transport
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(diffusion) films and possibly partially in the bulk electrolyte. Thus chemical steps 
and mass transport can have comparable rates and occur simultaneously.

The third category (III) can be considered as slow in which the chemical 
reactions are relatively slow in comparison to other processes and often 
electrochemical steps and mass transport are in competition.

In principle the second category is the truly general case where in the limit of 
fast chemical reaction, category I processes occur and in the limit of slow chemical 
reaction, category III processes occur.

The purpose of this paper is to consider the mathematical modelling 
approaches which can be considered for these three categories and also where the 
methods overlap. The first section considers general order, surface electrochemical 
reaciicns which may involve fast chemical reaction at the electrode surface. The types 
of reactor considered are either batch or plug flow and both potentiostatic and 
galvanostatic operation are addressed.

Electrolytic oxidation or reduction frequently proceeds with current efficiency 
and yield less than 100%, due to limitations in the range of electrode potential for 
operation, mass transport and materials, and additional competitive and/or 
consecutive reaction paths. Such paths may or may not be well defined kinetically. 
Recourse to appropriate approximations such as the pseudo steady state assumption 
may be adopted to simplify the overall reaction scheme. The outcome of which may 
yield schemes consisting of either multiple competing steps or consecutive steps. In 
view of this, such reaction schemes are considered here. The interaction of mass 
transport with electrode processes is treated through the use of liquid film mass 
transfer coefficients. The analysis may be used to obtain intrinsic kinetic data or used 
for process reaction simulation.

Procedures for the simulation of coupled chemical and electrochemical 
reactions with diffusional mass transfer are described. The chemical reactions are 
fast and have comparable rates to that of diffusion. Using as examples the E.C-E. 
and E.C.E. reactions, the behaviour of batch, plug flow, dynamic CSTR’s and recycle 
reactors operated under potentiostatic, galvanostatic and constant voltage operation 
is described. The method is applicable to many industrial systems where an excess 
supporting electrolyte is used and the analysis of only one electrode region is 
acceptable. There have been several mathematical models of this type of reaction 
system [1-11] but very few are in a form which allow them to be easily used in 
reactor design. The solution to the model is achieved using a combined analytical and 
numerical procedure. The latter is achieved here using commercial software [12].
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Electrochemical reaction rate expressions

Electrode processes can generally consist of sets of independent, parallel and 
series reactions and thus the basic reaction models for these types of processes are 
introduced here. For convenience the case of cathodic reduction alone is considered. 

For the irreversible reaction

A + /ije —'i— В (1)

the rate expression for a high potential field approximation is adopted which can be 
written in a simplified form as

i1/ n 1F = A:n (CAs)mi , (2)

where /Cfi-fci exp( -  ß£), with ß a constant which describes the potential dependency 
of the rate constant and E  = electrode potential and CAS is the surface concentration.

The rate of reaction at an electrode surface is also governed by mass transport, 
which can conveniently be defined through the use of a mass transfer coefficient кц^ 
for diffusing species A as

*i = « if ^la [ca - cas] . (3)

where CA is the bulk reactant concentration. Eliminating surface concentration 
between (2) and (3) gives

h  / n l FkLA + (fi/ni Fkfi)1/mi = CA (mx* 0) . (4)

Dependent irreversible parallel reactions

For the parallel reaction scheme

A + пге —h—». в
A + n2e —,2-* R , (5)

the reactions rates are written in terms of mass transport as

0 l /nlF) + ('2/«2F) = *LA(CA - CAS) (6)

and in terms of kinetics according to Eq. (2).
From these Eqs (2) and (6) the reaction rates are expressed in terms of 

measurable quantities, i.e. the bulk concentration of A

i l /nxF + 0 1A11Fkfl)m2/ rm kf2 + ( ii /n jF A fl)! /« « ^  = . (7)
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Series electrochemical reactions (irreversible)

For a series reaction of the type

A + /2je —й-+ В ,
B + /i2e - 12-* С , (8)

the reaction rate for the first step is given by Eq. (4). The reaction rate for the second 
step is given by

i2 /  n2F = k(2 (CBs)m2 (9)

and the steady state approximation at the electrode surface is given by

Oi /  *tF) -  («2 /  n2F) = kLB (CBS-C B) . (10)

Combining Eqs (9) and (10) gives the reaction rate for step two of the sequence in 
terms of the measurable bulk concentration of В as

h  /  n 2¥ k iM  +  (*2 /  n 2F  * ß ) 1/m2 = h  /  « i f ^ l b  +  C B • ( H )

For a first order reaction this becomes

h / n2^ = (кп.Св + ^ ' i /« iF^lb) / кп /кьв) • (I2)

Models for multiple electrochemical reactions

The analysis considers either a batch reactor or a plug flow reactor of electrode 
area per unit volume, a. It is assumed, during operation, that the local variation of 
electrode potential in the plug flow reactor is negligible. The characteristic variable in 
operation is either the batch reaction time or reactor residence time, t. It is also 
assumed that only one electrode influences reactor operation and that constant 
volume, isothermal conditions prevail.

Consider reactor operation with selected reaction models of the previous 
section, to illustrate behaviour.

Tafel reaction

For a single reaction the design equation can be written as

-dC A/ d i  = ai1/ n 1 F . (13)
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By differentiating (4) and combining with (13) (during potentiostatic operation 
the rate constant k(l is fixed) to eliminate c A. the resultant expression can be 
integrated with an initial current i10, to give the variation of current density during 
electrolysis as

(1 A l)InO'i/ho) + (lA n)1/mi {[(iyn&Q-m)/™ -
-  0'ioAlF)(1_mi)/mi)] / ( 1- " Il)} = at . (14)

By combining (14) with (4), the variation of reactant (and product) concentration 
with time can be obtained.

Typical concentration-time characteristics for single Tafel reactions with 
different reaction orders are given in Fig. 1. The wide variation in response for 
reactions of different order operating under similar conditions of mass transport is 
seen. Higher order reactions exhibit the expected faster drop in concentration and a 
greater dependency on mass transport (see Fig. la).

For reactions which are not first order, deviation from the linear relationship 
between log(CA/CA0) versus time is seen (Fig. lb), for conditions of mixed kinetic 
and mass transport control.

The analysis of a single Tafel reaction during potentiostatic operation can be 
applied to any number of independent reactions, governed by the criterion that the 
total current iT is given by

»X = 2 1 . (15)

For a typical situation of simultaneous solvent decomposition, Fig. 2a shows 
the typical effect of mass transport on the current efficiency for a Tafel reaction 
accompanied by simultaneous solvent decomposition under kinetic control. For half 
order reactions, decreasing the rate of mass transport produces a relatively small 
drop in current efficiency in comparison to that for a second order reaction. The fall 
in current efficiency is more pronounced at high conversions. The anticipated effect 
of a decrease in current efficiency when electrode potential is increased is shown in 
Fig. 2b, for a half order reaction, for example copper deposition. Performance is 
particularly influenced by the relative values of ß for the competing reactions. In this 
instance, the value of ß for solvent decomposition is greater than that of the Tafel 
reaction and as such increasing the electrode potential favours the solvent 
decomposition reaction.
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(a)

(b)

Key

(a) kL (ms-1)
mi

IO"4 IO-* ю -6  10-5 ю -s ю -s 10-4 10-« 5x10-5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 2 2 2 2

(b) kn (m/s(mol/m3)ml) 10~4 5x10 4 2x10 5 5x10 5
/Mj 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Fig. 1. Concentration-time curves for a Tafel reaction; CAO=1000 mol m 3. a) The effect of mass 
transport, /cfl = IO-5 ((m/s(mol/m3) - ml); b) The effort of kinetic and mass transport control,

fcL = 10_5 ( m s 1)
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Fig. 2. Variation of point current efficiency with reactant concentration for a Tafel reaction with 
simultaneous solvent decomposition. CAO = 1000 mol m~3, £n = 10 ~7 exp (10E), m s -1 (mol m ”3)1““ 1, 

/tfh = 2 xlO 8 exp (15E) m s _1 for solvent decomposition, n l =nil.
(a) The effect of mass transport E  = 0.46 V; (b) The effect of electrode potential; kL = 10 *5 ms ~1
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The treatment of general order reaction with mass transport resistance involve 
non linear equations relating current density with concentration (Eq. (4)). With more 
complex reaction schemes this non-linearity may prevent analytical solutions to the 
current and concentration time responses as shown in the next section.

Multiple electrochemical reactions

Reactor design equations for a general three component series reaction are

-dC A/df = a /j/n jF  , (16)

dCB/dr = a ( i j n l¥ - i 2/n2¥) , (17)

with an overall material balance assuming only A initially present in the feed

C A0 =  CA  +  C B +  Cc  • ( 18)

The variation of reactant concentration CA is as described in the analysis of a single 
Tafel reaction. The concentration of intermediate product CB can be obtained 
through the combination of Eqs (13) and (17) to give

dCB/dCA = nx i2/n2 íj - 1 . (19)

This, in general, will require numerical solution. Analytical solutions can be 
obtained for first order reactions (see Table I) and zero order reactions.

Table I

Product yield equations for general order series in the absence o f mass transport limitations 
and for first order reactions

Reaction order Cb/C Ao

т 1- т 2=2 i(CA/C Ao)[l -  (Сл/СА0У1\} /  {(Са/С аоУ>1(1 +л ) -  (1 -P i)}  
Pi = (1+4*п/*п)1/*

m l =2, m 2= 1 [ -  l /у +АГ1п (у) /  exp (у) + 2 r'=i (KyY/(r.r\ exp (у)]У Ао/ А
y= cA/ c A0,K = kt2j k nc A0 у- 1

m 1=m2=0.5 •п (ÇaJCAo) = -  ln (р2-К р  +1) 
( - Ж /q) {tan-1 ((7p-K )/q) -  tan-1 (-K /q )}  
P =Cb^ / C ao. K=kf2/k„, q = (4 -Ю уП  (K<2)

m l =m2=l { G W A lbV Í T - ^ }  {expl - a t /Y J  -  exp(-a t/Y f))  
where y ^ l /^ L A + !/*„, Y2= l/k LB + l / k a
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When mass transport limitations are absent, the variation of reactant 
concentration for non first order reaction is in this case

CA(1- mi)-C A0(1- mi) = - (1  - m x)akn t . (20)

Analytical solutions of Eq. (19) are obtained when m 2= 1 and when m 2=m1 and are 
presented in Table I.
Typical variations in intermediate product yield for second order, half order and first 
order reactions are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of reactant concentration or 
fractional conversion. The expected characteristic of irreversible series reactions, that 
is intermediate product concentration going through a maximum, is seen in all cases. 
This maximum is greater the lower the order of reaction and the greater the ratio

Key a b  c d e f  g h  i

m 1 2 2 2 2 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
m 2 3 2 2 2 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
k n / k [ 2 1 0.1 10 0.5 5 1 10 5 0.66

Fig. 3. Yield versus conversion characteristics for a series reaction. The effect of the rate constant ratio;
CAo = 100 mol m -3
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of kfi/kfä. The influence of poorer mass transport on the performance of series 
reactions can lower the amount of intermediate product attainable, thus favouring 
reaction to the final product C. Current efficiency is also reduced.

Galvanostatic operation

The application of constant current is generally the preferred mode of 
industrial operation of electrochemical reactors. The variation of product yields and 
current efficiencies for this operational mode are generally different to those of 
potentiostatic operation. The computation of such factors from the reactor models 
generally requires numerical solution except for general order kinetics with the 
following assumptions

a) Mass transport limitations are negligible.
b) Tafel slopes of competitive reactions are equal.

Analytical model solutions

Independent reactions. For two independent reactions

A —*ie-» В 
C —'"*-*• D ,

operating at a constant current density, it is known that the concentration of total 
reactants decreases linearly with time according to the expression

(Cco-Cc) + n\ /nз(^ао—Ça) = a !t f/«3F > (21)
where the subscript 0 denotes initial concentration.

The selectivity of this system is obtained from the reactor equations for both 
reactant species as

dCA/dCc = kn CAm /k n Cc™ , (22)

which integrates to

CA( l - mi)-CA0(l-mi) = k fl/kf2[(l - m l ) / ( 1 -m 3)][Cc(l-m3)-Cco( l - m3)] . (23)

Combining (21) and (23) will allow the determination of reactant conversions 
and current efficiencies as a function of time.

Parallel reactions. For the parallel reaction scheme defined in the section 
"Dependent irreversible parallel reactions" the reactor design equations for species В 
and C are

5 9 0  SCOTT: THE MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS AND REACTORS
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dCB/dt = aiJn-^F ,
dCR/di = . (24)

These combine and integrate to give

« lCB + «2CR = aiT t /F  , (25)

assuming zero initial concentrations of В and R.
With the restriction of mass transport limitations lifted, the analysis is 

analogous to the classic chemical reaction analysis of parallel reactions, which can be 
solved in the time independent mode from

CB = f a  [ f e Af2)CAmi- m2l / [1 + (k{l/kn)CAm'~ mi\ dCA , (26)
'■'A

assuming zero initial concentration of B. From this, a number of solutions have been 
obtained for various combinations of reaction orders and are given in Table II. It is 
clear from these expressions that for reactions with m 1^ m 2, product yield and 
selectivity depend on the conversion of reactant and its initial concentration, as well 
as the ratio of kinetic constants and hence electrode potential (when Tafel slopes are 
not equal).

Table II

Product concentration versus reactant concentration equations for parallel reactions 
without mass transport limitations

R eaction  orders CB

/ » 1  = 1, m2 = 2 
(отт1-т2= - 1 )

(*пАп)1п {(*пЛа+CM)/{kn/ka+C'a)}

/ » 1  =  2, m2=1 
( o r m 1- m 2 = l )

^ A 0  ~CA~ (knJktÙ *n  {(kn/kn + t - A o ) /(kn/kn + C’a ) }

/»1 = 1, m2 = 0.5 
(o r  m1-m2 = 0.5)

C a o  -  CA - 2(А и / * п ) ( С а о 1/ 2 - С л 1/ 2)

+ 2(кп/кп)2 ln { (1  + (*пАв)Са01/2)/(1 + (кп/кп)£л1/2)}

m1 = 0.5, m2=l 
(o r  ml-m2= - 0 .5 )

2(kn / k n) (C A04 2 - C A U 2 -

- i k n / k t2 )^ { {C A^ k n / k D) / { C t } l 2^ k n / k t2) }

m1=m2 (1-Ca/CA0)/(1+W%)

With the the assumptions of ßj = ß2, the variation in the concentration of В is 
as described in the potentiostatic analysis with the ratio k{1/ k n  replaced by k1/k 2-
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Series reactions. For the three component series reaction described in this 
section the reactor design equations can be combined and integrated to give

CB + {l+nx/n2)(CA0- C A) = - a i T t /n2F . (27)

With the assumptions of the galvanostatic analysis the equations obtained in the 
analysis of potentiostatic operation (Eq. (20) and Table I) can be applied.

To illustrate galvanostatic operation, the typical performance of a series 
reaction scheme with half order steps is presented in Fig. 4. Comparison is made with 
potentiostatic operation, (the initial current = iT for galvanostatic operation) where 
as expected the rate of production of intermediate В is slower for potentiostatic 
operation as the total current falls due to reactant depletion.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the performance of a series reaction during galvanostatic and potentiostatic 
operation; = 100 mol m -3, Ärn = 10-6 m s_1 (mol m -3)0-5; m 1 =m2 = 0.5. Values of kn/k n  on figure.

Solid lines: galvonstatic, T=a iTt/nFCA0. Dashed lines: potentiostatic, T=akat/CA01/2, a = 10.
Variation of electrode potential during galvanostatic operation a: ka/k a =10', b: kn/k a -2

Assumption (a) of the galvanostatic analysis indirectly implies a limited range 
of electrode potential for operation. Excessive rise in electrode potential may 
indicate that mass transport limitations become significant or solvent decomposition 
occurs. By determining this potential variation -  typical values are shown in Fig. 4 -  
the range of validity of the analysis may be assessed.
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Numerical solutions

The previous section has illustrated the modelling of electrochemical reactions 
for limiting situations where analytical solutions are possible. In these the product 
yield versus conversion behaviour is essentially similar to that for potentiostatic 
operation (e.g. Table II) whilst variations in yield and current efficiencies are 
different to those for potentiostatic operation. Generally to assess the reactor 
performance a numerical approach should preferably be adopted in the solution of 
the reactor design equations. This will enable the influence of mass transport, general 
order kinetics and different B utler-Volmer type kinetic equations to be considered. 
The numerical method(s) involves the calculation of the electrode potential and its 
variation with time, or space time, from either the current balance for the reactor or 
from the voltage balance for the reactor if constant cell voltage operation is 
considered. In, for example galvanostatic operation, i.e. a time invariable total 
current is specified

lT = Sj" /j = function(E,CbC2,...) , (28)

which is a function of electrode potential and the concentration of reactants. 
Therefore as concentrations change the solution of the current balance will give the 
electrode potential and thus electrochemical rate constant.

The solution to the overall reactor model will combine this solution method 
with the reactor material balances. Two possible approaches to this solution method 
are possible.

i) When the reactor balances are solved as an analytical solution, in the case of 
fixed values of electrochemical constants (i.e., constant E  or potentiostatic 
operation) these may be used directly. In this the current balance (30) is used to 
solve for the initial potential from the initial conditions of concentration etc. The 
overall integration time range is divided into a number of time increments. Starting 
at the initial condition the analytical model is applied in each time increment to 
obtain the change in concentration over that time and thus the concentration values 
for the next increment start point. At the beginning of each time increment the 
current balance is solved to give the new value of electrode potential for that 
increment. This incremental iterative procedure is then repeated until the desired 
end point is reached.

ii) The more general case solves the reactor material balance numerically using 
for example Runge-K utta or Euler integration. As in i) the integration range is
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divided into small time increments and solution of the current balance is used to set 
the electrode potential in each time increment. This numerical procedure is used to 
analyse the behaviour of a series electrochemical reaction.

In this system the series electrochemical reactions are accompanied by a 
secondary reaction, hydrogen evolution. The conditions of this system are given in 
Fig. 5. The formation of the intermediate product shows the anticipated rise to a 
maximum concentration, at which point there is a significant formation of by
product. The variation of by-product is a measure of the current inefficiency in the 
absence of hydrogen evolution. The overall current efficiency for the system 
decreases markedly after approximately 50% conversion due to a significant rise in 
hydrogen evolution as the reactant A (and total reactant A and B) is depleted.

5 9 4  SCOTT: THE MATHEMATICAL M ODELUNG OF ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS AND REACTORS

Fig. 5. Variation of yield CB/C A0 and current efficiency with time for a series reaction with hydrogen 
evolution. i'T=500 A m -2, k1/k 2=12.5, ß2 = ß1 = 2ßH> кн/к { = 1.0. a: A; b: В; с: C; d: current efficiency

Overall this section has described general procedures for the analysis of fast 
surface electrochemical reactions. Typical batch (or plug flow) reactor characteristics 
of common electrochemical reactions following general order kinetics have been 
determined. From this it is possible to analyse more complex reaction sequences
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both qualitatively and quantitatively. Recource to numerical solution of the governing 
differential equations will often be necessary, for systems operating under mixed 
kinetic and mass transport control and which are reversible or involve more than one 
reactant. This is also true for systems which involve coupled chemical reactions now 
discussed in the following sections.

Coupled electrochemical reaction and homogeneous chemical reaction

A procedure for modelling electrochemical reactions with chemical reactions is 
described in this section. The elements which make up the model overall can be 
summarised as:

-  A model of the reaction chemistry and electrochemistry. If a simulation is 
performed then appropriate kinetic data is assumed in existence.

-  Local conservation equations in the diffusion layer for each species. For the 
assumed film model, with an excess of supporting electrolyte, this is an equation 
based on Fick’s second law with reaction.

-  The first two aspects combine to form an overall model of the reaction rates 
at one position on the electrode. This then combines with the appropriate model of 
the reactor operation, with some assumed "mixing/hydrodynamic" characteristics, 
which is constituted in a set of material balances.

-  A condition relating to reactor operation. This may be constant potential, 
cell voltage or current control.

The overall model of the reactor system is constituted as an initial value 
problem and numerical solution can be achieved by several methods for time 
dependent, non-linear, differential equations. Generally the solution is achieved by 
first solving the model of the reaction in the diffusion layer to give appropriate flux 
terms of species into the bulk of the reactor. In the following example this is done 
analytically. With the flux expressions as input values into the reactor material 
balance the model is solved numerically by integration over incremental time 
intervals, until a history of the reactor performance is obtained. As examples of the 
way in which electrochemical/chemical reaction schemes can be modelled two 
example systems are considered, referred to as the E.C.E. reaction and the E.C-E. 
reaction. The derivation of the equations required in the model is illustrated using 
the E.C-E. sequence.
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Formulation o f the mathematical models

The mechanism adopted for analysis is that shown in Fig. 6 together with 
schematic view of the reaction and mass transport steps involved.

z = 8

Diffusion
layer

z = 0

Bulk solution

As-------ri ------*• Bs----------------  rs -----------------*-Ds

nW W W W W W W W W W W W W W x
Electrode surface

e. c. e. 
A -* B -* -C -* D

z= 8

Diffusion
layer

z = 0

Bulk solution

Fig. 6. Reaction mechanisms for the E.C-E and E.C.E. Reactions and schematic view of transport and 
reaction steps for a parallel chemical and electrochemical reaction scheme and E.C.E reaction scheme

The following assumptions are made in the analysis:
(i) no accumulation of any species within the diffusion layer or at the electrode 

surface,
(ii) mass transfer coefficients for each species are mutually non-interactive,
(iii) isochoric conditions prevail.
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The reaction rates are:

rl = akflCAS . (31)

T2 = k2̂ -B > (32)

r2 = ak2 /о6 c b z dz , (33)

r3 = akftCtf . (34)

Material transfer may be written in the form:

Aj = kL] (Cjb - Cjs) . (35)

To solve the differential equations describing the concentration-time behaviour of 
the reacting species, all the surface concentrations and the concentrations profiles 
within the reaction layer in the equations above are written in terms of bulk 
concentrations.

For species A, the concentration profile is linear within the diffusion layer.

c As = [*L/ ( * f i+ W A (36)

and from Eq. (1)

r\ -  a *fi kL ̂ A /  (*fi+ kl )  • (37)

Species В will have a non-linear concentration profile if the rate of chemical 
reaction within the diffusion layer is appreciable. A molar balance over thickness dz 
and unit area of the diffusion layer gives

d2CBz/dz2 -  k2C tf/D  = 0 . (38)

Defining a dimensionless parameter Ha (Hatta number)

Ha = b{k2/D) V2 = (*2D/*l) 1/2 . (39)

(i) At the electrode surface

' t  -  '3 -  ^ b)z=o = 0 , (40)

r\ ~ ű̂ b ((7bz)z=0 + û£>(dCB/dz)z=0 = 0 (41)

(ii) At the interface between the diffusion layer and the bulk electrolyte.

(CBz)z=fi = CB . (42)
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Solving using the boundary conditions yields,

CBZ = CB {HaZcj cosh(#ûz/ô) + Аг(з s in h (^ z /8 )  + (r-^/a) sinh[#û(l -z/8)]} /
/  [Ha kL cosh (Ha) + s inh^a)] , (43)

r2 = akLHa\CBH akLsinh(Ha) + (Cftkf3 +гг/а) (cosh(Ha)- 1)]/
/ [HakLcosh(Ha) + вшЦЯя)] . (44)

r3 = (aHak]kftCft + k ^  sïnh(Ha)) / (Ha/cLcosh(/7a) + kfjsinh (Ha)) . (45)

Batch reaction system

The reaction material balances for components A and D are represented by 
the following set of expressions:

t i c J át = - r x , (46)

tiCY)/tit = r3 , (47)

dCB/dt = rx -  r2 -  r2 -  r3 , (48)

tiCCJtit =r2 + r2 . (49)

Equations were programmed using the ACSL language.
Figure 7 shows the typical influence of electrode potential on the two final 

products for the reaction system at almost complete conversion of reactant (99%). At 
low (less negative) values of electrode potentials the yield and selectivity of C is high. 
As electrode potential is increased (more negative) the cathodic reduction of the 
intermediate increases and thus the yield of C falls as does the selectivity. Clearly the 
product distribution of the system will also vary with time or reactant conversion and 
this behaviour will indicate the required operating periods to achieve acceptable 
yields of the described product.

Figure 8 demonstrates the variation in concentration profiles which would be 
expected for the different ratios of k2/k (3. Figure 9 shows the effect of a variation in 
electrode potential on the concentration time curves for potentiostatic operation. The 
behaviour of the reaction intermediate is characteristic of that of a series reaction, 
i.e. the concentration of this species shows a maximum in concentration. The 
simulated data also shows the significance of the relative value of the Tafel kinetic
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equation’s chemical rate constant. A higher ratio of chemical rate constant to the 
electrochemical rate constant favours the electro reduction of intermediate and the 
chemical reaction product. In a similar way a higher value of mass transfer will 
increase the relative yield of chemical product, due to the faster removal of the 
intermediate species from the electrode surface.

Fig. 7a. Molar yield (%) of p-aminophenol (C) versus electrode potential at complete conversion, 
potentiostatic operation, batch reactor. + : *fl = 6 x 10-8 exp ( -  13.55Ê) m s ', *2 = 3.5 x 10~5 s -1, 

*0 = 8.5 X10-9 exp (-13.55ft) m s _1, *L = 1.3x 10~5 m s -1. V: *n,* L =as previous, 
kB = 2.9x 10-8 exp (-13.55£) m s -1, *2 = 1.7x 10~4 s _1
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Fig. 7b. Molar ratio of C/D versus electrode potential at complete conversion, potentiostatic operation, 
batch reactor. V: kn = 6 x  10 _8 exp (-13.55E) m s 1, k2 = 3.5x  10-5 s -1, kB = 8.Sx 10~9 exp (-13.55Я) 

m s _1, fcL = 1.3x 10 ~5 m s_1. +: kn , kL =as previous^ kB=2.9x 10 ~8 exp (-13.55£) m s 1,
fc2 = 1.7x 10-4 s _1

Fig. 8. Normalized concentration versus time, potentiostatic operation, batch reactor E  = -0.35V. Solid 
lines: fcfl = 6 x l0 -8 exp (-13.55Я) m s -1, k2-3.5 x 10 5 s -1, /св  = 8.5 x 1 0 9 exp (-13.55£) m s -1, 

&L=1.3x 10 “5 m s -1. Dashed lines: kn, kL =as previous, кв -  2.9x 10-8 exp ( - 13.55£) m s 1,
fc2 = 1.7x 10~4 s_1
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Fig. 9. Concentration versus time for potentiostatic operation in a batch reactor. Values of electrode 
potential on figure. A:fl = 6 x l 0 ~8 exp (-13.55£) m s ' 1, Л2 = 1.7x10"4 s _1, 

kB = 2.9x 10 8 exp (-13.55£) m s -1, /cL=1.3x 10 ~5 m s _1

Galvonstatic operation

The reaction model can be used for simulations during galvonstatic operation, 
by calculating a new value of E  (and hence kfl and ка ) after each time interval during 
the numerical integration. Considering both electrochemical steps to have the same 
potential dependence then an analytical solution for E  is possible. The current, which 
must be kept at its initial value, is given by

*T = *0 = (F/ fl) (nlrl + "З'з) • (5°)
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Substituting from Eqs (35) and (45) and putting x=ka /k n , yields a quadratic
equation in kn

a k{12 + b/cfl + c = 0 , (51)

where

a = X  {kL [(rtj +л3) sinh^a)C A + пъНа Св] -  (i0/F) ùnh(Ha) } , (52)

b = kL{HakL [nx cosh(Ha)CA +n^xCB] - (i0/F)\Ha cosh(Ha) +xsinh(#a)]}, (53)

c = -  (i’o/F) Ha Atj 2 cosh (Яа) . (54)

For any values of CA and CB, /cfl is the positive solution of the quadratic 
equation (51).

The occurrence of a parasitic side reaction such as decomposition of the 
electrolyte solvent is common in industrial operation and results in an additional loss 
of current efficiency. The effects of solvent decomposition on product distributions 
are most marked in galvanostatic operation since the additional reaction significantly 
alters the potential-time behaviour of the working electrode. The inclusion of such an 
effect within the modelling approach is easily achieved by the addition of further 
reaction rate equations describing the side reaction. In the case of solvent 
decomposition, when there is a large excess of the solvent, the concentration changes 
arising from these reactions are negligible, and the solvent decomposition rate during 
a run can be taken as independent of position in the reactor and dependent only on 
potential.

Figure 10 shows the effect of variations of current density (indicated as the 
initial electrode potential) on the concentration-time curves for galvanostatic 
operation -  the electrode potential becomes more cathodic during the course of the 
reaction to maintain constant current. The effect of this is to favour the 
electrochemical product in comparison to the chemical product (C). Thus yields of 
product (C) are quite different if electrolysis is carried out at either a constant 
current or a constant potential.
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Fig. 10. Concentration versus time for galvonstatic operation in a batch reactor 

Continuous stirred tank reactor operation

To mathematical models procedure can be used to simulate different reactor 
types. In the case of ideal continuous flow stirred tank reactors the material balance 
equations for steady state operation are algebraic equations of the form

ACj = /j T , (55)

where ACj represents the change in product concentration, /j the rate of formation 
in the reactor and т the reactor holding time.

Figure 11 shows the typical variation in product yields for the E.C-E. reaction 
system. Features to note are that an increased holding time increases conversion and 
the amount of chemical reaction of intermediate to species C. This is reflected in the
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fall in concentration of intermediate with holding time. It is worth noting that in 
principle the formation of C will continue when the electrolyte solution is outside the 
influence of the reactor, whilst the production of species D will cease. The yield of 
species D increases slightly with holding time (and thus conversion) due to the 
influence of mass transport in the system.

T (103s)
2 4 10 20 40 100 200
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XA
Fig. 11. Product yield for the E.C-E. reaction for the CSTR. E = -0.35 V 

Series electrochemical, chemical and electrochemical reaction (E.C.E.)

As a second example of the method the E.C.E. scheme shown in Fig. 6 is 
considered. An initial electroactive reactant A undergoes an electrochemical reaction 
at the electrode surface to form В. В is not electroactive, but it may react chemically 
to form another electroactive species С. C may then react electrochemically to the 
final species D. The desired product from such a reaction sequence may be the final 
product D, or it may be one of the intermediate species, В or C. The sequence of 
mass transport and reaction steps in this system is shown schematically in Fig. 6.

The behaviour of a batch reactor and a recycle plug flow reactor is briefly 
considered. The structure of the reactor model is outlined in the Appendix II. Some
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results of the model simulation are presented in Fig. 12 for a batch reactor.

Fig. 12. The effect of the variation of electrochemical reaction rates on the product distribution of the 
E.C.E. scheme. Values of ka/kn shown on figure. kjjakn = 1.0

Dimensionless concentrations, i.e. CA/CA0 etc., are plotted against a dimensionless 
time-dependent parameter, T (=aekn t), or against conversion of initial reactant, X A.
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Generally an increase in the chemical rate constant, k2, will reduce the maximum 
concentration of В markedly, and increase that of C to a lesser extent. The maximum 
concentrations of both intermediates will occur at shorter times (and hence lower 
conversions) as the value of k2 is increased. The variation of the second 
electrochemical rate constant, к would not be expected to effect the concentration 
of intermediate B, and Fig. 12 bears out this expectation. The maximum 
concentration of intermediate C is reduced and occurs at shorter times as the ratio 
kn /k fi >s increased.

T ( 1 0 3 s )
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Fig. 13. Variation of steady state product yield for CSTR operation for the E.C.E. reaction. 
k2/akfl = 1.5, ka/kn = 0.5, ki /kn =0.1
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Performance o f the ECE reaction for CSTR and recycle reactors

Figure 13 shows typical steady state product yields for a CSTR against 
conversion and space-time. Low space-times give low conversions and produce 
mostly the intermediates В and C. Longer space-times increase both the conversion 
and the yield of the final product D.

Figure 14 shows typical steady state product yields from a recycle reactor 
(shown schematically in Fig. 15) against conversion and space-time; in each case the 
recycle ratio is 2 and the recycle loop a plug flow reactor (PFR) with тг=0.5 т. The 
overall shapes of the curves are very similar to those for the CSTR (see Fig. 13), the 
most marked difference being that yields of intermediate C are higher and of D 
lower for a recycle reactor, and space-times to achieve a given conversion are shorter 
for recycle reactors than for a CSTR.

T(104s)

Fig. 14. Steady state product distribution for recycle operation with the E.C.E. reaction
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The above modelling approach for coupled electrochemical and chemical 
reactions satisfies the requirements of operation of many electrochemical reactors. 
For the example of the E.C.E. and E.C.-E. reaction schemes, the application of the 
method has been demonstrated and some typical results presented. The approach 
can be generalised to other more complicated reaction schemes using the overall 
procedures adopted.

S l o w  a n d  v e r y  f a s t  c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i o n s

The previous section of this paper described a general approach for the 
treatment of coupled heterogeneous electrochemical reaction with homogeneous 
reaction in the mass transfer diffusion layer and also in the bulk electrolyte solution. 
This section considers the two limiting cases of analysis
(i) the homogeneous reaction occurs solely in the diffusion layer, in a reaction 

layer or region next to the electrode which is much thinner than the diffusion 
layer,

(ii) the homogeneous reaction occurs mainly outside the diffusion layer in the bulk 
electrolyte solution.
The important aspects of electrochemical reactor modelling are broached by 

using examples of practical electro-organic synthesis, the cathodic reductions of 
adiponitrile and nitrobenzene. In the latter case the role of temperature is a 
significant feature which is discussed in some detail. The analysis are extended to 
consider an ideal operation of two phase liquid, liquid electrolyte in which interphase 
mass transport is high and not rate limiting.

Slow chemical reaction: the electrochemical reduction o f nitrobenzene

A typical synthesis to demonstate the use of the reactor model is the 
manufacture of p-aminophenol from nitrobenzene with aniline as the other product. 
The electrochemical reduction of nitrobenzene to give the product p-aminophenol 
(and/or /7-anisidine) has been the subject of several investigations [13-18]. Ranсe 
and Coulson [13] demonstrated that control of the electrode potential, with the 
addition of redox compounds to the catholyte and operation at elevated temperature 
which had been reported previously, gave relatively high yields of p-aminophenol. 
Marquez and Pletcher [14] suggested a mechanism which reports the products 
previously named and also, azoxybenzene. Experimental technique varies quite
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markedly between the three previous authors with the use of finely dispersed 
nitrobenzene, a 50/50 organic-solvent mixture and a constant concentration of 
nitrobenzene, respectively. Overall the yields, current densities and electrode 
potentials fall within the same range. Fedkiw and Chao [15] investigated the response 
of the electrochemical system to a transient current supply in the form of a square- 
wave. It is demonstrated that the reaction selectivity to p-aminophenol is increased 
but no attempt was made to find reaction conditions to maximise the selectivity and 
production of /з-aminophenol. A simplified reaction model of the system has been 
proposed [11] with the following overall reactions.

4H**4e
(B)

2H*f2e
CeH5N 02 -----» C6H5NHOH — » c 6h 5nh

- h2o - h2o

(A) (D)

CeH5N+H2OH

-H* -H20 j  H20 

p-HOCeH4NH2

<c> (56)

From the simplified reaction it is clear that the competition between the 
electrochemical reduction of the phenylhydroxylamine intermediate and its chemical 
reaction to p-aminophenol will influence selectivity and that mass transport has a 
significant bearing on performance. As a generalised reaction system it could be 
analysed as a category 2 scheme in which chemical reaction and diffusion occur 
simultaneously in a mass transport layer. However the rate of chemical reaction has 
been estimated [19] and recently measured [20] as a function of temperature; from 
which the Hatta modulus is low at ambient temperatures and even at temperatures of 
90 °C indicates that only a relatively small percentage (<5%) of the chemical 
reaction will occur in the diffusion layer. Thus it is acceptable to ignore the reaction 
in the diffusion layer and from an engineering perspective it provides a small 
underestimate of the yield of p-aminophenol.

At this point it is informative to look at the influence of temperature on this 
reaction system and Fig. 10 presents the results of several investigations in which the 
formation of by-product aniline is expressed as a function of current density. As can 
be seen these studies were at a wide range of temperature and also mass transport 
conditions. Generally the data support the qualitative predictions in the analysis, i.e. 
the aniline by-product formed will be higher at higher current densities, lower
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temperature and poorer mass transport conditions. It is not possible to quantify all 
these data in terms of the general model because of the different cathode materials 
used, electrolyte solutions and initial concentrations of nitrobenzene. In most cases 
the values of mass transfer coefficients are unknown, although in the case of well 
mixed stirred cells a reasonable estimate is possible, values of between 10“5 to 
2 x 1 0 “5 ms-1 being typical [21]. Thus Fig. 16 shows two theoretical curves for the 
variation of aniline mol % with current density at mass transfer coefficients of 
1 .2 x l0 -5 and 1 .6 x l0 -5 ms-1, with a chemical rate constant of 1 .4 x l0 -4 s-1 (in 
agreement with published values at temperatures of approximately 60 °C). They 
correspond reasonably well to the data of Marquez [15] and Clark et al [18].

Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of the recycle reactor
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'  \  
1 2  1.6

Conditions
cell

Mass transfer 
(m s-1)

Temperature
(°C)

kc
( s -1)

Solvent Key

Parallel - 1.5x10-5 55 1 .4 x l0 -4 Methanol +
plate 4.4x10-« О

Rotating - 20 2.3X10-6 - ■
cylinder - 85 3.1X10-3 - □

Stirred >10-5 20 Propanol •  X
batch poor 20 о

> 1 0 -5 70 7.1 xlO “4 Propanol д
Rotating - 95 7.9x10-3 - ▼

cylinder
2 -3  mol dm 3 sulphuric acid on copper electrodes
( - )  model with £c  = 1.4x 10 "4 s -1

Fig. 16. The influence of temperature and current density on the formation of aniline in the reaction of
nitrobenzene

Several studies of nitrobenzene reduction to /7-aminophenol have been carried 
out with a two phase dispersion of nitrobenzene in an aqueous sulphuric acid 
electrolyte. With the not too unreasonable assumption that the intense mixing in the 
cell (generally using a rotating cylinder electrode) maintains the concentration of 
nitrobenzene in the electrolyte at a constant saturated value, a mathematical model 
of a batch reactor system can be derived which is essentially a simplification of that 
discussed earlier. The following assumptions are made:
1) isothermal operation,
2) steady state approximation applied at the electrode,
3) all reactions are irreversible first order processes with electrochemical kinetics 

of the Tafel form,
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4) the concentration of nitrobenzene in the aqueous phase rem ains constant,
5) the evolution of hydrogen is negligible.

The material balances for components B, C and D and the model solution are 
given in the Appendix III.

The experimental data obtained by Ranсe and Coulson [13] show a large fall in 
p-aminophenol yield when electrode potential is increased (cathodically) from -0.1 
to -0.35 V (rhe). The data, which was obtained with a dispersion of nitrobenzene 
using a rotating cylinder cathode, is replotted in Fig. 17 as the reaction selectivity 
CD/C c against electrode potential on a semi-log basis according to equation (A3) 
(see the Appendix I) in the form

b  (CD/C c) = ln [k2(a/kc) + l /k LB\ -  ßE . (57)

Selectivity was calculated from the data on p-animophenol yield assuming the 
only other product is aniline. This is the ratio

CD/C c = (1 -  p-aminophenol yield)/p-aminophenol yield) . (58)

It should also be mentioned that this data was obtained with stannous ions 
present in the electrolyte in an attempt to improve the /i-aminophenol yield.
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Fig. 17. Variation of reaction selectivity with electrode potential in nitrobenzene reduction with a
dispersion electrolyte [13]

Thus if the model is correct the slope of this plot should be equal to the slope 
of the polarisation plots for the cathodic reduction of phenylhydroxylamine. The 
coefficient ß obtained from Fig. 17 have values in the range of 4 to 8 V-1. T his 

compares with values of ß for nitrobenzene reduction obtained by Ranсe and 
Coulson. Published data on this electro-reduction [17] showed large variations in
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kinetic coefficients for a Tafel equation, values of which apparently changed with the 
time of exposure of the electrode to the electrolyte. The final value of ß quoted by 
Nolen and Fedkiw [17] is 15.2 V -1.

Very fast chemical reaction

The electrohydrodimerisation of acrylonitrile to adiponitrile is the only large 
scale electro-organic industrial synthesis.

2CH2 = CHCN + 2H20  + 2e- — NC(CH2)4CN + 20H ~ .
A ADN (59)

The process is operated in an electrolytic cell bank of cadmium cathodes and 
mild steel anodes [22]. The electrolyte is a solution of sodium hydrogen phosphate, 
quaternary ammonium salts and EDTA, containing a dispersion of acrylontrile 
(+ product adiponitrile and by-products) which under good mass transport 
conditions will maintain the electrolyte at a saturated concentration.

There have been several electrochemical studies of this synthesis [22-28] with 
two of the more recent, one using micro-electrodes [27] and the other polarography
[28] indicating that at higher concentrations of acrylonitrile (> lm o ld m -3), the 
formation of a dimer radical ion results from reaction of acrylonitrile with the radical 
anion.

CH2=CHCN + e - — CH2CHCN , (60)

CH2CHCN + CH2 = CHCN— NC(CH2)4CN . (61)

The formation of adiponitrile is by the rapid electron addition and protonation 
of the dimer radical anion.

At low concentrations of acrylonitrile the intermediate radical anion is 
protonated to the radical CH3CHCN, which on fast electron addition and 
protonation gives propionitrile. In addition to adiponitrile and propionitrile a third 
(by-product) species, tricyanohexane is formed by reaction of the dimer radical anion 
with acrylonitrile. Overall therefore a reaction model for the synthesis of adiponitrile 
has been proposed [29] as shown in Fig. 18. Predictions of this reaction model in a 
batch reactor have shown good agreement with experimental data in a single phase 
electrolyte [29]. Assumptions used in the formulation of a reaction model for this 
reaction system are similar to those in the previous subsection on slow reactions.
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kL(ms"1)

Fig. 18b. Variation of concentrations of products, adiponitrile, propionitrile and trimer for the electro- 
hydrodimerisation of acrylonitrile with a saturated electrolyte

The rates of reactions for the six species appearing in Fig. 18 are as follows,

- d C A /dT  = aCAs(k1+k3CBs+k4Ccs) (i)
dC B/d r  = a(k1CAs - k 2CBs+k3CAsCBs) (ii)
dCT/dT  = ak4CcsCAs (iii)
dC c /dT  =  a(k3C tf -k 5Ccs-k 4CcsCAs) (iv)
d C p /d r  = ak2CBs (v)
dC D/ d T = ak5Ccs , (vi)

where the superscript s denotes the concentration at the electrode surface and a the 
electrode area per unit volume of electrolyte solution.

Application of the stationary state approximation to species of В and C gives
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CBS = *iCAs/(fc2 + *3CAS) , (62)

Ccs = *3CA«CB«/(*5 + k4CA*) . (63)

The mass transport of acylonitrile (A) to the electrode is balanced by its 
consumption in reaction steps 1, 3 and 5 i.e.

*l(CA-C As) = k,CA* + &3CASCBS + k4CAsCcs , (64)

With a dispersion of acrylonitrile and assuming a constant concentration in the 
aqueous electrolyte, CA=(CA)sat. If during operation the electrode potential is 
constant (i.e. independent of holding time or residence time) then from (64) above, 
CAS will be constant. Considering now the current balance of the system i.e., total 
current, iT, is given by

‘t /F  = Щ СА* + /c2CBs + k4CA*Ccs + k5Cc* , -, (65)

in which the concentrations Ccs and CBS are functions of CAS and potential, E. The 
total current is therefore also constant and thus with this model a constant current 
and a constant electrode potential apply simultaneously. This is perhaps not a 
surprising conclusion for a set of irreversible reactions with a constant concentration 
of the major reactant.

The selectivities of this reaction system are obtained from reaction rates (i) to
(vi) as

CX/C D = (k4/k5)CA* = k4* CAs , (66)

Cp/CD = (k2/k 5)[(k5+k4CAs)/k 3CAs] = (k2*/ CAS)(\+ k4*CAS) , (67)

where k4* = k4/k 5 and k2* =k2/k 2.
The variation of the concentration of propionitrile with time is given by

dCp/dT = ak2Cßs = a k^k^C ^/(fc2+/c3CAs) . (68)

Under conditions of a constant mass transfer coefficient and a constant current 
this gives

Cp = a  T ^jCAs/ (1 + CAs/k 2*) . (69)

The value of surface concentration CAS is obtained from the current balance 
which is simplified to

't /F  = 2к,СА* . (70)
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Combining Eqs (69) and (70) gives the concentration of propionitrile as

Cp = 2ű tF ít /(1 + /x /2 F * 1V )  , (71)

where fcj is obtained from the solution of (64) in the form

*l(CA-C a s) = ^ iCas{1 + [Cas/(/c2* + Cas)][1+ V C as/ (1 + V C as)]} • (72)

The above reactor model for the electrochemical production of adiponitrile is 
based on a category I system with fast surface electrochemical reaction. With the 
additional assumption of a constant saturated concentration of acylonitrile in the 
electrolyte the model has reduced to a relatively uncomplex form.

Figure 18 shows the effect of current density and mass transport on the 
variation of adiponitrile, propionitrile and trimer. The values of rate constant ratios 
have been obtained by Haines [29] in a single phase electrolyte system as 
k2=0.01 kmol m -3, k4 = 1/22 kmol m -3.

The effect of mass transport is seen to cause a flat maxima in the concentration 
and yield (CADN/CTotal) of adiponitrile. This occurs at an approximate value of mass 
transfer coefficient of kL=10~5 ms-1, with a yield of 0.96.

At relatively low mass transfer coefficient, the amount of trimeric product is 
low, whilst that of propriontrile is high. Here the limiting current situation is 
approached and thus the first order electrochemical reduction of radical anion 
competes favourably with its second order reaction with acrylonitrile. As mass 
transfer coefficient increases, say with an increase in flowrate, the formation of the 
radical dimer anion is favoured over that of propionitrile. High rates of mass 
transport now begin to favour timer formation, which rise to an approximate 
asymptotic value. The yield of adiponitrile falls only slightly and has a value of 
approximately 0.925 at kL= 10~4 ms-1 and iT=1000 Am-2. At these conditions the 
surface concentration and bulk concentration are nearly equal. This values is in good 
agreement with experimental data and the general influence of mass transfer 
coefficients compares well with experimental data, which was obtained in a single 
phase electrolysis in which electrolyte velocity was varied. The two phase (gas, 
liquid), flow makes prediction of mass transfer coefficient difficult in this system.

Conclusions

The mathematical modelling of electrochemical systems is in principle a 
complex area owing to interactions of interfacial potentials with chemical reactions 
and mass transport. However, it is often convenient and desirable to adopt
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appropriate simplifications regarding chemical reaction rates and electrochemical 
reaction rates, especially when a more pragmatic reaction engineering approach is 
required. This has been demonstrated for several types of simple and multiple 
reactions systems and in particular for two cathodic reductions involving either very 
fast or slow chemical reactions. In addition the models have also considered a 
limiting situation of two-phase electrolysis, which is often a desirable operational 
goal, i.e. a constant "saturated" concentration of the partially soluble reactant in the 
aqueous electrolyte.

A major factor to highlight in this paper on modelling is that the 
electrochemical rate constant is not a "unique" quantity when viewed from a reaction 
engineering position. It is viewed as merely a rate/kinetic term which exhibits an 
exponential variation with both electrode potential and temperature, both of which 
are merely driving forces for reaction. The analogy between electrochemical 
reactions and heterogeneous catalytic or chemical reactions is the basic approach to 
be applied in the modelling of the former.
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Appendix I

The model of the reaction rates is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. It is 
assumed that all reactions are first order and irreversible, though the method is not 
limited to such cases. The four reaction rates are expressed by the following 
equations:

ri = a kn CAS , (Al)

r2 = *2 CBb > (A2)

r3 = ae^f3 CCS > (A3)

r4 = ae k2 /о6 CBZ dz • (A4)

The superscripts b, s and z refer to local concentrations in the bulk of the 
electrolyte, at the electrode surface, and within the diffusion layer respectively. The 
term a is the ratio of the exposed electrode surface area to the volume of electrolyte 
in the reactor.

To eliminate the surface concentration terms from Eqs (Al) and (A3) and the 
diffusion layer concentration from Eq. (A4), it is necessary to use a steady s täte 
approximation for the concentration of species within the diffusion layer.

The rate of mass transport of A to the electrode is r1 and can be written:

h  = ű W C Ab-C As ) .  (A5)

The reaction rate rb in terms of the bulk concentration is:

rx = ч [/cn /cla /  (kn +/cla)] CAb . (A6)

The variation of concentration of intermediate В with distance from the 
electrode is

d2 CBz/dz2 -  (к2/Г>в) Cgz = 0 . (A7)
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Boundary conditions are:

a. At the electrode surface

r\ -  ű( ^ b)z=0 = ~a ^B  (dCB/dz)z=0 . (A8)

b. At the edge of the diffusion layer

(CBZ)Z=6 = CBb . (A9)

Integration of Eq. (A7) then gives the concentration profile of intermediate В 
within the diffusion layer as

CBZ = CBb {cosh (//a z/ô) + (rx/a На fcLB) sinh[//a(l -z/ô)} /  cosh(//a) . (A10)

Substituting this result into Eq. (A4) gives the total chemical reaction rate 
within the diffusion layer:

r2 = a k LBHa tanh(Ha)CBb + /^[l -  sech(#a)] . (AH)

Species C is treated in a similar way to species В and the concentration profile 
of intermediate C is

O f  = Ccb + (DB/D c)(CBb -  CBZ) -  (1 -z/8)[*0 /(*f3+*Lc)]
(Ccb-  (r ja k n ) -  [rx tanh(Ha)/(a Ha IcLC)] + (DB/D C) [1 - sech(tfa)] Cßb} . (A12)

Substituting this result with z = 0 into Eq. (A3) gives the rate of the second 
electrochemical reaction:

r3 = [ W ( /cD+/£:L c ) h +a[/:f3/£:Lc/(/£:f3+/i:Lc)] {Ccb _ [rl tanh(tfa)/(ű Ha fcLC)] +
+ (DB/D C) [l-sech(Ha)] CBb} . (A13)

Appendix II
Reactor model for the E.C.E. reaction

Batch reactor

The balance equations for the batch (or plug flow) reactor are

dCAb/dt = -Г! 
dCBb/df = rx- r 2- r 2 
dCcb/di = r2- r 2+r2
dCDb/di = r3 . (A14)
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Recycle reactor model

A recycle reactor shown schematically in Fig. 15 consists of a plug flow 
electrochemical reactor and, is characterised by the recycle ratio, r, the space-time, t , 

and the nature of the recycle loop. The recycle ratio is defined as the ratio of the 
volumetric flowrate recycled to the reactor inlet to the flowrate leaving the system. 
The space-time is the volume of the electrochemical reactor divided by the 
volumetric flowrate leaving the system, and hence is not the same as the residence 
time per pass of the electrolyte t ’ :

t = V/Q  = (г+1)т’ . (A15)

Subscript о refers to the fresh feed, i to the electrolyte entering the reactor, e 
to the electrolyte leaving the reactor and r to the electrolyte recycled prior to mixing 
with the fresh feed. For the reactor the balance equations (A14) are used to 
characterise the electrochemical behaviour, subject to the inlet concentration.

The relationship between the concentrations ^Ae and Çat etc. depends on the 
nature of the recycle loop. Heterogeneous electrochemical reactions will cease when 
the electrolyte leaves the reactor and hence:

^Ar = -̂"Ae
and CDr = CDe . (A16)

If the recycle is assumed to be instantaneous, then no chemical reaction will 
occur, and:

C B t =  C Be
and CCr = Cce . (A17)

If the recycle loop is assumed to be equivalent to a plug flow reactor with a 
residence time of Tr, then chemical reaction will convert some В to produce C. Once 
the concentrations of any species at the end of the recycle loop Cjr have been 
evaluated, the new inlet stream to the electrochemical reactor is given by the mixture 
of this stream with fresh feed. Inlet concentrations are calculated by material 
balances over the mixing junction, giving equations of the form:

c ji = (Cp + гС1т)/(г + !) • (A 18)
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Appendix III

Solution of the reaction model for the reduction of nitrobenzene with a
saturated electrolyte.

A set of first order differential equations is obtained as:

dCB/df = a ^ B(CBs-C R)-/ccCB > (A 19)

dCqJ  di = kcCB , (A20)

dCD/dl = a kft CBS , (A21)

and the initial conditions are:

ои(J3
оIIo

’
o'IIÖII

Analytical solutions for the model are obtained as:

CB = [ l-e x p (-«!*)] , (A22)

Cc = a2/a l kc( t - [ l - e x p ( - a 1t)\/a1) , (A23)

CD = e2ko(e lx i)[i - (1“ e4K- e lO )/ei]+iA iB  > (A24)

^AS = ^AO /  > (A25)

CBS = CR/X 2+kn CAs/(kLBX 2) , (A26)

where ax = fcLB +kc-a  kLB / X 2 , (A27)

a2 ~  a CA 0 ^ fl/(^ Ä ) > (A28)

X i = 1 + ^ i A la > (A29)

X 2 = l+ kn /k LB . (A30)

For large residence time, the ratio of concentrations of aniline 
phenol can be written as:

to /7-amino-

= lii2(a/kc + 'l/klB) . (A31)
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The distribution coefficients of /n-chloroaniline between a petroleum ether fraction 
and aqueous sodium chloride solutions have been determined at different temperatures. The 
activity coefficients of the amine in aqueous sodium chloride solutions, and the salting 
coefficients have been determined at different temperatures. The results conform with the 
Debye theory of salt effects. The effect of sodium chloride on the proton ionization of the m- 
chloroanilinium ion has been studied at different temperatures, by a modified distribution 
method. Attention was directed to the choice of the extracting solvent, the purity of the amine, 
and the analytical method. Km, KQ, (Kb)m, (Kb)0, AG°, ДH° and AS° have been evaluated for 
the proton ionization of the m-chloroanilinium ion.

Introduction

The effect of electrolytes on reaction rates has played an important part in the 
investigation of reaction mechanisms. However, the validity of the theoretical 
treatment of salt effects has remained uncertain.

During a study of the effect of electrolytes on the rate of diazotization of 
/n-chloroaniline, it was found necessary to determine the proton ionization constant 
of the m-chloroanilinium ion in presence of sodium chloride solutions of different 
ionic strengths, and to evaluate certain thermodynamic parameters such as the 
activity coefficient of m-chloroaniline in aqueous sodium chloride solutions, and the 
basic dissociation constant of the amine, at different temperatures.

These values are to be combined with the results of equilibrium [1] and kinetic 
measurements involving m-chloroaniline [2].

These values were determined by a modified distribution method [3, 4, 5] in 
which attention was directed to the choice of the extracting solvent, and of the 
analytical method.
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The proton ionization constant of the m-chloroanilinium ion was determined 
by a number of investigators. Some of the results were described as approximate 
[6, 8], and others as uncertain [4, 7].

Besides, nobody seems to have studied the effect of high ionic strengths on this 
constant.

Experimental

Use was made of the distribution method [3], already modified in several directions [4, 5, 9].
A petroleum ether fraction (b.p. 90-130°C) was used as extracting solvent. This is not too 

volatile, and does not react with any of the substances involved in this study. Unlike benzene, it is very 
slightly soluble in water (less than 5 mg/100 ml water at 20 °C), so that there is no need for solubility 
corrections [4]; also, it does not lead to distribution coefficients which are inconveniently high [3,4].

The m-chloroaniline in the organic phase was determined by ultraviolet spectrophotometry. 
Absorption curves for solutions of m-chloroaniline in petroleum ether, of different concentrations, 
showed that 290 nm is the wavelength of maximum absorption. Consequently, all spectrophotometric 
measurements of the concentration of m-chloroaniline in petroleum ether were carried out at this 
wavelength. The accuracy of this analytical method was estimated to be ± 0.01%.

Materials

m-Chloroaniline. Extra pure quality was used. This was distilled under vacuum; b.p. 208.8 °C.
Sodium chloride. An A. R. product was used.
Petroleum ether. A fraction (b.p. 90-130 °C) was used. This was purified by shaking with 

concentrated sulphuric acid, water, sodium hydroxide solution, water, followed by distillation.

Procedure

Distribution coefficient measurements. 25 ml of a petroleum ether solution of m-chloroaniline, 
containing a known amount of the amine, were equilibrated at the desired temperature with a certain 
volume of boiled-out distilled water containing the calculated amount of sodium chloride. The two 
phases were then separated, and the amine determined in the organic phase.

For accuracy in determining distribution coefficients, the volume of the aqueous phase was so 
arranged as to keep the amount of amine in that phase approximately equal to that in the organic phase, 
in which it was estimated, since the former was found by difference.

Also, the amine concentrations were so arranged as to give an equilibrium concentration of 
amine in the organic phase nearly equal to that obtained in proton ionization constant measurements, in 
order to minimize any errors due to association, hydration, or other disturbing factors [4].

Proton ionization constant measurements. These were carried out by equilibrating 25 ml of 
petroleum ether with a certain volume of an aqueous solution of sodium chloride containing the 
calculated amount of m-chloroanilinium chloride.

After equilibrium was attained, the two phases were separated, and the amine determined in the 
organic phase.

The measurements were made at 10, 20, 30 and 40 °C.
All measurements were carried out in duplicate, or in triplicate when necessary.
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Results, calculations and conclusions

The thermodynamics o f m-chloroaniline

Distribution studies, covering the range of amine concentrations investigated, 
showed that the distribution of m-chloroaniline between petroleum ether and water 
is independent of the total amine concentration. This indicates that no association or 
compound formation took place in either phase [10]. This was concluded from the 
linearity of the plot of the concentration of the amine in the organic phase (Cp) vs. its 
concentration in the aqueous phase (Ca), in distribution experiments carried out at 
10, 20, 30 and 40 °C. The results are given in Table I.

Table I

The equilibrium concentrations o f m-chloroaniline in the organic phase (C^) and in the aqueous phase (C J
at different temperatures

Temp.
(°C)

Cp or Q Concentration of m-chloroaniline 
(rng/1)

10 C p
12.95 25.9 51.8 103.6

10 c a 1.74 3.48 6.96 13.92
20 C P 13.72 27.43 54.86 109.72
20 Ca 1.65 3.29 6.58 13.16
30 Cp 14.42 28.84 57.68 115.36
30 Q 1.56 3.11 6.22 12.44
40 C P 15.15 30.3 60.6 121.2
40 c a 1.465 2.93 5.86 11.72

In Table II, Cp/Ca and mp/m a are the distribution coefficients in terms of 
molarities and molalities, respectively, of m-chloroaniline, between petroleum ether 
and aqueous sodium chloride solutions [5].

The plot of 1//B vs. mNaQ was found to be linear, up to a molality of one. This 
indicates that in this concentration range the results conform with the Debye theory 
of salt effects [11,12].

km is the salting coefficient [13]. This was obtained by plotting log/д,,, vs. the 
sum of the molalities of the amine and sodium chloride, in the aqueous phase. That 
this plot is linear is in concordance with the Setchenow relationship [13], and with the 
findings of Randall and Failey [14].
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Table II

The distribution o f m-chloroaniline between petroleum ether and aqueous sodium chloride solutions

Temp. °C NaCl NaCl c P/ c a m p/m.d /в km
±0.05 mol/1 molality ± 0.1% ±0.1% ±0.2% ± 0.2%

0.00 0.000 7.44 10.11 1.00
0.25 0.250 8.22 11.12 1.10
0.50 0.504 9.14 12.32 1.22

10
1.00 1.019 11.04 14.74 1.46

0.169

2.00 2.080 16.50 21.56 2.14
3.00 3.200 21.88 27.92 2.76

0.00 0.000 8.34 11.34 1.00
0.25 0.250 9.14 12.36 1.09
0.50 0.504 10.10 13.60 1.20

20
1.00 1.019 12.16 16.22 1.43

0.152

2.00 2.080 18.30 23.90 2.11
3.00 3.200 23.34 29.89 2.63

0.00 0.000 9.27 12.58 1.00
0.25 0.250 10.08 13.64 1.08
0.50 0.504 11.12 14.98 1.19

30
1.00 1.019 13.30 17.74 1.41

0.147

2.00 2.080 19.55 25.52 2.03
3.00 3.200 21.60 31.40 2.50

0.00 0.000 10.34 14.14 1.00
0.25 0.250 11.16 15.10 1.08
0.50 0.504 12.26 16.52 1.18

40
1.00 1.019 14.74 19.66 1.40

0.137

2.00 2.080 21.48 28.08 2.00
3.00 3.200 26.18 33.42 2.38

The thermodynamics o f the proton ionization o f the m-chloroanilinium ion

The concentration of the m-chloroanilinium chloride solutions was 
1 ж 10-3 mol/1.

In Table III, the values of the т ^/т а ratio, used in calculating the proton 
ionization constants, were obtained from the plots of m ^/m a vs. salt molality, and
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correspond to molalities equal to the sum of those of the sodium and 
m-chloroanilinium chlorides. Account was thus made of the effect of the presence of 
the aminium ions, on the distribution coefficients [4].

Km is the proton ionization constant, in terms of molalities, of the 
m-chloroanilinium ion,

= m B m H + /  m B H + •
K0 is the thermodynamic proton ionization constant of this ion,

K o = ( /b / h + / /вн + ) / " IBH + ) = (/в /н + / fB H  + ) K m >

where/ в and /BH+ are the activity coefficients, and mB and mBH+ are the molalities 
of the amine, and of the aminium ion, respectively, in the aqueous phase.

K0 was obtained by extrapolation, to zero molality, of the plot of Km vs. the 
sum of the molalities of the sodium and m-chloroanilinium chlorides.

Km was found to decrease with salt molality.
The activity coefficient quotient (fH+ / / Bh +) was found to increase with 

increasing salt molality.
Кw is the ionic product of water at zero molality [16].
(Kb)Q is the basic dissociation constant of m-chloroaniline, in pure water. This 

was calculated from the values of and KQ, assigning to the former a value 
referring to pure water [4].

(Arb)m is the basic dissociation constant of the amine, in aqueous sodium 
chloride solutions,

(^ b )m  = m H + m OH~ / K o
(Xb)m was found to increase with salt concentration, to pass through a 

maximum at a salt molality of 0.625, and then to decrease again. This concords with 
the conclusions already drawn by Arrhenius [17] and Brönsted [18].

The initial increase in the values of (Äb)m may be compared with earlier 
findings [15, 17, 18] according to which the presence of moderate salt concentrations 
caused an increase in the values of Kb, which might amount to as much as 40% in the 
presence of 0.02 M salt [19].

KQ was found to be linearly related to temperature according to the relation
pAT0 = (1066.798/7) + 0.002.
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Table III

The effect o f temperature and salt concentration on the proton ionization o f the m-chloroanilinium ion

Temp. °C NaCl Kmxl№ K0 xl(P /н +//в н + A:wx1014 (*b)o*1012 (*ь)т*1012
±0.05 mol/1 ±0.3% ±0.3% ±0.3% ±0.3%

0.00 14.0 1.00 27.22
0.25 11.36 1.12 37.91
0.50 8.46 1.36 41.70

10
1.00 5.62

14.0
1.71

0.2919 20.85
38.19

2.00 2.78 2.35 28.48
3.00 1.60 3.17 20.05

0.00 21.64 1.00 41.38
0.25 18.99 1.05 57.39
0.50 14.28 1.26 60.95

20
1.00 9.90

21.64
1.53

0.6806 31.45
58.68

2.00 4.61 2.23 43.80
3.00 2.72 3.03 30.77

0.00 31.80 1.00 61.31
0.25 29.77 0.99 84.67
0.50 24.27 1.10 90.29

30
1.00 17.41

31.8
1.30

1.4700 46.23
86.90

2.00 8.88 1.76 65.11
3.00 5.13 2.48 47.08

0.00 46.1 1.00 84.39
0.25 41.27 1.04 118.37
0.50 35.94 1.09 125.92

40
1.00 25.51

46.1
1.29

2.9140 63.21
122.03

2.00 13.71 1.68 93.23
3.00 8.0 2.42 64.63

The thermodynamic parameters

For the proton ionization of the m-chloroanilinium ion, the thermodynamic 
parameters AG°, ATT and AS0 were calculated. The results are given in Table IV.
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Table IV

The thermodynamic parameters for the proton ionization o f the m-chloroanilinium ion

Temp.
°C

AG°
kcal/mol

M R
kcal/mol

Дs° 
e.u.

10 4.98 ± 0.02 -0.34 ± 0.01
20 4.92 ± 0.02

4.88 ± 0.02
-0.13 ± 0.01

30 4.84 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01
40 4.77 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.01

The fact that in the range 10-40°, ДH° is independent of temperature, 
indicates that, in this temperature range, the difference of the partial molar heat 
capacity in the proton ionization of the m-chloroanilinium ion (ДСр) equals zero.

The substituent constant П [20] was found to be 0.98 for the m-chloro group. 
The Hammett substituent constant cx [21] was found to be 0.32.
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The vapor-phase condensation of different binary oxide films is studied as a function 
of the substrate temperature. The condensation model is discussed within the frame of the 
vapor-liquid-crystal scheme. Particular attention is given to forecast the structure and phase 
composition of the films.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The condensation model has succesfully been used to describe laser deposition 
process in numerous studies. According to Palatnik et al. [1], the condensation 
proceeds within the frame of the vapor-liquid-crystal scheme (VLC). The main point 
of the model is that the high speed of evaporation and the high density of vapor 
stream leads to bulky film formation on the substrate at the moment of 
condensation. The structure of these films is determined only by the local order at 
the moment of nucléation; that is why the film structure is similar to liquid.

Palatnik et al. [1] do not take into account the influence of the substrate 
temperature on the phase formation and no examples supporting the VLC model are 
considered. Our analysis, given in present paper, is based on the example of binary 
oxide films.

E x p e r i m e n t a l

Starting mixtures were prepared from titania, zirconia and hafnia with the rare earth oxides (Sc, 
Y, L a-L u), both 99.99 percent pure. The composition of the samples was changed from 1.0 to 
95.0 mol % of the rare earth oxide. The prepared blends were crushed up to assure homogeneous 
composition and were pressing into tablets that were heated in air at approximately 1000 °C for 10 hours.

Films were deposited under vacuum of 10 3 Pa onto molybdenum substrates at different 
substrate temperatures up to 1500 °C. Substrates were heated by using non-inertial resistance heater 
switched off in the moment of condensation. Laser radiation (A. = 1.06 pm) was focused on the surface of
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the prepared target by means of a quartz lens. The high density of power on the target surface and the 
single laser impulse resulted in film deposition. The thickness of the film ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 pm, 
depending on the distance between target and substrate and the accuracy of focusing.

The phases of all samples were determined by X-ray diffraction using CuX^, radiation 
( \  = 0.154178 nm). Transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ) was used for direct observation and for the 
electron diffraction study of the films. The samples for ТЕМ were prepared by dissolving molybdenum 
substrate in the blend of sulphuric and nitric acids. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was also used 
for direct observation of the films.

R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n

Surface

Figure 1 shows the results of the SEM investigations of the film’s surface. 
Within the whole temperature range the surface follows smoothly the morphology of 
the substrate. The investigations were carried also at high magnifications but no 
forms of growth had been found. Assuming the VLC model as a basis of the 
condensation, the smooth surface of the films may suggests a high cooling speed for 
the liquid. Cooling speed evaluations resulted in values of about 106 - 107 К/s  for the 
substrate at room temperature. No characteristics connected with crystal growth will 
appear at such cooling speed if the matter on the substrate is liquid and if diffusion is 
absent. Such surface is not typical for other methods of evaporation, for example, for 
the electron-beam evaporation with deposition speed of about 35 nm/s (Fig. 2) [2]. 
That effect may be connected with another model of condensation. Only after the 
annealing of the film, the surface became like at Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of the surface of Z r0 2-  10Y2O3 thin films, laser deposition at 1000 °C. ( x 3000)
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Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of the surface of ZrO2-10Y 2O3 thin films, electron-beam deposition at 1000 °C.
(X  20000)

The main interest is in the morphology of films containing phases with their 
melting temperature equal to their sedimentation temperature. Film surface 
formations in that case are shown in Fig. 3. They are probably the crystallization 
centers where the crystal growth starts when the cooling speed of the liquid is slow 
and liquid-crystal equilibrium is present.

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of the surface of T i0 2-45P r0 j щ thin films, laser deposition at 1400 °C.
(X 2500)
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Crystal growth

The higher the substrate temperature, the sooner the high temperature liquid 
is forming on the cooling substrates.

At low substrate temperatures nucléation does not occur in films and 
amorphous films are formed (Fig. 4a). In binary systems, the amorphous films form 
within a wide temperature range depending upon the interaction between the 
components and upon their crystal radius. For instance in the case of titania systems, 
the amorphous films form up to 900 °C [3].

Fig. 4a. ТЕМ micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of a CeO, films at 25 °C. ( x 23000)

Fig. 4b . ТЕМ micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of a C e02 films at 500 °C. ( x 23000)
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The speed of nucléation predominates over the speed of the crystal growth 
within the intermediate temperatures. In this case, dispersed films are formed 
(Fig. 4b). Increasing temperature up to 1000 °C leads to a sharp increase of the 
crystal growth (Fig. 4c) ending in a tessellated structure of well defined texture 
(Fig. 4d).

Fig. 4c. ТЕМ micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of a C e02 films at H00 °C. ( x 23000)

Fig. 4d . ТЕМ micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of a C e02 films at 1300 °C. ( x  23000)
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Phase formation

The high cooling speed leads to the stabilization of high temperature 
modifications. The stabilization of these metastable modifications takes place at low 
substrate temperatures where the crystal size is small (phase size effect [4]). In the 
investigated systems we have registered the formation of cubic zirconia and hafnia
[5], В-type and C-type of the rare earth oxides [6] and their solid solutions. At higher 
substrate temperatures the structure of the film approaches the equilibrium state.

Fig. 5. Crystallite size of the films as a function of the substrate temperature

Increasing the temperature above 1000 -1200 °C leads to compound synthesis 
in the films. We have registered that the temperature of the compound synthesis in 
the films is about 2/3 of their melting or disordering temperature in K. This value 
corresponds to the temperature of the activation of volume diffusion. The harsh 
growth of crystallites takes place at that temperature. Figure 5 shows the dependence
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of the average crystal size on substrate temperature. The bend corresponds to the 
transition from the activation energy of ion displacement on the distances ranges 
from the lattice size to the crystallite size.

According to the VLC model, the films crystallize from the liquid and we can 
forecast the phase composition in the films by means of the equilibrium diagrams. 
The phase formation in the films is determined by the structure of the equilibrium 
diagram but their realization is limited by the diffusion process.

While the time of the film formation is insignificant, the diffusion proceeds at 
significant speed only at high temperatures, and the compounds with low 
temperature stability are not formed in the films [7]. If the compound has several 
modifications, the low ordering forms first. When the compound forms as a result of 
solid state ordering then it coexists with the initial phase.
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STUDY OF THE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE 
cis/trans-[Co(en)2Cl2]C\ ISOMER PAIR WITH SPECIAL 

REGARD TO THE BEHAVIOUR OF THEIR DMF SOLUTIONS

J. C s á s z á r

Institute o f Physical Chemistry, József Attila University, H-6701, Szeged, P.O. Box 105 

Received October 22,1992

The visible, infrared and 41 NMR spectra of the cis/trans-[Co(en)Cl2]C\ isomer pair 
were examined in aqueous, alcoholic, DMSO and DMF solutions. The spectrum of the cis 
isomer is the same in aqueous and non-aqueous solvents, whereas in the spectrum of the DMF 
solution of the trans isomer a high-intensity, complex, new band system appears above 
18200 cm-1, which is characteristic of tetrahedral Co(II) complexes.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The visible spectra of the complexes cis/trans-[Co(en)X2]X [1-3] can be 
interpreted well on the basis of the ligand field theory [4, 5]. In recent years Japanese 
authors have studied the solvent effect on the UV, visible, CD and 13C NMR spectra 
of several Co(III) and Cr(III) complexes [6-9]. We have also investigated [10] the 
solvent effect on a great number of Co(III) complexes of the types cis /trans - 
[Co(e/i)2X2]n+ and di/fra/jj-[Co(e/t)2XY]n+, and have observed that DMF solutions 
of the trans complexes of the former type, with X=C1- or Br_, display a drastic 
spectral change. Some observations with regard to this phenomenon are discussed in 
the present work.

E x p e r i m e n t a l

The isomers were prepared as described in the literature [11]. Anhydrous CoCl2 was obtained by 
drying the hexahydrate at 393 К for 5 hr, and allowing it to cool over P2Os. (Me4N)2[CoCl4] was 
prepared by the stoichiometric addition of Me4NCl to a solution of anhydrous CoCl2 in abs. ethanol. The 
solvents were purified according to literature methods [12]. The visible spectra were measured at 298 К 
on a SPECORD U V -V IS spectrophotometer. Infrared spectra were recorded in KBr pellets with a 
SPECORD IR -75  instrument. 1H NMR spectra were measured in D20  and CD3OD solutions with a 
BRUKER AM -  700 instrument, using DSS and TMS as internal standards.
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R e s u l t s

Visible spectra

The absorption spectra of diamagnetic octahedraUy coordinated (Oh) Co(III) 
complexes contain two medium-intensity d - d  bands, due to the transitions 
*Tlg <— !Ajg and 1T2g <— 1Alg. The trans complex ion belongs in the D4h point group 
[13, 14]; at this lower symmetry, both the above bands are split into two components, 
which are assigned to the transitions: 1Ea <— ■'Aj [v1(I)]J 4A2 *- [vj(II)], JB2 <— [v2(I)] 
and ]ЕЬ <- [v2(II)]. According to the crystal field theory [13], only the sum of the 
charges on each axis determines the electronic structure of the complex where all 
distances are equal; the symmetry groups of a cis and trans complex are in practice 
both D4h, even if the symmetry group of the cis complex is formally C2v. If we 
compare the spectra of the cis and trans complexes, we see that the bands are 
somewhat stronger for the cis compound, where there is no center of symmetry, than 
for the trans complex. The oscillator strength,/, for the and vj(I) bands of the cis 
and trans isomers is 6 - 7 x 1 0 “4 and l - 2 x l 0 “4, respectively. The four d - d  bands 
are generally not distinguishable, except for the v^I) and y /II) bands in the spectra 
of several trans isomers; this is illustrated in Fig. 1. Some typical spectra are seen in 
Fig. 2, and the measured band positions are listed in Table I.

Table I

The band positions o f the cis/trans-/'Co('en)2C72/C7 isomer pair measured in different solvents

Solvent v2 *i(H)
•0

vi(l)

cis h 2o 25510 (1.84) 18620 (1.95)
MeOH 25640 18620 (1.96)
DMSO 23250 18350 (2.09)
DMF 25000 18380 (1.97)

trans h 2o 24630 (1.44) 21600 (1.34) 16340 (1.46)
MeOH 25700 (1.54) 21500 (1.29) 16310 (1.46)
DMSO 25000 20800 16340 (2.16)
DMF 25510 (1.66) 21880 (1.43) 16340 (2.16) 

14680 (2.35)
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Fig. 1. Termsplitting in the case of diamagnetic 3d6 system by different symmetries, as well as the 
schematic absorption curves of the cis- and trans-[Co(en)2X2]n + complex ions. The arrows 

show the band positions of the tetrahedrally coordinated Co(II) complexes

The spectrum of the cis form is simple: the v1[v1(I) + (II)] and
V2[v2(l) + v2(II)] bands lie in the intervals 18900-17900 and 25600 -  23300 cm-1, 
respectively; the structure of the spectrum is practically independent of the solvent. 
For the trans isomer, the vj(I) (16400-16100 cm-1) and v^II) (21700 -  20800 cm-1) 
bands are separated, while v2 is not split. The aqueous, alcoholic and DMSO 
solutions of the trans form give quite similar spectra, but in DMF the spectrum is 
drastically changed. In the range 18200-12500 cm-1 a new, high-intensity, complex 
band system appears, which is unambiguously characteristic of Co(II) complexes with 
a tetrahedral or distorted tetrahedral arrangement (see Figs 2 -4).

Further investigation of this phenomenon necessitated examination of the 
spectra of several tatrahedral or quasi-tetrahedral Co(II) complexes in DMF solution 
(Table II). The 4F ground state of Co(II) is split by a tetrahedral crystal field and 
three spin-allowed transitions are possible: 4T2(F) < -4A2(F) (vj’), 4Tj(F) (v2’)
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and 4Tj(P) <— (v3’) with lowered energy. The last two transitions are allowed, the 
corresponding bands appearing in the intervals 4500 -  6000 and 16000-19000 cm-1, 
respectively. For complexes of type [CoX2Y2]n + , the band corresponding to the v2 
transition is split under the reduced symmetry Q v into three components; the visible 
band (v3’) is split in the same way. The spectra show that a reduction in the symmetry 
of the ligand field modifies the structure and energy of the transition v2’ more than 
those of v3’; the v3’ band of the complexes [CoX4]2- and [CoX2Y2]2~ does not differ 
considerably.

Fig. 2. Spectra of cis / trans-[Co(en)2CA2\C\ in different solvents. 1: cis, c=8.5 x 10-3, in water; 2: in DMF, 
c=9.9x 10-3; 3: Irans, c = 1.02 x 10 2, in water,; 4: in DMF, c=8.5x 10-3 mol/dm3. d= 1.0 cm

Anhydrous CoCl2 in ~12 mol/dm3 HC1 gives a similar band system with main 
peaks (va and vb) at 14370 and 16080 cm-1 (e: 660 and 372). In the solution the 
[CoCl4]2- ion greatly predominates. Completely analogous spectra are given by 
CoCl2 and CoCl2-6H20  dissolved in DMF, but the intensities are lower. In the 
presence of 0.1 mol/dm3 Bu4NC1* the spectra remain almost unchanged, but the 
intensities of the peaks are considerably higher. No further increase in intensity was

* This salt has a high solubility, so studies at high chloride concentrations are possible
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obtained in the presence of Bu4NC1 at higher concentration. Buffagni and Dunn [15] 
state that if CoCl2-6H20  is dissolved in DMF, the solution contains about 30% of 
different tetrahedral species; a solution of anhydrous CoCl2 contains approximately 
10% [CoCl4]2- and 35% [Co(DMF)Cl3]~. Crystalline [Co(DMF)2C12 [15] dissolved 
in DMF gives similar spectrum to those of the former compounds, so it is possible 
that this species is also present in low quantity. The probable molar extinction 
coefficients of the complex ions are [15]: [CoCl4]2 - : e -660, [Co(DMF)Cl3]_ : 
e -  350 and [Co(DMF)2C12]: e -70.

The spectrum of a DMF solution of ira/ii-[Co(e/i)2Cl2]+ is rather complicated. 
The v2 and vj(I) bands, characteristic of the Irans form, are present, so it is obvious 
that the parent complex decomposes only partially in solution. The new band above 
18200 cm -  !, assigned to the v3’ transition [4, 5], is quite similar, as mentioned above. 
The va and vb peaks appear at 14790 and 16390 cm-1, with low intensities (Table II).

Table II

The main peaks o f different Co(II) and Co(III) complexes measured in DMF

Compound
in DMF

y a y b
in DM F+Bu4NC1*

y a y b

CoCl2 in 
12 mol/dm3 HC1 

(Bu4N)2[CoCl4] 14590 (214) 16330 (129)
14370 (660) 
14250 (630)

16080 (372) 
15750 (367)

CoC12 14560 (437) 16230 (275) 14540 (617) 16260 (355)
[Co(i7i)2Cl2]Cl + 

(Bu4N)2[CoC14]** 14590 (381) 16290 (237) 14420 (502) 15710 (336)
CoC126H20 14640 (309) 16310 (186) 14650 (407) 16320 (245)
[Co(DMF)2C12] 14840 (263) 16340(162) 14540 (324) 16290 (191)
[Co(e/i)2Cl2]Cl 14680 (224) 16340 (145) 14660 (234) 16310 (171)

* [Bu4NC1] = 0.1 mol/dm3; ** The e values are calculated with the concentration of the en complex

From the positions and intensities of the peaks, and the distance between them 
(a measure of the distortion of the tetrahedral species [15]), the supposition seems 
plausible that the DMF solution contains the above Co(II) species. However, in 
addition to these, the v1(I) band of the unchanged trans isomer still present, also 
must be taken into account. Accordingly, a very complex equilibrium system with 
several components is established; the proportions of the different species are
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unknown. We shall not deal with the possibility of simultaneous solvolysis* of the 
remaining trans complex, which further complicated the system. If e = 660 in 
concentrated HC1 solution, and supposing that in this solution primarily the 
[CoCl4]2- species exists, the decrease in intensity of the peaks in all the other cases is 
striking. The intensity decreases to the greatest extent for íre/ií-[Co(e/j)2Cl2]Cl, 
indicating the presence predominantly of species of lower symmetry.

Infrared spectra

The main frequencies of the isomers are presented in Table III; our data agree 
well with literature data [17-19]. The IR spectra of the isomer pair are very similar. 
There is an important difference however: in the spectrum of the cis isomer the band 
of the NH2 asymmetric deformation vibration is split into two bands at 1632 and 
1570 cm-1, whereas in the trans complex this band exhibits no splitting [e.g. 17].

Table III

The main IR frequencies (cm~l) and chemical shifts (ppm) o f the isomer pair

Assignment 6CH2 5NH2
in D20

Isomer vSasNH2 vCH2 6asNH2 6CH2 6sNH2 TSCH2 7asCH2 ßasCH2 (in CD3OD)

cis 3190 2938 1632 1448 1366 1279 1169 896 3.006 5.347
3115 1570 1452 1358 1272 1126 872 (2.962) (5.199)

1208 1118
1190 998

trans 3240 2940 1597 1447 1388 1310 1122 2.926 5.220
3180 1362 1294 1095 (2.972) (5.046)

1274 1000
1210

NMR spectra

The spectra measured in D20  and CD3OD are simple and do not differ 
appreciably in the two solvents. Only one sharp resonance line from the hydrogen 
atoms of the CH2 groups can be measured; no splitting is observed (Table III). This

* *soiv 10s/sec_1 = 0.155, /ia = 100.5 kJ/mol [Langford, C. H.: Inorg. Chem., 3, 228 (1964)]
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points to the absence of coupling between the NH2 and CH2 protons, and between 
the two CH2 groups; the en ligand is bound to the central ion in a "gauche" form.

Magnetic properties

The cis isomer exists in a crystalline form and is diamagnetic (low-spin 
complex, t62ge°g) in all solvents. The Irans complex also exists in a crystalline form 
and is similarly diamagnetic in aqueous, alcoholic and DMSO solutions, but in DMF 
it is paramagnetic (high-spin complex, e4gt32g). This previous observation confirms 
the supposition that one of the important processes in the change described is the 
reduction Co(III) -*• Co(II), which is promoted by the reducing character of DMF 
[20, 21]. Apart from [CoF6]3_, no low-spin and high-spin complexes of Co(II) and 
Co(III) occur in tetrahedral or octahedral coordination, respectively.

Other observations

The change in the DMF solution of frms-[Co(en)2X2]X can be observed only if 
X=C1~ or Br- . We have prepared several other Co(III) complexes of the types 
ira/ii-[Co(en)2Cl2]Y (Y = N 0 3_, N 0 2~, C104_, S042 - , PtCl42~ and
[Cr(NH3)2(NCS)4]-)  and trans-[Co{en)2X.C\]C\ (X = N 0 3~, N 0 2- , NCS“ , NH3, 
H20 ). It is very interesting and important that the spectra of the DMF solutions do 
not differ for any of the above complexes: we obtain the typical "trans" spectra.

Our spectral studies in solvent mixtures (DM F/H20 , DM F/CH3OH, 
DMF/dioxane) indicate that a concentration ratio [complex]: [DMF] of at least 
1: 700 -  900 is necessary for the spectral changes to be obtained.

When simple Co(II) salts are dissolved in DMF, a similar tendency may be 
observed. The solution of CoCl2-6H20  is blue with vraax = 16310 cm ~ *, while those of 
Co(N 03)2, CoS0 4, Co(C2H30 2)2 and Co(C104)2 are red or violet, with vmax = 19050, 
18350, 17920 and 18800 cm-1, respectively. Pflaum and Popov [20] have interpreted 
the phenomenon in terms of the different coordination tendencies between the metal 
ion and the solvent, as well as between the metal ion and the anion. This explanation 
may be right, but it says nothing concrete about the reason for the different 
behaviour of the trans complexes formed with different anions.

The complexes are reasonably soluble only in a few solvents. In our 
preliminary work we found that a similar spectral change occurs in acetonitrile and
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nitromethane, but unfortunately the low solubility of the complex prevents detailed 
studies.
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A model Hamiltonian for describing the motion of a single hole pair (i.e. of a peroxide 
bond) in a chain of O2- is proposed and studied numerically, having in mind the Cu/O high 
Tc superconductors. It is shown that, due to the non-linear pair-phonon coupling term 
(introduced for reproducing the frequency increase occurring when O2 ...02~ -* [O -O ]2 -, 
the effective mass of pairs may remain quite small even for strong phonon coupling. Some 
absorption spectra corresponding to the process of creating a pair of holes (peroxide bond) 
from a zero-hole ground state are also evaluated and discussed.

Introduction

The study of the behavior of systems in which a band is initially full of electrons 
and some holes are introduced by doping is relevant in different areas of solid state 
and polymer chemistry. The present paper is mainly concerned with the Cu/O high 
Tc superconductors.

The mechanism of superconductivity in copper oxygen systems, La2_xSrxC u04 
(La214), YBa2Cu30 7_y (Y123 or YBCO), Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8_6 (BÍ2212 or BSCCO), is 
far from being fully clarified. Let us try to combine some hints coming from 
experimental data in a global picture. The small coherence length observed for pairs 
[1] as well as the oxygen nature of holes added by doping [2] are all elements in favor 
of a chemical pairing mechanism, i.e. one in which the superconducting pairs are 
localized in real space (in contrast to the Cooper pairs [3] of BCS theory [4], which 
are localized in k-space).

The idea of pairing in real space, which can be traced back to Schafroth [5] and 
is antecedent to BCS theory, is particulary stimulating from a chemist point of view, 
since localized pairs are indeed chemical bonds. In the case of copper-oxygen high Tc
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superconductors, the driving force for pairing in the C u02 cuprate plane may be the 
formation of peroxide ions from О ~ ions:

The above idea, in agreement with the expected chemical behavior [6], has 
been discussed by various authors [7-8]. Recently Ferretti and Lami [9] showed that 
the exchange term necessary for singlet coupling of holes may arise from p-oxygen 
orbital contraction upon occupation. The basic idea (see also [10]) is that the highly 
polarizable 0 2~ skeleton may permit hole-pairing through a large electronic 
rearrangement. The fluctuating valence of Cu may play a major role in mobilizing the 
peroxide bonds along the C u02 plane.

The formation of a peroxide ion should involve both a shortening of the bond 
length and a frequency increase [6]. This means that one is faced with a strong hole- 
phonon coupling, which lead us to the heart of the present paper. In order to 
investigate the role of phonons, we propose, (somewhat extending a proposal of 
Chrakaverty et al. [8]), the following model Hamiltonian containing hole hopping 
(7), hole-hole interactions (the on site repulsion U and the exchange term /), 
phonon-phonon interaction (£ph), as well as hole-phonon terms (<ij> means 
adjacent sites and <ij, i’j’> adjacent bonds):

О + o- = [o-op- .

The model

< i j >

< t j >

+ ^ 2 ~ ( b tJ bfj +A.C.)], ( 1)

where:
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K j -  j2 (artaA + aAail ) ;

s ; =  f l X ;  s - = ( s ; r  etc.

űjCT, bjj are, respectively, the hole annihilation operator for site j and spin a and the 
phonon annihilation operator for the bond oscillator ij; В- (T-) are singlet (triplet) 
pair operators and <ij> indicates nearest-neighbours.

The above Hamiltonian simply accounts for the bond length variation and for 
the frequency shift occurring when a singlet or a triplet pair is on the bond ij (see 
Appendix A).

The numerical study of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is quite difficult, mainly due 
to the large number of states (hole (g) phonons) required, even for a chain. Thus we 
focus here on a simpler, but quite instructive limiting case.

Let us then consider the case /> 0  and | / |  » | T \ . It is quite clear, from Eq. (1), 
that the most stable states are the ones in which holes are all paired in singlets. One 
can then focus on such low energy subspace and project out all the other states. From 
second-order degenerate perturbation theory (see Appendix B) one has the following 
effective Hamiltonian for a singlet pair coupled to local phonons:

H  = t Y ,  ( ' a j + h- c. ) + X  °KbrA + j )  +

+ëph X (A + +bt)(bj +bj) +
<ij>

+ X  a+> a i [ft + bi ) +S2 K  bi + y  (b, b, + h.c. )] , (2)

where Oi = Вц+Ь b, = b(> + 1 .

It is worthwhile to stress some of the differences between the complete 
Hamiltonian, Eq.(l), and the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. (2). In (1) one has 
coexistence of a purely fermionic attraction (the /  term) with the possibility of 
forming small polarons and bipolarons [8, 11], the latter meaning phonon-mediated 
fermionic attraction. So the Hamiltonian (1) opens the possibility to different and 
competing (or cooperating) coupling mechanisms. In the effective Hamiltonian (2) 
the singlet pairs are pre-formed and what remains to be understood is how their 
motion is affected by the coupling to phonons.
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We further notice that in deriving Eq. (2) a single pair has been considered, for 
simplicity. A way of extending the validity of the Hamiltonian (2) to many pairs is to 
introduce short-range pair-pair repulsion terms and to treat pairs as bosons [12]. 
(The short-range repulsion makes possible to treat pairs as bosons, since it avoids 
condensation on the same bond).

In the following we will present the results of some numerical computations 
with the Hamiltonian (2), for a single pair. The main question we will address is the 
way the coupling to phonons affects the mobility of the pair along a (periodic) chain. 
We anticipate that even in the strong coupling regime one may still have a low 
effective mass for bond pairs, due to the non-linear frequency shift term (g2). 
Another interesting feature that will be discussed concerns the shape of spectra for 
creation of a pair by vertical photoabsorption from a ground state in which no pairs 
are present.

In order to have an insight into the properties of the Hamiltonian (2) a 
numerical study is needed. It is however useful to notice that in the limiting case 
gph = 0, g2=0, the Hamiltonian (2) can be diagonalized by the unitary transformation

which is the standard one for generating small polarons from the Holstein 
Hamiltonian (see e.g. [11]), which in the present case is spinless. For i=0 one has 
N ( = number of bonds) degenerate ground states having the form of coherent states:

where | vac > is the vacuum for holes and | 0 > j is the vacuum for phonons in the 
j-th bond oscillator. For small t the hopping term may be treated as a perturbation. 
The degeneracy of the ground state is then removed by the coupling

The above result means that the hopping term is strongly reduced by the phonon 
coupling or (interpreting the hopping as a purely kinetic energy effect) that the quasi
particle (bond polaron) is much heavier than the bare hole-pair.

Numerical results and discussion

£/ = ехр[-Ф ]Г а,Ч (6,-6,+ )] ; Ф = - &, со

(3)

(ф , Щ  Фу+1 ) = t(0j  |ехр [ Ф (bj -  bJ+l )]

|0>у(0у+1|ехр[—'Ф(*у— bJ+ï)] |0м ) = Гехр(-Ф 2) . (4)
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After having considered the many analogies with the small polaron problem it 
is worthwhile to illustrate the obvious difference. Here we study the behavior of a 
preformed pair, so in a sense the (bond) polaron is always present, independently on 
the values assumed by the parameters in the Hamiltonian (2). What depends on the 
parameters is only the way the bond pair moves along the chain.

If other processes become competitive with the phonon dressing (which is 
responsible for the formation of the bond polaron), things become much more 
involved. In such a case (i.e. when t, g2, gph, are non negligible) one is forced to a 
numerical study.

Let us now briefly introduce the computational technique. We have used as 
basis set the tensor product of the pair states by the phonon states. The latter, being 
an infinite number, must be truncated according to some criterion. We have 
considered only those for which the total number of quanta distributed among all the 
bond oscillators is less or equal to a given maximum value, n<?max, which, obviously, 
has to be chosen in such a way that the computed quantities do not change by further 
increasing its value (which means including more phonon states).

We present some numerical results for a single bond pair in a linear chain of 
five (N = 5) equal bonds (with periodic boundary conditions) and with nqmax= \\. In 
order to check the influence of the chain length, we have also studied the cases N = 6 
and N=7, which gave almost identical results. This can be taken as an indication that 
our results are not far from those for the infinite chain. Even adopting the above 
truncation procedure, the number of basis states remains very large, i.e. 22000, for 
N = 5 and /i<7max= ll .  In order to manage such large basis set we utilized a Lanczos 
technique with Householder reorthogonalization [14], which gave converged results 
with only 50 states.

Three hopping values have been condsidered: f= -0 .1 , -0.5 and -1.0, thus 
covering a range going from an essentially antiadiabatic limit (in which the pair 
hopping is much slower than the bond oscillator period) to an intermediate situation 
(in which the two time scales are comparable). The antiadiabatic limit is probably 
appropriate for the high Tc superconductors [11], while the hopping of tt electrons in 
conjugated polymers is better described in the adiabatic limit (since f ~ 2  eV) [15] and 
the intermediate behavior is observed in biological systems [16].

We have computed the ground state and three different observables for several 
values of the parameters g1;g2, f andgph (see Tables I, II, III).

The pair-phonon number correlation function is defined as:
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«» = («1 a i K mbu j )  , (5)

where m= О, ±1, ±2. Notice that, due to the translational symmetry, one has 
n\ + m = n l-m- As clcar from its definition, nm gives the average number of quanta 
in the bond oscillator 1 +m, when the pair is on the reference bond 1 and is a 
measure of the vibrational excitation around the hole.

The pair-bond length correlation function

Xm = (a+l (<bum+b̂+m)) ’ (6)
(with properties analogous to nm), gives the average bond length variation for the 
bond oscillator 1+m when the pair is on the reference bond 1 and measures the 
lattice deformation induced by the hole.

The effective mass for a pair, m*, can be defined as the ratio of the kinetic 
energy for =g2 =0 (i.e. to 2f) to the average kinetic energy of the pair:

^  (ICinettc energy )gi=g2=̂ =0
(Kinetic energy (7)

The results are summarized in Tables I, II and III. Table I collects the computed 
pair-bond length correlation function xm (m=0, 1, 2) for f=-0 .1 , -0.5 and -1  and 
g2 = 0, 0.5 and 1. Two different cases have been considered: the bond oscillators are 
uncoupled (gph = 0) and moderately coupled (gph = 0.25). In any case g1= -1  and all 
the energies are in units of the bond oscillator frequency <d. Table II is the analogous 
for pair-phonon number correlation function nm. Table III contains the effective 
mass results for the same values of the parameters.

One may notice (Tables I and II) that increasing^ reduces the d isto rtion^  as 
well as the number of phonons nm. This is true not only for the reference bond 
(m=0), but also for the neighbours (m = 1, 2). The role of the hopping parameter t is 
as expected. In fact, for decoupled bond oscillators, the hopping spreads the 
distortion and the average excitation on all the bonds. As a consequence x0 and n0 
decrease, while the other xm, nm increase. However, when the interbond coupling is 
switched on, one observes a general decrease of both |xm | and nm, for m =0, 1, 2. 
The bond distortion also exhibits a wave-like behavior, i.e., the bond is alternatively 
lengthened and shortened along the chain.
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Table I

The pair-bond length correlation junction xm (see Eq. (6)) for m=0,l,2, gj= -1  and for three different 
values o f g2 and L The results for two values o f gph are shown together

t 0.0
g Ph = °

0.5

82

1.0 0.0
g Ph =  0 .25  

0.5 1.0

*0 - 0.1 0 .2611 0 .1165 0 .0671 0 .5 2 0 0 0 .1515 0 .0 7 4 9

- 0 . 5 0 .1 8 7 3 0 .0 9 4 4 0 .0585 0 .4625 0 .1 0 1 2 0 .0 5 7 8

- 1.0 0 .1 4 0 9 0 .0 8 0 8 0 .0 5 2 8 0 .3055 0 .0 7 6 6 0 .0 4 8 4

*1 - 0.1 0 .0 1 0 3 0 .0095 0 .0 0 6 6 - .2 7 5 1 - . 0 7 7 0 - . 0 3 3 2

- 0 . 5 0 .0 3 7 7 0 .0 2 6 8 0 .0185 - .2 3 8 0 - . 0 2 0 6 - . 0 5 3 8

- 1.0 0 .0 4 9 2 0 .0 3 3 9 0 .0 2 3 9 - .1 3 0 9 0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 5 2

*2 - 0.1 0 .0 0 0 6 0 .0 0 0 8 0 .0 0 0 6 0 .0 8 5 8 0 .0 2 4 6 0 .0 1 0 3

- 0 . 5 0 .0 1 0 0 0 .0084 0 .0 0 6 0 0 .0 7 5 2 0 .0091 0 .0 3 8 4

- 1.0 0 .0 2 1 8 0 .0165 0 .0 1 2 0 0 .0481 0 .0 0 8 3 0 .0 0 4 9

Table II

The pair-phonon number correlation function nm (see Eq. (5)) for m = 0,l,2, g\ = -1  and for three different 
values o f g2 and L The results for two values o f gph are shown together

t 0.0
g Ph =  0

0 .5

82

1.0 0.0
g Ph =  0 .25  

0.5 1.0

«0 -0.1 0 .1 7 0 9 0 .0 4 0 9 0 .0 3 4 0 0 .6 6 0 4 0 .0 6 7 6 0 .0 3 7 2

- 0 . 5 0 .0895 0 .0 2 6 7 0 .0 2 5 6 0 .5 7 6 5 0 .0 3 4 9 0 .0 2 5 8

-1.0 0 .0 5 0 7 0 .0195 0 .0 2 0 2 0 .3 3 2 8 0 .0 2 2 8 0 .0 1 9 7

" l -0.1 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 0 2 0.0001 0 .1 8 9 8 0 .0 2 6 0 0 .0 1 0 4

- 0 . 5 0 .0 0 4 2 0 .0 0 1 9 0 .0 0 1 2 0 .1 6 9 6 0 .0 1 2 3 0 .0 0 6 1

-1.0 0 .0 0 6 6 0 .0 0 3 0 0 .0021 0 .1091 0 .0 0 9 4 0 .0 0 5 1

n2 -0.1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 .0 2 8 0 0 .0 1 7 6 0 .0 1 4 8

- 0 . 5 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0002 0.0001 0 .0 3 0 4 0 .0 1 4 7 0 .0 1 0 9

-1.0 0 .0 0 1 3 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 3 9 2 0 .0121 0 .0 0 8 2

Table III Ulustrates the reduction of the effective mass of the pair by the 
switching on of the g2 term. A perusal of it shows that the above effect is more 
evident when the mass itself is large, i.e., in the antiadiabatic limit ( f = - 0.1) and
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when the phonon-phonon coupling (gph) is on. As pointed out in the Appendix A, 
increasing g2 while taking fixed g1; results in two simultaneous effects: i) it enhances 
more and more the frequency shift Дсо; ii) it reduces the shift of the equilibrium 
position. Hence the above observations may be summarized as follows. It is possible 
to have "light" peroxide bonds even in presence of strong phonon coupling provided 
the physical origin of the latter lies mainly in the frequency shift of the bond 
oscillator.

Table III

The effective mass m* (see Eq. (7)) for gj = -1  and for three different values o /g2 and L 
The results for two values o f gph are shown together

t 0 .0
g Ph =  0  

0.5

S2

1.0 0.0
gph =  0-25  

0.5 1.0

1 p 2 .0 2 8 4 1 .2019 1 .1173 22 .9885 1.7021 1 .2516
- 0 . 5 1 .2723 1 .0805 1 .0593 3 .9526 1 .1567 1.0971
- 1 . 0 1 .1044 1 .0406 1 .0347 1 .6064 1 .0650 1.0521

Pair creation spectra

The absorption spectra S((o), corresponding to the photon-induced vertical 
creation of a bond pair from a zero-pair ground state |0>, can be computed through 
the Fermi Golden Rule:

S(ca) ос Х М  a)  |0)|2 0(E0 + ( o - E j ) , (8)
j

where |j  > is the whole set of eigenstates for one pair (and an arbitrary number of 
phonons) and the к-conservation rule is assumed. As is well known Eq. (8) can be 
rewritten in terms of the resolvent, G=( z - H) ~1, :

S(a>) oc lm(0| G (co + irj) |0) ; 77-» 0+ . ^

Conveniently it can be computed by the previously mentioned Lanczos technique, 
making use of the continuous fraction expansion

l 2

G {co) =  ( co + í t j - ex ----------------- !----------y ~ ) _1 » (Ю )

0 ) + l  T) -  £ 2 --------------* —

C0+...
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where |1> = а +к=0 |0> (i.e., a pair in the Bloch wave with /e = 0) and |2>, |3> ... 
are the Lanczos states generated in sequence starting from 11 > ; hj = <j\H\j+l> 
and ej = <j\H\j> are the matrix elements of the tridiagonalized Hamiltonian matrix. 
The truncation of Eq. (10) is performed after reaching the convergence in S(oi).

Some of the computed spectra are shown in Figs 1 -6 , for the five atoms 
periodic chain discussed in the previous section. The figures are grouped in order to 
show the effect of the frequency shift term on the spectra. As in the previous section, 
the oscillator frequency ш is assumed as energy units and three hopping values have 
been considered: t= -0.1, -0.5 and -1 . The role of the intrabond coupling gph is also 
explored.

Figures 1 -3  refer to the case of decoupled bond oscillators (gph=0). One may 
notice that for g2 = 0 and t= -0.1 (Fig. la), the pair-creation spectrum is essentially 
what is expected for the excitation of the coherent state |ф> with ф= -gj/o i (which 
is the limit spectrum for t-*0, as discussed in the previous section). Increasing g2 
enhances the central peak, while satellite peaks appear on the high-energy side 
(Figs lb, lc).

For t= -0.5 the spectrum at g2 = 0 (Fig. 2a) is quite different from the one for 
t -  -0.1 (Fig. la), reflecting the fact that the pair transfer is in competition with the 
bond deformation process. However the effect of increasing g2 is still very marked. 
Similar conclusions come from an inspection of Fig. 3, which refers to the case t = -1 .

Figures 4 -6  illustrate the effect of switching on the interbond coupling gph. 
Now for t= -0.1 the case g2 = 0 (i.e. no frequency shift) exhibites a very rich structure 
reflecting the various phonon scattering processes (Fig. 4a). By increasing t (Figs 5a, 
6a), the pair band structure superimposes on the phonon structure. In all the cases, 
however, the non-linear term g2, is quite effective in enhancing a single peak, as is 
evident comparing Fig. 4a with Figs 4b, 4c; Fig. 5a, with Figs 5b, 5c and Fig. 6a with 
Figs 6b, 6c.

The above calculations are not sufficient to allow a direct comparison with 
experimental excitation spectra of Cu/O materials. In fact, from one hand we have 
not attempted to evaluate the energy required to generate a pair of holes, since the 
whole process is complex and one must take into account several factors (for 
example, the rehybridization of oxygen for optimizing the 0 - 0  overlap) in order to 
give a reasonable estimate. Furthermore, the present work concerns a chain of 
oxygen atoms while in the copper/oxygen materials a C u02 plane is involved. 
Neverthless, model calculations like those reported here are the necessary first step
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towards a more complete investigation of the role of hole-phonon coupling in 
spectral features of Cu/O superconductors.

CO

Fig. 1. The pair creation spectrum (see Eq. (9)) fo r^ =  -1, t = -0.1,gph=0. (a) g2=0 (Ды/ш=0); 
(b) f t  = 0.5 (Дш/ы=0.4142); (c)g2= l (Ды/ш = 0.7321)
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0)

Fig. 2. The pair creation spectrum forg!= -1 , t =  -0 .5 ,gph = 0. (a)g2 = 0; (b)g2= 0.5; (c) g 2 =  l
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Fig. 3 . The pair creation spectrum forgj = -1 , t =  -1 , gph = 0. (a)g2 = 0; (b)#2= (с)£г=1
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Fig. 4 . The pair creation spectrum forg, = -1 , t =  -0.1, gph = 0.25 (a) g2 = 0; (b) g 2 =  0-5; (c) g2 = 1
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Fig. 5 . The pair creation spectrum for g 1 =  -1 , t  =  -  0.5, gph = 0.25 (a) g 2 = 0', ( b )  g 2 =  0.5; (c) g 2 =  1
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F ig. 6 . The pair creation spectrum forgj = -1  , t  =  - l , g ph = 0.25 (a) g2=0; (b) g2= 0.5; (c)g2 = l
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Conclusions

We have studied numerically, through a Lanczos procedure, a model 
Hamiltonian for the motion of localized pair of holes in the chain

-----------O2- --------- o 2- --------- o 2~ ------------

having in mind the copper -  oxygen high Tc superconductors. The peroxide bond 
formed by holes on adjacent oxygen ions is mobile and strongly coupled to local 
phonons. Our numerical study shows that the effective mass of the peroxide bonds 
may be reasonably small, despite the strong phonon coupling, if one takes into 
account that the peroxide pair, once formed, not only shifts the equilibrium positions 
of the bond oscillator, but also induces a frequency increase, giving rise to non-linear 
pair-phonon coupling terms.

Some spectra for the vertical creation of a pair, starting from the zero-hole 
ground state, have been computed. They show characteristic features, that should be 
compared with (high resolution) excitation spectra.
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A p p e n d i x  A

In this appendix we will briefly remind the form of the Hamiltonian for a 
displaced and frequency shifted harmonic oscillator. Let us call H  the Hamiltonian 
for the original harmonic oscillator (h= 1, m = 1):

H  = 1/2 o)2x2 + T  = Ш (b+ b + 1/2) .

Then:

IT  = 1/2 (to + Aw)2 (x -  x0)2 + T .

Since

x = (2ш )-1/2 (b + b+), 

after some algebraic passages one has

Е Г  = (o) + g 2 )  (b+ b + 1/ 2) + g ^ / 2  (b b +  h.c.) +  g 1 (b +  b +) +  cost ,

where:

g\ = -(2 o )) 1/ 2x0 (o) + До))2 ; 
g2 = (Ao) /  2o)) (Aw + 2oi) ; 
cost = (x02 /  2) ( o > + Aw)2 .

From the expression of gj one may notice that it contains both x0 and Ao>. This 
means that taking fixed the value of gг and increasing g2 (i.e., Доз), the displacement 
x0 becomes smaller and smaller.

A p p e n d i x  В

In this appendix we will briefly summarize how to build up an effective 
Hamiltonian for one singlet pair, starting from the Hamiltonian (2).
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Looking at Eq. (2) one may easily convince oneself that in the large | / |  limit, 
the most stable states are singlet (/>0) or triplet (/<0). Here we are supposing that 
/> 0 . From second order degenerate perturbation theory one finds that the processes 
contributing to the effective hopping of a pair are only:

T i  • •
- >

u •
- >

•  T i

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

T i - T
- »

• i
>

- T i

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Thus, neglecting for simplicity self-energy corrections (identical for all bonds), one 
has:

= *M+. + / */ - M +A-c.) + ® 2 > m +, b t ' l+1 + } )  +
I I i ^

+ X 5 M+1 ß M+. [£i (*/Vi + 6M+i)  + ̂ 2 */,0-1 + bi,M +h c.)\ ,
i ^

where
1 T2 T2

t  = - j = ( - —  + 2 — !— ) .
-J2 J  U - J
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MEDIUM EFFECT ON THE SECOND STAGE DISSOCIATION 
CONSTANT OF [TRIS(HYDROXYMETHYL)METHYLAMINO- 

PROPANE SULPHONIC ACID] (TAPS)

A. M. El-Nady and H. A. Azab

Chem istry D epartm ent, F acu lty o f  Science, A ss iu t University, A ssiut, Egypt

Received December 8, 1992

The second stage dissociation constant values of [tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamino- 
propane sulphonic acid] (TAPS) were determined at 25.00 ± 0.02 °C by potentiometric pH 
titration in pure water and different mixed solvent mixtures (methanol, ethanol, N,N- 
dimethyl-formamide [DMF], dimethylsulfoxide [DMSO], acetone and dioxane). It is observed 
that the pKa2 value is slightly influenced as the solvent is enriched in methanol, ethanol and 
remains practically constant in presence of different amounts of DMF and DMSO. A 
pronounced change in the pKa2 value is observed as the solvent is enriched in acetone or 
dioxane. These results were discussed in terms of various solvent characteristics. It is 
concluded that the electrostatic effect has only a relatively small influence on the dissociation 
equilibrium of the group ( -N H 2+). Other solvent effects such as solvent basicity, different 
stabilization of the conjugate acid free base by hydrogen bonding interactions in aquo-organic 
solvents media relative to pure aqueous media as well as proton-solvent interaction play an 
important role in the acid dissociation equilibrium.

Introduction

The choice of alternative buffers has greatly increased with the commercial 
availability of zwitterionic amino acids, mainly N-substituted taurines or N-substi- 
tuted glycines prepared by Good and co-workers [1]. Organic buffers suitable for use 
in biochemistry now include [tris(hydroxymethyl)methylaminopropane sulphonic 
acid] (TAPS). Zwitterionic buffers -  comparable to amino acids -  show significant 
advantages over conventional buffers: insignificant penetration through biological 
membranes, maximum buffer capacity at physiological pH range 6.0-8.50 and no 
enzyme substrate or enzyme inhibitor properties. Though studies on the dissociation 
constants of acids and bases in mixed and non-aqueous solvents have been 
extensively investigated, relatively little work has been done to determine the 
dissociation constants of the biologically important zwitterionic buffers [2 - 6].
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TAPS is an organic acid of the class of Good buffers [1]. It is a potentially 
useful zwitterionic buffer for use in biochemistry at physiological pH range 
(6.0-8.50), because of its low toxicity. In the present investigation the second stage 
dissociation constant of TAPS has been reported in aqueous systems, including both 
pure water as solvent and various water-organic mixed solvents using potentiometric 
pH-titration. The organic solvents used are methanol, ethanol, DMF, DMSO and 
acetone. Methanol and ethanol were chosen as representatives of amphiprotic 
solvents. We have chosen DMF and DMSO as aprotic polar solvents to study the 
pKa2 variations of TAPS because their dielectric constants are relatively high, but 
lower than that of water. Acetone and dioxane have been chosen as low basic aprotic 
solvent and aprotic nonionizing solvent. All the solvents chosen are of frequent use in 
biochemistry and biology. The new experimental pH and pKa2 data reported in this 
paper for TAPS dissolved in the above mentioned binary aqueous-organic solvent 
mixtures will likely be of great use in various areas of chemistry, biochemistry and 
biology.

Experimental

Chemicals and solutions

(H0 CH2)3CNHCH2CH2CH2S0 3H (TAPS) was analytical grade (BDH) with purity of 98%. 
Further purification of TAPS was done according to Perrin [7]. The organic solvents, methanol, ethanol, 
N,N-dimethyl-formamide, dimethyl-sulfoxide, acetone and dioxane were of high purity (A. R. or spectra 
grade products). Carbonate-free NaOH was prepared and was standardized by titration with standard 
KH-phthalate. The molarity of H N 03 was determined by titration with standard NaOH solution. 
Generally, dilute solutions were prepared by appropriate dilution of the stock.

Procedure

pH potentiometric measurements were made on solutions in a double-walled glass vessel at 
25.00 ± 0.02 °C with a commercial Fisher combined electrode. The pH was measured with a Fisher 
Accumet pH/ion meter model 2301 with a precision of 0.001 pH units. The instrument was standardized 
against standard buffers of 4.0 and 9.20 pH values. The instrument was rechecked after each experiment. 
The temperature was controlled by circulation of water through the jacket, from a VEB model E3E 
ultrathermostat bath and maintained within ± 0.02 °C. Purified nitrogen was bubbled through the 
solution in order to maintain an inert atmosphere. Efficient stirring of the solution was achieved with a 
magnetic stirrer. All test solutions were prepared in a constant ionic medium of 0.1 M K N03 by mixing 
the appropriate amounts of ligand, nitric acid, potassium nitrate and the proportion (w/w) of the 
different organic solvents studied. The concentration of hydrogen ion was decreased by the addition of 
potassium hydroxide, prepared in the same medium as used for the test solution. At each solvent 
percentage, at least 6 titrations (35 data points) were performed.
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The concentration of free hydrogen ion, Л, at each point of the titration was calculated from the 
measured emf, E, of the cell RE/TS/G E (RE and GE denote the reference and glass electrode, 
respectively and TS is the test solution) from the Nemst equation:

E  = E° + Q log h , (1)

where E° is a constant which includes the standard potential of the glass electrode, and Q is the slope of 
the glass electrode response. It is to be assumed that the activity coefficient is constant, an assumption 
usually justified by performing the experiments with a medium of high ionic strength (0.1 M K N03). The 
value of E° for the electrode was determined from a separate titration of nitric acid with potassium 
hydroxide, both of known concentration, under the same temperature and medium conditions as for the 
test solution titration. The data obtained were analysed by the program MAGEC [8]. During the 
MAGEC calculation the autoprotolysis constant of water, Мш, was refined until the best value for Q was 
obtained. The refined Kv  value is necessary as an adjustable parameter in pKa2 calculation in pure water. 
Values for Kv  for water in water-organic solvent systems have been taken from literature [9 -12].

The pH-meter readings have been corrected in accordance with the method described by 
Douheret [13, 14]. Thus, if the pH-meter is standardized using aqueous buffer, the meter reading pH(R) 
obtained in a partially aqueous medium differs by an amount 6, from the corrected reading pH* which is 
referred to the standard state in the partially aqueous solvent, pH* = pH (R )-5.

Initial estimates of pKa2 values were refined with ESAB2M computer program [15] by
minimizing the total squared error

Uv = Xi *vi (vi - K calCjl)2 . (2)
The weight is calculated by

1 / 4  = 5 i2 = 5v2 + (6vi/ 6 £ i)25E2. (3)
We chose the minimization function (2), since the titrant volume, Ecalc, can be calculated from an explicit 
equation [16, 17]. The program ESAB2M minimizes (2) by using the Gauss-Newton nonlinear least 
squares method [18] with the very efficient Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [19, 20]. In our 
potentiometric pH titrations we put E°= 0 (E° = formal potential of the electrodic couple) in the input 
instructions, since the program reads in pH in this case. Our calculation have been performed with a 
Gaussian error in V: Sv=0.005.

Results and discussion

TAPS possesses the following zwitterionic structures: 

(H 0C H 2)3CNHCH2CH2CH2S 03H ^  (h o c h 2)3c n +h 2c h 2c h 2c h 2s o 3-

The second stage dissociation constant of TAPS is due to cationic group -N H 2+. 
The refined pKa2 values of TAPS in the different aquo-organic solvents mixtures are 
given in Table I. The results reveal three important features:
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Table I

ThepKa2* values o f TAPS in the different organic sotvents-waler mixtures at 25.00 ± 0.02X1

Organic solvent % w/w  solvent pKa2 pKa2*

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.03 8.03 ± 0.05

Methanol 20.0 8.09 8.08 ± 0.03
30.0 8.09 8.05 ± 0.05
40.0 7.99 7.90 ± 0.04
50.0 8.04 7.91 ± 0.03

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.06 8.05 ± 0.06

Ethanol 20.0 8.01 7.98 ± 0.50
30.0 8.01 7.93 ± 0.05
40.0 7.87 7.74 ± 0.05
50.0 8.04 7.83 ± 0.05

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.26 8.21 ± 0.06

DMF 20.0 8.35 8.22 ± 0.06
30.0 8.38 8.16 ± 0.07
40.0 8.55 8.22 ± 0.05
50.0 8.69 8.24 ± 0.04

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.28 8.25 ± 0.06

DMSO 20.0 8.37 8.29 ± 0.05
30.0 8.45 8.29 ± 0.05
40.0 8.58 8.29 ± 0.05
50.0 8.74 8.32 ± 0.04
55.0 8.85 8.34 ± 0.05

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.53 8.55 ± 0.06

Acetone 20.0 8.69 8.74 ± 0.05
30.0 8.72 8.77 ± 0.06
40.0 8.77 8.84 ± 0.06
50.0 8.89 9.01 ± 0.07

00.0 8.28 8.28 ± 0.02
10.0 8.51 8.53 ± 0.07

Dioxane 20.0 8.58 8.62 ± 0.07
30.0 8.76 8.84 ± 0.06
40.0 8.86 8.98 ± 0.06
50.0 9.17 9.34 ± 0.05
55.0 9.27 9.47 ± 0.06

pKa2* : corrected pKa2 values according to Douheret [13, 14] ± uncertainties refer to standard 
deviations
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a -  With an increase in the amphiprotic methanol or ethanol solvent 
concentration in the aqueous medium, the change in pKa2 is quite small, in most 
cases it slightly decreases,

b -  With an increase in the DMF or DMSO content, the pKa2 remains 
practically constant.

c -  By increasing the acetone or dioxane (non-polar solvents) concentration in 
the aqueous medium, the pKa2 value increases.

Effect o f the amphiprotic solvent

Consider an acid HA at molality m in mixed amphiprotic solvent (SH). It is 
assumed that the dielectric constant of the mixed solvent is sufficiently large to 
permit a certain amount of ionization. The proton activity aH, as a measure of 
acidity, can be expressed [9] in terms of and KSii, which are, respectively, the 
acidity constants of HA and SH2 + :

aH = \m Kha Ksh (vSh2+ vjja) /  (vsh va -)]1/2 , (4)

where vSH2+, v ^ ,  vSH and vA- are the activity coefficients of the species SH2+, HA, 
SH and A" respectively. A decrease in the dielectric constant usually causes 
VSH2+/VSH an(i va / vHA to increase, and it is possible that both of these ratios will 
increase by about the same amount [21]. Hence, according to Eq. (4), a lowering of 
the dielectric constant due to addition of methanol or ethanol may have a little effect 
on the acidity of an unbuffered solution of TAPS. With respect to solvent basicity 
effect, the autoprotolysis constant of water is slightly influenced by addition of 
methanol or ethanol (pK of pure water is changed from 14.0 to 14.90 for a 50% w/w  
ethanol-water mixtures (HA + SH ^  SH2+ + A'). Accordingly, one can deduce that 
changing medium basicity by increasing additions of methanol or ethanol to the 
aqueous medium has a little influence on the second stage dissociation constant of 
TAPS. Other factors such as stabilization of the different species existing in 
equilibrium through hydrogen bonding together with ion solvent interaction and 
dispersion forces play an important role in the ionization of weak acids. Accordingly, 
the observed slight changes in pKa2 of TAPS as the solvent is enriched in methanol 
or ethanol can be mainly interpreted as resulting from the following two factors:

a -  The relatively high stabilization of the conjugate base 
(H 0CH 2)3CNHCH2CH2CH2CH2S 03_ by a donor hydrogen bond in a pure 
aqueous medium relative to that in presence of methanol or ethanol. This is due to
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the greater tendency of water molecules to donate hydrogen as compared with other 
solvent molecules [22]. Thus, an increase in the methanol or ethanol proportion in 
the aqueous medium will result in an increase in the activity coefficient of the 
conjugate base, thereby causing a slight increase in the pKa2 value.

b -  The greater stabilization of the proton in methanol or ethanol-water 
mixtures relative to that in pure water through ion-solvent interaction [23, 24]. 
This effect will generate a low activity coefficient of the proton in alcohol-water 
mixtures compared to that in pure aqueous medium, therefore, causing a slight 
decrease in pKa2.

Effect o f dipolar aprotic solvents (DMF and DMSO)

The observed constancy in the pKa2 value of TAPS in the presence of varying 
amounts of DMF and DMSO can mainly be explained as resulting from the following 
two opposing effects:

a -  A DMF-water or DMSO-water mixture is considered to be more basic 
than water [25]. This behaviour is based on the building up of a strong acceptor 
hydrogen bond from the (-N H 2+) group of the TAPS in the former medium as 
compared to that in the latter one, thus facilitating the ionization process of the 
amino group i.e., a low pKa2 value.

b -  The expected low stabilization of the conjugate TAPS free base by a 
hydrogen bond donates from solvent molecules in DMF or DMSO-water mixture 
compared to that obtained in pine aqueous medium. This, in turn, results in a high 
pKa2 value.

Effect o f a low basic aprotic acetone solvent

The presence of acetone as co-organic solvent exerts a pronounced effect on 
the pKa2 of TAPS as compared to the effect of the other co-organic solvents studied 
(methanol, ethanol, DMSO and DMF). This behaviour can be mainly attributed to 
the following effects:

a -  Solvent basicity effect: acetone is considered to be a very weakly basic 
solvent [26-29], thus, the basicity of acetone mixtures with water is lower than that 
of a pure aqueous medium [25]. This leads to a high pKa2 value.

b -  Solute-solvent interactions effect: acetone is considered to be both poorer 
acceptor as well as donor of hydrogen bonds compared to water [30]. Thus, one may

6 7 0  EL-NADY, AZAB: MEDIUM EFFECT ON TOE SECOND STAGE DISSOCIATION CONSTANT OF TAPS
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expect a low stabilization of the free TAPS conjugate base by hydrogen bonding 
interactions in presence of this co-organic solvent. This leads to higher pKa2 value in 
such media than that obtained in pure aqueous solution.

c -  Proton-solvent interaction effect: Since acetone is weakly basic solvent, 
therefore, one must expect that the H ion becomes less stabilized in presence of this 
co-organic solvent due to hydrogen ion-solvent interaction [29]. Thus, increasing the 
acetone proportion in the aqueous medium results in a high activity coefficient of the 
proton, i.e. a high pKa2 value.

Effect o f an aprotic nonionizing dioxane solvent

The observed increase in the pKa2 value of TAPS as the solvent is enriched in 
dioxane may attributed to lowering of the dielectric constant which increase the 
fraction of associated ions to form Bjerrum ion pairs [31] and higher aggregates such 
as triple ions and dipole aggregates [32]. In this aprotic nonionizing medium, 
the concentration of free ions is very low and acidity phenomena are governed largely 
by ionic association reactions, as Kolthoff and Bruckenstein have shown so 
convincingly [33].
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A survey of previously published data was compiled on CO and CH3OH conversion, 
CH4 + D2 exchange, and CH4 adsorption. The catalytic behavior of various metals in these 
reactions can be evaluated on the basis of the strength of the Cr substrate-metal interaction.

Introduction

The catalytic interaction of carbon monoxide with hydrogen has recently 
become one of the most frequently studied catalytic conversions (e.g. [1]). Supported 
mono- and -  mostly -  bimetallic catalysts are utilized for this reaction. The catalytic 
activity is strongly influenced by the morphology of the surface of the catalyst, by the 
support material and by the nature of the metal. It would be of great value to have a 
clear picture of the "share" of each of these constituents in the catalytic behavior -  in 
the activity and selectivity of the catalytic effect.

The principal aim of this paper is to explain the differences between Vlllb- 
metals in the conversion of CO from the viewpoint of the interaction of participants 
in the reaction:

H2 - CH4 + H20  (and higher hydrocarbons)

C O < ^
H2 CH3OH (and other oxygenates)

with different metals. The paper does not deal with C-insertion; attention is focused 
on СО-conversion in the two basic directions of the reaction.
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Activity of different metals in СО-conversion and adsorption propensity

The role of the character of metals in СО-conversion can be evaluated by 
comparing their behavior is non-supported form. Data in this respect are scarce. 
McKee found [2] the following sequence of activity of noble metals for the 
methanation reaction at 423 K:

Ru (and Ru alloy) > Rh, Ir » Pt, Pd (1)

A high activity of Ru was found by other authors too (see Ref. [3]). Nickel also 
shows high activity in methanation [4]. In Bond’s monograph [5], data related to 
supported metals indicate the following activity sequence (the rate data are expressed 
in numbers of metal atoms converting an equal number of СО-molecules) at 548 K:

Ru > Fe > Ni > Co > Rh > Pd > Pt > Ir 
Rate: 1 > 3.18 > 5.66 > 9.05 > 13.2 > 15.08 > 67.04 > 100.6

The sequence of the activity is in accordance with McKee’s observation, the 
only exception being Ir: the catalytic activity of this metal was higher there than that 
of Pd and Pt. This discrepancy may be connected with the effect of the support.

It was originally suggested [6] that the activity of different metals on CO- 
methanation reaction is correlated with their propensity to adsorb hydrogen. 
Subsequently, however, it was found, [5] that there were no substantial differences in 
the adsorption enthalpies of H2 on noble metals. We found no such differences 
between Pt and Ni either: the A#H -values extrapolated to 0 coverage were 
140-150 kJ mol-1 [7, 8]. The adsorption enthalpy values of CO on group VIII metals 
are also similar [9].

It remains then to compare the adsorption of the third participant, CH4, i.e., 
the product of the reaction. Data on reversible and irreversible adsorption of CH4 
are collected for Co, Ni Pt [10]; Pd [11]; and Ir, Rh and Ru [12] in Table I. The 
adsorption enthalpies for some of these metals were also determined. It is seen from 
Table I that the slight differences between metals with respect to the amounts of 
reversibly adsorbed CH4 do not indicate a definite tendency: the reversibly adsorbed 
quantities are the highest on Pt and Pd and the lowest on Co, with Ru, Rh and Ir 
occupying a medium position. The irreversibly adsorbed amounts are nearly similar 
for Ni, Ru, Rh and Ir, smaller on Co, and low on Pd, whereas no irreversible 
adsorption takes place on Pt below 573 K.
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Table I

Adsorption o f CH4 on different metals

Number of molecules adsorbed/m2 (n) nirr/nt
Metal Total Irr

Co 4.52 xlO i7
Ni 1.21 X101*
Ru 1.13x101*
Rh 1.36x101*
Pd 6.41x1011
Ir 1.21 X101*
Pt 2.4 X101*

T  = 393 K; P CH4 = 26.67 kPa

3.02Х10П 0.75
9.42x1011 0.22
9.16x1011 0.81
1.10 X IO'* 0.81
5.77x101* 0.09
9.42x104 0.78

Strength of CH4 -  metal interaction and CH4 -  D2 exchange

It seems appropriate to take into account the strength of interaction of CH4 
with the different metals as a means of explaining their catalytic behavior in CO- 
conversion. The isosteric adsorption enthalpies, derived from the reversibly adsorbed 
amounts, are not suitable for this purpose as they do not relate to chemisorption -  
which is characteristic for the strength of the interaction. The ratio of desorbed 
amounts of CH4 at a certain temperature is an indicator of the strength of the 
CH4 -  metal interaction.

In the majority of investigations the conversion of CO was studied in the 
temperature range of 500-550 K. It seemed therefore appropriate to select the 
amount of methane desorbed by TPD up to 493 К related to the amount desorbed up 
to 525 K. As methane was produced by hydrogenolysis for ethane, these R493523 - 
values (see Table II) were characteristic for the catalytically active surface of the 
metals [13].

Depending on their interaction with methane the metals can be grouped as 
strongly interacting (Co and Ni), weakly interacting (Pd and Pt) ant those of medium 
strength (Ru, Rh and In).

For comparison of the strength of interaction and reactivity of different metals 
in H -D  exchange of methane the turnover frequencies of this reaction were 
calculated on the basis of previous studies [10, 12, 14] and collected in Table II. 
These data indicate that Co and Ni, strongly bonding CH4 were much less active 
catalysts of CH4 -  D2-exchange than all other metals. This can be explained by the
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formation of carbon deposits and/or by the rate controlling role of the desorption 
process. The low value of the activation energy of the exchange on Co suggests that 
for this metal the lowest activity is caused by carbon deposits decreasing the size of 
the metallic surface.

Table II

Strength o f interaction with methane and catalytic activity o f different metals in CH4 +D2 exchange

Metal R 4 9 3 523 TOF (438 K) 
(s -i)

E
(kJ rnol-l)

Co 0.43 2.14X10-8 88
Ni 0.36 1.01 X IO"6 125
Ru 0.83 2.89 XIO- 4 97
Rh 0.74 1.36x10-3 89
Pd 0.76 1.15x10-5 112
Ir 0.93 1.14x10-2 111
Pt 0.95 9.31 X10-4 105

This suggestion is supported by comparing CH4-exchange on Co/A120 3 and
Pt/Al20 3. The following turnover frequency values were calculated from previously
published data on powders [14] and on alumina-supported metals [15] at 533 K:

Pt-powder Co-powder Pt/Al20 3 Co/A120 3
1.39 X IO" 1 1.60X10-6 1.4X10-2 1.95X10-1

For powders: TOFPt » TOFqj

for Al20 3 supported metals: TOFPt < TOFq ,

This reverse correlation between reaction rates on Pt and Co on the one hand 
and on alumina-supported Pt and Co on the other, can be explained by the resistance 
to formation of carbonaceous deposits on supported Co.

CO conversion and strength of metal -  substrate interaction

Comparison of CH4-m etal interaction strength with McKee’s observation 
(Inequality (1)) indicates that Pd and Pt characterized by weak interaction are less 
active in carbon monoxide methanation, Rh and Ir with medium strength of
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interaction have medium catalytic activity. Ru -  also medium strength of interaction 
-  shows outstanding catalytic activity. Supported Co and Ni with their strongest 
CH4-m etal interaction have a lower activity in СО-conversion than does Ru [5].

In order to explain the observed sequence of catalytic activity we should recall 
the conversion scheme of the adsorbed CO:

CO

It

H2
CH3OH -—

M M M M  M

( 2)

In other words, methanation occurs via oxygen-metal interaction of adsorbed 
CO, consecutive cleavage of C -O  bonds, and formation of CH-bonds. Oxygenates 
are produced by addition of H2 to the C = О double bond.

Stronger C -M  interaction results in a higher rate of total conversion as is 
witnessed by comparing the R-values in Table II with Inequality (1). The lower rate 
on Pt and Pd is presumably caused by the easier desorption of CO or by its 
displacement on the surface by hydrogen.

The energy of dissociation of a chemical bond on the surface, constituting the 
basis of the method of evaluation of catalytic activity developed by Balandin [10], can 
be expressed as the difference of the energies of bonds to be dissociated with that of 
bonds formed with the surface. For dissociation of C -O  bond on a metal:

e m ,c o  = Qco ~ Qcm ~ Сом (3)
where E M c o : dissociation energy of C -O  bond on metal surface 

<2c o : dissociation energy of C -O  bond in gas phase 
Q cm> Q om: dissociation energies of C -M  and O -M  

The higher activity (lower £ MCo) °f metals with stronger C -M  interaction is seen 
from this equation. The oxygen-metal interaction however also plays an important 
role in methanation reaction. The stronger this interaction, the higher the probability 
of metal-oxygen bonding and of the dissociation of C -O  bonds leading to methane 
formation. The metal-oxygen bond strength-values [17] are collected in Table III.

It is seen that the value of the R u -O  bond strength substantially exceeds all 
other M - О  bond strengths. This explains the outstanding activity of Ru in 
methanation with respect to all other metals.
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Table III

Metal-oxygen bond strength values [17]

ß M_o(kJn io l-i)

Fe Со Ni Ru Rh Pd Ir Pt
407 368 364 489 397 280 363 356

In addition to this, the lower activity of Co and Ni in comparison with Ru can 
also be explained by the too strong carbon-metal interaction, resulting in more 
carbonaceous deposits -  compared with Ru.

On catalysts with weak metal-carbon interaction, the dissociation energy of 
the C -O  bond should be higher in accordance with Eq. (3), and methanation will be 
limited. The probability of H2-addition is consequently increased. We can thus 
explain the propensity of Pt and Pd to catalyse the formation of CH3OH. Possibly, 
the highest valence electron number of adsorbed CO on Pd and Pt compared with 
other Group VIII metals [18] also plays a role there. The addition of hydrogen to 
adsorbed CO can be enhanced by increasing the charge on CO.

Comparison of CO conversion on Co/A120 3 and Pt/Al20 3 [15] supports this 
explanation. At 505 К on Co, only CH4 was obtained without oxygenates, 
(TOF: 4.1 X10“2). On Pt, however, besides hydrocarbons (TOF: 2 .9 x l0 -2), 
oxygenates (TOF: 9 x 10 ~4) were also produced. A steady growth of the activity of 
the bimetallic catalyst was observed with increasing Co-content up to 85% Co with 
the highest catalytic activity.

Reactivity of CH3OH in catalytic conversion

The bond strength approach, used to explain СО-conversion on metals, can be 
employed for evaluating catalytic conversion of hydrocarbons on metals. As an 
example we refer to the substantially higher propensity to adsorption of C2H6 
compared with CH4 on Pt [19] or on Ni, Co [10], Pd [11] Ru, Rh, Ir [12]. The H -D  
isotopic exchange of C2H6 takes place at a higher rate and lower activation energy 
than that of CH4 on different metal-catalysts [14]. These observations were also 
explained [14] on the basis of difference in bond strength values of C -H  in methane 
and ethane. The bond-strength approach can also be applied to the reactivity of 
CH3OH. In 1989 we reported [20] on the H -D  exchange of CH3OH and its 
conversion to ether on Pt-powder and two Pt/Al20 3 catalyst-samples.
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The sequence of the overall reaction rate of H -  D exchange at 443 К was:

Pt/Al20 3 (0.5%) > Pt/Al20 3 (10%) » Pt powder.

The main reaction product was mono-deuterated methanol. Two directions of 
exchange were distinguished:

CH3OH + D2

The rate of exchange of hydrogen in the OH group was much higher on all the 
catalysts than that in the methyl-group. The W j/W 2 ratios at 443 К were 1200, 890 
and 2800 on Pt-powder, Pt/Al20 3 (10%) and Pt/Al20 3 (0.5%) respectively. The 
ratio of d2/d 1 increased with temperature. This indicated that the activation energy 
of H -  D exchange in CH3 should be higher than that in OH as the product of single 
exchange was mostly CH3OD. This is in accordance with the much lower rate of 
exchange in the methyl group.

The dissociation energy of the OH-bond is 463 kJ mol-1 [17], in contrast to the 
399 kJ mol-1 of the H -C H 2OH bond [21]. The higher dissociation energy of OH in 
the gas (or vapor) phase would result in a lower exchange in the OH- than in the 
CH3-group. Bearing in mind the strength of interaction on a platinum surface we 
may write:

£ OH,Pt = б о н  “  ß o P t  “  ÖHPt

£ CH,Pt = б е н  ~ ÖcPt -  ÖHPt • (5)

These values explain the differences in the rate of exchange of the OH and 
CH3-groups. It should be added that the substantially higher OH -  D exchange rate is 
presumably also connected with the dissociation of methanol on alumina and the 
formation of CH30~A1+ species. The Pt atoms are also involved in the exchange in 
this case since, for the dissociation of D2, Pt sites are required. The rate of single 
exchange on the support is two orders of magnitude lower than that on Pt-black, and 
no multiple exchange takes place there [20]. It was suggested that the reaction took 
place on the boundaries of metal and A120 3.

The fact that exchange takes place on metal black suggests that this reaction 
takes place on the metal phase also -  but at a much lower rate.

The bond-strength approach can be utilized for the dehydration of CH3OH to 
dimethyl ether (DME):

GUCZI et al.: ^-SUBSTRATE-METAL INTERACTION AND CATALYTIC CONVERSION OF CO 679

w CH3OD+ HD

(4)
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CH3o ..... ..... CH3 CH3OCH

h ....... .....OH HOH

It was found [20] that the formation of DMA on A120 3 is much slower than 
that on Pt/Al20 3. At 473 K:

^DME (Ft) = W2 x ^DME (A120 3) .

It follows from this that, by comparing the activity of different Al20 3-supported 
metals, we can neglect the reaction on the support.

From scheme [6] it follows that the conversion of CH3OH to DME requires 
the dissociation of OH and СО-bonds. As was shown earlier, dissociation of the OH 
bond on Pt should be an exothermic process. In the case of Co, from the bond 
strength values (GcoO- 368 -  Table III, QCH: 258 -  [23]) it follows that 
£ O I I C o = - 1 6 3  should also be exothermic. Consequently the rupture of C -O  bond 
should control the process of DME formation. The data in Table II indicate that the 
carbon -  cobalt interaction is much stronger than the carbon-platinum interaction. 
The energy of С о -О  is identical with that of P t-O  (Table III). Consequently, the 
dissociation of the C -O  bond on Co is easier than that on Pt. The 14 times higher 
CH4- D 2 exchange on Co/A120 3 in comparison with that on Pt/Al20 3 (see before) 
excludes, that carbonaceous deposits on Co would inhibit the process, as in the case 
of metal-powder.

It follows from all this that the rate of DME production on Co/A120 3 should 
exceed that on Pt/Al20 3.

From data published previously [20] the following TOF values were calculated 
for 473 K:

Co/ a i2o 3 Pt/Ai2o 3
4 . 5 X 1 0 - 2  2 .7 0 x 1 0 -3

This is in accordance with the estimation.

Conclusions

On the basis of a survey of our previously published data and evaluation of 
these data we can state that the strength of C -M  and О -M  interaction plays a
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decisive role in the catalytic activity and the direction of CO + H2 conversion on 
different metals.

The interaction of CH3OH with a metal catalyst and its conversion can be 
evaluated on the basis of bond strength values between reacting atoms and the 
surface of the metal catalyst. This approach of catalytic activity and selectivity -  
applied previously for other types of catalytic reactions -  was extended by this to the 
conversion of CO and CH3OH.
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SIMPLE AND CONDENSED ß-LACTAMS, PART 15 +

ON THE ANOMALOUS COURSE OF THE SHEEHAN-BOSE SYNTHESIS 
WITH 5-AMINO-TETRAZOLE. A NOVEL SYNTHESIS OF THE 

4,5,6,7-TETRAHYDROTETRAZOLO[l,5-ű]PYRIMIDINE RING SYSTEM + +
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Successive reaction of 5-aminotetrazole with diethyl bromomalonate and chloroacetyl 
chloride, followed by dehydrochlorinative cyclization affords the tetrahydrotetrazolo- 
[l,5-a]pyrimidine derivative 3 rather than the 3-lactam 6. The reaction is the first example of a 
new tetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidine synthesis.

We report here a novel synthesis of the 4,5,6,7-tetrahydrotetrazolo- 
[l,5-a]pyrimidine ring system discovered during an attempt to extend the Sheehan- 
Bose ß-lactam synthesis method [2] to the preparation of the l-(u/isubstituted 
tetrazol-5-yl)azetidin-2-one derivative 6.

A limited number of l-(unsubstituted tetrazol-5-yl)azetidin-2-ones is known 
from literature [3-5]; they have invariably been obtained by removing the protecting 
groups of the corresponding 1-(1- or 2-protected tetrazol-5-yl)azetidin-2-ones [3-7].

BrC H (C 02R 2 )2 

+  _  

h 2n - r 1

CH(C02R 2) 2 RCHHalCOHdl 

NH

R H
RCHHd CH(C02R2 )2

EtjN

"R’ О
-N.

S r

(COjR )2

Scheme 1. The Sheehan-Bose ß-lactam synthesis. R= H, alkyl, subst. alkyl; R1 = Ph, subst. phenyl, 
benzyl, subst. benzyl, diphenylmethyl, di(subst. phenyl)methyl, alkoxycarbonylmethyl, 2-(ethoxy- 
carbonyl)ethyl, SiMe3 (which is replaced by H during work-up); but [2b, h] R' *  H; R2 = Me, Et

+ For Part 14, see [1]
+ + Taken in part from the Ph. D. Thesis of E. K., Technical University Budapest, 1989

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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CH(C02Et)2

(E t0 2C)2CH

k' YV N
nh2

We have attempted the direct synthesis of the l-(unsubstituted tetrazol-5-yl)azetidin- 
2-one 6 by applying the method of Sheehan and Bose [2] to 5-aminotetrazole. In the 
course of the Sheehan-Bose synthesis primary amines are successively allowed to 
react with a dialkyl bromomalonate and an a-haloacyl halide, and the resulting 
dialkyl (a-halonacylamino)malonates cyclized by treatment with triethyl-amine or the 
like to yield the required ß-lactam (Scheme 1). The problem with 5-aminotetrazole is 
its ambident nucleophilic nature, viz. that it is able to react with electrophiles both at 
the amino nitrogen atom and at the N(l) site of the ring [8]. We were, therefore, 
pleased to find that reaction of 5-aminotetrazole with diethyl bromomalonate took 
place at the exocyclic nitrogen atom to afford diethyl (tetrazol-5-ylamino)malonate
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(1) in excellent yield rather than isomer 4. Assignment of structure 1 rather than 4 to 
the product rests on the absence of NH2 bands from its IR spectrum as well as on the 
structure of the product obtained on subsequent chloroacetylation. To our
disappointment, the latter reaction led to the formation of diethyl 
(2-chloroacetyltetrazol-5-ylamino) malonate 2, rather than of its desired isomer 5. 
The structure assignment of the chloroacetyl derivative is based on both 
spectroscopic and chemical evidence. Thus, the IR spectrum of the product exhibited 
only two bands in the region between 1750 and 1550 cm-1, viz. a doublet at 
1750/1740 and a singlet at 1570 cm-1, i.e. no "ordinary" amide I band was present. 
The doublet had, consequently, to be assigned to the ester carbonyls and an azolide 
0  = C -N  bond. Furthermore, triethylamine induced ring closure of the chloroacetyl 
derivative (or, preferably, of its silylation product) afforded the
tetrahydrotetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidine derivative 3 in 17 and 74% yield, respectively, 
rather than isomers 6 or 7 of the latter, which would be the expected alternative 
cyclization products of compound 5.

The elemental composition of the cyclization product was in agreement with 
any of the structures 3, 6 and 7. The last one was, however, unambiguously ruled out 
by spectroscopic evidence. On the other hand, no clear distinction could be made 
between the remaining two structures on the basis of the IR and !H NMR spectra. 
The chemical shift of the ring methylene carbon atom of the product in the 13C NMR 
spectrum (Ô 36.69 ppm), however, indicated that 3 rather than 6 was the actual 
structure, since the signals of the ring methylene carbon atoms of azetidin-2-ones 8
[9] and 9 [10, 11] are found at 6 44.41 [9] and 46.86 ppm, respectively, while the 
chemical shift of the ring methylene carbon atom of tetrahydropyrimidin-one 12 [12] 
(6 33.16 ppm) was in reasonable agreement with structure 3 for the cyclization 
product. Even more important, partial deethoxycarbonylation of the cyclization 
product by Krapcho’s method [13] led to a product of whose alternative structures 10 
and 11 the former was unambiguously ruled out by the values of the vicinal coupling 
constants (3.2 and 7.8 Hz) found for the CH2-C H  moiety of the product which were 
irreconcilable with the azetidin-2-one structure.

Tetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidine derivatives have been hitherto synthesised (1) by 
condensation of 5-aminotetrazole with 1,3-bis-electrophiles such as 1,3-dioxo and 
related compounds, 3-oxo-esters, enones, acrylic, acetylenedicarboxylic and malonic 
esters etc. or (2) by treating 2-hydrazinopyrimidine derivatives with nitrous acid 
[14-16]. The substitution patterns and, with one exception, the degree of
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unsaturation of the resulting products are, however, different from those of 
compound 3 obtained by the new method.

A characteristic feature of compound 3 is the presence of two ethoxycarbonyl 
groups in position 5 whose origin is the diethylmalonate moiety of precursor 2. In the 
latter the ethoxycarbonyl groups serve to acidify the attached methine group, 
permitting thereby the final ring closure to take place. Other electron withdrawing 
groups should be able to serve the same purpose. Furthermore, the chloroacetyl 
group of precursor 2 could be replaced by other 2-haloalkanoyl groups. It should, 
therefore, be possible to extend the scope of the new tetrahydrotetrazolo[ 1,5-a]- 
pyrimidine synthesis considerably.*

Experimental

Components of product mixtures were separated by CC at either normal or reduced pressure 
(10-25 kPa) using Kieselgel 60 (Merck) as adsorbent. The purity of the products was checked and their 
R t values were determined on DC-Alufolien 6OF254 (Merck); the individual compounds were detected by 
UV irradiation or using iodine, 5% ethanolic molybdo- or tungstophosphoric acids as reagents. Melting 
points were determined in glass capillaries and are uncorrected. IR spectra were recorded on a Specord- 
75 spectrometer (Zeiss, Jena). 3H and 13CNM R spectra were obtained with Varian XL-100 and 
XL-400 spectrometers in CDC13 solutions at about 50 °C, unless otherwise stated, with TMS as the 
internal reference compound.

Diethyl (tetrazolS-ylamino)malonate (1)

Triethylamine (10.1 g, 0.1 mol) and diethyl bromomalonate (23.9 g, 0.1 mol) were successively 
added to a suspension of 5-aminotetrazole [18] (8.5 g, 0.1 mol; thoroughly dried for 8 h at 120 °C) in 
anhydrous THF (25 cm3). The mixture was stirred for 48 h at room temperature and the resulting yellow 
oil was dried overnight in a vacuum desiccator over P2O5. The crude product (23.9 g, 98.5%) was used in 
the subsequent step without any purification.

An analytically pure sample (0.6 g from a 1.0 sample of the crude product) was obtained by CC 
(ethyl acetate -  hexane, 1:1) and trituration of the resulting oil with 2-propanol. M.P. 77 °C, R t 0.5 (ethyl 
acetate -  hexane -  acetic acid, 2:1:0.4). -  IR (KBr): 3400, 3160 br., 1750, 1650, 1250, 1020 cm-1. -  
‘HNMR: 6 1.32 t + 4.36 q ( /  = 7 Hz, 6H + 4H, 2 x C 0 2Et), 5.67 br s (exch., 2H, 2xN H ), 6.14 s 
(1H, CH).

C8H13N50 4 (243.2)
Calcd. C 39.50 H 5.38 N 28.79
Found C 39.56 H 5.58 N 28.56

* The only other 4,5,6,7-tetrahydrotetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidinone so far known has been obtained 
by reaction of 5-aminotetrazole with methyl acrylate [17] but the oxo oxygen atom of this compound is 
attached to position 5 rather than to position 7 as in compound 3
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Diethyl (2-chloroacetyltetrazol-5-ylamino)malonate (2)

Chloroacetyl chloride (28 g, 0.25 mol) was added dropwise to a vigorously stirred solution of 
compound 1 (50.5 g, 0.21 mol) in benzene (500 cm3). The mixture was refluxed for 5 h, allowed to cool 
and washed with brine (1x100 + 2x50 cm3). The combined aqueous washings were extracted with 
benzene (3 x 50 cm3). The combined benzene solutions were dried (MgS04) and evaporated to dryness. 
The residue (54.0 g, 82 %) was dried overnight in a vacuum desiccator over KOH and used without 
further purification for the subsequent transformations.

An analytically pure sample was obtained by crystallization from ethanol. M.p. 95 °C, R f (ethyl 
acetate -  hexane -  acetic acid, 1:1:0.4) 0.6. -  IR (KBr): 3300 br, 1750/1740 (d), 1570, 1270, 1020 cm-1.
-  1H NMR: 5 1.33 t + 4.38 q ( /  = 7.0 Hz, 6H + 4H, 2 x C 0 2Et), 4.35 s (2H, ClCH2CO), 6.24 s (1H, 
CH), 9.5 br s (1H, NH).

C10H14ClN5O5 (319.7)
Calcd. C 37.57 H 4.41 Cl 11.09 N 21.91 
Found C 37.65 H 4.30 Cl 11.20 N 21.44

Diethyl 7-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrotetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidine-5,5-dicarboxylate (3)

Chlorotrimethylsilane (2.1 g, 18.9 mmol) was added dropwise to a vigorously stirred mixture of 
compound 2 (5.0 g, 15.7 mmol), triethylamine (3.8 g, 37.8 mmol) and dry benzene (50 cm3) at 0 °C. 
The mixture was kept for 12 h at 0 °C and subsequently refluxed for 12 h. It was then washed with brine 
(20 cm3), 2M HC1 (2x10 cm3) and brine (20 cm3), dried (MgS04) and evaporated to dryness. The 
residue was worked up by CC (CH2C12 -  acetone, 10:0.25) and triturated with ethyl acetate to give the 
crystalline title compound, yield 3.3 g (74%). M.p. 90-92 °C, R { (ethyl acetate -  hexane -  acetic acid, 
1:1:0.4) 0.65. -  IR (KBr): 3400 -  2500, 1760-1710 (with several local maxima), 1600, 1260, 1020 c m 1.
-  >H NMR: 6 1.33 t + 4.41 q ( /  = 7.0 Hz, 6H + 4H, 2 x C 0 2Et), 3.58 s (2H, 6 - H 2), 9.9 br s (1H, NH). 
13C NMR: 8 = 13.81 + 64.72 (2xE t), 36.69 ( C - 6), 66.66 (C -7), 151.1 ( C - 8a), 163.65 (2 x C 0 2Et), 164.26 
(C -5).

Ci0H13NsO5 (283.2)
Calcd. C 42.40 H 4.98 N 24.73 
Found C 42.34 H 4.60 N 24.72

Ethyl ( ±)-7-oxo-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrotetrazolo[l,5-a]pyrimidine-5-carboxylate (11)

A solution of compound 3 (5.0 g, 17.7 mmol) and sodium chloride (1.3 g) in a mixture of DMSO 
(13.5 cm3) and water (0.7 cm3) was stirred for 25 min at 190 °C (bath temperature), allowed to cool and 
poured into brine (80 cm3). The resulting emulsion was extracted with ethyl acetate (4 x40 cm3) to give, 
after conventional work-up, an oil (3.2 g). The latter was worked up by CC (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 2:1, 
with a drop of acetic acid added) to afford the title compound, yield 0.8 g (21%). M.p. 139-141 °C, 
Rf (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 2:1, with a drop of acetic acid added) 0.42. -  IR (KBr): 3280 -  2850, 1740, 
1610, 1270, 1060 cm“1. -  >H NMR (CDC13 + [D6] DMSO): 8 1.27 t + 4.27 q ( /  = 7.1 Hz, 3H + 2H, 
C 0 2Et), 3.05 + 3.35 (ABX, J„c = 17.0, / gem = 3.2 and 7.8 Hz, 2H, 6 - H J ,  5.58 dd (J = 3.2 and 7.8 Hz, 
1H, 7 -H ), =11.5 br s (1H, NH). 13C NMR (CDC13 + [D6] DMSO): 6 13.88 + 63.12 (Et), 32.90 ( C - 6), 
53.44 (C -7), 152.05 ( C - 8a), 165.26 + 166.86 (C -5  + C 02Et).

CyHçNsO;, (211.2)
Calcd. C 39.81 H 4.30 
Found C 39.65 H 4.05
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Diethyl l-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4-oxoazetidine-2,2-dicarboxylate (9) [10,11]

!H NMR: 6 1.25 t + 4.31 q (J = 7.0Hz, 6H + 4H, 2 x C 0 2Et), 3.51 s (2H, 3 -H j), 3.78 s 
(3H, OMe), 6.86 + 7.48 (AA’BB’, J = 9 Hz, 4H, aromatic H’s). -  13C NMR: 6 13.96 + 62.78 (2xE t), 
46.86 (C -3 ), 55.40 (OMe), 64.04 (C -2 ), 114.00 (C -3  + C -5 , phenyl ring), 120.32 (C -2  + C - 6, phenyl 
ring), 130.35 ( C - l ,  phenyl ring), 156.90 (C -4 , phenyl ring), 162.86 (C -4), 167.17 (2 x C 0 2Et).
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The contradictions in the literature concerning the aromaticity of X5-X5-X.5-l,3^-tri- 
phosphabenzene have been resolved by canying out geometry optimized MP2/6-31G* 
ab initio calculations for X5-X5-X5-l,3,5-triphosphabenzene and X5-X5-l,3-diphospha- 
cyclobutadiene. The possible problems when using Bird’s aromaticity index as a sole measure 
of aromaticity have been pointed out.

Introduction

The concept of aromaticity is of special importance in chemistry. As a 
consequence, there are several criteria to define aromaticity, some of them even want 
to quantify the aromatic character of molecules. One of the best available measure of 
aromaticity is the one proposed by Bird [1] as has been mentioned in Katiit Ay’s 
recent review article about aromaticity [2].

The Bird index takes into account the statistical degree of uniformity of the 
bond orders (calculated from bond lengths) in the ring. Its applicability has been 
proved for many five- and six-membered rings [3-5]. In one of his original work [5] 
Bird calculated the aromaticity of some \ 5-phosphabenzene dérivâtes and found 
them as highly aromatic. In contrary, however, molecules containing \ 5-phosphorous 
are usually considered as "ylidic" compounds [11, 12].

Calculating the aromaticity index of a X5-X.5-X.5-l,3,5-triphosphabenzene using 
the published X-ray structure data [6] and Bird’s method we obtained 100, the same 
value as for benzene, although from UPS [7] and NMR [6] investigations it was 
concluded, that this species is not an aromatic molecule.

The aim of the present work is to investigate this contradiction and the 
applicability of the Bird index as a measure of aromaticity, by using quantum- 
chemical calculations.
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Calculations

For quantum-chemical calculations the GAUSSIAN 90 program package [8] 
has been used on an IBM 3090 computer. The structure of the investigated 
compounds have been optimized at the M P2/6-31G* level of theory, within 
planarity constraint.

Results and discussion

In order to find a definite answer for the problem of aromaticity in case of 
X5-phosphorus compounds the characteristics of a definitely non-aromatic molecule 
containing X5-phosphorus, namely X5-X5-l,3-diphosphacyclobutadiene, will be 
considered. This molecule is non-aromatic according to the Hiickel rule having only 
4 TT-electrons. The photoelectron spectrum [9] of this compound (substituted by 
NMe2 groups at phosphorus) as can be seen in Fig. 1, shows close resemblance to 
that of the corresponding derivative of X5-X5-X5-l,3,5-triphosphabenzene [7], the 
molecule judged to be aromatic according to the Bird index. However, as a 
consequence of conjugation the aromatic electronic structure and the photoelectron 
spectrum of the four- and six-membered rings must have been entirely different. The 
TT-orbitals in case of both molecules are strongly localized on the carbon atoms, 
showing no sign of the usual conjugative interaction that is necessary for an aromatic 
molecule. Partial charges on carbon and phosphorus are again far from being 
uniform (Table I), and are of similar values for both compounds investigated, 
suggesting an ylidic charge distribution rather than a delocalised electronic structure.

Table I

Geometrical data (in À and degrees) and partial charges for the investigated compounds

V
Cv

M e,N^ - r  \ ^ N M e 2 
Me2N \  #  ^NM e2

A

PC distance 
Calc. Exp.

CPC angle 
Calc. Exp.

PCP angle 
Calc. Exp.

Mulliken charge 
P C

1.724 1.725» 90.8 91.4» 89.2 88.6» 0.75 -0.82

Me.N NMe2 
Me2N J p ^ \ pLN M e2u/ \

Me2N NMe2
1.707 1.687b 115.3 113.0b 124.7 126.6b 0.83 -0.90

» See [10]; b See [6]; In both cases NMe2 substituents on phosphorus
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Fig. 1. Photoelectron spectra of the investigated cyclophosphabutadiene and triphosphabenzene dérivâtes

Geometrical data of the X.5- \5-l,3-diphosphacyclobutadiene and \ 5- \5- \5-l,3,5- 
triphosphabenzene have been obtained at the M P2/6-31G* level of theory as listed 
in Table I together with the crystal structure data of their dimethylamino-substituted 
derivatives [6, 10]. From the data presented in Table I it is obvious, that P -C  bond 
distances are equal in case of the "anti-aromatic" four-membered ring (similarly to 
the earlier results on cyclophosphazenes [12]), furthermore this distance is near to 
that of the "aromatic" six-membered ring. If the P -C  bond distances are compared 
to the "double" and "single" bond lengths obtained at the same level of theory (1.674 
[13] and 1.847 Â for H3P = CH2 [13] and H4P -C H 3 respectively) a considerable 
"double bond character" can be concluded in case of the investigated compounds, 
which can rather be attributed to the electrostatic interaction of the highly charged 
phosphorus and carbon atoms, than any aromatic electronic structure. As none of the 
P -C  bonds exhibit bond alternations, the use of the equality of bond distances as a 
measure of aromaticity can be seriously questioned in case of these molecules. 
(It should be mentioned, that diazetines and dioxetenes have been shown to have 
equal bond lengths and non-aromatic character as well [14].) Based on the partial 
charges (Table I) the electronic structure of the four and six-membered rings can 
either be described as di- and tri-ylide respectively or the island model introduced by 
Dewar [15] can be used, rather than the delocalised double bonded structure.
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Conclusions

Based on correlated ab initio calculations it has been established, that despite 
the Bird’s aromaticity index of \ 5-triphosphabenzene equals to that of benzene, this 
compound should be considered rather a tri-ylide, than a conjugated aromatic 
species. This results provides an excellent example for Katritzky’s intuitive statement 
[2]: "The lack of alternation of bond lengths is not a single and sufficient condition for 
aromaticity of a cyclic conjugated system" and highlights a limitation when using the 
otherwise excellent Bird’s aromaticity index.
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Molecular Mechanics, Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo methods are the most 
powerful tools to study complex chemical and biochemical systems. Nevertheless, the 
reliability of these methods depends strongly on the quality of the force-field parameters 
defining the molecular Hamiltonian. Force-field parameters can be derived from empirical 
data, or alternatively from the fitting between classical and quantum mechanical simulations. 
In this paper, we give an overview of the different methods that supply force-field parameters 
from quantum mechanical calculations. The suitability of the force-field parameters is 
discussed in terms of the quality of the reference quantum mechanical calculation and the 
fitting procedure between quantum mechanical and classical methods.

Introduction

"We are perhaps not far removed from the time when we shall be able to 
submit the bulk of chemical phenomena to calculation". This statement could have 
been made by any optimistic theoretical chemist last week, but history shows that this 
controversial claim was made in the 18th century by Joseph Gay-Lussac. It seems 
now that the great chemist was perhaps excessively optimistic, but there is no doubt 
that theoretical chemistry has become one of the most powerful tools with which to 
understand and rationalize the molecular behavior of chemical systems.

Most of the principles of molecular theory were formulated in the first half of 
the century, but the application of such principles to the study of real systems was 
possible only after the development of suitable computers, which can be dated to the 
60’s. Since then, computational chemistry has been sucessfully applied in a large
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number of studies, and nowadays high-level quantum mechanical calculations of 
small systems in gas phase can be performed with an uncertainty close to the 
experimental error. Unfortunately, the real systems are generally very large, and the 
environment is extremely complex. This complexity reaches a maximum when 
biochemical or pharmacological systems are considered, since large macromolecular 
systems like proteins and nucleic acids are involved. In such cases, quantum 
mechanical methods cannot be applied, and the microscopical representation of the 
molecular systems has to be performed using less rigorous classical methods.

During the 70’s classical methods (also named force-field derived methods) 
were mainly used to evaluate the energy, and to optimize the geometry. These 
calculations can be assigned to Molecular Mechanics (MM) methods. Most of the 
earliest versions of current MM programs appeared :n  that decade. The development 
of suitable software for the integration of Newton and Langevin equations, and for 
the use of the Metropolis algorithm crystallized in Molecular Dynamics (MD; [1-5] 
and references therein) and Monte Carlo (MC; [6-9] and references therein) 
programs. These methods were successfully applied in the 80’s to the dynamical study 
of chemical systems ranging from medium-sized organic molecules to large 
macromolecular structures. The further implementation of Statistical Mechanics 
algorithms has promoted the development of powerful techniques, such as Free- 
Energy Perturbation or Potential of Mean Force [9-12], all of which accurately 
calculate free energy changes of complex chemical processes occurring inside 
proteins or nucleic acids.

Force-field derived techniques

Force-field derived techniques assume that the energy of a molecule can be 
represented as the sum of two main contributions i) the bonded, and ii) the non- 
bonded terms (Eq. (1)). The first term includes bond stretching, bending, torsion, 
and sp2 out-of-the-plane (improper torsions) bending (Eq. (2); Appendix). The non- 
bonded term includes different chemical interactions such as the electrostatic and the 
van der Waals contributions (Eq. (3); Appendix). These terms are represented by 
simple equations, which include several parameters usually determined from 
experimental data (see Appendix). The combination of simple equations and suitable 
parameters explains both the low computational cost of these calculations, and then- 
ability to study complex systems.

From the early 70’s to date several force-fields have been reported. Most of 
them can be classified into three groups: i) those developed to the study of medium
sized bio-organic systems; among them Allinger’s ММ2 [13] and ММ3 [14], and 
Hagler’s CVFF [15] are the most popular, ii) force-fields used in the study of 
proteins and nucleic acids, like the widely used Kollman’s AMBER [16, 17],
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Karplus’s CHARMM [18], van Gunsteren’s GROMOS [19] and Jorgensen’s OPLS 
[20], and iii) the last group, which may be called the "all purpose" force-fields, 
includes force-fields developed to represent any molecule. All these force-fields are 
usually implemented in commercial molecular modeling packages. The different 
objectives pursued by these force-fields explain their different formal complexity, as 
well as the parametrization procedure performed to build the data base. Thus, the 
most rigorous formalisms are used in force-fields like Allinger’s and Hagler’s. Force- 
fields developed for the study of nucleic acids and proteins have less rigorous 
formalisms in order to reduce the computational cost, but this loss of quality is 
expected to be compensated by accurate parametrization of the constituent blocks 
(nucleotides and aminoacids). Finally, the third group of force-fields are generally 
used as a fast tool to give reasonable molecular geometries, and consequently neither 
the formalism nor the parameters are usually highly accurate.

E FF ^bonded + ^non-bonded

E 1 __ C7 I E ' I E 1 I C 1
■‘-'bonded — .streching "r  ^bending T ^torsion ~  ^im proper

г  _  г  I г
^non-bonded ^vanderW aals ^electrostatic *

(1)

(2) 

(3)

Parametrization

The preceding discussion states that the reliability of any force-field technique 
is strongly related to the quality of the parameters. These can be divided into two 
main categories: 1) bonded, and 2) non-bonded parameters. Bonded parameters can 
be divided in turn into two classes : la) equilibrium parameters (equilibrium bond 
lengths and angles, or torsion periodicities), and lb) force parameters (Hooke-type 
forces, or torsional barriers). On the other hand, non-bonded parameters can also be 
grouped into two classes: 2a) van der Waals parameters, which are often defined as 
the atomic radii and hardness; and 2b) the electrostatic parameters, which are mainly 
defined as atomic charges or bond dipoles.

A rigorous force-field parametrization should be performed from experimental 
data, since the ultimate goal of force-field derived methods is to reproduce, explain 
and predict the experimental evidence. Data coming from X-ray, neutron and 
electron diffraction, NMR, microwave and vibrational spectra, as well as a wide 
variety of thermodynamical data [13-23] are used to obtain parameters. The 
development of the different force-fields promoted the determination of large sets of 
parameters, which were included in data bases of the respective programs. 
Nevertheless, researchers working with these methods usually face the problem of 
lacking suitable parameters for specific interactions found in molecules not included
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in the data base. There are alternatives to solve this problem: i) to perform accurate 
experimental parametrization, ii) to transfer values from other force-fields, iii) to 
assign values according to similarity criteria, iv) to use "universal" parameters, and 
v) to perform the parametrization from quantum mechanical data.

Experimental parametrization is the best alternative, but in most cases it is not 
possible due to the lack of experimental data. The transfer of parameters between 
force-fields can sometimes be assumed [24], but this is generally a dangerous 
strategy, since the different force-fields do not follow the same parametrization 
procedure. This implies not only that parameters are obtained from a different set of 
molecules, but also that these parameters contain different kinds of information. The 
assignment of parameters by similarity criteria is usual and can be performed with 
the help of computer programs [24], but it should be avoided became it is in partly 
subjective. Finally, "universal" parameters should be used only when there is no other 
alternative, and exclusively for qualitative purposes.

Q u a n t u m  m e c h a n i c a l - b a s e d  p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n

Quantum mechanical based parametrization appears to be a suitable 
alternative, since it has clear advantages over empirical procedures, among others:
i) unstable structures and even transition states can be computed, ii) quantum 
mechanical data are always accessible, iii) parameters defining pure interactions can 
be obtained, iv) in some cases the parametrization can be performed for the same 
molecule to be studied by means of force-field techniques, v) the effect of the 
molecular environment can be taken into account [25, 26], and vi) the use of 
quantum-mechanical-derived parameters gives coherence to studies in which a part 
of the system is treated quantum mechanically, whereas the rest is represented by 
force-field methods [27-30]. The shortcomings of the quantum mechanically based 
parametrization are those inherent to approximations of quantum mechanical 
methods.

The following pages will review the most relevant techniques proposed to 
obtain force-field parameters from quantum mechanical calculations. The suitability 
of different quantum mechanical calculations as a source of data for parametrization 
will be also discussed.

Q u a n t u m  m e c h a n i c a l  p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n  o f  b o n d e d  t e r m s

Strategies

Bonded terms are usually parametrized from experimental data coming from 
crystal structures (equilibrium constants, see Appendix), microwave and infrared
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spectra (stretching, and bending constants), and NMR (torsion barriers). The 
transferability of bonded parameters has been largely assumed, but inspection of 
force-fields defined to study different type of molecules demonstrates that these 
parameters are not fully transferable [26, 31-32]. Therefore, parameters must be 
obtained directly from the molecule of interest. Furthermore, bonded parameters are 
specific not to each atom, but rather to each interaction. Accordingly, a large number 
of parameters are needed to describe a molecule. For instance, a molecule as simple 
as acetic acid needs, a priori, 6 stretching parameters, 10 bending parameters and 
6 torsion parameters. Consequently, the experimental parametrization of bonded 
terms for new structures is sometimes highly complex, and in these cases theoretical 
methods are very usefd as reference.

Bonded interactions can be parametrized from theoretical data according to 
two main strategies.

The first generally consists of the analytical calculation of the quantum 
mechanical forces at geometries close to the equilibrium one. These forces are then 
fitted to the classical force-field expressions, the force constants being varied until the 
difference between quantum mechanical and classical forces is minimum. This 
strategy has been widely used for deriving spectroscopic data from quantum 
mechanical calculations [33]. Nevertheless, it has recently been improved for its use 
in force-field parametrization by Hagler and coworkers [34-36], who consider fitting 
of the first and second derivatives of the quantum mechanical energy. Hagler and co
workers used their elegant strategy considering ab initio 6-31G* data as a reference 
in order to build a new ab initio derived force-field named CFF89 [37].

The alternative to these analytical techniques are the numerical methods. 
When the force-field parameter defining a geometrical variable is to be 
parametrized, a series of quantum mechanical calculations is performed in which that 
geometrical variable is monotonously changed. The differences between the quantum 
mechanical energy of each perturbed structure with respect to the quantum 
mechanical energy at the equilibrium geometry (AEqM) are then fitted to the 
differences computed from the force-field (ДЕрр). Force parameters are varied until 
the deviation between these two energy differences (Д(ДЕрр-AEQM)) is minimum.

The advantage of the first strategy is that, although the Hessian must be 
computed, few SCF calculations are needed, which strongly reduces the 
computational cost. However, several shortcomings are envisaged: i) it is not easy to 
apply for deriving force torsional parameters and, ii) since only the minimum is 
usually considered, parameters will be able to represent only equilibrium structures. 
Dinur and Hagler [34-36] discussed these shortcomings. They recommend the use 
of quantum mechanical information not only from the minimum, but also from 
randomly perturbed geometries, which may increase the ability of the parameters to 
describe perturbed geometries. Moreover, they recently suggested strategies to
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obtain torsional parameters when the periodicity is known. Nevertheless, some 
questions remain, such as how can complex rotations with a priori unknown 
periodicity be parametrized?, or how many perturbed geometries have to be 
considered in order to sample all the possible perturbations of the molecules?.

If a suitable range of perturbation is selected, parameters derived from the 
numerical approach will be able to represent largely perturbed structures. 
Accordingly, numerical methods seems preferable over analytical techniques. 
Nevertheless, serious shortcomings are also found: i) this strategy becomes expensive 
when a molecule is to be fully parametrized, and ii) hysteresis phenomena can lead to 
incorrect quantum mechanical perturbation profiles, and consequently to artefactual 
parameters. Inexpensive quantum mechanical calculations may be used to provide 
reference data in order to solve the fust problem. Hysteresis is more difficult to 
overcome, especially when torsions are parametrized. Nevertheless, a correct 
selection of the rotation coordinate, the exact location of the "conformational 
transition state", and the use of the "Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate" (IRC) formalism 
[38, 39] can solve this.

Correlation between geometrical variables may complicate the parametrization 
of the bonded term. When a geometrical variable i is modified, while the remaining 
are fully optimized, the energy difference with respect to the equilibrium can be 
assigned to such a variable i from a quantum mechanical viewpoint, but not from a 
force-field point of view, since all the remaining geometrical variables are modified 
when i changes. This will affect all the corresponding force-field energy terms 
(AA£FFPert, Eq. (4)). The early fitting programs [40], which did not consider such an 
effect, may provide good results when the correlation between geometrical variables 
is low, but in other cases, like the parametrization of torsions, or the stretching and 
bending parametrization of rings, the results may be artefactual [25]. We have 
recently suggested and implemented a new strategy to take into account this effect in 
the computer program PAPQMD [25, 26]. Thus, when the geometrical variable is 
perturbed, the quantum mechanical energy variation is corrected by substracting, at 
every point, the changes in force-field energy related to the modification of the 
remaining geometrical variables (see Eq. (4)). The use of such strategy combined 
with a self-consistent procedure allows the simultaneous and rigorous parametriza
tion of a whole molecule.

AEppi = AEqm' -  ДДЕррР61* . (4)

Reference calculation

Different and sophisticated algorithms are available to perform the 
parametrization of bonded terms from quantum mechanical calculations. The
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reliability of these parameters depends on the quality of the quantum mechanical 
calculation. In general, low level calculations are enough to provide equilibrium 
parameters (equilibrium bond lengths, angles and periodicities) [25, 26, 41]. However 
high sophisticated ab initio calculations are needed to obtain accurate force-field 
parameters [41, 42]. Unfortunately, these calculations are possible only for small 
molecules. Therefore, two options are available: i) to perform high quality 
calculations in small model molecules, or ii) to consider the molecule of real interest 
or a close model, and perform the parametrization by using quantum mechanical 
data of lower quality.

The advantage of the first option is the high quality of the results. Nevertheless, 
due to computational reasons, the model considered in the parametrization may be 
too simple as to represent the molecule of interest correctly. In this case, the 
chemical interaction is parametrized in a different molecular environment from that 
of real interest, and consequently inaccurate parameters may be obtained. Inspection 
of spectroscopic data and of force-fields determined experimentally from different 
sets of molecules [25, 26] clearly demonstrates that the transferability of parameters 
between different molecules is valid only when the molecular environments are 
similar. The use of low quality quantum mechanical calculations leads to the 
determination of less accurate parameters. Nevertheless, since these calculations are 
less expensive, larger molecules can be considered, and the effect of the molecular 
environment can be fully included.

There is no standard level of sophistication for the quantum mechanical 
calculations used as reference in the parametrization procedure of a chemical 
interaction. The optimum level of sophistication depends on the size of the molecule, 
the nature of the interaction, the range of perturbation, and finally the relevance of 
the interaction in the force-field calculations.

Stretching and bending

When bonded terms are parametrized, interactions may involve one minimum 
(stretching and bendings) or several minima (torsions). Parametrization of stretching 
and bending ("in" and "out-of-the-plane") from quantum mechanical data can be 
difficult if accurate parameters are needed especially when such parameters are 
expected to represent highly distorted structures. The difficulty arises from the 
inadequacy of R H F-SC F calculations to reproduce molecular properties of 
perturbed geometries, where electron correlation effects must be considered to 
obtain a proper description [33, 41, 42].

This is especially noticeable when stretching parameters which will represent 
elongated bonds are to be determined. In these cases, quantum mechanical reference 
calculations should be able to represent biradical structures. This increases the
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quality of the calculation up to the M C-SCF level [41]. In fact, in order to obtain 
accurate stretching parameters for highly distorted bonds, the effect of electron 
correlation is more important than the increase in the size of the basis set [41]. This 
suggests the possibility of performing accurate parametrization from correlated 
wavefunctions computed by using small basis sets. Even semiempirical Hamiltonians 
may be considered, since electron correlation is assumed to be partially included by 
means of the parametrization of these methods.

Most force-fields are unable to represent largely distorted bonds and angles, 
because of the use of harmonic expressions. Therefore, it is enough to obtain force 
parameters that represent the minimum and closely related conformations 
reasonably well. In these cases, only approximate parameters are needed, and SCF 
ab initio or semiempirical calculations may be adequate. In this respect, the behavior 
of semiempirical methods seems to be similar or even better than that of SCF ab 
initio calculations [25, 26, 43]. Thus, the suitability of Dewar’s methods [44 -  46] as a 
source of stretching and bending parameters was recently tested [26] by comparing 
the semiempirical-derived parameters with those reported in four empirical force- 
fields [13, 16, 47, 48]. This study showed the ability of Dewar’s methods to provide 
good equilibrium parameters (mean differences in bond lengths of 0.03 Â, and in 
bond angles of 3 degrees). The errors are similar to those obtained from ab initio 
calculations, and clearly smaller than the precision level of force-field calculations. 
On the other hand, all semiempirical and ab initio SCF methods overestimate the 
stretching and bending force constant because of the neglect of correlation effects 
[33]. Nevertheless, the range of error from semiempirical AMI calculations is similar 
or even smaller than that found from more sophisticated ab initio SCF calculations 
[43], and lies within the range of variability noted when different empirical force-field 
data bases are compared.

In summary, any semiempirical or ab initio method can provide good 
equilibrium bond lengths and angles, whereas only high level ab initio 
multiconfigurational calculations give reliable force-field stretching and bending 
force parameters. Nevertheless, if only approximate values for the stretching and 
bending force constants are necessary, inexpensive and fast parametrization from 
semiempirical method seems a good choice.

Torsions

Torsion parameters have the greatest influence on molecular conformation, 
and consequently they require very accurate parametrization. The suitability of SCF 
methods to describe the whole rotational pathway around single bonds is well known 
[49], and references therein). Since rotation around double bonds implies the 
breaking of the тг bond and biradical structures are generated, wavefunctions of
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larger flexibility than the RH F-SCF are required. Finally, rotation around 
conjugated bonds may lead to the formation of biradical structures, but their 
relevance in the wavefunction depend on the electronegativity of the bonded atoms. 
Thus, if the atoms have similar electronegativities, the biradical structure will be 
important, but otherwise the SCF4vavefunction may be accurate enough.

Theoretical parametrization of torsional barriers has become popular for three 
reasons: i) experimental parametrization is very difficult, ii) quantum mechanical 
derived torsional barriers are very accurate, and iii) quantum mechanical methods 
provide a suitable description of the so named "conformation-transition states".

The ability of RHF to describe torsional barriers for single bonds has been well 
known since the 60’s [49], and references therein). Recently, a great deal of 
computational effort has been focused on the quantum mechanical parametrization 
of torsions in force-fields developed for proteins [50 -  52], where the rotation around 
the angles Ф and Ф is key. In these cases, ab initio SCF n-21G [53] and n-31G* [54] 
are the most widely used levels of calculation. The ab initio SCF 6-31G* calculation 
gives excellent results for single or even conjugated bonds [49, 55] it being possible to 
carry out single point calculations by using the geometry optimized at the 3 -  21G or 
4-31G  level. If approximate torsional parameters are enough, less extended basis 
sets, or even semiempirical methods may be used. In this respect, the new versions of 
Dewar’s and Stewart’s programs, AMI [46] and PM3 [56], provide good estimates of 
barriers for single bonds [25, 26, 45, 46, 57, 58]. The lack of accuracy of these 
methods is partly compensated by their computational economy, which make it 
possible to consider large systems instead of reduced models. When suitable fitting 
procedures are used, the differences between semiempirical and experimental 
torsional parameters are similar to those found when experimental force-fields are 
compared [25, 26]. Semiempirical methods appear to be especially suitable for the 
determination of "wild card parameters", that is, parameters defining the bond 
rotation ({A i} -B -C -{D i} ) only considering the nature of the two central atoms 
(B -C ). In spite of the general success of semiempirical methods in describing single 
bond rotations [25, 26, 45, 46, 57, 58], caution is urged in cases where accurate 
parameters are needed.

The quantum mechanical representation of rotations around conjugated bond 
has also been studied due to the interest to describe the trans-cis isomerism of the 
peptide bond [55, 59-63], which seems to be an essential factor in the protein folding 
[64, 65]. Such studies have been performed with a large variety of semiempirical and 
ab initio methods, correlation effects sometimes being considered. Ah initio 6-31G* 
calculations are often accurate enough for conjugated bonds, but smaller basis set or 
semiempirical calculations can lead to poor results, and their use should be avoided 
when possible.
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Few studies deal with parametrization of double bond rotations, since it is 
assumed that such a rotation is very difficult to detect in MM or MD calculations. 
Nevertheless, the use of Potential of Mean Force techniques [9-12], which gives 
information about highly improbable processes, suggests that this rotation will be a 
future topic of interest. Rotation around double bonds cannot be represented by 
simple RHF calculations, and more sophisticated alternatives are necessary [41]. The 
easiest are the UHF or the MCSCF wavefunctions. If such strategies are considered 
within the semiempirical framework, a correction is necessary, since the electron 
correlation is introduced twice: once intrinsically in the parametrization of the 
Hamiltonian, and the second time explicitly in the wavefunction. As a result, the 
torsional barrier is underestimated. Olivella and co-workers have suggested solutions 
for the semiempirical parametrization of double bonds [66].

Q u a n t u m  m e c h a n i c a l  p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n  o f  n o n - b o n d e d  t e r m s

Parametrization of non-bonded terms, especially the electrostatic contribution, 
is the key to the correct description of not only intermolecular, but also long-range 
intramolecular interactions. Unfortunately, experimental parametrization is difficult, 
or even impossible. It is possible to obtain good measures of van der Waals 
parameters from crystal and thermodynamical data [15-23], but the experimental 
methods developed to obtain charges have an unsuitable range of error [67, 68], and 
can be applied only when extremely precise diffraction maps are available. Therefore, 
theoretical parametrization of electrostatic and van der Waals terms is required in 
many cases.

There are two main strategies for the determination of non-bonded 
parameters: i) simultaneous parametrization of both electrostatic and van der Waals 
terms, and ii) independent parametrization, where one term (usually the 
electrostatic) is parametrized while the other is kept constant. The first may use an 
analytical procedure like that proposed by Hagler [35], or a numerical method like 
Jorgensen’s procedure [69-71]. Hagler and co-workers calculate the electrostatic 
and van der Waals terms from the Hessian for the interacting systems. Jorgensen and 
coworkers determined non-bonded terms for some of the molecules included in the 
OPLS* force-field [20, 69 -  71] by fitting 6-31G* interaction energies to classical 
coulombic + van der Waals terms.

It is generally assumed that van der Waals parameters for an atom depend 
mainly on its hybridization, and are not excessively influenced by the molecular 
environment. This allows the use of standard values for each atom. The situation is

* Most of the OPLS parameters were determined by fitting of theoretical and experimentally 
derived thermodynamical data on pure liquid, or aqueous systems
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different for the electrostatic term, since the charge distribution in an atom is 
strongly influenced by its molecular environment, which makes it necessary to 
compute charges for every molecule to be analyzed in an MM, MD or MC study.

Van der Waals parameters

Pairwise van der Waals interactions are quite transferable. Furthermore, in 
most cases the pairwise parameters are reduced to atomic parameters (i.e., van der 
Waals radii and hardness; see Appendix), which are also quite transferable and 
depend mainly on the atomic number and degree of hybridization. Thus, the 
determination of van der Waals parameters is not a prerequisite in force-field 
studies. Nevertheless, the accurate determination of these parameters is necessary in 
some cases [71-74]. Experimental information (crystal and thermodynamical data) is 
not always available, and theoretical parametrization is then necessary.

Van der Waals radii (see Appendix) can be easily determined from the ab 
initio geometry of non-bonded interacting systems. Nevertheless, the determination 
of hardness (Appendix) is more difficult, since the van der Waals interaction has a 
different meaning in the quantum mechanical context and in the classical framework. 
Quantum chemists assign the van der Waals interaction to two more elemental 
energy contributions: i) the dispersion (represented by the r~6 term), and ii) the 
exchange-repulsion (represented by the exponential or r~12 term). A less rigorous 
definition is used by most researchers working with force-fields methods, since the 
van der Waals energy merely represents the difference between the total and the 
coulombic energy. The difficulty in obtaining van der Waals parameters from 
quantum mechanical calculations arise in part from this ambiguity.

The two main procedures to obtain van der Waals parameters are based on 
these definitions. Thus, some authors like Hagler [35] and Jorgensen [69, 71] evaluate 
van der Waals parameters by fitting classical and quantum mechanical calculations. 
Hagler and co-workers remove the r~6 term in order to make RHF ab initio and 
classical potentials fully comparable. On the other hand, Jorgensen and coworkers 
consider this term in the fitting between classical (r- 1+ r_6+ r-12) and quantum 
mechanical energies. Since RHF calculations are used as reference, the r~6 term 
does not represent the dispersion, but probably some electrostatic or polarization 
interaction. Nevertheless, irrespective of the physical nature of the r -6 term, the 
force-field conceived in this way yields suitable approximations to ab initio 6-31G* 
results.

Other authors determine van der Waals parameters by fitting the classical 
potential to the van der Waals energy computed rigorously from quantum 
mechanical calculations. For this purpose, the first step should be the evaluation of 
dispersion-repulsion terms. This is possible using the supermolecule approach
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combined with partition schemes like those proposed by Morokuma [75, 76]. 
Nevertheless, most authors compute the dispersion-repulsion energy within the 
perturbational theory framework of correlated ab initio methods [72, 77]. In this case, 
the dispersion energy is determined from the second-order interaction energy. This 
definition leads to the well known Casimir -  Polder integral [78], in which the 
dispersion energy is expressed in terms of frequency-dependent dipole 
polarizabilities. Other, more simplified and also more useful expressions can be 
derived from this general equation, like the London dipersion term (Eq. (5)), or the 
popular Slater-Kirkwood formula (Eq. (6)), where dispersion energy is 
approximately evaluated from atomic polarizabilities [79].

A£dipLondon = -  3/2 IдАдВ /  (дА + дВ)1 «А“ В /  (4тге0)2 ЯАВ6 , (5)

where A and В are the interacting monomers, Д are the ionization energies, and a  is 
the polarizability.

A£diPS1_Kirk = -3 /2  aAaB /  [(aA/nvA)V2 +

+ (aB/nvB)l/2] (e h /  2 ™ el/2) [1 /  (4tte0)2 ä ab6] , (6)

where h is the Planck constant, e, and m c are the electron charge and mass, and nv 
stands for the number of valence electrons.

Within the quantum mechanical framework, the repulsion-exchange term 
represents short-range repulsion potentials and can be evaluated from the 
unperturbed monomer wavefunctions by introducing the antisymmetrization 
operator [80]. Nevertheless, the most usual approach is to represent this interaction 
in terms of overlap integrals, leading to equations like those shown below [81, 82].

^rep-exch “  2 ц ni nj V  /  R > (7)
where nt and nj are the occupation numbers of orbitals i and j, and Sÿ is the atomic 
overlap integral.

Electrostatic term

The electrostatic is the most important interaction in most systems, and 
consequently requires accurate parametrization. Inadequate parameters drastically 
reduce the quality of the results derived from any MM, MD or MC analysis. 
Unfortunately, experimental parametrization is unreliable because of the poor 
resolution of X-ray diffraction maps, and theoretical determination of electrostatic 
parameters is needed.

The simplest model for representing electrostatic effects is the bond dipole 
model used in Allinger’s force-field, where a bond-dipole interaction term is used.
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This avoids the need to parametrize every molecule, but leads to poor description of 
electrostatic effects. In the case of ММ2 [13] and ММ3 [14], this is not important 
since the two force-fields were developed for the study of hydrocarbons and related 
compounds, where less precise representation of electrostatics is required. Force- 
fields used in the study of highly polar structures, like nucleic acids and proteins, use 
a coulombic expression and charges are determined for every molecule. Moreover, 
some authors ([83] and references therein) have suggested the further addition to the 
charges of atomic dipoles to improve the description of electrostatic phenomena. 
However, the computational cost of such a strategy is at present unacceptable for 
MD and MC studies.

Atomic charges can be computed from a large range of methods. The simplest 
models like Gasteiger [84], Del Re [85] or Pullman [86] rapidly evaluate charges from 
empirical parameters or from Hiickel calculations. Most of the commercially 
available molecular modeling programs include these methods, since they give a 
quick evaluation of electrostatic effects, which may be very useful at the early stages 
of the study. Nonetheless, when elaborate MM, MD, and MC studies are to be 
performed, charges of higher quality are needed.

A widely used strategy to compute charges is Mulliken’s population 
analysis [88], which provided for decades the "top quality” coulombic parameters. 
Nevertheless, since the 70’s a large number of studies [67, 88 -  92] pointed out their 
inability to reflect the real electrostatic charge distribution of molecules, and they 
have been replaced in most force-field derived studies by other charge analyses.

Present-day strategies can be classified according to the procedure followed to 
evaluate charges: i) partition of the electron density matrix, and ii) determination of 
changes from statistical fittings between SCF and classical interaction energies. The 
first group determine the number of electrons that can be assigned on average to a 
single atom, and from such value the net atomic charge is computed. The second 
group define the charge in such a way that a coulombic potential will be able to 
reproduce interaction energies rigorously determined from a quantum mechanical 
method.

The first strategy based on the partition of the electron density was Mulliken’s 
analysis [88]. Newer strategies are now available like Weinhold -  Reed natural 
population analysis [93], Hirshfeld analysis [94], Huzinaga and Narita [95] 
partitioning method, and Bader’s theory of atoms in molecules [96]. Among them, 
Bader’s is probably the best known and it is currently used by several groups. 
Nevertheless, Bader’s strategy needs not only charges but also higher-order multipole 
terms to describe the molecular electrostatic distribution, which makes it unsuitable 
as a source of charges for force-field based analysis. Huzinaga’s analysis is also 
expected to reproduce the real charge distribution, but the problem here is that 
charges are not defined in atoms, but in a large number of points around the
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molecule. A noticeable advance in the use of the Huzinaga strategy in force-field 
studies has been reported recently by Tasi and coworkers [97], who have developed a 
method to reduce Huzinaga’s set of monopoles to atomic charges.

The other main strategy to obtain atomic charges for force-field studies is 
based on the fitting between SCF and classical interaction energies. Parametrizations 
are performed considering the interactions of the molecule with a water molecule or 
with a proton.

Jorgensen and co-workers developed some of the OPLS set of charges [20, 
69-71] by fitting the 6-31G* and classical (coulombic and van der Waals) 
interaction energies between the molecule to be parametrized and a water molecule 
placed at different positions around the molecule. The strategy provides parameters 
that represent the interactions with water very accurately, and consequently the 
parameters are suitable for solvation calculations [9]. Moreover, since the SCF 
energy is considered in the fitting, the polarization energy is included in the 
coulombic and van der Waals parameters in an approximate and average way.

Choice of the proton as reference particle in the parametrization process has 
the advantage that the interaction energy between the unperturbed molecule and the 
proton can be easily computed from the Molecular Electrostatic Potential (МЕР). 
The МЕР is defined as the expectation value of the r~l operator, and within the 
MO/LCAO approach it is expressed as:

V(rx) = 2a (Za /  h - Ä A|) -  f  [(Xtl(r) xv(r) /  \rx-r \ \  dr , (8)

where ZA and RA are the nuclear charge and location, rx and r are the position of the 
proton, and the electron, P is the density matrix and x stands for the basis of atomic 
orbitals.

The МЕР rigorously computed from Eq. (8) in regions far from the nuclei is 
used as reference in the fitting procedure, where atomic charges are changed until 
differences between classical and quantum mechanical MEPs are minimized [88]. 
The charges determined in this way are named electrostatic or MEP-derived charges, 
and have become very popular in force-field studies.

The calculation of МЕР and the determination of electrostatic charges can be 
performed from different wavefunctions. In contrast with bonded parameters, 
correlation effects has only a moderate effect on the molecular electrostatic charge 
distribution [98]. This validates: the use of SCF wavefunctions to compute МЕР and 
MEP-derived properties [98]. Systematic studies [92, 98-101] have pointed out that 
6-31G* is the minimal basis set to be used in order to obtain suitable electrostatic 
properties. If this level of calculation cannot be performed with the molecule of 
interest, fractional models [102] or the use of smaller basis sets or even semiempirical 
calculations [92, 99, 100] are required. In this respect, our group [92, 99, 100] and 
others [103, 104] have developed strategies to compute МЕР from Dewar’s [45, 46]
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and Stewart’s [56] semiempirical methods. Our studies [92, 98, 100, 105] 
demonstrated that Dewar’s MNDO [45] is an excellent source of electrostatic 
charges, it being superior to AMI [46], PM3 [56], and ab initio STO -3G [106] 
methods.

MNDO semiempirical charges are several orders of magnitude less expensive 
than ab initio 6-31G* charges, and if suitable scaling procedures are used, the 
agreement between the two sets of charges is excellent [92]. This explains the large 
number of studies in which charges for new structures have been determined at the 
MNDO level (for examples see references 107-109).

E f f e c t  o f  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t  o n  t h e  p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e

Theoretical parametrization has traditionally been performed from gas phase 
calculations. Nevertheless, MM, MD and MC methods are used to represent 
molecules inside proteins, and systems immersed in water. Accordingly, whether or 
not force-field parameters determined in gas phase are valid in other environments 
remains to be elucidated.

The effect of the environment is expected to depend on the type of parameter 
considered. Thus, spectral data and theoretical calculations [110-112] have 
demonstrated that the change from vacuum to water modifies the stretching and 
bending constants, but such variations are negligible for the MM, MD and MC 
studies. The environment also induces some relevant changes in torsional profiles 
[55, 61, 63, 113-115], but they are due to changes in the 1 -4  and intermolecular 
interactions, and cannot be related to changes in the intrinsic torsional barriers. 
Accordingly, the effect of the environment on the bonded term can be neglected for 
most of the calculations performed with force-fields. In contrast, the effect of the 
environment on non-bonded parameters, especially on the charge distribution, is 
expected to be very important.

Classical force-fields use a set of fixed charges to represent the electrostatic 
characteristics of the molecule irrespective of the environment. These sets of charges 
are obtained from vacuum simulations of the isolated molecule, and are assumed to 
be invariant upon internal (conformation), and external (environment) effects. It has 
recently been described that such assumptions are incorrect in several cases [55, 61, 
116-119].

A cleaver idea to compute charges considering the internal environment has 
been suggested by Richards and co-workers [120]. These authors evaluate 
electrostatic charges for different molecular conformations, and then average these 
charges weighting them according to their Boltzman factors. We have recently 
developed a new strategy, in which MD studies are used to obtain a set of internal 
and external environment configurations [121]. Charges are computed for the
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different configurations of the molecule, and averaged according to the occurrence of 
the configuration in the MD simulation (note that configurations appearing in an 
MD study are averaged by the Boltzman factor). The procedure is iterative since a 
new MD simulation has to be performed after the charge calculation in order to 
determine new Boltzman factors, and a new set of charges. This method has the 
obvious advantage that it allows us to average charges for changes in both 
conformation (even of large molecules) and environment.

Another case in which the environment must be considered is when a flow of 
electrons between the molecule and the environment is expected. A good example is 
the active site of enzymes containing cationic groups as cofactors. In these cases, the 
polarization and charge transfer effect between the cationic group and the molecule 
must be included. For this purpose the most commonly used strategy is to perform 
the parametrization for the whole system, i.e., the cation and all the interacting 
groups. This strategy is expensive from a computational poipt of view, since the 
calculation of wavefunction and МЕР for systems of up to 50 atoms is required, but it 
is the only alternative to study such systems [109].

Finally, another interesting case is the study of the effect of a homogeneous 
environment on the charge distribution of a molecule. The effect of water is 
especially relevant, since most of the systems currently studied with force-field 
techniques take place in solution. The effect of water on the electrostatic distribution 
of a molecule may be analyzed following two main strategies: i) using Statistical 
Mechanics based methods, and ii) using continuum models (Self-Consistent Reaction 
Field (SCRF) methods).

Statistical Mechanics methods perform MD or MC simulations of the whole 
system, i.e., the molecule to be parametrized and the water. For each configuration 
the effect of water is explicitly introduced in the Hamiltonian by means of a 
coulombic + van der Waals expression. This makes it possible to compute real 
environment-averaged properties, but is extremely expensive from a computational 
viewpoint, since up to 106 wavefunctions should be computed, which explains why 
semiempirical Hamiltonians are generally used [28, 29, 118]. In this field, an 
especially relevant work is now being performed by J. Gao at Buffalo University, who 
has developed a procedure to compute МЕР, dipole and electrostatic charges [29, 
18]. From his studies a large effect of water on the electrostatic properties (more 
than the 20%) has been reported.

The continuum strategies are based in early physical models like those 
proposed by Kirkwood [122], Onsager [123] and Born [124], who assume that water 
has a tendency to annihilate the local charge generated by the solute. In the last years 
different continuum strategies have been developed and used to determine changes 
in atomic charges. In this respect, Truhlar’s AMSOL [125-126], which is based on a 
modified version of Still and coworkers algorithms [127] and on Dewar’s AMI
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method, has provided excellent results. Our group [116], and others have [128] 
recently reported a modified version of Miertus, Scrocco and Tomasi’s method 
[129-130] implemented in Dewar’s Hamiltonians, which allows a fast computation of 
solvation effects on the molecular properties [116,119].

The inclusion of solvent effects in the parametrization of electrostatic 
parameters opens a wide range of possibilities, and it might be expected that future 
force-fields for proteins or nucleic acids would include different sets of parameters 
depending of whether or not the amino acid is solvated, or what DNA structure is 
considered. These "second generation" force-fields may lead to qualitative advances 
in our knowledge of the behavior occurring in the complex biochemical and bio- 
organic systems.
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Appendix

Stretchings

£ s tr = /l* s ( '- 'o )2 , (Al)

£ str = A Ks( /- /0)2 [ ( l - / 2( /- /0) ] , (A2)

EstT = f , K s ( /- /0)2 [ l - / 3( /- /0)+ /4( /- /0)2] , (A3)

Estr = / i a m - k ) 2 + ЛЬ « - A ) 3 + / l c^sC( /- /0)4 . (A4)

Es t t =f i aKs [1 -е  -Д ь а(/-/о )]2 . (A5)

In these equations are the stretching force constants, l is the bond distance 
and /0 is the equilibrium bond length. In Eq. (A4) a set of three different Ks is used 
to define the stretching force. In the Morse Eq. (A5) the stretching force is defined in 
terms of two parameters: Ks and parameter a. A is conversion factor to output the 
energy in suitable units; f 2, /3 and f 4 are bond-independent parameters empirically 
determined.

Equation (Al) is the standard harmonic expression used in most force-fields, 
Eq. (A2) is used in Allinger’s ММ2, Eq. (A3) is used in Allinger’s ММ3, Eq. (A4) is 
used in Hagler’s CFF89, and the Morse’s equation is used for instance in Hagler’s 
CVFF.

Bendings

£ b n d = /i* b (e -e 0)2 , (A6)

£bnd = /1 * b (e -e 0)2 [ i+ /2(0 -0 o)4] . (A7)

£bnd = /1 *b(0 -  0o)2 [1 - / 3(0  -  0o) + / 4(0  -  eo)2 -  / 5 (0  -  0o)3 + /б(0 -  0O)4] ■ (A8)

In these equations Kb are the beding force constants, 0 is the bond angle, 0O is 
the equilibrium bond angle, A is a conversion factor; finally f 2, / 3> / 4, f 5, and / 6 are 
angle-independent parameters, which are empirically determined.

Equation (A6) is the standard harmonic expression used in most force-fields, 
Eq. (A7) is used in Allinger’s ММ2, Eq. (A8) is used in Allinger’s ММ3.
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Torsions

E tOT = 0 .5 (i'i( l  + c o s (* -ß 1)) + F2(l + c o s(2 ^ -ß 2)) +
+ K3( l  + co s(3 * -ß 3) ) .  (A9)

In this equations Vn are the torsional barriers, У is the dihedral angle, and ßn 
are the phase angles for the different Fourier terms.

Out o f the plane bending (improper torsion)

£ out = 0.5tfo( l + cos(2* - * 0)) , (A10)

£ o u t = / l K 0 ö 2 , (A ll)

£ out = / i * d ( “ - “ o) 2 > (A12)

£ o u t= /l* o « -£ o )2 - (A 13)

In these equations KQ is the out of the plane bending (improper torsion) force 
constant. 'P means the improper torsion angle, D is the distance between the plane 
and the out of the plane atom, a is the out of the plane angle, and £ is the inner angle 
of the out of the plane pyramid. Tipically, 'Fq, oq and £0 are 180 degrees. For a 
detailed description of the different variable used to describe the improper torsion 
see the original papers [13-18, 48].

Expression (A10) is used in Kollman’s force field, (A ll) is used for instance in 
TRIPOS/5 force-field, (A12) is used in Karplus’s force-fields, and (A13) is used for 
instance in Allinger’s force-fields.

Van der Waals interaction

£ vw = e* [/2 exp(f3 r/r*) -  / 4 (r*/r)6] , (A14)

£ VW = e* [(r*A)U -  2(r*/r)6] , (A15)

EvW = (C/ А 2) -  ФА10) • (A16)

In these equations / 2, / 3, and / 4 are atom-independent parameters empirically 
determined, r is the distance between the interacting atoms, r* is usually considered 
equal to the addition of the van der Waals radii of the interacting atoms, and e* is 
usually considered equal to the root square of the product of the hardness (e) of the 
interacting atoms. Note typo errors in [25].
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Expression (A14) is used for instance in Alliger’s force-field, expression (A15) 
is considered in most of the force-field, expression (A16) is used instead of (A15) in 
some force-fields like Kollman’s to represent van der Waals interactions in hydrogen- 
bonded pairs.

Electrostatic interaction

In the first equation / j  is a conversion factor to output the energy in suitable 
units, Q are the atomic charges for interacting atoms, r is the distance between them, 
and в is the dielectric constant. In the second equation Д  and e have the same 
meaning than before, p, stands for the bond dipoles, x is the angle between bond 
dipoles, r is the distance between the center of bonds. Finally a  and ß are the angles 
between the line conecting the centers of bonds A and В arid the corresponding 
dipole axis.

E e.\e -  f \  Qa  Qb /  e r > (A17)

£ ele = (V e )/i H-А (C0SX ~ 3 cosa cosß) r3 . (A18)
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Book Review

C o o p e r , R. S t e p h e n : Crown Compounds: Toward Future Applications 
VCH, Weinheim, 1992, pp. 325

Since the pioneering work of Pedersen in 1967, the chemistry of crown ethers 
and related macrocyclic compounds has undergone considerable development during 
the last 25 years. Results on the synthesis, structural and solution chemistry of crown 
compounds based upon oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur heteroatoms have been 
summarized in numerous excellent books and reviews. However, their practical 
application has hitherto got less attention and, therefore, it appears to be of primary 
importance in the future. According to R. S. Cooper, the editor, this book represents 
an experiment to redress this situation as written in the preface together with the 
following sentences. "Internationally prominent researchers were asked to survey 
their own areas briefly, speculate on where likely future applications might arise, and 
to identify the research (both basic and applied) necessary to bring their predictions 
to fruition. I hope that Crown Compound: Their Future Applications will not only 
stimulate future research but help to guide it."

This book comprise 16 relatively independent chapters making impossible for 
the reviewer to discuss and to evaluate each chapter in detail. For this reason, I try to 
provide emphases on some topics considered especially important in the recent 
development and future utilizations.

In Chapter 1 valinomycin and related lariat ethers, their flexible frameworks 
and cation binding abilities are discussed by means of well selected literature data. 
Approaches to cation channel structures are included as well.

An interesting new development is the so-called redox-switched ligands making 
possible isotope separation. Such considerations exploit the fact that all crown ethers 
and cryptands exhibit some degree of isotopic recognition. Since chemical separation 
systems seem to be much cheaper than physical separation methods, the search for 
effective and practical chemical systems is an important endeavor. Macrocyclic 
ligands are shown to control the redox properties of metal ions as well.

Molecular recognition is one of the most important properties of macrocycles. 
Crown ethers may play a prominent role in molecular recognition at the 
nonbiomolecular level. Enantiomeric recognition is especially important for 
asymmetric synthesis, enantiomeric separation, synthetic enzyme design, etc. which
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are new trends in the synthetic organic chemistry as well. Chapter 12 illustrates 
choice of chiral host-guest systems. Utility of various chiral 18-crown-6 ligands 
containing pyridine subring are discussed. Solvent effect on chiral recognition is 
evaluated in the same chapter. However, the knowledge of the m echanisms and 
kinetics of chiral interactions seems to be important to a better understanding of the 
origin of enantiomeric differentiation.

In Chapter 4 macrocycles for medical applications are discussed. This chapter 
is an excellent short survey of radiolabeled macrocycles and some of their clinical 
applications. Both diagnostic and therapeutic agents containing various metal ions 
are evaluated. Examples for future developments and limitations are shown as well.

Crown thioether chemistry is also a relatively new development in the field of 
macrocycles, and Chapter 14 and 15 of this book are devoted to this interesting topic. 
Kellogg provides a survey of the synthetic methodology of macrocyclic sulfides 
(termed thiocrown ethers) based mainly on their own studies. They managed to 
incorporate chiral nonracemic unit into the macrocyclic framework. Crystal 
structures of thiocrown ethers have also been studied. In Chapter 15 biomedical 
applications of thiocrown ethers are discussed by Cooper who mentions that 
probably the most promising application of crown thioethers lies in the delivery of 
radioisotopes such as 99mTc in nuclear medicine. Development of a new class of Tc 
chelates may yield substantial diviends to clinical imaging.

Tetraazamacrocycles and their applications are also discussed in various 
chapters. Cyclam derivatives and cyclam complexes are included.

This book summarized ample informations not only on the traditional crown 
ethers but also on related crown thioethers and tetraazamacrocycles. All chapters are 
well documented with references to provide an easy access to the original literature 
data.

Albert Lévai, Department o f Organic Chemistry 
Kossuth Lajos University 

Debrecen, Hungary
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New Books

S im p k in s , N. S. (Editor): 100 Modem Reagents
The Royal Society of Chemistry, Moss Publishing Ltd., Nottingham, 1989, pp. 203

As shown by the title, the book lists 100 reagents in alphabetic order. It gives 
the important data of the reagents, when available; thus the following information is 
given for each compound: CAS Registry Number, CAS Name, Molecular Formula, 
Molecular Weight, Boiling Point, Melting Point, Density, Refractive Index, Safety 
and Handling, Reactions, Availability and Preparation. Beyond these, the most 
recent application possibilities of the reagents are illustrated with appropriate 
literature references. At the end of the book there is a Reaction Index, which can be 
used to find the appropriate reagents according to the reaction type.

Old and new substances are both described in this book; pointing out of the 
novel applications of the well-known reagents is the purpose in these cases. For the 
majority of reagents, the subsection Reactions is very useful; here earlier results as 
well as comprehensive surveys and important publications relating to the applications 
of the reagents are referred to.

The book may serve as a very useful source of information for preparative 
chemists, since the paper selection of a suitable selective reagent for a given reaction 
is often of considerable concern. The present volume is of great assistance in this 
respect, and it is hoped that this book will be followed by other comprehensive 
works dealing with more several hundreds of modern reagents.

László Hazai, Research Group for Alkaloid Chemistry 
Hungarian Academy o f Sciences

SLICKERS, K.: Die automatische Atom-Emissions-Spektralanalyse 
Brühl Universitätsdruckerei, Giessen, 1993, pp. 543

This single volume book comprises 10 chapters, 250 figures, 110 tables and as 
addendum 289 references, and a short review of manufacturers producing 
commercial spectrometers. The author reviews the basic principles of the atomic 
emission processes giving a short comparison with the atomic absorption and the
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atomic fluorescence phenomena. A general review of most of the commonly used 
sampling and sample preparation techniques are given. The particularly valuable 
chapter of this book deals with the individual parts of the emissions spectrometers. In 
this part the plasma sources, the sample introduction methods, the various optical 
and detection systems are discussed. Another chapter covers the calibration and 
evaluation including the problems of spectral and matrix interferences. The 
applicability of the atomic emission spectroscopic methods in various industrial areas 
(e.g. metallurgy of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, geology, cement industry) are also 
illustrated.

The subject is treated in part in a tutorial form which is useful for novices on 
the particular fields. More rigourous discussions of practical problems for different 
applications are important for experts dealing with further development of analytical 
methods. The book can be thoroughly recommended to all spectroscopists working in 
industrial laboratories or teaching at universities.

Gyula Záray, Institute o f Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry
Eötvös University, Budapest
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Sir,

A paper was published in Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 
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Determination of Hydrogen Peroxide" by J. Hlavay and G. Guilbault. We ask you to 
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"The authors wish to express their gratitude to OTKA 2544 for the financial 
support."
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MECHANOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF OH-CONTAINING
CRYSTALS

A . Z . J u h á s z  an d  B e r n a d e t t  K o l l á t h

University o f Veszprém, Department o f Silicate Chemistry and Technology, P. O. Box 158,
H-8201, Veszprém, Hungary

Received December 14, 1992

The article describes some examples of mechanochemical reactions taking place in 
crystals which contain substantial amounts of OH-molecules belonging to coordination 
polyhedra, or crystal water.

Experiments were carried out to investigate chemical reactions taking place during 
mechanical loading ("mechanochemical reactions"). Changes of properties (specific surface 
area, desaggregation degree, cation exchange capacity and amorphisations of crystal 
structures) of kaolinite crystals were studied after grinding in vibratory mill.

The mixtures of Al-hydrate and gypsum were grounded together in satellite mill, and 
properties of activated materials were studied.

Change of chemical potential of steel bar during mechanical loading was measured.
It can be concluded that mechanochemical reactions take place by condensation in 

interparticle voids of ground materials utilizing the chemical activity of the environment. In 
this way a complex gel can be formed, which has an important nucléation effect and may affect 
thermal reactions to a considerable extent.

Mechanical forces cause significant, often irreversible changes in some physico
chemical and/or crystallochemical properties of solids. Mechanochemistry [1-8] 
deals with the changes in reactivity due to deformation, crushing and comminution, 
while the study of processes due to intensive mechanical dispersion is, in the author’s 
view, an independent part of colloid chemistry.

Mechanochemical processes can be subdivided [9] into primary and secondary 
ones (Fig. 1). During primary processes the energy absorbed in the loaded state 
increases internal and surface energies as well as entropy, and, in case of anisother- 
mal state changes, causes the warming-up of the material; thus in such cases the free 
energy of the system increase. Surface area is growing -  in a reversible or irre
versible way -  and crystal structure becomes unstable as a consequence of primary 
processes. The change of state of the system causes the binding energies of atoms in 
solids, or the coherence energy of crystals to decrease. As all these changes increase 
the reactivity of the substance, mechanical activation is the phenomenon where pri
mary mechanochemical processes take place in the mechanically loaded substance.

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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Mechanical activation of solids

I. Primary m echanochem ical p ro ce sses Activation

Starting: stable system: (F°)

Mechanical energy input 

Free energy increases: F° < F*

Starting: ordered structure (E°)

Mechanical energy input

’ '
Coherence (binding) energy decreases: EK° > EK*

a f =f*-f°=a u -t a s -sa t

Activated instable system: F*

II. S econdary  m echanochem ical p ro ce sses

a e k=e;  -е ; = д е „-д (п е а)

Decomposition 
of crystall 
structure

“  Degree of Reconstruction
dispersion 0f surface 
increases

I X /
"Lattice "Surface

activation" activation"

Inordered structure: EJ

/

Deactivation

Fig. 1. A scheme of mechanochemical processes
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Secondary processes take place in activated systems spontaneously (with a 
decrease of free energy), e.g., the reduction of dispersity, recrystallization, 
adsorption-desorption processes as well as chemical reactions between adjoining 
particles or between particles and reaction medium. Secondary processes may appear 
even during grinding, or later, if conditions are adequate.

Two examples, selected from various reactions, taking place in different 
material systems are now given to show some characteristics of mechanochemical 
changes.

A m o r p h i s a t i o n  o f  k a o l i n i t e

China clay (Table I) was ground in a vibratory mill for different periods and 
ground material investigated (Table II). This investigation shows that grinding 
consists of three steps (Fig. 2):

Ô

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Fig. 2a. Changes of specific surface area (as), desaggregation degree (8) and cation exchange capacity (-y) 
determined by Ba2+-exchange in function of grinding time (тл )
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a. Rittinger section [10], characterized by a rapid and almost linear increase of 
surface area as a function of grinding time (Fig. 2a) with a simultaneous increase of 
desaggregation degree. (This latter index (5) can be calculated by making an aqueous 
suspension of the ground material, peptised using an optimum amount of sodium 
carbonate, followed by the measurement of "methylene blue area", the area 
accessible to molecules of this dye; the ratio between "methylene blue area" and "total 
area" measured by water vapor adsorption is desaggregation degree [11, 12]. Cation 
exchange capacity (T) of ground china clay also increases during this section, but 
crystal structure remains largely unaffected.

b. Aggregation section, characterised by the monotonous decrease of the rate of 
surface increase as a function of grinding time; later, after reaching a maximum, even 
the desaggregation degree begins to decrease. An improved adhesion on freshly 
fractured surfaces causes a co-aggregation of particles, but these aggregates are loose 
enough to permit the penetration of barium ions even into internal surfaces during 
the determination of ion exchange capacity. In this process the crystalline order also 
changed to form ultimately a fireclay-like structure (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 2b. Change of crystal structure: X-ray diagrams of original kaolinite and of mechanical activated 
materials. (Philips 1825/00; 40 kV; 40 mA; Cu Ka)
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c. Agglomeration section, which can be deduced from kinetical curves, showing 
the irreversible formation of clusters from individual particles, by electron exchange. 
We call this phenomenon "chemihesion" and this plays an important role in 
mechanochemical processes. In this section the total disintegration of the crystal 
structure, mechanochemical amorphisation takes place: as a consequence of 
mechanical loading, OH-groups in the octahedrally coordinated layer get so close 
that ultimately H20  molecules are formed, which, in turn, remain as interstitial 
lattice defects even in the load-free state and thus prevent the recrystallization of the 
original kaolinite structure. The total amount of aluminum can easily be dissolved in 
diluted acids from this disintegrated structure, while unbound china clay is acid 
resistant. (The change of morphology of the powder during grinding can be seen in 
Fig. 2c.)

Table I

Content o f oxides (in percents)

S i02 a i2o 3 MgO CaO Fe20 3 k 2o Na20 T i0 2 s o 3
Ignition
losses

Kaolinite 44.26 39.72 0.66 0.25 0.73 0.99 0.1 0.05 - 13.22

Gypsum 0.93 1.23 4.27 28.22 0.55 1.27 0.15 - 41.00 22.38

Surface area: kaolinite 89 m2/g; hydrargillite 14 m2/g; gypsum: < 1 m2/g

Table II

Data o f mills

Vibratory mill:
Type: KEFAMA L5 -  06
Frequency: 1400 1/min
Amplitude of oscillations: 3 mm
Filling: 2100 g steel ball (diameter: 3 -10  mm)
Mass of sample: 60 g
Grinding time: 1-32 hours

Satellite mill:
Type: AGO I
Volume of the mill: 150 cm3
Filling: 121.2 g steel ball (diameter: 5 -8  mm)
Mass of sample: 20 g
Grinding time: 1 hour
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Rittinger section Aggregation section

1p.m

Agglomeration section

Fig. 2c. Aggregation and agglomeration of particles during mechanical activation (transmission
electronmicroscopic pictures)
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M e c h a n o c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t w o  c o m p o n e n t s

Mixtures of alumina hydrate (hydrargillite) and calcium sulfate dihydrate 
(gypsum) as well as their partly dehydrated products were jointly ground in a closed 
satellite mill (in air as medium), always among identical conditions (Table II). It can 
be stated (Fig. 3) that the surface area of the ground products and the ratio of

Fig. За-b. Reactivity of mixtures of alumina hydrate and calcium sulfates by various 
among of OH and H20 . a) Surface area b) Solution heat in hydrochloric acid.

A: A120 3 + vs.CaSO4 0.5H2O; B: Al(OH)3+ vs.CaS04 0.5H2O;
C: A120 3+ vs.CaS04 ги ге ; D: AI(OH)3 + vs.CaS04-2H20 .

* After activation

Fig. 3c. Reactivity of mixtures of alumina hydrate and calcium sulfates by various among of OH and 
II20 . Relative intensity of X-ray reflections. A: Gypsum (original); B: Anhydrite (heated at 1000 °C); 

C: Ca4Al60 12 CaS04 (heated at 1200 °C). * After activation
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crystalline phases changed depending on the quantity and bond type of OH and H20  
groups in the starting components and ultimately an amorphous calcium aluminate 
sulfate hydrogel was formed without a change in the gross composition. The heat of 
solution (<20) in diluted hydrochloric acid increased in all cases, usually to a very 
considerable extent due to the presence of the unstable compound and to unreacted 
starting materials.

The 1200 °C ignition of these activated mixtures resulted in the formation of 
crystalline calcium aluminate sulfate, as proved by X-ray diffraction, its quantity 
depending on the quantity of gel formed during grinding. It can thus be hypothesized 
that the gel contained in the ground matrix has a nucleating effect when new 
crystalline modifications are formed.

Our research is now carried on in two directions. One: many material systems 
will be investigated to study their mechanochemical properties. In this work however 
a serious problem is caused by the fact that the identification of products requires 
very complicated experimental techniques due to the high dispersity and amorphous 
nature of the products. The second aspect of research consists of the study of 
reaction mechanisms, but this is complicated by the occurrence of the manifold of 
phenomena taking place simultaneously.

C h a n g e  o f  c h e m i c a l  p o t e n t i a l  d u r i n g  m e c h a n i c a l  l o a d

The role of loading in mechanical activation processes can be observed by a 
model experiment (Fig. 4).

The tensile stress vs. strain diagram of a steel bar was tested [13] in such a way 
that the loaded bar was placed into saturated calcium hydroxide solution, containing 
a similar but unloaded bar and the electromotive force of this element was measured 
as a function of stress. The following characteristics were observed:

-  During elastic deformation (in the Hooke-section) emf increased slightly.
-  In the vicinity of the yield point emf (i.e. chemical potential) abruptly 

increased. Similar tests, in acid media showed most intensive corrosion in this 
range too.

-  The rate of potential increase decelerated in the range of plastic 
deformation. This section of the stress-strain curve showed significant changes as a 
function of stress or strain rate.
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-  After disruption, electrode potential abruptly decreased, but not to zero. 
Activity of ground materials can be approximately characterised by this reduced 
potential.

It can be thus stated that the maximum of chemical activity can be reached at 
medium mechanical loading.

Fig. 4. Tensile strength diagram of a steel rod. Potential difference (Дф) between a loaded and an 
unloaded test rod, loading with constant velocity (a) and with constant velocity of deformation (b)
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Discussion

The determination of kinetics of mechanochemical reactions rises special 
problems. From the second example mentioned above, it becomes clear that quantity 
and bond form is of high importance. It is easy to confirm that during grinding, in the 
moment of loading, water molecules are squeezed out from the particle and get 
condensed in interparticle voids. Capillary water may partly dissolve grains of 
different quality, and a hydrogel may precipitate out of the solution. Thus water 
liberated from crystals under mechanical loading can be bound in a new compound 
and consequently cannot reenter to its original site in the moment of load relieve, 
because of the decomposition of structure. Such reactions can be called as 
mechanochemical capillary reactions, because those reactions can be carried out only 
in submicroscopic pore systems.

The determination of reaction mechanisms of similar reactions involves two 
problems, both of them difficult to solve: (i) that chemical reactions take place in 
very small, submicroscopic reaction space, more or less separated from each other 
and result in reaction product finely dispersed in the particulate material; it is thus 
questionable where is the lowest size limit until the laws of macroscopic chemistry 
can be used; (ii) conditions in the moment of reaction are uncontrollable, thus e.g., 
loads (coming of mechanical stresses) higher than that of capillary pressure, 
temperature (as upon impact heat shocks appear on the surfaces), the solubility of 
deformed crystals, the role of the hydrosphere, etc. are unknown.

Conclusions

All experiments, referred to above, lead to the conclusion that crystals, 
containing coordinated OH-groups, or H20  molecules (as crystal water) in their 
lattice get amorphous in a critical state of stress as a consequence of lasting disorder 
in the lattice. This is caused by internal stresses in the vicinity of water molecules as 
interstitial lattice defects. Such water molecules are formed of OH-groups, by 
interlattice condensation, or by the migration of H20  molecules from their 
equilibrium position to interlayer position in a highly deformed crystal lattice. This 
amorphisation requires stress conditions similar to those occurring around the yield 
point of metals, although it may vary from substance to substance. In case of high 
load, in connection with relaxation, unstable H20  molecules come to the surface by 
diffusion and ultimately leave the material and form a liquid in the submicroscopic
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interparticle voids. In this way, a possibility is offered for to chemical reactions 
between components dissolved out of the grains.

Amorphisation and the formation of new compounds may substantially change 
chemical properties, without a change in gross chemical composition.
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SIMPLE AND CONDENSED ß-LACTAMS, PART 16*
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4(6)-CYANOMETHYL-6(4)-OXO-l,4,5,6-TETRAHYDROPYRIMIDINE- 
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Mixtures of the diastereoisomeric 4-nitrobenzyl 2-azido-2-(2-cyanomethyl-4- 
oxoazetidin-l-yl)acetates (4), rather than undergoing intramolecular 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition 
to yield the tricyclic ß-lactam 5, afford under various conditions the ring transformation 
product 4-nitrobenzyl 4(6)-cyanomethyl-6(4)-oxo-l,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidine-2-carboxylate 
(8) with elimination of nitrogen.

In connection with another research project we were interested in the synthesis 
of the tricyclic ß-lactam (5). Diastereoisomeric mixtures of 2-azido-2-(2-cyano- 
methyl-4-oxoazetidin-l-yl)-acetates 4 -  easily available in three steps starting with 
4-cyanomethylazetidin-2-one (1) [2] as shown in Scheme 1 -  appeared to be a 
reasonable starting substance since alkyl azides, hydrazoic acid as well as ionic azides 
were known to undergo 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions with (substituted) 
cyanoalkanes [3-5]. Intramolecular cycloaddition of the azido group of compound 4 
to its nitrile group was therefore expected to yield the desired compound 5. All the 
more so, since compound 6 (in which the cyanomethyl group of compound 4 is 
replaced by an ethinyl group) was known to be thermally convertible into the 
intramolecular 1,3-dipolar cycloadduct (7) [6].

* For Part 15, see [1]
** Taken in part from the Ph. D. Thesis of E. K., Technical University Budapest, 1989
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2: X=OH
1 -*■ 3: X=CI 5

4: X=N3

Scheme 1. Attempted synthesis of compound 5. Compound 1 is racemic, compounds 2 -  5 are 
diastereoisomeric mixtures. Only one enantiomer of racemic pairs is shown. PNB = 4-nitrobenzyl

Scheme 2. R = PhOCH2CONH-

Although boron trifluoride diethyl etherate has been successfully used as a 
catalyst for the reaction of nitriles with hydrazoic acid [4] compound 4 proved stable 
at room temperature in the presence of added Broensted or Lewis acids. On the 
other hand, rapid decomposition took place in the presence of such additives when 
the temperature was slightly elevated.

In the absence of additives compound 4 proved rather stable even at elevated 
temperatures. Refluxing for 20 and 12 h, respectively, in toluene or chlorobenzene 
proved necessary for compound 4 to become consumed. To our disappointment, the 
ring transformation product 8 was formed with loss of nitrogen, rather than the 
desired intramolecular cycloadduct 5. Recently Bernstein and Vacek have reported 
improved reaction conditions for the synthesis of tetrazoles by cycloaddition of 
nitriles and azides [5]. These authors have found that replacement of sodium azide 
and ammonium chloride at 125-140 °C in DMF (which were the standard reagents 
and conditions used) by sodium azide and triethylammonium chloride in 1-methyl- 
pyrrolidin-2-one at 150 °C results in enhanced yields and significantly shorter reaction 
times [5]. Subsequently we have shown that the nitrile groups of 1-protected 
derivatives of compound 1, too, may be converted into tetrazol-5-yl groups in about 
55% non-optimized yields under similar conditions [7]. Thus, the azetidin-2-one ring
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appears to be fairly stable even at 155 °C to the reagents and the solvent 
recommended by Bernstein and Vacek.* We have, therefore, treated compound 4 
with triethylammonium chloride in l-methylpyrrolidin-2-one. Compound 4 was 
rapidly consumed even at room temperature but, to our disappointment, the same 
product 8 was obtained as in the thermolysis of compound 4.

We believe that the essence of ring transformation 4 -*■ 8 is best described by 
the four electron-pair displacements with concomitant protonation-deprotonation as 
shown in Scheme 3. Unfortunately, the timing of these displacements is not known at 
present but probably depends on whether the rearrangement is induced thermally or 
takes place at room temperature in l-methyl-pyrrolidin-2-one.

6

a b
Scheme 3. Ring transformation with concomitant nitrogen elimination of compound 4 vs. intramolecular 

dipolar cycloaddition of compound 6. 4, 8: R = 4-nitrobenzyl; 6: R = benzyl, R’ = PhOCH2CONH-

* When the l-(2,4-dimethoxybenzyl) derivative of compound 1 was allowed to react with sodium 
azide and anilinium chloride at 130 °C in either DMSO or DMF only decomposition products containing 
no azetidin-2-one moieties were obtained [8]
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Analogous electron-pair displacements as shown for compound 4 would also 
be expected to lead from conformation a of compound 6 to ring transformation 
accompanied by nitrogen elimination, similarly to the case of compound 4. Such a 
reaction is, however, not observed with compound 6. Instead, it is from conformation 
b that the latter reacts, intramolecular dipolar cycloaddition taking place as the result
[6] (Scheme 3).

Can this widely divergent behaviour of two closely related compounds be 
rationalized? Compounds 6 and 4 do differ in two respects, viz. (i) in the nature of 
their dipolarophilic moieties which is an ethinyl group in 6 but a cyano group in 4; 
and (ii) that intramolecular dipolar cycloaddition in the case of compound 6 leads to 
product 7 whose central ring is five-membered while, in the case of compound 4, this 
would lead to product 5 containing a six-membered central ring, if compound 4 
underwent such a reaction. Hetero-dipolarophiles (such as, e.g., cyano groups) are 
known to be generally less reactive than the corresponding CC dipolarophiles which 
appears, to be the result of the larger energy of C -  hetero-atom тт-bonds broken in 
the course of the cycloaddition as compared with that of CC тг-bonds, and the 
smaller energy of hetero-atom -  hetero-atom a  bonds formed in the course of the 
reaction as compared with that of CC and C -  hetero-atom or-bonds [9]. The rates of 
cyclizations resulting in the formation of five-membered rings are, on the other hand, 
known to generally exceed those of analogous cyclizations leading to six-membered 
rings (see e.g. [10a-c]). Both effects tend to facilitate transformation 6-> 7 relative 
to the non-observed transformation 4 -» 5. We believe, therefore, that while, in 
principle, both compounds 4 and 6 could undergo intramolecular dipolar 
cycloaddition as well as ring transformation with concomitant nitrogen elimination, in 
the case of compound 6 ring transformation is suppressed by rapid cycloaddition 
while in the case of compound 4 ring transformation prevails over slow cycloaddition.

Experimental

Components of product mixtures were separated by CC at either normal or reduced pressure 
(10-25 kPa) using Kieselgel 60 (Merck) as the adsorbent. The purity of the products was checked and 
their R( values were determined on DC-Alufolien 60 I'254 (Merck); the individual compounds were 
detected by UV irradiation or using iodine, 5% ethanolic molybdo- or tungstophosphoric acids as the 
reagents. Melting points were determined in glass capillaries and are uncorrected. IR spectra were 
recorded on a Specord-75 spectrometer (Zeiss, Jena). 41 and 13C NMR spectra were obtained with 
Varian X L -100 and XL-400 spectrometers in CDC13 solutions at about 50 °C, unless otherwise stated, 
with TMS as the internal reference compound.
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4-Nitrobenzyl ( ±)-2-(4-cyanomethyl-2-oxoazetidin-l-yl)-2-hydroxyacetate (2)

A mixture of compound 1 [2] (0.8 g, 7.25 mmol), 4-nitrobenzyl glyoxylate monohydrate (1.8 g, 
7.9 mmol), dry benzene (23 cm3) and dioxan (6 cm3) was refluxed using a water-separator funnel until no 
more water was formed (~3  h) and evaporated to dryness. The residue was worked up by CC (ethyl 
acetate -  hexane, 1:1) to afford the title compound as a -1:1 mixture of diastereoisomers, yield 1.9 g 
(80%). M. p. 93 -  95 °C, R { (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 2:1) 0.35. -  IR (KBr): 3300, 2240, 1740, 1710, 1500, 
1350, 820 cm“1. -  >H NMR (CDC13 + [D6]DMSO): 6 2.97d and 2.87d (7=5.0 Hz, total 2H, CH2CN, two 
diastereoisomers), 2.92 + 3.21 and 2.90 + 3.19 (2 xABX, Jgcm 15.0, / V1C 2.6 and 5.2 Hz, total 2H, 3 -H 2, 
two diastereoisomers), 4.10 and 4.23 (2xtdd, /=5.0, 5.2 and 2.6 Hz, total 1H, 4 -H , two 
diastereoisomers), 5.35s (2H, CZ/jAr), 5.63d and 5.60d (/=6.0 and 7.0 Hz, respectively, total 1H, 
NC//OH, two diastereoisomers), 6.75d and 6.65d (/=6.0 and 7.0 Hz, respectively, exchangeable, total 1H, 
OH, two diastereoisomers), 7.61 + 8.24 (AA’BB’, /=8.8 Hz, 4H, aromatic H).

C14H13N30 6 (319.3)
Calcd. C 52.66 H 4.10 N13.16 
Found C 52.33 H 3.95 N 13.00

4-Nitrobenzyl ( ± )-2-azido-2-(2-cyanomelhyl-4-oxoazetidin-l-yl)-acetate (4)
A mixture of thionyl chloride (0.56 g, 4.7 mmol) and anhydrous THF (5.5 cm3) was added with 

continuous stirring and ice-cooling dropwise to a mixture of compound 2 (0.5 g, 1.16 mmol), 
triethylamine (0.48 g, 4.8 mmol) and anhydrous THF (28 cm3). The mixture was stirred for an additional 
hour, diluted with CH2C12 (50 cm3) precooled to 0 °C, washed successively with 0.1 M HC1, saturated 
aqueous NaHC03 solution and brine (16 cm3, each; all precooled to 0 °C), dried (MgS04) and 
evaporated to dryness at reduced pressure. The resulting crude chloro derivative 3 was dissolved in dry 
chloroform (12 cm3). Triethylammonium chloride (0.22 g, 1.6 mmol) or tetrabutylammonium bromide 
(0.49 g, 1.6 mmol) and sodium azide (0.3 g, 4.6 mmol) were added. The mixture was stirred for 12 h at 
ambient temperature, washed with water (3x5  cm3), dried (MgS04) and evaporated to dryness. The 
crude product (0.5 g) was purified by CC (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 1:1) to give the title compound as 
a -  1:1 mixture of diastereoisomers, yield 0.24 g (45%). M. p. 92 -  95 °C Rf (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 1:1) 
0.3. -  IR (KBr): 2220, 2100, 1740 br, 1500, 1350, 830 cm"1. >H NMR: 6 2.88d (/=5.2 Hz, 2H, CH2CN), 
3.00 + 3.43 and 3.03 + 3.30 (2 xABX, / gem = 15.0, / V1C 3.0 and 5.2 Hz, total 2H, 3 -H 2, two 
diastereoisomers), 4.21 and 4.26 (2xtdd, collapsed to 2xq d ,/=5.2, 3.0 and 5.2 Hz, total 1H, 4 -H , two 
diastereoisomers), 5.39s (2H, CH^Ai), 5.68s and 5.79s (total 1H, CHN3, two diastereoisomers), 
7.59 + 8.27 (AA’BB’, /=8.8 Hz, 4H, aromatic H).

Ci4H12N60 5 (344.3)
Calcd. C 48.84, H 3.51 N 24.41 
Found C 48.53 H 3.48 N 23.98

4-Nitrobenzyl ( ± )-4(6)-cyanomethyl-6(4)-oxo-l,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidine-2-carboxylate (8)

(a) A mixture of compound 4 (0.2 g, 0.58 mmol), triethylammonium chloride (0.12 g, 0.89 mmol) 
and l-methylpyrrolidin-2-one (5 cm3) was stirred for 3 h at ambient temperature until the evolution of 
nitrogen ceased, and evaporated to dryness at reduced pressure. The residue was taken up in CH2C12 
(10 cm3), the insoluble material was filtered off, the filtrate evaporated to dryness and the residue 
worked up by CC (ethyl acetate -  hexane, 1:1) to give the title compound, yield 70 mg (32%). M. p. 
151-153 °C (from ethyl acetate). -  IR (KBr): = 3200, 2240, 1740 sh, 1705, 1650, 1510, 1350, 850 cm“1. 
*H NMR (CDC13 + [D6]DMSO): 6 2.46 + 2.69 (ABX, / gem = 16.9, /^ с = 12.5 and 6.2 Hz, 2H .5-H 2), 2.88d
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(7=6.0 Hz, 2H, CH2CN), 4.11 tdd (7=6.0, 6.2 and 12.5 Hz, 1Н, 6 -H ), 5.48s (2H, OCTTjAr), 7.66 + 8.27 
(AA’BB’, 7=8.8 Hz, 4H, aromatic H). «C  NMR (CDC13 + [D6]DMSO): 6 24.36 (CH2CN), 33.16 (C -5), 
52.24 ( C - 6), 66.98 (OCHjAr), 116.85 (CN), 123.81 (C -3  and C -5 , phenyl ring), 128.95 (C -2  and C - 6, 
phenyl ring), 141.59 ( C - l ,  phenyl ring), 144.94 (C -2), 147.95 (C -4 , phenyl ring), 159.88 (C 0 2CH2), 
167.94 (C -4).

C14H 12N4Os (316.3)
Calcd. C 53.16 H 3.82 N 17.72
Found C 53.13 H 3.86 N 17.68
(b) A  solution of compound 4 (54 mg, 0.16 mmol) in toluene (10 cm3) was refluxed for 20 h and 

evaporated to dryness. The residue was worked up by preparative TLC (20 x 20 cm glass plates, coated 
with Kieselgel P l '^ . ,  366, Merck, thickness of adsorbent layer 1.5 mm, development: ethyl acetate -  
hexane 1:1, elution: ethyl acetate) to give the title compound which proved identical (m. p. 151-152 °C, 
IR) with the sample obtained as described above, yield 7 mg (14%).

(c) A solution of compound 4 (0.2 g, 0.58 mmol) in chlorobenzene (10 cm3) was refluxed for 10 h 
and kept overnight at room temperature. The product was filtered off and crystallized from ethyl acetate 
to give the title compound which proved identical (m. p. 151 -152 °C, IR) with the sample obtained as 
described in (a), yield 0.1 g (54%).
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For the clusters (H20 ) n, n = 2 to 16, minimum energy structures and stepwise hydration 
enthalpies have been calculated at MNDO/M and PM3 levels and compared with available ab 
initio and experimental data. The MNDO/M has been found to provide better description of 
intermolecular potential of water trimer than PM3, consistent with state-of-the-art ab initio 
analysis. It has been shown that, for the water tetramer at least, PM3 method predicting the 
nonadditive many-body contributions to the total interaction energy is in good agreement with 
high level ab initio calculations. Discontinuous drops in the plots of Д# n _ j n vs. n indicating 
the formation of unusually stable water configurations have been observed. Cooperativity in 
hydrogen bonding, i.e. additional enhancement of interaction energy due to mutual 
polarization of the associated О - H  groups, has been discussed. Possible formation of ice 
crystallites during cluster growth has been proposed.

Introduction

Small clusters are midway between the free molecules and condensed phase 
and represent the initial embryos of the new phase. Thus, knowledge of the 
formation and properties exhibited by small molecular systems offer a deep insight 
into the details of the differences between two phases. Unfortunately, a few 
experimental data for neutral clusters are available [1]. However, because of their 
small sizes, molecular complexes may be studied by direct quantum chemical 
methods that are capable of providing particularly detailed descriptions of structural 
and energetic characteristics for medium-sized clusters of interest.

Good (so called "state-of-the-art") ab initio molecular orbital calculations 
require unusually large computer resources and, thus, are inapplicable for study of all 
the potentially relevant cluster’s configurations. Semiempirical MNDO [2], AMI [3], 
and more recent PM3 [4] methods allow calculations of large molecular systems and 
are far less expensive. The MNDO/M [5] procedure suggested has overcome well-
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known deficiency of original MNDO method in describing hydrogen bonds 
(H-bonds).

The AMI technique has been previously applied to calculate successive heats 
of hydration of H~, O H - , F “ , and Cl- anions for clusters comprising up to 11 water 
molecules [6]. The (H20 ) n n = 2 -4  complexes [7] and supermolecule sizes up to 15 
water molecules surrounding the neutral and zwitterionic forms of the amino acids 
[8] have been investigated. The static geometric and energy properties together with 
time evolution of clusters of water molecules have been provided by PM3 
calculations [9]. It has been shown that the AMI method erroneously favors the 
bifurcated structures and, as a consequence, predicts qualitatively incorrect 
geometries for H-bonding [7, 10,11]. Our own systematic study on 63 charged and 15 
neutral H-bonded complexes using MNDO/M, AMI, and PM3 methods [11] has 
demonstrated that the MNDO/M should be recommended for studying systems with 
H-bonds. The PM3 should be the next semiempirical method of choice and, further, 
if there no possible bifurcated structures presented the AMI may be used.

In such a manner it is attractive to employ the semiempirical methods for 
studying medium-sized water complexes and consider a process of stepwise cluster 
growth. One interesting topic arisen whether water clustering is accompanied by the 
formation of especially stable complexes relative to those of comparable sizes as it 
has been observed [12] for the rare gas cluster ions (so called "magic number" 
clusters). Another interesting subject is a cooperativity phenomenon that is usually 
understood as an increase of the H-bond energies due to a mutual polarization of the 
О - H  groups [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. To answer in part these questions a stepwise water 
cluster formation has been examined by means of the MNDO/M and PM3 methods.

The prime objectives of our research then were: (1) to determine the optimum 
geometries and complexation energies for clusters (H20 ) n, n = 2-16, and their 
isomeric forms; (2) to estimate a measure of the calculated H-bonding cooperativity;
(3) to compare results obtained by both the methods.

Method and models

Semiempirical MNDO/M and PM3 calculations were performed on an IBM 
PC-386 computer using modified MND085 program [18] with optimization of all 
the geometrical variables. Figures were drawn using the program DEMO developed 
in our group by S. S. Pachkovsky.
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The potential surfaces of the weakly bound aggregates with more than three 
water molecules contain multiple shallow minima. The question thus arises whether 
cluster configurations obtained lie close to their global minima. To solve in part this 
problem the following strategy was held: (1) the total number of H-bonds for starting 
cluster geometries must be as high as possible; (2) when building initial water struc
tures the PM3 and to some extent MNDO/M favoring the four-membered cycles (as 
we shall see) should be taken into account. The first assumption is also based on 
experimental findings that all of the water molecules at 120 К are engaged in H-bond 
interactions [17]. Of course, such an approach does not guarantee locating the global 
minimum in each case and, indeed, there will always remain some uncertainty about 
whether the absolute minimum has been discovered. But, on the other hand, investi
gation of the entire collection of minima represents a very difficult task and needs 
very much computing time. In our case, however, there is a good reason to assume 
that the energy changes accompanying the formation of neutral clusters' are relatively 
small and so that the generated water structures lie close to their global minima in 
energy. For example, such an approach leads to the lowest PM3 absolute enthalpies 
of formation for (H20 ) 7 and (H20 ) 15 clusters of -410.3 and -895.7 kcal/mol 
respectively that compare quite favorably with those of -407.4 and -889.5 kcal/mol 
calculated previously [8] using global minimum seeking procedure.

The PM3 and MNDO/M enthalpies of interaction of water molecules, 
-A Hlnt, enthalpies of stepwise hydration, -Д Н п_1п, binding enthalpies per 
molecule, -Д HL, are summarized in Tables III and V. The averaged H-bond 
parameters (average H-bond distances, R*, average elongation of donor O -H  
distances relative to that in water monomer, Дr, and the average values of H -  О -  H 
angles) for "strong" and all H-bonds are reported in Tables IV and VI for PM3 and 
MNDO/M, respectively. Definition of "strong" H-bonds includes those with 
R q _о -  3.2Â and < ( 0 - H - 0 )  > 90.0°. Such a definition was chosen because 
H-bond distances obtained were, as a rule, distributed in intervals either from 2.6 to 
3.0 Â or from 3.25 Â to 3.4 Â; the latter H-bonds were considered as "weak" ones 
(3.2 Â < R 0 _0  < 3.5 Â and < ( 0 - H - 0 )  > 90.0°.

Of course, it is difficult to investigate all the possible clusters configurations. So 
the calculations for several of the most stable (H20 ) n clusters for each n are 
presented only. The MNDO/M and PM3 water structures studied are shown in 
Fig. 1. For supermolecules comprising more than six subunits the structures obtained 
are depicted in simplified manner, i.e. water molecules are represented as balls 
centered on the oxygen atom positions, while "strong" H-bonds are shown as sticks.
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5-11 (PM3)

6-1 : normal (above) and simplified (below) view 6 II

Fig. 1. PM3 and MNDO/M optimized structures for the water clusters (H20 ) n n = 3 -16. For the cluster 
consisting of more than 7 water molecules the hydrogen atoms are omitted, with the oxygen atoms 

and "strong" H-bonds (as sticks) being shown. The labels corresponding to the most stable 
cluster configurations are printed in italics.

(Continued on next page)
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10-1 (PM3) 10-1 (MNDO/M) 10-111

Fig. 1. (Continued)
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10-11 (PM3)

11-11

12-111 (PM3)

13-1 (PM3)

11-111 (MNDO/M)

13-1 (MNDO/M) 

F i g .  1 .  (Continued)

11-1 (MNDO/M)

12-1 (PM3)

12-1 (MNDO/M)

12-11 (PM3)
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13-11 (PM3)

14-11 (PM3)

16-1 (PM3) 16-1 (MNDO/M)

16-11 (PM 3)
16-11 (M ND O /M ) 

Fig. 1. (C ontinued)

15-11 (M N D O /M )

16-111 (PM3)
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Results and discussion

Water dimer

We do not discuss different structures of water dimer, which have been 
considered elsewhere [7, 10, 11]. Here, only the calculated and experimental data for 
the most stable Cs symmetry complex are presented in detail. As clearly seen from 
Table I, the PM3 method predicts H-bond distance much too short as compared to 
the high level ab initio calculations and experiment, with PM3 H-bond energy lying at 
the lower limit of experimentally determined interval of H-bond energies. The ab 
initio 3-21G  level of theory also yields too short H-bond distance but, contrary to 
the PM3 procedure, this fact is attributed to the overestimation of intermolecular 
interaction energy (compare dipole momenta as well). The MNDO/M yields H-bond 
distance and energy that are in quite good agreement with ab initio results and 
experiment.

Table I

Calculated properties for water dimer according to different methods

Method AAtfdim R o -o  (Â) rO-H,don Дra 01X1оV

^ d i m Ref.

MNDO/M -5.40 2.900 0.976 0.033 175.2 3.06
PM3 -3.49 2.768 0.960 0.009 178.5 2.53
3-21G - 6.01 2.797 0.973 0.007 175.9 3.51 [13]
4-31G* -4.65 2.961 0.952 0.005 172.0 2.61 [13]
6-31G* -5.70 172.2 m
MP2/6-31G* -7.50 167.3 П
6-31G** -4.56 2.980 0.947 0.004 166.9 [13]
MP2/6-311 +
+ G(2d, 2p) -4.90 2.911 0.964 0.007 173.3 [13]
Exp. -3.59 - 5.7 2.976 0.958 2.6 [1, 13, 22]

a tsr is elongation of donor О -  H bond relative to that in water monomer

Thus, the PM3 method reproduces satisfactorily the water dimer properties 
(except 0 - 0  distance) having, at the same time, not very well balanced attractive 
and repulsive potentials. This feature of the PM3 parametrization leads (as we shall 
see) to more closely packed structures for higher water aggregates than the 
MNDO/M does.
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Water trimer

Experimentally observed [19] water trimer has a cyclic structure, with the three 
H20  molecules being equivalent. At the PM3 level, the ring with nearly equal 
H-bonds was found to be the most stable. The MNDO/M also predicts cyclic water 
complex but one H-bond undergoes elongation (3.234 Â) and two "strong" H-bonds 
are nearly equivalent (2.891 and 2.878 Â). When symmetry conditions imposed, the 
cyclic MNDO/M trimer with equivalent H-bonds may be obtained. In such a case, 
however, the H-bond distance of 3.015 Â exceeds that in dimer (2.900 Â see 
Table VI). This is in contrast with the PM3 prediction.

Recently [20] state-of-the-art ab initio methodology has been applied to 
calculate intermolecular potential of H20  trimer. Thus, it is interesting to compare 
potentials generated by MNDO/M and PM3 semiempirical methods for different 
configurations of the cyclic planar (H20 ) 3 structure with ab initio one. The a  angle 
dependence (for definition of a see Fig. 2) of the total interaction energy in the water 
trimer due to different methods is depicted in Fig. 3. It is clearly seen that the PM3 
underestimates essentially the repulsion of hydrogen atoms in the H-to-H structure 
around a =20°, with the PM3 results lying relatively close to the ab initio ones for 
O-to-O repulsive structure near a  =150°, at the same time. The marked inaccuracy of 
the PM3 method in the minimum H-bond energy configuration region (around 
a =75°) reflects the tendency of PM3 scheme predicting too short H-bond distances

Fig. 2. Definition of a  angle in cyclic planar (C3h group) water trimer. R q - q was kept fixed at 3.0 Â
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a (dgs)
Fig. 3. a  angle dependence of the interaction energy in water trimer according to MNDO/M, PM3, 

and ab initio methods (tx angle is defined in Fig. 1; R0  _0  was kept fixed at 3.0 Â)

in the neutral complexes, as it has already been noted previously [10, 11]. For the 
MNDO/M, the close congruence with the ab initio data is obtained to the exclusion 
of the H-to-H region. Thus, MNDO/M shows better behaviour than PM3 in respect 
to the intermolecular potential of H20 .

Water tetramer

Cyclic cluster was calculated to be the lowest in energy according to both the 
MNDO/M and PM3 methods, consistent with the high level ab initio results [7, 13]. 
Again, the PM3 predicts too short H-bond distances and, at the same time, 
underestimated H-bonding energy, as compared to ab initio calculations with 
extended basis sets (see Table II). In the case of MNDO/M, a very good agreement 
with the high level ab initio results is achieved regarding H-bond distances and 
interaction energy.
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Table II

Calculated properties o f water tetramer according to ab initio and semiempirical methods

Approximation -ДЕщ.
(kcal/mol)

C
(%)

Ci
(%)

C2
(%)

^n .adda

(%)
E o -o

(Â)
''O -H .don

(Â)
Дгь < 0 - H -
(Â) (Â)

О Ref.

MNDO/M 22.30 27.4 3.1 - 22.2 -9.6 2.839 0.981 0.038 159.6
PM3 18.30 42.6 23.5 21.7 16.8 2.714 0.965 0.014 162.1
3-21G 38.04 52.6 36.8 45.7 40.42 2.575 1.001 0.034 161.4
4-31G* 25.54 45.4 27.2 30.8 20.59 2.811 0.961 0.013 167.3
6-31G* 29.50 42.0 167.0 [7]
MP2/6-31G* 39.60 43.2 168.6 [7]
6-31G** 24.42 44.0 25.4 29.9 19.7 2.831 0.955 0.012 166.9 [13]
MP2/6-31G** 27.05 27.6 28.6 18.9 [13]
MP3/6-31G** 25.93 26.8 29.0 19.2 [13]

a f'n.add. (nonadditivity contribution) = (Д£(3) + Д£(4)) / A£int tetramer, where Д£(3) and Д£(4) 
are three- and four-body contributions to the interaction energy Д£ци.Мгаш' г 

ь Дг is the average elongation of donor О -  H bonds relative to that in water monomer

Size of cluster

Fig. 4. Enthalpies of stepwise hydration for the most stable clusters according to different methods, i.e., 
ДЯ„_1П, as a function of n. 6-31G* data from [7]. STO -4G  results from [15]
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One interesting point from MNDO/M and PM3 calculations is the sudden 
decrease of the attachment enthalpies of water molecule to the (H20 ) 4 cluster 
compared with the (H20 ) 3 one (see Fig. 4). In other words, the "magic number" 4 is 
observed for H20  clustering. Such a stability of water tetramer accounts for the fact 
that, as it will be seen below, the higher water aggregates, consist of the tetragon 
blocks.

Higher water clusters

In the case of (H20 ) 6, the 6 -1  structure consisting of two tetragons with a 
common edge is predicted by both the methods to be the lowest in energy. There are 
seven "normal" ("strong") H-bonds in the PM3 cluster. MNDO/M method does not 
fit water hexamer into such a tightly bound structure and elongation of one H-bond is 
occurred.

For the (H20 ) 8 cluster, the 8 -I I  structure has been previously uncovered as 
the most stable at the molecular mechanics level [14]. According to MNDO/M and 
PM3 calculations the 8 -I I  cluster is ca. 4.4 and 5.6 kcal/mol higher, respectively, in 
energy than optimal cubic 8 - 1 one. This difference in energy may be attributed to 
the three additional H-bonds in the latter structure (see Tables IV and VI). Also the 
8 -1  water cluster comprises very stable H20  tetramers (as pointed out above) and, 
as stepwise hydration enthalpies clearly indicate in Fig. 4, shows next after (H20 ) 4 
the "magic number" behaviour.

Trends in H20  clustering

For series (H20 ) n n = 2 -1 6 , the interaction energy per molecule is increase 
monotonically from 2.7 and 1.8 to 7.7 and 6.5 kcal/mol for MNDO/M and PM3, 
respectively (see Fig. 5). Lattice energy of ice IA has been estimated to be ca. 
13.4 kcal/mol [16]. The average number of H-bonds per molecule shows similar 
picture (see Fig. 6).

As a rule, MNDO/M stepwise hydration enthalpies are lower than PM3 ones 
(see Fig. 4). The cases that do not fit the general pattern are (H20 ) n and (H20 ) 14 
clusters.
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Magic numbers for (H20 )n

As seen from Fig. 4 and Tables III and V the pronounced peaks are occurred 
in plots of -Д Hn_l n, indicating the formation of unusually stable water cluster 
configurations. The most stable structures along the series (H20 ) n are observed for 
the multiples of the number 4, i.e., n = 4, 8, 12, and 16. These clusters show high 
number of H-bonds per molecule (from 1.50 to 1.88 for n = 8 and 16, respectively) 
and compactly packed structures. In all the cases, the water (H20 ) 4 tetragons packed 
in "sandwich-like" manner are a common H-bonding pattern.

---------------- 1___________I___________!__________ I__________ 1__________ 1___________I___________l_
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Size of cluster

—В — PM3 —6 — MNDO/M

Fig. 5. Interaction enthalpies per molecule for the most stable clusters, i.e., HL, as a function of n
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Other stable (H20 ) n configuration was predicted to be water decamer 
(structure 10- I )  representing a sandwich of two pentagons. Water tetramers serve as 
building blocks in this cluster as well.

- В -  PM3 — MNDO/M

Fig. 6. The average number of H-bonds (R0 _0 < 3.5 Â, (О -П  -O )  > 90.0°) per molecule for the most 
stable clusters as a function of n. For cluster sizes up to 10 H20  molecules the PM3 data are only plotted 

because the MNDO/M predicts the same values

C o o p e r a t i v i t y  i n  H - b o n d i n g

If monomer molecule participates concertedly as a donor and acceptor in 
H-bond cluster then the additional energy stabilization occurs when compared with 
sum of independent H-bonds. This phenomenon is usually regarded as a reflection of 
"H-bond cooperativity" [13, 14, 15, 16]. To identify the nature of cooperativity effect,
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Table III

Interaction enthalpies AHlnt> stepwise hydration enthalpies ДНп_1п, interaction enthalpies per molecule 
AHl , C cooperativity parameter (%), and dipole momenta for water clusters due to PM3 method.

Enthalpies are in kcal/mol

Size of cluster Type -Atfin,. -A ffa -U -A tfL C D

2 3.5 3.5 1.8 2.53
3 10.0 6.5 3.3 30.0 1.05
4 18.3 8.3 4.6 42.6 0.27
5 I 23.8 5.5 4.8 41.2 0.94

II 20.1 1.8 4.0 30.3 0.27
6 I 30.2 6.4 5.0 42.1 1.91

II 26.9 3.1 4.5 34.9 1.12
7 I 36.3 6.1 5.2 42.1 2.02

II 35.3 5.1 5.0 40.5 2.80
III 35.2 5.0 5.0 40.3 3.57

8 I 46.4 10.1 5.8 47.2 0.06
II 40.8 4.5 5.1 40.0 3.91

III 41.4 5.1 5.2 40.8 3.17
IV 42.1 5.8 5.3 41.8 3.53
V 43.7 7.4 5.5 43.9 0.35

VI 40.4 4.1 5.1 39.4 0.21
VII 43.6 7.3 5.5 43.8 0.32

VIII 38.9 2.6 4.9 37.0 4.11
9 I 50.0 3.6 5.6 44.0 3.09

II 51.7 5.3 5.7 45.8 4.51
III 48.1 1.7 5.3 41.8 3.76
IV 49.2 2.8 5.5 43.1 2.14

10 I 58.6 6.9 5.9 46.2 6.23
II 55.5 3.8 5.6 43.2 3.99

III 50.9 - 5.1 38.1 4.99
11 I 62.1 3.5 5.6 43.6 6.45

II 62.0 3.4 5.6 43.5 0.69
III 63.7 5.1 5.8 45.1 3.04
IV 59.4 0.8 5.4 41.1 4.84

12 I 70.0 6.3 5.8 45.0 8.31
II 58.8 - 4.9 34.5 8.23

III 73.7 10.0 6.1 47.8 6.26
13 I 82.0 8.3 6.3 48.8 4.33

II 80.1 6.4 6.2 47.6 8.03
III 76.9 3.2 5.9 45.4 4.72

14 I 85.3 3.3 6.1 46.7 5.88
II 84.4 2.4 6.0 46.1 6.29

III 88.4 6.4 6.3 48.5 4.58
15 I 91.9 3.5 6.1 46.7 4.85

II 94.3 5.9 6.3 48.0 2.66
16 I 101.9 7.6 6.4 48.5 3.93

II 104.2 9.9 6.5 49.6 6.09
III 100.6 6.3 6.3 47.8 2.53
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Table IV

Optimized geometric parameters for water clusters according to PM3 method*

"Strong" H-bonds

Size
of cluster

Type ^ нв Nhb/N h2o c , So * 0 6 Д'Ъ-н

01X1оV

2 1 0.50 2.768
3 3 1.00 -5.6 2.670 0.015 148.7
4 4 1.00 23.5 2.714 0.014 162.1
5 I 5 1.00 26.5 2.724 0.013 165.8

II 6 1.20 -4.5 2.677 0.016 150.5
6 I 7 1.17 18.9 2.720 0.014 162.8

II 6 1.00 21.9 2.725 0.013 165.6
7 I 9 1.29 13.2 2.717 0.014 160.8

II 8 1.14 20.7 2.725 0.014 165.8
III 8 1.14 20.5 2.731 0.013 168.0

8 I 12 1.50 9.5 2.712 0.014 159.0
II 9 1.13 22.8 2.732 0.013 169.5

III 9 1.13 23.9 2.734 0.013 169.7
IV 10 1.25 16.9 2.730 0.013 166.5
V 10 1.25 19.9 2.718 0.014 162.3

VI 12 1.50 -4.0 2.771 0.011 151.6
VII 10 1.25 19.7 2.715 0.014 162.7

VIII 11 1.38 1.0 2.740 0.013 153.6
9 I 13 1.44 9.0 2.761 0.012 162.6

II 13 1.44 12.0 2.720 0.013 162.2
III 11 1.22 20.0 2.732 0.013 169.0
IV 12 1.33 14.6 2.710 0.014 160.8

10 I 15 1.50 10.4 2.724 0.013 162.7
II 15 1.50 5.4 2.712 0.013 158.9

III 12 1.20 2.735 0.012 168.5
11 I 16 1.45 9.8 2.727 0.013 163.4

II 13 1.18 26.6 2.728 0.014 169.0
III 17 1.55 6.6 2.705 0.013 158.3
IV 14 1.27 2.732 0.013 167.4

12 I 18 1.50 10.0 2.721 0.013 162.2
II 15 1.25 10.7 2.763 0.012 165.4

III 20 1.67 5.0 2.697 0.014 156.4
13 I 21 1.62 10.4 2.702 0.014 158.5

II 21 1.62 8.2 2.704 0.014 158.9
III 19 2.709 0.014 158.9

14 I 21 1.50 13.8 2.716 0.014 161.8
II 23 1.64 4.6 2.726 0.013 158.3

III 23 1.64 8.9 2.696 0.014 156.6
15 I 23 1.53 12.4 2.715 0.014 161.5

II 26 1.73 3.5 2.699 0.014 152.8
16 I 26 1.63 10.7 2.713 0.014 160.9

11 28 1.75 6.0 2.689 0.014 155.3
III 26 1.63 9.5 2.727 0.014 158.0
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Table ГУ (continued)

All H-bonds

Size Type NHB NHB/N Ĥ 0 Cl R *o-o  H H О
of cluster

2
3
4
5 I 

II
6 I 

II
7 I

II
III

8 I 
II

III 10 1.25 15.5 2.805 0.012 164.9
IV
V 12 1.50 3.9 2.819 0.012 158.9

VI
VII

VIII 12 1.50 - 8.0 2.806 0.013 149.6
9 I

II
III 12 1.33 12.7 2.795 0.012 165.1
IV

10 I
II

III 13 1.30 2.775 0.012 164.8
11 I

II
III 18 1.64 1.1 2.753 0.014 156.0
IV

12 I
II 16 1.33 4.8 2.811 0.011 162.7

III 21 1.75 1.0 2.739 0.014 154.4
13 I 23 1.77 1.8 2.778 0.014 155.1

II 22 1.69 3.9 2.743 0.014 157.2
III 14 2.869 0.013 150.0

14 I
II

III 24 1.71 5.0 2.773 0.014 155.3
15 I 24 1.60 8.6 2.741 0.013 159.9

II 31 2.07 -15.1 2.830 0.014 147.2
16 I

II 30 1.88 - 0.8 2.748 0.014 153.1
III 29 1.81 -0.9 2.792 0.014 153.3

*NHB is the number of H-bonds, NHB/N H 0 is the average number of H-bonds per molecule, Cj (%) 
is cooperativity parameter (see text for definition), f?*0 _0 is the average H-bond length,
ДrQ _ H is the average elongation of donor О -  H bonds relative to that in water monomer,
< О -  H -  О is the average H-bond angle
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the decomposition of the interaction energy for water tetramer has been done [13] at 
the ab initio high level of theory (M P3/6-31G**). The cooperativity effect has been 
mainly attributed to the three-body contributions (18.1%) and two-body, non
neighbor interactions (11.4%), with four-body term contributing to the total energy 
only =1% . In addition, cooperativity is accompanied with the elongation of the 
donor О -H  bonds and shrinkage of the 0 - 0  distances [13,14,15,16].

As seen from Tables IV and VI, the Ä0 _o shrinkage for the most stable PM3 
and especially MNDO/M water configurations may be unambiguously detected only 
in terms of "strong" H-bonds. Compared with water dimer, shortening are ca. 
0.02-0.06 and 0.04-0.08 Â for MNDO/M and PM3, respectively, excluding water 
trimer with pronounced nonlinearity of H-bonds. These values are somewhat smaller 
than that according to 6-31G** calculations [13] for water tetramer (0.15 Â). For 
comparison, the R0 _ 0  distance in ice Ih of 2.750 Â [21] is shorter than in gas-phase 
water dimer of 2.976 Â [22] by ca. 0.23 Â.

Elongation and polarization of the donor О -H  groups engaged in H-bonds 
result in increasing dipole-dipole interactions and further cooperative enhancement. 
For instance, the average О -H  distance of 1.006Â observed from neutron 
diffraction study in ice Ih [21] is longer than in water monomer by ca. 0.05 Â. Due to 
MNDO/М  and PM3 calculations the elongations of О -  H bond lengths, on average, 
are 0.034-0.039 and 0.013-0.014 Л, respectively (see Tables IV, VI) and greater 
than comparable lengths in water dimer by ca. 0.004 and 0.005 Â. Thus, such an 
effect of cooperativity phenomenon also is reproduced at the MNDO/M and PM3 
semiempirical levels.

Another important topic is how to estimate quantitatively the cooperative 
enhancement calculated. As it has been earlier noted by Koehler et al. [13] a 
definition of cooperativity

q  = {(AEintN-mer/N H B ) -  dimer} /  {ДЕЫ N-mer/N h b }  ,

(where A £int N-mer ancj Д £|п( dimer are [hc interaction energies in N-mer and dimer 
H-bonding complexes respectively, NHB is the number of H-bonds) depends on 
reference system and it is difficult to localize well H-bonds e.g. in H-bonded 
complexes with bifurcations. However, for systems with well localized H-bonds as 
e.g. water tetramer such a treatment of cooperativity allows to reveal the striking 
difference between the MNDO/M and PM3 methods. The MNDO/M cooperativity 
parameter C\ (3.1%) is substantially smaller than PM3 (23.5%) and ab initio ones 
(see Table II). This is due to the fact that the MNDO/M corrects the original
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Table V

Interaction enthalpies AHint, stepwise hydration enthalpies ДНП _ ,n, interaction enthalpies per 
molecule AHL, C cooperativity parameter (%), and dipole momenta for water clusters according to 

MNDO/M method. Enthalpies are in kcal/mol

Size of cluster Type -Atfini. -A H l C D

2 5.4 5.4 2.7 3.06
3 13.1 7.7 4.4 17.6 0.85
4 22.3 9.2 5.6 27.4 0.22
5 I 30.5 8.2 6.1 29.2 0.76

II 24.9 2.6 5.0 13.3 1.06
6 I 37.8 7.3 6.3 28.6 1.44

II 35.3 4.8 5.9 23.5 1.59
7 I 44.4 6.6 6.3 26.9 2.44

II 43.8 6.0 6.3 26.0 2.58
III 44.3 6.5 6.3 26.9 2.95

8 I 56.2 11.8 7.0 32.4 0.37
II 51.8 7.4 6.5 27.0 3.71

III 51.8 7.4 6.5 27.0 2.50
IV 51.8 7.4 6.5 27.0 3.19
V 52.9 8.5 6.6 28.5 0.67

VI 49.2 4.8 6.2 23.2 0.37
VII 51.6 7.2 6.5 26.7 0.82

VIII 47.9 3.5 6.0 21.1 4.81
9 I 60.1 3.9 6.7 28.1 4.39

II 63.5 7.3 7.1 32.0 3.54
III 55.4 - 6.2 22.0 5.14
IV 58.2 2.0 6.5 25.8 2.42

10 I 73.1 9.6 7.3 33.5 4.81
II 67.6 4.1 6.8 28.1 4.30

III 64.3 0.8 6.4 24.4 3.19
11 I 77.7 4.6 7.1 30.5 5.00

II 75.7 2.6 6.9 28.7 1.04
III 77.9 4.8 7.1 30.7 2.35
IV 75.1 2.0 6.8 28.1 3.97

12 I 87.0 9.1 7.2 32.7 6.87
II 76.4 - 6.4 22.3 7.81

III 89.1 11.2 7.4 33.3 4.81
13 I 98.4 9.3 7.6 34.1 3.12

II 97.3 8.2 7.5 33.4 5.8
III 93.7 4.6 7.2 30.8 2.78

14 I 100.9 2.5 7.2 30.4 4.71
II 102.4 4.0 7.3 31.4 5.02

III 104.7 6.3 7.5 33.0 2.54
15 I 108.3 3.6 7.2 30.2 4.40

II 112.1 7.4 7.5 32.6 3.63
16 I 122.0 9.6 7.6 33.6 2.95

II 123.9 11.8 7.7 34.6 4.68
III 120.6 8.2 7.5 32.8 2.44
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Table VI

Optimized geometric parameters for water clusters according to MNDO/M method. 
Description o f the data as in Table TV

"Strong" H-bonds

Size
of cluster

Type ^HB Nhb/N h2o Ci ^*0 -0 X0 01Я1оV

2 1 0.50 0.0 2.900 0.033 175.2
3 2 0.67 17.6 2.884 0.034 149.0
4 4 1.00 3.1 2.839 0.038 159.6
5 I 5 1.00 11.5 2.822 0.039 168.8

II 5 1.00 -8.4 2.964 0.032 143.7
6 I 6 1.00 14.3 2.831 0.038 163.6

II 6 1.00 8.2 2.840 0.038 170.1
7 I 8 1.14 2.7 2.891 0.037 159.7

II 8 1.14 1.4 2.860 0.038 165.8
III 8 1.14 2.5 2.871 0.038 167.7

8 I 8 1.00 23.1 2.853 0.038 160.6
II 9 1.13 6.2 2.854 0.038 171.9

III 9 1.13 6.2 2.846 0.038 169.8
IV 10 1.25 -4.2 2.916 0.036 163.4
V 8 1.00 18.3 2.833 0.038 164.7

VI 8 1.00 12.2 2.873 0.036 162.6
VII 10 1.25 -4.7 2.880 0.037 160.9

VIII 7 0.88 21.1 2.879 0.037 164.1
9 I 9 1.00 19.1 2.868 0.037 168.3

II 11 1.22 6.5 2.890 0.037 162.3
III 10 1.11 2.5 2.879 0.037 167.7
IV 12 1.33 -11.3 2.907 0.036 159.3

10 I 11 1.10 18.7 2.870 0.037 164.9
II 14 1.40 - 11.8 2.952 0.034 157.6

III 12 1.20 - 0.8 2.890 0.037 170.3
11 I 13 1.18 9.7 2.897 0.036 164.9

II 13 1.18 7.3 2.845 0.039 171.5
III 11 1.00 23.7 2.888 0.036 159.7
IV 13 1.18 6.5 2.861 0.037 168.0

12 I 14 1.17 13.1 2.864 0.037 163.4
II 14 1.17 2.910 0.036 169.8

III 11 0.92 33.3 2.878 0.037 160.8
13 I 14 1.08 23.2 2.869 0.037 162.1

II 16 1.23 11.2 2.912 0.036 160.2
III 14 1.08 2.887 0.036 160.0

14 I 17 1.21 9.0 2.885 0.036 161.9
II 18 1.29 5.1 2.948 0.035 158.5

III 15 1.07 22.6 2.880 0.036 160.3
15 I 19 1.27 5.3 2.899 0.036 161.6

II 16 1.07 22.9 2.887 0.035 158.0
16 I 19 1.19 15.9 2.876 0.037 163.2

II 17 1.06 25.9 2.896 0.036 159.0
III 21 1.31 6.0 2.944 0.034 158.3
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Table VI (continued)

All H-bonds

Size Type 
of cluster

N HB ^ h b / ^ h 2o  ^ 1 ^ * 0 - 0

01X1оV

2
3 3 1.00 -23.7 3.001 0.033 143.1
4
5 I

II 6 1.20 -30.1 3.012 0.031 141.9
6 I 7 1.17 0.0 2.906 0.037 160.7

II
7 I 9 1.29 -9.5 2.945 0.036 158.2

II
III

8 I 12 1.50 -15.3 3.019 0.034 155.3
II

III
IV
V 10 1.25 - 2.1 2.952 0.036 162.4

VI 10 1.25 -9.8 2.984 0.034 161.7
VII

VIII 10 1.25 -12.7 3.019 0.034 158.6
9 I 12 1.33 -7.8 2.998 0.035 164.5

II 13 1.44 - 10.6 2.960 0.035 159.3
III
IV

10 I 15 1.50 - 10.8 2.992 0.035 159.5
II 15 1.50 -19.8 2.976 0.033 156.5

III
11 I 16 1.45 - 11.2 2.978 0.034 160.6

II
III 17 1.55 -17.8 3.048 0.033 156.6
IV 14 1.27 -0.7 2.901 0.037 167.2

12 I 18 1.50 -11.7 2.973 0.035 159.3
II 15 1.25 2.941 0.035 169.9

III 20 1.67 - 21.2 3.083 0.032 153.2
13 I 21 1.62 -15.2 3.033 0.034 156.9

II 21 1.62 -16.5 3.005 0.033 155.9
III 20 1.54 3.032 0.034 156.3

14 I 21 1.50 -12.3 2.970 0.034 158.4
II 23 1.64 -21.3 3.037 0.033 156.3

III 23 1.64 -18.6 3.042 0.033 154.7
15 I 23 1.53 -14.7 2.978 0.034 159.0
II 26 1.73 -25.2 3.068 0.033 153.7
16 I 26 1.63 -15.1 3.004 0.034 158.7

II 28 1.75 - 22.0 3.070 0.032 153.0
III 26 1.63 -16.4 3.023 0.033 158.2

MNDO scheme by means of modified formula of core-core interaction for atoms 
forming H-bond (original MNDO predicts too long H-bond distances and under
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estimated H-bond energies) so that the total interaction energy in H-bonding 
complexes consisting of several species mainly results from the sum of the energies of 
individual H-bonds, with non-additive many-body contributions being negligible. In 
this respect the PM3 method shows a good congruence with high level ab initio 
calculations.

It is noteworthy that the MNDO/M and PM3 plots of Cj vs. n (see Fig. 7) have 
marked peaks for water pentamer and then decrease to negative values for higher 
water clusters. In terms of "strong" H-bonds, however, the MNDO/M plots of Сг 
change essentially their behavior, with the PM3 plots remaining practically 
unchanged (see Fig. 8). Thus, this evidence shows the strong dependence of C\ 
cooperativity parameter on definition of H-bonds.

- В -  PM3 —Ô— MNDO/M

Fig. 7. C1 cooperativity parameter (%) for the most stable clusters as a function of n for the case when all 
("strong" plus "weak") H-bonds are considered (R0 _0 <3.5 Â, (0 -H -0 )> 9 0 .0 ° )
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________I________I________I________I________I________I________[_
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Size of cluster
- S -  PM3 —0 -  MNDO/M

Fig. 8. Ci cooperativity parameter (%) for the most stable clusters as a function of n for the case when 
"strong" H-bonds are only considered (R0 _ 0 < 3.2 Â, (O -  H -  O) > 90.0°)

Alternatively, as a good measure of the cooperativity, the following definition 
based on the many-body decomposition of the total interaction energy has been 
suggested [13]

С 2 = { Д Е п ( 2 )  +  Д Е ( 3 )  +  AEW +  . . .  +  Ш N )  +  A £ d e fo r m . } / M s i n t N -m e r  )

where Д Е ^ 2) is two-body, non-neighbor contribution, ДЕ(3), A£(4), and A£(N) are 
three-, four-, and N-body contributions respectively, A£deform is a difference 
between the energy of the individual water monomer with the geometry as observed 
in the complex, and the energy of isolated H20 . However, it should be noted that this 
definition is also strongly dependent on what the interactions must be regarded as 
rather two-body, neighbor (or, in other words, as true H-bond interactions) rather 
than two-body, non-neighbor (non-H-bonded) ones. In addition, to estimate all the
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possible N-body contributions, a large number of calculations are required so that 
this procedure is too expensive for clusters comprising more than 5 -6  monomer 
molecules. However, when applied to the small system this parameter my be useful 
to verify the ability of computational method tested in reproducing the subtle 
electronic effects. As seen from Table II, the PM3 shows comparable results with 
high level ab initio data with respect to non-additive many-body contributions in spite 
of neglecting three- and four-center two-electron integrals in NDDO scheme.

Since cooperativity phenomenon is understood as increasing the stability of 
H-bonds [13, 14, 15, 16] (relative to simple additive effect of H-bonds), definition of 
cooperative enhancement supposes the availability of reference system. It is 
reasonable to choose the water dimer as a reference system when studying water 
clusters. A simple, easily amenable to estimation definition of cooperative 
enhancement was used in this study

C =  { A £ i n t N - m e r  _  (Nh2o -1 )  A £ i n t  d i m e r }  / A E i n t  N - m e r  ,

where Д£ int N-mer an(j Æ int dimer are interaction energies in the N-mer and dimer 
H-bonding clusters respectively, Nj^q *s the number of water molecules in the 
cluster. This is simply an enhancement of interaction energy for the cluster obtained 
over the linear H-bonded complex with additive H-bonds assumed. Such a treatment 
implicitly includes all the nonadditive cooperative contributions and does not depend 
on whether selected configuration of two monomers in cluster must be regarded as 
true or not H-bonded one. In addition, as seen from Table II, this parameter also 
correlates with Cx and C2 in relation to reproducing nonadditive cooperative 
enhancement (see also Fig. 9).

In summary, in spite of simplicity, C parameter reflects the trend of the PM3 
method predicting more marked cooperative enhancement then the MNDO/M. The 
Ci parameter depends strongly on definition of H-bonds and may be successfully 
employed only for systems with well localized H-bonds. The C2 cooperativity 
coefficient based on many body decomposition analysis of interaction energy allows 
to reveal the subtle electronic contributions to the cooperative enhancement; 
however, the application of this procedure is restricted, by computational expense, to 
considering relatively small molecular systems. In addition, many other parameters to 
estimate the cooperativity phenomenon may be designed and the employment of 
specific one will depends on the property of interest and complexity of molecular 
system considered.
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- В -  PM3 — MNDO/M -A- 6-31G*

Fig. 9. C cooperativity parameter (%) for the most stable clusters as a function of n

Comments on cluster growth

An interesting question arises whether clusters calculated may serve as 
prenucleation cores for condensation of vapor. The water octamer 8 -II  has been 
recognized earlier [14] as a fragment of the hexagonal ice crystal and was proposed 
to be an important prenucleation cluster for condensation of a cold, supersaturated 
vapor. The further growth of an octamer presumably would proceed by accretion of 
monomers or dimers [14]. However, it should be noted that the clusters obtained in 
this study are not recognized as parts of ice networks known [23]. Thus, the 
MNDO/M and PM3 calculations presented here do not support such a mechanism 
and argue that the embryonic forms of new phase are represented by tightly bound 
clusters packed in a more economic manner than those of the same sizes being
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fragments of ice lattice. In addition, surface effects must play a pronounced role for 
small clusters.

The clusters can act as centers for multiple H-bond donor and acceptor sites 
and formation of ice crystallites may well proceed by conversion of an inner region of 
clusters having reached a critical size into ice network to satisfy the tetrahedral 
surroundings for bulk water molecules. The outer shells of growing clusters arc likely 
to represent the unique net of H-bonds due to surface effects.

Comparison of the MNDO/M and PM3 methods

In relation to neutral water clusters the main difference between the 
MNDO/М  and PM3 lies in reproducing the nonadditive many-body contributions to 
interaction energies. According to MNDO/M, the interaction energy actually 
represents a sum of individual H-bond energies. This results from the treatment of 
H-bonding mainly by means of modified formula for core-core repulsion in 
MNDO/M scheme [5]. As for PM3 predicting, water clustering is accompanied by 
additional stabilization of interaction energy due to the fact that polarization effects 
come into play, consistent with the high level ab initio calculations (see Table II). At 
the same time, PM3 underestimates complexation energies and shortens H-bond 
distances in comparison with ab initio and experimental findings. In this respect 
MNDO/M behaves in similar way with high level ab initio calculations.

As a whole, both MNDO/M and PM3 predict similar structures for the most 
stable cluster configurations, with MNDO/M water complexes packing less tightly.

Concluding remarks

There are a great number of possible structural patterns for any (H20 ) n 
clusters. Only the structures lying near the global minimum have been considered 
here. In this respect, the water cluster configurations obtained correspond to the low- 
temperature structures with almost fully ordered water molecules and hydroxyl 
hydrogen atoms, with almost all the H20  molecules engaged in H-bond interactions
[17]. Calculated stepwise hydration enthalpies indicate that there exist unusually 
stable (H20 ) n clusters packed in a very economic manner for n = 4, 8,10, 12, 16. This 
study reveals also a striking difference between MNDO/M and PM3 in reproducing 
pairwise non-H-bonding and many-body interactions. The latter predicts their 
relative contributions to the total interaction energy in good accord with high level ab
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initio calculations. On the other hand, the MNDO/M reproduces geometries and 
interaction energies better than the PM3, which is consistent with available ab initio 
and experimental data.
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A method of representation based on an invariant function is proposed for the 
description of the growth of a population of biological cells following a simple logistic growth 
equation. The method of growth invariants has also been extended to predict the performance 
of a continuous bioreactor operating with kinetics in the neighbourhood of logistic growth. 
Analytical solutions are presented.

Introduction

A unique representation of quite diverse experimental data often leads to a 
general observation on the invariant structure in the phenomenon under 
investigation. Voluminous growth data pertaining to the dynamics of biological 
processes may be advantageously analysed adopting the invariant function approach 
(Sidorov et al., 1986; Bhaskarwar, 1988, 1989) which has so far remained limited only 
to the description of the kinetics of either dissolution of monodisperse and 
polydisperse solid particles in reactive liquids or the complex multiphase processes of 
organic syntheses. The present paper not only explores this possibility, for a batch 
bioreactor, but also attempts to develop a growth-invariant model for quantitatively 
predicting the performance of a continuous bioprocessor.

Method of growth invariants

Batch bioreactor

Consider a closed batch system comprising a nutrient medium supporting a 
culture of biological cells, say, of yeast or bacteria. The usual representation of the 
population growth in terms of the total number or weight of cells against the time
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leads to a series of widely separated growth profiles, each corresponding to a 
particular set of conditions which characterise the environment-species interaction. If 
a degree of approach to the limiting population, which may be deduced from the 
result of a single experiment, is chosen as a basis, the invariant formulation of growth 
would appear as follows:

Dimensionless population density:

dn/d0 = тгп  (1 -л ) , (1)

where n = dimensionless population density defined as the ratio of the actual cell 
population density (л) to the limiting population density (nf=k), i.e.,

n = n/n{ = n/k ;

г = time at which the cell population attains a chosen degree of approach to 
the limiting population density, e.g., when n = 0.99 /if; 

к = specific carrying capacity of the environment; 
r = reproductive potential of the individual species.

Appropriate boundary conditions for Eq. (1) are as follows.

At 0 = 0; n = n°/n{ , (2)

where n° = initial population density.

At 0 = 1; n = 0.99 . (3)

The condition (3) corresponds to time equal to t , or to a chosen degree of 
approach to the limiting population of 99%. An analytical solution to the equation 
(1), subject to conditions (2 )-(3 ), is obtained by separating the variables and 
performing straightforward integrations as

n = 1 /  [1 -  (1 -k /n°)  ехр (-тг0)] , (4)

where T  = ( l /л) In [99(k/n°-1)] . (5)
If the growth of a population is limited by an essential nutrient, the rate of 

depletion of that nutrient may be assumed to be proportional to the rate of increase 
of the population (Stanier et al., 1970). If the initial concentration of the nutrient is 
c°, it is possible to estimate the instantaneous concentration from

c = 1 + (k k/c  °) In {(л °/k) [1 -  (1 - k /n  °)e _Tr 6]} , (6)
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where c=c/c°,  and к = nutrient consumption per cell. The transient concentration 
(6) is not required in the solution of the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth equation. It 
has been provided merely as a plausible part of the complete information on a batch 
bioreactor, if the exhaustion of an essential nutrient were to limit the population 
growth. Actually, there could be a number of factors other than the exhaustion of an 
essential nutrient (the carbon and energy source), such as accumulation of toxic 
metabolic products, depletion of other nutrients (e.g. minerals, growth factors), 
competition for space within the dispersion or for room on a solid substrate, 
secretion of inhibitory chemicals, or occurrence of permeaseless, mutants etc. 
Although we present Eq. (6), the analysis proposed here is not restricted to the 
simple picture wherein the carrying capacity is determined by the initial 
concentration of the essential nutrient alone. All that we need to know in applying 
the method of growth invariants is a way to determine the limiting population density 
in the bioreactor under a given set of prevailing conditions.

Extension of the method of growth invariants to a continuous flow bioreactor

A configuration of a typical continuous flow bioprocessing unit is shown in 
Fig. 1. A nutrient-liquid stream loaded with a certain cell population enters the 
bioreactor at a constant low flow rate. The contents of the tank are well stirred, and 
maintained at a constant volume. Thus, the number concentration of the cells in the 
exit stream is equal to that in the bulk culture inside the bioprocessor, according to 
the above assumption.

The pertinent cell-number balance, valid for very low dilution rates, would 
appear in a dimensionless form as

dH/de = T Q /V  [(n°/n{) -n]  + (nf T r/k) n [{k/n() -n}  . (7)

Where
/if = steady-state cell population density; 
n  = n / r i f  ;

/1° = inlet cell population density equal to initial population density in the 
bioreactor;

t  =  time such that Я(0 = 1) =  0.99;
V = volume of culture in the bioreactor;
Q = volumetric flow rate of the microbial suspension entering and leaving the 

reactor; and
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к = specific carrying capacity for a continuous operation at very low throughput
rates. The magnitude of this parameter may be obtained from a batch estimate.

Feed '■ Nutrient and cells

Fig. 1. A continuous flow bioreactor

In general, the space time ( t=V/Q) would be different from t . If, however, т is 
chosen as the space time, i.e. т =t, then л(0 = 1) will be different from 0.99. The 
analytical solution of Eq. (7), subject to initial condition (2), as an initial value 
problem is

( i t - T i l )  =  ( n - n 2) C j  e x p {  ~ { t r  n { / k) 0  ( « i - n 2) }  , ( 8 )

iifn1* n 2.
Otherwise

(n-Щ) [C2 + ( t r r i f / k ) 0] = 1 , (9)

where

ni = 12 = к {(t  r - i )  + [(t r -1 ) 2 + 4n° t r  /  k]1/2} / (2 i r n {) . (10)

The integration constants in Eqs (8) -  (9) are obtained as

q  = [(«°/«f) -« il /  [(rt%f) -« 2] . (n )

c 2 = [("°/«f) -  niV 1 • (12)
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Thus, we have

« = {«1 -«2[("°/"f)“«ll [exp{(-f лгг /к )  0 {nx- n 2) ) / { ^ / n {) - n 2} ] } /
/  {1 -  [(л°/л f ) -w j  [e x p { (- in f r / к )  0  {nx- n 2)} /  {{nQ/ n f) - n 2}]}  , (13)

iff77j 2  .Otherwise

n =Щ + {V[{nQ/n {) - n x] + [ ( t m { / k ) Q ] } - '  . (14)

If the other boundary condition, i.e. (3), is employed, the time of attainment of 
99% of the limiting cell population can be predicted from the following relationship:

T = [k/n{ г(Щ-Я2)]1п{{(0.99 -л 2) [(л°/лг) -  л i l} /{  (0.99 -  л ̂ [(лО/л f) -  л2]}} , (15)

iff Л Л 2 •
Otherwise, the corresponding expression is

T = (k /  nf г) {[(л0/лг) -  0.99] /  [(0.99-лО ((л°/лг) -  ла)]} . (16)

Thus, т calculated from Eq. (15) or (16) will be different from the space time, t. This 
model, however, would not reveal the growth invariance of the dynamics of 
population of biological cells because the space time t ( =V/ Q)  does not correspond 
to a fixed approach to the limiting population. Rather, a difference in species or 
environmental properties would produce both a different limiting population and a 
different extent of approach to it for the same space time.

In order to illustrate the growth invariance in a continuous flow biosystem, we 
have to consider the governing Eq. (7) without setting т Q / V  equal to unity in it. Now 
t  is to be chosen such that h ( 0  = í / t =  1) = 0.99. Thus, we solve Eq. (7), subject to 
conditions (2 )-(3 ), as a boundary-value problem and determine the unknown т so as 
to satisfy both these conditions. The following forms of solution emerge:

Л — Л J =
= ( n - n 2) {[(лО/лс)-^] /  [(л°/лг) - л 2]} ехр {-(л гт г /  к) в , (17)

iff пг ^ п 2 , and

(п-Щ)  {1 /  [(л°/лг) - п х] + п( т г 0/ к } = 1 , (18)

iff пг = л2  , where

”i=t,2 = ^ {[r - (ö/f'4) -  [(r ~ ( Q / V ) ) 2 + (4r ß  «° /Л  Е)]1/2} /  2 лгг . (19)

The equation defining т is
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T = (1/Z) In {[(0.99 + X(Y + Z)) ((n°/n{) + X (Y -Z ))] /
/  [(0.99 + X (Y -Z )) ((n°/n{) + X(Y +Z))]} , (20)

iff > where X = k / 2 n f r ,

y  = (Ö A 0 - '  ,

and Z = [((Ö/Ю - ' ) 2 + (4 t  Q n° /  /cF)]1/ 2 .

if =n2, the expression for т would be

t = ( k / n { r) {[(«°/«f)-0.99] /  (0 .99-Ю  [(u % f)-« i]}  • (21)

The aforestated equations describe the growth of a population of biological cells in a 
continuous bioreactor at low flow rates of input and output streams. With large 
throughput rates, on the other hand, the population growth would be maintained in 
the exponential phase and the equation governing the growth would be quite simple 
(Stanier et al., 1970):

dn/de = (г О )т п  , (22)

where
g, = instantaneous growth rate constant;
D = dilution rate = Q/V\
t = characteristic time scale of growth, such as space time, or the time

corresponding to a chosen degree of diminution of the cell population 
compared to the initial population (e.g. to 1%); 

n = n /n°, where n° = initial cell population density in the continuous bioreactor.

Equation (22) is valid for a feed containing no cells, and it is subject to the following 
boundary conditions:

At 0 = 0; n = 1 . (23)

At 0 = 1; n = 0.01 . (24)

At large rates of throughput, the observable transience of the population growth 
would itself be quite brief, and hence it may not be of great practical interest. 
Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we can still determine the transient cell 
population density and the time t. These expressions can be deduced from the 
boundary-value problem stated above as:
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n = exp [(p,-£>) t 0] (25)

and t = 4 .6052/(D -jl) . (26)

With Eqs (25)-(26), we obtain the growth-invariant description if required. If the 
feed contains an inlet cell-population density of nx which is different from the initial 
population density n°, the following equations would be appropriate at high 
throughput rates:

dn/dQ = t D + ( |х -£ ))тЯ  , (27)

where n = n/ni ,

n = £>/(£>-ц) + {(n% i) + D / f o - D ) }  e ^ - ^ e  (28)

and t = [l/(|x-£>)] ln{0.01 Dn{/[n%\x.-D) + D n j}  , (29)

where т corresponds to a degree of approach of 99% to the steady-state cell 
population density, i.e.,

n (0 = í/т  = 1) = 0.99 £>/(£)- | a) .

Equations (28) -  (29) do not reduce to the pair (25) -  (26) inasmuch as the boundary 
conditions as well as the dimensionless variables are different.

Results and discussion

The peculiarities of the particular environment and species, influencing the 
natality and mortality of the cell population in a closed batch bioreactor are largely 
reflected in the time of chosen approach to the limiting population through the 
reproductive potential of the species and the specific carrying capacity of the 
environment. Recent data on the growth of biological cells under a wide variety of 
conditions corroborate this contention and disclose a markedly invariant inner 
structure as shown in Fig. 2.

Thus, the m  plane provides a predominantly environment-species invariant 
growth description for a bioprocess, insofar as such plots show, comparatively, only a 
marginal spread in the representation of predictions for a wide range of values of к 
while a complete invariance is indeed attained with respect to r (see Eqs (5) and (6)).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of growth invariance

n ° (m 3) rtf (rrf 3) к (гтГ3) r (s-1) Г  = -g-
5xl02 103 103 1 T(s)

50.0
10.0
5 0
4 0
3.0

2.0

V0

0.5

0.1
0.0

Fig. 3. Effect of space time on growth profile
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Figure 3 displays the growth profiles of the population of cells in a continuous 
bioprocessing unit based on Eq. (13). The time of residence, r = t, has been chosen as 
the parameter to illustrate the effect of the liquid-flow rate across the stirred unit on 
the cell population dynamics. Magnitudes of other constants involved in these 
calculations are also indicated in the figure. The observed dilution of the number 
concentration of cells with the decreasing time of residence (or the increasing 
dilution rate) is attributable to the lower cell-number concentration in the feed 
stream. As anticipated, the growth invariance is not reflected in these plots because 
the mean residence time ( t= V/Q)  does not necessarily correspond to a prescribed 
degree of approach (say, of 99%) to the limiting population.

The appropriate equations for realising the growth invariance are (17)-(21). 
Figure 4 shows the growth-invariant profiles based on the latter set of equations for 
different throughput rates and concentrations of cells in the feed stream. It is clearly 
seen that for any particular feed condition, the growth function derived for the 
continuous operation of a bioreactor exhibits a fairly invariant character; the effect of 
throughput rate itself being rather limited in this theoretical description.

n °(rrf3) n f(rrf3) k ( m 3) r ( s -1) 
5x102 103 103 1

Fig. 4. Effect of inlet population density and throughput rate on growth invariant profile
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Extensions of the method of invariants incorporating more rigorous growth 
functions appear to be readily attainable along similar lines of analysis.
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Notations

c dimensionless nutrient concentration (=c/c°)
c° initial concentration of the nutrient [k mol/m3]
Cj, C2 constants of integration defined by Eqs (11) and (12), respectively.
D dilution rate ( =Q/V),  [s-1]
к specific carrying capacity of the environment, [m~3]
к nutrient consumption per cell, [k mol/cell]
n dimensionless population density ( =n/n{> n/n° or n /л ;)
rt° initial (or inlet) population density, [m~3]
nb n2 parameters defined in Eqs (10) and (19), dimensionless
rtf limiting population density, [m~3]
rt; inlet cell population density if different from n°, [m~3]
Q throughput rate, [m3 s -1]
r reproductive potential of the individual species, [s_1]
t space time of the continuous bioreactor, [s]
V volume of the cell suspension in the stirred unit, [m3]
X constant defined in Eq. (20), [s]
Y constant defined in Eq. (20), [s_1]
Z constant defined in Eq. (20), [s_1]

Greek letters

0 dimensionless time (= f/т)
jo. instantaneous growth rate constant, [s_1]
t time at which the cell population density reaches a specified percentage

(say, 99%) of the limiting value, [s]
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The electronic transitions appearing in the electronic spectra of the entitled 
compounds are characterized from the solvent effect data on their electronic spectra. 
Computerized analysis and multiple regression techniques were applied to calculate Kb K2, 
vvapouranci the residual errors. The data were explained in the light of the molecular structure 
of the compounds.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The influence of various solvents, pH values, substituents and ring size on the 
spectral properties of the barbiturate compounds have been extensively studied using 
spectroscopic and potentiometric techniques. [1-27].

The target of the present paper is to explore the solvent effect on the electronic 
spectra of the entitled compounds as the multilinear equation [29] is concerned. The 
programs utilized a standard matrix method (Gauss-Jordan elimination) [30 -  32].

The electronic absorption spectra of the prepared compounds were recorded 
in presence of dioxane, chloroform, acetone, acetonitrile, methanol, dimethyl- 
formamide and water solvents. Table I gives the dielectric constant (e) and the 
refractive index (n) of the solvents. Coefficients Kb K2, vvapour were calculated based 
on the following equation [30-32]:

Solution = vvapour + *1  ((2e-2 )/(2e+ 2)) + K2 ((2л2-2 )/(2 л 2 + 1)) . (1)

Vyapour *s the frequency of the maximum in absence of solvents. Eq. (1) can be given 
in two-parameter form. Multiple regression technique is applied for this purpose
[29]. The data are given in terms of three variables e, n and vsolution, i.e.,

''solution ~ f (E> n )  • U )

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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Coefficients and K2 and intercept vvapour were calculated for each peak. In each 
case fits were obtained as a function of (e) alone, n alone and both (e) and л. As an 
indicator of the goodness-of-fit, the sum of squared residuals was calculated for each.

Table I

e, n, E and N for solvents

Solvent E n E N

Dioxane 2.20 1.422 0.4444 0.4053
Chloroform 4.70 1.443 0.7115 0.4191
Acetone 0.7 1.359 0.9290 0.3610
Ethanol 24.3 1.361 0.9395 0.6230
Methanol 32.6 1.329 0.9550 0.3380
Dimethylformamide 36.7 1.427 0.9600 0.4090
Acetonitrile 37.5 1.344 0.9605 0.3496
Water 78.5 1.333 0.9810 0.3410

E = (2 e - 2 ) / ( 2 e +  1 )
N. = (2 л 2 - 1 ) / ( 2 л 2 + 1 )  = [ ( e - 1 ) / ( e + 2)] -  [(л 2 -  1 ) / ( л 2 + 2 )]
The empirical solvent polarity parameter £  is sensitive to solvent-solute hydrogen bonding and to 
dipolar interactions. The parameter N is a measure of the permanent dipole -  permanent dipole 
interactions

R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n

The electronic absorption spectra of barbituric (Fig. 1) and thiobarbituric 
(Fig. 2) acids in presence of different solvents indicated that the п<-тг* electronic 
transitions [33] are blue shifted as preceding from non-polar to polar solvents, mainly 
as a consequence of a solute-solvent hydrogen bonding interaction [34, 35]. In 
general, the second band is sensitive to the solvent polarity. The introduction of the 
phenylazo moiety in the structure of the parent acids leads to changes in the 
electronic spectra in the presence of different solvents.

For the series with Z = H and X are variable substituents (Figs 3-16  -  see at 
the end of the paper; Table II), the followings are recorded:

1) In presence of dioxane, the first band of barbituric acid at 255 nm is blue 
shifted on azo formation, for X= COOH, N 02, OH, Cl, CH3; Z=H . (Figs 4 -8). The 
position of \ max depended on the electronic requirement of the substituent. The 
electronic attracting groups (COOH, N 02, Cl) gave electronic spectral bands due to 
lL b тг«-тт*. For the other substituted compounds, the shorter n—tt* band for BA or 
SBA is red shifted on forming the new azo compounds (aldehydo, Schiff base, 
oxime). In general, these are of CT type, due to hydrogen bonding property 
(Figs 9-12). The thiobarbituric acid spectral data are red shifted as compared to the
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compounds with Y =H  and OH. However, for compounds with Z =H  and X is 
variable, characteristic bands in the wavelength range 350 -  406 nm are obtained. The 
two lone pair of electrons of the azo group are not the only interaction non-bonding 
electrons. However, barbituric or thiobarbituric acids (Figs 1 and 2) contain N and О 
or S atoms as sources of lone pair of electrons, to give spectral bands due to п«-тг* 
transitions. The change in the electronic spectral bands is due to substituent and 
solvent effects with specific interactions, mainly hydrogen bonding, with the solvents, 
but with irregular trend.

2) In presence of CHC13, phenylazobarbituric acid (Fig. 3) gave two bands 
identified as lL b тт̂ -тг* and v—-it* at 254 and 388 nm, respectively. The first band is 
red shifted by changing the electronic requirement of the substituent and the second 
one is blue shifted, in turn.

3) Thiobarbituric acid (Fig. 2) gave two bands at 297 and 330 nm in presence of 
acetone. Both bands are red shifted as compared to the synthesized azo compounds. 
The second band is the most affected one by the electronic requirement of the 
substituents. Compounds with electron attracting groups have lower Xmax compared 
to the parent phenylazobarbituric acid. Red shift is apparent in compounds 
containing the oxime (Fig. 12) and the -O H  groups (Fig. 6).

Table II

Solvent effect (Упт) on the electronic spectra of compounds with Z =H  and X  is variable substituents
for the oxygen series

Compounds Dioxane CHC13 Acetone Acetonitrile Methanol DMF h 2o

H 260, 380 254, 388 300, 380 234, 380 250, 380 284, 380 260, 388
COOH 244, 376 280, 386 326, 376 232, 336 250, 380 260, 380 228, 260 

384
n o 2 244, 372 284, 350 366 233, 370 248, 372 266, 372 224, 276 

376
OH 248, 388 262, 386 300, 384 232, 384 260, 388 268, 392 260, 396
Cl 244, 294 

360
256, 383 304, 370 236, 374 250, 376 266, 372 228, 248 

258,384
CH3 248, 380 259, 376 308, 380 234, 380 254, 386 264, 382 232, 258 

304, 388
CHO 268, 376 270, 384 308, 378 234, 376 260, 380 278, 378 268, 380
CHO(S) 294, 324 

404
274, 320 
406

310, 400 232, 316 
400

260,402 280, 390 268, 308 
404

CH-N-(CH2)OH 276, 380 280, 382 300, 376 233, 378 220, 240 
380

284, 380 268, 380

CH-NOH 280, 392 280,406 312, 392 250,390 280, 392 280, 390 268, 390
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Fig. 1. Electronic absorption spectra of saturated solutions of barbituric acid in: a: ethanol, b: CC14, 
c: H20 , d: acetic acid, e: CH3CN. Electronic absorption spectra of 6 x 10-6 M barbituric acid (H2L) in

f: DMF, g: DMSO, h: pyridine

4) In presence of DMF, barbituric acid gave two bands at 268 and 310 nm. All 
the substituted azo compounds suggested that the second band of barbituric acid is 
strongly red shifted for any substituent used.

5) Aldehydo azo thiobarbituric acid (Fig. 10) absorbs at a longer wavelength 
than its oxygen homologues, due to strong conjugation and electronegativity 
difference between S and О atoms. Similar trend is observed for the aldehydo azo 
compound as compared to its oxime.

6) The broad nature of some bands is probably due to the mixing of the ground 
state of the hydrogen bonded complex with different electronic states resulting from 
the CT from the electron donor. This is expected to modify considerably the 
potential energy surface of the ground and the excited states [34].

7) The high intensity of the nitro compound (Fig. 5) of тг*-тг* transition is 
affected by charge migration from the OH group of the CT type. The slight shift of 
X.max °f the electronic spectral bands from alcohol to H20  depicts the presence of an 
internal hydrogen bond [34], affected by the interaction with n-electrons blocked by 
the solvent leading to increase localization of electrons. The delocalized 2p orbital 
with the neighbouring atom will necessarily be the one involved in the bond to the 
solvents.
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Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2. Electronic absorption spectra of saturated solutions of thiobarbituric acid in: a: ethanol, b: H20 ,  
c: acetic acid, d: CH3CN, e: acetone. Electronic absorption spectra of 6 x10~6 M thiobarbituric acid in

f: 1,4-dioxan, g: DMF, h: DMSO

8) The arylazo group is sufficiently polar for proximity effects to become 
significant in ortho position. The inherent behaviour may be masked by field effects 
and by even more direct interaction with the side chain. The electronic effects of the 
aryl group is transmitted through two competing pathways: the normal one via the 
potentially nucleophilic azo group and the phenyl ring. The direct one occurs from 
the azo nitrogen to the phenolic hydrogen, i.e., the compounds absorb at longer X. 
indicateing a more extended mesomeric system. The proton accepting solvents lead 
to an increase in the aggregation of the molecules beside the intramolecular 
hydrogen bond in pure compounds [34, 35]. In solvents of low dielectric constant, the 
change of the electron density at the azo nitrogen is characterized by the gain of 
electron density on excitation with a bathochromic shift. The higher electron affinity 
of the azo system leads to lower the energy of azo-CT configuration, i.e., to lower the 
energy of the excited state [34].
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9) The band due to Lb-  A transition of the phenyl ring overlapped by a 
composite broad tr< it* of the azo structure is evident. The п<-тт* transition of CT 
nature with the azo group as donor is affected by blocking the n-electrons with the 
solvent leading to increase localization of electrons with higher ionization.

10) Generally, the effect of solvents on the absorption bands of the substance 
consists of displacements and does not involve a fundamental change of the general 
form of the spectrum. The presence of an internal hydrogen bond is suggested by the 
low degree of association in organic solvents with the formation of some compounds 
represented as resonance hybrids, i.e., containing a non-localized bond. The internal 
hydrogen bond displaces the B- and the К-bands to longer wavelength, because the 
polarity in the absorbing system is increased by polarization [34].

11) Compounds with X = H and Z = -C H 3, -O C H 3, -CO CH 3, -C l, - N 0 2 
exhibit red shift from methanol to water due to the predominant contributions of 
polar structures to the excited state [16]. These structures are stabilized by solvent 
polarity, to assume the presence of an external hydrogen bond, i.e., more solvation 
with the solvent.

12) The bromo compound causes blue shift from methanol to water to verify 
the existence of an internal hydrogen bond.

13) The iodo compound possesses no spectral change in its A.max in presence of 
methanol and water due to existence in neutral structure.

Table III

K j , K 2 , pvapour > residual error (S); and (v,n) and (v,e) correlation analysis

Compound *1 Кг ^vapour S r2(p,e) r2(vyi)

H 209.86 1048.39 25594.4 4.49 x10s 0.9996 0.0112
COOH 519.84 2026.92 24774.2 6.80 x10s 0.0554 0.0372
n o 2 -4176.73 -26589.30 40582.1 8.99 x10е 0.0665 0.2942
OH 213.57 2401.63 24680.7 5.56 x10s 0.1000 4.006x10-
Cl 318.11 7319.95 23733.7 2.16x10« 0.3395 0.0721
CH3 -506.82 1082.67 26214.1 2.81 X 10s 0.3261 0.4857
CHO 340.82 1952.54 25393.1 3.11x10s 0.4318 0.0377
CHO(S) -776.60 5344.59 27594.9 1.67x10« 0.1872 0.0240
CH = N(CH2)2OH 222.72 131.79 26122.3 1.00 x10s 0.0747 0.2333

It seems that the compounds have Кj values equal to zero, except the p-iodo 
compound, showing abnormal behaviour compared to the others. This is, again, 
verified by that all the compounds have non-zero K2 values except the p-iodo that has 
zero K2 value. This agrees with its abnormal electronic spectral property and goes 
parallel with that the iodo compound behaves in a manner affected with dielectric
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constant property of the solvents, whereas, the other compounds are dependant on 
the refractive index property of the solvents*.

Generally, the vvapour values are independent of the nature of the substituents 
to suggest a similar trend on going from the ground to the excited states.
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one —  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 3. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of phenylazobarbituric acid
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------ H2 O ---------- Acetonitrile — •—  Acetone — ■— Methanol
—о — о — Chloroform — x—  Dioxane —  —  Dimethylformamide

Fig. 4. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-carboxyarylazobarbitunc acid
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------ h f e O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one —  - i—  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — «— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 5. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-nitroarylazobarbituric acid
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Wavelength (nm)

------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one — — Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 6. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-hydroxyarylazobarbituric acid
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F ig. 7. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-chloroarylazobarbituric acid
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— o —  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 8. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-tolylazobarbituric acid
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — • —• -  Acetone — -í—  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 9. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-aldehydoarylazobarbituric acid
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— o—  Chloroform — X—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide 

Fig. 10. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-aldehydoarylazothiobarbitunc acid
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — • —• -  Acetone — —  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 11 . Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of m-(arylazo BA)-3-Schiff base
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — • —• -  Acetone — -э—  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — X—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 12. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of 5-(arylazo SBA)-3-aldoxime
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------ H2 O ---------- Acetonitrile — • —• -  Acetone — — Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 13. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of 5-benzylidinebarbituric acid
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------ H2O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one — + ■  —  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — • — Dimethylformamide

Fig. 14. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of 5-benzylidinethiobarbituric acid
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one — —  Methanol

— о—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 15. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of 5-salicylidenebarbituric acid
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------ H2 O ----------Acetonitrile — Acet one — — Methanol

— o—  Chloroform — x—  Dioxane — ■— Dimethylformamide

Fig. 16. Effect of solvents on the electronic spectra of 5-salicylidenethiobarbituric acid
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I. H a r g it t a i*

Institute of General and Analytical Chemistry of the Budapest Technical University and 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, H-1521 Budapest, Hungary

Professor György Varsányi was 70 on February 18, 1991. As his pupils, 
colleagues, and friends were celebrating his birthday, the idea came to compile and 
dedicate a special issue of Acta Chimica Hungarica -  Models in Chemistry to him. 
We all appreciate the courtesy of the Journal to host this issue and the kind efforts of 
Professor Ferenc Billes who organized and coordinated this issue as well as compiled 
Professor Varsányi’s biography and the bibliography of his works.

Professor Varsányi has held various positions in research institutions, but his 
main assignment has been his teaching position at the Department of Physical 
Chemistry of the Budapest Technical University. Following a junior professorship 
from 1948, he was full professor from 1960 until his retirement in 1991. Between 1965 
and 1986 he served as chairman. He was a strict and at the same time just teacher. It 
was not easy to pass his examinations with a good grade yet he was popular among 
his students. Professor Varsányi has an exceptionally broad knowledge of physical 
chemistry and an exacting one as well. I have never been his student but during one 
semester in the mid-1980s I decided to attend his physical chemistry course and it 
was a gratifying experience. Each lecture was a well-organized unit, it had structure 
and good timing, and it was also obvious that he knew where was more attention, or 
detail, or a little repetition needed. During a break some students creating a video 
about their university life, asked him to pose for their camera. They asked him to act 
as if writing something on the blackboard and then turn to them with his trade-mark, 
penetrating look. Professor Varsányi obliged with good humor.

György Varsányi has been a spectroscopist from the very beginning of his 
research career. He became world-famous for his infrared spectroscopic studies of 
benzene derivatives. His name was identified with them and he is one of the top

* Professor Hargittai chairs the Commission of Physical Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and he was asked in this capacity to introduce this collection of 
papers dedicated to Professor Varsányi.
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names, if not the top name in this area of research. His opus magnum is the 
Vibrational Spectra of Benzene Derivatives (1969) followed by the Assignment for 
Vibrational Spectra o f 700 Benzene Derivatives (1973). Lately he has been involved 
with electron spectroscopy and, in particular, with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

Professor Varsányi has often acted as referee of dissertations, research papers, 
and scientific monographs. He has a razor-sharp eye for errors, unclear descriptions, 
misuses of language, and is a most meticulous and conscientious referee. He not only 
catches errors and ambiguities but always gives the correction, the right usage, and 
the perfect solution. This is what may truly be called constructive criticism. 
I personally have benefited greatly from his refereeing and feel as if I’d studied this 
with him. Many of our fellow physical chemists in Hungary, and certainly most of the 
structural chemists, can consider themselves his pupils in this respect, regardless of 
whether they graduated from the Technical University or not.

Another reason why most of us in structural chemistry are his graduates is 
because Professor Varsányi was the founding chairman of the Working Committee 
on the Structure of Molecules and Matter of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
from 1965 to 1990. It is one of the Working Committees of the Commission of 
Physical Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry. During a quarter century he guided this 
Committee in a most professional way, without bias, or rather, biased only by 
scientific performance.

Professor Varsányi is not given to small talk but rather prefers facts and 
numbers. He has encyclopaedic knowledge in many fields beyond his profession as 
well as hobbies, such as learning and speaking languages, listening to classical music, 
taking photographs, and travel. His thirst of knowledge and willingness to share it 
keep him young, and we wish him all the best as he continues his endeavors to the 
benefit of all of us.

Budapest, November, 1992
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM 
OF FIVE-MEMBERED HETERO AROMATIC COMPOUNDS +

L. Nyulászi and T. Veszprémi

Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Technical University of Budapest, H-1521 Budapest, Hungary

Received May 28, 1992

The electronic structure and electronic spectrum of five-membered aromatic 
heterocycles (furán, thiophene, selenophene, tellurophene, pyrrole and 42 of their substituted 
derivatives) have been investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy, ultraviolet absorption 
spectroscopy and semiempirical quantum-chemical calculations. The photoelectron spectrum 
of all the investigated derivatives could be successfully interpreted using Koopmans’ theorem. 
In order to describe the effect of the substituents on the aromatic тг-system a simple model 
was introduced, that accounted well for the observed shifts on the ionization energies for each 
substituent investigated. The aromatic electronic structure has only been perturbed, but not 
significantly altered by the substituents, in accordance with the well known aromatic character 
of the molecules investigated.

In the near ultraviolet spectrum of the five membered heteroaromatic systems 
considered here Rydberg- and valence-electronic transitions have been assigned. To assign 
Rydberg-transitions comparison of the band profile of the gas-phase absorption spectrum and 
that of the photoelectron spectrum have been used. The assignment have been further 
supported by the disappearance of the corresponding bands from the solution-phase 
spectrum. Rydberg-term values for transitions terminating at "s"-type orbitals are 
21000 -  25000 cm '1, while for transitions terminating at "p"-type orbitals are between 
17000-21000 cm-1. Among Rydberg-transitions two Rp <-173 and one Rs *~ тг3 transition 
could assigned in case of the furán, thiophene and pyrrole derivatives. For selenophene and 
tellurophene both Rs <- ir3 and Rs *- ir2 transitions were observable. In case of thiophene two 
valence transitions have been assigned with B2 *-A1 and Ay ■e~Al symmetry in order of their 
increasing transition energy. The ordering of the above two transitions is the same for all the 
substituted derivatives investigated. Earlier theoretical suggestions about the presence of two 
valence transitions in the near UV spectrum of furán are in accordance with the spectra of 
substituted furán derivatives too.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

This work is a summary of about ten years activity of our research group 
in the field of the investigation of five-membered heterocycles, yielding sixteen

+ This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor György Varsányi

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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papers [1-16]. The first article in this series was a common piece of work with 
Professor György Varsányi [1], whose contribution, therefore, to all of these 
investigations is gratefully acknowledged.

The family of the five-membered heterocycles is of basic importance in 
chemistry. Furan, thiophene or pyrrole moieties can be found as structural units in 
several drugs [17-27]. Substituted heterocycles can be used as starting materials for 
other compounds (even to produce open chained molecules as well [25]). 
Polymerization products (polypyrrole, polythiophene, polyselenophene) are 
important organic semiconductors [28 -  30].

The investigated five-membered heterocycles are aromatic according to 
Huckel’s rule. Their тт-system can be built up from four electrons provided by the cis- 
butadiene-system and two electrons originating from the pz lone pair orbital of the 
heteroatom. The heteroatom can either be a group 16 (furán, thiophene, 
selenophene, tellurophene) or a group 15 element (pyrrole, phosphole, arsole, stibole 
and bismuthole). From the latter series of compounds only pyrrole can be considered 
as aromatic, the structure of the other congeneers is not even planar [31], due to the 
high inversion barrier of the substituent on the heteroatom in case of the heavy atom 
containing compounds [32]. (The planar structure, that is neccessitated to the 
formation of an aromatic electronic structure is the highest energy point of the 
inversion motion. This activation energy cannot be compensated by the aromatic 
stabilization.) In our very recent work we have concluded, that five-membered 
phosphorus (arsenic) derivatives can be aromatic only if they are of pyridine and not 
of pyrrole type [34-36]. Hereby we consider only aromatic five membered systems, 
as it is likely, that (i) their electronic structure will show similarities useful for 
comparison purposes (ii) these compounds are of greater practical importance.

H H H H H
The understanding of the electronic structure is of utmost importance to tackle 

the problems of aromaticity. The elucidation of the electronic (absorption) spectrum, 
however, is important from a completely different viewpoint too. The five-membered
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heterocycles are known to have an interesting photoisomerization reaction. 
Irradiated by a mercury lamp (256 nm) derivatives substituted at a-position 
rearrange producing the ß-substituted derivative [37].

О*— О
While investigating derivatives substituted at different positions two alternative 

reaction mechanisms were postulated [38]. Based on the available experimental 
information, however, it could not been decided, which of the two mechanisms is 
responsible for the photoisomerisation observed [37]. As the first reaction route is 
allowed, if starting from the B2 * -A l but not from A 1 *~Аг state [39] the 
understanding of the symmetry of the excited states is of fundamental importance not 
only by its own, but from the point of view of the photochemical reactions as well.

All experimental informations regarding synthesis, purification, recording the 
spectra and quantum-chemical calculations has been published in previous papers 
[1-161.

P h o t o e l e c t r o n  s p e c t r a  a n d  e n e r g y  l e v e l s  o f  f i v e - m e m b e r e d  h e t e r o c y c l e s

In the investigation of the electronic structure of the five membered 
heterocycles the understanding of the тг-system is of basic importance. The тт-system 
can be built up from the тг-MO-s of the cw-diene fragment and the lone pair of the 
heteroatom [40]. (The other heteroatom lone pair in case of group 16 elements 
incorporates into the о-system, as can be seen in Fig. 1 [2].) Сй-diene orbitals of a2

Acta Chimica Hungarica -  MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130, 1993
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symmetry have a nodal surface that contains the heteroatom, thus they remain 
unperturbed as the aromatic тт-system is formed. Orbitals having bj symmetry, 
however, show a significant interaction depending on the nature of the heteroatom as 
can be seen in Fig. 1. The photoelectron spectral data of the furán -  tellurophene 
series gave support to the above considerations [41], ionization energies when the 
electron was removed from the a2 orbital are at 8.9 ± 0.03 eV throughout the series, 
while the energy of the 2b1 orbital changes together with the ionisation energy of the 
heteroatom lone pair [42]. (The corresponding IE  is 10.32 eV in case of furán and 
8.40 eV for tellurophene [41].)

2a2 2 a 2

HOMO

Fig. 1. Orbital interaction diagram to describe the formation of the aromatic electronic structure
of five-membered heterocycles

For the description of the photoelectron spectrum of the five-membered 
heterocycles a more elaborate model -  the MO model is needed. The photoelectron 
spectrum of the parent molecules has been thoroughly investigated as described 
before (see [2, 3] for detailed discussion). The first two ionization energies have been 
assigned to the two uppermost тт-orbitals in case of each compound investigated. The 
validity of Koopmans’ theorem has been proved by Green function calculations in 
case of thiophene [43], furán [43] and pyrrole [44] for these ionization energies.
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(It should be noted, however, that in case of pyrrol ionization from the lowest lying 
тг-orbital accompanies with shake-up processes [44], thus great care is needed in the 
assignment of the spectra below 12-13 eV.) Throughout this work a modified 
version of the CNDO/S method has been used [2, 45]. This method has been proved 
to predict the ordering of ionization energies in case of the parent molecules in 
agreement with experimental methods [46, 48] and post-Hartree-Fock calculations 
[43, 44].

The photoelectron spectra of the substituted derivatives of the investigated 
compounds will be discussed according to the heterocycles.

Table I

Splitting of the first two ionization energy values of а-substituted furán and thiophene derivatives

a2
Furan

bl A Д’ a2
Thiophene 

bi A A’

H 8.89 10.32 1.43 _ 8.87 9.52 0.65 _

Cl .8.68 10.34 1.66 0.23 8.78 9.62 0.84 0.19
Br 8.62 10.41 1.79 0.36 8.66 9.56 0.90 0.25
I 8.42 10.40 1.98 0.55 8.52 9.47 0.95 0.30
2,5-di-I- 8.21 10.46 2.25 0.82 8.28 9.55 1.27 0.63

COOMe 9.00 10.56 1.56 0.13 8.98 9.61 0.63 -0.02
COOH 9.16 10.72 1.56 0.13 9.14 9.73 0.59 -0.06
CHO 9.38 10.81 1.43 -0.00 9.37 9.87 0.50 -0.15
n o 2 9.75 11.13 1.38 -0.05 9.73 10.21 0.48 -0.17

Me 8.38 10.03 1.65 0.22 8.43 9.23 0.80 0.15
2,5-di-Me 8.03 9.81 1.78 0.35 8.19 9.13 0.96 0.31
r-Bu 8.19 9.84 1.65 0.22 8.32 9.10 0.78 0.13
2,5-di-f-Bu- 7.66 9.54 1.88 0.45 7.88 8.78 0.90 0.25
SiMe3 8.44 9.94 1.50 0.07 8.68 9.22 0.54 -0.11
2,5-te-SiMe3 8.16 9.67 1.51 0.08 8.40 8.90 0.50 -0.15

Furan derivatives

The assignment of the photoelectron spectrum of the a-halogen-substituted 
furán derivatives could unambigously be given. Halogen non-bonding bands were 
clearly identified according to their band shape. In case of the iodo-derivatives the 
relative intensities of the He I and He II spectra gave support to the assignment too [4].
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As for the тт-bands, further information was obtained from the vibronic fine structure 
and the splitting of the bands [4].

For the alkyl and trimethylsilyl derivatives the assignment was based on the 
CNDO/S and HAM/3 (for alkyl derivatives only) calculations [5]. The assignment 
was supported by the correlation of the IE values of the investigated molecules. The 
shift of the first two тт-bands has been used to measure the substituent effect as well. 
The uppermost two тт-orbitals in case of C2v symmetry belong to the a2 ^<1 
species respectively as can be seen in Fig. 2 (although some of the substituted 
derivatives do not belong to the point, hereafter we shall use this notation when 
discussing the above orbitals). These two orbitals have different nodal properties. As 
a consequence in case of а -substitution only the a2 but not the bj orbital might 
interact with the тт-system (halogen lone pairs, alkyl and silyl pseudo-тт orbitals) of 
the substituent. As electron donor effect will destabilize the niveaus, while electron 
acceptor effect will act in an opposite way, the decrease of the splitting indicates, that 
the тт-system of the substituent is of electron acceptor type, while the increased split 
of the first two bands in the photoelectron spectrum indicates, that the тт-system of 
the substituent has an electron donor effect. (Note, that the uppermost level is of a2 
symmetry, thus the the тг-type substituent effect will act on that level only.) In order 
to give a quantitative description, a value called Д’ has been introduced. By the use of 
this value the splitting of the first two тт-bands is compared to that of the parent 
molecules.

A’ = (IE2~IE i) -  (/*2" /^ p a re n t •
(parent is furán, thiophene or pyrrole)

The above value indicates a considerable hyperconjugative effect in case of the 
methyl and f-butyl derivatives of furán, while in case of the silyl group this effect is 
much smaller [5] (See Table I), in agreement with the usual substituent effect [49] of 
the trimethylsilyl group. 2,5-disubstitution results in an increase of the splitting of the 
first two тт-bands, provided, that the substituent is of electron donor type. 
Substitution in ß-position has a completely different effect as it can be clearly seen by 
comparing the spectra of 2-iodo and 3-iodo-thiophenes in Fig. 3. In case of 
ß-substitution the interaction of the тт-system of the substituent with both the a2 and 
bj orbitals is similar (cf. the nodal properties of the two uppermost тт-orbitals in 
Fig. 2). While the a2 and Пца  ̂ bands have nearly the same ionization energies for 
both compounds, the b1 and levels show a significantly large split (1.74 eV) in 
case of the ß-substituted derivative only. (The difference in the ionization energies
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Fig. 2. Shape of the a2 and b1 symmetry orbitals (HOMO and NHOMO) of the 
five-membered heterocycles

Fig. 3. He I photoelectron spectrum of 2-iodo- and 3-iodo-furan

for the analogous bands of 2-iodo-furan is only 0.4 eV.) The large split observed in 
case of the ß-derivative is worth to mention as according to Pitzer [50] the overlap 
and consequently the interaction between orbitals of first and second and higher row
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elements is small. (According to our recent investigations in case of phosphorus and 
arsenic derivatives [34, 36], however, there is significant interaction between orbitals 
of first and second (third) row atoms, provided that they have proper symmetry. It 
should be noted too, that this small overlap has been questioned by Mulliken [51] and 
reinvestigated recently by Gordon at al. [52] using modern ab initio techniques, who 
have found, that the overlap is much larger, than has been predicted by Pitzer [50].)

Thiophene derivatives

Although several substituted thiophene derivatives have been investigated in 
the literature, there was no systematic study on the chloro-substituted derivatives 
available. The spectra of the full chlorothiophene series have been recorded and 
assigned by using CNDO/S calculations and the correlation of the measured IE 
values of the investigated derivatives [6]. Completing this work, it became apparent, 
that the correlation within the chloro-bromo-iodo series is not always proper, and the 
reassignment of some of the spectra of bromo and iodo-thiophenes is needed. 
Recording the He II spectra of the questionable derivatives, the intensity ratios of the 
He I and He II spectra supported the assignment given by the correlation of IE -s of 
the corresponding compounds [7]. (Relative intensities of bands, when the electron 
has been removed from an orbital having a large linear coefficient on a heavy atom 
decreases significantly in the He II spectrum relative to the He I spectrum. 
Comparing the relative intensities of the 8.84 and the 9.35 eV bands of tetraiodo- 
thiophene in the He I and He II spectrum (Fig. 4) it is obvious, that the 8.84 eV band 
is less likely to assign to a тг-orbital, than the 9.35 eV band.)

The shift of the first two тг-bands can again be characterised by using the Д’ 
value as in case of furán derivatives [8]. Д’ data for the а -substituted derivatives of 
furán and thiophene are compiled in Table I. The values are similar for both 
heterocycles, in case of furán, however, Д’ is more positive by about 0.1 eV, than for 
thiophene, presumeably as a result of the larger electron density at the ct-carbon 
atom in case of thiophene. The effect of substituents in ß-position is similar for the 
two IE -s [8]. (Note, that in case of 3-iodo-furan the large interaction between the bj 
and Пцу) levels is the result of the small energy separation of these two levels.)

While disubstitution in а -position simply increases the above effects on the first 
two IE values, if the two substituents are situated in ß-position, their effect will be 
completely different. In case of 3,4-dichloro- and 3,4-dibromo-thiophene for example, 
the first two тг-bands will merge to one system, while in case of monosubstitution Д’
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monosubstitution Л’ was nearly zero [7, 53]. In order to understand this effect, the 
through space interaction of the halogen lone pairs should be considered. As a result 
of such an interaction the a2 and bj symmetry combination of the lone pair orbitals 
will further interact with the тг-system, as can be seen in Fig. 5 [7]. As there is only 
one a2 but two bj levels available for interaction, the splitting between bj levels will 
be larger, than that of the a2 levels, thus the gap between the uppermost Ьг and a2 
levels will decrease. As this interaction is the largest in case of the chloro-derivative, 
the two uppermost тт-bands will show the smallest split in this case, while the largest 
energy separation is observable in case of the iodo-derivative. (The interaction is the 
largest, when the «halogen an(t the lowest lying bj(тт) orbitals are most closely spaced, 
i.e., in case of chlorine. The uppermost Ь^тт) level is, in case of each halogen 
substituent further away from the «halogen level-

He II

He I

14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 Б, (eV)

Fig. 4. He I and He II photoelectron spectrum of tetraiodo-thiophene
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Q  х Л > х  x Q 0  x

Fig. 5. Interaction of the halogen lone pair orbitals with the -ir-system in case of 
ß-disubstituted thiophenes

Pyrrole derivatives

As pyrrole can be substituted at the heteroatom as well, it is possible to 
investigate the substituent effect from a different viewpoint too. Comparing
2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole to the parent molecule, similar shift of the first two IE  values is 
obtainable, as in case of 2,5-dimethyl thiophene or 2,5-dimethyl furán i.e., the split of 
the first two bands increases [3].

To investigate the effect of substituents on nitrogen, alkyl and trimethylsilyl 
substituents have been considered on pyrrole and on 2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole. As bulky 
substitutents (i-butyl group) on 2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole might result in steric strain [54], 
geometry optimization by the MNDO method has been carried out [3]. Although in 
case of l-f-butyl-2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole the geometry of the ring was not perfectly 
planar (dihedral angles being less, than 4°), the effect of the non-planarity on the 
orbital energies can be considered as negligable [3].

If the substituent is situated in 1-position, interaction with the bx but not with 
the a2 orbital will be allowed by symmetry (Fig. 2). The Д’ value introduced for furán 
derivatives will show opposite changes for the same substituents, than in case of
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а -substitution (substituent is in 2-position). Spectral data for the investigated 
derivatives support the above considerations as can be seen in Table II.

Table II

Splitting of the first two ionization energies of some pyrrole derivatives

Д Д’

Pyrrole 1.00 -

1-methyl-pyrrole 0.85 -0.15
1-TMS-pyrrole 0.90 -0.10
2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole 1.29 0.29

2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole 1.29 -

1,2,5-trimethyl-pyrrole 1.12 -0.17
l-t-Bu-2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole 1.08 -0.21
l-TMS-2,5-dimethyl-pyrrole 1.19 -0.10

From the above investigations it can be concluded, that the substituent effects 
can be well described by a simple qualitative model considering (symmetry allowed) 
interactions between ring and substituent orbitals. This fact supports than in the 
description of the lowest ionization energies of five-membered heterocycles 
Koopmans’ theorem is a good approximation. As the ring orbitals are only perturbed, 
but not significantly affected by interaction with the substituents, the aromatic 
character of the five-membered heterocycles investigated could be concluded as well.

Excited states of five-membered heterocycles

The understanding of the ground state electronic structure of the five- 
membered heteroaromatic systems provides a firm basis for the investigation of the 
excited states of these molecules. Due to the close lying valence and Rydberg states, 
the electronic absorption spectrum of these molecules is rather complex. The term 
scheme of the possible electronic transitions can be seen in Fig. 6.

The lowest energy electronic transition can be the HOMO-LUMO transition, 
that is of В 2 *—A^ symmetry in case of furán, thiophene, selenophene and pyrrole 
[41, 3]. Another close lying transition is of A 1 * -А г symmetry, that can be described 
as a combination of two electronic configurations, тг4* *- тг2 and тг5* <- тг3. 
According to ab initio Cl calculations [55, 58] the interaction of the two 
configurations in the Cl is quite large, thus theA j transition will have smaller
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energy, than B2 <-А1 in case of furán, thiophene and pyrrole. Considering geometry 
relaxation in the excited state, however, in case of furán the lowest lying excited state 
was calculated to have B2 symmetry [57] indicating, that the description of the 
valence excited states is a rather complex problem.

Ж 5

Fig. 6. Term scheme of the possible electronic transitions in case of the five-membered heterocycles

The problem of identifying Rydberg-transitions, however, is somewhat less 
complicated. The appearance of these transitions has been predicted by Robin [59], 
and in case of thiophene [58] and pyrrole [60] comparison of the vapour and solid 
phase spectra supported the above suggestions, although the intensity of the bands in 
the vapour phase was quite low, casting some doubt on the reliability of the 
procedure applied.

Identification of Rydberg-transitions is based on several experimental criteria 
[59]. Due to the diffuseness of Rydberg-orbitals, the transition energy is very sensitive 
to external perturbations, thus bands observable in the vapour phase broaden in 
condensed phase so much, that they disappear from the spectrum. (Gas phase 
spectra hereafter -  Figs 7 -14  -  will be marked with solid, while solution spectra 
will be marked with dotted line.) As in Rydberg state the electron is removed far 
away from the molecule, a close resemblance to the ionic state should be considered. 
As a consequence the vibronic fine structure and Franck-Condon factors should be 
similar to that of the ionic state. Rydberg-transitions with increasing principal 
quantum number of the Rydberg-orbital form a Rydberg-series, converging to the 
ionization energy [61]. The lowest energy members of these series, however, will not 
perfectly fit into the series in most cases, because the electron excited to the lowest 
energy Rydberg-orbital will "see the core" [62]. To characterise the Rydberg-state a 
term value can be used, obtainable as a difference between the ionization energy and
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the transition energy (this is in a Koopmans’ type approximation the energy of the 
Rydberg-orbital). The lowest energy Rydberg-transitions (highest term values) are 
those terminating at s type Rydberg-orbitals (Rs), followed by three terminating at 
Px y z orbitals (Rp p. p..). (Rp levels are not degenerated in case of molecules having no 
spherical symmetry.)

While all тг* <- тг transitions are allowed in the ^ 2v point group, among 
Rydberg-transitions Rs <— a2, Rpx <— a2 and Rpy <— bj are forbidden. (The C2 axis is 
the z axis of the frame, the molecule is in the xy plane.) The spectra of the different 
heterocycles will be discussed separately.

Thiophene and its derivatives

Although the absorption spectrum of thiophene has been investigated and 
discussed in details before, different spectra can be found about the near UV region 
of this molecule [63-71] (see [9] for a detailed discussion of the literature). At the 
eighties it became apparent [1], that the gas phase spectrum exhibits two band- 
systems, while one system can be seen in the solution spectrum. In case of the MCD 
spectrum, however two band systems could be observed in the solution spectrum too 
[72, 73]. (Triplet excited states could have been detected in the electron impact 
spectrum [74, 75]). Solution spectra of several substituted derivatives have been 
investigated as well, (see in reviews [76, 77]). If the substituent is not a chromophore 
(that is alkyl group among those investigated up to now) only one band can be seen 
in the spectrum. To interpret the spectrum of the parent molecule a great number of 
quantum-chemical calculations have been carried out (see [2] for a summary of the 
literature.). These calculations concentrate on the valence transitions, and depending 
on the approximation used, the ordering of the А г * -A 1 and the B2 *~A1 state is 
different, thus the quantum-chemical calculations do not provide a firm basis for the 
assignment of the electronic transitions.

In order to determine the number of transitions to be considered in the 
investigated energy region the absorption spectrum of 2- and 3-chloro-thiophene is of 
great importance (Fig. 7). While in case of the parent molecule and the 2-chloro- 
derivative two bands can be seen in the vapour phase spectrum and one band appears 
in the solution spectrum, in case of 3-chloro-thiophene there is one more band 
system observable in each spectrum. As chlorine cannot be considered as a 
chromophore, it might be assumed, that the number of electronic transitions in the 
near UV region is the same for all the molecules investigated. This surmise is further
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supported by the MCD spectra [73] of thiophene and 3-bromo-thiophene (the 
absorption spectrum of the latter compound is very similar, than that of the 3-chloro- 
derivative), where two bands can be seen with opposite В terms in the solution 
spectrum. The band positions are the same in case of 3-bromo-thiophene both in the 
absorption and in the MCD spectrum.

Fig. 7. Near UV absorption spectrum of thiophene and its monochlorinated derivatives
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Based on the above observations, the spectrum can be divided to three parts. 
At the high energy side a weak band system can be seen, that appeares only in the 
vapour spectrum.

As the weak system is observable only in the vapour phase, Bendazzoli et al. 
[58] suggested to assign it to a Rydberg-transition. The investigation of the spectra of 
23 substituted thiophene derivatives [9, 11] gave support to this assignment, as this 
band system was present in the spectrum of each derivative, but disappeared from 
the solution spectrum, even if it has been much more intensive, than in case of the 
parent molecule (see 2-iodo-thiophene, Fig. 8). The vibronic structure of this band is 
very similar to that of the first band of the photoelectron spectrum of the compound 
under investigation. Term-values for these transitions in case of the different 
molecules investigated indicate, that the band observed in the vapour spectrum 
corresponds to the "same" electronic transition. Based on the term value, this band 
should be assigned to the Rs <— a2 transition that is forbidden in case of Q v 
symmetry. (The appearance of this transition can be explained, considering that it is 
combined with a non-symmetric vibration.) Higher members of the same Rydberg- 
series can be found in the far UV spectrum of the parent molecule [65].

Fig. 8. Near UV spectrum of 2-iodo thiophene. (The high resolution photoelectron spectrum is
from [89])

To assign the other two bands in the spectrum CN D O /S-CI calculations have 
been carried out [12, 13]. The conclusions could be drawn from the above 
calculations are as follows:
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(i) In case of each derivative investigated there are two valence electronic 
transitions present in the near UV region.

(ii) The ordering of the two valence transitions is the same for each compound
investigated (according the calculations the B2 transition is of lower
energy). This surmise is supported by the MCD spectra of the investigated 
derivatives [73], as in case of this measurements the sign of the В-terms was 
the same for each derivative. In case of polarized spectra (obtained in streched 
sheet) the same odering has been obtained for 2,5-dimethyl- and 2,5-dibromo- 
thiophenes.

Fig. 9. Near UV spectrum of thiophene, showing the assignment of the different electronic transitions

Investigating the vibronic fine structure of the parent molecule with Professor 
Varsányi [1], it could be concluded, that the lowest energy electronic transition is of 
B2 <-Al symmetry. The same band-system, has been investigated before [65, 66] and 
the vibronic structure has been discussed. Based on our temperature dependent 
investigations [1] the earlier assignment should be modified. The intensity of the 
band at 41750 cm-1 assigned before as hot band does not increase with the 
temperature [1], thus this band should be assigned to a deformation mode. As among 
the hot bands there is one spaced to 565 cm-1 from the one marked with *, it is likely 
to assign to the deformation mode to the 565 cm-1 a2 vibration known from the 
Raman spectrum of thiophene [78]. The reinvestigation of the spectrum of the 
deuterated thiophenes gave additional support to the above assignment [1]. 
Considering the a2 symmetry vibration, the electronic transition should be of 
B2 *—A^ symmetry in agreement with the calculated results, and the polarized
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spectra of the investigated substituted derivatives [73, 79]. As a result in the near UV 
spectrum of thiophene and its derivatives three electronic transitions are present, in 
the order of increasing transition energy B2 *~A1 (тг* * - ti) ,A 1 * -А г (тг* < -tt) and 
A 2 <-A1 (RS *~ tt) [9].

The spectrum o f selenophene and tellurophene

The spectrum of both compounds is similar to that of thiophene in that respect, 
that two valence transitions appear in the near UV region as can be seen in Figs 10 
and 11, thus supporting the assignment of the spectrum of thiophene too. Hereafter 
the Rydberg-transitions will be considered.

Fig. 10. Near UV spectrum of selenophene

In case of selenophene the 47820 cm-1 band system can be assigned as 
Rydberg-transition, as it disappeares from the solution spectrum, and its vibronic 
structure is similar to that of the high resolution photoelectron spectrum [80]. There 
is, however a slight shift at the band, that was assigned in the photoelectron spectrum 
to the b j_1 ionization. This difference can either be attributed to the different term- 
values of the two electronic transitions or to the combination of the Rs <— a2 
electronic transition with a non-symmetric vibration.

This electronic transition has been assigned as valence transition by Bavia et al. 
[81], as its vibronic structure was different from that of other Rydberg-bands
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observed in the far UV region. It should be considered, however, that each band 
system should be assigned to two electronic transitions with different symmetry, and 
as a result, the intensities of the bands belonging to different electronic states should 
be different.

Fig. 11. Near UV spectrum of tellurophene

The strongly adiabatic band in the spectrum of tellurophene can easily be 
assigned as a Rydberg-transition. This transition (Rs *- bj) should be allowed, as it is 
in accordance with the large intensity of the band, thus supporting the earlier 
assignment of the photoelectron spectrum too [41]. (In case of tellurophene the first 
band in the photoelectron spectrum has been assigned to the b1_1 ionization, while 
in case of all the other investigated compounds to the a2~l ionization [41, 3].)

Furan derivatives

The near UV spectrum of furán has been thoroughly investigated [65, 71, 73, 
82-85]. Due to the broadness of the bands, however, there is still some uncertainity 
about the assignment (for a detailed discussion of the literature see [15]). The lowest 
energy band system has been attributed to а тг* ■*- тт transition. Most authors 
considered this transition to be of B2 *~A-y symmetry (see in [2]). According to 
M RD-C l calculations carried out by Thunemann et al. [56], however, the lowest 
energy transition is of A 1 <— symmetry. Roebber et al. [85] attributed the two
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shoulders at the low energy side of the band system under investigation (see Fig. 12) 
to the above electronic transition. Due to the low intensity, however, this statement 
needs further verification. The band observed at 47700 cm-1 two photon energies in 
the MPI spectrum was assigned as Rs <- a2 Rydberg transition [85]. In the one- 
photon spectrum the diffuse 48800 cm-1 band has been attributed to the same 
transition [14] (the difference was explained as the one-photon forbidden transition 
might appear only as a combination with a non-symmetric vibration). The intense 
feature at 52230 cm-1 (not shown in Fig. 12) has been assigned as Rp *- a2. 
The 54503 cm-1 system assigned originally by Cooper et al. [84] in their MPI 
spectrum as the valence А г * -A 1 transition has been tentatively reassigned by Robin 
asRp, * - a 2  [86].

By investigating the spectra of substituted furán derivatives, (Fig. 13) more 
conclusions can be drawn. In the solution spectrum of 2-iodo- and 2,5-bis- 
trimethylsilyl-derivative (Fig. 13) the presence of a separate band and a distinct 
vibronic progression is observable, indicating the presence of two valence transitions. 
Additional support is given to the above assignment by the shoulder observed in the 
solution spectrum of each substituted derivative.

Rydberg-transitions can be found in most of the spectra investigated (see 
bands observable only in the vapour phase in Fig. 13). In case of 2,5-dimethyl-furán 
for example the lowest energy band-system can be found at 40800 cm -1. This system 
is washed out from the solution spectrum, indicating the Rydberg nature of the
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Fig. 13. Near UV spectrum of the investigated furán derivatives
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transition. According to temperature dependent measurements the 0 - 0  band is at 
41520 cm-1. As the transition -  based on its term value (see Table III) -  should be 
the forbidden Rs <— a2, the above band is to be assigned to a combination with a non- 
symmetric vibration. There are several low-frequency vibrations observable on the 
band-system (with 60 and 400 cm-1 wavenumber). Higher frequency vibrations are 
observable as well, their wavenumbers being close to that observed in the 
photoelectron spectrum (see Fig. 13) giving further support to the Rydberg- 
assignment. The band at 43990 cm-1 is unlikely to assign to this system as (i) it does 
not fit to the photoelectron spectrum band profile (ii) the low frequency 
accompanying vibration (100 cm-1) differs from the one observed on the 
40480 cm-1 system (60 cm-1). The electronic transition possibly attributable to that 
system is the^4j *~A^ valence transition indicated by the presence of a shoulder in 
the solution spectrum too (Fig. 13). At higher energies two other Rydberg transitions 
can be seen. Based on their term values (Table III), these transitions should be 
assigned as R p *- a2 and Rp> ■*- a2. Similar assignments can be given for the other 
investigated derivatives (see Fig. 13) as well, the observed spectral data with their 
assignment are compiled in Table III. Term values for the Rydberg transitions are of 
similar values for the compounds investigated, including furán itself as well.

Pyrrole and its derivatives

The absorption spectrum of pyrrole has been investigated by several authors 
[60, 87], concluding, that in the near UV region Rydberg transitions appear together 
with valence transition(s). The ordering of the valence transitions is questionable 
[57, 88], while the band at 47295 cm-1 has clearly identified as a Rp * -a 2 Rydberg 
transition. The forbidden Rs *- a2 transition has been assigned to the extremely low 
intensity shoulder (not shown in Fig. 14) observable in the vapour spectrum.

According to our temperature dependent measurements (see Fig. 14) the 
45960 cm-1 band could not be attributed to a hot band [16]. As the vibronic spacings 
can be related to that of the photoelectron spectrum and the system is washed out 
from the solution spectrum it is likely to assign this system to a Rp. <— a2 transition.

As among the substituted derivatives Rydberg bands have been found with 
similar terms values than for the Rs <- a2, Rp *- a2 and the above assigned R p, <— a2 
transitions [16] (Table III) the assignment of the 45960 cm-1 transition in case of the 
parent molecule is further supported.
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T able III

Rydberg transitions and term values for some furán and pyrrole derivatives in cm 1

IE Rs *-a2 Term value Др Term value

48800 22800 52230 19370
Furan 71600

47700* 23900 54503** 17100

46300 21000
2-Me 67300 44500 23800

48500 18800

45000 19800
2,5-Me 64800 41600 23200

48100 16700

46200 19800
2-rBu 66000 44000 22000

47400 18600

44360 17500
2,5-rBu 61800 40000 21800

46600 15200

2-TS 61800 49500 18600
2,5-TS 65800

46680 21200
2-1 67900

49840 18100

44600 21600
2,5-1 66200

48120 18100

45960 20200
Pyrrole 66200 42500 23700

47295 18900

38400 22000
2,5-Me 60400 36040 24400

41870 18500

38800 19500
1,2,5-Me 58300 35700 22600

40800 17500

1-iBu, 39500 18700
58200 36000 22200

2,5-Me 41000 17200

* Observed in the MPI spectrum as a two-photon transition by Roebber et al. [85]
*♦ Observed in the MPI spectrum as a two-photon transition by Cooper et al. [84]
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I------------1------------1----------- 1----------- 1
52 50 48 46 *103 cm'1

Fig. 14. Temperature dependent near UV spectrum of pyrrole

From the data compiled in Table I I I  for the different furán and pyrrole 
derivatives it can be seen, that term values for the Rp <- a2, Rp> a2 and Rs a2 
transitions are similar for all the investigated compounds.
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X-ray excited core level binding and Auger kinetic energies have been measured and 
the Auger-parameter values derived for a series of silicon, aluminium and titanium 
compounds and have been compared with the corresponding literature data. In this 
connection the usefulness of the two-dimensional representation of the data in the chemical 
state determination is widely demonstrated. In the case of amorphous systems (C r-S i-O , 
sialons, Si-organic polymers), for which diffraction techniques are not applicable, the Auger 
parameter approach can serve as a unique tool for determining the chemical structure.

Introduction

Determination of the chemical state of elements on the surface of a condensed 
phase (a model or real sample) is of great theoretical and practical interest. 
Information on the chemical state together with the surface chemical composition 
enables one to get a deeper insight into chemical and physical (electronic) 
characteristics of the matter, determining its chemical reactivity, and through that, a 
number of very important practical properties like catalytic activity, corrosion 
resistance, adhesion, etc. That is why a great effort is devoted to obtaining reliable 
data on. the chemical state. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS or ESCA) has 
proved to be the most powerful technique to do this. The chemical shifts of the 
binding energy (BE) values of the core electron lines represent the most easily 
accessible and interpretable information on the changes in the chemical state. In 
certain cases, however, very small (or even non-detectable) shifts are connected with 
major chemical transformations, i.e., when AIN is oxidized to A120 3, no detectable 
shift is observable on the BE of the Al 2s and A12p lines (most probably because the

+ This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor György Varsányi

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest



change in the partial charge on A1 is counterbalanced by the relaxation energy). In 
such cases involvement of an Auger transition in the evaluation, together with the 
corresponding photoelectron line, may provide accurate and precise information on 
the chemical state. This approach, the Auger parameter (AP) concept, was 
introduced by Wagner [1-3], and has been proved to be a very powerful tool in the 
evaluation of even slight changes in the chemical state of a large number of elements, 
having an accessible X-ray excited Auger transition measurable along with 
photoelectron lines in the same experiment [2- 6].

The Auger-parameter

The scheme of the X-ray excited photoelectron is given in Fig. la. The binding 
energy (BE) of a core electron can be determined from

BE = hv -  XE(ph) -  Д , (1)

where hv is the energy of the X-ray photon, XE(ph) is the measured kinetic energy of 
the ejected photo-electron and Д denotes the work function, and in the case of 
insulating materials, also the negative charge built up on the surface of the samples.

The principal mechanism for the decay of the atomic inner-shell hole states 
created by the above scheme is the Auger process depicted in Fig. lb. As a result an 
"Auger electron" is ejected with a certain kinetic energy KE(A) which can be 
measured simultaneously with the photoelectron line. The kinetic energy of this 
electron KE(A) for a transition involving orbitals in the К and L shells can be 
expressed as

KE(A) = £(K+) -  £(L+L+) + Д , (2)

where E(K+) represents the energy of the initial ion, while £ (L +L+) the doubly 
charged final ion [3]. The difference in the final ion energy between two chemical 
states will be

AKE(A) = ДЕ(К+) -  Д£(Ь+Ь+) . (3)

The Auger parameter a  is defined as

a = KE(A) -  KE(ph) + hv = KE(A) + BE , (4)

i.e., the sum of the kinetic energy of the Auger electron and the binding energy of the 
photoelectron, a  values are independent of charge and work function referencing, 
therefore can be determined with high accuracy.

838 BERTÓTI et al.: CHEMICAL STATE DETERMINATION BY AUGER AND PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIES
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e ' e"

Fig. 1. The photoelectron emission (a) and the Auger process (b)

The binding energy of an electron can be expressed as the difference of the 
orbital energy -E, and the absolute value of the extra-atomic relaxation energy 
R ea [7]

BE  = -E j -  Rea ■ (5)

The difference in binding energy of an atomic core electron in two different 
chemical environments may be defined as

ABE = -AEj -  ARea . (6)

According to Eq. (6) there is an initial-state (AE;) and a final-state (ARea) 
contribution to the observed ABE shifts.

For the К shell photoionization A B E -Д£(К+), from Eq. (6) we have

ABE = AE(K+) = -  ДЕ(К+) -  ДДеа(К+) . (7)

The shift of the Auger parameter can be derived from Eq. (4) as

Да = ABE + AKE(A) . (8)

Substituting (3) into (8) and taking into account (7) we get

Да = ABE(K+) + ABE(K+) -  AE(L+L +) (9)
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and

Да = 2 ABE(K+) -  2 ABE(L) + Aflea(L+L+) (10)

and

Да = 2 ABE(K) -  2ДЯеа(К+) -  2ДBE(L) + ДКеа(Ь+Ь+) . (11)

If both К and L are core levels, shifts of their initial-state orbital energies are 
in first approximation independent of the core orbitals, i.e.,

ABE(K) = ABE(L) . (12)

Since the relaxation energy is proportional to the square of the charge, we may 
expect

4 ДЯеа(К+) = ДЛеа(Ь+Ь + ) . (13)

By substituting (12) and (13) into (11) we arrive at

Да = 1/2ДЯеа(Ь+Ь+) = 2 ДКеа(К+) , (14)

i.e., the shift of the Auger parameter is a measure of the change in extra-atomic 
relaxation energy, or screening of the final state ion in the Auger transition by 
electrons from neighboring atoms or by conduction electrons [3, 7].

The chemical state plots

The use of the photoelectron and Auger line energies for chemical state 
identification in the form of chemical state plots can be illustrated according to 
Wagner [1-3] for silicon compounds in Fig. 2. Data collected by Wagner at al. [3] for 
various types of compounds are presented as rectangular boxes. Gas phase data 
(compounds below the dark line) were included by adding 5 eV to their kinetic 
energies for work function correction. Along the diagonal lines the a  values are 
constant. Dimensions of the boxes represent the relative errors. The data points, as 
already stated, can be determined with high accuracy normal to the grid lines while 
they may be slightly in error parallel to them.

The application of the Auger parameter concept and the two-dimensional plot 
is straightforward in cases where the energy of the X-ray sources commonly available 
on most spectrometers with Mg or Al anodes (MgXa = 1253.6 eV; AlXa = 1486.6 eV) 
are sufficient for creating core holes. Values of a  are available for numerous 
compounds for a large number of elements (Si, Al, Na, O, F, Cu, Zn, Fe, Co, Ni, Sn,
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Pd, Ag, etc.) [2-6]. The ionization of the К shell in aluminium and also in silicon 
compounds (BE (Si Is) = 1838.9 eV [8], BE(Al Is) = 1565.5 eV [9]), being higher than 
the Ka photon energy of Mg or Al, can only be generated by the ‘bremsstrahlung’ 
component of the radiation using the above X-ray sources [3].

1716

1714

1712

1710

1708

1706

1704

э<

110 108 106 104 102 100 98 96
Si 2p Binding energy (eV)

Fig. 2. Chemical state plot of the silicon compounds (included gases) according to Wagner et. al. [3]

Wagner et al. [3] interpreted the location of the points representing certain 
chemical environments on the AP plots (e.g. in Fig. 2), by the polarizability of the 
environment, and by the factors affecting the energy of the final state. For silicon and 
silicides the screening by conduction electrons is very efficient resulting in the highest 
extra-atomic relaxation energy, i.e. the highest Auger parameter. Hydrogen and
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fluorine are, on the other hand, the least polarizable atoms and the corresponding a  
values for these compounds are the lowest. For compounds possessing similar Auger 
parameters (Да = 0) the change in final state energy, as determined from Eq. (9), is 
twice the change of the К shell orbital energy, being dependent on the electron 
density around the atom of its unionized state. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for the 
SiCl4-M e2SiCl2-M e4Si series, where substitution of Me groups with electronegative 
chlorine atoms increases the final state ion energy by reducing the initial state 
electron density around the silicon atoms.

In this paper the use of the AP concept for chemical state determination in the 
authors’ laboratory will be demonstrated for a number of silicon and aluminium 
compounds.

Experimental

XP spectra were recorded on a Kratos XSAM 800 spectrometer operated in fixed retarding ratio 
mode using MgXa) 2 (1253.6 eV) excitation. The linearity of the energy scale was calibrated by the dual 
Al/Mg anode method setting a 233.0 eV KE difference between the two Ag 3dS/2 lines. Spectra were 
usually referenced to the C Is line of the residual carbon set at 284.6 eV The pressure of the analysis 
chamber was ca. Зх 10"7 Pa. Other details of the acquisition of the spectra are given elsewhere [20].

Samples were investigated in the as received state, unless otherwise stated.

Results and discussion

Si-compounds 

S i02
Various forms of Si02, i.e., single crystalline and amorphous wafers, sputter 
deposited layers or native oxides developed on the surface of Si, SiC and Si3N4 have 
been investigated [10, 11]. Wide scan spectra taken by MgA^ radiation of an 
amorphous Si02 sample is shown in Fig. 3. In addition to the indicated lines of the 
constituents, adventitious carbon as surface impurity could be detected by the C Is 
line. Main components of the KLL Auger transition series are indicated on the 
insert. Auger parameter values obtained on bulk-like as well as on native oxide layers 
are shown in Fig. 4 together with Wagner’s data [3]. All our points, although varying 
somewhat from system to system, fall within the range of the literature values.
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Fig. 3. Wide scan spectrum of amorphous silicon-dioxide and the Si(KLL) transition series

SÍ3 N 4

The purpose of the chemical state determination is dependent on the form and 
the related application of the Si3N4. In the case of powders, precursors of Si3N4 
based ceramics, the degree of surface oxidation must be controlled as a dominant 
factor of sinterability. In Fig. 5 the Si 2p line of an ultrafine Si3N4 powder is depicted 
(upper curve) together with its synthetic Gaussian component lines (lower curves) 
[10,11]. The more intense component at 101.8 eV corresponds to silicon in an S i-N 4 
environment, while the shoulder at 103.5 eV, to silicon in S i - 0 4 bond state. The 
KLL Auger line of the same sample is shown in Fig. 6. The separation of the two 
bonding states of silicon can easily be delineated here, resulting in 1612.0 eV KE for 
S i-N  and 1608.8 eV KE for S i - О bonds [10]. Combining these two values with the 
above ones for the 2p lines we obtained the corresponding a values, 1713.8 eV for the 
S i-N  and 1712.3 eV for the Si-О , as depicted in Fig. 4. From angle resolved spectra 
and measurements performed after chemical etching in diluted HF, removing 
preferentially Si02, it was delineated that the S i - О bonds originated from a S i02 
overlayer [10]. From the shifts of the a values (Aa(Si-»Si3N4) = 2.2-2.4 eV and 
(Aa(Si->Si02) = 4.2 eV), by using eqn. (14) one can derive relaxation energies
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ДЯеа(К+) for Si3N4 and S i02 being -1.1 eV and -2.1 eV respectively. These values 
are in good agreement with those in [3,12].
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1709
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1707

1706
105 104 103 102 101 100

Si 2p Binding energy (eV)
99 98

Fig. 4. Chemical state plot of silicon compounds inluding Wagner’s data together with our values for 
different compounds, о Si3N4 powder and the oxide layer on it; •  sialon powder; + Cr3Si layer;

□ PDMS; ■ PVTMS

The SÍ3N4 layers grown by various chemical, plasma-assisted or sputtering 
techniques for microelectronic purposes may also contain some amount of 
homogeneously distributed oxygen. In such cases only a shift of the 2p and the KLL 
(Fig. 6) lines could be detected without a clear separation of the Si -  0 4 component. 
The a takes intermediate values. This is an example demonstrating the ability of XPS 
-  sensitive entirely to short range order -  in determining chemical structure 
information.
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106 104 102 100 98
B . E .

Fig. 5. Decomposition of the Si 2p photoelectron line into two Gaussian components 
representing the S i - 0 4 and S i-N 4 environments. (Above: The measured curve 

as compared to the synthetic one)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the Si(KLL) line of a Si3N4 powder (a) and a CVD layer (b)
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Sialons
In ß-sialons of Sí6_xA1xOxN8_x general formula with 0<x<4.2, forming the 

structure of ß-Si3N4, should contain only one type of silicon or aluminium. Sialon 
powders (with x=3.1) by plasmathermal synthesis are generally formed in non
equilibrium amorphous state. The Si 2p line of such powders is very broad, indicative 
of two or more types of silicon environment (Fig. 7a) which can not be delineated 
unambiguously by this spectrum. The KLL line, however, can help to do this, 
possessing a bigger shift than 2p (Fig. 7b). The aSi values for the two chemical states 
are given in Fig. 4. The integral intensity ratio represents the actual ratio of silicon in 
nitrogen and oxygen environments, as described in [13].

Fig. 7a. Decomposition of the Si 2p lines of a sialon powder indicating the presence of the Si-04 and
Si-N4 environments

A da  Chimica Hungarica - MODELS IN CHEMISTRY 130,1993
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Fig. 7b. Decomposition of the Si(KLL) lines of a sialon powder indicating the presence of the Si-04 and
Si-N4 environments

C r-S i-O  layers
Cermet C r-S i-O  layers prepared by RF sputtering as thin film resistors, in 

principle should form an amorphous structure with statistical distribution of 
constituent elements. It has been detected by XPS, however, that part of the Si shows 
a in the range 1716.3-1716.5 eV, characteristic to silicides (Fig. 4). Thermal 
treatment at 870 К enhances the formation of crystallites reaching the minimum sizes 
detectable by XRD, demonstrating in this way the existence of Cr3Si in this 
system [14].
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Organosilicon polymers
Commercial poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS

CH3

I
------------Si-------- O------------

I
CH3

-*n

was found to possess a Si 2p line at a BE = 102.4 eV and a Si KLL line at a 
KE = 1609.1 eV, i.e., an a= 1711.5 eV. With another organosilicon polymer, 
poly(vinyltrimethylsilane), PVTMS

----------CH2 -------C H -----------------------

CH3------S i -------- CH3

I
CH3

L -* n

for the same features we obtained energies of 100.55 eV, 1611.75 eV, and 1712.3 eV, 
respectively. Consequently, on going from this siloxane-chain polymer to the above 
hydrocarbon-chain polymer with trimethylsilyl side-groups, -  apart from the 
expected decrease in the BE of the Si 2p line and the expected increase in the KE of 
the Si KLL line -  a net increase in the a  by 0.8 eV could be detected (Fig. 4). This 
implies an increase in the dynamic extra-atomic relaxation energy (by 0.4 eV) and an 
increase in the polarizability of the environment around the Si atoms.

For block copolymers made of PDMS and PVTMS [15] both the Si 2p 
photoelectron peak and the X-ray induced Si KLL Auger peak can be resolved by the 
peak synthesis method into two components. The characteristic energies of these 
component peaks and the derived a  values practically reproduce the corresponding 
values obtained for the two homopolymers.

S i0 2~Al20 3 catalysts
Only a few examples can be cited for the use of the Auger parameter in the 

characterization of catalysts and catalytic processes [16-19]. There are also few 
examples for connecting compositional (surface or bulk) variations with changes in a

848 BERTÓT1 et al.: CHEMICAL STATE DETERMINATION BY AUGER AND PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPIES
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[12, 17-19]. We have demonstrated recently that reacting 7 -A l20 3 with SiCl4 at 
elevated temperatures a submonolayer quantity of Si02 can be deposited, resulting in 
enhanced catalytic activity of the alumina in the n-hexane cracking reaction [20- 22]. 
The change of the л-hexane conversion vs. surface Si02 content is shown in Fig. 8b. 
Data related to undoped y -A l20 3 show a remarkable five-fold increase in the range 
of 0.35 -  0.45 (Si/Al)s atomic %, but dropping below unity at surface coverages 
higher than 0.7 [20]. The BE of the Si 2p line, being very low (<102 eV) at low 
coverages and rising steeply with composition up to 3 atomic % (Si/Al). The 
observed similar (0.7 eV) rise of the A1 2p BE indicates that the acceptor character 
of 7 -A l20 3 is enhanced by the silicon doping. The corresponding change of the 
Auger parameter of Si depicted in Fig. 8a shows a remarkable similarity with the 
conversion vs. composition curve in the 0 -7  atomic % range. The a  for aluminium 
also shows a similar, but less pronounced composition change [22].

The increase in the catalytic activity can be correlated with the observed 
changes in the electronic structure of the samples as follows: The stronger Al- 
acceptor sites will promote the first step, the chemisorption, while the availability of 
mobile electrons, represented by high Auger parameter values, may promote the last, 
the desorption step [20 -  22]. A similar explanation, involving an increase of the 
acceptor character of cations and the simultaneous increase of the Auger parameter 
with changing composition, has been put forward recently for Laj_xCexC o03 (with 
x = 0-0.3) [19]. All the above results suggest that the catalytic activity is dominated by 
a collective property such as the dielectric constant of the material [12].

Al-compounds

7 -A l20 3- S i0 2 catalysts
As has been discussed in the last subsection, the change of the aSi together 

with aA1 exhibit a maximum with surface silicon doping of 7 -A l20 3 indicative of 
enhanced catalytic activity [21, 22]. The aA1 values for undoped 7 - Al20 3 (1461.7 eV) 
and for a catalyst doped with Si02 to about 1.5 atomic % (Si/Al) (1462.2 eV) are 
shown in Fig. 9 together with the data (in frames) collected by Wagner [3].

AIN layers
Sputter deposited amorphous AIN layers, grown for magneto-optical storage 

device purposes, have been characterized recently by XPS in order to determine 
stoichiometry and oxygen impurity. Values of aA| for two layers are shown in Fig. 9. 
The layer having aAI = 1463.0 eV contains about 2.2 atomic % O, the other layer
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with Од J = 1462.5 eV contains about 4.9 atomic % O. With increasing oxygen content 
the Rea decreases, i.e., moves towards the area engaged by the A l-O  compounds.
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Fig. 9. Chemical state plot of aluminium compounds inluding Wagner’s data together with our values for 
different compounds. •  A1 layer; о Al3Ni layer; ■ AIN layer; □ AIN(O) layer; Д A120 3; A A120 3 + S i02

M -A l  and Mn -A l  intermetallics
Interactions between the constituents in thin alloy films are in the focus of 

recent interest [23, 24]. A l-N i and A l-M n films have been prepared by the high 
temperature successive vapor deposition technique [24, 25]. The existence of a series 
of intermetallic compounds has been established in the bulk-like state for these 
systems. A question has been raised recently whether XPS is capable of detecting 
intermetallic compound formation between these metals when the alloys are 
prepared as thin films.

As is seen in Fig. 9, there is no clearly detectable shift (higher than the 
accepted accuracy of ±0.1 eV) on the Al 2p line in comparison to the 72.5 eV 
(metallic state). The KLL line and the ctA|, however, show a definite shift (about
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0.3 eV). In addition to this, well pronounced shifts could be detected on the nickel 2p 
(0.5 eV) and L3VV ( -1  eV) Unes as depicted in Fig. 10. The corresponding change 
of the a Ni clearly indicates a decrease in extra-atomic relaxation energy, which is a 
sign of partial localization of the electrons, i.e., compound formation [26]. This was 
proved by electron and X-ray diffraction techniques delineating the Al3Ni phase in 
these samples.

The same can be stated for the A1 -  Mn phases investigated. Essentially no shift 
could be detected on Al lines, but the Mn 2p and the a Mn showed a small (-0 .3  eV) 
shift, indicative of compound formation. A quasi-cristalline icosahedral Al4Mn phase 
was determined for this sample by diffraction techniques [24].

1702 1701 1700

I
оо
E

Fig. 10. Chemical state plot of nickel compounds inluding Wagner’s data together with our values for 
different Al3Ni samples (o) and for Ni layer ( •  )

Other systems (TiNx , T'i02- x)
Titanium is inclined to form a series of non-stoichiometric compounds in 

T i-N  and T i-О  systems. This is based on the great variability of chemical bond 
formation involving the Ti 3d and the non-metal 2p electrons [27]. Determination of 
the bonding states in such compounds or phases is of great theoretical and practical 
interest. The Auger line energies and the chemical state plot representation have 
been involved in the characterization of various compounds and surface chemical 
interactions [4, 28]. Our aTi values measured on some plasma deposited TiNx 
coatings and the oxide layers on them as well as on T i02 crystals are depicted in Fig. 
11 [29, 30] together with those collected by Wagner et al. [4]. Data points at 454.9 eV
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and at —458.5 eV BE correspond to titanium in nitrogen and in oxygen environment 
respectively [28]. Data appearing in the middle of the plot are, most probably, due to 
excitations from the N 2p and О 2p levels [28].

Fig. 11. Chemical state plot of titanium compounds inluding Wagner’s data together with our 
values for some TiNx samples and the corresponding T i0 2_x layers on them (▼, o, □) 

and for а ТЮ2 single crystal (■)
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This review paper provides a short overview on various aspects of theoretical 
treatments of vibrational effects in weak molecular complexes. Following a short description 
of the essential molecular beam technique and some bonding considerations for van der Waals 
molecules, the review chooses a simple triatomic-like model to exemplify important aspects, 
such as the intermolecular potential function, and the approaches to vibrational averaging in 
electric moment functions. The main stress is on how to obtain angular structural information 
from electric dipole and quadrupole moments. A worked example is given, using the Ar:OCS 
complex, and the difficult case of ammonia dimer is pointed out.

Introduction

The study of the molecular structure and internal dynamics of weakly bound 
complexes is a modern field of research [1]. The structure of such complexes is 
formed by a number of weak forces, Coulombic, induction, dispersion and exchange 
repulsion forces. The spectroscopic study of such complexes, or clusters, has become 
possible only with the advent of very low temperature gas-phase studies, the 
development of supersonic molecular beam techniques [1, 2], and various pure 
rotational and rotational-vibrational spectroscopic developments. Pure rotational 
studies may roughly be divided into molecular beam electric resonance spectroscopy 
(MBER) [3], and pulsed-nozzle Fourier-transform microwave spectroscopy (FTMW) 
[4, 5]. High resolution infrared spectroscopy has also entered this field, this was made 
possible by the emergence of special infrared sources, one dimensional slit expansion 
apparata and highly sensitive optical detection methods in the infrared region [6].

Molecular geometric information can be gleaned from other experimental 
techniques too, such as differential scattering, electron diffraction, photoelectron

+ This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor György Varsányi

Akadém iai Kiadó, Budapest
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spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy, electron-spin resonance in a 
matrix, infrared spectroscopy in matrices, mass spectrometry, spin-lattice relaxation 
studies and measurements of second virial coefficients, thermal conductivity and 
viscosity. Some of these methods provide fine structural information but cannot, in 
general, compete with the details that high-resolution gas-phase beam spectroscopy 
can provide. A large body of spectroscopic information is now available for van der 
Waals molecules [7].

The importance of weak intermolecular forces in physical chemistry has been 
well recognized for a long time. Molecular studies in the gas phase help 
understanding virial properties [8], the structure of liquids [9], the mechanics and 
dynamics of chemical reactions [10, 11], spin-lattice relaxation phenomena [12] and 
nucléation/condensation processes [13,14,15].

Characterizing van der Waals complexes

An. important feature of supersonic molecular beam experiments is that very 
low effective temperatures are attained [2]. In the case of mono-atomic gases the 
effective temperature (T) is given by:

Г = Т 0 {1 + [(у -1)/2 ]М 2}-1 , (1)

where T0 is the reservoir temperature before the nozzle, y = Cp/Cv = 5/3 for mono
atomics, M =u/a\ the Mach number (the ratio of flow velocity (u) to the speed of 
sound (a) at T). For M =30 and T0 = 300 K, 7’= I K. Under such conditions van der 
Waals binding energies become larger than kT, thus weak complexes are stabilized. 
The chief contributing factor is the average Coulombic interaction energy between 
dipoles which is inversely proportional to T  (induction and dispersion energy 
averages are independent of temperature). As rotational -  translational energy 
exchange is fast, rotational cooling is highly effective, so the pure rotational spectrum 
or the rotational structure of vibrational bands become simple, only the lowest 
rotational states are populated. Such a spectral simplification is a great advantage 
(especially for larger complexes) in the rotational analysis. The low energy motions 
corresponding to a change in the relative position of the van der Waals components 
(vdw (van der Waals) vibrations and other large amplitude motions) are also 
efficiently cooled. Therefore in the majority of cases only those complexes are 
observed that are in the zero-point vdw vibrational states. Higher frequency motions, 
such as the internal modes in the components, are not necessarily cooled so well.
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As the bonding forces in such complexes are much weaker than for covalent 
chemical bonding, one intuitively expects floppiness (i.e.: large amplitude motions) in 
clusters. Since, however, supersonic beams lead to sparsely populated excited states, 
observability of floppiness is reduced.

In fact, it has been noted that an (almost) rigid rotor description of vdw 
rotational spectra works surprisingly well. This aspect has been discussed [16,17] and 
it was suggested that instead of spectroscopic eigenvalues (i.e.: energy levels and 
transition frequencies), the eigenfunctions are more appropriate for finding and 
characterizing floppiness.

An interesting proposition in [16, 17] is to use the Coulomb-explosion method
[18], developed at the Argonne National Laboratory (USA) and in the Weizmann 
Institute of Science, Israel, already tested on carbon atom clusters. This method is 
capable of providing direct images of extremely flexible and unstable molecular 
moieties, like vdw molecules. Also this method is a probe of the square amplitude of 
the vibrational eigenfunctions and might yield direct information on the low- 
frequency motions.

Internal dynamics of van der Waals complexes

A simple case for complex formation of interest here is that of weak binding 
between a diatomic molecule (BC) and an atom (A)., as Fig. 1 shows.

b

Fig. 1. Coordinates defining the structure of the A...BC van der Waals molecule. COM denotes the 
centre of mass of the complex, COM! denotes the centre of mass for the BC molecule
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The angular degree of freedom is 0 -0 е=Д0, the change relative to the 
equilibrium. Fig. 1 defines 0 relative to R*, the vector pointing from COM1; the 
center of mass of BC, to atom A: 0 = cos-  where r, is the intramolecular axis
vector for BC.

The above model describes a large class of non-rigid clusters, e.g., the 
complexes of rare gas atoms with hydrogen halides. The remarkable non-rigidity of 
such complexes is known from early experimental studies [19, 20, 21] and from 
theoretical calculations as well [22, 23, 24]. Later studies on Ar:HF, Kr:HF, Xe:HF 
and Ar:HCl are reviewed in [6], but a lot of recent work has been published on such 
complexes from the University of Colorado, Boulder, USA., as exemplified by, e.g.
[25] and [26]. As the effective geometry of such complexes, in the vibrational ground 
state, is T-shaped, such complexes are slightly asymmetric tops. In addition to Д0, 
there is another vdw vibrational coordinate, ДR, measuring the change of the 
distance of atom A from СОМа.

Although the main structural consequences are due to the angular motion 
(Д0), the latter is Coriolis-coupled (even in the zero-point state) to ДR. In this review 
this coupling (that may be very important) is disregarded, emphasis is placed solely 
on Д0.

Equilibrium and vibrationally averaged structures

The geometrical structures of weak complexes is a rich field to explore. Such 
complexes form a natural transition between gas-kinetic collision complexes [11] and 
the usual, covalently bound molecules. The equilibrium structure is formed by the 
interplay of various weak forces, furthermore by charge transfer and hydrogen
bonding [27].

There are different schools in the interpretation of van der Waals structures of 
the type discussed here, some authors prefer a purely physical interpretation, using 
point-like electric multipoles, distributed over bound interatomic distances [28, 29, 
30], whereas others maintain that even weak complex structures can be predicted on 
the basis of isoelectronic and isovalent chemical analogues [31], and that charge 
exchange interactions between HOMO and LUMO orbitals are decisive structural 
factors [32, 33].

* Notice, that it is possible to define the bending angle three different ways (0, 0’, 0”). The c-axis 
is perpendicular to the triatomic plane.
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Modern theories about van der Waals structures have recently been reviewed 
[34, 35, 36].

Due to the soft van der Waals motions the zero-point vibrational wavefunction 
is widely spread in the intermolecular potential well and may cover a number of 
equilibrium geometries. Therefore effective, zero-point geometries may significantly 
differ from calculated equilibrium ones. This is especially true for vdw complexes 
involving helium, for which the bonding forces are the weakest in the rare gas series. 
To give a few examples, the Ar:HCCH complex is assumed to have a c 2v> T -shape 
equilibrium geometry [37], whereas the vibrationally averaged angle is almost 20° less 
than that of the T-shape. While some of the rare gas:hydrogen halide complexes 
posses linear equilibrium geometry (Coov [32]), the majority of them [38] were 
experimentally found by microwave spectroscopy to be non-linear (the angle 0’ in 
Fig. 1) ranging between 28° and 42°.

The estimate of this and similar structural angles is a problem closely linked to 
the form of the intermolecular potential function, on the one hand, and on the ways 
of obtaining angular geometrical information from the various physical properties of 
these complexes, on the other. Such properties are the molecule-fixed projections of 
electric multipole moments, nuclear spin hyperfme structure and centrifugal 
distortion effects.

Form o f the intermolecular potential

The angular dependence of the A:BC intermolecular potential is contained in 
the general form [39]:

J'abc ('ll r2> ö) = ^BC (rl) + K ri> r2i Ö) > (2)

where FBC is the diatomic (BC) stretching potential function, and V(r1; r2, 0) 
represents the potential surface governing the intermolecular motion. As dependence 
on / j is relatively weak, the diatomic bond stretch coordinate can be factored out of 
V(rb r2, 0) resulting in products containing V(r2, 0). The further treatment of this 
term depends on the nature of the angular motion. (We may note here that in 
theoretical treatments of potential energy surfaces it is sometimes useful to separate 
the radial and angular motions analogously to the Born-Oppenheimer separation of 
electronic and nuclear motions. This approach is called the BOARS method (BO 
angular-radial separation) [22, 39, 40]). It is possible to adopt two limiting forms, the 
"hinge" for bending motion, and the "pinwheel" for internal rotation [16, 17].
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In the "hinge" model atom A is directly bound to atom B, whereas the "pinwheel" has 
the construction shown in Fig. 1, atom A is connected to COMj . When the bending 
motion is of large amplitude, the "hinge" actually represents a variant of the "rigid 
bender model" [41], and the angular part of V(r2,0) is expressed as a power 
dependence:

F(e) = j/b em . (3)

For most cases when bending is a soft mode the exponent m reaches relatively 
high values, such as m = 6 in model calculations [16]. This potential allows for very 
large angular deformations ( e.g. Д0 = ± 100°) with Vb appropriately chosen. The case 
of internal rotation involves a somewhat more hindered motion ("pinwheel"), and in 
this case V(Q) is expressed as a Legendre polynomial:

K(0) = V{ Fj(cos0) . (4)

For a homonuclear diatomic partner odd i terms are absent in Eq. (4) for symmetry 
reasons. The number of terms i to be retained to achieve convergence depends on 
the measure of angular anisotropy*, usually it is a rapidly converging series. For 
example in the case of H2: rare gas complexes (where potential anisotropy is small) 
two terms (i = 0 and 2) suffice [42, 43]

Due to the limitations in sampling quantum states at cryogenic molecular beam 
temperatures it has been found that model "hinge" and "pinwheel" spectra are almost 
indistinguishable at 10 K, and can statistically be fit to a standard asymmetric top 
Watson-type Hamiltonian [44] with only two centrifugal distortion constants; D} 
and DJK.

These considerations show that, at least in ground vibrational state studies, 
information on the angular part of the intermolecular potential function is difficult to 
obtain and one either has to study van der Waals infrared spectra ([6] and references 
therein) -  that provide direct information on internal bending or rotor dynamics -  
or to look for quantities, available from very highly resolved rotational spectra 
[3, 4, 5], indirectly characterizing the potential function and the dynamics. We shall 
now concentrate on how angular information may be extracted from this latter 
method.

* Anisotropy arises in these cases because the potential function depends on the relative 
orientation of A and BC.
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V i b r a t i o n a l  a v e r a g i n g  a n d  e l e c t r i c  m o m e n t s

The observation that averages over vibrational motions influence the geometry 
deduced from experiments is, of course, not a new notion. One of the examples is the 
so-called "shrinkage effect", originally defined for linear molecules [45, 46]. This 
effect is revealed in the comparison of bond distances in a linear chain of atoms 
between rigid geometry calculations and electron diffraction experiments. The 
concept may be extended to non-linear structures, the simplest case being the A:BC 
triatomic system. If we denote the interatomic distances in Fig. 1 as r1=r(BC), 
r2=r{AC) and r3=/-(AB) -  out of which only гг corresponds to covalently bound 
atoms -  and use 0’ as the angle between and r2, the shrinkage effect may be 
defined [47] as:

-  6 = r3g -  {(rjg)2 + (r2g)2 -  2rjg r2% COS0’}1/ 2 , (5)

where the index "g" refers to the rg structure representation in electron diffraction. 
The rg structure is an equilibrium thermal average over all vibrations in the molecule.

In van der Waals spectroscopy all average distances would correspond to the 
zero-point structure in Eq. (5). Electron-diffraction experiments on clusters 
generated in supersonic flows are possible [14, 15, 48], so presumably vdw molecules 
can also be studied this way. Comparison among various structural representations, 
including both spectroscopic and electron-diffraction structures showed that for a 
covalently bound molecule, where large amplitude motions are relatively rare, the 
vibrational average is given by :

< 0’> = cos_1<cos0’> = cos~1<(r12+r22- r 32)/2r1r2)>  (6)

and it has little sensitivity towards the way the vibrational average is formed [49]. This 
is not expected to be true for the large amplitude van der Waals modes. At any rate 
in spectroscopic experiments it is not possible to obtain direct atom-pair distances -  
as in electron-diffraction -  so one has to devise other methods for obtaining the 
angular parameters. This mostly depends on the use of various electric moments. 
These in turn are derived for a distribution of point charges qv via the potential field 
created by them. Even a single point charge has various orders of electric moments, 
as can be seen on the basis of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Coordinates describing an off-centre point charge (q)

The electric potential at a distance r from the origin in Fig. 2 (embedded inside 
a system of charges in case of more point changes) is given by Coulomb’s law [50] as:

V(r) = ^ o ) - 1 { |r - / |} " l  =

= (4tte0) “ 1 {(q/r) + (ql/r2) cos0 + (ql2/r 3) (3cos20 -  l) /2  + ...} =

=  ( 4 t t e 0 )  - 1  Х й  ( < 7 / k _ 1 A k )  Pk- i ( c o s 0 )  .  ( 7 )

The series in Eq. (7) contains the k-th order Legendre polynomials and 
converges for (l/r) < 1.

We may extend Eq. (7) over a system of charges:

0  = 2 i<?i (8)

and use a different formalism:

V(r) = (4тге0) - 1 {(Q/r) + (|x r)/A  + ( r  © r )  /  r5 + ...} , (9)

where p. is the electric dipole moment vector, while 0  is the symmetric quadrupole 
moment tensor containing second moments of the charge distribution. It measures 
the deviation from spherical charge distribution.

The method to determine angular parameters is to use the internal (molecule- 
fixed) axis projections of the various electric moments.

The projections of p,BC upon the (a,b) inertial axes of the complex are obtained 
in two steps; i. projection upon R, and perpendicular to it ( 1 R); ii. rotating the 
components so obtained in the (a,b) axes:
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l < M-R> l -  iH'Bcl <^>i(^os0) > -  IM-BCI <COS0> ,

I < H'R> I = Im-Bc I < ’̂i(sin0)> = ln-Bcl <sin0> . ( 10)

From which:

(И)

where A is the rotational transformation matrix containing the direction cosines of 
angle ß in Fig. 1, between the two axis systems (R, 1  R) and (a,b).

Provided experimental values are available for | < p.a > | and | < |xb > | from 
measured Stark-shift coefficients, the vibrational expectation values for sin0 and cos0 
may be used to derive the < 0> quantity using inverse trigonometric functions. 
However, since the conditions :

are not always satisfied, the vector sum of the expectation values for |xa and p,b may 
not always yield the BC dipole moment. Also we have so far neglected the dipole 
induced in atom A by the dipole and higher-poles of BC. These may become 
important for large values of |xBC and atomic polarizability of A.

Another method utilizes the molecular quadrupole coupling coefficients. For 
that the complex should contain at least one quadrupole nucleus (nuclear spin > 1). 
This is the case for the rare gas: hydrogen halide complexes when one or more of the 
following isotopes are present: Cl, Br79, Br81, 1, Kr83 and Xe131.

As opposed to the case of the electric dipole moments, the elements of the 
quadrupole moment tensor are not direct observables, instead the principal values of 
the quadrupole coupling constants are obtained from molecular spectroscopic data. 
Denoting the principal axis system of the BC diatomic as (x, y, z) we have to carry out 
an axis transformation of the xx, xy and \ z principal coupling constants of BC in the 
inertial system of the complex. The quadrupole coupling constants are defined

where e is the proton charge, Q is the electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus 
and the q’s are electric field gradients evaluated at the coupling nucleus.

<cos0>2 = <cos20> 
<sin0>2 a s  <sin20> ( 12)

by [51]:

Xx = e Q Чхх; Xy = e Q qyy and xz = e Q 4zz (13)
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The transformation to the (a,b,c) axis system involves a general rotational
transformation of the electric field gradients:

= (д2У /дад$У , ot,ß = xyj. . (14)

Using the direction cosines between (xy^) and (a,b,c) as cosS^ (A=a,b,c), the 
general transformation matrix is given by:

■> ~

Zx 
Zy ■

Zz

Zaa cos2 0X3 cos 20ya cos2^

Zbb = cos2Ûxb cos2ûyh cos26>zb

Zee œ s 2ûxc COS20yc cos20zc (15)

Angle averages in triatomic complexes

The analytical use of vibrational averaging formulas in angular geometry 
estimates depends on our ability to derive expressions for the zero-point averages of 
the various trigonometric functions involved. In what follows we build upon a 
relatively recent work [52]. This method starts from a simplified form of Eq. (15) to 
give, for a system characterized by one angular parameter 0 (like the A:BC molecule 
here), the transformation:

Xaa(comPlcx) =  < P 2  ( C O S 0 ) >  Xx = (3 < C O S 2 0 >  -  1) Xx/ 2  , (16)

when we take axis x  as that of the B-C axis (BC is assumed to have the quadrupole 
nucleus) the effective value can be obtained by:

0 = cos-1 (<cos20>)V2 ) (17)

similarly to Eq. (6). This estimate, however, is free from the induction effects 
contained in the dipole moment components in Eq. (6). Via the use of a simple one
dimensional harmonic bending oscillator model it is possible to derive analytical 
expressions for both < cos20 > and < cos0 > containing only quantities characterizing 
the harmonic bender. These results may then be used to estimate the equilibrium 
intermolecular angle; 0e provided we have at least two isotopomers of the complex. 
In any case, analytical expressions can now be given for further uses for the triatomic 
harmonic bender for the various zero-point vibrational expectation values of 
trigonometric functions of 0. Thus, for example:
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< sin0 > = a sin0e
< cos0 > = a cos0e 

<sin20> = a2 <sin0>2 + b
<cos20> = a2 <cos0>2 + b , (18)

where

a = e x p (- l /4 a )  and b = ( l - e x p ( - l / a ) ) / 2  .

The dimensionless quantity a  is expressible as:

a = m T ai h = 0.02966 m T vb , (19)

where m r is the reduced mass of the harmonic bender in uÂ2 units, ш is in frequency 
units and vb is the vibrational wavenumber for the deformation mode, while m r has 
the approximate value and the dimension of the inverse G matrix element for angle 
bending (related to the appropriate moment of inertia) [53].

It is possible to use this approach in combination with quantum-chemical 
methods. Ab initio estimates of induced dipoles in the rare gas component may 
correct for the systematic error in <cos0> and <sin0>, as derived from Stark 
measurements by microwave spectroscopy. This approach has recently been used for 
the rare gas: OCS complexes [54].

The case of the Ar:OCS complex allows us to demonstrate the way the angular 
information is extracted from molecular quadrupole moments. Shea et al. [55] 
reported the following projection equations for the principal quadrupole moments
(see: Eqs (38 -  40) in [55]):

Qaa = (1/2) QoCS cos2<}> -  1> ~2 p -o c s  ôa <COS(|>> (20)

Qbb = (1/ 2) Qocs <3 sin2«}) -  1> - 2  pocs 8b <s*n4>> (21)

Qcc = -  (1/2) Qocs + 2 Poes (8a <cos<}» + hj, < sin«}) > ) . (22)

The deformation angle ф in [55] is the larger one between the OCS axis and the 
inertial axis a of the Ar:OCS complex, and if we take the B -C  line to represent the 
OCS molecule, it is related to the 0 angle in Fig. 1 by:

ф = 1 г - ( 0  + р ) ,  (23)

where ß is the angle between R and a in Fig 1.
Using the observed values Qaa = 1.0(2) DÂ, Qbb= -0.7(4) DÂ and 

Qcc= -0.3(3) DÂ (1 DÂ=3.33564 x 10- 40 Cm2), Qo c s= -0.786(14) DÀ,
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H,ocs = 0.71521(20) D (1 D = 3.33564x10-30 Cm), 6a = 1.4770 Â and Sb =0.1236 Â 
(the latter two quantities are vibrational mean square amplitudes), and estimating 
the angular expectation values in Eqs (20)-(22) by Eqs (18) (a = 0.9911 and 
b = 0.0175 for Ar:OCS [54]), the solution of the three non-linear equations (20), (21) 
and (22) above for the angle ф is obtained as 114.17°*.

The corresponding vibrational average angle derived by Shea et al. [55] is 
110.61° while 111.13° was obtained for the same quantity by Harris et al. [31]. All 
these values are within the range 105.1° and 116.1° predicted by Shea et al. [55] for 
the equilibrium angle, but show the latitude allowed for by the different 
manifestations of vibrational averaging in various structural estimates.

Finally a recent and very interesting structural and dynamical example is that of 
the ammonia dimer; (NH3)2**. From the early measurements on the MBER spectra 
in the Klemperer laboratory Nelson et al. [57, 58] concluded that this dimer has a 
linearly hydrogen-bonded equilibrium configuration, but the large-amplitude motions 
(donor-acceptor interchange and monomer internal rotation) introduce vibrational 
averaging effects resulting in a nearly cyclic and centro-symmetric zero-point 
effective structure. Also these authors used a combined fitting of the angular 
coordinates describing donor-acceptor interchange to the individual principal 
quadrupole moments of the NH3 monomers, and the total dipole moment of the 
complex.

The linearly hydrogen-bonded equilibrium structure is supported by recent ab 
initio calculations [59, 60, 61] that also suggested that monomer umbrella inversion 
should occur as well in the (NH3)2 complex. This indeed has been found by Loeser et 
al. in their far-infrared work [62]. The structurally interesting aspect in this work is 
that when a very floppy complex is considered, no rigid structural model should be 
sought (e.g. the cyclic structure in [57, 58]), instead the effective structures are better 
represented by the intermolecular potential energy surface minima. In particular van 
Bladel et al. [61] and Loeser et al. [62] pointed out that a combined angular 
parameter fit to projections of various electric multipole moments cannot, in 
principle, lead to a meaningful structure is (NH3)2.

* This result was obtained using the LINALG package of the programming language MAPLE V, 
and applying a least squares fit to the angle argument in the three combined equations.

**The author is grateful to one of the Referees to call attention to this molecular complex.
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Conclusions

This review has the purpose to show the multifarious nature of geometric 
information extracted from spectra of weak molecular complexes. To arrive at 
chemically meaningful results one has to resort to rather specialized experimental 
techniques and theoretical calculations at very sophisticated ab initio levels. However, 
the study of small model systems cannot be bypassed in thriving to understand, say, 
biologically relevant large molecular aggregates. Modern spectroscopic studies on 
van der Waals complexes teach us structural lessons that can fruitfully be applied to 
systems of more practical relevance in physical chemistry or even biochemistry. In 
addition such studies represent rewarding intellectual tasks and contribute 
significantly to chemical education.
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Gas exchange in steady state foams was measured. Foams were beaten in a 
thermostated cylindrical vessel with a vertical rotating cage and argon or hydrogen gas of 
constant flow rate was led into the bottom of the vessel. After reaching steady state, the gas 
stream was switched to nitrogen. The vessel was tightly covered and the effluent gas was 
monitored by a katharometric cell. The break-through curve of nitrogen was registrated. A 
mathematical model was constructed for the simulation of the break-through curves. In the 
model, the rate of gas incorporation, 4> the rate of by-passing through vertical channels, and 
the vertical mixing of the foam were taken into consideration. The value of /h has been known 
from the parameters of the fitted break-through curve. The rate of surface formation was 
calculated as the product of /h and ah. The results were compared to the rate of surface 
collapse in stationary foams.

Introduction

During the preparation of foams, gas is dispersed in the foaming liquid. The 
liquid foams are unstable systems, because liquid lamellae are continuously thinning 
and bursting, liquid flows out from the foam: briefly, the foam is ageing. If the state 
of the foam is to be maintained, foam generating must be carried on. With constant 
whipping it is possible to reach the steady state of the foam, in which the volume of 
the foam is stable, because the rate of gas dispersing is equal to the rate of gas 
escaping. The specific surface is also stable, because the rate of surface forming is 
equal to the rate of surface disappearing. The steady state of the foam depends on 
the method and the speed of preparation. The most important cases are the 
following.
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Pneumatic method

Bubbles are generated by the injection of gas into a foaming liquid through 
orifices. The bubbles are rising to the surface of the bulk liquid and form a foam 
layer. In case of constant bubbling, at first the height of the foam is increasing, then it 
reaches a constant height, when the rate of foam destroying will be equal to the rate 
of foam forming. The foam in the tube rises constantly, meanwhile the foam is 
ageing, thus in steady state the height, the liquid content and the total surface of the 
foam layer is constant, but the characteristics of the foam are changing with the 
height [1] .

Whipping with perforated plate

The foaming liquid is poured into a cylinder, and a perforated plate, as a 
piston, is pushed up and down in it. The foaming liquid infiltrates completely into the 
foam. Between every two strokes of the piston, the foam is renewed. The foam 
prepared this way is quasihomogeneous: its characteristics are independent of the 
height in the foam layer, but periodically depending on time, because between two 
strokes of the piston the bubbles may merge, the gas diffusion may change their size, 
but the plate always restores vhe original state [2].

Mixing

The foam is formed by a cage rotating in a vessel. The liquid lamellae are 
stretched by a wire emerging to the surface of the liquid. With constant mixing it is 
possible to reach a steady state. This state could be of two kinds, depending on 
whether there remained unfoamed liquid under the foam layer or not. A detailed 
study about the steady state mixed foam floating on a liquid has been published by 
Prins [3].

Combined bubbling and mixing

Foam preparation purely by mixing is limited by the fact, that the mixer can cut 
the bubbles only to a certain size (depending on geometrical size, velocity and 
viscosity). At reaching this size, the foam surface cannot grow further under a thick 
foam layer, because there is no dispersable gas. Recognizing this fact, the method 
was improved by Koczó et al. [4] by feeding a gas at constant rate into the bottom of
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the vessel. The gas necessary for the formation of the new foam was thus supplied at 
the bottom of the layer. With this method, it is possible to investigate the gas in a 
wide speed range. At low speed, the forming foam floats on the liquid pool. Similar 
to Pneumatic method, new foam is forming only on the bottom of the layer and the 
foam is destroyed on the top. The slowly rotating cage does not damage the foam. At 
high speed, similarly to method Whipping with perforated plate, the foam is renewed 
under the strikes of the piston. The formed foam is quasihomogeneous, there is no 
difference between its top and bottom [5], and the bottom of the layer is "dry". With 
changing the speed, it is possible to realize all the intermediate states.

Experimental

It is a basic question with respect to foamability, how does the available foam react to the 
foaming device, in present case to the stroke of the mixer. It is possible that the mixer passes through the 
foam without causing any changes in it, but it is also possible that it completely reforms it [5]. A well- 
known method of the investigation of steady state systems is tracing. With tracing it is possible to 
measure residential time distribution. With similar method the investigation of the gas exchange between 
the foam and the gas stream is also possible. The principle of the measurement is the following.

After reaching the steady state in the above mentioned bubbling-mixing apparatus, the gas 
stream is switched to another gas also indifferent to the foam, and the composition of the effluent gas is 
analyzed. The shape of the break-through curve depends on the mode of gas substitution. It is almost 
certain that the response function of the slowly mixed foam, floating on a pool, will be similar to the 
function of the tube reactor. The other borderline case is comparable to a well-mixed tank reactor, in 
which the rate of exchange is controlled by the reformation and bursting of the bubble.

Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the apparatus. The mixer is the same as the one 
mentioned in [4], only the diameter of the vessel is smaller: 7.5 cm. The muter unit is made of steel wire 
1.5 mm in diameter; four 75 mm long, straight pieces are soldered to a ring of 56 mm in diameter. The 
mixer is rotating around its vertical axis in the middle of the vessel. The circumferential velocity and the 
rate of the gas stream are given as the characteristic parameters of the foam formation. The apparatus 
was thermostated to 25 °C in every experiment. The vessel was made of glass, the lid was made of plastic 
(Plexiglas). The escape of the gas, beside the axis of the mixer was prevented by a water-trap. The RPM 
of the mixer was controlled by the voltage supply and was measured by stroboscope. The composition of 
the effluent gas was determined by the thermal conductivity detector of a Pye-Unicam gas 
chromatograph.

The gas stream was started first, then the foaming liquid was fed in through the outlet and the 
mixer was started. After reaching the maximal foam volume and a constant detector sign (i. e., after the 
total rinse of the air) we switched to the second gas. The change of composition as a function of time, in 
other words, the break-through curve, was recorded.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the foaming apparatus

Materials

The commercially available industrial gases were washed by water and saturated by steam. The 
foaming materials were cetylpyridiniumbromide (СРВ) and Triton X 100 octylphenolpolyglycolether 
(TX). СРВ was used after repeated crystallization, TX was used in its original form.

Theory

List o f symbols and definitions

yk the molar ratio of the second gas in the effluent gas;
Break-through curve: the change ofyk as a function of time;
y{ the molar ratio of the second gas in the region denoted by i;
yQ the molar ratio of the second gas in the fed gas after the change, usually y0 = 1;
/v the flow rate (in and out) of the gas;
/ h the exchange rate of the gas between the foam and the gas stream;
Kh the volume of the foam in the vessel;
Kg the volume of the gas above the foam, Kh + Kg= 586 cm3 ;
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Vf the volume of the foaming liquid;
$>i = V^/Vf expansion, foaming number;
ah the specific surface of the foam made by the dispersion of unit volume gas.

Models

General conditions

a) the gas composition over the foam layer is uniform.
b) the effluent gas reaches the detector without delay, the detector shows the 

momentary concentration in the gas region.

Model A

The gas is completely incorporating into the foam, dispersing and mixing:

4  = 'v  •

The streaming of the foam is modelled by a series of tanks. The volume of one tank 
is the 1/n-th of the volume of foam, n is the number of the tanks. The foam is flowing 
from one tank to the other with rate 7V. It carries gas in the form of bubbles.

The mass balance of the tank denoted by i:

'vTi-l = 7vTi + n / n[dViM] • (!)

The mass balance of the gas region:

Ivy n = Ivyk + Vë [dyk/dt] . (2)

The break-through curves derived from model A are shown in Fig. 2. Curve a 
shows the rinse-out curve of the well-mixed tank, with a volume of Fg = 586 cm3, 
originally filled by argon and rinsed by nitrogen stream (rate: 7V=100 cm3/min). In 
a tank partly filled with foam, according to the model the break-through takes place 
as shown in Fig. 2, Curve b provided that the gas is uniform in the whole foam. If the 
mixing is not complete, then the change of the composition of the gas can be 
modelled by a stream through tanks connected in series, under the same conditions 
as in the last case. Curve c in Fig. 2 shows the rinse of the gas region above three 
tanks of the same form connected in series, full of foam. The series of curves shows 
that model A will be suitable, when the break-through is delaying as compared to the 
break-through curve recorded in the empty apparatus.
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4

Fig. 2. Calculated break-through curves according to model A, 7V = 100 cm3/min. a) empty apparatus; 
b) 250 cm3 completely mixed foam; c) 250 cm3 foam in three mixed tank connected in series

Model В

The gas flows in the foam through vertical channels cut by the mixer. A part of 
the gas is dispersed in the foam by the mixer. This takes place uniformly in the whole 
foam layer. The rate of gas escaping from the foam is equal to the infiltration rate. 
The composition of the effluent gas is the same as the composition of the gas content 
of the foam. This gas mixes immediately into the gas region above the foam. The gas 
composition in the channels is always yQ.

The composition of the gas in the foam is uniform, yh. The mass balance of the
foam:

+ (3)

The mass balance of the gas region:

Ar (Уо~Ук) -  4  (У0-Л 1) = v g (4Ук /  d0 • (4)

Figure 3 shows the break-through curves derived from model B. Again, curve a 
shows the break-through in the empty vessel. If the vessel contains foam, and the gas 
content of the foam is slowly changing, then the gas breaking through the foam in
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channels or in other way, quickly rinses the gas region above the foam, but the 
complete rinse drags on because of the slow escape of the gas from the foam. It can 
be seen that model В gives a break-through curve at first in gain later on in delay as 
compared to the curve of the empty apparatus. Thus its behaviour is just opposite to 
model A. In the case when the ratio of the rate of infiltration to the rate of 
advancement through the foam is equal to the ratio of the volume of foam to the 
volume above the foam, then they rinse out parallel and at the same rate. The break
through curve is then the same as that of the empty vessel. In the case of curve c in 
Fig. 3, the proportion of the rates is slightly different from the proportion of the 
volumes. It can be seen that the break-through curve is close to the curve of the 
empty vessel.

Fig. 3. Calculated break-through curves according to model B, /v= 100 cm3/min. a) empty apparatus; 
b) Ib = 10 cm3/min, Vh = 250 cm3; c) Ih = 50 cm3/min, Vh = 250 cm3

Results

The break-through curve of the foams made of СРВ is as steep as the break
through curve of the empty vessel. It indicates, that the larger part of the gas breaks 
through the foam without change, and the smaller part incorporates. 
Correspondingly, model В can be applied. Figure 4 shows an experimental and two
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calculated break-through curves. The experimental curve seems to be surrounded by 
the two calculated ones. More exact fitting is not possible because the character of 
the experimental curve is somewhat different from the calculated one, and because of 
the scatter of the points. By comparison with the model, it can be stated that the rate 
of exchange 7h = 20±5 cm3/min. The slight difference in the character of the curves is 
probably caused by the imperfect mixing of the foam.

Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated curves, 7V=68 cm3/min, Kh=250 cm3. A experimental break-through 
curve, СРВ solution, hydrogen gas, v = 3 m/s; x  experimental break-through curve, empty apparatus;

Д / h = 25 cm3/min; о / h = 15 cm3/min

Figure 5 shows two break-through curves on foam made of Triton X 100 with 
two different 7V feeding rate. At the beginning of the break-through a delay is 
experienced, which is the larger the smaller the gas rate. It indicates, that reducing 
the input rate of the gas, increasingly larger part of it infiltrates into the foam. The 
shape of the break-through curves is near to the curve expected from model A.

In all of the examined cases the break-through curves were close to the rinse- 
out curve of the empty vessel. In terms of the models, this means that the gas content
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of the foam is exchanged parallel to the gas region over the foam. This conclusion 
could be supported in such way, that gas samples were taken from the mixed foam 
during the break-through, the composition of the samples were determined and were 
compared to the composition derived from model calculations.

Fig. 5. The effect of the input rate on the break-through curve of nitrogen, made of 1.25 g/dm3 TX 
solution by the rate of v = 3 m/s. + empty apparatus; о /v=82 cm3/min, Kh = 250 cm3; A /v=47cm3/min,

Fh = 210cm3

Figure 6a shows the experimental data; the composition of the foam and the 
gas region changes roughly parallel, indeed. Figure 6b shows the experimental and 
calculated composition of the gas region in the case of / h = 40 cm3/min. Figure 6c 
shows the experimental and calculated gas compositions in the foam. In the last case, 
the differences can be originated from the fact that due to imperfect mixing of the 
gas, at the place of the sampling, the changes followed the average change with a 
slight delay.

Discussion

On one hand, gas exchange can take place by the reformation and bursting of 
the bubbles, and by diffusion between the gas region (large bubbles, the region above 
channels and the foam) and the existing bubbles, on the other. To assess the role of 
the diffusion, foams were made of argon and of hydrogen under the same 
experimental circumstances. The gas used for foam forming was switched to nitrogen
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Fig. 6a-b. The change of gas composition in the foam,_yh, and in the gas region above the foam,_yk. 
The volume of Kh = 300 cm3 foam was made of 10 cm3 TX solution of the concentration of 1 g/dm3, 

Iv=60 cm3/min. a) Experimentalyh: Д andyk: •  ; b) Experimental^: Д and calculated yk: +;
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Fig. 6c. The change of gas composition in the foam,yh> and in the gas region above the foam,yk. 
The volume of Hh = 300 cm3 foam was made of 10 cm3 TX solution of the concentration of 1 g/dm3, 

/„=60 cm3/min. Experimental yh: Д and calculated yh: A

in both cases. The break-through curves are shown in Fig. 7. The two curves 
practically coincide, referring to the fact, that diffusion does not play important role 
in the gas exchange. This can be explained by the fact that the phase boundary 
between the input gas and the foam is covered with a freshly formed bubble layer, 
because of the intensive surface forming. Thus the diffusion through the phase 
boundary -  contributing to the gas exchange -  has no driving force.

The purpose of our measurements was to establish the rate of the gas 
incorporation inherent in the formation of new surfaces, and to calculate the rate of 
the surface formation. If the role of diffusion is negligible, the rate of the gas 
incorporation is equal to the rate of gas exchange given above and the rate of surface 
forming is the product of the specific surface and the rate of gas exchange.

After the mixing was stopped, photographs were taken of the ageing foam 
through the glass wall of the vessel. The photographs were evaluated as published 
previously [4]. The specific surfaces were taken to refer to the gas content of the 
foam. Four foam samples were prepared of concentrations of 1.5 g/cm3 СРВ 
solution with 33 cm3/min and 61 cm3/min gas rate. The results are shown Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7. The break-through of nitrogen stream with the rate of /„=47 cm3/min on foam made of 5 cm3, 
1.25 g/dm3 TX solution with argon (o) and hydrogen (A), Kh = 210 cm3. v = 3 m/s, i=25 °C

Fig. 8. The change of the specific surface of foam made of СРВ solution (1.5 g/dm3) as a function 
of time passes after the stop of mixing, о and •  /„=33 cm3/min; + and x /„=61 cm3/min

According to the figure, it can be declared that the specific surface is independent of 
the rate of gas input. It is notable that the characteristic curve of the surface change 
is similar to the lifetime distribution curves of isolated foam lamellae and thin foam 
layers [6]. The specific surface as well as the number of separately made lamellae was 
constant for a while, then it started to decrease steeply. The reason of both
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phenomenon is similar: in the newly made sample the lamellae are thick and stable, 
the destruction of the lamellae and the foam starts after a certain lamella-thinning 
time, which is characteristic to the system.

The value of specific surface measured in stationary foam, extrapolated to the 
stopping time is equal to the specific surface of the steady state foam, because the 
stop of the mixer cannot cause any sudden change in the steady state foam. 
According to this, it can be declared that the specific surface of the examined foam 
(mixed with the rate of 2.8 m/s, fed by gas stream with the rate of 30-60 cm3/min, 
made of concentration of 1.5 g/dm3 СРВ solution in the described apparatus) is 
ah = 23 m2/dm 3 and the rate of surface forming in steady state (in 1 dm3 foam) is:

ahIv/V h = 2.3 m2 s_l dm-3.

(The -25%  error of the result is caused by the uncertainty of the determination
o f/v)

Examining the surface of the stationary foam, it was concluded that СРВ foam 
formed by bubbling and mixing is stable in beginning, and the lamellae do not burst. 
However, the fact of gas exchange suggests that surface is formed and disappeared 
with a well measurable rate in the foam. It is evident that this is happening because 
of the mixing: the strokes of the mixer forms and destroys the lamellae. In the foam, 
mixed by a circumferential speed of 3 m/s, the lamellae cannot thin so much, that 
they would burst immediately after the stop of the mixing. The large surface forming 
rate experienced during the mixing is originating from the fact, that under the strokes 
of the mixer even such lamellae are bursting, which must have been thinning for 90 
seconds during standstill to reach the limit of instability.
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The infrared spectrum of methyl amine was recorded between 680 and 900 c m 1 at a 
resolution of 0.0026 cm-1. A large number of branches were selected from the spectrum by an 
interactive Loomis-Wood program. 31 branch quintets (B type PP, RR and A type PQ, QQ, 
RQ) containing 2543 peaks have been assigned by a combination difference method. The 
standard deviation of the excited state energy levels calculated from the corresponding branch 
quintets does not exceed the sum of the uncertainties in the spectrum and that of calculated 
ground states energy levels.

Introduction

The methyl amine (CH3NH2) molecule has two large amplitude motions, the 
internal rotation of the methyl group relative to the amino group and the inversion of 
the amino group (Fig. 1). The energy levels of methyl amine are labelled by six 
quantum numbers, J, k, v, tr, n and s, describing the pure rotation, the internal 
rotation and the inversion. (Other vibrational modes are not taken into account in 
the approximation used.) Since the barriers in the potential functions which control 
these motions are of intermediate height and there are strong couplings among the 
two large amplitude motions and the pure rotation, the levels show a complicated 
dependence on quantum numbers. (A part of the term diagram with allowed 
transitions is depicted in Fig. 2.) The asymmetric rotor levels labelled by J and к split 
into a triplet due to the internal rotation. The components of the triplet are labelled 
by k, a  ( = 0), k, a ( = 1) and -к , о ( = 1), where о is the torsional sublevel quantum 
number. The internal rotation splitting of the levels depends periodically on the 
quantum number к with an argument 2tt (pk + cr)/3, where p is a structural 
parameter. A doubling of the triplet levels due to the inversion can also be observed.
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Fig. 1. Internal rotation and inversion of methyl amine molecule

J, к
к, ст = О 

-к, ст = 1 

к, а  =1

Fig. 2. Splittings of asymmetric rotor levels in the ground state (n=0) and the excited inversion state (n = 1). 
Both asymmetric rotor levels split into six components due to the internal rotation and inversion.

The splittings in the figure are not proportional to the real ones; the splittings 
in the excited state are much higher than in the ground state
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The two resulting components are labelled by s = 0 and s = l, where s is the inversion 
sublevel quantum number. The inversion doubling also depends periodically on the 
quantum number k. The argument in the Fourier expansion, however, is 
2it (рк-2ст)/6. The inversion doubling in the excited state is of course much higher, 
about 20 times higher than in the ground state. (More details from the theory 
describing the rotation-internal rotation-inversion of methyl amine can be found in 
references [1-6].)

The barrier of inversion in the methyl amine molecule can be determined from 
the n = 1<—0 transitions completed by the ground state ones. Results obtained from 
low and medium resolution gas spectra have been published. The references to these 
results, the obtained heights for the barrier of inversion and the resolutions used are 
collected in Table I. The barrier heights obtained depend on both the model applied 
and the resolution used. Even if we have an adequate model, without appropriate 
high resolution data it is not possible to obtain a good value for the barrier of 
inversion. The scope of this paper is to present the state of our work in the field of 
the analysis of the high resolution spectrum of methyl amine.

Table I

Height of inversion barrier obtained by different models from different spectra

Authors Reference Barrier (cm-1) Resolution (cm-1) Reference

Tsuboi et al. [3] 1686 0.5 [2]
Krçglcwski [4] 1824 0.5 [2]
Sztraka [6] 2081 0.045 [7]
Krçglewski [9] 1943 0.25 [8]

E x p e r i m e n t a l

The high resolution spectrum of methyl amine was recorded on a Bruker 120 HR FT -IR  
spectrometer between 680 and 900 cm 1 at the University of Oulu. The resolution was 0.0026 cm- 1 and 
the pressure in the 100 cm long gas cell was 0.5 torr.

The gas sample was developed by adding a concentrated water solution of purified CH3NH2 HC1 
to solid NaOH. The water was eliminated from the gas by cyclic evaporation and freezing to a desiccant 
(KOH) by liquid N2 in a closed evacuated system. The purification of CH3NH2 HC1 salt for eliminating 
the NH4CI impurity was carried out following the method given in reference [2].

The peakfinder program detected about 12000 peaks having higher intensities that the estimated 
noise level. After calibration against C 02 lines the accuracy of the peaks was estimated to be about 
0.0003 cm - 1.
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R e s u l t s  a n d  d i s c u s s i o n

In this paper we will label the levels by the following four quantum numbers 
only: о, Jks. This labelling mode is unique, since а Дсг = 0 selection rule and the 
constrains v=0, n = l<-0 are valid for all transitions in our data.

Methyl amine is a slightly asymmetric (nearly prolate top) molecule, so that 
not only В type bands but also intense A type P, R bands appear in the spectrum. 
Some strong QQ branches also can be found. In Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 such intense 
A type OG transitions (o = 0, Jk s«-J_ks) showing the difference between the ground 
and excited state rotational constants can be seen. Because of this and the 
periodically к-dependent sixfold splitting of the energy levels the infrared spectrum of 
methyl amine is complicated. Thus the assignment of the spectrum of methyl amine 
is more difficult than in the case of a rigid molecule.

The manual selection of branches is possible only in the case of a limited 
number of peak series. A more powerful method for searching the branches is the 
application of a Loomis-Wood program. An interactive Loomis-Wood program
[10] written for a PC (modified by Grecu in 1989 and by Sztraka in 1992) was used. 
About 5000 peaks could be easily selected in this way. Figure 6 shows a 
Loomis-Wood diagram with a fitted RR branch. (The darkened peaks are assigned 
to the o = l, J_ 9q<—J —l_g 1 branch.)

Fig. 3. A type branch, tr=0, Js,o<-J-5,0
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Fig. 5. A type branch, cr=0, J8 i-«-J_8il

From the branches found a preliminary assignment has been carried out. For 
checking the assignment a variant of the combination difference method has been 
used. Ohashi and coworkers [11] applied the Ohashi -  Hougen empirical Hamiltonian 
[12] to a large number of ground state transitions (-1 9  < k<  19 and J <30) recorded 
in the MW and FIR domains. The FIR spectra were recorded with a resolution of
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0.004 cm-1 in the 30-150 cm-1 region and a resolution of 0.005 cm-1 in the range 
150-350 cm-1. 30 Ohashi-Hougen parameters were fitted by them to these 
transitions, the standard deviations of the fit correspond to the experimental accuracy 
(see Table II). Thus applying the parameters published we can compute the ground 
state levels in the given domain of quantum numbers with an accuracy about 
0.0007 cm-1.

Fig. 6. Loomis-Wood diagram printed from the screen. The darkened peaks are assigned to the 
В type Rbranch a= l,

Table II

Quality of the fit of Ohashi -  Hougen parameters to MW and FIR transitions [11]

Number of transitions Standard deviation Unit

165 MW 0.45 MHz
729 FIR 0.00064 cm-1

128 FIRa 0.00085 cm' 1

a Combination difference transitions in ground state
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Figure 7 shows a good example for the applicability of the combination 
difference method. The first line of a B type P branch (a=0, 55 0<-66 i) is 
744.53961cm-1, the first line of the corresponding R branch (a=0, 550<-44i) is 
815.00724 cm-1. The two transitions have a common excited level. The difference of 
the two transitions is 70.46763 cm-1 which is equivalent to the value 70.4678 cm-1 of 
an experimental ground state combination difference [11], in this case a transition 
(ct = 0, 661«-441) measured in the FIR region. All transitions assigned into the two 
branches can be seen in Table III.

Table III

Assigned transitions of B type P branch (o=0, / 5o<-/+i6,iJ and R branch (a = 0, / 5io<-/-74b)

J ДEv (cm-1) AER (cm-1)

5 744.53961 815.00724
6 743.04039 816.46329
7 741.53874 817.91542
8 740.03299 819.36342
9 738.52430 820.80731

10 737.01232 822.24696
11 735.49723 823.68230
12 733.97908 825.11311
13 732.45773 826.53934
14 730.93328 827.96076
15 729.40597 829.37759
16 727.87531 830.78925
17 726.34209 832.19578
18 724.80580 833.59666
19 723.26655 834.99268
20 721.72481 836.38217
21 720.18018 837.76526
22 718.63270 839.14265
23 717.08271 840.51363
24 715.52991 841.87763
25 713.97484 843.23443
26 712.41721 844.58373

According to the preliminary assignment there are many branch quintets 
having a common excited level. In each quintet the transitions go the same upper
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level. Unfortunately, we have not experimentally determined values for all ground 
state combination differences. Thus the energy values calculated by the 
Ohashi -  Hougen parameters have to be applied. Since we want to compare five 
branches the combination difference method has not been applied in its original 
form. We have added the corresponding computed ground state levels to the energy 
of the assigned transitions obtaining the excited state levels by this way. The standard 
deviation of the differences between the five series of the calculated excited state 
levels have been used for checking of assignment. The standard deviation should be 
comparable with the sum of the accuracy of measurement and the standard deviation 
of the calculated ground state levels. The excited energy levels obtained for the pP, 
r R branches in the above example are collected in Table IV. It may be seen that the 
E P- E R (AEpr) differences are predominantly negative. The corresponding transi
tions of the three A type branches are collected in Table V, and their excited state 
energy levels are listed in Table VI. (Compare the contents of Table IV and VI.)

j, k, s  = 5, 5, о
a  = 0

815.00724 cm -1 744.53961 cm -1

6, 6 , 1
—f-----------------------

70.4678 cm -1 |
I

n = 0 4, 4, 1 I

a = 0 I

Fig. 7. Application of the combination difference method

Another example is given in Table VII. The E P- E R differences for the transi
tions cr=l, J_ 9)0**—J + l-io ,l and 1. J _90^-1 — 1 _g i are, however, positive. The k-
dependence and J-independence of the £ P- £ R differences suggest to us that by a 
small extension of the number of the J-independent (and periodic) terms in the 
Ohashi -  Hougen ground state Hamiltonian it is possible to eliminate this systematic 
error.
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Table IV

E xc ited  energy levels der ived  fr o m  B  type P  branch  (a = 0 , q * J +  I ß  a n d  R  branch  

( a - 0 ,  / 5 0  * -J  -  / 4  jj. AFPR is the d ifference between the  u pper sta tes o f  the  P  a n d  R  branches

J E r  (cm-1) £ R (cm-1) ДЕрR (10“  cm-1)

5 872.80634 872.80662 - 2 . 8

6 881.65612 872.80662 -4.9
7 891.98136 891.98129 2.9
8 903.78023 903.78035 - 1 . 2

9 917.05363 917.05371 - 0 . 8

1 0 931.80098 931.80110 - 1 . 2

1 1 948.02214 948.02230 - 1 . 6

1 2 965.71689 965.71694 -0.5
13 984.88473 984.88479 - 0 . 6

14 1005.52543 1005.52543 0.0
15 1027.63882 1027.63889 -0.7
16 1051.22400 1051.22436 -3.6
17 1076.28134 1076.28166 -3.2
18 1102.80986 1102.81002 - 1 . 6

19 1130.80918 1130.81000 - 8 . 2

2 0 1160.27926 1160.27967 -4.1
2 1 1191.21915 1191.21892 -7.7
2 2 1223.62833 1223.62819 1.4
23 1257.50655 1257.50653 0 . 2

24 1292.85289 1292.85311 - 2 . 2

25 1329.66725 1329.66748 -2.3
26 1367.94867 1367.94915 -4.8

At present we have 155 assigned branches (31 quintets) containing 2543 lines 
(see Table VIII). We found that in the case of a successful assignment the standard 
deviation of the corresponding members of a given excited state quintet does not 
exceed the limit 0.001 cm-1. We are dealing with the assignment of additional 
branches for the determination of the Ohashi-Hougen parameters describing the 
energy levels in the excited state. The preliminary calculations show that a good fit 
requires a significant extension of the number of parameters in the Ohashi-Hougen 
Hamiltonian.
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Table V

Assigned transitions of A type P branch (a-0, 1 _50), Q branch (a=0, У50«-У 5
and R branch (a=0, J50*-J-l _50)

J ДE r  (cm-1) Д£ Q (cm-1) A£R (cm-1)

5 774.28229 783.15375
6 772.78242 783.13216 792.00375
7 771.27910 783.10695 793.45694
8 769.77236 783.07796 794.90464
9 768.26217 783.04571 796.35147

1 0 766.74829 783.00943 797.79303
1 1 765.23116 782.96956 799.23053
1 2 763.71053 782.92584 800.66421
13 762.18638 782.87966 802.09360
14 760.65869 782.82658 803.51914
15 759.12771 782.77170 804.94034
16 757.59271 782.71233 806.35749
17 756.05414 807.77012
18 754.51264 809.17861
19 752.96733 810.58262
2 0 751.41826 811.98203
2 1 749.86574 813.37710
2 2 748.30938 814.76751
23 746.74954 816.15338
24 745.18600 817.53425
25 743.61856 818.91054
26 742.04767 820.28210
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Table VI

Excited energy levels derived from A type P branch (a = 0, J5 0 <-J+l _SQ), Q branch 
(a=0, andR branch (a = 0, / 50< -/-  7_50)

J ET (cm-1) ( c m 1) ER (cm-1)

5 872.80666 872.80655
6 881.65661 881.65653 881.65655
7 891.98122 891.98114 891.98131
8 903.78032 903.78008 903.77883
9 917.05371 917.05368 917.05359

1 0 931.80091 931.80098 931.80099
1 1 948.02211 948.02218 948.02208
1 2 965.71680 965.71679 965.71683
13 984.88467 984.88593 984.88455
14 1005.52538 1005.52487 1005.52541
15 1027.63886 1027.63839 1027.63863
16 1051.22399 1051.22347 1051.22418
17 1076.28088 1076.28127
18 1102.80975 1102.80992
19 1130.80929 1130.80939
2 0 1160.27910 1160.27918
2 1 1191.21902 1191.21913
2 2 1223.62816 1223.62846
23 1257.50637 1257.50684
24 1292.85288 1292.85330
25 1329.66691 1329.66779
26 1367.94831 1367.94959
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Table VII

Excited energy levels derived from B type P branch (а- l ,  J-9,o*-J+1 -w,i) and R branch 
(a=l, s,iJ- ДЕPRis the difference between the upper states of the P and R branches

J FJ (cm’ 1) ER (cm - ') (1 0 - 4  cm-1)

9 1068.33221 1068.33198 2.3
1 0 1083.07480 1083.07447 3.3
1 1 1099.29041 1099.29004 3.7
1 2 1116.97871 1116.97850 2 . 1

13 1136.13953 1136.13946 0.7
14 1156.77271 1156.77236 3.6
15 1178.87742 1178.87713 2.9
16 1202.45334 1202.45310 2.4
17 1227.50008 1227.49993 1.5
18 1254.01742 1254.01704 3.8
19 1282.00424 1282.00393 3.1
2 0 1311.46054 1311.46002 5.2
2 1 1342.38552 1342.38484 6 . 8

2 2 1374.77818 1374.77782 3.6
23 1408.63865 1408.63803 6 . 2

24 1443.96492 1443.96527 3.5
25 1480.75866 1480.75866 0.0
26 1519.01718 1519.01700 1 . 8
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Table VIII

Assigned branch quintets (eP , RR, fQ, QQ, RQ)

Quantum numbers in the excited state 
(г к s

MS* Number of the 
assigned peaks

0 3 0 в 68
0 4 1 в 97
0 5 0 в 98
0 6 1 в 106
0 6 0 А 79
0 7 1 А 86
0 7 0 В 105
0 8 1 В 99
0 8 0 А 82
0 9 1 А 63
0 9 0 В 86
0 10 1 В 88
0 11 0 В 86
0 11 1 А 42
0 12 1 В 63
0 13 0 В 52
1 -11 0 Ei 59
1 -10 1 Ei 81
1 -9 0 Ei 88
1 -8 1 Ei 95
1 - 7 1 Ei 67
1 -7 0 Ei 96
1 -6 1 Ei 98
1 4 1 Ei 94
1 5 0 Ei 112
1 6 1 Ei 109
1 7 0 Ei 97
1 9 0 Ei 70
1 10 1 Ei 53
1 11 0 E, 76
1 12 1 Ei 48

a Molecular (permutation-inversion) symmetry [13J of the excited levels
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The vibrational spectra of pyrazine solutions were measured from strong alkaline 
(2 mol dm-3 NaOH, pH = 14.37) to very strong acidic (65% oleum, H0= -14.92) media. The 
vibrational fundamentals of pyrazine, once and twice protonated pyrazine and their twice 
hydrated forms were calculated as functions of the dielectric constant of the solvents. The 
comparison of the measured and calculated values show the applicability of the method to the 
decision under possible structures of the solutes.

Introduction

The measurement of vibrational spectra in media of different acidities raises 
problems in the infrared spectrometry. The difficulties originate form the strong 
absorptivity and chemical aggressivity of the solvent.

The calculation of the vibrational fundamentals in solutions is very 
problematic, too. The problem to be solved is to find the adequate model of the 
intermolecular (solute -  solvent) interaction.

The methods applyed for the description of the intermolecular interaction 
follow different ways.

The great problem of the application of the quantum chemical methods is the 
choice of the basis set. Regarding the basis set of the supermolecule as the simple 
sum of the building molecules, a basis set superposition error (BSSE) appears. The 
interaction distorts the molecular orbitals. Sometimes the minimalization of the basis 
set was applied to decrease this error [1].

+ This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor György Varsányi

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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Mayer [2] elaborated the chemical Hamiltonian method. He analyzed the 
terms appearing in the BSSE, eliminated the explicit appearance of the three- and 
four-center integrals. He worked out together with his coworkers the method of 
intermolecular SCF calculations for supermolecules without BSSE [3-10].

Some theories are based on the continuum model. In accordance with this 
model, the individual solute molecules are surrounded by a solvent continuum.

The reactive field theory (RFT) was proposed by Onsager [11]. He called 
reactive field the dielectric polarization induced in the solvent continuum by polar 
solute molecules. According to this model the solvent molecule is a rigid dipole in a 
spheric cavity surrounded by a dielectric solvent continuum. Clementi and his 
coworkers developed the self consistent RFT, which takes into account the reaction 
of the modified solute molecule on the solvent [12-16]. Later Tapia [17-19], Tomasi 
[20, 21] and their coworkers improved the RFT by taking into accont not only the 
spheric but also other cavities, all types of interactions (electrostatic, dispersion, 
cavity formation, etc.). These methods apply beside the quantum chemical methods 
also statisical ones for averaging the solvent properties.

The solvaton model was the proposal of Klopman [22]. It is also a continuum 
model: the atomic net charges of the solute molecule induce electric charges with 
opposite sign, so-called solvatons in the solvent continuum. The solvatons act on the 
inducing molecule and modify its charge distribution. Germer [23, 24] and later 
Miertus and his coworkers [25 -  29] developed this method. They have given the 
forms of the Hamilton and Fock equations introducing the correction terms to the 
equations of the isolated molecules. This is also a quantum-chemical method.

Theory

The methods mentioned were applied mostly for calculating energy and charge 
distribution but not force constants and vibrational frequencies.

The aim of our work is the application of the quantum-chemical calculations to 
the interpretation of the vibrational spectra of solutes as function of solvent polarity 
and solvent acidity.

We applied the solvaton model extended to force constant calculations at 
semiempirical (CNDO/2) level. The elaborated program (called FORSOL [30-32]) 
was based on Pulay’s CNDO/force [33 -  34] and Miertus’s solvaton programs 
[25 -  27]. The Hamiltonian was corrected by a solvent polarity depending term:
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H corr
(1)

where N and M are the numbers of the electrons and atoms in the solute molecule, 
respectively; Qs denotes the solvaton charge, r stands for distances and e labels the 
dielectric constant of the solvent. Miertus and KyseP [25] proposed a corrected Fock

A
operator. The correction (V) depends on the solvent polarity. The corresponding 
matrix elements have the form at CNDO level and in ZDO approximation:

All non diagonal elements are zero. The orbital-solvaton repulsion integrals are 
approximated by orbital-atom repulsion terms.

The force constant calculations requested further constrains and 
approximations [30].

1) The solvaton -  solvaton interactions do not depend on the solute atoms and 
are omitted in the calculations.

2) The interactions between the solvatons and the non-inductor atoms 
("foreign atoms") are not symmetric. They were symmetrized by substitution of the 
corresponding repulsion integrals by their averages. In this way the original size 
(isolated molecule) of the problem were saved.

3) The solvatons were localized along the mass center-inductor atom line in the 
direction of the solvent continuum. The distance is a parameter, given as a multiple 
of the van der Waals radius of the inductor atom.

4) The solvaton charge is assumed to be equal to the net charge of the inductor 
atom but with opposite sign.

The FORSOL program yields the Cartesian forces on the atoms of the solute 
molecule by analytical derivation of the molecular energy function. The Cartesian 
forces were transformed into internal ones and derived numerically. Molecular 
energy, vibrational force constants, atomic net charges, vibrational frequencies and 
potential energy distributions were calculated as function of the dielectric constant of 
the solvent by standard methods [35]. All the calculations were automated by the 
SOLUTE program system [36].

(2)
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Experimental

According to the aim of the work, vibrational spectra were measured as functions of the solvent
acidity.

Pyrazine and it derivatives were chosen as model compounds. They are very interesting 
compounds since the parent compound has two ring nitrogens with a free electron pair on each. The free 
electron pairs interact with the solvent (orientation and dispersion effects) and if the solvent is a Lewis 
base, the solute can be protonized in two steps.

Recording the infrared spectra of aqueous solutions is not very easy. Water has strong absorption 
in this spectral region and therefore thin layers (in the magnitude of 1 pm) have to be applied. Their 
necessary thickness is comparable with the wavelength of the infrared light and therefore interference 
bands appear in the spectra. Besides, using strong alkaline and strong acidic media, the sample is very 
corrosive. To overcome these difficulties a special cell was elaborated with germanium windows [37]. The 
interference were eliminated by using not strictly planparallel windows the deviation was about 2°.

Infrared spectra were recorded in the pH (H0) region (14.37, -14.92), i.e., from 2 mol dm-3 
sodium hydroxide solution to 65 % oleum, on a Zeiss Specord 75 IR+IBM PC system and on a Nicolet 
7199 FT-IR spectrometer [65].

The solute concentrations were 2-3 mol dm-3, the cell thicknesses were 1.2±0.1 pm.
Figures 1 to 5 show some results (instrument: Zeiss Specord 75 IR). The interpretation of the 

spectra is easy in the case of hydrochloric acid solvent (Fig. 2), where the solvent has not absorption.
In the cases of sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid and oleum solvents the solvents absorb in the IR 

region (Figs 1, 3 and 4, 5). As a result of the solute -  solvent interaction, the solvent lines shift in the 
solute spectra, therefore a substruction of the absorbance spectra is unreasonable.

Table I contains the observed pyrazine bands as functions of the solvent acidity [65].

(v/cm *)
Fig. 1 . Infrared spectra of pyrazine (2 mol dm -3) solved in 2 mol dm-3 concentration NaOH (thick line)

and of the solvent (thin line)
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(v/cm ')

Fig. 2. Infrared spectra of pyrazine (2 mol dm~3) solved in 10 mol dm-3 concentration HC1 (thick line)
and of the solvent (thin line)

(v/cm *)

Fig. 3 . Infrared spectra of pyrazine (2 mol dm~3) solved in 5 mol d m 3 concentration sulfuric acid
(thick line) and of the solvent (thin line)
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Table I

Acidity dependence of the vibrational spectra ofpyrazine in solution11

Acidity (pH, H0)

14.37 (NaOH)
IRn IRz Ra

-1.23 (HC1) 
IRn IRz

-3.59 (HC1) 
IRz

1595 m 
1532 m

1428 vs 1425 vs
1490 m 
1415 vs

1486 m 
1415 vs

1475 m 
1418 vw

1240 vw
1220 sh 1170 s 1170 s 1170 s

1152 m 1152 m 1147 m 1148 m 1
1130 w 1130 w 1125 w 1125 w 1115 vw
1100 vw 1100 vw 1105 vw 1107 vw 1
1071 m 1072 m 1070 m 1070 m 1070 vw
1029 s 1027 s 1024 m 1035 s 1038 s 1020 w
930 vw 928 vw 1 1 1
800 w 790 vw 785 m 790 m 773 w

705 s

597 w 595 w 595 w

aBand positions in cm-1, band intensities vs=very strong, s = strong, m = medium, w=weak, 
vw=very weak, sh = shulder. Instruments: IRn= Nicolet 7199 infrared spectrometer,
IRz= Zeiss Specord 75 IR infrared spectrometer, Ra= Jobin-Yvon HG.2S Raman spectrometer [65]

Calculations

Calculations were carried out partly on IBM AT 286 and 386 PC’s, partly on 
the NAS AS-9160 computer of the Interuniversitary Computing Center in Vienna 
(Austria) [38].

The properties of six molecules were calculated as functions of the solvent 
polarity (dielectric constant) for the assignment of the pyrazine spectra in solvents of 
different acidity: pyrazine (I), once (II) and twice (III) protonated pyrazine, and the 
supermolecules pyrazine-l,4-H20  (IV), pyrazine-l-H30  + -4-H20  (V) and pyrazine- 
1,4-H30 + (VI). Molecules I, II and III are planar having ű 2h, C2v and D2h symmetry, 
respectively. For supermolecules the conformer structures with (supposing) repulsion 
were chosen: IV and VI have c 2h symmetry, V has Cs one (the substituents H20  and 
H30 + are situated in trans position).
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Table I (continued)

Acidity (pH, H0)

Sulfuric acid Oleum
-9.88 -13.92 -14.92

IRn IRz Ra IRz IRz

1580 w

1225 w

1577w 1575 w
I 1540 vw

1500 w 1497 m

1565 m 1560 ?
1530 vw 1530?
1500 m 1510 ?

I I
1327 vw 1330 vw

1080 s 
1030 m 1035 s 1072 w

730 m
758 m 760 m

668 vw

895 m
750 m 763 vw

; 740 vw
702 w

443 vw 
410 w 450 w 442 vw

408 vw 410 vw

aBand positions in cm“1, band intensities vs=very strong, s = strong, m = medium, w=weak, 
vw=very weak, sh = shulder. Instruments: IRn= Nicolet 7199 infrared spectrometer,
IRz= Zeiss Specord 75 IR infrared spectrometer, Ra= Jobin-Yvon HG.2S Raman spectrometer [65]

A series of semiempirical and ab initio calculations were carried out on 
pyrazine. Most of them calculated only the energy [39-49] and some of them also 
the optimized geometry [50-57]. There are essentially less publications on calculated 
vibrational frequencies [58-60].

Experimental data for pyrazine geometry exsist already from 1939 [61]. From 
this time were some ED and X-ray diffraction data published [62-64]. These results 
are collected in Table II.

The geometry of the pyrazine monocation (II) was calculated by Mo et al. and 
by us [38, 52, 60]. Results for the compounds III-V I are limited to our own 
communications [38, 52, 60].

Here we present the results of the FORSOL calculations.
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( v / c m  *)

Fig. 4. Infrared spectra of pyrazine (2,5 mol dm 3) solved in 18 mol dm-3 concentration ("concentrated") 
sulfuric acid (thick line) and of the solvent (thin line)

( v / c m  *)

Fig. 5 . Infrared spectra of pyrazine (2.5 mol dm -3) solved in 34.4 mol % ("30 %") oleum (thick line)
and of the solvent (thin line)
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Table II

Measured and calculated (CNDO/2) structures of isolated pyrazine

Method Reference
C-N

Distances3
C-C C-H NCC

Angles3
CNC NCH

ED [61] 1.33 1.39 1.09 118.5 123 _
X-ray diffr. [62] 1.334 1.378 1.05 122.4 115.1 -
ED [63] 1.339 1.403 1.115 122.1 115.6 113.9
ED [64] 1.337 1.400 1.096 122.2 115.7 117
X-rat diffr. [62] 1.334 1.378 1.05 122.4 115.1 118.7
CNDO/2 [50] 1.344 1.378 1.118 122.9 114.2 115.3
CNDO/2 #[60] 1.345 1.380 1.118 123.3 113.4 115.4
SNDOl [57] 1.343 1.426 1.085 122.6 114.8 115.6
STO-3G #[52] 1.355 1.390 1.086 123.0 114.1 116.8
DZV #[60] 1.344 1.403 1.076 120.9 118.2 117.3
DZ-SCF #[56] 1.337 1.396 1.080 121.1 117.9 117.5
4-21G [53] 1.333 1.381 1.069 121.1 117.9 117.9
4-21G* [53] 1.333 1.383 1.072 122.2 115.5 117.5
STO-5G [54] 1.331 1.381 - 121 118 -
6-31G [55] 1.332 1.394 1.069 121.0 118.1 117.4
TZVP-SCF [56] 1.316 1.385 1.074 121.7 116.6 117.4
r0 (corrected) [53] 1.338 1.396 1.084 122.2 115.5 117.5

3 Distance in angstroms, angles in degrees; #  The authors’ results

Table III

Some calculated (CNDO/2) geometric data of pyrazine and its protonated and hydrated derivatives a'b'c

I II III IV V VI

C 1.355 1.354 1.353
CN

n 1.345 1.343 1.344 1.345 1.349
CC 1.380 1.376 1.383 1.379 1.377 1.381

c 1.113 1.118 1.116 1.116
CH

n 1.118 1.115 1.118 1.118

c 1.071 1.081 1.113 1.198
NH

n 1.549 1.607

c 121.0 122.8 118.2 118.1
<CNC

n 113.4 117.3 113.9 115.8

3 distances in angstorms, angles in degrees; b c: charged (ionic), n: non-charged part of the molecule 
c I: pyrazine, II: once protonated pyrazine, III: twice protonated pyrazine, IV : pyrazine-l,4-H20 ,
V: pyrazine-l-H30+-4-H20 , VI: pyrazine-l,4-H30  +
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The optimized geometries of the isolated molecules were applied as reference 
geometry also for the solute molecules. Scaling factors of the isolated pyrazine were 
transferred to all other isolated and solute molecules. Chemical similarity of the in
ternal coordinates were utilized for coordinate types in II, III, IV, V and VI which in 
pyrazine cannot be found. Table III gives some results. According to our expectations 
the C -N  distances and CNC angles are the most sensitive to the substitutions.

Table IV contains the measured and calculated fundamentals of pure and 
isolated pyrazine, respectively, and their assignments.

Table IV

Calculated and measured vibrational frequencies of the isolated pyrazine molecule (cm ~l)

Species and CNDO/2 DZV 6-31+ G* Experimental
vibrational mode #[60] #[60] [59] #[60] [67] [68]

Ag 1 996 1017 1013 1017 1016 1016
2 3082 3073 3062 3063 3055 3055
6a 609 596 588 609 602 602
8a 1684 1593 1619 1579 1580 1580
9a 1218 1211 1223 1240 1233 1233

B>* 3 1345 1332 1346 1350 1346 1358
6b 638 638 698 641 704 704
7b 3071 3049 3041 3053 3040 3040
8b 1539 1566 1586 1523 1525 1525

B2g 4 705 722 748 703 983 756
5 936 939 985 925 756 983

10a 864 886 938 873 927 927
A„ 16a 399 400 382 (400) (350) -

17a 960 952 1009 (950) (960) -

B ,u 11 752 757 803 784 785 786
16b 417 429 438 416 418 420

B2u 14 1044 1058 1004 1058 1149 1147
15 1177 1089 1080 1176 1063 1063
19b 1398 1395 1410 1413 1411 1416
20b 3083 3066 3056 3072 3063 3061

Взи 12 1037 1006 1007 1018 1018 1020
13 3067 3053 3042 3060 3012 3011
18a 1562 1478 1496 1495 1130 1136
19a 1095 1126 1133 1145 1483 1483

Average deviation
from experimental 25.1 20.3 18.4 - -

Minimal deviation 0 0 0 - -

Maximal deviation 95 43 69 - -

#  The authors’ results; ( ) Inactive both in IR and in Raman
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Tables V and VI give examples of our investigations on the pyrazine solutions.
In Table V the measured vibrational frequencies of pyrazine in NaOH solution 

of 2 mol dm-3 concentration are compared with the calculated fundamentals of I and 
IV in a solvent having a relative dielectric constant of 80. Some of the calculated 
frequencies agree quite well (I: vibrational modes 4, 5, 8b and 12, IV: vibrational 
modes 5, 12, 14). The agreements for the vibrational modes 15 and 19a of I, and for 
the modes 4, 12 and 19a of IV are reasonable. According to these results one cannot 
decide among the two structures I and IV, the two models describe the vibrational 
spectrum of the solute at the same quality. Nevertheless, we gave preference to the 
structure IV over I, since at the vibrational modes 14 and 15, where these deviations 
are considerable, the deviations from the pure pyrazine values have the same 
directions. For the vibrational mode 14, this deviation is +14 cm “ 1 in the measured 
values, +27 cm-1 for the calculated ones, while for the vibrational mode 15, the 
corresponding values are 24 cm-1 and 29 cm-1, respectively. These results indicate 
the dominance of the structure IV over I in NaOH solution.

Table V

Measured and calculated (FORSOL) fundamentals of pyrazine (I) in alkaline solvent (cm ~1 )a

Measured Calculated
Vibrational

mode
Pyrazine

(PZ)
NaOH 

pH = 14.37
Pyrazine

£r=80
PZ2H20

er = 80

1 vr 1017 1024 996 1001
4 -yr 703 705 707 717
5 -yCH 925 928 936 936
8a vr 1579 1595 1685 1687
8b vr 1523 1532 1538 1550
9a ßCH 1240 1240 1218 1218

11 -yCH 784 790 753 751
12 ßr 1018 1029 1033 1037
14 vr 1058 1072 1044 1072
15 vr 1176 1152 1177 1197
17a 7Г 950 928 961 956
19a vr 1145 1110 1093 1095
19b ßCH 1413 1425 1399 1400

a r: ring, v: stretching, ß: in-plane bending, er: relative dielectric constant

According to the measured ionization constants [66] pyrazine is in 
10 mol dm“3 HC1 solution (H0= -3.59) in once protonated form. Table VI contains 
the measured vibrational frequencies of pyrazine in this solution and the calculated
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fundamentals of the structures II and V in a solvent having a dielectric constant of 80. 
For comparison, the corresponding measured and assigned frequencies of pure 
pyrazine are also displayed. A short look at the presented data makes clear the better 
agreement of the measured data with the entries of II than those of V. Therefore one 
can assume the dominance of the non hydrated pyrazinium ion over the hydrated one 
in this solution.

Table VI

M ea su red  a n d  c a lc u la te d  (F O R S O L ) fu n d a m e n ta ls  o f  the  p y ra zin iu m  ion  (II) in  a c id ic  so lven t (cm  l) a

Measured Calculated
Vibrational Pyrazine HC1 PZH+ PZ-HjO-HjCn

mode (PZ) H0= -3.59 er = 80 er=80

6a ßr 609 595 539 636
i l •yCH 784 790 5 -yCH 797 11 674

5 913
12 vr+ ßr 1018 1020 19a vr+ßCH 1010 12 1031
14 vr+ ßCH 1058 1070 12 vr + ßr 1076 19a vr+ßr 1076
15 vr + ßCH 1176 1170 14 vr + ßCH 1171 15 1220
18a vr+ßCH 1495 1475 18b vr + ßCH 1440 18a 1523
19b vr + ßCH 1413 1418 18a vr+ßCH 1398 19b 1422

a r: ring, v: stretching, ß :  in-plane bending, е г: relative dielectric constant
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We have prepared and separated the four diastereomere (\R* ,2S* ,V S*)-erythro, 
(\R* ,2S* ,VR*)-alloerythro, (\R\2R*,VR")-threo, ( lR f lR f l ’S^-allothreo of l-phenyl-2(l- 
methyl-2-phenoxyethyl) amino-1,3-propanediol. Three out of these four isomers were 
separated as pure materials. The pure diastereomere were used for the systematic studies on 
the connections between the spectrum and the structure. The IR, 41 and 13C NMR spectra of 
the isomers were investigated. Nevertheless spectra of the diastereomere are quite similar, the 
combination of the small, but significant deviations makes the fairly reliable spectroscopic 
determination of the configurations possible.

Introduction

There are plenty of biologically effective substances in the group of the phenyl- 
alkanolamine type compounds. Chloramphenicol [1] e.g. is a wellknown antibiotic, 
adrenaline, ephedrine and isoxsuprine [2] have cardiac or cardiovascular activity. The 
four possible diastereomers of the l-phenyl-2(l-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)amino-l,3- 
propane-diol (lR*,2S*,l’S*-erythro, 1R*,7S*,l’R*-allo-erythro, \R*,2R*,YR*-threo, 
ÍR*,2R*,VS*-allothreo) were synthesized (see Experimental) for studying the 
relation between the biological properties and the steric structure. (The erythro, 
alloerythro, etc. denominations correspond to the similary built up isoxsuprine with 
known configuration [2].)

Compounds l a -4 a  were obtained by a described route [3], the reductive 
condensation of the erythro, or threo l-phenyl-2-amino-l,3-propanediols and 
phenoxyacetone. The configuration of the starting aminodioles (erythro: 1R*,2S*\ 
threo: 1R*,2R*) are known from the literature [4-6]. As a consequence of the newly

+ This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor György Varsányi
* Correspondence address

Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest



formed centre of asymmetry, 2 -2  diastereomers can be formed from both starting 
compounds (ierythro and alloerythro, threo and allo threo, respectively). The 
compounds synthesized by us were racemates. The configurations given in this paper 
are referring to those of the enantiomers, which contain l/?*-carbon atom. We could 
not prepare the pure 4a allo threo  isomer (see Tables I and II, and the Experimental). 
For the measurements described here we used a material containing threo isomer 
(4a: ca. 2.2 %; 4b: ca. 16 %).

The configuration of the la erythro isomer was proved by X-ray diffraction [7]. 
Consequently, the structure of lb is also certain. The threo configuration of 3a isomer 
and consequently the allo threo  structure of 4a by-product was concluded by analogies 
(solubility, melting point, yield proportion to the erythro-alloerythro pair and to that 
of isoxsuprine-analogs, and the starting compounds). This assumption was attempted 
to be proved by NMR investigations.

Comparing the IR, 3H and 13C NMR spectra of the four diastereomers, it was 
examined whether the spectroscopic data are suitable to determine the steric 
structure of analogous materials of unknown configuration. We have utilized the data 
of the acylated derivatives of diols (la-4a), which proved to be the 0,0-diacetyl 
compounds (lb-4b).*

The formation of lb -4b  instead of the expected iV,0-analogues under mild 
circumstances may explained by steric reasons. (The two bulky substituents shield the 
secondary NH-group). The 0,0-diacetyl structure is supported by the intensive ester 
bands vC = 0 : 1740-1744 and vC-O : 1229-1240, and 1040-1042 cm-1), and the 
lack of the amide bands, and that salts can be formed starting from these derivatives. 
(The occurence of the two acetyl groups is unambiguosly proved by the 1H and 13C 
NMR signals of the respective methyl groups, and by the two characteristic 13C NMR 
line of the two carbonyls.)
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NMR studies

The 3H NMR data of the various diastereomers (see Table I) are only slightly 
different. The most striking difference is observed for the vicinal coupling constant 
/ ( H - l ,  H - 2), which is remarkably greater in the case of the threo and allothreo  

isomers (5.6-7.4 Hz), as for their erythro and alloerythro counterparts (4.7-5.0 Hz).

* After a long period of time (more months) an 0 ,0 -»  N,О acyl-migration was observed in solid 
phase, which has a different rate at la-3a isomers, which is in accordance with our conclusions 
concerning the steric structure of the diastereomers
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Table I

1H NMR data (chemical shifts, 6-rMS = 0 ppm and coupling constants, Hz) of compounds la,b-4a,b
in CDCl3 solution at 250 MHz

Compound
la 2a 3a 4a lb 2b 3b 4b

CH3(1’) da(3H) 1.12 1.13 1.10 1.14 0.92 1.10 1.04 1.11
CH3(3Ac) r(3H) - - - - 1.94 2.05 1.98 2.01
CH3(lAc) r(3H) - - - - 2.08 2.10 2.14 2.09
CH2(3) 2xdd (2xlH )b 3.50 3.45 3.38 3.41 4.06 4.02 -3.85* 3.84

3.60 3.54 3.61 3.61 4.20 4.18 4.10 4.08
CH2(2’)2xdd (2x 1H)C 3.81 3.71 3.74 3.73 3.71 3.62 -3.78* 3.65
CH(2) 7?id(lH ) 3.86 3.80 3.87 3.77 3.79 3.68 —3.78* 3.72

2.99 2.94 2.79 -2.9* 3.34 3.33 3.26 3.25
CH(l’) me(lH) 3.19 3.16 3.03 3.04 3.04 3.12 3.05 3.12
CH(1) d(lH)f 4.89 4.84 4.55 4.62 5.80 5.85 5.86 5.88
ArH(lPh) m(5H) 
ArH(2’-OPh)

~7.35h -7.30W 7.2-7.4* 7.2-7.4J 12-1 A' 1.2-1 A' ~7.35h 1.2-1 A'

№  dd (2H) 6.87 6.82 6.88 6.86 6.84 6.84 6.88 6.82
Hm dt (2H) 7.26 -1.25' -7.3* -7.31 -7.3* -7.3* 7.28 -7.3*
HP dt (1H) 6.94 6.94 6.95 6.96 6.92 6.94 6.95 6.92

OH/NH broad? (2/1H) -3 .0 -3.1 -3.05 -2.8* -1.55 -1 .6 -1 .7 -1.8

** 3/(СН3,Н-Г): 6.5 (la,b, 3a), 6.4 (2a, 4a,b). 6.0 Hz (2a, 3b);
bAB part of an ABX multiplet, 2J(AJ1): 11.4 (la,b, 2b, 3a), 11.0 (2a), 11.2 (4a), 11.3 (3b, 4b),
3J(AJC) and 37(ЛД) 4.2 and 4.6 (la, 4a) 4.2 and 5.5 (2a), 3.6 and 4.0 (3a), 4.3 and 5.6 (lb), 4.9 and
5.8 (2b), 5.5 and 5.7 Hz (3b, 4b);
CAB part of an ABX multiplet, 2J(Aß): 9.8 (la), 9.2 (lb, 2a,b, За, 4b), 6.6 (4a), 3JÇ4X) and 
V(BJ0 = 2.6 and 3.9 (la), 4.4 and 6.9 (2a), 4.3 and 7.5 (3a), 2.0 and 3.5 (4a), 4.6 and 6.4 (lb, 2b),
4.8 and 6.9 (4b);
d Quartet-like signal, M part of an ABMX spin-system; 
e Sextet-like signal, M part of an ABMX3 spin-system; 
f 7(1,2): 4.8 (la, 2a), 7.4 (3a), 6.4 (lb, 4a), 5.0 (2b), 5.6 (3b), 6.0 (4b);
s In case of la -4 a  the very broad overlapping signal of the two OH and the NH protons are masked by 
the H-2 and/or H-Г multiplets. For compounds lb-4b moderately broadened NH-signal of lH-intensity 

h Singlet-like signals;
4 Overlapping signals

This fact shows that in the conformation equilibrium the statistical weight of 
the rotamers containing the above mentioned hydrogens in anti-periplanar position 
-  concerning the rotation around the Cj -  C2 bond -  is greater in 3a,b and 4a,b, 
than in la,b and 2a,b. This is obvious, because the bulky substituents of Сг and C2, 
that is the phenyl and the N-aralkyl groups, are anti-periplanar simultaneously in the 
former compounds, while this sterically favourable arrangement requires 
зуп-clinal positions of H - l  and H -2  in compounds la,b and 2a,b (Fig. la).
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Thus, the coupling constant is smaller for la,b and 2a,b due to the 60° dihedral angle, 
in accord with the Karplus-relation [8].

а он он

e r l t h r o

1 R .2 S .rS

a l l o e r l t h r o  

1R.2S ,1’R
t h r e o

1R.2R, 1'R
a l l o t h r e o  

1R, 2 R ,1 'S

1a 2a 3a 4a

\

CH2OR

1 a - 4 a  ( R  : H)  1 b - 4 b  ( R : Ac )

Fig-1-

The equilibrium of the rotamers transforming into each other by the rotation 
around the Cj> - C 2> axis has preferred conformation for the alloerythro and threo 
isomers, while in case of the erythro and allothreo diastereomers the populations are 
more equalized. This is concluded from the vicinal coupling constants of the 
2’-methylene and the l ’-hydrogens. These couplings are significantly different in 2a 
and 3a, and one of them is relatively high (4.4 and 6.9, and 4.3 and 7.5 Hz, resp.). For 
la and 4a, low and similar values were measured (2.6 and 3.9, and 2.0 and 3.5 Hz, 
resp.). This can be explained by assuming that the most favoured rotamer containing 
the N-aralkyl and phenoxy groups in anti-periplanar position (Fig. lb) is more 
preferred in the sterically more crowded alloerythro and threo isomers. The H - 1 ’, 
H -  2’ dihedral angles are of 60° and 180°, respectively, though in one of the two other
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open rotamers both angles are of 60°. This assumption is supported by the fact that 
the analogous H -2 , H-3-vicinal coupling constants are differing very slightly only 
because of the more uniform distribution of the configurations, which differs in the 
position of the 3-hydroxymethyl group. (The smaller value for the la and 4a isomers 
is 3.6-4.2, the bigger is 4.0-5.5 Hz). A further sign of the less different population 
of the open rotamers is that the difference in chemical shifts of 2’-methylene 
hydrogenes is smaller in the spectra of la and 4a (0.05 and 0.04 ppm), than it is for 
2a and 3a (0.09 and 0.13 ppm). Similarly, the value of the 3/ ( H - 1, H -2 )  coupling 
constant, and the difference in chemical shift of the 3-methylene hydrogens parallely 
reflect the abundances of Cj -  C2 rotamers. (The values of 4.8, 4.7, 7.4 and 6.4 Hz for 
the former ones show that the preference of the most favourable rotamer is the 
highest at the threo isomer, while the most uniform conformer distribution is at the 
alloerythro and erythro isomers: The Д8Н-3 values, in the order of 3 a -4 a -la -2 a  
are 0.23, 0.20, 0.10 and 0.09 ppm, respectively).

The H -1  and H -  Г atoms are slightly more shielded in the threo and allothreo 
isomers, the former atom is particularly so in the threo isomer. In case of the H -1  
atom, it is probably connected with the population of the rotamers transformable by 
rotation around the Cj -  C2 bond: the deshielding effect [9a] of the 3-hydroxy group 
may be less prevailing about the H -1  atom in the preferred configurations shown on 
Fig. 1, than at any other conformers. As the equilibrium of conformers is changed in 
favour of a preferred rotamer, the shielding of H -1  will grow. The H -  Г atom in 
turn, may be influenced by the anisotropic effect [9b] of the phenoxy group, which 
results in a stronger shielding effect. This is the case, when the occurrence of the 
rotamers -  transforming around the C2> -  О -  CAr axes -  are more uniform, which is 
more probable for the threo and allothreo structures, according to the molecular 
model.

There is no more difference in the 13C-NMR chemical shifts (see Table II) as 
1 ppm within la -  2a and 3a -  4a pairs. Even, concerning all four isomers, it is only 
the C -2  line shifted upfield by 1.5 ppm at la and 2a compared to 3a and 4a, 
respectively. (The analogous shielding difference of C - l  is also reaching 1 ppm.) 
The upfield shift is the consequence [9c] of the slight steric hindrance (steric 
compression shift [10]) in rotamers more crowded than the ones shown on Fig. 1. 
These rotamers occur in higher probability at la and 2a. The upfield shift is in 
accordance with the above statement about 3/ ( H - l ,  H - 2)coupling.
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Table II

l3C NMR chemical shifts (bTMS=0 ppm) of compounds la, b -  4a, b in CDCl3 solution at 20.14 MHza

lac 2a 3ac
Compound

4a lbc 2b 3b 4b

СН3(Г) 18.3 18.1 18.0 18.6 17.9 17.6 17.5 18.1
C-l 74.7 74.1 73.7 73.8 75.6 75.0 75.5 75.4
C-2 61.6 61.3 63.1 62.8 58.3 57.6 58.2 58.2
C-3 61.2 61.2 61.3 61.7 63.5 63.5 63.6 64.5
C-l’ 50.6 50.4 50.9 51.1 50.7 50.3 50.8 51.2
C-2’ 72.7 72.4 72.8 72.1 72.5 71.8 72.2 72.0
1-phenyl ring

Q 141.9 141.7 142.3 141.9 138.2 137.4 137.7 137.5
c0 126.1 126.1 126.7 126.5 127.1 126.6 126.4 126.6
Cmb 128.5 128.4 128.5 128.4 128.3 127.8 127.9 128.4

CP 127.6 127.5 127.8 127.7 128.0 127.5 127.6 128.1
2-phenoxy ring

c , 158.9 158.8 158.8 158.6 158.9 158.5 158.6 158.7
c 0 114.8 114.8 114.9 114.6 114.6 114.2 114.3 114.3
C b 129.5 129.5 129.6 129.5 129.4 128.9 129.0 129.4

CP 121.1 121.0 121.1 121.0 120.8 120.3 120.4 120.7
CH3(Ac)

20.5 20.1 20.1 20.8
- - - - 20.9 20.3 20.5 21.1

C = 0(Ac)
_ _ 169.5 168.9 169.2 170.0

- - - - 170.6 170.0 170.0 170.8

a Measuring frequency 62.89 MHz in case of 4a,b; 
b Reversed assignments may also be possible; 
c Assignments were proved by DEPT measurements

It is remarkable, that the incorporation of the acetyl groups will influence the 
chemical shift of the substituted (Cs) carbon atom in the 1-phenyl ring and of the 
C -2  according to the 13C-NMR data of the b series and it results in an upheld shift 
by 4 ppm, which can also be explained by the field effect. The smaller downfield shift 
of the C - l  -  C -3  lines is the consequence of the - I  effect of the acetoxy group 
[9d]. An analogous shift appears of course at the H - l  and H -3  signals in the 'H 
NMR spectrum, and though it is smaller (0.93-1.31, and 0.43 -  0.64) this shift is 
more striking on the narrower *H NMR chemical shift scale. The H -2  signal is also 
shifted paramagnetically (by 0.35-0.47 ppm), in consequence with the additional 
substituent effect of the two vicinal electron-withdrawing ester groups. The chances
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of the distinction of the diastereomers are not higher for the acetyl derivatives, even 
the shifts are smaller, than in the case of the diols.

IR studies

The pure 4a,b allothreo isomers could not be prepared, therefore IR spectrum 
of the other diastereomers were taken up only in KBr discs (Table III).

The vOH -vN H bands of the compounds la -3a  are characteristically 
different. A broad, overlapping, very intense absorption can be observed in the range 
of 3600-3100 cm' 1 in the spectrum of the threo isomer 3a. The erythro isomer la 
has a diffuse vOH absorption between 3250 -  2500 cm-1 and two very sharp vOH 
and NH bands at 3426 and 3312 cm-1. In the spectrum of the alloerythro isomer 2a a 
moderately broad (Av~75 cm-1) maximum is raising at 3297 cm-1 from a diffuse 
absorption between 3500 and 2600 cm-1.

Utilizing the consequences drawn from the NMR data concerning solvent- 
conformations, the findings above may have the following explanation:

The solid phase is favourable to the dominant occurance of a given 
conformation, which is supposedly identical to the steric structures preferred in 
solution.

The 1-hydroxy group forms an intramolecular H-bond to the oxygen of the 
3-hydroxy group in la  (sharp vOH band [11a] at 3426 cm-1), while the latter group 
is participating in week intermolecular associations (diffuse vOH band [lib]). The 
NH group is in monomer state (sharp vNH band [11c] at 3312 cm-1).

The 2a alloerythro compound is rigid (conformationally homogeneous) along 
the C2- N - C i axis due to steric hindrance. Consequently, besides the 
O H (l)-O H (3) intramolecular association, a H-bond of the same type is formed 
between the hydrogen of the NH group and the oxygen of the 1-hydroxy group. 
Therefore, the band of the latter is slightly broadened, and its frequency is smaller, 
than for la, and it overlaps with the vNH band shifted in the same direction. The 
3-hydroxy group forms intermolecular H-bonds in all three isomers, and it shows a 
broad absorption of low frequency. In the threo isomer 3a the 1-hydroxy group forms 
intermolecular associations, because of its anti-periplanar position to the 3-hydroxy 
group. (This mutual arrangement is identical with the one preferred in solution).
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Table III

Characteristic IR-Frequencies (in KBr discs, cm !) and physical and analytical data 
of compounds la,b -3a,b“

Compound vOH and vNH

0IIи

vC -O тСЛгн чСдгСаг
(broad or diffuse) ester or ether phenyl rings

CisH^NOj (Molecular weight: 301.37)
3426 1248 767 699

la
3312

3300 -  2500
1043 729 693

1237 760 704
2a 3297 3350-2500

1037 749 695

1240 706
3a 3422 3317

1043
754

690
C22H27NO5 (Molecular weight: 385.44)

1240 702
lb 3300 1742

1042
756

695

1229 700
2b 3300 1744

1040
756

695
3b

3300 1740
1232

756
702

1040 700

aData of diastereomers 4a,b containing a significant amount of isomers 3a,b are not given

It is worth noting that the different steric structures influence the aromatic 
vibrations, too. Thus the yCArH and 7CArCAr bands [12a] of the phenyl ring in la 
are at 767, 729, 699 and 693 cm-1, at 760, 749, 704 and ca. 690 cm-1 in the spectrum 
of 2a, and at 756 (two overlapping bands), ca. 705 and 692 cm-1 for 3a. It is 
interesting that the yCArH bands of la have of about the same frequency, as the 
benzylalcohol (736 cm-1) and the a-methylbenzylamine (767 cm-1) [12b] having 
similar structures, while the steric hindrance in 2a and 3a results in more significant 
changes of these frequencies. Varsányi lists several analogous cases in his 
monography, which deals with the vibration spectra of the benzene derivatives [12c].

The IR-spectra of the diacetoxy derivatives lb-3b are dominated by the ester 
bands, and so they are almost totally identical.
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Table III (continued)

Compound M.p.
(°C)

Yield
(%)

Analysis: calculated/found (%) 
C H N

C18H23N03 (Molecular weight: 301.37)
71.73 7.69 4.65la 112-113 57
71.90 7.95 4.68

71.73 7.69 4.652a 89-91 38
74.04 7.84 4.75

71.73 7.69 4.65
3a 71-73 59

71.80 7.92 4.80
C22H27NO5 (Molecular weight: 385.44)

68.50 7.06 3.64
lb oil 100

68.80 7.17 3.70

68.50 7.06 3.642b oil 100
69.50 7.17 3.70

68.50 7.06 3.64
3b oil 81

68.73 7.14 3.60

Experimental

IR spectra were run in KBr discs on a Broker IFS-113v FT-spectrometer equipped with an 
Aspect 2000 computer. *H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at ambient temperature in CDC13 

solution in 5 mm tubes, on Broker WM-250 ('H and in case of 4a,b 13C) or W P-80 SY (13C) FT- 
spectrometers at 250.13 (!H) and 20.14 or 62.89 (13C) MHz, respectively, using the deuterium signal of 
the solvent as the lock and TMS as internal standard. The most important measurement parameters 
were as follows: spectral width 5 and 5 or 15 kHz, pulse width 1 (41) and 3.5 or 21 (13C) p.s (—20° and 
— 90° flip angle), acquisition time 1.64 or 1.02 s, number of scans: 16 (>H) and 1-25 К (13C), computer 
memory 16 K. Complete proton noise decoupling ( —1.5 or —3 W) for the 13C spectra, and Lorentzian 
exponential multiplication for signal-to-noise enhancement were used, line width 0.7 (41) and 1.0 or
2.0 Hz (13C).

DEPT experiments [13] were performed in a standard way [14] using only the 0  = 135° pulse to 
separate CH/CH3 and CH2 lines phased "up" and "down", respectively. Typical aquisition data were: 
number of scans: 128-12 K, relaxation delay for protons 3 s, 90° pulse width: 10.8 and 22.8 p,s for 13C 
and 41, respectively. The estimated value for/(C,H) resulted in a 3.7 ms delay for polarization.

Compounds la -4 a  were obtained by a familiar way [3] by the reductive condensation of the 
erythro, and the threo l-phenyl-2-amino-l,3-propanediol [4-6] and phenoxyacetone.
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The reaction products isolated in the form of hydrochloride and fumarate salts are mixtures of 
epimers [3], the proportion of isomers is 3:1 in the mixture of la -2 a , and it is ca. 6:1 in the 3a-4a  
mixture. The isolation of the pure diastereomers were attempted from these mixtures. The attempt was 
totally successful as far as the hydrochloride salts of the erythro - alloerythro pair were concerned, because 
of the difference in their solubility. The repeated fractional recrystallizations and preparative 
chromatography of the three -  allothreo mixture lead to a pure substance only in case of three isomer 3a. 
To obtain its 4a pair in homogeneous form was not possible (see also below). The physical data, 
elementar analysis and IR-frequencies of the pure diastereomers (la, 2a and 3a) can be found in Table 
III.

(7 R* 2S *)-l-phenyl(lS *-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)amino-l,3-propanediol (la)

The mixture of 501.6 g (3.0 M) (± ) ctyt/îro-l-phenyl-2-amino-l,3-propanediol [4-6], and 900.6 g 
(6.0 M) phenoxy acetone is dissolved in 2.31 of 100 % ethanol, then 216 g (3.6 M) glacial acetic acid, 1.0 g 
of РЮ2 are added, then the solution is hydrogenated for three days at RT by atmospheric pressure. As 
the rate of the hydrogenation starts to decrease, another 1 g of РЮ2 catalyst is added to the reaction 
mixture. The total mass of the consumed P t02 is 9.7 g. The end point of the hydrogenation is determined 
by the evaluation of the TLC’s of the reaction mixture (the erythro aminodiol disappeares). The catalyst 
is filtered out, and 290 ml of cc. hydrochloric acid solution is added to the ethanol solution, and it is 
evaporated in vacuum. Finally, some benzene is distilled out from the residue. The warm residue is taken 
up with 4 1 of benzene, and is allowed to settle overnight at RT. The precipitated crystals are filtered, 
washed three times with 1 1  of benzene, and then dried.

The yield is 635 g of hydrochloride salt, melting point: 141-145 °C. This product is recrystallized 
from distilled water to obtain 597.4 g (58.94 %) pure erythro hydrochloride salt, which is crystallizing 
with 1 mol of water (m. p.: 144-145 °C).

20.0 g of the hydrochloride salt of la  is dissolved in 200 ml of distilled water at 60 °C, then 60 ml 
of 25 % ammonium hydroxyde is added at once, while stirring. The precipitated product is filtered, after 
allowing it to settle for 90 min, and it is washed with distilled water, until the pH of the washing water 
becomes neutral. The product (16.93 g) is recrystallized twice from ethanol, and this way 12.15 g (68.1 %) 
pure base la  is obtained. The (lR*,25*,l’5*)-configuration of this compound was verified by X-ray 
diffraction [7].

(IK*,2S*)-l-phenyl( 1R*-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)amino-l,3-propanediol (2a)

The benzene mother liquor of la. HC1 is evaporated to the volume of about 1.5 1. The precipi
tated crystals are filtered the following day, and washed with benzene. 240 g of the crude HC1 salt of 2a is 
obtained, which compound has 10-20 % impurities (phenoxyacetone and phenoxy-isopropanol). This 
material is boiled with toluene for 1 h, and allowed to cool. It is filtered the following day, and the 
obtained product is boiled with 1.4 1 of ethylacetate for 1 h. The mixture is cooled to 0 -10  °C, and 
filtered. The crystals are dried at the temperature range of 40-60 °C. The yield is 140 g.

40.0 g of 2a.HCl is dissolved in 250 ml of warm distilled water, then 120 ml of 25 % ammonium 
hydroxyde is added at once, while stirring. The precipitate is filtered, after allowing it to settle for 2 days. 
The product (35.58 g, 99.7 %, m. p. 83-87 °C) is recrystallized first from the 1:1 mixture of methanol and 
water, then from ethanol, and this way 13.56 g (37.99 %) pure base 2a is obtained.
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(lR*,2R*)-l-phenyl(lR*-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)amino-l,3-propanediol (3a)

The preparation of 3a-4a  diastereomers from the ( + )-r/treo-l-phenyl-2-amino-l,3-propanediol 
[4-6], is identical to the procedure described for la -2a . Having finished the hydrogenation, the catalyst 
is filtered out, the solution is evaporated in vacuum, and the remaining solvent and the glacial acetic acid 
is removed by azeotrop distillation with benzene. To the obtained crude base (501.6 g), 50 g of fumaric 
acid is added, the precipitated crystals are left in refrigerator overnight, and filtered. More product may 
be prepared, if the mother liquor is concentrated to the volume of one third of the original. The unified 
material (940 g) is recrystallized from 5.8 1 of ethanol. The yield is 718.00 g (57.33 %) of hemifumarate, 
m. p.: 146-149 °C.

The product contains mainly the salt of 3a, which has an impurity of 15 % from the other isomer 
salt 4a. Stereochemically pure 3a can be prepared if 150 g of the above mixture is dissolved in 1.5 1 of hot 
water, and 0.45 1 of cc. ammoniumhydroxyde is added. The mixture is allowed to stand for overnight. The 
aqueous phase is removed from the oily layer, and the rest is extracted with 1 1 of chloroform. The 
organic layer is dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered, and the solution is concentrated in vacuum 
(102.05 g). After several days of standing still the product crystallizes out. The crystals are boiled with 
0.71 of petroleum ether (boiling point in the range of 40 -  70 °C). The petroleum ether is removed, and 
the residue is refluxed for 45 minutes in another 5 1 of petroleum ether, then the solvent is removed. The 
last procedure is repeated twice with the undissolved product (5 -5  l’s of petroleum ether). The 
undissolved product, which is obtained after the third boiling process is the pure 3a base. Yield: 68.37 g.

(lR*,2R*)-l-phenyl(lS*-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)amino-l,3-propanediol ( 4 a )

The allothreo isomer 4a can be prepared from the petroleum ether mother liquor of 3a, 
generated by the removal of the petroleum ether phase.

The preparation of 4a was attempted with repeated fractional recrystallizations, but the resulted 
material contained not more than 50 % of 4a, the rest being 3a epimer. Neither further recrystallization, 
nor salt formation was appropriate to prepare purer 4a. The further separation of the diastereomere was 
attempted then by preparative layer chromatography. The 4a compound prepared this way was of 
97-98 % purity.

0,0-Diacetyl derivatives

la -3 a  bases, and the 4a-3a  mixture (there was no more purer material available for acylation 
reactions of the 4a isomer) were heated with the same volume of acetic anhydride (in ml), as the mass of 
the base (in g). Heating was performed for 12 minutes at 70 °C, and the obtained product was prepared. 
50 ml of distilled water was added, then the excess of acetic anhydride was decomposed with 10 g of 
NaHC03. After the bubbling stopped the reaction mixture was extracted with chloroform several times, 
the chloroform phase was dried over anhydrous Na2S04, filtered, and the solution is concentrated in 
vacuum (3 Hgmm). All four isomers are non-crystallizing, colourless, heavy oils. The compounds lb -3 b  
show high degree of purity, while the isomer-proportion of the 4a:3a has not significantly changed after 
acylation, thus the sample of 4b for NMR investigations contained about 16 % impurity of the isomer 3b.
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Results and discussion

Summarizing the results of our investigations, it can be stated, that the 
configurations for 3a-4a stereoisomers -  which can considered most probable on 
the basis of their chemical properties -  are also supported by spectroscopic data. 
Though the differences are very small among the NMR spectra of the diastereomers, 
these data combined with the significantly different association structures in solid 
phase (IR data), and with appropriate carefulness make possible fairly safe 
distinction among the diastereomers based on their IR, гН and 13C NMR spectra.

Certainly, further analogous compounds should be investigated before the 
general validity of the spectral differences described above is established.
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News

EASTCHEM, THE BUSINESS EVENT FOR THE 
INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Eastchem ’94, the second exhibition and conference on chemicals in Central 
and Eastern Europe, will take place from 18-20 January 1994 in Prague, Czech 
Republic.

Eastchem will be the most important forum during 1994 for the chemical 
industry to do business with central and Eastern Europe. It will be the. major business 
event for the international chemical industry from petrochemicals to agrochemicals 
and pharmaceuticals.

For those companies looking for the first time at the region, Eastchem offers 
the largest concentration of possible business contacts while for those companies 
already operating there, the event is the major opportunity in 1994 to promote and 
expand business.

Research has shown that the economic situation in the Czech Republic is one 
of the most favourable in the region, and Czech chemical workers and managers are 
among the most highly skilled and most productive in Central and Eastern Europe.

The Czech Republic also has one of the most diversified chemical industries in 
the region and all the major international chemical companies from Atochem, Bayer 
and Ciba-Geigy to Upjohn, Wacker and Zenit/Exxon have now established offices in 
and around Prague.

Eastchem will attract a truly international audience of middle and upper 
management, particularly in sales & marketing and also R & D from both Western 
and Eastern Europe, as well as North America, the Middle East and also the Far 
East.

Whether as an exhibitor or a visitor to the exhibition, or as a delegate to the 
conference, Eastchem ’94 will prove an invaluable meeting point to renew existing 
contacts and establish new relationships in this important chemical market.

For more information on Eastchem ’94 please contact
Expoconsult,
attn. Corine Veenendaal, P. Box 200,3600 AE Maarssen, The Netherlands,
Tel. + +31 3465 73777, Fax. + +31 3465 73811.
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New Books

B o b o k , E l e m é r : Fluid Mechanics for Petroleum Engineers,
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1993, p. 400

"The main purpose of this book is to provide the petroleum engineer with a 
systematic analytical approach to the solution of fluid flow problems. Certain general 
laws relating to the conservation or balance of mass, momentum, energy and entropy 
form the starting point. These basic principles which are in integral form are found to 
be equivalent to differential field equations in regions where flow variables are 
continuous. These conservation and balance equations, however, form an 
intermediate system, insufficient to yield specific solutions unless further equations 
are supplied. It is necessary, therefore, to define ideal materials by certain further 
conditions called constitutive relations. The balance equations and the constitutive 
relations together with the boundary conditions can lead to a mathematical model of 
a phenomenon and to the solution of a particular problem. The solution thus 
obtained may be verified by experimented investigations. This is the underlying 
approach followed in the book, which is organized into ten chapters:

In Chapter 1 the properties of the fluid are dealt with. The principles of 
kinematics are treated in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 reviews the balance equations of 
mass, momentum, angular momentum, kinetic, internal and total energy and entropy. 
All equations are introduced in both integral and differential form, using Gibbs’s 
tensor notation.

Chapter 4 deals with the flow of perfect fluids. The effect of viscosity is 
insignificant for the flow of low viscosity fluids for short distances. Most problems of 
gas dynamics may be solved with sufficient accuracy by neglecting viscous effects.

The exciting phenomena of shock waves are treated in Chapter 5. 
Relationships for shock conditions are derived from discontinuous balance equations.

Laminar flow of Newtonian fluids is dealt with in Chapter 6. An important, 
brief treatment of turbulent flow can be found in Chapter 7. The most frequent one
dimensional application of the two former chapters are discussed in Chapter 8 
together with a wide range of useful empirical data.
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Chapter 9 deals with the pipe flow of different types of non-Newtonian fluids. 
The flow of multiphase mixtures is treated in Chapter 10, and includes 

liquid-gas and liquid-solid mixtures flowing in both horizontal and vertical pipes."
{From the Preface written by the author.) 

The text is illustrated with several graphs and figures. More than 200 
references and a subject index are found on the last pages of the book.

New Frontiers in Catalysis. Proceedings o f the 10th International Congress on Catalysis, 
19-24 July, 1992, (E d . GUCZI, L., SOLYMOSI, F ., TÉTÉNYI, P .)

Part A , pp. I -  XXIX, 1 -  925; Part B, pp. I -  XXVII, 927 -1898;
Part C, pp. I-XXVII, 1899 -  2860 
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1993

The Tenth International Congress on Catalysis was held in Hungary, Budapest, 
July 19 -  24 1992 under the auspices of the Council of the Congress on Catalysis, the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Chemical Society of Hungary and the 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.

More than 1000 delegates from 42 countries (including local organizers) 
attended the Congress. The Congress was divided into two parallel sessions with 105 
oral presentations and two further session in which 360 posters were displayed. All 
these presentations and posters were chosen by the Paper Selection Committee from 
the approximately 800 abstracts that were submitted. The theme of the Congress was 
"New Frontiers in Catalysis". Both the papers selected for oral presentation (together 
with discussion) and those in the poster sessions are contained in these Proceedings.

Five plenary lectures were held:

J. A. Rabo (UOP, Tarrytown Technical Center, Tarrytown, New York, USA): 
Catalysis: Past, Present and Future.

Four decades of catalysis; Complexity of catalysis (metal catalysis, acid catalysis 
with zeolites); New opportunities in catalysis technology (chemicals, production of 
fuels, environmental protection); New trends in catalysis (new catalytic materials, 
catalyst characterization and theoretical modelling); Catalysis in the future 
(characterization of catalysis phenomena, catalyst synthesis, industrial catalytic 
process development, the discipline of catalysis). 23 references.
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M. Che (Laboratoire de Réactive de Surface et Structure, Université P. et M. Curie, 
Paris, France): Interfacial Coordination Chemistry: Concepts and Relevance to 
Catalysis Phenomena.

Introduction; Early studies of interfacial coordination chemistry (transition 
metal ions supported on oxides, zeolitic and layered materials, simple and mixed 
oxides); The present trends in interfacial coordination chemistry; ICC concepts and 
transition metal ions as probes (the reference state: solution coordination chemistry; 
The role of the support and the competitive ion exchange method; The role of the 
support as a function of the preparation method, the nature of ion-support 
interactions); Transition metal ions as adsorption and catalytic sites (adsorption sites, 
catalytic sites); The classification of coordination chemistries; Transition metal ions 
as precursors of supported metals (the present knowledge, the challenge, a possible 
new approach); Conclusions and possible directions for the future. 181 references.

M. Misono (Department of Synthetic Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, The 
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan): New Catalytic Aspects o f Heteropolyacids and 
Related Compounds -  To the Molecular Design o f Practical Catalysts.

Introduction (catalyst design of practical catalysts based on crystalline mixed 
oxides, heteropoly compound as catalysts); Structure, acidity and redox properties, 
etc. (structure of heteropolyanion -  primary structure, structure in solid state -  
secondary and tertiary structure, acid and redox properties in the redox state, 
absorption properties and pseudoliquid, supported HPA, heterogeneous catalysis); 
Control of acid and redox properties for the design of HPA catalysts (control of the 
acidity of solid HPA, control of redox properties, correlations with catalytic activity); 
Development of the concept of bulk-type catalysis (pseudoliquid phase in 
liquid-solid system, bulk type (II) catalysis); Reaction mechanism -  attempts to 
describe the reaction processes of heterogeneous catalysis at atomic/molecular level 
(dehydration of ethanol in pseudoliquid, oxidation of methacrolein); Catalysis in 
solution -  unique basicity of polyanion; future opportunities, Appendix 
(homogeneous acid-catalyzed reactions, heterogeneous acid-catalyzed reactions, 
homogeneous oxidation reactions, heterogeneous redox reactions). 98 references.

J. H. Lunsford (Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, 
Texas, USA): The Catalytic Conversion of Methane to Oxygenates and Higher 
Hydrocarbons.

Introduction; Oxydate coupling (classes of catalysis, mechanism, the origin and 
role of C 0 2, nature of the active surface, cross coupling reactions); Formation of
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oxygenates; nonoxidative and related reactions; Summary and prospects. 
96 references.

W. F. Hölderlich (Institute for Chemical Engineering and Heterogeneous Catalysis, 
RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany): New Reactions in Various Fields and Production 
of Specialty Chemicals.

Introduction; Solid and acid catalysts (hydrated niobium pentoxide as acid 
catalyst, zeolitic molecular sieves as acid catalysts, non-zeolitic molecular sieves as 
acid catalysts, precipitated metal phosphates as acid catalysts, supported and 
insoluble heteropolyacids as acid catalysts, solid super acids as catalysts, other solid 
acids as catalysts); Solid base catalysts (alkali earth metal oxide as base catalyst, solid 
super bases as catalysts, zeolites as base catalysts, other solid base catalysts); Acid- 
base functional catalysis (zirkon oxide as acid-base bifunctional catalyst, 
hydrogenation of aromatic carboxylic acids to aldehydes, ethylenimine from 
monoethanolamine); Multifunctional noble metal catalysts (N-alkylation of aniline 
derivatives, cleavage and hydrogenation of polysaccharides); Oxidation catalysts 
(noble metal on supports at oxidation catalysts, heteropolyacids as oxidation 
catalysts, noble metal pyrochlore as oxidative catalysts, zeolites as oxidative catalysts); 
Hydrogenation catalysts; Heterogenization of homogeneous catalysts or enzymes 
(bioprocess based acrylamide, isomerization over glucose isomerase); 
Enantioselective catalysts; Conclusion. 216 references.

H a l á s z , L á s z l ó : Control Methods in Polymer Processing,
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1993, p. 477

"With the general growth in demand for an ever-increasing range of articles 
manufactured by the plastics industry, the use of computers to control not only 
equipment and machines but even entire production lines is a development of great 
importance in the constant search for optimum output and high quality. In this work 
the focus is placed on computer controlled technology. The author approaches the 
application of control processes by computer from aspects of the processes 
employed; commencing from theoretical considerations he examines those processes 
which influence product quality, and summarizes the various control processes as an 
overview.
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In Chapter 1, the fundamentals of the control, the general common features of 
polymer processing methods employed, the control variables and the measuring 
methods of the individual processes are analysed.

In Chapter 2 the mixing processes, the control methods of the mixing 
equipment, working either intermittently or continuously, are discussed.

Chapter 3 examined the parameters describing the calendering process of 
sheet and coating systems with specific emphasis on the control methods of 
calendering.

In Chapter 4 the working processes and the controls of the screw plasticing 
units are analysed. The text deals with the plasticating capabilities of a single screw 
unit, working either continuously or intermittently, as well as that of the twin screw- 
units operated continuously. The factors influencing the quality of the melt are 
investigated together with the control of the operation of the plasticating units.

The process analysis of tube and sheet production lines and the control 
methods employed in the case of extruders are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 7 deals with the actual process and control of film blowing.
Chapter 8 describes the blow moulding processes, including the analysis of the 

effects of the variables that influence quality aspects of the finished product(s), and 
this provides an opportunity to present an overview of the control methods employed.

The analysis and the control methods of injection moulding processes are 
considered in Chapter 9.

Each chapter is intended to provide a brief description of the parameters of the 
technological equipment employed. The steady state models of the processes 
concerned and the interrelationship of the parameters that influence quality are 
considered. The dynamics of the processes are described, and finally, a summary of 
the control methods is presented, applicable at various levels of operation and 
quality.

References, mainly in German and Russian, divided into groups for each 
chapter, are presented.

This work is intended particularly to be a source book for scientists and 
engineers engaged in plastic manufacturing and control engineering especially in 
processing industry."

{From the Preface written by the author.)
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Studies in Computer-Aided Modelling, Design and Operation.
Part A, Unit Operations, (Ed. Pa l l a i , I. and F o n y ó , Z.), p. 575 
Part B, Systems, (Ed. PALLAI, I and VERESS, G. E.), p. 626 
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1992

Part A deals with unit operations. 13 authors have collaborated in this work. 
The aim was to develop the skills necessary for engineers and scientists to efficiency 
perform computer-aided simulation and design of chemical unit operations.

The issues of this volume represent a wide range of levels of complexity as 
required for student sophistication. Accordingly, it was tried to arrange them in 
roughly order in which they might be represented in chemical engineering 
curriculum.

Chapter 1 introduces the design aspects of convective heat and mass transfer 
between phases. The following chapter devoted to modelling the axial mixing and its 
applications for reactors and extractors. Chapters 3 and 4 review the simulation of 
the hydrodynamic unit operations and heat exchangers. Chapter 5 is devoted to 
multistage evaporation. Chapter 6 and 7 deal with modelling fluid phase equilibria 
and the design of separation processes in equilibrium. The next two chapters describe 
the synthesis of multicomponent distillation systems and the synthesis of heat 
exchanger network and energy integration, respectively. Chapter 10 is devoted to 
modelling the batch and continuous drying processes. The last chapter reviews the 
simulation and optimization of chemical reactors.

Long and tedious mathematical developments have been avoided to facilitate 
understanding of the material presented in this book. Wherever possible, examples 
and case studies are given.

The development, design and control of the technology of processes in 
chemical industry demands knowledge of the methods necessary for modelling, 
measurement, model-identification and control. To fulfil this aim Part В of this work 
surveys and summarizes the most important chemical, technological mathematical 
control and measurement methods, with the contribution of eight collaborators, in six 
chapters.

The aim of Chapter 1 is to emphasize the importance of the systems theoretical 
characterization of chemical engineering problems. The mathematical modelling of 
chemical engineering systems must be based on their systems theoretical description. 
To model the functional behaviour of a system the application of Kalman’s or
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Zadeh’s idea is extremely useful. The structure of a system can be described by graph 
theoretical tools.

Based on the system theoretical description, the functional model of chemical 
engineering systems must be identified. Chapter 2 deals with the very modern aspects 
of model identification and parameter estimation using the new methods of model 
reduction. These topics are very important not only in chemical engineering but also 
in all fields of mathematical modelling.

Chapter 3 discusses the structural analysis of chemical engineering networks. 
Applying graph theoretical and matrix representations, this chapter deals with the 
solution of flowsheeting problems.

Though chemical engineering systems are thermodynamic systems, the 
discriminating feature of chemical engineering systems is their economic character. 
The subject of Chapter 4 is the economic analysis of chemical engineering systems, 
estimating the profitability and the different types of costs.

Chapter 5 summarizes the basic ideas of process control methods which are 
useful in the practice of chemical engineering. The didactical character of this 
chapter is valuable not only for chemical engineers but also for other specialists in 
process control applications.

Chapter 6, which describes measuring systems, bridges the gap between 
chemical engineers and analytical chemists. The unified characterization of the 
various measuring systems discussed here is based on their systems theoretical 
description.

Based on the above methodological perspectives this volume contains some 
useful computer programs in the appendices to Chapters 2 to 6.

In both volumes each chapter has its own reference list and a subject index can 
be found on the last pages of the volumes.
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